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PREl^CE

Much of the present work was written as early as 193(), TFtid

its pnhlication was announced in the introduction to the author’s

edition of the Padydvali in 1934 ; but the pressure of other urgent

engagements diverted the author from its revision and completion

till 1940. In the meantime, parts of it were published, in the form
[ireliminary essays, in Festschrift Moriz Winternitz, Kuppusvami

Sastri Commemoration Volume, Indian Historical Quarterly and
Indian Ctdturc during 1934“1937. .In its final form, the work is

much enlarged and revised in the light of more recent studies.

Although the term Bengal Vaisnavism is not eo-extensive with

the religious system associated willi the name of Caitanya and his

adherents, the present work limits itself to a study of Caitanyaism,

which is VaisnaAusm par excellence in Bengal. It is further limited

to the early history of Caitanyaism, which comprises the earlier

and perhaps more interesting phases covered by the activities and
teachings of Caitanya and his immediate followers, and excludes its

later developments and departures in the 17th and 18th centuries.

But the concern in this work is more with the faitli than with the

movement, more with ideas and ideals than with incidents and

practices* Most modern works on the subject enlarge not so much
upon the material as upon the personnel, not so much upon the

tenet and teaching as upon the life and legend of the protagonists

of the faith. They derive their material chiefly from the Bengali

source, which consists of Bengali biographical and devotional works

and represents what may be conveniently called the Navadvipa
tradition ; but in course of time it seems to have eclipsed the more

do^rmal and less inviting Sanskrit source, which embodies what

may be distinguished as the Vrndavana tradition. While fully

recognismg the importance of the more attractive and accessible

Bengali source and of the vivid tradition and background it supplies,

one should admit that this source alone is not sufficient for a

comprehensive account of the dogmas and doctrines of Caitanyaism,

even if it presents a lively picture of the atmosphere and appeal of

the faith. The almost contemporaneous Sanskrit source, represented

by the elaborate works of the Vrndavana Gosvamins, the Church

Fathers of the faith, is perhaps more remote and recondite, and lacks

the intimate personal element : but it cannot be denied that it is an

equally, if not more, important source which has not yet been

]n*operly utilised. It is true that Krsnadasa Kavimja’s standard

Bengali biogr|jphy of Caitanya gives a good account of the religious

ideology of Caitanyaism ; but written in Bengali as it is, it should

be affiliated to the Sanskrit source, inasmuch as it derives its



mat^ial, as well as inspiratioi/ (at least in doctrinal, if not in

bicgr^ncal, matters), quite freely from the learned Sanskrit works

of^he Vrndavana Gosvamins, whose disciple the Kaviraja was and

whose views he wanted to popularise. It is clear, therefore, that

both the Bengali and Sanskrit sources, representing, as they do, two

distinct traditions, should find their proper place in any adequate

account of Caitanyaism. The present work makes a modest attempt

to give, for the first time, a direct account of the content of tlip _

much neglected Sanskrit source, although the divergence between

the mutually independent Navadvipa and Vrndavana traditions is

not thereby overlooked. As the presentation of religious ideas

involves the necessity of interpretation, strict objectivity is almost

unattainable
;
but the author attempts an exposition of Caitanyaism

by giving a direct summary and survey of all its earlier important

works in the spheres of Rasa-^stra, theology and philosophy,

ritualism, and literature. It is more important to know what the

promulgators of the faith themselves have recorded than draw upon

one’s own devotional fancy, or read alien, as well as anachronistic,

ideas into their standard works.

The author fully realises the difficulty of writing upon a religious

movement which is not yet five hundred years old, and about a

religious faith which, within the limits of locality, is sUll living.

(The peculiar system of erotico-mystic devotion of Caitanyaism, set

forth as it is in a vital background of myth, miracle, sentiment and

speculation, and demanding a highly refined and almost superhuman

capacity of emotional abandon and ecstasy, is not yet a superseded

curiosity capable of exact academic appraisement.) The writing of

Religionsgeschichte in such a case has its own peculiar difficulties

which should not be underrated. The author, therefore, make/ no

attempt at any critique or comparative valuation of the faith, but

he merely summarises its fully recorded original dogmas and

doctrines, and leaves them to speak for themselves. It should be

clearly understood, however, that the subject is approached, not

fr(*m the standpoint of a devotee, apologist or partisan of the faith,

but in the spirit of historical and critical research, which aims at

truth-finding but does not sacrifice sympathy and understanding.

The author’s opinions are his own, to which he is entitled as the

considered result of his independent study, but there is no motive

to offend, nor any for wilful distortion. He is willing to confess to

an imperfect capacity, but his sincere desire to appreciate, in the

light of modern standards of scholarship, should not be misjudged.
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CHAPTER I

THE BEGINNINGS OF BENGAL VAISNAVISM

1. The Historical Setting and Vatsnava Heritage

The form of Vaisnavism which, is prevalent in Bengal is usually

associated with the name of Caitanya, but Caitanya wns not,

strictly speaking, the originator of Vaisnavism in Bengal, which

counted for many centuries an important, if not a numerous, grou})

of adherents in the country. Long before Caitanya, the melodious

PadavalTs of Jayadeva in Sanskrit^ and the songs of Candidiisa in

Bengali^ had also popularised the Radha-Krsna cull ^witb their

largess of Vaisnava devotional sentiments. Even if Cailanya’s

religious personality started a 'new movement or gave a new inter-

pretation to an old faith, his affiliation to the whole trend of

Vaisnava tradition of the past cannot be doubted, and its influence

on him must have been varied and abundant.

As a religious attitude, the Bengal Vaisnavism appears indeed

as a fairly homogenous result, but in reality it is a complex

product. Its tradition is not only multiple but also polygenous.

Two principal sources, however, can be broadly distinguished. On
the one hand, it relates itself to the general history of Vaisnavism

in India : on the other, some of its pecu lia r dogmas and practices
were developed by Caitanya and his di.sciples,jjiving^d its distinctive

cTiTaractcu’.. To” trace the general course of development of the

Vai.snava faith in India, which forms the distant historical back-

ground of Caitanyaism, is beyond the limited scope of the present

work
; but we must distinguish two fundamental elements, which

^ The contemporary Bengal anthology of Aridhara-dfusa 0206 A.D.), entitled

SadukU^karn&vhria, collects a large number of verses on Radhu-Krsiui, some of

which have been freely reproduced by Kupa Gosvamin in his own anthology,

Padydvalt.

* Vidyapati of Mithila, who also wrote considerably and learnedly in Sanskrit,

was not professedly a Vaisnava, but a Smarta Pancoimsaka, who composed verses

in Maithili on §iva and GaurT, as well as on Radha and Krsna. But Bengal

Vidapavism, since the time of Caitanya, to whom his Radha-Krsna songs were a

never-failing source of devotional inspiration, has claimed Vidyapati as its own.

Perhaps his Maithili songs in their half-Bengali dress had been more popular in

Bengal than in their place of origin, and had undoubtedly influenced the trend of

popular Vaisnava sentiments in Bengal.
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go to form the texture of Bengal Vai^jjavism, as derived more or

less from Vaisnavism in general. The first and foremost of these

is the general doctrine of Bhakti , or emotional service of love and

devotion as a means of spiritual realisation ; but equally important

the Krspa cult , intimately connected with it, as forming the

ground of this devotional attitude.

The term Bhakti, used in contradistinction to the terms Jfiana

and Karman, is employed by many a sect of modern Hinduism, but

in Bengal Vaisnavism it has its special connotation, which will be

considered in its proper place. This special connotation is the

result as much of historical development as of individual teaching

and experience of particular saints and devotees ; but it would take

us far astray if we are to trace here, even briefly, the various

influences which shaped the idea of Bhakti in the different stages

of its growth and brought it to its present connotation. Its origins

are lost in far-off antiquity, and its spread over centuries of obscure

religious, cultural and literary influences has made the stages of

its growth erratic and undefined. Stretching into the early Visnuism

and Narayaniya worship of the Mahdbhdrata} it loses itself in a

complex body of myth, legend, superstition, belief, sentiment and

philosophy ; but it emerges in a more or less definite form in the

Bhagavatism and Krsna-Vilsudeva worship of the Bhagavad-efitd,

On this basis it was sy&temati.scd and erected into a philosopheme

in such late Bhakti-works as the Ndrada-Mndilya-sutras, and it

continued as a doctrine till about the end of eighth century A.D.,

when the theory of spiritual non-dualism and world-illusion promul-

gated by the great Samkaracarya and his followers appears to have

imperilled its dualistic metaphysical foundation, must have

led to a vigorous revival of Vaisnavism in the subsequent centuries

;

and about the 12th^ century A.D. we have four Sampradayas or

schools of thought, into which the Vaisnava movement divided

itself. These are the well-known Sri-, Brahma-, Rudra-, and Sana-

kadi-Saippradayas, associated respectively with the names of

Ramanuja, Madhva, Visi^usvamiii (Vallabhacarya) ^ and Nimbarka.

Each of these schools developed its doctrines and religious practices,

and wrote an extensive literature. As against the purely monistic

teaching of non-duality (Advaita-vada) of Samkara, these schools

^ An account of the development of the concept of Bhakti in Vedic literature,

as well as in Early Via^iuism and Nw&yaplya worsliip in the Great Epic, is ffiven

by Mrinal Das-gupta in the IHQ, 1980-S2.

* The exact relation between the systems of Visnusvamin and Vallabhacarya
is not clear, but the Rudra-Saqipradaya came to be represented practically by the
VaUabhaeSris
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expounded respectively what are conveniently known as theories of

Qualified Non-duality (Visistadyaita-vada) , Duality (Dvaita-vada)

,

Pure Non-duality (§uddhadvaita-vada) and Dualistic Non-duality

(Dvaitadvaita-vada) . The details of these metaphysical^ theories

must be'soTight elsewhere ; (but it is clear that the essential difference

between these schools of thought consists in the attitude which they

respectively assume towards the absolute non-dualistic position of

Samkara. Samkara’s extreme idealistic monism, postulating the sole

reality of an attributelcss and unconditioned Brahman, devoid of

all associations of personality, and permitting an illusive and

provisional reality to the world and the individual, hardly leaves

any scope for a dualistic conception of an individual soul’s longing

devotion for a personal deity. Though admitting of various degrees,

the essential dualism, involved in a religious attitude of Bhakti, in

making a distinction between the devotee and the deity and imply-

ing an emotional realisation of a personal god in the individual

consciousness, had to be reconciled with the absolute, impersonal

and non-dualistic interpretation given of the Vedanta-Butra by

Samkara. Each of these schools, therefore, wrote a fresh commen-

tary on the Vedanta-Butra, in which an attempt was made to

establish a theory which would permit the individual exercise of

love and piety in a world of reality, some of them maintaining a

frankly dualistic position, and others expounding various degrees of

qualified dualistic views.

Whatever justification is offered by these schools of its ultimate

philosophical position, the subsequent history of Vaisnavism as a

religious persuasion follows the lines of worshipping God as a person

(Sagunop^ana) and through symbols and manifestations (pratlk-

opasana) . The faith is monotheistic, whether the object of adoration

be ^ii^i, Narayana, Vasudeva, Rama, Krsna, or one of the

numerous incarnations of them
; but this loving adoration of a

supreme personal god, to whose grace (Prasada) the devotee must
surrender himself (Prapatti), is often foun3~riot unaccompanied by
a popular polytheisticliverence for “ other gods ”—Brahma, Siva

and a million of godlings—who are classed as subordinate creatures

and given well-defined powers and functions. The faith believed

in a personal creator, in various theories of personal-impersonal

creation (Sr§ti) or emanation (Vyuha) , in the energic power (Sakti)

and incarnation (Avatara) of the divinity, in a peculiar eschatology

which postulates various degrees or stages of liberation, in sin as

antithetical to Bhakti, in the necessity of a spiritual guide (Guru-
vfida), in th® efficacy of Mantra or recitation of some form of the
blessed name (Naman), in the worship of symbols and manifesta-
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tions (Rupa) , in the complete surrender to divine grace and
compassion, and, above all, in the supremacy of a mystic and
emotional form of adoration or communion over intellectual convic-

tion adduced by mere knowledge. Different modes of worship and
ritualism were developed by each of these schools

; different symbols
and manifestations were preferred : distinct sectarian marks were
worn

; Acta Sanctorum, consisting of the legends of mythical and
mediaeval saints, were elaborated ; but all the sects agreed in

exalting Bhakti as the heart of worship, as the sole religious attitude

of love and service towards a personal god.

Theoretically, the doctrines of most of the sects do not single

out any particular incarnation of the incarnate supreme deity for

special worship : but, as the faith was personal in ardour and

concrete in expression, one or other of the incarnations was in

actual practice preferred as the principal object of adoration. In

spite of its inclusiveness and catholicity in this respect, the

Ramanuja sect, for instance, mostly prefers SrT and Visnu, or the

Rama-incarnation : but in Northern India the other three sects,

the Madhva, Vallabha and Nimbfirka, are almost definite in their

adoration of Krsna, who was thus popularly installed as the centre

of the Vaisnava faith. Keen minds soon sought to utilise abstruse

philosophies and appropriate them to the exaltation of the sectarian

worship of Krsna. The Krsna of these sects, however, is very

different from the Krsna of the Bhagauad-ifita, and is yet identified

with him. Though invested with an identity with the eternal

Brahman, he yet retains his personal character as the youthful hero

of WT)nderfuI feats and amorous exploits at Vrndavana. The
Krsna-legend was exalted with a wealth of devotional fancies, and

all its mystical and emotional possibilities were worked out in

detail.

In spite of much learned writing, the mediaeval expansion of

the faith was essentially popular in character and ai^peal. After

the epics and the philosophies came the popular Puranas, which set

forth the Krsna-legend against the exuberant and luscious back-

ground of myth, theology and mystical eroticism. They poetised

and emotionalised the amorphous story, and thus came to occupy

an important place in Vaisnava sectarian literature. Sometimes

they were even composed wdth an obvious sectarian purpose.

Elaborate theologies arose out of them, and the earthly moment of

the eternal divine sport of Krsna was interpreted in terms of symbol
and allegory. The Krsna-Gopi legend naturally came to play an
important part. Even if Draupadl in the Mahdhhdrata invokes

Krsna as “ dear to the Gopls ” (gopl-jana-priya) in a passage which
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is now proved to be an interpoJation, the Great Tilpic hardly takes

into account the GopT-Jegend, which assumes importance in the

later cult. It develops, however, in the supplementary Hari-vamsa

and in the Vimu-purmm, and is embellished further hi the Padma-

and the Brah'tnavniimrta Puranas ; but it comes to full bloom in

the Snmad-bhdgavata, whose chief purpose seems to be the glorifica-

tion of Bhakti and Krsna-lTla, and which therefore came to be

regarded as one of the supreme scriptures of mediaeval Vaisnavism.

The STiwcid^bhdgavutd is indeed the one great Purana which

appears to have exercised an enorm.ous influence on the development

of Bhakti ideas in mediaeval times. No satisfactory theory of its

date and origin has yet been advanced,^ but there can be no doubt

that its emergence marks a turning point in the history of the

Vaisnava faith, and that a whole series of sects, who take it as their

leading scripture, appears in a sense to have been born out of this

remarkable work. Contrasted with the Tlari-vamsa and the Vi^u-

purana, the Bhdgavafa scarcely deals with the whole life of Krsna

but concentrates all its strength upon his boyhood and youth. With

the youthful Krsna at the centre, it weaves its peculiar theory and

practice of intensely peivscnal and passionate Bhakti, which is

somewhat different from the speculative Bhakti of the BJuigavad-glia,

Although Radha is not mentioned, the GopTs figure prominently in

the romantic legend, and their dalliance with Krsna is described in

highly emotional and sensuous poetry. The utter self-abandonment

of the Gopis, the romantic love of the mistress for her lover, becomes
the acceptc'd symbol of the soul’s longing for God ; ami the vivid

nxilisation of (hese eternal sports of Krsna in an imaginative

Vrridavana is supposed to lead to a passionate love and devotion

for the deity. The Bhdgavafa thus introduces a type of (‘rotic

mysticism as the leading ndigious idea, and the importance of the

work lies precisely in this. It asserts the rights of the emotional

and the aesthetic in human nature, and appeals to the exceedingly

familiar and authentic intensity of feelings and sentiments. It

transfigures the mighty sex-impulse into a passionate religious

emotion. The Bhdgavafa is thus one of the most remarkable
mediaeval documents of my.stical and passionate religious devotion,
its eroticism and poetry bringing back warmth and colour into

religious life. The essential truth of its glorification of Vrndavana-
lila lies in this appeal for a more emotional religion and in its

protest against the hard intellectuality of doctrines and dogmas.

^ Far<]uhar's suggestion (An Outline of the Rctigious Literature of India,

Oxford. ia20, pT 232) that the Bhdgavata originated in the Dra^’ida country and

could not have been composed later than 900 A.D., deserves careful consideration.
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But Radha, Krona’s eternal consort in the Vrndavana-llla,

appears to enter into the Vaisnava emotionale at a much later date.

We may leave aside the neo-Vaisnava Gojfdla’tdpam Upanisad, as

well as the apocryphal Narada^pancaratra (i, 12) and its original,

the Kapila-paficardtra, mentioned therein ( ii, 6 ) ; for the admitted

uncertainty of the dates of these works precludes any definite

chronological conclusion. But we find that Radha is distinctly

mentioned in connexion with Krsna as early as the Prakrit Sapta-

mtaha of Hsila. Such stray references, however, do not prove much ;

and the name as well as the cult of Radha appears to be unknown
in early Vaisnava literature. She is unnamed in the earlier

Puranas, although the Snmad-hhdgavafa refers to a favourite Gopi

with whom Krsna wanders and sports alone. She is extolled in the

Padma-purdna, but it is in the Uttara-khanda of the Brahirvavaivarta^

that Radha reappears against the vivid background of rich and
sensuous imagery. Of the mediaeval sects the Vallabhacaris and
Nimbarkas appear to recognise Radha as an incarnation of Krsna’s

energic power (Sakti) and his spouse in the divine sport. In some
sects joint worship is accorded to Radha and Krsna, while in others^

she is the object of independent worship and is sometimes exalted

even over Krsna, who figures under the title of Radha’s Beloved

(Radha-vallabha) . As the highest fruition of devotion is the

admission to the eternal sports of Krsna and Radhti, the dangerous
tendency towards erotic mysticism markedly develops as a creed,

and the highly erotic possibilities of such a belief are sometimes
carried to a lameiita])le extreme.

2. Prb>Caitanya Vaisnavism in Bencjal

It is difficult to say in what particular form Vaisnavism existed

in Bengal before Caitanya. A general diffusion of some form of

Vaisnavitc worship may be presumed to have existed from the

Gupta and Post-Gupta periods, but it probably took the form of

general Bhagavatism of the early type, losing itself in Visnuism,

The Gupta princes were styled Parama-bhagavatas, and the chief

object of worship was probably Visnu, of whom Krsna might have

been regarded as one of the many incarnations. In the Susunia

Rock inscription of Candravarman {circa 4th century A.D.) the

prince appe:u’s as the worshipper of Cakrasvamin or Vi^nu. This

makes it probable that the mediaeval emotionalism of the iSnmad-

bhdgavata and its mystic adoration of Krsna had not yet taken its

^ E,g. the Radhavallabhis who resemble, the Vallabhacaris lut are couiited

as a sub^aect of the Nimb&rkas.
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root in Bengal, But it is believed that one of the figures recovered at

the Paharpur excavation represents the united figure (yugala-murti)

of Kr?na and Radha. It is definite, however, that in the Belava

inscription of Bhojavarman (circa 11th century A.D.), mention is

made of Sri-Krsna not only as the maMbharata-sutradMra, but

also as the gojn-sata-kelikdra of the Srhnad-bhdgavata, although he

is still an incarnation (
arnsa-krtdvaidra

)

and not the supreme

deity himself. The official religion of the Pala kings was Buddhism,

but they do not appear to have been hostile to other religions, and

evidenee is not wanting in the inscriptions of the period of erection

of Visnu temples. It seems probable that from this period some

form of Vaisnava Bhakti cult was developing
;
for it emerged in a

finished literary form in the Glta-goinvda of Jayadeva, who flourished

under the Vaisnavite Sena kings towards the end of the Hth
century. Some are of opinion that the advent of the Karnatas in

llSagal with the Cedi prince Karnadeva introduced the ^nrnad-

hhdgavata emotionalism, which had its most probable origin in

Southern India ; and it is noteworthy that the Sena kings themselves,

whip were in ail probability Vaisnavas, are deseribed in their inscrip-

tions as Karnata-ksatriyas. There can be no doubt, however, that

the first and the most important literary record of pre-Caitanya

Vaisriavism in Bengal is the passionate lyrical poem of Jayadeva,

which must have been the source of inspiration of such later

Bengali poems as the ^rikrma-k'irttana of Badu Candidasa (circa

end of the 14th century).^

A Caitanyaite Vaisnava would regard the Giia-govinda not

merely as a poetical composition of great beauty, but also as a

great religious work, and would feign explain it in terms of his

Bhakti Rasa-sastra. But it must not be forgotten that Jayadeva’s

poem was ^composed nearly three hundred years before the appear-

ance of Caitanya and before the promulgation of the Rasa-sastra of

Caitanyaism. It is hardly believable, therefore, that Jayadeva, like

Rupa Gosvainin of the Caitanya sect, could have written it expressly

for the illustration of any particular dogma or doctrine. As a poet

of undoubted gifts, his chief object must have been to create a

beautiful and finished work of great lyrical, pictorial and verbal

splendour. His 'emotional temperament preferred an erotic theme,

but of all erotic themes of mediaeval times the eternally fascinating

love-story of Krsna and Radha was probably found the most
absorbing. The love that Jayadeva depicts is indeed a reflex of the

’ See Introd. to Srikf^-kirttana, ed. Vangiya Sahitya Pari^ad, Calcutta,

18*S BS, pp. 10 f; IHQ, 19*9, pp. 8*8-*9.
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human emotion presented in a series of extremely brilliant and

musical word-pictures, and the divine Krsna and his consort are

greatly humanised. As a musician, courtier and court-poet of

Laksmana-sena, Jayadeva must have been, as his poem itself testi-

fies, entirely different in temperament and outlook from such devout

and scholarly Gosvamins as Rupa and Saniltana. Whatever may
have been the original character of the work, there can be no doubt

that the GUa-govinda, with its .mystical emotions, was claimed by

Caitanyaism as one of the sources of its religious inspiration. It

is said that the PadavalTs of Jayadeva, like the Maithili songs of

Vidyapati, had a great appeal for Caitanya himself. It is not

surprising, therefore, that Caitanya's followers would try to trans-

form Jayadeva, as well as Vidyapati,^ into a Vaisnava of the

orthodox type. But in all probability, Jayadeva, like Vidyapati,

was chiefly and essentially a poet. No doubt, he emphasises in his

poem the praise and worship of Krsna, but it is not unusual in older

poetry to present poetic and even secular themes under the garb

of religion. It is not our purpose to deny Jayadeva ’s Vaisnava

leanings, which are too obvious to be ignoiH'd, but we should like

to emphasise the point that as a poet, it was probably not his

concern to compose a religious treatise in accordance with any

particular Vaisnava dogmatics. It is undoubted that the erotic

mysticism of his poem, which gives expression to fervent devotional

longings in the intimate language of earthly i)assion, influeneed

similar tendencies of Caitanyaism, but it would not be historically

correct to read later Vaisnava Uasa-saslra into his much earlier

work, or judge it by the tenets and practices which came into

existence some centuries later.

The prominence given to Radha in the Glia-govinda makes it

probable that the source of Jayadeva’s inspiration could not have

beyn the Krsna-GopT legend of the Sritruid-bhugavata, which avoids

all direct mention of Radha as Krsna’s consort, and which speaks

of autumnal, and not vernal, Rasa-lUa. The incident referred

to in the opening verse of Jayadeva’s poem, again, cannot

be traced in the earlier Puranas, but it is supposed to refer to an

episode described in the fifteenth chapter of the Krsna-janma-

khari^a of the Brahmavaivarta'purdna, in which the infant Krsna,

similarly entrusted by Nanda during the rains to Radha, sports

with her on the banks of the Yamuna. This reference possesses

some historical importance. We have already pointed out that the

' The question is discussed in Haraprasad ^astri’s lutroduclion to his edition of

Vidyapati’s Kirttidaid (Hy^lkesa Series, Calcutta B.S. 1831, in Bengali characters).
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Brahmavaivarta, much more than any other Purana, presents Radhfi

in a vivid background of great sensuous charm, and in no other

Purana the erotic possibilities of the theme have been so elaborately

worked out. This Purana is also singular in effecting a regular

marriage between Krsna and Radha, and thereby discountenancing

the Parakiya doctrine which came to prevail in Bengal Vaisnavism.

But while the erotic Madhurya aspect of Krsna-worship is em-

phasised in this Purana, the Aisvarya aspect of this worship is also

made prominent by legendary descriptions of Krsna’s greatness and

power as the supreme deity. It is remarkable that almost similar

tendencies are found in Jayadeva’s poem. The opening Dasavatara

Stotra, as well as the second Jaya-Jaya-Deva-IIare Stotra, presents

Krsna in his Aisvarya aspect, not as an Avatara, but as the veritable

supreme deity of many incarnations {dasdkrtikrte krandya tubhyarfi

iiamah) , omitting all r< ference to Radha but mentioning §rl or

LaksrnT. As the poem proceeds, the DhTrodatla Nayaka becomes

Dhlralalita, and all the erotic Madhurya implications of the theme

iire developed to their fullest -extent.

While these parallelisms arc admitted, there is no proof of

Jayadeva’s direct indebtedness to the Brahmavaimrta Purfina, and

it is difficult to explain why Jayadeva should prefer its authority to

that of the almost exclusively paramount Vaisnava scripture, the

SriTnad-hhagavata. Th(' date of the Brahvmvawarta is uncertain,

but assuming the genuineness of the extant text, the Kr^ma-janma-

khanda must be at least later than Samkara and his school, to

whom a distinct n'fcrence is made.’ The suggestion that the whole

of the Uttara-khanda of the Purana is a Nimbarkite interpolation-

is hardly convincing. Of all the Vaisnava schools the Nimbarkas
appear, no doubt, to give prominence to Radha in their thought

and worship ; but there are chronological difficulties in assuming

Nimbarkite influence either on Jayadeva or on the Purana. The
date of Nimbarka has not yet been fixed with certainty, but if he

lived some time after Ramanuja,'’ he would be almost contempora-

neous with Jayadeva, and the theory of any influence by Nimbarka
or by his sect on Jayadeva and his assumed soi^rce would be highly

improbable. But the exaltation of Radha is a distinctive feature

of the Purana as well as of Jayadeva and of Nimbarka sect. It is

^ kdrdgare ca samsare durvaham niga^aTn param\

aochyedye jmna-khadgaii ca mahadbkih mmkaradibkih\\

(Krs^a-janma-khap^a, ed. Venkatesvara Presg, xxiv, 18).

* Farquhilt, op. ctt., pp. 240, 271, 876.

* K. G. Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism etc., Strassburg 1913, p. 62.
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possible that Jayadeva derived and developed his erotic mysticism

from the same source as Nimbarka himself ; and to the same

obscure source probably the writer of the latter portion of the

Purana was indebted for his extremely sensuous treatment of the

Radha-lcgend. Such emotional tendencies might have been wide-

spread enough to have been thus widely and popularly utilised.

In later times we find that the &n7nad-bhagavata became the

ultimate source of such emotionalism, and it ceased to be confined

to Bengal, Mithila and Southern India ; but the Radha-legend and
the exuberant development of its. erotic possibilities, which supplied

inspiration alike to Jayadeva, Nimbarka and writers of such late

Puranas as the Brahmavaivarta, must be traced to a diiferent and
earlier unknown source.

The Caitanya movement in Bengal, no doubt, accepted the

Glta-govinda as a source of inspiration, but it does not appear to

have accepted the Brahmxivanxirta Purana as canonical. Its chief

scripture was the &ri7nad-bhdgavata, on whose devotional poetry
and legend it based its emotionalism. Its glorification of the Radha-
legend need not of itself connect it with the Brahmavaivatta, to
which it seldom refers. Nor can any Nimbarka influence be traced
directly in it. The influence of the SrT-sanipradaya of Ramanuja is

still less traceable in it ; and the Vallabhacarya sect was almost
contemporaneous and could not have immediately influenced it,

There is, however, a tendency^ to affiliate the Caitanya sect as a
branch of the Madhva Sampradaya which is said to have been most
influential in Bengal before Caitanya. But the evidence adduced
in favour of this assumption is hardly satisfactory, and there is

nothing to shew that there was any direct Madhva influence on
Caitanyaism in the earlier stages of its development. It has,
however, been stated, without much justification, that Caitanya
himself was brought up in Madhva traditions, that his predecessor
Advaita, as well as many of his influential relatives and associates,
had close connexion with Madhvaism, that Madhavendra Puri, to
whom is ascribed the credit of initiating a Bhakti movement in

Ab maintained by Dinesh Chandra Sen in his three works on Bengal
Vai^nayism, and repeated by Kennedy in his Chaitanya Movement (Oxford University

1985). Jive Gbsvamiii in his ^arva-samvadml directly disclaims the connexion
of the school with the views of all other Saippradayas <p. 149, ed. Vahglya
»amtya Fari§ad). Anandm in his commentary on Prabodhananda’s Caitanya-.c^mrte claims that Caitanya himself and his followers were the founders of
the Bengal Sa^pradfiya and owed nothing to the Gurus of any ofher Sampradaya

bhagavdn. xtyipradSya^vartem Z.
patfoda eva edmpradaytkd gumvo ndnye).
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Bengal before Caitanya, was a Macjliva ascetic, and that Isvara Puri

and^e^ava Bharati, the Diksa and Samnyasa Gurus respectively

of Caitanya, were ascetics of the Madhva order, to which Caitanya

Avas thus initiated. But these statements lack corroboration in the

early records of the sect.

While Madhva himself is seldom cited, Madhvaism or affiliation

to the Madhva sect is never acknowledged in the several authorita-

tive lives of Caitanya, nor in the canonical works of the six

Gosvamins of Bengal Vaisnavism.* It is asserted for the first time

in Kavikarnapura’s Gaura-ganoddeia’dlpika^ but this work was not

written probably before 1576 A.D. Caitanya’s Guru-parampara is

traced in it, with more ingenuity than accuracy, from Madhva

himself, through Madhavendra and Isvara Purl, in a list, which

looks suspiciously similar to a list given by Baladeva Vidyabhusana

which we shall mention presently. In his drama Caitanya-candro-

daya (Act i) , however, Kavikarnapura refers to Madhavendra Purl,

but not as a Madhva ascetic ;
nor is there any reference to Madhva

or Madhvaism in this work, as well as in his earlier Sanskrit poem

Caitanya-caritdmrta, On the contrary, in the fifth Act of his

drama, Caitanya is distinctly stated to have entered the monastic

order of the Advaitav«adins.- The only other support of the theory

of Madhva affiliation is to be found in a list of Guru-parampara''*

given at the commencement of Baladeva Vidyabhusana’s Govinda-

hhdsya (on the Veddnta-sutra) and in his Prameya-ratndvali, As
the time of some of these Madhva Gurus is well-known, the

^ Tills list is quoted with approval in the Bhakti-ratridkara (18th centurjO*

but the evidence of this work is late and unreliable. It could not, however, have

been copied from Baladeva Vidyabhusanas list, but was probably deriA'CMl fron)

a common source.

® Advaita asks
:

(v. 21) keyam llld vyaraci bkavata yo*yam advaita-bhdjdm]

atyantestaa tarn adhrta bhavdn akamam yat tunyam\\, to which Caitanya replies:

bho advaita smara kimu vayam hanta nddvaifa-bhjdjo] bhetlas taamin tvayi ca yad
iydn rupato lingataS ca\\, implying that Caitanya believed that his being an
Advaita Sainny^n was not inconsistent with his de\'otional attitude of Bhakti.

Caitanya is again reported to have said (viii—opening passage) that he was not

impressed by the Bamanuja and the Madhva sects whom he had met in Southern i

India : kiyanta eva vaisruivd drsMh, te*pi ndrdyanopdsakd eva ; apare tattva-

vddinah, te tathavidha eva; ntravadyam m bhavati te^dm mutani. And all this

inspite of Karpapura’s own Gaura-ganoddesal

® The Guru-paraippara hi thus given {Oovmda-bhd^a, introductory verses,

ed. ^yamalala Gosvaml, Calcutta 1894 ; Pram-eya-ratndvali, ed. Atul Kmpa
Gosvaml, 1927, p. 4); Madhva (Anandatlrtha)—^Padmanabha—^Nrhari—^Madhava—Ak^bhya—^ayatlrtha—Jhanasindhu—^Mahanidhi~Vidyanidhi—Rajendra—Jaya-
dharma—^Puru^ottama ^Brahmanya—^Vyfisatirtha—^Laksmlpati Madhavendra

—

Isvara Purl—Gaitanya.
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historical accuracy of this list can be easily challenged,^ and there

can be no doubt that the list was made up for the occasion mainly

from hearsay or imagination. Baladeva, a native of Orissa, belonged

to the 18th century ; and what tradition records about his pro-

Madhva tendencies is confirmed by his learned writings. Even if

his Govinda-hhd^ya shows independence, he has entirely given

himself up to Madhvaism in his Prameya-ratndvalir We shall

discuss below the reason for this change of attitude on the part of

one of the most acute champions' of Bengal Vaisnavisra ; but what-

ever may have been the reason, there is no other direct claim for

Madhva affiliation in the authoritative works of Caitanyaism.

Oh the other hand, the indications are strong that Caitanya

formally belonged to the Dasanami order of Samkara Samnyasins,

even though the ultimate form which he gave to Vaisnava Bhakti
had nothing to do with Samkara’s extreme Advaita-vada. Barring

the two passages referred to above, there is no evidence anywhere
in the early standard works of Bengal Vaisnavism^ that

Madhavendra Puri or his disciple Isvara Puri, who influenced the

early religious inclinations of Caitanya, was in fact a Madhva
ascetic. There is no evidence to show that either they or their alleged

disciple Advaita were Madhvas in outlook. Tradition records that

Madhva himself was initiated into the Tirtha order of Saipkara by
Acyutapreksa or Purusottama Tirtha

; and even after he promulgated
his Dvaita doctrines in opposition to Samkara's teaching of

Advaita,^ he adhered to his Tirtha designation under his Samnyasa
name of Anandatirtha. Ever since his time and up to the present
day, all the Gurus of his order called themselves Tirthas, and

' The question has been discussed by Amara Chandra Ray in Udbodhana,

Vai^ha, 1337, B.S., pp, 244-58 and Caiira. 1336, pp. 136-148. and Assam Research

Society Journal, April 1935; also by B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma in Indian Culture,

iv, 1937-38, pp. 429 f. To the arfnnnents detailed in these articles regarding the

correctness of the Madhva list of succession, one may add that neither

Madhavendra Puri nor Isvara Puri is mentioned in the list of succession prepared

by R. G. Bhandarkar (Report, 1883-84) from original lists procured from Miraj,

Belgaum and Poona. Baladcva’s list differs materially from this more autlientic list.

* His nine central principles of Vaiftpavism enunciated in this work are identical

with the nine fundamental tenets of Madhva. BaladevaV; Guru Radliadamodara

appears to have been considerably influenced by Madhva in his Vedanta-syafnantaka,

® The evidence of such late works as the Bhakti^ratn&kara (18th century),

(pp. 398-11), the verses of Gopala Guru cited therein (pp. 312-13), or the Anurayu'*

valti pt Manohara-dasa, dated 1696 A.D. (pp. 48-49) etc. are here excluded for

obvious reasons.
ft

* ^riihara*si^atdfn labdhvapi m^bhagavat^pakfapdiena tato vicekidya, as Itva

Gosv&min (Tattm-eaipdarhha, p. 70) puts it.
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not Purls or Bharatis.^ Madhavendra and Isvara were both

Puns, and not Tlrthas ;
while Madhavendra’s other alleged disciple

Kcsava Bharati was apparently also a Samnyasin of the Bharat!

order of Samkara.® To Vasudeva Sarvabhauma at Puri, Caitanya

is introduced (C-C, Madhya, vi) as a Samnyasin belonging to the

Bharati-sampradaya. There are also other facts recorded in his

authoritative biographies which militate against the assumption of

Caitanya’s Madhva leanings. His calling himself a Mayavadin

ascetic on several occasions KaVikarnapura’s distinct statement

that he belonged to the Advaita monastic order and did not approve

of the Tattvavadins : the raillery of Prakasananda, an Advaita

ascetic, on Caitanya’s avoidance of his fellow Mayavadin ascetics

and on his improper indulgence in singing and dancing his dii'ect

disapproval of Madhva doctrines —^all these and other indications

raise a legitimate ^ doubt regarding the historical accuracy of

Caitanya’s alleged connexion with Madhvaism.

It appears probable, on the other hand, that Madhavendra
Pur! and his disciple Isvara Pur! were Samkarite Samnyasins of

the same type as Sridhara Svamin,^* who in his great commentary
on the Sninad-bhdgavata attempted to combine the Advaita teachings

of Samkara with the emotionalism of the Bhagavatas. Devotion to

Narayana or Krspa was never considered inconsistent with one’s

belonging to the Samkara Sampradaya, and many a Samkaraite
ascetic has taught that the stage of Advaita realisation can be
reached through the devotional worship of a particular deity as a
person or as a symbol. It is said that the tutelary deity of

Samkara himself was Srikrsna, while tradition alleges that his chief

disciple Padmapada, like Sridhara himself, was a worshipper of

^ See B, N. Krishnamurti Sarma, op. cit., p. 430, who is (lefiailely of opinion

that ‘Puri’ is not distinctive of Madhva order.

* Farquhar’s statement (op. cit, p. 304) that in the later history of the

M&dhva sect, the Madhva ascetics called themselves Purls and Bharatis really

begs the question ; for it is based on the assumption that Madhavendra Purl,

Vi^pu Puri, Isvara Puri and Kcsava Bharati were in fact Madhva ascetics.

* K]:ppadasa, Caitanya-caritdmrta, Madhya, vili, 45, 123; Madhya, ix, 250;
Antya, vii, 16.

* C-0, Adi, vii, 40-42. Vrndavana-dasa retaliates by making Caitanya

denounce Prakaiananda in unmeasured language and afflict the uncompromising

Vedantist scholar with leprosy and damnation

!

® C--C, Madhya, ix, 254 >f, esp. 276-7; also Kavikarnapura’s Caitanya-

candfodaya cited above. But Caitanya, as reported by Kr^padaaa, entirely mis-

understands the ^sition of Madhva (B. N. Krishnamurti Sarma, op. dt*, p. 431)

.

” As Sridhara refers to Vopadeva he could not have been earlier than 1800 A.D,
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Nrsiitiha. It would seem that about the time of Srldhara there

must have grown a tendency of tempering the severe monistic

idealism of Advaita Vedanta with the devotional worship of a

personal god. Sridhara appears to give a definite expression

to this tendency in his well known commentaries on the Vi?nu-

puruiim, the Bhagavad-gitd and the ^mnad-bhdgavata, in which he

acknowledges Samkara’s teachings as authoritative, but considers

Bhakti as the best means of Advaita Mukti.^ Whatever may be

the value of this attempt at reconciling Jnana and Bhakti, tradition

alleges that Sridhara s interpretation caused a great sensation in

his Sampradaya at Benares, but that it ultimately came to prevail

(through divine intervention. From his time a class of mystic-

emotional Samnyasins seems to have grown up, who found nothing

^
inconsistent in their practices of Bhakti with their belief in Advaita

^ Vedanta. An Advaita Samnyasin of this type must have been

Visnu Purl of Tirhut, who is often mistakenly described as a Madhva
ascetic.- Following the tradition of Sridhara, he composed a

Bhdgavata-hhakti-ratndvalt in w'hich some of the finest passages

of the Srimad-bhagavata were selected and arranged in thirteen

strings ” according to their subject-matter. One of the closing

verses of this work apologises for any departure the compiler might
have made from the writings of the great Sridhara,*^ and there can

^ The phrase sva-sampraddya at the beginning of his commentary need not be

interpreted to mean Vispusvamin Sampradaya. Jiva Gosvamin (Tattva-samdarbha,

ed. Berhampore, p. 68) dogmatically asserts that Sridhara, whose opinion is

accepted as authoritative in the Bengal school, was a true Vaisnava who only

tempered his Vai^navism with Advaita doctrines in such a way as to make it

acceptable to the Advaita schools. But there is no evidence to support this

{(tatement. On the contrary, at the commencement of his commentary on the

Bhagavad-gltdy Sfldhara distinctly acknowledges the views of the Bhasyakara (i.e.

Saipkara), and in many places refrains from further explanation by simply referrriug

the reader to Samkara^s interpretation. Although Bhakti is his main theme, the

Advaita trend of his writings is too obvious to l)e mistaken. See Amara Nath Ray

in Udbodhana, Caitra, 1336, pp. 162-3.

® Farquhar, op. cit, pp. 229, 302, 375; Glasenapp, Madhva*s Philosophie dea

Visnu-Olaubens (Bonn and Leipzig, 1923), p. 61 ;
in the works of D. C. Sen cited

,
above. Kavikarnapura alleges in his Oaura-ganoddesa genealogy that Vi^pu Purl was

a disciple of Jayadhvaja, mistakenly called Jayadharma ! But see Amar Nath Ray,

in Indian Cidture, p. 102 f.

’ atra sndhura’sattamokti-likhane nydnddhikam yad hhavet\

tat k$antum sudhiyoWhata wa-racand-lubdhasya me cdpalam\\

The colophon to the Dacca University manuscripts of the text, with its

commentary KantimSld, which we have consulted, reads ; iti hi^ru^otiama’-

mmiii^Seravmdar4cfpdrmakarmidard>indur^onrnUiUi--i>iveka-taimhh^

mft}upm1-^gmthHa^-^iri^bh4gavatdinftdbdhi-^bdhariH—bhakU—ratndvdhr-^kdmUmS^

Appaienfiy Puru^ttama was his Gum and not Jayadhvaja. An
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be no doubt about Sridhara’s influence on this work. Some of

Vi§^u Puri’s original verses are cited in the Padyavali of Rupa

Gosvtoin, and no one can mistake their devotional fervour.^

Madhavendra Purl and Isvara Puri were probably devotional

Samkarites of the same type, and the descriptions given of their

religious attitude in the earlier Bengali Vaisnava works, which

however never call them Miidhva ascetics, fully bear out their

emotional predilections. Caitanya .himself was probably initiated

as a Samnyasin of this type, although his own religious experiences

made him go a long way into the extreme emotional attitude of

Bhakti, for which he is reported to have been ridiculed by the

Samnyasins of Benares. We shall see presently that his belonging to

a particular Sampradaya hardly made any difference to his personal

religious consciousness, that the movement he inaugurated had

nothing to do with the strict Advaita standpoint, and that he

himself rose superior to sombre and passionless aseeticism ; but it

is highly probable that Kesava Bharat! ( an ascetic apparently of

Samkara’s Bharat! order) who w^as his Saninyasa Guru, and
Isvara Puri, who was his D!ksa Guru, formally introduced him into

edition of the text with English translation has been published in the Sacred Book
of the Hindus Series, Allalnibad 1912. MSS. noticed in Aufrecht’s Bodleian Cata^

logue, no. 90 ; Aufrecht’s Florentine Manuscripts, no. 2S6
; Mitra, Notices, i, no. 422,

p. 240 ; Eggeling, India Office Catalogue, vi, p. 1272-73 . The colophon occurs with

slight variation.s in Mitra’s and Eggelitig’s MSS. Aufrecht {Florentine Manuscripts,

p. 76) states that the work was compo.sed at Benares in 1634 A.D, The source of his

information is not known, but the editor of the Allahabad edition tells us that this

date is gi’V'en in a footnote to the edition of the work publislied at Calinitla. This

date, however, is impossible, for it militates not only against the date 1595 (=rSamvat
1652) of the copying of the India Office manuscript (Eggeling, loc. cit), but also

against the Bengal tradition that Visnu Purl, who is mentioned by Kavikarnapura,
was much earlier than Caitanya. This would dispose of the story of the meeting
of Visnu Purl and Caitanya, mentioned in the Introduction to the Allahabad edition

and in Carpenter’s Theism in Mediaeval India (London 1926, p. 422). On the

date of the work aee S. K. De in Indian Culture, v, 1938-39, pp. 197-99.

^ The Padyavali also cites another ascetic devotee, named Yadavendra Puri,

of whom however nothing is known.

“ Ke^va Bharati, who formally initiated Caitanya into the monastic order

at Katwa, near Burdwan, in Saka 1431=1510 A.D. does not appear to have
exercised any direct spiritual inHuence on Caitanya or his sect. He is said to have
belonged to the village of Denud in the district of Burdwan and born of Bengali
Brahmin ancestry. According to the Prema-vil&sa (ch. xiii) KeSava’s former name
was Kalinatha Acarya, and his native place was Kuliya in Navadvipa. But he
f^pears to have resided chiefly at Katwa (Kantaka-nagara) , In the Oaudiya
Vai^va lidh&sa «(in Bengali) by Madhusudana Tattvavskaspati (2nd ed., Hooghly,
1888 B.S.=1926 A.D.), a confusion is made (p. 152) between Kesava Bharat! and
Kedava KSimlr! of the Nimbarka sect, of whom we shall speak later.
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this tradition of emotional Samnyasa» which hardly stood in the way

of bis practice of extreme forms of emotional Bhakti. \The roots,

therefore, of the Bhakti movement, which Madhavendra Purl is

said to have started in Bengal and which Caitanya carried forward

and definitely shaped, must be sought in such traditions as

originated from Srldhara’s great commentary on the ^nmad-

bhdgavata, which was accepted with much veneration by the Bengal

school.^
,

Caitanya himself is said to have possessed the highest

admiration for Sridhara Svamin, and on one occasion he is said to

have repudiated a commentary on the ^nmad-hhagavata by one

Vallabha Bhat^a on the ground that it departs from Sridhara

Sviunin’s interpretations.^

It must also be pointed out that in doctrinal matters, Bengal

Vaisnavism, as set forth by Caitnaya’s Navadvipa devotees or by

the six Gosvamins, hardly shows any resemblance to Madhvaism.

Madhvaism is more speculative than emotional, and displays a

distinct metaphysical leaning towards the views of the Naiyayikas

and Samkhyas. The Madhvas reject the erotic Rasa-pancadhyfiya

of the ^nmad-bhdgavata» which is one of the sacred texts of the

Bengal Vai^navas. In Madhva devotion there is hardly a place

for Radha, nor is the Vrndavana-lila of Kysna an exclusive object

of adoration. The name or the works of Madhva,, or of his

Sampradaya, are very seldom cited in the earlier standard works

of Bengal Vaisnavism. Sanatana, in his Vai^nava-to^ant com-

mentary on the Snmad-bhdgavata, has once or twice quoted the

JMadhva-bhasya, but it is not clear whether these passages were

inserted by ^Iva GosvSmin, who made an abridgment of the work.

Rupa Gosvamin also refers to the Bhasya of Madhvaearya in his

Laghu-Bhagavatdmfta (ed. Murshidabad, p. 310). In his Tattva-

mTjfidmbha, Jiva refers with respect to Madhvacarya’s Vaisnava ideas

(p. 56-67), as well as to three Madhvacaryas, namely Vijayadhvaja,

BrahmatTrtha and Vyasatirtha, and their works, from which he

professes to derive some" material f but he does not refer to them

^ San&tana Gosvamin in his Vaif^va-tofa^l commentary on the &Hmad-

bkagavata pays his homage to Sridhara in the Namaskriya and speaks of his Bhakti

interpretations of the work; and Jiva Gosvamin has throughout accepted his inter-

pretation, quoting his commentaries with approval (tik&numatam, fikanumre^,

Mddhu vgdkhydtam elc.) about sixty times in his Bhagavat-aaifidarbka, thirty times

in his PammSima-aayidarbfia, and more than seventy times in his BludcU^aanularbha,

* Ti^th an obvious pun he stigmatised this new commentary as bhrapfa

because it renounces the Svamin.

madhviksdrya-^mfidnd'^ bhdguvatatdtparya-~bh4mtatdtpaTya^bi^ma^tfdl>hSfffd^

bhya^ mi^grhtidni (p. 71). In his Bhagavat-^gatndarbha (pp. 154, 454-^, 50S, 696)
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J'bs Purfva-gurus. It is only when we come to Baladeva Vidya-

bhusana that Madhva-affiliation is distinctly and authoritatively

claimed. It appears probable that in Baladeva’s time differences

o! Vais^ava opinion arose between the Bengal sect and other

Vaisnava sects at Vrndavana ;
and the question, which was hitherto

of no importance, came to be mooted whether it was possible or

desirable to affiliate the comparatively new Caitanya Sampradaya to

the four recognised Vaisnava Sarapradayas. The Bengal Vai§navas,

for some reason or other,^ thought it convenient to acknowledge

themselves as Madhvas. There is a tradition that at a conference

of Vaisnavas at the Galta Valley in Jaipur State, Baladeva Vidya-

bhusana made this acknowledgment on behalf of the Bengal

Viai^navas, Hitherto the Bengal school did not think it necessary

to follow the example of other schools in the writing of a

commentary on the Vedamtn-sutra

;

and its philosophical apologist,

JTva Gosvamin, in his Tattva-samdarbha, declared that such a

course was not necessary, for the ^nmad-bhdgavata itself was

Vyasa’s own commentary on his authoritative Veddnita-sutra.

But now a necessity arose for writing a learned commentary

on the Veddnta-sutra for making the metaphysical position of

the sect clear
; and the task was accomplished, it is said,

by Baladeva in his Govinda-bhd$ya, The verses describing the

Madhva Guru-parampara, at the commencement of this Bhd^a,
as well as in Baladeva’s Prameya-ratnavaM, probably grew

out of this circumstance. Madhvaism could not have proved

congenial to the extremely emotional and erotic predilections of

Bengal Vaisnavism, and it is very doubtful if it ever had any
influence on the thought and practice of Caitanyaism

; but now
an authoritative declaration was made, which was hardly consistent

with its earlier tradition and which hardly affected its essential

doctrines in its subsequent history. It will be clear from what has
been said /above that, in spite of this belated acknowledgment, the

and Pararnutma’^amdarbha (p. 251), Jiva Gosvamin cites Sruti texts as he finds

them quoted in the Madhva-bha^ya (madhvc^bhdsya-pramdmtd srutih); while the

Madhva-bha^ya itself is cited in the former Samdarbha (at pp. 181, 235). In his

SoTva-sairwSdini (p. 4), which fdso quotes some Madhva>bhasya-pramanita
Srutis, he speaks of writing his six Samdarbhas after looking into

old Vaisnava works like those of Ramanuja, Madhvacarya and Srldhara*svamin

:

but he speaks of Madhvacarya (p. 12) as Tattva-vada-bhofychkrt, which Tattva-
vfida Caitanya is said to have discredited at Udipi in his South Indian pilgrimage.

These Tattva^vSda-gurus are cited twice (pp. 224, 87) in his Kr^na-samdarbha (ed.

Tranagopfila Gosvamin) only for the purpose of refuting their peculiar views.

It has b^ suggested that their conmion origin from the l^ipkara Saippra-
dfiya was probably the reason for the rapproachment.
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Bengal school, like other Vais^ava schools, derived its original

inspiration from the &niiruid'bhdgavata itself, which is undoubtedly

the fountain-source of all the mediaeval Vaisnava sects. The
devotional interpretations of Sridhara were apparently accepted by
a class of devotional Samnyasins, who first laid the foundations of

a Vaisnava Bhakti movement in Bengal on the ultimate basis of

the Srimad-bhdgavata, Caitanya, himself a Samnyasin of this

type, moulded this movement into an entirely new shape by his

Own practice and experience of Bhakti.

The apostle with whose name this early movement in Bengal

is usually associated in the period immediately before Caitanya, is

the emotional Samkarite ascetic, Madhavendra Puri, of whom we
have spoken above. Among his disciples is counted not only

Isvara Purl, but also Advaita who was Caitanya’s precursor at

NavadvTpa.^ The Vai^nava-tosanl of Sanatana states that the

Kalpataru of Krsna-Bhakti was germinated by Madhavendra in

three worlds {lokesvankurito yena Jcrsm-bhakti-rasanghripah)
;
the

Caitanya-bhagavata tells us that Madhavendra was the adi-sutra-

dJiara of Bhakti-rasa in Bengal ; the Caitanya-cantdrmta of

Krsnadasa pays a similar compliment by speaking of him as the

first sprout (ankura) of the Kalpataru of Bhakti ; and Kavikarna-

pura in his Gaura-ganoddesa-dlpika distinctly says that Vaisnavism
in Bengal, with its associations of Prlta, Preyas, Vatsala and Ujjvala

Rasas, owes its origin to Madhavendra {yad dharmo^yam pravartitah,

p. 15) . We have already spoken above of the tradition that

Advaita before Caitanya was initiated into Bhakti by Madhavendra.
We are also told that Nityananda met him in Southern India, that

Pundarlka Vidyanidhi was his disciple, and that Isvara Puri, one
of Caitanya’s Gurus, was an ascetic initiated by Madhavendra.
Caitanya himself never appears to have met Madhavendra,- who
must have died when he was in his childhood, but he always
cherished a great reverence for Madhavendra, as well as for his

many disciples whom Caitanya is said to have met during his

pilgrimage. At Puri, we are told, Caitanya used to recite with
great emotion Madhavendra’s verse ayi dina-dayardra ndtha he,
cited in the Padyavail 330. But the mystic emotionalism which

.

Eleven oth^S* disciples of Madhavendra Puri are mentioned by Ki^padasa
Kaviraja: KeSava Bharat!, Faramiananda Puri, BrahmSnanda Purl, V4nu Purl,
K^va Puri, Kr^pfinanda Puri, Nysimha Tirtha, Sukhananda Puri, Raiiga Purl,
Bamacandra Puri and Brahminanda Bharat!. Other works add a few more I

Jayfinanda is singular in stating that Caitanya met Madhavendra at Gayft,
but he » also singular in stating that Viivaipbhara*8 Diksa from livara Puri occurred
at jRajgir and not at Gaya I
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Madhavendra made current in - Bengal could not have been

Madhvaism. Unlike a Madhva ascetic, Madhavendra appears to

have been a devotee of great emotional capacity, who must have,

before Caitanya, imparted a new spirit to the sombre and forbidding

aspects of asceticism, and who probably cared more for actual

devotional fervour than for the teaching of dry doctrines. It is

noteworthy that in the references to Madhavendra mentioned

above, stress is laid upon his teaching of Bhakti as a religious

emotion or Rasa ;
and we also read, in the various accounts given

of him in these works, about his* ecstatic emotions and visions as

striking features of his religious experience. lie would go into

mystic trances, we are told, even at the sight of dark-blue clouds

which became to him a symbol of feri-Krsna.^ In all this he

anticipated Caitanya himself and prepared the way for his advent.

But he is said to have done more than this. Fifty years before

the Bengal Gosviimins, he turned the thoughts of Bengal Vaisnavas

towards the sacred sites of Vrndavana, where he is said to have

recovered an image of Gopala-Krsna and established a temple with

two Bengali priests as custodians.- D. C. Sen,'^ chiefly on these

grounds, conjectures him to have been a Bengali, but the evidence

is slender and inconclusive.

But tradition is definite that Madhavendra’s disciple, Isvara Purl,

meeting with whom at Gayii is said to have formed a turning point

in Caitanya ’s life, was a Bengali. Isvara Purl, whose original name

is not known, is said to have been born at Kumarahatta (modern

Halisahar, near Naihati) of Radhlya Brahman family, his father’s

name having been Syamasundara Acarya.^ The Bhakti-ratndkara

tells us (ch. xii) that he composed a ^nkrsna-lUdmrta in Sanskrit at

the house of GopTnatha Acarya, brother-in-law of the great scholar

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma. This may or may not be the same work

as Rukmim-svayamvara, which is attributed to Isvara Puri by
Rupa Gosvamin and from which two verses are quoted in the

UjjvdUi-mlaTruini.^ It is probable that Isvara Puri came pretty

{Caitanya-

bhagavata, Adi, viii).

• Kjr^nadasa’s Ccdtanya-caritdmrta, Madhya iv, 48-104.

* Caitanya and His Companions (Calcutta 1907), p. 207.

* Prema-vUdsa^ ch. xxiii. As the authenticity of this chapter is not beyond

question, these details may or may not be correct. It is curious that in the C~hk,

Adi ix, Bvara^Puri calls himself “a humUe sudra” (sudmdhaina) ! Probably

this is a t^m of humility.

• Ed. Kavyamaia, pp. 272-274.
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often to Navadvipa, and it is* recorded {C-hh, Adi ix) that on

one of these occasions he tried to win Caitanya, then a proud and

light-hearted young scholar, to devout life ; but Caitanya’s only

response to the attempt was to pick flaws in the grammar of the

Sanskrit texts quoted from Isvara Puri’s &nkr^4%ldmrta. Later

on at Gaya, Caitanya received Mantra-Dlksa from Isvara Puri

and came back a changed man. In later years Caitanya spoke of

him with great reverence ; and on one occasion when Caitanya was

passing by Kumarahatta, he is reported to have said that the very

dust of the place which saw the birth of Isvara Puri, was to him

dearer than life or wealth.^ Isvara Puri, like Madhavendra, was

also an emotional mystic, who used to go into trances on hearing

the Kirtana of Krsna’s name ^

3. Other Social and Religious Conditions

From what has been said above there can be no doubt about

the independent origin of the Bengal sect, like that of other Vaisnava

sects, from the &nmadrbhdgavata tradition, and about its debt to

the mystic emotionalism interpreted and established by a class of

emotional Saipnyasins from the time of Sridhara. But into the

I
complex texture of Bengal Vaisnavism were also woven ideas from

various other non-Vaisnava sources which coloured, to some extent,

its inherited Vaisnava tradition. Tenets and practices, left behind

by decadent Buddhism and already deep-set in current Hinduism,

must have gone far into the religious thoughts and practices

of the time.^ Vajrayana and Sahajayana, characterised by theories

of self-fulfilment and consequent corrupt practices, developed

early as an obvious protest against the rigours of the Mahayana
discipline and its difficult ideal of self-denial. Allied with these

were all the coarsening features of decadent Tantricism, in both

its Hindu and Buddhist guises, which were probably exotics in

Bengal, but which had at this time a wild and luxuriant growth

on its congenial soil. The teachings of the Vamacarin (Left-handed)

Tantric schools, with their mystic exaltation of the female principle

in the universe, and their emphasis upon the religious value of the

sexual passion and sexual use of women, formed an undesirable

‘ Iwgd? 5IWWVISI
I q wm sftw «i(i n

(Caitmya^bhdgavaia, Adi xv).

• C-&A, Adi ix.

• This obscure subject still awaits detailed critical study. What is offered

here is necessaiHy imperfect and tentative.
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legacy of a great system, and exposed Vaisnavism, with its high

erotic possibilities, to considerable temptation. Milder but equally

mystic cults, like the Sahajiya and Nathism ( the former of which

became strangely Vaisnavised) , had also dangerous erotic tendencies.

They preached a doctrine of “ naturalism ”
( sahaja

)

and self-

realisation, which in actual practice meant an idealisation of the

sensuous, the finding of salvation in and through the senses. Apart

from their questionable ideas and mysterious rites, all these hybrid

cults encouraged a mixture of mystical metaphysics, emotionalism

and sensuality
; and if we are to judge from contemporary Vaisnava

records, they had hardly any spiritual or aesthetic influence on the

religious life of Bengal. Although Caitanya, himseli^ an ascetic and

a man of great personal purity, docs not appear to have lent

countenance to these strange ideas and practices, they yet created

the environment into which the Vaisnava tradition entered, and

possibly had some general influence on its erotic dogmas.

But Tantra is a term which has been very loosely applied, and

its later distorted forms have obscured its proper signifieance.

Whether Buddhist, Vaisnava, Saiva or Sakta, it implied in its essence

a mystic worship of Sakti or Female Energy, exalted in conjunction

with the Male Energy in the universe. Its origin is lost in

obscurity, but it assumed various forms, and its doctrines spread

not only to decadent Buddhism but also to the various sectarian

systems of Hinduism. The Vaisnava Pancaratra system and the

Kashmirian Saiva Agama are openly Tantric. It also coloured the

orthodox Smarta systems, and the great Raghunandana in his

Tattvas makes considerable use of Tantric ideas. Krsnananda

Agamavagisa, the author of Tantra-sdra and the great exponent of

Tantric doctrines in Bengal, is said to have been (like Raghu-

nandana) a contemporary of Caitanya ; and there can be hardly

any doubt as to the wide-spread character of Tantric teaching in

Bengal. The Vaisnavism of the time could scarcely escape its

influence. Its bipolar system of thought and culture, for instance,

must have considerably influenced and shaped the bipolar conception

of Radha and K^sna, which Bengal Vaisnavism developed and
which is certainly one of its distinguishing features. The Vaisnava

Sakti-tattva, the acceptance of Kama-gayatri, and the idea of Radha
as the Sakti or Energy of Krsna point probably to Tantric influence,

both remote and direct. Quotations from Tantra works are scattered

throughout the standard Vaisnava treatises of Rupa, Jiva and other

authoritative theorists of the Bengal school. It is not surprising,

therefore, that Radha figures in a Tantric light in such later

Vai^iiava Tantras as the Ndradarjta'dcafdtm ; and Rupa Gosvamin
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in his Ujjvala-nilaniani^ declares that Radha is already established

in the Tantra (tantre prati^thitd) as the Hladim Mahasakti of

Kr§na.

In the midst of such conditions Caitanyaism was born. If

we are to place any reliance on the picture of contemporary society

given by the biographers of Caitanya, who lived not far from his

time, there can be no doubt that there was a lamentable decadence

of religious life and ideals in .Bengal. The tyranny of an alien

rule was aggravated by the greater social tyranny of dominant

Brahmanism with its protective, bul Idespotic, spirit. Minute rules

and restrictions of an unchanging and stringent code of religious and

social duties wfere prescribed, and the effort is best exemplified by

the great, but narrowly conservative, work of Raghunandana who

was probably an older contemporary of Caitanya. No doubt,

the object of such social legislation was to secure stability of

conduct, but it afforded little room for expansion and progress, and

little escape from inevitable bondage and burden. On the

other hand, even the exclusive Brahmanism, in its instinct of self-

preservation, had to relax itself so far as to adopt deities and

countenance practices of strange origins, such as those associated

with the local cults of Manasa, VlasulT*^ and Dharma Thakur.^

The degraded Sahajiya and Nathism, and various phases of decadent

Buddhism and Tantricism, of which we have spoken above and

over all of which the mantle of Hinduism was thrown, brought in

superstitous rites and doubtful practices which weakened the

inherited spirituality of Brahmanism as a religion. The Caitanya-

candrodaya of Kavikarnapura speaks of false ascetics, terrible

Kapalikas and corrupt Tantrikas ; and references arc made in other

works to the general preference of unclean meat, drink and women.
“ Religion ” laments Vrndavana-dasa “ was reduced to a mere form,

and there was no faith in men.” The times were such as needed
a reformer and saviour.

The city of Navadvipa (modern Nadiya), which witnessed

the birth, youth and early manhood of Caitanya, was at that time
a famous seat of mediaeval Sanskrit learning ; but the kind of

^ Kd. Kavyazc<^a, p. 61.

• Identified by some with the Buddhist Va^isvarT or Vajre^vari. Cf. Caitanya^

hhagavata, Adi ii, where the cults of Manasa, VaiSuli etc. are mentioned. For

an account of these popular cults from literary sources, see Asutosh Bhattacharya,

Maukgala-kSvyer Itihdsa, Calcutta 1040.
^ ^

* The Dharma cult, as Haraprasad ^trl has now amply demonstrated,

with its doctrine of void (eUnya^Sda)

,

came out of decadent Buddhism.
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learning it favoured is typified by its production of a highly

scholastic system of New Logic, the Navya Nyaya.' It was also the

stronghold of orthodox Brahmanism, as well as of neo-Tantricism,

and produced a stringent social dictator like Raghunandana, as

well as a champion of obscure Tantric rites like Krsnananda. Its

great reputation for Sanskrit scholarship and orthodoxy drew

students from all parts of the country, but it created an arid and

intellectual atmosphere, highly materialistic, narrow, proud and

even sceptical.^ Vedantism formed the topic of conversation of

the cultured few, who looked down upon the emotional abandon

of Bhakti as weak and vulgar,^ but they arc characterised by

Karnapura as pantheists who believed in no other gods than their

own selves. The self-satisfied formalism of the orthodox Smarta

system, which prescribed religious merit and absolving efficacy to a

somewhat mechanical observance of fixed duties and ceremonies,

hardly encouraged any exhibition of personal devotional fervour,

or any inner sensibility for morality or religion.^

But there existed in the city a devout Vaisnava community,

although it was neither a numerous nor an important group.

Dissatisfied with their unspiritual surroundings, this religious group

used to meet in certain houses to hold religious discourses, to listen

to the reading of the Srimad-bhagavata and to satisfy their spiritual

longings by an enthusiastic singing of the name, praises or exploits

of SrT-Krsna. Even Caitanya’s fatl^er Jagannatha Misra, though a

Vaidika-Brahman scholar, had devout Vaisnava tendencies, and the

family had probably been Vaisnava for generations. His hospitable

house is said to have entertained many a venerable Vaisnava guest,

who must have created some subconscious impression on Caitanya’s

mind in his boyhood and youth.

This small community must have been inspired and encouraged
in its Vaisnava tendencies by Madhavendra Puri and his disciples

;

This scholastic atmosphere should be borne in mind if we were to understand
the scholfistic trend of the theolofjy of Bengal Vaispavism.

* ^ 1 51151^ iron: H
{Caitnnyorhhdgavata, Adi vi) . A similar picture is drawn in Kavikarnapura*s
Caitanya<androdaya,

* The Vai^pava Kirtana and emotionalism were scoffed at

:

•...%! ftw: i 3^*1% !n«i^^ h
{op, cit, Adi ix).

See the story of Srivasa who was turned out of Devananda*s house because
on the leading o^the Bhdgavata he sobbed and showed signs of devotional emotion
(op. dt., Adi «).
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for we find that the most commanding figure of this group was a

disciple of Madhavendra, named Kamalaksa Bhatp-carya, better

known by his other name of Advaita Acarya. He was an elderly

Brahman scholar of Santipura who lived for the most part at

Navadvipa, and whose scholarly attainments, pious life and sincere

devotion made him a natural leader of this group. He came of

distinguished and learned ancestry, and his original home, like that

of Caitanya’s father, was in Sylhet.^ He was probably older than

Caitanya, and an old friend of the family, whom Caitanya’s mother

accused of having led her two sons to asceticism. There can be no

doubt that Advaita very early recognised the power and fell under

the spell of Caitanya’s rapturous devotion, and a close relationship

sprang up between the pious old man and the young religious

enthusiast. The Prema-vildsa ( ch. i ) tells us that at one time

Advaita taught the older doctrine of Mukti ( Jnana ) and deviated

from the emotional creed of Vaisnava Bhakti ; and this seems

probable from his very title Advaita Acarya,- which apparently

indicates his leanings towards non-dualistic Vedanta.® The Caitanya-

hhdgavata describes him as the greatest teacher of Jnana, Bhakti

and Vairagya
( gisqn? )• The Caii^anya-caritdmrta

of Krsnadasa also refers unmistakably to Advaita’s leanings towards

Jnana-marga, and speaks of occasions when his views did not

receive entire approval of Caitanya himself (Adi xii, 40 ; xvii, 67)

,

It is highly probable that Advaita, following the tradition of

* His father Kuvera Tarka-paheanana is said to have been a dvdra^pai^ita

of Divya>simha, Haja of Laud in Sylhet, who himself later on became a devout
Viai^nava under the name of Lau^Tya Kmnad^a and wrote an account of the

early life of Advaita. The story of Advaita'a life is told in Bengali by Advaita’s

follower and disciple, liana Nagara, in his Advaita-prakdsa (ed. Amrita Bazar
Patrika Office, Calcutta, no date) , which is said to have been composed in Saka
1400=1568 A.D., when its author was an old man of over seventy. liana tells us
that Laudiya Krsnadasa wrote an account of Advaita^s early life in a Sanskrit
work, entitled Bdlya-tila-sutra (published by Acyuta Charan Chaudhuri, with a
Bengali metrical translation, B.B. 1822=1916 A.I).) on which liana’s own work
professes to draw considerably. One must confess to serious doubts regarding the
genuineness of the printed texts of these two works, manuscripts of which are not
forthcoming anywhere. By a critical examination of their contents, Bimanbihari
Majumdar (§n-Caitanya-cariter Vpddan, Calcutta University 1939, pp. 4S3>465 and
478-480) makes out a good case that the works are modem fabrications.

* Attempts have been made to interpret the title Advaita fancifully, as
signifying identity with Hari (».e., Caitanya) or as meaning ‘advitlya’ or unique.
See Amara Nath Ray in Udhodhana, Agrahayana 1337 BB., pp. 685 f.

* See, for instance, the report of his conversation with NitySnan^ in C-C,
Madhya xii, 193 f; his Mukti interpretation of Yoga-vdmfha in Adi xii, 40; his
exidamtion of Jnana-m&rga in Adi xvii, 67, etc. Tradition alleges that Advaita*s
two disciple*, Kamadeva Nagara of Gujarat and Saipkara Deva, apparently of Assam,
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Srldhara Svamin and Madhavendra Puri, believed in tempering

intellectual Advaitaism with emotional Bhakti. But he seems to

have very closely identified himself with the new movement, and

influenced its course of development to such an extent that he came
to be regarded in the later history of the sect as one of the five

Tattvas or Realities of the new faith.^ It is also recorded piously

that Advaita was an Avatara of Siva and preceded Caitanya in his

descent to the world, and that it was in response to Advaita’s prayer

and appeal that the descent of Caitanya took place.^ Whatever
may be the value of this belief, there can be no doubt that in spite

of his Vedantic scholarship, Advaita was the precujspT
^
^ofT^c

deyoHonaTTajisnaT^ teQjjpey wliich later on took definite shape^

as Caitanyaism,; and the small band of devout inen who gatfeerj^d

round Jhijn^orraed,,, the., nucleus and presented the,^

features which were to niark the course of the new movement.
They prepared the way for Caitanya and welcomed him as their

leader
; and to his life and personality, therefore, which gathered

together the prevalent religious forces, we must now turn our

attention.

refused to renounce Vedantism and accept the new faith, leaving their teacher and
the country on account of this difference of opinion. But this is only a legend.

Saipkara Deva is not explicitly mentioned in any Bengal Vaisnava work. For a
discussion of the question, see B. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 540 f.

^ It is remarkable, however, that the Vrndavana Gosv^ins do not, in their

authoritative Sanskrit works, explicitly recognise this doctrine, and seldom mention
Advaita and Nityananda. Only in the introductory verses to the Vai^mva-tosani (1578
A.D.), obeisance is made to Advaita and Nityananda, but there is nothing there
to distinguish them from the other disciples and associates of Caitanya, mentioned
along with them in a fairly long list. Recognition is found, however, in the works
of Kavikarnapura (especially Oaura-ganoddesu'^lpikd) and in the Bengali lives of

Caitanya
; and the promotion to the exclusive dignity is thus of popular growth in

the Navadvipa, rather than in the Vrndavana, circle. Kavikarnapura, however,
attributes the origin of the doctrine of Pafica-lattva to Svarupa Damodara, the five

Tattvas being Caitanya, Nityananda, Advaita, Gadadhara and Srivasa (Locana
substitutes his own Guru Narahari Sarakara for Srivasa)

.

* ^ II
(c-bh, xdi a

;

also Madhya v) . This belief probably originated from the first worship of
Caitanya as the Bhagavat by Advaita at Srlvasa’s house, described by Murari (ii. 9.

18), Kavikarnapura (Kavya vii. 30), Vrndavana-dasa (Madhya vi), as well as from
Advaita^s first public declaration of the belief at Puri.
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THE ADVENT OF CAITANYA

1. Materials for a Study of Caitanya’s Life

There is no dearth of materials for a study of Caitanya’s life

and personality. A fairly large number of lives in Sanskrit and in

Bengali came into existence not many years after his death ; and

they supply valuable materials not only regarding the details of his

career, but also about the circumstances attending upon the growth

of the movement he initiated, its method, its extent and its

contagion. They reproduce the atmosphere and depict in vivid

outline the attractive figures of the leading actors in the scene.

As some of these works are contemporary records, they embody
personal impression and knowledge, and in this sense they are truly

historical. But most of them already acknowledge the divinity of

Caitanya and write from the devotional point of view.' Biography
is a distinctly Vaisnava contribution to Middle Bengali

;
and by

creating it, the movement added a new genre to the literature of the

country ; but the prolix and exuberant metrical narratives are often

presented in a distorted perspective by an imagination which is

ready to go the utmost limits, or want of limits, of fanatical devotion.

The powerful impression made by a great personality inspired these
men to give sincere expression to their human love and admiration,
but the early deification of Caitanya made them accept as their

model th^e myths and unrealities of their favourite Puranic stories.

Miraculous legends and grotesquely absurd accounts about Caitanya
appear to have rapidly grown up even during his life-time, and the
pious credulity of these devout writers found no difficulty in
reproducing them in all seriousness. Yet, beneath alb this, we have
a picture of great human interest and appeal ; and the purely
devotional aspect of Caitanya’s career is depicted with sincere and
loving care, with all the attending details and circumstances.^

^
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Murari-gupta

The earliest available work on Caitanya’s life appears to be the

Sanskrit &n~kr^Tmcaitanya-caritdmTt^ or simply Caitanya-caritd-

mfta, attributed to Murari-gupta,’ an older contemporary, fellow-

student and associate of Caitanya. It purports to have been

composed in response to the devout enquiries made of the author

by Damodara Pan^ita, (not to be confused with Svartipa Damodara)

who was a well-known follower and companion of Caitanya in his

final years of residence at Puri. It is usually known as a Ka^acd or

a brief biographical account, but the printed text^ offers it as a

regular Sanskrit Kavya, consisting of four sections (prakrama)

and a total of seventy-eight cantos, and versifying in a variety of

metres practically the whole career of Caitanya. The concluding

verse^ in the printed text gives Saka 1435=1513 A.D. as the date

of composition ;
but since Caitanya became a Samnyasin in Saka

1431=lr510 A.D. and returned to Bengal, for a short time, after

a little over three years at Saka 1435=1513 A.D., the biography

^ References to Murari-gupta are to be found in almost all the biographies

of Caitanya, and some of them directly utilise his pioneer work. But details of

his life are meagre. Originally belonging to Sylhet, he appears to have settled

at Navadvipa, and was probably a neighbour of Caiianya’s father and a fellow-

student of Caitanya at Gangadasa’s Tol (C-bh, Adi vii) . He belonged to the

Vaidya caste and apparently practised as a physician. He seems to have had

Vedantic inclination before he became a devotee of Caitanya. He appears to have

been originally, like Caitanya’s father, a R.ama-worshipper ; and the RaTm^faka^

which he cited before Caitanya, is given in full in his biography at ii. 7. 10-17.

This circumstance might have led to his being regarded as an incarnation of

Hanumat. He was also a man of extraordinary physical strength, and it is

recorded that once during a KTrtana ecstasy at Srlvasa’s courtyard he carried

Caitanya on his shoulders and danced for hours together. He dates are unknown

;

but he must have been older than Caitanya, and probably survived him. In spite

of Murari’s reputation for Sanskrit scholarship, his work contains many instances

of lapsus linguae which cannot be explained merely as a feature of later Kavya-style.

* Published by Mrinal Kanti Ghosh, Amrita Bazar Patrika Office, Srd Ed.,

Calcutta B.E. 1337 (=1921 A.D.) in Bengali characters. The first ed. was published

by Syamlal Gosvami in 1303, the second in 1317. It is said to have been edited

from two MSS, one from Dacca and another from Brindaban; but no account of

the sources is given. The number of cantos in the four Prakramas is respectively

;

16, 18, 18 and 26. The extremely incorrect form in which the text is printed,

even in the third edition, precludes the allegation of fabrication or deliberate

tampering with the text.

* caiufdasa^iatabddnte pancortnmsatUvatsarel

a^adkorsita^saptamyam grantho*yam purnatartt gatah\\

The reference is apparently to Saka era. This is the reading of the third edition

of the work, pullished by Mrinal Kanti Ghosh; but the first two editions read

patHcarviyuatp^vatsare, which gives us Saka 1425, instead of Saka 1435.
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should have recorded incidents of his life up to that date. In
reality, however, the story is carried down to a greater part of his

later life at Puri, down even to 1530 A.D.; it alludes to the Gambhira

episode (iv. 24) and even to the death of Caitanya (i. 2. 12-14).

The genuineness of the date or of the subsequent account, therefore,

is open to serious doubt.

Whatever may be the value of the printed text, the existence of

some biographical account by Murari-gupta is beyond doubt, and

it is probable that it dealt chiefly with the early years of Caitanya’s

life. The earliest Bengali biography of Vrndavana-dasa omits all

references to it ; nor does Jayananda mention it in his short list

(p. 3) of previous lives of Caitanya. But writing only nine years

after Caitanya ’s death (1542 A.D.), Kavikarnapura informs us that

he based his own Caitanya’caritd7nfta Kavya chiefly on Murari’s

account (xx. 42) . It is clear, however, that Murari’s work was utilised

closely for Caitanya’s early life, although after canto xi Kavikarnapura

appears to have drawn from other sources. That the name of

Murari’s work was also Caitanya-mritdmfta is clear from the

citation by this name in the Ouwa-gfiV^ddem-dlpikd (si. 94),^

another work of Kavikarnapura ’s. The much later, but the more

authoritative, Bengali biography of Krsnadasa Kaviraja, written

probably within ninety years of Caitanya's death, professes to

utilise Murari-gupta’s work and describes it as a condensed account

of all the exploits of Caitanya in his early life.^ Locana-dasa, an

earlier biographer, writing about the end of the 16th century, refers

to thie existence of a poetical life by Murari-gupta from Caitanya’s

birth to boyhood
( )

and acknowledges his

immense debt to that work.®

^ Reference is made in this verse to a story, said to be related by Murari-gupta,

about Haridasa’s being an incarnation of a Muni-putra. The legend is actually

told in the present text in i. 4, 9f.

• ns? ^ifw I ^tfwwi ii

(Caitanya^eanidmrta, Adi xiii, 15). But elsewhere Ki^nadasa Kaviraja says:

35 gnft I
\\

(Adi xiii, 46). This may mean that Mur&ri-gupta dealt in detail with the chief

incidents of Caitanya’s life as a whole; but the mention of D&modara Svarupa

permits the interpretation that Murari and I>amodara, who knew intimately the

earlier and later life respectively, gave a detailed account of the chief incidents of

each phase.

* Locana-dasa actually translates in some places the account given in the

present text, and mentions some points {e.g. Lak^mfs having been in previous birth

an Apsaras) exclusively stated by Murari-gupta. Even from ^the last doubtful

seetion of Murari’s work he utilise the Bibht^a episode which is not mentioned

in any other biography.
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The present text devotes its three out of four sections
(prakraina) to incidents occurring up to Caitanya’s visit to Rainakeli
after the South Indian pilgrimage, i.e. roughly up to 1513 A.D.,

vhile the last section very briefly and rapidly sketches his Vrndavana
pilgrimage and his final settlement at Puri. The second section

ends exactly with the account of his Samnyasa, which incident, in

the usual reckoning, concludes his Adi-lila or early life. The
genuineness of the fourth and last section (as possibly also of the

third) , therefore, is not altogether beyond question ; and the presump-

tion has been made that the concluding verse, which gives its date of

composition, originally occurred, as it should, at the end of the

second section, but was somehow retained even when the

supplementary section or sections were added. The somewhat
strange device of making Damodara Pandita^ the curious enquirer

after Caitanya*s life would be justifiable, only if his enquiries

related to the earlier portion of that life
; for Damodara, who was

one of Caitanya's companions at Puri, must have known more about

the later phase of Caitanya’s life than Murari could have done from

hearsay. But apart from the fact that Kavikarnapura generally

knew the present text, even if he ignored the last section, it was
undoubtedly known, almost in its entirety, to Locana-dlasa,

who closely and directly makes use of it throughout, and specifically

utilises the Bibhisana episode of the last section (iv. 21). It is also

noteworthy that Narahari Cakravartin, in the 18th century, quotes

from Murari’s work in his Bhakti-ratndkara, and the quotations are

traceblc in the present text; and it is also interesting that the last

section (up to iv. 10—Vrndavana visit) was known to Narahari.

The allegation, therefore, that the printed text is a modern
fabrication can not be very well maintained. The statement that

the earlier part of Caitanya’s life only was described by Murari
probably owes its origin to the fact that Murari gives a more
detailed account of the earlier phase of which he had direct

knowledge, while the later phase is only hurriedly and vaguely

given. The work may have been composed during Caitanya’s

life-time, but since it alludes to his passing away, it is probable
that it came into existence after his death (1533 A.D.)

, but before

1542 A.D. Murari’s biography begins with a deified picture of

Caitanya as the incarnation (Yugavatara) of Visnu (i. 4. 26-27

;

i. 5. 4 ;
1. 12, 19; i. 1. 14 as Caturbhuja Visnu) and gives credence

to miraculous legends as a proof of his divinity. This common
trait, as well as the uncertainty of the present text, impairs its

^ Jfagadbandhu Bhadra (Oaurci-pada^tarangini, Introd. p. 50) makes the not

imnatural mistake' of confusing Damodara Pandita with Svarupa Damodara.
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importance as a strictly historical document. But if the entire

work is genuine, it is extremely valuable as the earliest record written

by a close associate ; and inspite of its pious attitude, it gives a

vivid and somewhat human account, not too much overlaid with

theology, of the Navadvipa period of Caitanya’s life, for which it

is, with Vrndavana-dasa*s biography, the best and most authorita-

tive source. But its value as a record of incidents has been

greatly diminished by the more systematic biographies which

followed and made considerable use, openly or otherwise, of its

material.

SVARUPA DaMODARA

The account of Svarupa Damodara, which is probably next in

date, appears to be lost. Krsnadasa Kaviraja refers^ to it as his

chief source for the middle part and last years of Caitanya’s life,

and describes it as a Kadacd. This could not have been the
actual name of the work which is said to have been composed in

Sanskrit. The author appears to have been originally a Navadvipa
scholar,^ named Purusottama Acarya {C-hh Antya x, 52), a
Vedantist who subsequently became a Saninyasin of the Dapdin
order under the name of Svarupa Damodara. Attaching himself

' Madhya viii, S12);

(Adi xiii, 16);

u (Adi xm, 46);

nNrftr^ ^ i q;? smv ii
(Antya xiv, 7) ,

etc.

If Raghunatha^asa also wrote a Kadaca, as the last passage states, it is also lost.
Possibly this was no independent work of Raghunatha’s, but he helped his Guru
Svaropa Damodara in the compiling of the latter’s Kadacd. Nothing of Raghunatha-

writing on Caitanya remains except his Caitanyasiaka and Oaumnga^aiava^
kaij^taru mrorporated in his Stavdvalt (altogether 20 stanzas); while we have only
8 few docbinal verses in the Oaura-ganoddeia-dtpikd (18, 17, 149) ascribed to
Svaru^ Damodara. These could not have been implied by the word Kadaca inl^ad^s stetement. Bimanbihari Majumdar (op. cit. p; 381 f) denies that anybK^hical account could have been written by Svarupa Damodara or Raghunatha-
but to argui^ts are not convincing. The worthless work which is sometimes^mted from Baftala as Svarupa Damodara’s Kodood cannot be seriously taken-
.t does not co^pond to the descriptions given by K^padasa, and contains whole^

“ ‘

• This IS implied by Kr^adasa Kaviraja (Madhya x, 101-2) ; but Murari^ not mrabon Im m a Navadvipa associate of Caitanya, whUe there b nothing

the vlJTh
Kavikaipapura, Vyudavana-dasa and Raghunatha-dSaa to supporttte view that Svarupa Damodara was a native of Navadvipa.* On Punisot^

Acarya, see below, p. 81, note 2.
>wu?oii8mB
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to Caitanya as one of his most intimate and favourite disciples at

Puri, he became thereafter an indispensable ctompanion, keeping

watchful care and regulating the life of the Master in detail.^

Kavikarnapura, in his Caitanya-candrodaya? as well as Caitanya's

other biographers, makes him, as he really was, a great figure in

Caitanya’s life at Puri ; and the verse viii. 10 (heloddhulita-khedayd)

,

which is put in Svarupa’s mouth in the drama, is said to be Svarupa's

own composition incorporated by Kavikarnapura.^ He was well

versed in Vaisnava theology and practice, and had charge of young

RaghunMha-dasa’s Vaisnava training at Puri.^ In Kavikarnapura's

Gaura-ganoddesa-dipika, Svarupa Damodara is credited with the

doctrine of Panca-tattva,'’' which established Caitanya, Nityananda,

Advaita, Gadadhara and Srivasa as the five Tattvas of the faith,

and exalted Caitanya as Mahaprabhu and Nityananda and Advaita

as Prabhus. This would indicate Svarupa’s attitude, if not the

whiole of his theology. He is said to have been so deeply attached

to Caitanya that he never survived the great shock of Caitanya's

death
;
but from Raghunatha-dasa’s reference in the Muktd-caritra

(si. 4), it is not unlikely that he passed his last days at Vrndavana

and wrote his personal reminiscences there.

' Svarupa was one of the few faithful followers who possessed great influence

upon Caitanya, and knew his mind (C-C, Madhya xiii, 122, 134-5 etc.). Caitanya

himself paid a tribute to his scholarship and devotion when he laughingly confessed

to young Raghunatha that Svarupa knew more about the Sastras than he himself

did.

In his Caitanya-caritdwTta Kavya (xiii. 137-142), Kavikarnapura refers

apparently to Svarupa Damodara as Puru^ltama Acarya. For the citation of a

verse ascribed to Purusottama Acarya in some MSS of the Padydvali, see S. K. De’s

ed. of the work, no. 83 (note) and p. 212. But it is remarkable that Kavikarnapura

does not mention Svarupa Damodara’s Kadaca, although he expressly acknowledges

his indebtedness to Murari’s biographical account in his Caitanya-caritdmrta Kavya.

* The verses 5-12, which open Krsnadasa's Caitanya-caritdmrta, are printed

in some editions of the text as quotations from the so-called Kadacd of Svarupa

Damodara {e.g. in Vahgavasi ed., Madhva Gaudlya Ma^ha ed. etc.); but in the

Kalna edition of the text this indication is omitted. The manuscripts of the text

which we have consulted in the Dacca University Library do not support this

attribution to Svarupa, as there is no such heading there as svarupa-gosvdmi-

hadaodydm. See S. K. De in IHQ» 1933, pp. 99-100 ; Bimanbiliari Majumdar, op. dt.

p. S29, coming to the same conclusion after consulting five MSS of the work in the

Vahglya Sahitya Pari^d collection. It is probably an unjustifiable “padding” by

zealous editors, of which instances are very frequent in the printed texts. The

well-known verse m-rddhdydh pranaya-rmhimA is often, but wrongly, attributed

to Svarupa Damodara, probably because it embodies a doctrine ascribed to him.

* The disciple acknowledges his debt in the opening verses of the Mukta-

caritra, where he refers to Svarupa, along with Rupa and Sanatana.

” See above p. 25, note 1.
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PaRAMANANDA KAVIKARNiC^URA

After these come the Caitanya-cantdnvrta Mahakavya in

twenty cantos, composed nine years after Caitanya’s death, by

Paramananda-sena, better known by his poetical title of Kavikarna-

pura, who also wrote many years later a drama in ten acts on

the same theme, entitled Caitanya-candrodaya. The author

was the son of Sivananda-sena, an elderly disciple of Caitanya,^

who used to organise and lead the annual exodus of Caitanya’s

followers to Puri. belonged to the Vaidya caste, and his

youngest son Paramananda was born at KfiTuedapada (Kancaiia-

palli) , near Naihati, a few years before Cailanya’s death. Sivananda

had poetical tendencies, and some of his Bengali songs are to be

found in the Vaisnava anthology, Pada-kalpataru, as well as in the

modern ct)mpilation, Gavra-pada-taranymi (six Padas on Caitanya) ;

his son appears to have inherited his father's literary gifts at an early

age. When he was a boy of seven he is said to have accompanied his

father to Puri, wIk'H' he saw Caitanya ;
and the touch of the

Master’s feet is said to have inspired the precocious child to utter

the following Sanskrit verse in the difficult Arya-metre, which

praised Krsna as the ear-ornament of the GopTs, and earned for

him the title, given by Caitanya himself, of Kavi-karnapura or

“ ear-ornament of poets ”
:
-

sraDcu'oh kuvalayam aksnor anjanain uraso viahendra-mani-ddmal

vrndCwayia-ramamncim Tnandanam akhilam, harir jayaH\\.

Victorious is Krsna, who is the blue water-lily in the two

ears, collyriiim in the two ey€‘s, the great rope of sapphire on

the breast, (in fact) the entire adornment, of the young women
of Vrndavana !

' Kavikarnapura speaks about bis father as one of the chief disciples of the

Master {pdrmddgryam Tnahdjyrabhoh) in his GauTa-ganoddesa-dtpikd, si. 4 and 176.

^ivananda is regarded as occupying a high position among Caitanya’s disciples : see

Murari, iv, 17. 6; Vrndavana-dasa, Antya v and ix : Jayananda, p. 143;

Krsnad^ Kaviraja, Antya i, 12-28; x, 139; xii, 11 and 44; xvi, 60 etc. Both in his

drama and his poem, Karnapura mentions Sivananda many times, and records that

during his return to Bengal Caitanya paid a visit to §ivananda’s house. There is

also a significant passage in the drama in which ^ivananda is represented as bringing

his son (apparently Kavikarpapura himself) before Caitanya at Puri.

® His other name given by Caitanya is said to have been Puri-dasa, which
occurs in the colophon to the printed text of his Gaura-ganoddesa

;

but on this

alleged name see B. Majumdar, op. cit. pp. 85-86. In his works Kavikarpapfira

never uses this name of Puridasa. An Aryd-sataka, now lost, is ascribed to him;
this Arya-verse may have formed its ojMening Namaskriya. The verse is, however,
given in Kavikarnapura’s Alamkara-kaustubha (Kirana viii) as an example of the

poetic figure Mala-rupaka.
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Whatever value this story of an infant prodigy may possess,

it is probal)lc that it originated from the fact of his extraordinarily

precocious literary gifts. His earliest sustained pooti(\d effort

appears to be his Sanskrit Catianija-rarltfnnrfa Tvavyad in which he

declares himself as a “child" (m»). On<' of the eoneluding verses*^

gives its date of composition as Asadlin. fe)ka 146t“June-July,

1542 A'.D. If we aceej)t 1524 A.D. as th(‘ date of his birth, he

would then be about eighteen when the work was completed. For

a youth the poem is indeed a marvellous achievenn'iit of precocious

gifts. The work consists of 20 Sargas and over 1900 verses in a

variety of Sanskrit metres (excepting Arya) , and gives a poetical

but complete account of forty-seven years {cat vHrimsaid sapfa-

bhdjd hdyandndm kmmem)^ of C'aitanya'« lif(\ The author himself

admits that he based his work chiefly on the account of Murari,

who knew Caitnnya in his boyhood and youth : and as it was

composed iiino y(‘nrs after Cailanya's d('ath, llu' standard Bengali

biographies had not yet been vrilten. d'he latter ])art of the

life, however, is indep{‘ndent of IMurari's aecouni, but it is rather

meagndy treated. Like the ]>receding work, Karnapfira's poem
devotes its strength chiefly upon the poetical and devotional

possibilities of the theme, indulging in frecpient Hights (in the

regular long-drawn Kavya-styh*) of poidieal descriptions, and

presenting Caitanya as the bless(*d Saviour and incarnation of

^ E<t. Kadharaman Press, Berliampiir-Miirslndabad, 1HS4. in R('n';ali ehara^'lers

with a Bengali translalioii. In Gaum-fjanoJdcsa, the name* of Kaniapura's Guru
occurs as v^rlnatha.

“ ramh snilat/n iudur iti i>rafiiddlte\

.Wee iatlid kJudu .hicau siddMye ca md.si\

rare .mdhd-kiraiia-7Mmnya!-ila-dvinifd-\

tiihyanfare parisamdplir abhfid amn'-ya] (x\ 4!U

.

’’’ This usually aeeepled date is gi\rn by Uiijindiaiala Milra in his Bit! Tnd

ed. of Caiianija-candrodaya (Prel'aee. p vi). Tins \\onM make Kaniapura abou*

nine years old at the time of Cajluiiyu's passing and would not eonflial

with Krsnadasa Kaviraja's acaounl of Kiinuipilra's \isii Puii In a MS of

the Caitanya-caritdmrta of Kanui])ura. however, in the Dacca Unr ersity Library

(no. 2389), the scribe, one Visnudfisa, calling himself a ser\'aiil of Rupa (iosvaniin,

iteicords the tradition that Kaniapura was only sixteen w4icn he comjioscd tins

work {caitanyarcandm-carildmrlam adhhuldbharr\ dvyo'ifdhddeair vimritam fcaiu-

karnapuraik) . This tradition wwdd agree more \vith llic poet‘s sclf-docription as

a “child,” and pul his birtli-dato at 152(5 AD His visit to Puri in his seventh

year would then have occurred in the very year in which C’aibin\a passed away.

But, of course, this does not entirely remove the difficulties of exact dating.

*
This enumeration docs not really conflict with Krsnadasa Kaviraja’s

mention of forty-eight years, for the actual number of >ears covered [),v (autanya’s

life appears to htfve been forty-.seven years and a few monlh.s. See B. Majiiindar,

op. cit.t pp. 21-23 for a discussion of the question.
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Krsna, as well as the hero of a religious Kavya. The author

conceives himself as a poet and devotional writer rather than as a

sober historian. His drama, Caitanya-candrodaya,^ a more mature

work composed in 1572 A.D. at the command of Gajapati

Prataparudra of Orissa," is conceived in the same strain, and

introduces allegorical {c.g. Maitrl, Bhakti, Adharma, Viraga, etc.)

and even mythical figures {e.g. Narada, Radha, Krsna, etc.)

,

somewhat after the manner of the well-known Frabodha-candrodaya,

which must have been its model. If Kavikarnapura does not

strictly follow Murari’s account in this work, and departs in many

details from his earlier poem, it is perhaps due to his more mature

and fuller knowledge and judgment, as well as to his desire to

enlarge in the drama upon the later phase of Caitanya’s life, as

much as his immature poem was largely devoted (after Miirari-

gupta) to its earlier phase. The work, however, is a regular drama

in ten acts, as the other is a regular poem in twenty cantos. As

sober historical documents both these works, which are obviously

literary and devotional in form and treat nienl, are not of much
value, but they give us an interesting glimpse into the atmosphere

of Caitanyaism, and record some traditions which the poet’s father,

Sivananda, who is a figure in this drama, might have handed

down.^

^ Ed. KavyaniaJii 87, NSP, Bombay ]917. The date of romposiiioii is j^iven

in one of concluding verses, which however has been differenlly interpreted, making

a difference of seven yearvS. The verse {mkc caturdam-kite ravi-vdji-ytiJite\

gauro harir dharani-mandaJa dD/mstlfj iasmm-s cainr-iiavati-bhdji tadlya-llld'-

grantho*yavi dvirahhaimt katavmsya vakfrafU says lliat Caitanya was born in ftaka

1407, and that itie drama, which deals with his life, was composed in Aaka 1494=
1572 A.D. (tasmin referring to unqualified cafurdasa-mte mke); but some interpret

the verse so as to give Saka 1501=1579 A.D. as the date of composition (taking

tasmin to refer to caturdasa-sate sake qualified by the phrase ravi-ixi}i-yvkte)

,

As the drama is quoted in Kavikarnapura’s Gaura-ganoddcsa-dlyiku which is expressly

dated 1576 A.D., the date 1572 is more lilcely than 1570. There is nothing

to throw doubt on the genuineness of this verse ; but Bimanbiharl Majumdar, op. cit.

pp. 88-94, brushes aside this explicit date and maintains, chiefly from what he
considers to be internal evidence, that the drama was composed before 1540 A.D.

* One must, however, recognise the difficulty of this reference, for most
historians are of opinion that Prataparudra was dead by 1540 A.D. This is one
of the strong reasons which leads B. Majumdar to hold lliat the drama was
composed before 1540* that is, even before the poem, which is dated 1542 A.D.

The Guura-ganoddesa-dlpika (cd. Murshidabad, Hadharamau Press, 1912)
is usually regarded as Karnapura’s third work. Its date of composition, however,
is uncertain, as the concluding verse which gives the date has different readings in
different manuscripts. The MSS notice<l in Haraprasad Sastri’s ffotices, ii, no. 60
(pp. 49-50) and in AufrechPs Leipzig Catalogue no. 721, as well as the printed text,
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VrNDAVANA-DAiSA

These Sanskrit works became the starting point of a scries of
biographies of Caitanya in Bengali, which absorbed and in course

of time eclipsed the Sanskrit originals. The earliest, and by far

the most important, of these Bcmgali accounts, with respect to the

early part of Caitanya’s life, is the Caitanya-blmgavata, composed

read sake vasu-graha-mite manunaiva yuktc (^aka 1498=1576 A.D.); but the India

Office MS (Eggeling’s Catalogue, iv, no/ 2510) reads sake rasn-rasa-mite manunaiva

yukte (Saka 1466=1544 A.D.). The work gives an elaborate aeeount of the

previous incarnations of Caitanya's disciples as associates of Krsna in the Vrndavana-

lila,—an extreme logical deveh^pment of the Vaisnava theory of incarnation, wliich

regards not only Caitanya as Krsna, but also his followers as Krsnas associates and

beloved ones. It is true that hints of such a .system are alrcarly found in Kavi-

karnapura’s Caitanya-caninmrta Kavya, composed in 1542 A.D., for it mentions

Nityananda as an incarnation of llalarmna, Afbaita as that of ^iva and ArTvasa as

that of Narada ; but the mature theological elaboration of the dogma, such as the

present work offers, could not have been worked out as early as 1544 A.D. It is

also po.ssible that the idea of the work Mas suggested by Kupa Gosvamiirs descrip-

tion of the Ganas of Krena, for which (hiilanyile parallels had to be found, in

his Rddttd-krJina-gannddesa-dlpikd (about 1550 A.D.) . The date 1576, given by

the majority of MSS, appears therefore more suitable for this alleged work of

Karnapura. Doubts have lieen expressed regarding its genuineness ; but it is quoted

in the 18th century by Narahari Cakravartin in his Bhakfi-ratndkara. Sec B.

Majumdur. oj). cit., pp. 97-100 for a discussion of the question ; but interpolations

into the text may be suspected. As an instance, one may priint out that this work

expressly affiliates the Caitanya Sampra<laya to the Madhva, but Karnapura s

drama testifies to Caitanya's dislike of Madhva doctrine and his being an Advaita

Samnyasin ! In style and treatment the work is pedestrian, and its theology is

clearly of later development ;
it is difficult to say if it is really a genuine work of Ka\ i-

karnapura’s. Karnapura’s other Sanskrit works are
:

(i) Ananda-vpidavana-campu,

a voluminous Campu in Sanskrit prose and verse in 22 Stavakas, on the childhood

and youth of Krsna (Ed. in the Pandit, Old Series, vol. ix and x. New Series,

vol. i-iii. Only 9 Stavakas, ed. Madliusudan Das, Hooghly. 1919, with comm, of

ViiSvanatha Cakravartin, and a Bengali tran-slation, in Bengali characters) . The

Stavaka i is entitled Bhagavat-sfhdna-taftva-valll-vhtdra, describing Vnidavana

;

Stavaka ii-vii BdlyaMld-laid-vistdra, dealing with childhood, and Stavakas viii-xxii

Kaisoradllddatd-vifitdra, treating of the early youth of Krsna; (ii) Alamkdra-

kaustubha (ed. Murshidabad, Radharaman Press, 1907 ; also ed. Varendra Research

Society, Rajshahi, 192.S-34), a regular work on Sanskrit Poetics, of which illustrative

verses are mostly in praise of Krsna. A short description of this work will be

found in S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, Calcutta 1923, i, p. 257-58; (Hi) Krsndhnika-

kaumvdl (ed. Haridas Das, in Bengali characters, Haribole Kutir, NavadvTpa 1941),

a small Kavya in six Prakusas, dealing with the AstakaJlya Lila of Radha and
Krsna, and belonging, by its theme, to the same type of composition as the

GovmdadUdrnrta of KmnacUUia Kaviraja and Krsna-bhdvandmrta of Visvanatha

Cakravartin. The work is often wrongly ascribed to Bilvamahgala (sec Krsm^
karndmfta, ed. S. JC. De, Dacca 1938, p. xx, footnote 2) .—The Camaikdra-candrilcd,

a small Kavya in four Kutuhalas and 225 verses, on Radha-krsna-lila, is sometimes

assigned to Kavikarnapura (Rajendralala Mitra, Notices, vi, no. 2150, pp. 212-18),
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by Vrndrivana-dasa at the conimaiid of Nityanaiida.^ Its date is

uncertain- but it was probably written not more than fifteen years

after Cailanya's death, at a time when Nityananda was still alive.

It is divided into three Khandas, Adi (ending with Caitanya’s

visit to Gaya), Madhya (ending with liis Samnyasa) and Antya

(dealing with ihe remaiiidc'r of his life), and contains a total of

but it belongs most probably to Vis\'anuiha Cakravarlin. In the printed edition

of this text, however, based on three MSS (ed. Haridas Das, in Bengali characters,

with a Bengali translalion, NavadvTpa 1037), no manuscript indication or proof

of authorship is found. In the India OfTwe MS of the work (Eggeling, vii,

p. 1463, no. 3882/1 177e) tlic author’s name is missing. Several other works

are ascribed to him, but Iheir genuineness is doiiblfnl. Tlie Vnrna-praham, a

dictionary of \'OC‘ablc‘S eonl«iining llie same consonants. eomp()sed for Rajadluira.

son of Amara-iririuik\ a of Traiinira (=r Tii)})erah), is probably by some other

Kavikarnapura, as the MS Jiotieed in tlie India OfTiir Catalogue (Eggeling.

no. 3107, ii, p. 293) contains no refereuee or homage to ('aitanya. A lirhal-hrma-

ganoddem-dipika is also ascribed to him in tlu* Pandit, i\. lO;). Of the Atya~mfaka

mentioned above, no information is available—An account of the literary works of

Kavikarnapura will be found below in Ch. vii.

‘ gnsjT vjf? I fafe gnfg fgr gigmV ii

The work has been published very often in Bengal but iioiu' of the editions

can be regarded tus critical. MSS arc abundant, and tlie work deser\(*s to Ik‘ criti-

cally re-cditcd. Tlie most convciucnl editions are those by J^iva Cuiidra Sarvabhamna

(Calcutta 1901) and Ihe Arnrita Ba/.ar OflTiee (Calcutta 1920) Alul Krishna

Gosvami’s edition contains an index, while the verses arc; consecutively numbered

in the Gaudlya Madina Matlia edition.

^ Various dates are given: Ramagati Nya>n-ratna (BangahhAm 0 Sdhitya-

vuiayaka Pra.sldva) givc's Saka 147U (r= l.>i8 Al).). Jagadbandliu Bhadra {Gaura-

pada-tarangim, introduction p. 130) gives 1 h>? (
— ]5.3;j AD.) which is absurd,

because, if it were so, then this Important biograyih.v would have been rclerred to

in Kavikarnapura's Sanskrit Caitauya-carifumrfit. Dinesh C/lmmlra Sen in his

various works gives the dates 1535 and 1.573 A, I), ; but the authority for

these c'onjectures is not known. The work must have laen completed some time

before Krsnadasa Kaviraja undcrtixik the laborious compilation of his own monu-

mental biograjihy of Cnitanya, in which the debt to Vrmlavaiia's work is fully

acknowledged. Locana-dasa also mentions it ; and in the list of previous authorities

Jaymiunda places it at the head of the (Bengali) ac*counts of Caitanya. As both

these writers composed their resfwclivc w'orks probably in the last (quarter of the

16th century, it is likely lliat Vnidavana’s work was compleled much before

1575 A.D., especially as Vrndavaiia-dasa is already mentioned as Vedavyasa in

Karnapura’s Gaura-ganoddesa composed in 1576 A.D. On the other hand, Karnapura

does not, as we have already stated, mention nor utilise Vrndav ana’s work in his

Caitanya^caritdm-'fa Kavya composed in 1542 A.D. It is not unlikely, as Bimaii-

bijj^ari Majumdar demonstrates from internal evidence (p. 183 f), that it may have

been composed between 1546 and 1550 A.D. (at alxiut 1548). If, as Majumdar
shews, Vrndavana-dasa was born iii 1518 A.D., his age at the Ijfiie of composition,

w^as presumably between 28 and 32. It is probable that Vrnda\aiia knew Murari’s

work.
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fifty-two chapters. The Caitaiiya-legeiids must have grown in the

meantime, ami the process of deification must have been complete.

Vrndavana himself does not appear to have seen Cailanya.

Brought up in the orthodox tradition, Vi-ndfivana-dfisa, wliose own

birth is shrouded by a supernatural story/ readily accepts all

supernatural stories about Caitanya, and stri^'es to figure him

with divine adoration. Deriving his inspiration chiefly from the

^nmad-blmgavatu, he finds a record of Krsna’s boyhood in Caitanya’s

early life, and the book was considered to have been so successful

from this point of view that the venerable Gosvamins of Vrndavana,

' Vrndavana is said to have tieeii die posthumous son of Nara\anT, born

18 months after the death of her husband. Vaikuntha Cakra^'arlin of Kumiirahatta.

But there is nothing in the earlier texts themselves to suppoil this statement.

Vrndavana himself nowhere mentions the name of his father which is found only

in a spurious chapter of the Prcrna-vihdxu. Miirari-supla men lions Nartnani

as madhura-'dyuti and a-bliarirkd

;

but Krsiiadasa Kaviraja simply says

:

3feie*Tra5i I nit ii
(Adi viii. 41 )

.

The older eoiileniporary writers, who must have known Narayain, thus maintain a

discreet silence, although Kavikamapura speaks of her with esteem, and mentions

her as a pariJeara of Gaurunga-llla. There must ha\e been some strong reasons to

shroud the birth of Vrnduvana-dasa in mystery and miraculous legends. Narh.Anni

was the daughter of one of llie three brothers (»f J^rhrusa, at whose house in

Navadvipa Caitanya and his follow'crs used to imn't in the earlier stages of the

movement. When Narayani Avas a child of four she obtained the blessings of

Caitanya {Caifanya-bh Madhya ii), and devout Vuisnnias believe with Krsnadiisa

that Vrndavann earne into the world by parlakinu of the leinainder of the food

left by the Master. Vrndavana himself regrets dial he had no opportunity of

witnessing Caitanya-Iilii. This may mean that either he was loo young to witness

NavadvTpa-lTla, or was not born during ('ailaiiya's lire-lime If he was not born

at all <hiring Caitanya’s life-time, then it is dlflk'ult to explain the statement that

VrndavHna was born out of Nfiriiyaiii's partaking of the verhvifa of Caitanya.

There is also another difficulty. Vriidavana tells us that he w^as directed by

Nilyananda to wTite Caitanja's biography. If, as we are told, Nityananda survi\ed

Caitanya only by eight years, it is inconceivable that he should have eommissioneil

a boy of less than eight years to lake such a responsibility. It is also said that

Narayani, like her son, was a faithful diseifile of Nilyananda, wdio, residing at that

time at l^rlvasa's house ari<l not knowing that she was then a widoAv, blessed her

wdth the boon of motherhood. At any rate, the seamlal whieh ensued is said to

have caused some ineoiivenienee (see Ganra-pada-taranginl, inlrod. p. 128). and

Naj*ayan1 had to appear liefore the Kazi of Navadxipa to defend her character

A miracle happenetl, and the Kazi was conAUiK'efl. But this legend is absurd and

unauthentic. Narayani had, how’cxcr, to leave her uncle’s house with her infant

son, and take shelter at the house of one V^udeva-datta at Maragachi, near

Navadvipa. Vrndavana praises Vasudevu-daita in high terms (Antya v), and Ave

are also told that Nilyananda used to live near by at Badagilehl. In later years

Vrndavana is said to have residwl at Deiiud in the district of Burdwan. The exact

date of his birth is not known ; but he tells us that either he was not Ixirn or was
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for whose seal of approval it -was submitted, are said to have

changed its original name of CaitaTiya-Tnangalu into Caitanya-

bhdgavata The name itself is indicative of its general outlook,

as well as of its sanctity ;
but apart from its obviously enthusiastic

devotional spirit, the book became the most valuable and authorita-

tive record of the earlier part of Caitanya’s life at Navadvipa, on

which it practically spends all its strength. Having been the grandson

of a brother of ftrivasa, whose historic courtyard was the early centre

of the movement, Vrndavana-dasa was in full possession of all the

Navadvipa legends and traditions. He may have utilised Murari’s

account,- but his chief source must have been what he heard from

loo younp during Oaitariya’s Navadvipa-llla ( SFTJ tfl I

it II
referring to the Navadvipa-lila, Adi x

; 55^
Madhya i) . It is said

that lie was born about Aaka 1459=1537 A.I). and died in l^aka 1541=1619 A.I).

at the great age of 82. Another tlale of birlh, 1507, is soinelimes given. Tliese

dates are unlikely and at best uncertain, and no reliance can be placed on them,

as they are not given by any old ivTiter. Of other dates, however, 1518 A.D.

given by B. Majuindar (op. cit. p. 179) ap]iears to l)e more plausible
;

for, as

we have seen above, it would have lieen impossible for Nityananda to have

directed Vrndavana-diusa to write Caitanya's biography if he was born in 1537 A.D.

He appears as an enthusiastic partisan of Nityananda, at whose instance he wrote

his work, and the details of whose life occupy a great deal of his attention.

Even Kr.snadasa Kaviraja remarks upon this trait

Adi viii, 48). Very frequently in his work,

Vrndavana refers in a somewhat impatient and immoderate language to those

who s|)eak ill of Nityananda, and his vigorous invective itself indicates the

existence of some amount of ill-feeling in the .sect against Nityananda, Vrndavana

appears to indicate that at the time of his writing, which could not have l>een

very early but which was probably ten to fifteen years a/tcr Caitanya’s death,

the Bengal Vaisnavas w'ere already split into several sects, paying homage to Advaita,

Gadadhara and Nityananda, or believing in the Gaura-Nagara doctrine which Vrndar-

vana himself discredits. Several other works are attributed to Vrndavana, but their

genuineness is not beyond question.

^ The story is told in Prema-vUdsa xix, but is at best doubtful (see

B. Majuradar, op. cit. p. 259) . To Krsnad^a the work was still known as

Caitanya-mangala, but Locana-dasa refers to it as Caitanya-bhdgavata. The Vaisnava

hagiology knows Vrndavana as an incarnation of Vyasa, author of &ninad~bhdgavata.

Probably this originated from eulogistic references to him by Kr^nadasa and others

as **lhe Vyasa of Caitanya-carita sqm Adi viii, 82)

.

The designation “ Mahgala ” clearly indicates the influence of Old Bengali Mangala

Kavyas on this ne'^' type of literature created by Vaisnavism. The preponderance

of myth and supernaturalism is thus intelligible as a common trait.

® B. Majumdar, op. cit. pp.' 201 f. Vrndavana did not himself witness any

of the incidents of Caitanya’s life, but writes from what he hearA from Bhaktas

:

«TfT fefe «n«T «nK?«iT% (Adi i) . Gadadhara's words may also have
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Nityananda ; and he puts special emphasis on incidents of Caitanya’s

life connected with Nityananda. This somewhat impairs his

independent judgment. His acceptance of the Puranic attitude

and his belief in the established identity of Caitanya and Kfsna
confirm and encourage his unhistorical imagination. Nevertheless,

he does not, as Krsnadasa does, concern himself much with abstruse

theology. By his simple narrative and picturesque presentation of

men and things, which makes his work deservedly popular, he

forcefully reproduces the devotional ahuosphent' and gives a vivid

picture of the men who played an important part in the movement
in its earlier stages.

KrsnadavSA Kavthaja

The rather inadequate treatment of the closing years of

Caitanya’s life by Vrndavana-dasa was remedit'd by the next

Bengali biography, entitled also Caitmiya-carit(linrt<i? of Krsnadasa

Kaviraja. In the narrative portion it makes considerable use of

the previous works of Murari, Svarfipa, Kavikarnapura and

Vrndiivana-dasa,“ and professes to have been composed with the

express permission of the latter.*^ Perhaps it also depends upon

the personal reminiscences of the Vrndavana Gosvamins, at whose

inspiration it was undertaken as a siipj)Ieinent to Vrndavana’s

work. Like the Caitanya-bhagavata, it is divided into three parts,

been, as he tells us, one of his sources : I (Antya x)

.

B. Majumdar, op. dt., p. IQ,*) considers the CaHanya-bhdgiwaia to have l>een left

incomplete, but offers no ground for his opinion.

^ This popular work lists liecn printed very often in Bengal, but none of

the editions can be regarded as critical or even entirely reliable. Discrepancies in

reading etc. are found on n comparison wnth original MSS M-hich we consulted in

the Dacca University Library and elsewhere. An edition with full critical apparatus,

based on reliable MSS, is still desirable. Tlie most noteworthy publications of

this work are those by the Vaiigavasi Press
;
by the Gaudlya Madhva Matha

(Calcutta 1927 ; with indices etc. and commentaries in Bengali) , by Gosvamins at

Kalna (with a Sanskrit commentary and Notes, Kaliia 1898), the la.st giving a

comparatively reliable text.

* WT ga geft i g^ jpi- ii

^ wg#: ftrfe i aifr ^ iwpw n

^ Wf^T ^ ^ I ^tf SBfW H

!ig? wWrgw Pro \ ^ h (C-c,

Adi jdii, 46-50). Indebtedness to Karnapura, though not acknowledged, is clear.

* sum^ I at? ajiipa^ at? aftaiB ii

(C-C. Madhya i; also Adi viii, S9-48, 8*).
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covering sixty-two chapters. The Adi, Madhya and Antya Lila deal

respectively with the three stages of Caitanya^s life, namely, the early

life ending with his Samnyasa, the six years of pilgrimage, and the

last eighteen years spent in residence at Puri. As the early life of

Caitanya till his Samnyasa has been fairly fully treated by Vrndavana-

dasa in thirty-two chapters, Krsnadasa devoies only five short

chapters to it (Adi xiii-xvii), but the remainder of the life, to whicli

Vrndavana gives only ten chai^ters, takes up forty-five chapters of

the Caritd/nrfa.

In literary merit the work,* with its epic length, prolixity and

prosiness, is much inferior to its prototype. The style is terse but

not very elegant or attractive, and the versification poor and faulty.

The author cares little for the ))icturesqiie, i)oetic or human

possibilities of tlu' theme ; and his long residence outside Bengal,

as well as his greater familiarity with languages other than Bengali,

is perhaps responsil)lc for ils quaint and lalKuired diction. But it

is a ])rofoundly laborious and learned \\i)rk, and is ])y far the

most authoritative* biography of Caitanya. It should, however, be

remembered that it is not a Carita, but a Caritamrta, written more

from the devotional than from the historical point of view.

Although the work, like the other works on Caitanya’s life, was

written within a century of his passing away, the Caitanya myths

and legends, originating from Navadvipa and gradually expanding,

must have now completed the process of deification. Krsnadasa does

not hesitate to accej)t them fully, but even edaborates and adds

to them ; sonietiinos his devotional fancy go<*s to tine extreme

limits of credulity and the colours are too thickly laid. This is

indeed a common trait, but Krsnadasa achieves something more

than this. The Vrndavana (iosvamins had come and occupied

an important position in the meantime, and they supplied the

necessary learned theological justification to the naive popular

adoration. The picture of a lib*, devoid of striking external

incidents but rich in impassioned religious consciousness, is

marvellously well drawn ; hut every thing is coloured by the Rasa-

sastra and theology of the Vrndavana Gosvamins. The Caifmnja-

caritdvirfa is indeed a great work in Middle Bengali, but its

greatness consists not so much in the literary skill or narrative

interest with which the story of a great life is told, as in the profound
scholasticism with which it presents and exemplifies the entire

theology of Bengal Vaisnavism (as propounded by the Vrndavana
Gosvamins) in the life of the Master. If the Gosvamins took th.e

life of Krsna as their theme, Krsnadasa exemplifies all the implica-

tions of their exposition in the life of Caitanya. But the work
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goes a step further. Its speciality lies in figuring Caitanya not

only as an incarnation of Krsna (and later on of Radha), but

also as a passionate devotee who was at the same time a scholastic

theologian of the devotional school. The author, himself a scholar

and devotee leading a celebate old age at Vrndavana in company
with the learned Gosvamins,’ was trained as their disciple in the

exact school of Vaisnava theology. As his work itself indicfites by
its imposing array of Sanskrit quotations- and by its frequent

intrusion of abstruse theological matter, which impair its purely

^ Not much authentic information is available about the details of Krsnadasa’s

life. His Vaisnava modesty apparently prevents him from speakinjif about himself.

The names of his parents, as well as his caste, are uncertain, but he is said to have

been the son of Bhagiratha and Sunanda. He was born at Jhamalpur, near Katwa,

in the district of Burdwan. His father might have l>een a Vahlya by caste and

profession, but Krsnadasa became an orphan in childliood. He ai){)cars to ha\'e

left home in early youth
;
and, inspired by Nilyananda in a dream (C-C, Adi nO ,

he went to Vrndavana and lived a devout and scholarly life there till his

death. His original name is not known, for Krsnadasa must have been his name

on initiation. He acknowledges the Gosvamins of Vrndavana as his Siksa-

gurus (Adi i, 37), ami makes a si)ecial obeisance to llupn and Ragbimatha at the

end of almost every chapter of his Iwok. The Prem^i-vilasa tells us that

RaghunMha-dasa initiated him into ascetic life. With their learned theological

writings he shows complete familiarity. Aufrecht makes the curious mistake of

making him a son of Rnghunatha Bliatla, but this is entirely wrong, lie

was more of a Sanskrit than Bengali scholar, and wrote also se\ eral works in

Sanskrit, of which the following arc notable : (i) Govh}da-Iild)f)rfa, a Kavya in

23 cantos on the amours of Radha and Krsna (ed. with a Bengali trs. and in

Bengali characters by Sachinandau Gosvami, prinled at Brindaban, IDOS) It was

written after an indication of Riipa Gosvamin (xxiii. 94) and denis with the Asta-

kallya-lila (beginning from morning to the end of the night; of Knsiia. On this work,

see below under ch. vii. In this work also, a reverential mention is made of the

Gosvamins, including Raghunatha-dasa and Raghunatha Bhatta, to whom the Kavya

is sometimes wrongly attributed (see /A. Nov. 1928). In his Mukt^-caritra, which

in its turn is quoted in Rfipa’s UjjvaJa-nllaniam (p. 2C1). Raghunatha calls Krsnadasa

kavi-hhupati \ it is likely, therefore, that the Govnida-l'danuja was an early work,

composed some time before the.se two works of Rupa and Raghunallia. The work

was translated into Bengali verse by yadunanduna-dilsa. (ii) Sdranga-rangadd

commentary on Lilasuka’s ^rikTpm-karndmrta (ed. m Bengali characters, along

with the text and a Bengali verse trs. by Yadunandana-dasa, at Murshidabad,

Radharaman Press, 1925 ;
re-edited by S. K. De in his edition of Krma-kartidmrta

in Devanagari characters, Dacca 1935—which see for details of the commentary)

.

* For a full list of the works actually cited by name, prepared from a MS
of the work (no. 207, dated 6aka 1672) existing in the Dacca University Library,

by Subodh Chandra Banerji, Keeiier of these MSS, see IHQ, 1933, pp. 100-102.

The printed editions do not distinguish between actually cited works and those

anonymously cited, but sometimes the editors themselves supply as a heading the

names, by chapter and verse, of the works which the manuscripts quote

anonymously.—^The work is calculated to contain roughly 15,000 couplets.

6
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biographical interest, Ky^nadasa. was well read in the scholarly and

authoritative works of Rupa, Sariatana and other theologians of

the cult. He does not even hesitate at the risk of anachronism

and absurdity to put their subtle scholastic views in the mouth of

Caitanya himself. Thte work itself was begun, as Krsnadasa tells

us, at the special request (Adi viii, 50-65) of the Vaisnavas of

Vrndavana,^ at a time when its erudite author had already

attained a mature old age and it was ccmpleted with exemplary

patience and labour of seven (or according to some, nine) years

in Saka 1537=1615 A.D.*^ This fact adds sanctity as well as

^ It is doubtful if the six Gosvamins were alive at the time of the writing

of the work. In his Oovinda’lildmrta, the author speaks of the personal interest of

four Gosvamins (Rupa, Raghunatha-dasa, Raghunatha Bhatta and jTva), but here

no such direct acknowledgment is found, although the Gosvamins are reverentially

mentioned as his Sik^-gurus (Adi i, 37). On the other hand, Krsnadasa (Adi viii,

57-65) informs us that he undertook his Caitanya-carifdmrta at the direction and

request of Haridasa (a Pra-sisya of Gadadhara), Govinda (a disciple of KasTsvara),

Yadavacarya (a friend of Rupa), Sivananda Cakravartin (acx'ording to one reading

of the text, a disciple of Advaita) , Caitanyadasa (a disciple of Bhugarbha) , Mukunda‘

Cakravartin, Krsnadasa (with the epithet Premin) and other Valimavas then living

at Vrndavana,—a list which omits all reference to tlic six Gosvamins and suggests

that they were probably not alive when the work was completed.—^In spite of his

scholasticism, Kmnadasa’s devout altitude and mystic inclination are quite cons-

picuous throughout the work. While in theology he draws entirely upon tlie

Vrndavana Gosvamins, in biographical matters he borrows a great deal from his

predecessors
; but his imagination is too pious to be strictly historical, and too

inelastic to be imbued with common sense. Himself a learned man, he deprecates

learned discussion as the croaking of frogs
(

Adi viii, 6) , and does

not accept anything but the sectarian theology of his school ! In his impatience,

he prescribes punishment in hell for those wicked people who would argue, and not

accept with faith (Adi xvii, 298):

ai fft aiff WT% ^ I

mi arfpa fsim? it

But then, this is the attitude of nearly all the devout " biographers ; and Murari
reports (ii. 13. 11) that Caitanya himself declared that he would not bring salvation

to one who is hostile to a Vaisnava
( ,

I w 5% sii fei? II

aftiit afa^i at i nft ii

(Antya xx, 93-04). If any reliance can be placed on the rather dramatic story of

his death a little after the completion of his great work at the age of 86, it is

likely that he flourished from about 1530 A.D. to 1616 A.D. For a discussion of the
question, see B. Majumdar op, cit pp. 323f, who disbelieves the story, but places

Kj^adasa's date of birth (p. 305) at about 1527 A.D.

The verse \^hich gives the date of composition is : Sake sindvagm-banendau
jyaisfhe vniddvamntaro\ suryahe sita-mpta'iwydm grantho*yain puf^tdm gatah\\. It
gives ^laka 1537=1615 A.D. But the reading Mke*gni^bindu'*bd‘i^tendau, which git'es
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importance to the work. Hitherto, all learned theological treatises

of Bengal Vaisnavism were written in Sanskrit
; and the idea

probably occurred to popularise the tenets in the vernacular in a

recognised standard work, so that they would not be confined to

the learned fcw.^ The choice of Krsnadasa for this propagandist

purpose was fully justified, and the work he produced at once took

its place among the most authoritative texts of the sect. It is more

than a biography. It is a remarkable mediaeval document of

mature theological scholarship, which is by no means easy or

elegant to read, and which perhaps presents Caitanya and his

simple impassioned faith in a distorted perspective
; but from the

specialist point of view, it is a work of rare merit and gives a

complete exposition of the scholastic theological presuppositions of

Bengal Vaisnavism. If Vrndavana-dasa’s inspiration came chiefly

from the orthodox circle of Navadvlpa,- Krsnadasa’s inspiration

came from the scholastic Gosviimins of Vrndavana
;
and each in his

own way throws interesting light on different aspects of the faith

and the movement. The two works of Vrndavana-dasa and

'‘Krsnadasa, therefore, arc in a sense complementary to each other

as representing two distinct traditions.

Saka 1503=:1581 A.D., is Jilso found. It is Jioteworthy that the verse is not found in

all MSS and printed texts (e.g. the Kalna. ed. omits it, and it is missing in some of

the Dacca University MSS. See note at the end of the Gaudiya Madhva Matha

ed.). It occurs in most MSS, which contain it, after tl>e colophon, and is thus

probably a scribal addition, which is naturally omitted in some MSS. The

authenticity of the verso, therefore, is not beyond question, but probably it records

the traditional date, which may Ihj correct. But unfortunately the difference of

reading makes a difference of 34 years. From internal evidence, however, it appears

that the latest work cited in it (C-C, Madhya i, 144 ; Antya iv, 230) is Jiva

Gosvainin’s Gopdla-campu, wdneh was not completed till 8aka 1514 ( = 1592 A.D.),

the Purviirdha of the work being dated Saka 1510 ( = 1588 A.D.). See below,

ch. iii and vii. Krsnad^a, therefore, could not have completed his work in 1581 A.D.

The date 6aka 1537=1615 A.D., therefore, appears to be more likely. See S. K. De
in IffQ, 1933, pp. 98-99.

^ The story is recorded that the Vrndavana Gosvamins, who initiated the

work, became afraid of its xjublication, lest its merit and completeness in doctrinal

matters should eclipse their own standard Sanskrit works

!

* We use the term ‘ Navadvipa circle ’ in a general and extended sense, for the

Navadvlpa followers of Caitanya came from Srlkhanda and other places, and covered

a large tract of Bengal ; but the inspiration came from Navadvipa and centred round

the earlier phase of Caitanya’s life which occurred at that place. Murari, Kavi-

karnapura, Locana and Jayananda, as well as the composers of Padas on Caitanya,

represent this group, along with Vnidavana-dasa. They have their own theology,

but it is somewhat different from that of the Vnidavana Gosvamins and Krsnadasa.

The works of the Gosvamins and the Navadvipa devotees were, however, composed

at about the same time, although the Navadvipa tradition probably originated

earlier than the other.
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Locana-dasa and Jayananda

Of the remaining smaller biographies of Caitanya, two or three

are well known. The Caitanya-mangalu^ of Locana-dasa, son of

Kamalakara-dasa and Sadanandi of Kograma, which refers to the

work of Vrndavana-dasa- but not to that of Krsnadasa, was

composed probably towards the last quarter of the 16th century.

It is divided into three, or rather four, Khandas, namely, Sutra, Adi,

Madhya, and Sesa ; but there is no definite division of chapters. The

work, however, is more poetical than historical. Its author was also a

well-known composer of Bengali Vaisnava songs, and the undoubted

lyrical qualities of his biography are evidenced by the use made of

it by professional Vaisnava singers. It presents the ascetic Caitanya

in a more romantic light, but it is in many places a professed free

translation of Murari-gupta’s Sanskrit work
;
and as a record of

incidents, it does not add very materially to the information

contained, in the biographies, mentioned above, especially with regard

to the devotional phase of Caitanya’s life at Puri. Just as

Vrndavana enlarges upon incidents connected with Nityananda, so

Locana-dasa glorifies his Guru Narahari Sarkara into one of the

five Tattvas of Caitanyaism, proves his intimacy with Caitanya,

and accepts his Gaura-Nagara doctrine.

On the other hand, Jayananda's work, also entitled Caitanya-

vmngala, is in many respects more interesting, being independent of

^ Ed. Radharaman Press, Murshidabad 1918; also ed. Mrinal Kanli Ghosh,

Amrita Bazar Patrika Office, Calcutta 1930.

® The work was written, as the author himself informs us. at the instance

of his Guru, Nai'ahari Sarakara of Srikhanda, an associate of Caitanya himself ; and

one of its objects apjiears to l)e to record particulars about Narahari, whose name
was left out by Vrndavana-dasa, I.(Ocana freely acknowledges his debt to Murari’s

Sanskrit work. No influence of Vrndavana-dasa or Kavikarnapura is perceptible.

From what he tells us about himself (§esa-khanda) , Locana (or rather Trilocana)

belonged to the Vaidya caste, and was the son of Kamalakara and Sadanandl of

Kograma in the district of Burdwan. His exact dates are not known. His Guru
Narahari composed Bengali songs in which he symbolised his religious longings in

the form of womanly love, such as the Gopis in the Bhdgavata felt towards Krena,

but he imputed a distinct, but unjustiflablc, erotic colouring even to the Caitanya
legend. This Nagara-bhava of Caitanya is deprecated by Vrndavana-dasa (Adi
xiii), and it might have been one of the causes which gave rise to the alleged

difference of opinion between Vrndavana and Narahari. Hence, Locana, who
accepted his Gurus’ views, was inspired to write a fresh biography from a different

point of view. In their Bengali songs, both Narahari and Locana make this erotic

tendency even more prominent. Regarding works cited by or known to Locana,
see B. Majumdar, op. cit.^ p, 251 f. The argument that Locans’s work was composed
before Oaura-ganoddesa (1576 A.D.) is not conclusive, for its omfssion or hesitation

to refer to the doctrine of Avutara in the Sutra-khanda proves nothing.
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Vai^nava orthodoxy, from which it docs not appear to have received

much recognition. Unlike the other works, which accept the

conventional division of Caitanya’s life into Adi, Madhya and

Antya Lilas, this biography is divided into nine parts or Khandas,

entitled respectively, Adi, Nadiya, Vairagya, Samnyasa, Utkala,

Tlrtha, Prakasa, Vijaya and Uttara Khandas. Although the author,

who was the son of a follower of Caitanya’s,^ yields to the general

tendency of accepting a large number of miraculous legends and

fables, there is yet much in it (e.(f. the manner of Caitanya’s death

over which a veil of mystery is drawn by the piety of his followers)

which does not follow the b(‘aten track, and gives us a f('w facts or

traditions not recorded elsewhere. The work app('ars lo have been

written at the instance of Gadfidhara Paudita (a favourite

NavadvTpa companion of Caitanya), whose disciple the author

must have been. Jayananda knew Yrndfivana-dasa’s work, but

he does not always accept the orthodox views. He tells us that

his work was composed in the form and manner of a Pfila-gana, in

which extraneous Purana matters were not out of place, nor strict

historical accuracy a necessary requisite. He does not appear to

have a clear idea, for instance, of Caitanya's pilgrimages, nor any

personal or authentic knowledge of important men and incidents.

Even the new information that he supplies should not be taken

without examination.-’ The date of composition of Jayananda ’s

work is not known, but in its opening list of previous biographies^

^ The work has been published by Nagentlra Nath Basil and Kalidas Naih

from the Vahgiya Sahitya Parisad, Calcutta, in 100;). A comparison of lliis text,

however, with an incomplete MS of the work existing in the Dacca University

collection show.s material differences of reading; and a fresh critical erlition of the

work is much to be desired, e.specially as the VSP edition is already out of print.

Jayananda. son of Subuddhi Misra and BodaiiT, was a \"an<l.\agIiatTya Brahman by

caste. Subuddhi is mentioned by Krsnadasa Kaviraja in the genealogy chapter of

Caitanya’s disciples (Adi x); he appears to have Ijeen a disciple of Gadadhara. The

name Jayananda is said lo have been given by Caitanya himself on an occasion

when he came to Subuddhi's house (p. 140) at the village of Arnaitpura in

Burdwan, at a time when Jayananda was a child in tlie lap of his mother.

Jay^anda’s dates are uncertain, but he must have been born before J^aka 1436

( = 1514 A.D.) when the visit of Caitanya mentioned above is conjectured to

have occurred. He must have been alive during the latter part of Caitanya’s career.

His work is supposed to have been composed l^etwccn ^akas 1480 and 1492 (=1558

and 1570 A.D.)

.

* For a discussion of Jayananda’s omissions, errors and additions, see

B. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 232-249.

** The existence of some other works on Caitanya is proved by this list.

Jayananda mentions (p. 8): (i) a Caitanya-cariia in verse (probably in Sanskrit),

as well as a Caitanydstaka (p. 125) and a Caiianya-sahasra-nama in 100 verses

(also probably in Sanskrit) by Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, of whom we shall speak
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it mentions Vrndavana-clasa’s work but not that of Krsnadasa
Kaviraja. It is probable, therefore, that it was composed towards
the last quarter of the 16th century, and was thus almost

contemporaneous with Locfina’s work of the same name.

Govinda-dasa

There is another interesting work, which records only two years

or so of Caitanya’s life, but which is refreshing for its somewhat

unconventional outlook, although this has apparently banned it from

orthodox as well as learned estiniation. This is the so-called Kadam
of Govinda-dasa Karmakara, son of Syamadasa of Kiincana-nagara

(in Burdwan) and Madhavl. It is said that he was a blacksmith

by occupation, left home owing to a quarrel with his vrife Sasimukhi

and became a personal servant of Caitanya a little before the time

of the latter’s Samnyasa. He states that he koj)! private notes of

what he saw(
)

especially during the time

he accompanied Caitanya in his South and West Indian pilgrimage.

The work, which was first published by Jaygopala Gosvami of

Santipur in 1895 and reprinted in 1926 by Dinesh Chandra Sen from
the University of Calcutta, has gained some notoriety from the

somewhat heated controversy it has started on the question of

its genuineness and authorship.’ The question has been rendered

difficull, not so much by the refusal of orthodox recognition for its

unconventional contents and its unorthodox picture of Caitanya,

but by the fact that, though no particular motive for the alleged

forgery is suggested, the original manuscript or manuscripts have
disappeared, that no other manuscript is forthcoming, and that the

printed text has undoubtedly been modified and modernised^

later, (ii) A series of poems or songs ' by Gauri-dasa
Pandita, probably in Bengali, (iii) Gaurdnga-vijaya Gita by Parainananda-gupta,

said to have been an abridgment {samksepa) of Gaurl-da^ja’s work, (iv) Caitanya-
mangala song by Gopala-vasu. Besides these, mention is also made
by Jayananda of Vrndavana-dasa’s biography in three parts. It is noteworthy
that Jayananda does not refer to the Sanskrit accounts of Murari-gupta and
Svarupa Damodara.

^ For an exposition of the two sides of the question, see respectively Dinesh
Chandra Sen’s introduction and Mrinal Kanti Ghosh’s GovMa-daser Kadaca-rahasya
(Calcutta 1937) with his introd. to the revised ed. of the Gaura-pada-tarangim, to
which further arguments are added by B. V. Das-gupta’s GovvadadAsa 8 Kadaca

:

a Black Forgery (Dacca 1938). For a review of the question see B. Majumdar,
op. cit. pp. 413 f.

* Even such modem words as HTSfTfirr (from Portuguese) and (from
English) occur !—Surely the work as a whole cannot be taken as casual notes
of an uneducated man.
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'

(probably, as suggested, by the well intentioned but entirely

misdirected zeal of its first editor) and presents an appearance of

modernity. The probability of interpolation is also not excluded

;

as a matter of fact there are some passages which have almost

identical phrasing with those in Krsnadilsa Kaviraja’s work, and

look suspiciously like direct incorporation. It is difficult to pronounce

a definite judgment, but it seems probable that some of the

matter it contains is old ; and this internal evidence itself, in the

absence of other proofs, makes the genuineness of the general subs-

tance of the work extremely plausible. The other extant biographies

of Caitanya are indeed vague and meagre in information regarding

his South and West Indian pilgrimage, which was possibly not so

well known from direct evidence ; but this work supplies a fairly

large amount of hitherto unknown details,^ which appear to have

been drawn from direct evidence or experience. It certainly contains

much new, but plausible, information, which has the characteristic

of not being inspired by devotional propagandisni, but which was

probably the result of vivid personal knowledge. The work is

incomplete and contains a record of barely two years’ wanderings

in the South and West of India, and its genuineness or otherwise

would not very seriously affect the general story of Caitanya ’s

life
;
but it certainly gives a most human picture of one who has

been so often and so grotesquely- deified, and presents a plain

and vivid narrative by a sincere lover of the Master, who was

dominated neither by learned dogmatics nor by excessive fanatical

devotion.

The Composers of Bengali Padas on Caitanya

In this connexion it is necessary to refer to a group of composers

of Bengali Padas or short devotional songs bearing on some aspects

of the Navadvipa life of Caitanya. They have been collected

^ In spile of ludicrous geographical errors, pointed out l)y sceptical <‘ritics,

such as a nio<lern town named after a Madras Civil Servant,

George Russell

!

^ Apart from miracles, see, for instance, the story of Caitanya's appearance,

all on fours and carrying a pot in his teeth, and his being hailed by Murari-gupta

as the veritable incarnation of the Great Boar ! Also his Nrsimha-Avesa and

Balarama-rupa, described by Kavikarnapura ainl others ! It is noteworthy, however,

that there are passages placed in the mouth of Caitanya, even in the orthodox

dev'out biography of Krgnadasa, in which Caitanya disclaims all such pretensions

of an Avat^a. It should be observed that, according to the report of his

biographers, Caitayya did not mind divine honours before his Samny^a and

actually allowed himself to be worshipped as such ; but after his Samnyasa he

expressly deprecated such praise and worship on many occasions.
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together in a modern compilation, entitled Gaura-pada^tarangim,’^

by Jagadbandhu Bhadra, but some of them will also be found quoted

in the Bhaktl-ratndkara, as well as in older Bengali Vaisnava

anthologies like the Pada-kalpataru^ of Vaisnava-dasa. Some of

the composers were contemporaries*^ who must have actually seen

and felt what they described. From one of the Padas of Narahari

Sarakiara Thakura^ wc learn that some of the composers actually

witnessed the Navadvipa life of Caitanya and wanted to record

their impression in the vernacular (hha^d) for the inducement of

those who would write his biography, implying thereby that these

Padas were mostly composed before any life of Caitanya in Bengali

had come into existence. As such, they certainly possess an

historical importance. They do not profess to deal with external

incidents, nor give any systematic survey of the Navadvipa life,

but they sometimes allude to small incidents which arc not mentioned

elsewhere
;

and, what is more important, they give an actually

witnessed and necessarily vivid picture of certain aspects of Caitanya^s

emotional life of devotion as it appeared to the loving eyes of the

faithful devotees. In these Padas, as in the lives of Caitanya which

derive their inspiration from the Navadvipa circle, and to which

they have a natural affinity, no abstruse theology obscures the

simple and passionate faith
; to them Caitanya is not an image of

their supremo deity, but the deity himself incarnated,—not a means,

but an end in itself. It is clear that the elaborate theological ideas,

which inculcated the worship of the supreme Krsna Bhagavat, as

imaged by Caitanya’s life of devotion, rather than the worship of

Caitanya himself as the highest object of adoration, had not yet

been imported and familiarised by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, Srinivasa

Acarya and others from the works of the Vrndilvana Gosvamins.

' Ed. VanjjTya Siihitya Parisad, Calcutta 1902 ; 2nd ed. hy Mrinal Kanti Ghosh,

ibid, Calcutta 1935.

^ Ed. Satis Chandra Ray, VahgTya Sahitya Parisad, 5 pts, Calcutta B.E.

1322-1338 (= 1915-1931),

® Such as Narahari Sarak^a ^hakura, the three brothers Vasudeva, Govrnda
and M&ihava Ghosa, Sivananda-sena (Kavikariiapura’s father) , Ramananda-vasu,
Paramananda-gupta (referred to by Jayananda, p. 3), Gaurkiasa, Candra^khara,
Vamaivadana, etc.

* ^ ftrftptT w afti \ nfe
wn SIT «lfsi KIT TlIfT II Jr ijotT

5i?Jr ir hsjwi I ^
flnr*W?tAsi "Tf II Ji«Ar wir jrpftw i

sRfft ^ si%T iis^n>% W II {Gaufo-pada, 2nd ed., p. 8).
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The Padas, thus, supplement in their own way the account of

Navadvipa life given by Murari, Kavikarnapiira, Vrndavana-dasa,

Locana and Jayananda.

Of the contemporary Padas on Caitanya, those ascribed to

Narahari Sarakara of Srikhanda and Vasudeva Ghosa of Kulai

(Burdwan) are the most interesting. Of the former we have a

hundred and of the latter one hundred and thirty-seven Padas,

some of which are undoubtedly spurious.^ Vasudeva, with his two

brothers Govinda and Madhava,- appears to have joined the

Samkirtana party at Navadvipa immediately after Caitanya’s

return from Gaya (C-C, Adi x, 113) . He wrote systematic Padas

on various incidents ranging from the birth to the Samnyasa of

Caitanya
; they were known to Locana-diisa (p. 34) and Krsnad«asa

Kaviraja (C-C, Adi xi, 16), and were probably utilised by the

other biographers. Like most of the biographers, Vasudeva

paints Caitanya as a devout person even from his birth ;
and, like

Narahari and some other Pada-writers,*** he believes in the Radha-

bhava of the Caitanya incarnation—a doctrine, which is found

indeed in the Stotras of the Gosvamins and in the Rarnananda

Raya episode described by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, but which must

have been a dogma of an earlier Navadvipa origin. The speciality

of Narahari’s Padas consists in his exposition of the Nagara-bhava

ascribed to Caitanya,** which attitude Vrudavana-dfisa condemns

in unqualified terms. Vrndavana, therefore, omits Narahari

altogether from his account, while Narahari’s disciple Locana-dasa,

seeking to remedy this defect by giving prominence to Narahari in

^ See B. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 53-54, 57-60.

* They were also composers of similar Padas, the 0aura-pada~tarangin4

assigning to them seven and five Padas res]>ectively . Vasudeva expresses his

indebtedness to Narahari:

T|i) II
Krjpadiisa Kaviraja eulogises Vasudeva thus : ^

<1^1
• E.g. Narahari: iJhnf I vM eW
II

Vasudeva :
I

II

Sivtoandaaena: TTsn 1
»ira *1

U

• These devotees conceive themselves as Nagarls in love with Caita,nya as

a Ntora. who is described as such. The women of Nwadvipa are deserrW »

havi^len iu love with the young Cmlanya at sight. Thu, ,s of cou^

on the Gopl-legen^ of K^pa- The« *«>

Oaura-pada-tarmgviiii*

7
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his own life of Caitanya, accepts the doctrine and pays a tribute

to his Guru by making him one of the five Tattvas of Caitanyaism

(replacing Srivasa) . But it is noteworthy that no other biography

of Caitanya eulogises Narahari, who must have been older in

age, as such a highly distinguished Parikara of Caitanya in his

Navadvipa-Iila.^

^ Other later Bengali (metrical) Vaisnava works, like the Prcma-vildsa (ed.

Badharaman Press, Murshidabad 1911) of Nity&ianda-dasa (in chapters, the

authenticity of the last four of which is not beyond doubt), and the Bkakti-ratnakara

and Narottam^-vUdsa (ed. Radharaman Press, Murshidabad 19^5) of Narahari

Cakravartin (in 15 and 12 chapters respectively, composed towards beginning of the

18th century), contain some references to Caitanya's life; but they relate chiefly to

the later history of the sect, and their evidence regarding the earlier phase of the

movement must be taken with extreme caution (on the historicity of the Prema-

vUdsa, see B. Majumdar, op cit., pp. 506-515). Similar remarks apply to the

Karndnanda, ascribed to Yadunandana-daisa (ed. Radharaman Press, Murshidabad

1926) and supposed to be dated Saka 1529=1607 A.D. (!), as well as the Aiiuragavalli

of Monohara-dasa, dated 1697 A.I). (ed. Ainrita Bazar Patrika Office 1898). Of all

these, the Bhakti-ratndkara, inspite of its uncritical attitude, is perhaps the

most important.—^In modern times, several useful lives of Caitanya have been

written by devout Vaisnavas in English and Bengali, but they are often too

enthusiastic to be critical or trustworthy. Dinesh Chandra Sen’s accounts in his

]%gular histories of Bengali literature (in English and in Bengali), as well as his

three works on Bengal Vaisnavism (Vaisnava Literature of Bengal, 1917 ;
Caitanya

and His Companions, 1917 ; and Caitanya and His Age, 1922, all published by the

University of Calcutta), contain much varied, but rather unsifted, information, and

often err on the side of uncritical enthusiasm. Mention must also be made of the

informative pioneer work of Jagadbandbu Bhadra in the extensive introduction to

his Oaura-pada-taranginl (published by the Vahglya Sahitya Parisad, Calcutta 1902

;

2nd ed. by Mrinal Kanti Ghosh 1935), from which Dinesh Chandra Sen appears to

draw, rather uncritically, much of his material about Caitanya’s followers. But

Bhadra’s work suffers from extreme credulity for legend and hearsay, and as such it

is hardly a trustw’orthy guide. The same remark applies, more or less, to the extensive

introduction to Satish Chandra Ray’s Pada-kalpataru, pt. v., cited above. Other

Bengali modern accounts of the movement, such as Murari Lai Adhikari’s Vaisnava

Digdarsani or Madhusudana Vachaspati’s Gaudiya Vaisnava Itihdsa, record .orthodox

traditions, but they are hardly critical and reliable works. The alphabetical

dictionary of Vaisnava lives (Brhat Vaisnava Caritdbhidhdna, Calcutta 1924, Pt. i,

from A to C) compiled by Amulyadhan Ray Bhatta, is a praiseworthy and

painstaking attempt, which deserves mention for its copious references to original

sources, but unfortunately it does not discriminate between genuine and spurious

works, and is left incomplete. Although based chiefly on Dinesh Chandra Sen’s works
for its information, Melville T. Kennedy’s Chaitanya Movement (Oxford University

Press, 1925), apart from its obvious Christian bias, is perhaps the most sensible

and popularly \^Titten account available in English. Bimanbihari Majumdar’s
§n-Caitanya‘Cariter Upddan, already mentioned above, does not expressly deal with

Caitanya’s life, but it examines the materials furnished by the existing records and
furnishes a great deal of information on the early aspects of file movement and
generally on Caitanya’s life; it also gives a brief account of Assamese and O^iyE
sources.
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2. Life and Personality of Caitanya

The story of Caitanya’s life has thus been told so often and

so well that it is not necessary for us to enlarge upon the details.

It is a life which is not so rich in striking external incidents

as in impassioned religious consciousness, over which his devout

biographers love to linger; but passing over the scenes of ecstasy,

madness and miracles, which swell the bulk of his extant authorita-

tive lives in Sanskrit and Bengali, the story can be briefly and plainly

told. The abundant fancies, no doubt, envelop the few facts, but

even in the orthodox pictures, a forceful religious personality

emerges which is not lacking in human interest and appeal.

Caitanya’s name before initiation into the monastic order was

Visva^bhara." He"was the son of Jagannatha Misra and his wife SacT,

and was born at Navadvipa in February 1486 (Phalguna PauriiamasT,

Saka 1407) before or during an eclipse of the full moon,^ in the midst

of universal taking of God’s name (haribol) , usual on such occasions.

His father Jagannatha Misra was a pious and scholarly Brahman
of Vaisnava faith and disposition and was probably a Rama-
worshipper. Originally an inhabitant of Dhaka Daksina (Jayapura,

according to Jayananda) in Sylhet, Jagannatha appears to have

migrated and settled in the academic city of Navadvipa situated

on the holy Ganges.- His modest dwelling house, according to

Govinda Karmakara, was situated at the extreme south of the city,

on the banks of the Hooghly, and consisted of five big rooms
;
and

he appears to have been a highly respected and fairly well-to-do

middle class householder.'* The mother, SacI, was the daughter

^ B. Majumdar (pp, 17-21) comesi to the eoiielusioii that Caitaii.ya’s hirlli

look place in the eveiiiiift before the eclipse, and lliat the dale would correspond to

February 27, 1486 A.D. (Phalguna 23, 1407 Saka). Bui lliis is at best conjectural.

“ It is curious that many of the as.sociales and followers of Caitanya (e.g.

Advaita, Srivasa, Murari, Candrasekhara, Tapana Misra, clc.) were from Sylh('t.

Famine, political trouble and the temptation of living near the holy Ganges at

the great seat of mediaeval learning are supposed to have been the reasons of the

migration. JagannMha and Nllambara were probably settled at Navadvipa prior

to Jagannatha’s marriage to 6aci. Caitanya’s ancestors are supposed to have come

originally from Jajpur in Orissa on account of the persecution (so Jayananda tells

us) of Raja Bhramara, who has lieen identified with Kapilendradeva of Orissa.

The pedigree of Caitanya is given differently. According to Jayananda, it was

Ksiracandra—Virupaksa- Ramakrsna—Dhananjaya—Janardana—Jagannatha; but the

following, from different sources, is also given : Visuddha—Madhukara—^Upendra

—

Jagannatha.

" So .Krsna'dasa Ka^'iraja ; but Murari and Vrndavana-dasa make him a man

of modest means, Vimdavana even using the word (very poor).
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of a devout and scholarly Brahman, named Nilambara Cakravartin,

who had also come from Sylhet to settle at Navadvipa. She was a

deeply religious and sensible woman, who bore the loneliness of her

closing years with great patience and resignation.^ Govinda
Karmakara describes her as a woman “ of quiet temperament and
of short stature” and very fond and proud of her boy.^ In the

midst of such traditions of piety, scholarship and affection, and with

all the social advantages of well-born Brahmanhood, Visvambhara

grew up as a privileged child. The parents, who must have been

fairly advanced in life when he was born, had already lost several

children f and their only surviving boy, immediately older than

Visvambhara, named Visvarupa, had left home as an Advaita

Samnyasin under the name of Samkararanya, and was never heard

of again,^ It is natural, therefore, that all the wealth of their love

was lavished, after Visvarupa had gone, upon their only surviving

boy, whom pitying affection nicknamed Nimai, but whose personal

charm and beauty earned the epithet of Gaura or Gauranga. It is

possible that most of the miraculous legends associated with

Caitanya’s boyhood''* were piously inspired by the Puranic stories

^ Kavikarnapura in his drama (iv. 27) likencs her silent tribulation to those

of Kausalya and Yo^da.

’ wswjfSa lift wspra I ftni^ ft^ir? fwtt«i ii

” Caitanya is said by Locana-dasa to have been the ninth child (tenth,

accordinfi; to Murari, Kavikarnapura, Krsnadasa and Jayananda)

.

Jayananda (probably following a hint of Kavikarnapura, Kavya ii. 92, that

Visvarupa crosvsed the river Ganges and became an ascetic) tells us (p. 20) that

Visvarupa also was initiated at Katwa by Kesava Bharati. It is curious, however, that

in the long list, given by Jayananda (p. 88) of those who were present at Vi^vambhara’s

initiation, the name of Saipkararanya occurs! He must have been about six or

seven years older than Caitanya. According to Krsnadasa (C-C, Madhya ix, 294-301 )

,

when Caitanya came to Pandharpur during his pilgrimage and met there 6rI-Rahga

Purl, an alleged disciple of Miadhavendra, who had once been a guest with his Guru at

Jagannatha Mirra’s house at Navadvipa, Caitanya learnt from him that Visvarupa,

alias l§aipkararanya, had died at Pandharpur.

“ Murari-gupta does not give much evidence of the divinity of Caitanya

actually manifested before his Samnyasa, although he believes that Caitanya

had from time to time revealed divine inspiration or Avesa. But Jayananda makes

him a devotee, and Kavikarnapura, Locana and Vimdavana presents him as the

Bhagavat himself, from his very childhood. Ki^nadasa’s attitude is almost the

same. In the view of his later followers, therefore, Caitanya manifested himself as

the supreme god from his very childhood. But Murari’s general attitude appears to

suggest that Caitanya’s divinity was a matter of gradual acceptwee and was not

widdy and firmly established before his return from Gaya. See a discussion of

the Question by B. Majumdar, op. ctf., pp. 590-60S.
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of the child Krsna,^ but his lively boyish frolics probably had some
real foundation, and indicate that the boy Caitanya was a very

real boy, healthy, light-hearted and full of fun and mischief, which

must have kept his parents busy and his neighbours in a state of

mild apprehension, but which never gave any ground for offence

because of the innate goodness, personal charm and loveliness of the

remarkable boy.

The fond parents were at first averse to sending the boy to

school for fear that learning would lead him to ascetic life, and he was

allowed to grow wild at will. Later on, he was sent to one Visnu

Pandita and Sudarsana for elementary education, and then to

Gangadasa, who was chiefly a grammarian,- for more advanced

studies. Pious imagination invests him with extraordinary precocity

of intellect and makes him a youthful prodigy, mastering all branches

of Sanskrit learning at the age of fifteen ; but it is probable that he

displayed in his younger days a keenness and intelligence much above

the average. He does not appear, however, to have, at any period

of his life, cared much for deep or wide scholarship
;
and it is not

necessary to present him as a great scholar when his real greatness

lies in other directions. His education was certainly that of a well-

born Brahman boy at such a centre of learning as Navadvlpa, but

‘
"j?

^

fWT I ^^ II
(C-m. Adi v);

(Jay^anda, p. 22) . Similar sentiments are

found also in Murari-gupta i. 6. 8, 12. But Caitanya’s sexual purity, Iwth

in youth and manhood, is uncontested, and amorous adventures arc naturally

barred in his Krsna-like exploits. In spite of the emotional and erotic tendencies

of his faith, there was something rigidly ascetic in him even before he formally

became an ascetic, and his attitude towards women was throughout his life abo' '.’

criticism ( "Wsfir nfii snff qftfra i ^ Jig ^ qwrfl ii

C-bk, Adi xiii) . Although one section of his followers, headed by Narahari Sarkiira

and Locana-dasa represent Caitanya in the erotic light as the Nagara-vara, the

biography cited above distinctly states that in this Avatara Ihe Lord esc hewed the

name of women, and one nmst not speak of Caitanya as a Nagara (5ft>51 5im

ng ?rsRn> i ^ wsnt ii 'srpjji jri inroffn i

Slim>5 sirff ai% Iffoc. cit,). On one occasion after his Samnyasa he

rebuked his disciple Haridasa for having accepted alms from a woman of the town.

As reported by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, Caitanya once said to Ramananda :
“ I am

a man and have taken the ascetic vow. In body and mind, in si)eech, and in all

my dealings I must be spotless.” He is reported by Govinda Karraakara to have

warned Ramananda Raya that the passionate longing for women is not love, for

love can dawn only on the obliteration or transfiguration of the sexual impulse

( 5W5IT 5iTf*i«n wrf# jfnn I liSi ^ jfiravi sw n gipi

*nift »rapiiii^«> 1 iren^JiTirw 5551^11.)
® Muriri, i. 9. 1 ; Kavikarpapura, Kavya iii. 2, 3 ; Jayananda, p. 17.
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his studies appear to have been chiefly confined to Grammar,
especially Kalapa Grammar, and possibly some literature and

Rhetoric to which allusion is made.^

While Visvambhara was still a student his father died. His

elder brother having become a Samnyiisin shortly before this, the

burden of the household fell on his young shoulders. He married

Laksmi, daughter of Vallabha Acarya,- a scholar of Navadvipa,

became a householder, set up a Sanskrit school {tol) like most

learned Brahmans of his time, under the patronage of one Mukunda
Samjaya, and began to receive pupils. His dialectic exploits of the

period are made much of in his two orthodox biographies, but the

descriptions of his scholastic triumphs are obviously exaggerated and

' His teacher Gaiigadasa is said to have been proficient in Grammar

C'bht Adi vii), and Caitanya’s knowledge and

teaching of Grammar are more than once referred to. Kesa\a Kasnilri, for instance,

speaks contemptuously of his teaching of Grammar, which Caitanya himself admits

as a matter of pride
( mimr C-hh, Adi xi

;

3Ifft ^T<I I...St5^ Sjrrawr qfTf ||
c-bh, Adi xvi, 32-35)

.

It is curious that he taught Kalapa, and not Miigdhabodha, which is the grammar
in general use at Navadvipa. Reference to Kalapa is also made by Jayananda

(p. 18) . Caitanya himself is reported to have admitted that he made no serious

study of Rhetoric ( 511% qff 11^? C-C, Adi xvi, 5!?), but in

his alleged disputation with Kesava he is made to rely chiefly on his stray

knowledge of this subject ! Although Navadvipa was famous for its teaching of

New Logic, there is, however, little evidence to show that Visvambhara ever deeply

studied or taught this subject. On the contrary, people nol icing the keenness of

his intellect, are said to have on one occasion wished that he had studied Nyaya

and become a great Bhat^acarya ( *innr qf i

I)
C-hh, Adi xi, although in another context the same biography

speaks of Caitanya’s Nyaya-vicara with Gadadhara) . No reliance, therefore, can

be placed on the legend narrated in the Advaita-prakasa (the historicity of which

work itself and the genuineness of the printed text are not beyond question) that

Caitanya wrote a commentary on Nyaya but threw the work into tlie Ganges

out of compassion towards a Brahman who had written a similar work but who

was afraid lest it should be eclipsed by the more learned commentary of Caitanya.

The legend is obviou.sly inspired by tlie pious tendency of glorifying Caitanya by

imputing scholastic eminence to him. The Advaita-pralcdsa also speaks of a

commentary on the ^nmad-hhagavata by Caitanya, but of this there is no mention

elsewhere. It is doubtful if Jayananda’s statement that Caitanya read Smrti and

Tarka
( P- 18) is reliable. On this question of

Caitanya’s education see S. K. De in IHQ, 1934, pp. 301-2; B. Majumdar, op. df.,

pp. 347-49.

** Not to be confounded (as often done, e.g. in Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval

India, p. 438, footnote) with Vallabhacai’ya, the founder of the Vai^pava sect of

that name.
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sometimes purile.^ All these Navadvipa legends, however, tend to

indicate that Caitanya’s youthful and thoughtless mind was filled

at this time with the scholastic spirit and pride of learning

characteristic of his native place; and the sprightliness of his

boyhood had developed into the pedantic, but harmless, arrogance

of a young Pandit. His personal charm, handsome presence, social

standing and promise of scholarship, however, disarmed all resent-

ment, and made him a marked figure in the city.

About this time Visvambhara is said to have made an extensive

tour in East Bengal. Although his. orthodox biographies represent

it in a different light, Murari, Locana and Jayananda agree in

stating that the professed object of the lour was lo acquire wcalUi,-

^ He is said, for instance, in the two orthodox biographies of Vrndavaii;i

and Krsnadasa to have vanquished in disputation Kesava Bhatta KasinirT, the

well known scholar and commentator of the Nimbarka school. What really happens

in Visvambhara’s so-called disputation with this formidable scholar, \^ho was the

author of commentaries on the Bhagavad-glta, the Vedanta-siltra and otlier works,

is somewhat strange. Visvambhara requests Ke^va to compose a hymn to the

Ganges, on the banks of which they meet, and on Kesava's reciting ex tempore an

astonishing series of verses on the subject, all that Visvambliava does to silence him

is to pick rhetorical flaws of a somewhat fastidious kind in one of the verses

recited ! This is the whole extent of the learned (lispiitatlon, and the ac<'ount in

its triviality is extremely disappointing. In the same way VisA^ambhara »s

represented elsewhere as picking trivial grammatical flaws in Isvara Puri’s poem.

No concealment is made here of the fact that Visvambhara was chiefly a leiu’her

of grammar with some stray knowledge of rhetoric. The disputation is omitted

in other biographies. It is mentioned for the first time by VrndaA ana-dasa, from

whom Krsnadasa obviously elaborates the legend. One might even suspiect sectarian

loyalty in making a veteran champion of the Nimbarka school sufi’er defeat at

the hands of the youthful Caitanya; but apart from pious credulity, the attempt

is poorly represented. Kjei»va of Kasmir was the son of ArTmangala, pupil of

Mukunda and pra-sisya of Sundara Bhatta, as he himself tells us in his various

Sanskrit works. He was the author of commentaries on the Brahmopanlmd, the

Bhagavad-gltd, the Srhneid-bhdgavafa (Sk. X) and other works ; but his most well

known work for his school was the Prahhd sub-commentary on ^rlniva-sa’s Kmistvhha

commentary on Nimbarka’s Veddnta-pdrijdta (ed. in the PandiU viii, ix ; also cd.

Nityasvarup Bralimachari, Brindaban 1906) . Kesava could not have l)een, as Aufrecht

notes, a pupil of Srinivasa (on whose Kaustuhha he commented), for Srinivasas dale

would be about the 13th century, while Kesava lived in the latter part of the 15th

and the beginning of the 16th century. The meeting with (^aitaiiya, as a fact, is not

unlikely, but the account has been grotesquely exaggerated. On this ipiestion, see

also S. K. De in I//Q. 1934, pp. 302-3; B. Majumdar, op. cif., pp. 206-10. For an

analysis of the academic aspect of this episode, see Calcutta Oriental Journal,

December 1933, pp. 91-99, in which the writer of the article comes to the conclusion

that “the entire episode looks very suspicious.”—The Vallnbhacaris also claim

Kesava Bhalla as a disciple of VaJlabhacaiy'a

!

• Murari '• 5rTT^%
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and he seems to have received gratifying gifts from pious house-

holders. The records of the tour are scanty and uncertain, but

some tradition^ extends it up to Sylhet in Assam in order to make
him visit his ancestral home there. During his absence his young

wife Laksml, whom he is said to have married out of love at first

sight and who is depicted as an ideal wife and daughter-in-law,

died of snake-bite. On his return he took the news with great

calmness. He was soon remarried to Visnupriya, daughter of a

NavadvTpa Pandit, Sanatana Misra,—whom Govinda Karmakara
vividly describes as “ a smiling, coy and modest girl, always busy

serving the Lord.”- It is noteworthy that while the sect takes

little notice of the short-lived first wife, Caitanya’s second wife,

who survived his Samnyasa and his death, holds a place of

considerable honour in its estimation. It is possible, however, that

the first wife held a unique place in his affection, and the shock

of her death had something to do with his Samnyasa, which occurred

not many years later."*

As yet the young Pandit, busy with imparting secular instruc-

tion, showed no open susceptibility to the religious influences which

surrounded him, and all attempts to interest him deeply in religious

matters met with a half-jesting, half-sceptical response. But a

great change swiftly came over the even tenour of his life ; and

when it came, it swept him off with its overwhelming force. At the

Locana, Adi, p. 43 (Amrita Bazar Patrika Ed.) ; I 9m
U Jayananda, Nadiya Khanda, p. 47. But this is not

admitted by Vrndavana-dasa, Kavikarnapura (who, however, speaks of his teaching

pupils during the travel) and others. After he came back, he amused every one

by mimicking the peculiar pronunciation of East Bengal people : 9TW
{C-lh, Adi xH); qntwnfSw

nifT fstT njpr sik ii
(Locana, p. 47).

^ This is recorded in the last few suspiciously spurious chapters of the

Prema-vildsa
; but there is no hint of it in any of the seven old lives of Caitanya

;

see B. Majumdar, op. ci£., pp, 553 f.

•
I u wnraak

^^ fiB I gi WWW fiwT frw II (p. 4). Sanatana Misra’s

forefathers are said to have come from Mithila {Bhdratavana, vol. 28, p. 199),

although he is usually supposed to have belonged to Sylhet.

’ Although Murari (i. 15. 4) and, following him Locana, describes CaitaiA

as deeply attached to his second wife, Vrndavana-dasa (Adi xiii) mentions Visnuprijw

only once. But Locana goes further wid describes Caitanya’s love-sport with

Visnupriya on the night before his Samnyasa!—^In his Kavya, Kavikarpapura does

not describe Caitanya’s marriage to Vispupriya (iii. 127-144) as elaborately as that

to Lak^I (iii. 6-81) ; h. the drama (i. 23, 24) he incidentally mentions the two

marriages.
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age of about twenty-two, Visvambhara, as a dutiful son, undertook

a pilgrimage to Gaya,' for the purpose of performing his father’s

SrUddha at the holy place. What exactly happened there is not

known, but the sacred surroundings must have strangely stirred

the hidden springs of his religious emotion. He himself could

hardly express what he found at Gaya to work a wonderful change f

but the principal factor in the transformation, which his biographers

also emphasise, was his meeting there with Isvai'a Puri,’' the

emotional ascetic, who had on a previous occasion tried fruitlessly

to win him over to devout life, but who was now voluntarily

accepted as a spiritual guide. Isvara Purl gave him the Krsna-

Mantra of ten syllables (dasaksara ) ,
but the sudden religious

awakening in him could hardly be satisfied by such formal initiation.

Of the intensity and transforming quality of his religious experience

there can be no doubt. The pride of learning was humbled ;
his

love of finery, to which frequent allusions are made by his

biographers,"* and care for personal appearn nee were gone

;

scholastic pursuits and worldly concerns lost their interest.'' He

had seen one of those mystic visions which turn secularly minded

men into god-intoxicated devotees. People said he had come back

" According to Karnapura (Kavya iv. 21) Caitanya was accompanied by his

janam-bhaginhpati (i.e. Candrasekhara Acarya). Murari mentions no companion.

Vrndilvana-dasa (Adi xii) says : (
went

accompanied by a large number of pupils), while Jayananda (p. 3«) gives a long

list of followers who went with Caitanya!

“ At the mere mention of Gaya he used to burst into tears ^and famt:

I flis iffa .

• I

('o®- «*•)•

* fw ifiaia (C-bh, Adi ix) I infsfsm w ^ ^
ftwn I

»(c-c, Adi xvii, 5) I w
tar aia ^ ^

»wa u « nfariifa mwifFs i afsaiw ifiw

f^rriailf^r ll
(J-ySnanda, p. ae; also aaep.«0).

^

«na saw fiar war sa i at gs srtt ff« ta’W u-^

ftsr-w^wart^^wai ir#t far^ira «nt! aasaiH t ns

«T«r ar «ftaaai ^nta%aT arts sat wawar « afa? War

far • -fi* «rfi5» airff fw fa» fwa ^
flmaaisrs u aitffar irs*! flsir^ ^r ara i...aT « wta m? ar w

I ar «Aww' b- 7*)-

8
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a mad man, and he certainly behaved as such. When he taught

his pupils, the subject of his discourse was Kr^na, and very soon

he had to close his school. Wrapped in mystic and emotional

experience, he laughed and wept, raved in abstraction, incessantly

shouted Krsna’s name, and went into those mystic trances which

from this time became a striking feature of his religious experience.

The change in him became the talk of the town^ and a matter

of anxiety to his relatives ; but the small group of Vaisnava devotees,

headed by Advaita, saw in him something more than symptoms of

lunacy- and welcomed him with hope and joy.

Very soon he was joined by Nityananda, who is said to have

been for many years an Avadhfita ascetic*^ and who was now

destined to play, along with him, an important part in the history

of the movement.') Although one of Vrndavana-dasa’s object in

his biography of Caitanya is to supply information about

Nityananda,^ not much is recorded of his earlier life. He is said

to have been born at a village iifimed Ekeakfj (Ekacakra) in the

district of Birbhum, but his birth-date is uncertain. His parents

were Haxlai Pandita and his wife Padmavatl, of whom, however,

nothing is known. At the early age of twelve (according to

‘ TOT TOTa ff5r TTfl

Madhya i)

.

* In Caitanya-candrodaya (act ii), Caitanya himself is made to describe his

own condition as Unm^a-dasa, but .^rivasa thinks that Caitanya's lunacy is

different from that of other people ! In his Kavya, Karnapura gi\'es a rather

embellished poetical account, in which firivasa is made to recount Krsna-llla in

two cantos (ix-x) which Caitanya realises in the next canto.

® It is often stated that Nityananda was a disciple of Mfidhavendra Puri

:

but evidence on this point is not definite. In his early v'andcrings he appears to

have met Madhavendra in Southern India {C-hh, Adi vi) but it is not clear if he was

actually initiated by Madhavendra, On the other hand, his universal de.scription as

“ an Avadhuta ” may indicate that he originally belonged to some Tajitric order.

Jayananda’s description of him (p. 54):

II
is significant, although it was probably meant to indicate that he

was an Avataia of Balarama (Karnapura, Kavya vii. 19) . Locana ‘ informs us

(Sutra-khanda p. S3) that Nityananda’s name before Samnyasa was Kuvera.

* Curiously enough, there is no standard biography of Nityananda, although

Vrndavana-dasa, who was an enthusiastic partisan ofv Niiyananda, undertakes to

write a gre^t deal about him in connexion with Caitanya ; while Kr^adasa Kaviraja

who was inspired by Nityananda in a dream and Kavikornapura in both the

poetical and dramatic biographies, as well as later Vaisnava works in Bengali, only

incidentally record some traditions about him. Rupa, Raghunat^a and .Ttva do not

even mention Nityananda, although Nityananda’s name occurs in the series of

general obeisance at the commencement of SanEtana’s Vai^va-tofani

!
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Vrndavana-dasa) , fourteen (according to the Prenia-vilusa vii), or

eighte’en (according to Jayaiianda), NityanaiicUi left home for

homelessness, and as a wandering Avadhuta travelled extensively

over Northern and Southern India. He was older than Caitanya
by some eight years, and bore such resemblance to his elder

brother Visvarupa, who had also become a Samnyasin, that Saci

Devi welcoinod him as lier own sonJ
(
He was living at that time

at Navadvipa, and his meeting with Visvambhara was not only

providential but mutually attractive and stimulating. They dis-

covered in each other a kindred spirit, and the strong and instant

attraction endured through life.j

Visvanibhara now became the centre of the devout Vaisnava

group in the city,- and came to be regarth'd as the very incarnation

of their spirit of devotion. His extraordinary capacity for emotion

had the power of evoking similar emotion in others, and the very

reality of his spiritual experience and the irresistible charm of his

gifted personality soon made him the natural leader of the group.

One of his first and most important act was the stimulation, if not

the introduction,'* of an emotional and unritualistic mode of musical

worship, known as Klrtana, in the daily devotional meetings which

were held in the courtyard of Srivasa’s hoiisc.'^ At first thes('

meetings >vcre private, and the strange doings of the Vaisnava

devotees met with scorn and ridicule : but the increasing fervour

displayed in the KTrtana ])nrties provt'd contagious by crc'aling a

highly emotionalised atmosphere. This method of congregated devo-

* Knsiiadasa informs us that Caitanya used (o arhiross him as Bada Bhai

(elder brother). This is probably the source of llie curious mistake, rejx'attHl by

R. G. Bhandarkar (Vaisnavisnif Strassburg 1013, p. 83) of identifying Nityaiianda

with Caitanya^s elder brother Visvarupa. This mistake has been pcri)etuatcd in

Aufrecht’s Catalogus Catalogorum i, p. 190 a.

* Murari, Kavikarnapura and Vriidavana-drisa mention about 40 persons who

now formed this group, btit see the list given by B. Majuindar, op. vit. p. 600.

* Although the antiquity of the Klrtana is probable, Cailanya’s biograpliics

distinctly say that this mode was Caitaiiya’s creation : cf. Murari i. 1. 5 ;
i. 4. 25-27

;

\ ii
A(U i)

;

-^di ii). Kavikarnapura in his drama

(viii. 32) (also in his Kavya) speaks of the Kirtana as : iyam Ayam hhagavac-

caitanyor^rstih. On the superiority of the Kirtana over other modes of worship, sec

Sanatana, Bfhad-bhagavatdnvrta, ii. 8. 146-148, 158.

9
* Srivasa was the son of one Jaladhara Pandita, also from Sylhet. He must

have been older than Caitanya.
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tional excitement,^ by means of enthusiatic chorus singing to the

accompaniment of peculiar drums and cymbals, along with rhythmi-

cal bodily movements ending in an ecstatic abandon of dancing,

proved very fruitful indeed in utilising group-emotion, and soon

became a distinctive feature of the faith. Grotesquely absurd as

the practice may seem, it succeeded in creating a whirlpool of

emotionalism from which there was no escape. As the tireless

exertions of Kirtana grew higher and higher, they worked upon

the emotions as well as on the senses, and produced ecstatic

thrills and copious perspiration, wild fits, trembling and weeping,

hysterical orgy of dancing, raving, stupefaction or dementia,

until they brought on exhaustion and unconsciousness, ending in

mystic trances. Visvarnbhara soon realised its possibilities ;
and

under his guidance it became something more than the highly

emotional service of a secluded band of devotees. Its enthusiastic

physical and emotional appeal was not only congenial to the

essentially emotional faith, but it was also utilised effectively for

spreading the contagion of Bhakti. Very soon Kirtana processions

(Nagara-kirtana) were organised for parading the streets with

lusty music, singing and dancing, and carrying the appeal from

door to door.

But there was a very large and influential section of people,

consisting chiefly of the proud scholars and the self-satisfied elite

of the city, who looked upon the uproarious movement as a public

nuisance ; and their initial attitude of scornful indifference soon

became one of active opposition. The aid of the Muhammadan
Kazi of Navadvlpa was invoked, but the sight of a Nagara-kirtana,

organised and led by Caitanya himself, is said to have convinced

the Muhammadan magistrate of its spiritual nature, and he

acknowledged it by joining the parly himself !- At any rate,

the opposition appears to have proved an obstacle to the movement.
We are told in the Caiia7iya-mritdmrta (Adi viii, 10-11

;
xvii,

262-268) that Visvarnbhara at last resolved to win over these

unbelievers by severing all local ties and embraci^ the universally

honoured life of a Samnyasin. The motive whicKJInfluenced him to

adopt asceticism was probably diverse and complex ; at best, it is

^ Rupa Gosvamin defines Kirtana in his Bhakti-rammrta as : mma4Ua~
gumdlndm (distinguishing three kinds) uccair bhdsd tu hirtanam. This mode has
proved so effective foi popular appeal that it has since been accepted more or less

by other sects. In modern times, the Nava Vidhan Bralima Samaj revived it,

and the Salvation Army in Bengal has adopted it for their missionary purpose.

* Mur&ri alludes to the incident briefly (ii. 17. 11), but Ypidavana-d^
(Madhya xxiii) makes it a fighting affair, which Kr^padasa considerably tones down.
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left obscure.^ He is reported to have said : ^ “As I must
save these men, I have to adopt the life of asceticism. When they

see me as an ascetic, they will bow down to me, and in bowing

Iheir guilt will be destroyed, and I shall rouse Bhakti in their

purified hearts. Then will these godless men be saved. There is

no other means, and this is the best way.” But the real reason

was probably much deeper. It must have been his innate predilec-

tion to asceticism and the more imperious urge of passionate

devotion which drove him to a complete abandonment of self to

the service of his deity ; and there i& a hint of such an inner motive
in the report of his statement made elsewhere (C-C, Madhya iii,

7-fi) that the life of an ascetic would give him opportunities for

an exclusive devotion to Krsna. He, therefore, induced Kesava
Bharati to initiate him as a Sainnyasin under the name of Sn-
krsna-caitanya, usually abbreviated to Caitanya, which now became
the universally accepted name. The initiation took place, in the

presence of his three followers (Nityananda, Candrasekhara Acarya-
ratna and Mukunda-datta)

, at Katwa, not far from NavadvTpa on
the other side of the Ganges, towards the end of the month of Magha,
in §aka 1431 (= January, 1510 A.D.), when Caitanya was barely

twenty-four years old."* Kesava Bharat! lived at Katwa, and as

there was very little personal intercourse between him and Caitanya,

he does not appear in any way to have influenced the spiritual

experience of his disciple either before or after the initiation. He

^ Sarvabhauma, in Kavikarnapiira’s drama (act ^'i) , for instance, is made to

wonder whether the Mayavadin Sainnyasin was a Vaisnava in his previous Asrama

;

for he replies to llie usual greeting not by but by

This incident is copied by Kpsnadasa Kaviraja.

•
if ijT ^ I q ww II

pt wfir njp fp n

PTf i ^ 3rp II

I 3in«C snl^p gfe «T? II (Adi xvii, 864-867) . Also Govinda-

dSsa Karmakara: ?4ni| 1 8ITfT ilT f«|r ^
a^rfpil (p. a).

* Only Kavikarnapura explicitly tells us in his Mahakavya (iv. 76) that

Visvambhara returned from Gaya in the month of Pausa, that his manifestation

began from Magha in the same year, that he taught pupils for four months more,

i,e, till Vai^kha of the next year (v. 24), and that he sj^nl eight months from

Jyaisflia to Pausa in Samkirtana. so that his Saipnyasa occurred in Magha. Both

Vpndavana-dasa (Madhya ii) anil Kmnadasa (Adi xvii, SO) generally speak of one

year’s interval between Caitanya’s return from Gaya and his Saipnyasa. Kr^nadasa

also says: sJW? iw I qiswiw II

(Madhya iii, S); in this he follows Kavikarnapura.
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was perhaps chosen as the Samnyas<a“guru because he happened to;

be a well-known Samnyasin near at hand, avIio was capable of

performing the ceremony. The particular order that Caitanya

joined probably made as little difference to his religious conscious-

ness as even his very act of becoming a Saninyasin itself.^ He
never strictly conformed to the severe passionless life of an Indian

ascetic, to which he imparted a new spirit by his emotional faith.

He wenf beyond his ascetic teachers in matters of belief and

practice ; and, unlike the founders of some other Vaisnava sects, he

gave Radha a prominent place in his thought and his worship,

although in matters of personal pui*ily and self-denial he kept

rigidly to his ascetic vow.

After paying a brief visit to the venerable Advaila ’s house at

Santipur, where he took a pathetic farewell from his heart-broken

mother and the assembled Vaisnava devotees of NavadvTpa, to

whom his renunciation came as a terrible blow, he resolved to leave

for Vrndavana. But he yielded to his mother’s entreaties to

reside permanently at Puri, where his friends and followers could

visit him and whence pilgrims would frequently bring his news.*^

If SacT Devi rose to the occasion and reconciled herself to her son’s

abandoning the life of the householder, her worthy son honoured

his mother by allowing her word to delermine his place of residence

for life, and by relinquishing his cherished object of reclamation of

the sacred sites of Vrndavana, of which we will speak presently.

It reminds one of the story of the great Samkara, who, Samnyasin
as he was, performed the funeral obsequies of his mother, and thus

rose superior to the strict code of the recliis'e. Commending the

care of his mother, wife and faithful followers to A.dvaita and other

associates,'^ Cailanya departed within a month for Puri with only

four disciples (Nilyaiianda, D«amodara Pandita, Jagadananda and
Mukunda) accompanying him.

Although a close connexion was kept up between the Master
and his Bengal followers by their annual visits to Puri, his

^ As Caitaiiya’s reply to Advaila on this occasion, in Kavikarnapura’s drama

(v. 21), implies. Meeting Caitanya for the first time, Sarvabliauma asks whether

the young ascetic belongs to the Bharali-siimpradaya (act vi), to which Gopinalha

Acarya replies that Caitanya’s belonging to a Sampradaya is only an outward

form (bdhya) ; but the orthodox Sarvabliauma replies : samtcinarri nocyate»

ah'amaujjvalyarn na bdkyaml

• Of this story of 6aci,’s request, there is no trace in Murari and Kavi-

kar^apura, who state that Caitanya himself declared his own intention to go to Puri.

* Murari (iv. 14. 3-11), and following him Locana, tells us that Caitanya

once again visited Navadvipa in later years during his visit to Gauda. Other

biographers are silent on this point, possibly because such a visit would be contrary
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departure must have been a great loss^ to a cause which had
hardly had time yet to establish itself firmly. The later disruption

of the sect, the organisation of which was left in the hands of

Advaita and Nityananda, v/as partly due to this lack of direct

contact with the Master, whose personality was not only the

strongest asset of the community but also the only powerful
influence which could unify and organise it into a compact body.
While the movement in llengal fell into disorder after his death,^

the influence of his personal presence for long years at Puri has

made Orissa a stronghold of the Vaisnava faith even up to the

present day. If the legend (for legend it appears to be !) about
the original migration of Caitanya’s ancestors from Orissa were true,

then Orissa had enough warrant for claiming Caitanya as her own,

but she succeeded at least in proving her claim indirectly by a
wide-spread and enduring belief in his faith.

The first short stay at Puri‘S was marked by two important

incidents. The first was the conversion of a famous Vedantist,

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, and the other was the homage of Gajapati

Prataparudra, ruler of Orissa, who is also said to have come under

the spell of Caitanya’s influence. Vasudeva Sarvabhauma Bhatta-

carya, some of whose devotional verses are cited in the Padyavail,

was a NavadvTpa scholar, born about the middle of the 15th century.

His father was (Mahesvara ?) Visarada, whom Vasudeva mentions

reverentially at the close of his commentary on Laksmidhara ’s

to the usual practice of a Saiunyasin, but Vasu Ghasa in one of his Padas alludes

to it {Oaurapada, 2nd ed. p. 271)

.

^ Kavikarnapura in his drama (iv. 3G) makes Caitanya's followers lament

over it as sarvasva-naso hi nah.

“ Apart from the general bifurcation into the devotees of Navatlvipa

(Murari, Kavikarnapura, Vrndavana-dasa, Jayunamla and some early Pada-comiK)sers

on Caitanya) and Vniduvana (the six Gosvumiiis, Krsnadfusa, Njirottama and

Srinivasa) respectively, who looked at Caitanya from difTerenl angles, wc know that

even at the time when Vrndavana-dasa wrote, there were other small groups, e.g.

Gaura-nagara-v^ins (Narahari, Locana and some Pada-eomposers, Adi x) ,
Advaita-

bhaktas (Madhya x; Antya iv), followers of Gadadhara (Madhya xiii), disciples

and detractors of Nityananda (Madhya iii)

.

® Kavikarnapura in his Mahakiivya (xii. 94) stales that Caitanya stayed

only 18 days at Puri before he set out on his Southern pilgrimage.

* Altogether seven verses are cited in the anthology under the name of

Sarvabhauma Bhattacarya, by which title the great scholar appears to have been

known and generally referred to in the Bengal Valsnar a works. Locana alone gives

the full name Vasudeva Sarvabhauma. On Stotras and Slokas ascribed to Vasudeva

Sarvabhauma, see S. K. De in Indian Cvltur&t i, 1934, pp. 22-29 ; also S. K. De,

Padyavali, Dacca 1934, pp. 228-230.
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Adt>aita-makaranda,'^ and to whom the so-called Pratyak^a-rnani-

mdkeivan on the Tattva-cintdmani, is dubiously ascribed.- There

is a legend that Vasudeva went to Mithila to study Nyaya at the

school established by Paksadhara Misra.'^ As his teachers in Mithila,

it is said, would not allow any outsider to copy out their famous

manuscripts on Nyaya, Vasudeva committed the entire Tattva-

cintdmarti, as well as the metrical portion of the Kmumdnjali, to

memory, and brought them in this manner to Bengal. This is

said to have transferred the study of Navya Nyaya from Mithila

to Bengal, which now became possessed of the original books to

work upon. Returning to Bengal, he set up a dialectic school of

Navya Nyaya at NavadvTpa ; but his fame is said to have been

eclipsed by that of his more distinguished pupil, Raghunatha

Siromani, the great champion of the Bengal school of Logic.^ This

legend, however, is also told in connexion with Raghunatha Siromani

himself, and there is nothing to show that Raghunatha was ever a

pupil of Vasudeva. Vasudeva was perhaps more of a Vedantist than a

* Rajendralal Mitra, Notices, viii, pp. 291-2, no. 28.54. The colophon desig-

nates the author as Gaudlyacarya-sarvabhauma-bhattacarya. The terms of reference

to his father Vi^ada indicate tlmt Viiarada was also a Vedantist (veddnta-^idya-

maya). The name occurs as Narahari, although Bengal Vaisnava works make it

MaheSvara ! He was a VandyaghatTya Brahman {m-vandyanvaya) .—The work

was written under the patronage of Gajapati Prataparudra of Orissa.

* By Gopinath Kaviraj in Sarasvati Bhavana Studies, IV, p. CO. Dinesh

Chandra Bhattacharya (Bhdratvarsa, xxviii, pt. 2, 1347 B.E., p. 423 f) points out

that the name of the work is missing in the fragmentary MS, but was supplied by

Vindhyesvariprasad Dvivedi ; and the author’s nam^ also does not occur. It is a

commentary on Pak^hara’s Aloka and probably belongs to Mahesa or Mahesvara

of Mithila.

* Vasudeva Sarvabhauma must not be confounded (as done by Aufrechi)

with Vasudeva MiSra Nyaya-siddhanta, who was a nephew and pupil of Paksadhara

Misra and wrote a commentary on the Tattva-cmtdTnani. Paksadhara’s date is

uncertain. Satish Chandra Vidyabhusan {Indian Logic, Calcutta 1921, pp. 45.5-.56)

would place him in the last quarter of the 13th century, but Gopinath Kaviraj

(Sarasvati Bhavana Studies, IV, pp. 62 f) would shift the date to the third quarter

of the 15th centuiy.

* It is noteworthy that Raghunatha, in his Anumana-dldhiti quotes and
refutes sdrvabhauma-mata.—

A

work on Nyaya by Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, called

Samasa-vada, is mentioned in Aufrecht i, 698 a, but the work is now known to have

been composed by Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma. Tradition ascribes to him a Sdrva-

bhauma-wmhti, apparently a glossorial commentary, on the Tattva-cintdmani *, but
nothing is known about this alleged work. Gopinath Kaviraj (op. cit., p. 63),

however, informs us that Vasudeva’s commentary on the Tattva-cmtdmani, called

Sardvali, is available only in fragments. The MS does not contain the names
of the work or the author; but D. C. Bhattacharya (loc. citX believes that the

author was Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, and conjectures the real name of the work

to have been Anumana--7na/ni-prahdia.
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Naiyayika, as his learned commentery on Laksmldhara's Advaita-

makaranda, written at Puri, indicates ; and Murari, Kavikarnapura

and Kr§nadasa Kaviraja represent him chiefly as teaching Vedanta

at Puri. Jayananda tells us that Vasudeva was driven from

Navadvipa by Muhammadan persecution and settled at Puri,

where he passed the closing years of his life under the patronage of

Gajapati Prataparudra of Orissa.^

There are different versions of the story of Caitanya’s first

meeting at Puri^ with this venerable Bengali scholar ;
but one of

the orthodox accounts gives a dramatic setting to the whole

incident.® While beholding for the first time the image of

Jagannatha, Caitanya is said to have been so much overpowered

* There is nothing to support the accuracy of Jayananda*s story of Vasu-

deva’s exodus from Navadvipa. Jayananda tells us that in his adoration of

Caitanya, Sarvabhauma composed then and there a Caitanyasfaka Stotra

I WTwW SmSRgfit M P- 1**). “n'l » Caitanya-

taluura-nSma (

«

p. 8), also in hundred verses
( 8RI in'Wbl 3^ P- 1*^)- Vriidavara-

dasa also refers to Sar\'abhauma’s &ata-sloka (hundred verses) in praise of Caitanya.

So far, a work, entitled Caitanya-dvadasa-ndma-stotra, by Vasudeva, is knoT^Ti to

exist at Tubingen (Roth’s Tubingen Catalogue, p. 10). Jayananda also says:

(P* 125) . An anonymous Caitanydsiottara-sata-nama

is mentioned in Proceedings 0/ the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1865, p. 139, which list

also enters an Advaitdstaka by Sarvabhauma. Sarvabliauraa might have also written

something on the life of Caitanya, for Jayananda states

:

\ irrit SrfR it P- S. The verses put in Sarvabhauma’s

mouth in Kavikarnapura’s Caitanya-candrodaya (vi. 43-44) , as well as in his Maha-

Js&vya (xii. 86-87), have been, as tradition alleges, directly taken from his own

composition. Prom what is implied by Kariiapura and Krsnadasa Kaviraja, Sarva-

bhauma probably s])ent his last days, after Caitanya s passing away, at Benares,

* Tradition delights to make a great academic figure out of Vasudeva Sarva-

bhauma and assigns to him four distinguished pupils, who ac'hieved great success

in four different spheres, viz. Raghunatha .^iromani, the Naiyayika ;
Raghunandana,

the Smiirta; Kraiananda Agamavagm, the Tantrika; and lastly, Caitanya. But

Caitanya’s pupilship, even though plausible, appears to have no foumlation in fad ;

for Caitanya’s first meeting with Vasudeva, as described by Kavikarnapura and

Krspadfisa Kaviraja, appears to have taken place at Puri. Probably the venerable

old scholar had already left Navadvipa before Caitanya was old enough to be his

pupil. In the accounts of Caitanya’s early life no reference is made to Vasudevn’s

teaching Caitanya, whose attitude at Puri was hardly that of a pupil towards his

teacher.—Raghunandana and Krsnananda belonged to much later times,

• This is narrated by VFpdavana-dasa, whom Krsnadasa substantially follows.

But both Murari and Kavikarnapura give a somewhat different account, hee

B. Majumdar, op. dt., pp. 855-57.
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by his ecstatic emotions that he made a frenzied attempt to embrace

the holy image and dropped senseless on the ground in his effort.

The priests of the temple, mistaking him for a mad man, began to

ill-treat him. Vasudeva, who had by chance come to the temple

and witnessed the scene, had the unconscious youth carried to his

house, where he must have been interested to learn that thle

charming young man belonged to Navadvipa and was a grandson

of Nllambara Cakravartin, a friend of his own father Visarada.

The story of the interview, which followed, is shrouded in the

pious accounts by a cloud of miraculous and theological legends, but

the facts are fairly obvious. Struck by Caitanya’s youth and

personality, the compassionate old scholar sought at first to dissuade

him from the difficult path of renunciation and tried to make him

a Vedantist. After listening to his learned discourses for seven

days (the entire episode in one account lasting at least for twelve

days !) , Caitanya observed that the Vedanta-mtra, like the

Upanisads, was clear to him, but the views of Samkara, as expounded

by Sarvabhauma, obscured the real .meaning of the Sutras. A
learned discussion followed, in which Caitanya advanced a series

of abstruse exposition of dualistic Vaisnava tenets, diametrically

opposed to Advaita Vedanta. The result of the disputation was

that Sarvabhauma became a convert to Caitanyaism. In thle

course of the debate, however, as described in the Caitanya-

caritdm/rta, quotations are freely made and interpreted, with an

evident theological relish, from the Bhdgavata, as well as from

such works as Rupa’s Bhakti-rammrta-sindhu, which, as we shall

sec presently, was not composed till several years after Caitanya’s

death In the orthodox accounts, however, it appears that the

great Vedantist was not fully convinced by the metaphysics of the

young enthusiast, but that he was finally overpowered when
Caitanya revealed himself to his vision as the divine Krsna. Apart
from miracles, what probably happened was that Sarvabhauma
was finally won over from the path of dry doctrines to that

of passionate devotion, not so much by theological arguments

^ While the details of the debate are omitted in other accounts, Ki^adasa
appears to have elaborated it, not from Vrndavana-dasa’s brief account of one
day’s disputation, but mainly from Kavikarnapura’s poetical description in his Kavya.
See B. Majumdar, op, Sit., pp. S58-66. It is curious that one of the well known
Bhagavata verses is said to have been interpreted by Caitanya ingeniously in different

ways—^the number of ways being given as nine by Kavikarnapura, more than thirteen

by Vmdavana-d^, and eighteen by Kr^nad^a Kaviraja, while^ during Sanatana’s

teaching (Madhya xxiv), sixty-one different interpretations of the same verse are

mentioned

!
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as by the irresistible appeal of Caitanya’s impassioned religious

personality.^

The conversion of the great scholar from his confirmed Vedantic

convictions of a life-time must have been a notable and significant

triumph for the young religious revivalist. Nothing like this had
been achieved before. It is not difficult to understand the

impression he had made on the rank and file of his Navadvipa
followers and their exuberant adoration of him. After he had accepled

the traditional sanctity of the ascetic ide«al and turned his face

towards Puri, this adoration naturally deepened. Both distance and
cherished memories of his wonderful devotion actually deified

him in their eyes, and created a mass of pious legends which

to-day obscure his real religious personality. But in a veteran

logician and philosopher like Sarvabhauma one would expect a less

susceptible and more alert mind, although it must be admitted that

the renowned scholar was at that time already much advanced in

years. There can be no doubt that his rationalistic mind must
have found something real and arresting in the religious attitude of

Caitanya, and recognising its intensity and power he quickly fell

under its mystic spell. It was an important achievement, not only

for Caitanya himself at the outset of his life as a Samnyixsin, but

also for the movement which he represented and which in this way
made its first deep impression in Orissa. It was this conversion of

Sarvabhauma, who was held in high respect, as well as the actual

sight of Caitanya’s rapturous devotion, which first awakened the

curiosity and homage of Gajapati Prataparudra of Orissa, that

assured the future of Caitanyaism in Orissa, although there is no

satisfactory evidence to show that Prataparudra was Jictually

converted into the new faith.^

^ Sarvabhauma is reported to have acknowledged: 51^ Wftf

^ '»mn (c-c, Madhya vi, 214).

Kavikarnapura’s accounts, both in the drama and in the poem, also suggest a

similar process, in spite of miracle and extravagant description.—At the time when

Sarvabhauma wrote his Advaita^makaranda, which is distinctly Advaita Vedant'c,

he could not have accepted Caitanya's dualistic faith. In this work he refers to

the vanquishing of Krsna-raya of Karnata by his patron Gajapati Prataparudra of

Orissa ; but Xrana-raya did not come to the throne till 1510 A.D., and his expedition

against Orissa did not begin till 1513, so that the work could not have been

composed before this date. And yet the biographies of Caitanya represent Sarva-

bhauma’s conversion to have occurred at*^ about 1510 A.D.. immediately after

Caitanya’s arrival at Puri!—^It should also be noted that Sarvabhauma’s son,

Jale^ara Vahinipati, author of &abddlokoddyota on Paksadhara’s Aloka, and his

grandson Svapne&i^ara, author of the well known Bhasya on the ^ndUya-mfra (in

which the genealogy is given), do not appear to have accepted Caitanyaism.

* Prataparudra appears to have ruled at Cuttack from 1497 to 1640 A.D.
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After a short stay at Puri, Caitanya started on a long and

extensive pilgrimage in Southern and Western India, which occupied

a little less than two years. The orthodox accounts, based chiefly

on the reminiscences of Caitanya's immediate disciples, do not,

however, furnish first-hand information, as none of these disciples

accompanied him in the pilgrimage. They are also considerably

overlaid by curious legends, and present a somewhat exaggerated

and frankly incomplete picture^ which cannot be accepted too

literally. If the notes of the tour left by Govinda Karmakara, who
as a personal servant is said to have accompanied his Master,^

be genuine, they perhaps offer a more unvarnished record, in

which excessive sectarian bias has not entirely obscured the facts.

It is not necessary for our purpose to trace the course of his

wanderings in detail and describe the places and temples he visited,

his various acts of devotion and miracle, his preachings and his

theological discourses, and the extraordinary effect which his visit

is said to have instantly produced on temple-crowds, on whole

His SarasvatUvUdsa has iii the beginning an invocation of §iva, although in some

manuscripts there is also an invocation of Visriu Hayagrlva. This work is an

authoritative compilation of ortliodox Smyti, and has nothing to do with the special

Vaifpava Acara. Prataparudra’s connexion with Caitanyaism has probably been

m^uch exaggerated. As a man of devout inclinations, he was probably impressed

by the religious personality of Caitanya and paid a willing homage ; but beyond

this there is no evidence of Frataparudra's. actual conversion. For a discussion of

the account of this alleged conversion as given by Caitanya’s biographers, see

B. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 878-83. The expansion of Caitanyaism in Orissa is due

chiefly to the personality and influence of Syamananda-dasa and others, who

flourished much later.

^ Murari-gupta\s present text devotes only two short and imperfect cantos

(iii. 14-15) to the subject, while Kavikarnapura’s poetical account in his Caitanya-

carit&mfta-h&vya (xii-xiii) is even more meagre and unsatisfactory. Vmdavana-dasa

has no detailed information to offer. Krftnadasa Kaviraja professes to derive

his information from Damodara Svarupa’s previous work • (?WhFC «WT
UgHrV, Madhya viii, 81*) and regrets that he cannot give a full systematic

account ( i|T WT Madhya ix, 6) ; but in reality he elaborates.

with the addition of miracles and legends, the accounts of Murari and Karpapura.

Locana-dasa and Jayananda, who are confused and vague, do not add much. An

English version of Kxspadasa’s account will be found in Caitmya*8 Life and Teachings

by Jadunath Sarkar (*nd ed. Calcutta 192*), which consists of a free translation of

a considerable portion of the text.

“ In the orth.>dox C-C (as well as in Kavikarpapura’s poem), however, the

only companion of Caitanya during his pilgrimage was one Kala (deaf) K)!fpadasa,

while Murari says that the companion was one Krsnadasa. On this point, see the

references to Govinda collected together from the texts by Dinesh Chandra Sen in

his introduction to his edition of the Kadacd (pp. 55, etc.); also B. Majumdar,

op. cit, pp. 4*1-423; S. K. De, Padydvalh p. 1^01.
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villages and cities and entire communities. If we are to accept

these orthodox accounts as they stand, we are to believe in a
wholesale conversion of the South at the mere sight and sound of

Caitanya, It is highly probable that the striking religious perso-

nality of the young Satpnyasin drew large crowds at every place he

went and received willing and enthusiastic homage. But the

impression of his visit could not have been so very deep and lasting

as his naturally credulous biographers appear to imagine. The
later history of the sect does not testify to an extensive following

of Caitanyaism in Southern and Western India; and if Caitanya’s

visit actually produced such tremendous effect as his faithful

followers claim, it must have died out very quickly. One important

result, however, of Caitanya’s visit might have been that at many
points, his living faith touched, stimulated and left its general

impress upon Southern and Western Vaisnavism, in its tendency

towards a more emotional form of worship. A reference is some-

times made to the almost contemporaneous outburst of Kanarese

hymnology, for which credit is given to the alleged Southern visit

of Madhavendra and his disciple Isvara Puri ; and emotional singing

in the South, obtaining from the time of the Tamil Alvars, may
have received a fresh impetus from the personal example of

Caitanya.^ It is probable also that he left behind some general

influence in the Maratha country, which survived, as it did, through

a century to the days of Tukaram, who acknowledges his debt to

Caitanya teachers.”^

One or two interesting items of his pilgrimage may, however,

be noted here. His meeting with a scholarly and devout Vaisnava,

named Ramananda Raya, near Rajamundry on the Godavari, has

occupied a great deal of the attention of his orthodox biographers.

Ramananda is said to have been as a Sisya of Raghavendra Puri

and a Prasisya of Madhavendra. Ramananda’s father Bhavananda

Raya, described in Ramananda’s Jaganndtha-vallabha Nataka^ as

Prthvisvara, was probably a local chief, feudatory to Gajapati

Prataparudra of Orissa ; and Ramananda himself appears to have

held some high official position under Prataparudra. He composed

^ Rice, Kanarese Literature, pp. 1*, 59.

* J. Nelson Fraser, The Poems oj TuMrdm, vol. i, no. 80, p. 81, and p. 404,

note.

* Rd. Radharaman Press, Murshidabad, 1021, with a Bengali trs. and the

Bengali metrical Padas of Locana-dasa. Only one devotional verse (ndnopaedra-

kjiarpujam) of Ranianaiida is quoted in the Padydvali, but it is not found in

his drama. This terse is also given in Kavikarnapura’s Kavya, and following it,

in Kr^padasa's biography in the course of Caitanya's discussion with Raman^da

(Madhya viii, 70).—An account of this work will be found below under Ch. vii.
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thfe operatic drama (saifigtta-ndtaka) on Krsna-lila, mentioned above,
containing a glorification of Radha and songs on the model of

Jayadeva ; and the work was enacted at the direction of Pratapa-
rudra. The meeting took place at the bathing ghat on the river

bank, and Caitanya, who had already heard a great deal about
Ramananda from Vasudeva Sarvabhauma,’ hailed him as a kindred

spirit, in whose piety he found an unfailing delight. Ramananda
also recognised the intensity and power of Caitanya’s devotion, and
eagerly joined the circle of his intimate and faithful followers. A
warm attachment sprang up between them, and Caitanya passed

several days at the place. The scholarly and theologically minded
Krs^iadasa Kavii^ja, who loves to depict Caitanya as a scholar

and founder of a school of theology, devotes a long and learned

chapter of his biography to the detailed description of a systematic

scholastic discourse between Ramananda and Caitanya, lasting for

ten days and nights, on the whole theme of Bhakti. In the course

of the conference the interlocutors quote and discuss, with the

evident relish and precision of trained theologians, texts from the

works of Rupa, Sanatana and Jiva, and even from Krsnadasa’s own
Govinda4ildmrta, all of which had not yet been written That

^ The meeting is generally said to have taken place on the outward journey

to the South at its earlier stage ;
but, curiously enough, Kavikarnapura in his

Kavya represents Caitanya as deliberately avoiding a meeting with Ramananda at

the earlier stage, and the meeting is staged on the return journey

!

• The absurdity is carried not only to the length of attributing a Bengali (or

rather Brajabuli) song (pahUaki rdga, also quoted in the same connexion in Kavi-

karpapura’s Kavya, and under Ramianan<la Raya’s bhanitd in Pada-kaljKitaru no. 576)

to Bamiananda, but also to the citation by Ramananda of the Brahina-samhita,

which work, we are told, was one of the two rare Vaisnava productions which Caitanya

discovered at a later stage of this very tour and brought back with him ! Some

doctrines are imputed to Ramananda which are Krsnadasa’s own, and are only

suggested but never discussed explicitly by the Vjpndavana Gosvamins, e.g. the

dual incarnation of Caitanya as both Ki^a and Riklha, which is stated here for

the first time with its full theological implications (Madhya viii, 278-81, 287-88).

It must, however, be noted that the Radha-bhava of Caitanya is not an entirely

original conception of Krsnadasa Kaviraja, but is also referred to in Prabodh&nanda's

Caitanyarcandramrta and occasionally in other works and in the contemporary

Padas of Vasu Ghosa, Narahari Sarakara, Sivananda and others. The Caiianya-

candrodaya of Kavikarnapura characterises Ramananda as a Sahaja Vai^pava. In

spite of this Radha-bhava, sometimes assigned to Caitanya himself, it is curious

that later Vai^pava hagiology, for some unexplained reason, regards Gadadhara

Papdita, a friend and disciple of Caitanya, as an incarnation of Radha. It appears,

however, that before the Panca-tattva doctrine (see above pp. 25, 81) was fully

established, the faith believed, as the composers of Padas on Caitanya indicate, in

CaitanyarGadadhara Tattva in the Navadvipa Lila. Gadadhara, we are told, used to

put on the dress and realise the state of R&dha. Naturally Advafta and Nityananda

also their groups of followers ; while ^rivSsa was replaced by Narahari

deliberately in Locana*s biography. We hear also of a Gadadhara-saippradaya, as
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some such momentous discussion, to which reference is also made
by Kavikarnapura and Govinda Karmakara, took place is probable

;

but it is perhaps significant that Caitanya in Govinda^s account do(is

not appear to be much interested in abstract discussions and stops
Ramananda with the exclamation :

“ Raya, I do not know any-
thing about all this. Speak, speak about Krsna, of whom I should
like to hear from you. Let this console my heart.

After this delightful experience Caitanya proceeded further

south. His religious attitude was catholic enough to allow homage
to all kinds of deities irrespective of their sectarian connexion.

Among the places and temples he visited, it is interesting to note
that he spent some months with Srivaisnava devotees at Srirangam
on the Kaveri, visited the Srfigeri monastery in Mysore founded by
Samkaracarya, and stayed for a few days at Udipi in South Kanaka
district, the home of Madhva, where he worshipped the image of

Krsna said to have been installed by Madhva himself, and discoursed

on Vaisnavism with Madhva worshippers. He went up to

Pandharpur, the great centre of Maratha Vaisnavism. He is then

said to have proceeded north beyond Bombay up to Somnath,

Dvaraka and Prabhasa,^ and ^turning back, struck across Central

India until he came again to the place of Ramananda Raya on his

way back to Puri.

Soon after his return, his Bengal diseiples organised the first

of a series of twenty annual pilgrimages to Puri to pay homage to

Caitanya ; and the two hundred who came at the time of the Car

Festival of Jagannatha organised a monster processional Kirtana,

parading the street in several groups and encircling the Car as it

proceeded. After a few months of ardent fellowship and daily

adoration, they were sent home with a message directing Advaita

and Nityananda to organise propagation of the new faith in

Bengal.

well as Sampradayas of Advaita and Nityananda from Vrndavana-dasa (see above

p. S8 and 63, footnote).

‘ Tw wRt w? I »ihT ii...

m wrfij *iT anft i ^ ^ ii ftw*

5^*ni (P- **) in spite of the fact

that Kr^^adasa Kaviraja himself states that he had based his account of

Ramananda-Caitanya on Svarupa Damodara’s Kadaca^ it is clear, as B. Majumdar

shews (op. cit., pp. 33 f) , that he mainly follows Kavikarnapura’s hints given In his

drama (act vii) , but adds to it theological matters developed from the works of the

Vyndavana Gosvamins. There is no trace of a theological discussion in Murari‘s

rather brief account (iii. 15. 1-5), nor any Bhakti-catechism and description of the

types, stages, qualities and passions of the devotion to Kr^a.

* This part of the journey is mentioned by Govinda Karmakara.
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The rather uneventful course of Caitanya’s life of worship and

ecstasy which now began at Puri was broken twice during the many
years he settled there ; and this was to realise his long cherished

desire to visit the great temple-city of Vrndavana, the holy centre

of S^rsna-lTla. The recovery of the sacred sites of Vrndavana by
the Bengal Vai$navas and its erection into one of the religious

centres of Northern India form one of the most interesting events

in the history of mediaeval Vaisnavism ; for the modern Vrndavana,

eclipsing to-day the glory of the adjacent city of Mathura by
its fine temples, groves, seminaries and bathing ghats, is the

creation chiefly of Bengal Vaisnavism. We are told that the inspira-

tion originated from Madhavendra Puri, but it culminated in the

constructive enthusiasm of Caitanya atid his faithful followers.

The sacred Vrndavana, with its romantic associations of the Krsna-

legend, must have charmed the devotional fancy of Caitanya ;
but

the place had been long neglected even by Krsna-worshippers. At

an early stage of his career he had selected Lokanatha Acarya^

and entrusted him with the mission of reclaiming the holy city which

was then lying desolate. The site of the old mythical Vrndavana

is perhaps lost, like that of the old historic Mathura, but the

present sacred sites were identified by the disciples of Caitanya, and

a new city was built up as their seminary and their stronghold,

invested with a new sanctity and glory.

Two years after his return from his pilgrimages, Caitanya set

out again, at about Saka 1435 (=1513 A.D.), to visit the newly

* Lokanatha’s life is held up as a fine example of the spirit of selfless devotion

and service to the cause, which the personality of Caitanya could inspire in his disciples.

Particulars about his life are hardly to be found in the standard biographies of

Caitanya, but later Vaisnava works in Bengali, especially the Bhakti-rafndkara i,

p. SI f, Prema-vUasa vii, and the Naroitama^vUdsa i, give some details. He was the

son of Padmanabha Cakravartin, a Brahman of Talgadi or Talkheda in Jessore, and

his wife Sita. A fellow-student of Caitanya at Gahgadasa’s fd {Advaita-^prakaia) ^ he

showed religious tendencies in early life and became a disciple of Advaita. He
wrote a cmnmentary on the 10th Skandha of the Bkdgavata at the direction of

Advaita ( H. P. Sastii Cat. of Skt Mss in ASB, vol v, Purana, no. 3624).

Commisnoned by Caitanya to a life-long task of pioneering at Vmdavana, he left

the nvne attractive life of ardent fellowship at Navadvipa and set out on the

difficult journey. According to the PremorvUdsa, this despatch of Lokanatha

occurred at al^ut the time of Caitanya’s Saipnylsa. Beinforced later on by

Hhpa and Saa&tana, ke succeeded in fulfilling the mission proposed to him by

Caitanya and lived there, much respected for his piety and austerity. He is mentioned

with respect by Sanataaa and Goplla Bhatia at the commencement of the Vaifnava-

ttipopl and the Hari-bhaktuvildsa respectively. One of Lokiuiatha's well known

disciides was Narottama, who played an important part in the later history of

the sect.
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restored Vrndavana
;

but, passing . through Bengal,^ his journey

never extended beyond Ramakeli, near Gauda, the ancient capital

of North Bengal. At this place an incident occurred which came

to possess a deep significance in the later history of the cult. Here

he met and won over two scholarly brothers who, with their nephew,

were destined to become the acknowledged theologians of the faith

and thus play an important part in its future development. They

were two gifted men, originally Karnata Brahmans, settled for some

generations in Bengal, who had adopted the Muhammadan name

or title of Saker Malik (Saniitana) and Dabir Khas (Rupa)^

and were employed as high officials at the Muhammadan court at

^ Murari-gupta (iv. 14. 8-11) alone, among Caitanya's biograpliers, aiiH

following him Locana-dasa, inform us that Caitanya during this visit came once to

NavadvTpa; this is confirmed by a Pada of Vasu Ghosa cited in Gaura-pada-

tarangint (p. 271). See above p. C2, footnote.

^ It is often alleged that the two brothers weve converts to IVTuhammadniiisni

;

but of this there is no evidence. It is true that they were high officials at the

Muhammadan court at Gauda, and they are reported (C-C, Madhya i and iv) to

have considered themselves impure because of their contact with and service in

the Muhammadan court; but this does not of itself prove tlie fiw>t of their

conversion to Islam, of which there is no direct and reliable evidence (see

Amarnath Ray in Indian Culture, v, 1938-39, p. 202 and S. K. De in ibid, pp. (18

footnote and 205). On the contrary, the Bhakti-ratrmkara account (ch. i) makes

it probable that they retained their ori^nal faith. This work says that the two

brothers, whose descent is traced (after Jiva’s account) from a Karnata Brahman

family brought over many Bhalta Brahmans from Karnata and made them settle

in a village (near Ramakeli) which was named Bhat4a~vati or settlement of the

Bhattos after them. With these Bhattas they kept up their inherited social and

religious observances and always showed respect to Vaisnavas hoai NavadvTiw

(
fra% 5rf*rT I araft? *ra fra fpn ii grai«fj«ura>it

^ frawsi I ^ «), o'‘'y considering themselves impure

beeausc of their contact with the MIecchas. That they kept themselves in touch with,

the Navadvipa Vaisnavas U probable from their eagerness to meet Caitanya o

whom they had heard so much. It is also highly proKsble that they possessed

considerable Sastric knowledge before they met Caitanya, Sanatana havmg been a

pupU of (Batnakara?) Vidyavaeaspati, a brother of Vasudeva Sarvabhauma; and the

Smti-Tatmkara (pp. «-«) also informs us that they spent considerable tune

Saatrie studies (f^T ff^fllffrawt^ «*’ )•
Sanatana's pupdsh.p of Vidyn-

vSeasnati related to by himself in hU Fowmt.u-<o#or,i, would have been ^t of the

question if he had been a convat to Muhammadanism. Of Sanatona,

Kaviraia says (Madhya xix. 17): ^751^^ nftWI fwT fWI I

^ fWl^ « This is surely not the description of an outcast. The

3 4.
• 1 isnlrtf* nd well as the Vaisnava disposition of the two brothers,

ancestral faith from the vay beginning.

10
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"

Gau<Ja. They were enthralled by Caitanya’s deep faith, became

his followers, and ultimately abandoned wealth and eminence for

the ascetic and scliolarly life of a Vrndavana Gosvamin. Caitanya

gave them new names, Sanatana and Rfipa, by which they are

better known. He directed them later on to make Vrndavana the

academic as well as the religious centre of the new faith and produce

in Sanskrit the entire body of theological, philosophical and

emotional literature for the sect. The works they produced under

his inspiration have ever since formed the most authoritative

foundations of the cult.

Surrounded as he always was by a big crowd, Caitanya now
prepared to leave for Vrndavana. But the frank and incisive

criticism of his new follower Sanatana that it was not proper for a

devotee to start on a pilgrimage accompanied by a million mon,^

made him abandon his project and return to Puri. Soon after,

within a few months, he set out once more at about Saka 1436

(=:1514 A.D.), but this time he stole away with only one follower

accompanying him. His northern tour was not so extensive as his

southern and western pilgrimage. We need not linger over the

scenes of devotional ecstasy which the sacred associations of

Vpidfivana naturally produced on a devotee of his emotional

capacity ; but the visit to Vrndavana is otherwise devoid of any

striking cxterniil incident. On his way back he spent a few days at

the Kumbha Mela, the great bathing festival, at Prayaga (Allahabad)

where he must have met many saintly ascetics and scholars. Here
he appears to have met a Vaidika Brahman named Vallabha Bhatta,

who cannot be the famous Vallabhacarya, and a Vaisnava scholar

of Tirhut, named Raghupati Upadhyaya, some of whose devotional

verses are cited in the Padydvall^ and in the Caitanya-caritdmrta

of Krsnadasa.^ He was also joined by one of his two new Bengal

recruits, Rupa, who had now, with his younger brother Anupama
(alias Vallabha), left home to follow him. Rupa’s elder brother

^ Mur^i, iii. 18. Kavikarnapura m his poem and drama omits the account

of Caitanya’s meeting the two brothers at Bamakeli. The description of the Bhakti-

ratmkara (p. 45) that Jiva, their nephew, also saw Caitanya at Hamakcli does not

appear chronologically possible.

• Ed. S. K. De, Dacca 19S4, nos. 82, 87, 97, 98, 126, 301. Also see under
Tairabhukta in the same text.

• «<nwrw i mnw u
C-C, Madhya xix, 92. Raghupati’s verses (nos. 82, 98, 126 in the Padydvali) are

given in C-C as if they vrere uttered and discu.sscd before Caitanya himself.

Jayanonda (p. 148) refers to him as SlT but his title

Upadhyaya shows that he was a Brahman and not a Vaidya by caste.
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Sanatana came to meet Caitanya later on at Benares. With the

exception of the so-called conversion of a leading Vedantisi,

Prakasananda,^ Caitanya’s presence at Benares docs not appear

to have been very fruitful, and made little impression in that great

centre of Siva-worship alid Advaita Vedanta.- At Benares, as

well as at Puri, Caitanya is represented by Krsnadasa Kaviraja as

giving elaborate instruction to Sanatana and llupa in the dogmas

and doctrines of the cult, but the six long chapters of the biography

which arc devoted to this detailed theological exposition merely

give a direct summary, with free quotations, of the learned works

which the two brothers themselves composed later on.*

Thus passing six years, after his Samnyasa, in pilgrimages till

about Saka 1437=1515 A.D., Caitanya settled permanently at

Puri at about the age of thirty. According to Kavikarnapura and

Jayananda, he lived at Totii Asrama of KilsTsvara Misra. With a

chosen few about him he spent the remaining eighteen years in a

comparatively uneventful life of worship and daily adoration of

Jagannatha. The monotony was broken by the annual exodus of

' This Prakasnnaiula may be the famous author of the Vedartta-siddhania-

mukidvali, but there are hardly any data to i<lentify the two. The so-called

conversion, no doubt, is given as a proof of Cailanya's succ'cssful missionary cfTorl

and power of learned argumentation, but even from the iuissionary point of view

the conversion did not prove very efl'ective in a city like Benares. The fact of

the conversion, however, is rendered rather suspicious by the somewhat vague

account of Kmnadasa, as well as by the denunciation, in a fairly immoderale

language, of Prakasanaiida, put more than once in the inoutli of Caitanya himself

by Vrndavana-dlusa (C-bk, Madhya iii and xx), who, however, does not expressly

mention the fact of conversion. These biographers do not appear to be very

amiable to this Vedanlist .scholar of Benares,—a fact which is .somewhat unusual,

indicating an extraordinary uii-vaisnava altitude towards an alleged Vaisi.iava convert.

The story of Prakaiananda is not mentioned by Miirari nor by Kavikar^iapuni

in his two works, nor by Jayananda and Locaua-dasa. The identity of Prukasaiianda

with Prabodhaiianda is given for the first time iji the spurious Advmia^prakam

(ch. xvii) ! See B. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 341-45 for references.

“ This fact, though overlaid in the pious at;eounls with an o.slentalious des-

cription of Prakasauandtt’s conversion, is clear from Cailanya’s own regret iwotW

in these very amounts that his sentimental wares did not sdi at Kiisi

( wfif vfmrftr i siti s«t ftwra iic-c,

Madhya xxv). That Caitanya's visit produced little effect is also im^ied by

Kavikarpapflra’s reference in the drama (ix. 32) to envious Sairu.yas.iis of Benares .

• TTie works themselves prove the extensive learning of a life-time. It is

unbelievable that they could learn them all by a few months’ instruction. We

have noted that the Bhakti-ratmkara (ch. i) speaks of their great Sastric knowMge

before they accepted Cailanyaism. This might have been one of the reasons w ncU

led Caitanya to select them for the special work of pi-oducmg Vo..fnava bastras.

See below.
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his Bengal disciples, as well as by occasional visits of scholars,

devotees and admirers.^ The history of this period of Caitanya’s

life is made up of these small incidents, as well as by the description

of his religious ecstasies. His emotions grew in intensity, and

became characterised by excesses of stupor, trances and frenzied

energy, verging upon hysteria and dementia. To the faithful the

last twelve years of his life consist of an orgy of devotional passion,

of an exclusive madness of divine love {premonmdda)

.

Day by day

he became incapable of taking care of himself, but he was watched

and tended with loving solicitude by Svarupa Damodara and other

intimate disciples. His prolonged emotional experiences of religious

rapture must have made extraordinary demands on his highly wrought

nervous system, and brought on exhaustion and constant fits of

seizure.^ Under this increasing strain of an impossible emotionalism

his physical frame broke down, and he passed away in Asadha,

Saka 1455=:June-JuIy, 1533 A.D. The piety of his followers has

drawn a veil of mystery over the manner of his end
; but various

legends exist of his disappearance in the temple and in the image

of Jagannatha, as well as of his accidental drowning in the sea

during one of the frequent fits of ecstasy, and even of assassination

* It is often stated too sweepingl.v (D. C. Sen, Caitanya and Ilis Aye, p. 230;

Caitanya and Ilis Companions, p. 200 f, reijeated hy Kennedy, op. ciL, p. 40) that

Vallabhacarya (or Vallabha Dlksita, as his name was)
,

the founder of the

Vaisnava sect of that name, came to meet Caitanya at Allahabad (C-C, Madhya xix,

61-113) and at Puri (Antya vii). There is no satisfactory evidence to establish

this as a fact. Caitanya’s biography gives the name of a Vaisnava visitor at

Allahabad and at Puri as Vallabha Bhatta, a Vaidika Brahman of the village

Adail, but (in spite of the fact that the visitor proudly informs Caitanya that

he has written a gloss on the Bhdgavata) there is nothing to show that he was

the jfamous Vallabhacarya. Vallabhacarya was probably an older contemporary

of Caitanya, but if such a meeting actually occurred between the founders of the

two sects, it is almost unbelievable that sectarian loyalty should have omitted to

mention it distinctly, and give it its due prominence and importance. In C-C,

Vallabha is initiated by Gadadhara ! The Oaura-ganoddesa counts him as a

Farikara of Caitanya, but this is obviously on the basis of some such account as

that of Krsnadasa. The editor of the Kalna edition of the C-C (Antya vii, p. 752)

is perhaps right in stating that the Vallabha Bliatta mentioned in the text must not

be confounded with the Vallabhacarya of the Visnusvamin or Vallabha Sampradaya.

But see B. Majumdar, op. cit., p. 407 (also Proc. Indian History Congress, Third

Session, Calcutta 1939, p. 760 f), although he admits that there was no love lost

between the Vallabhacaris and the followers of Caitanya, p. 397. Majumdar, how-

ever, believes (chiefly on the basis of 17th century legends) that Caitanya also

met Nanak, Kabir and Saipkaradeva

!

• On one occasion, while returning from Vj*ndavana, Caitanya himself is

said to have described these seizures as epileptic fits ( <*31 W
C-C, Madhya xviii, 184)

.
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in the Gundica-temple. One of the less authoritative biographies^

records perhaps the actual fact of a less sensational but rather

common human death by attributing the end to a wound in the

left foot, which he received from a stone during one of his usual

outbursts of frenzied dancing, and which brought on septic fever

resulting in an untimely death.

3. Caitanya’s Relation to the Sect and the Cult

^Although Caitanya possessed great qualities of leadership and

extraordinary power over minds of men, he did not at any time of

his career concern himself directly with the organisation of his

followers. Absorbed in his devotional ecstasies, he hardly ever

sought to build up a cult or a sect. If such a cult or sect gathered

itself round him, it was due to the charm of his personality and the

powerful appeal of his evident devotion.
|
The enthusiasm of some

of his more praetieal, or more seholastically inclined, followers would

feign to see in him a great organiser and expounder of a system, but

neither propagating zeal nor theological ambition ever entered his

simple life of intense religious emotion. If some notable conversions

were achieved, they were not the result of any direct missionary

effort on his part, but, as the records themselves indicate, they

were due to the powerful impression he could create on receptive

minds by his outstanding religious personality. Even admitting

that he could employ philosophy or theology as a weapon in

argument, it was yet his intimate and vivid sense of spiritual truth

which cast a mystic spell and called forth a deep and lasting

response.- One must indeed admire Caitanya ’s wonderful religious

enthusiasm which could enthrall men of great capacity and inspire

them Avith a life-long zeal for sectarian pioneering, laborious

scholarship and devotional austerity ;
but to attribute this

achievement to any conscious effort or purpose is to misread the

whole trend of his life.

* Jayananda, p. 150. For a discussion of the various views about Caitanya’s

disappearance (tkodhdna) see D. C. Sen, Caitanya and His Age, pp. 259 f. The

exact date of Caitanya’s death us uncertain, but B. Majumdar (pp. 91-23, 277-279)

believes it to be A^adf^ ftaka=July 9, 1533 A.D.

* Kavikarpapura states that people became Caitanya’s devotee vinojyadesena,

without instruction, by the very sight of Caitanya’s devotion. But Krsnadasa

Kaviraja never misses an opportunity of making Caitanya a veteran scholar and

logician! This is one of the differences of attitude between Caitanya’s Navadvlpa

and Vrndavana followers. The Gosvamins saw Caitanya for the first time as a

Saipnyfism, but not so his Navadvlpa disciples who met him first on terms of

fdilowship; the impression was naturally different. The duration and intimacy of
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The later development of. the sect and the fcult, therefore, is

chiefly the work of his chosen disciples and associates. At the same

time, one must guard against the error of supposing that the cult

and the sect were entirely created by his followers, to whom Caitanya

was a mere figurehead or a willing instrument. Caitanya’s personal

relation to his leading disciples, as borne out by the orthodox

records, clearly demonstrate that on the main lines of its growth

and expansion the movement was directly inspired by the example

of his life and experience, even if he did not actually persevere at

the task. If he possessed the capacity, he never had, in his

emotional absorption, cither the time or the willingness to found

a sect or a system ; but from the very beginning the movement

bore the impress of his individuality and developed on the lines of

his spiritual experience, which formed its greatest and most

powerful asset.'/ This was the driving force by which the movement

organised and propagated itself during his life-time, and which

inspired his leading disciples to organise and propagate it after his

death. As such this was his highest contribution to the sect and

the cult. The standard of Vaisnava life and devotion set up by

his own life, the new spirit of emotionalism which he imparted to

traditional piety, the wide-spread emotional appeal of the new mode
of Sanikirtana which he developed, the sincerity and contagious

passion of his realisation of the Radha-Krsna cult, the expansive

and liberating power of his catholic and simple ideas of worship,

his devotional fancies about the Vrndavana settlement, his winning

over of scholars and devotees who were to be the future organisers

of the .sect both on its practical and doctrinal sides, and inspiring

them with a selfless love for the task,—in one word, his great

religious life and personality clearly gave an initial direction and
an impetus to the movement, which gradually organised itself in

the hands of his capable followers into a definite sect and cult.

We are concerned here not so much with the practical organisa*

tion of the sect as with the crystallisation of its dogmas and
doctrines

; and for our purpose it is not necessary to refer to the

later history of the sect and its creed. We are not sure, however,

if there was at any time any .systematic organisation of the sect.

When the movement started at the courtyard of Srlvasa after

Caitanya’s return from Gaya, it started, without any premeditation

or previous preparation, among a small band of men in the city

who cherished religious aspirations, and who instantly hailed him as

contact, as well as time, place and circumstances, were also divergent. K|9|tadfi8a

nefver saw Caitanya, while the Gosvamins had only brief aasociation with him,

Jiya probably never meeting him in person.
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the very embodiment of these aspirations. The new and spontaneous
enthusiasm proved contagious, and the ranks were quickly filled

;

but there was as yet hardly any definite idea of establishing a cult
or a sect. Nor was the very brief interval between Caitanya’s
return from Gaya and his Samnyasa enough for a movement to
establish itself firmly. When he left Bengal immediately after

his Samnyasa, he commended the growing group of his followers at
Navadvipa to the care of the venerable Advaita, as well as to

Nityananda, but the intimate personal contact of the Master,
which was essential to its solidarity, Avas gone. So completely had
he been the very life and soul of its activities, that his sudden
renunciation and departure from Bengal must have proved a great

blow to an incipient movement. No doubt, the annual reunion at

Puri and its common enthusiasm and adoration of Caitanya

afforded an inspiration and a bond of unity, but the movement
grew and expanded somewhat haphazardly in Bengal : and there

was no one on the spot who had the same power of personality and
influence. -s/Advaila was growing old, and the ( nergy necessary for

controlling the movement could not be expected of him. It is also

said in the Frema-viidsa that for a time Advaita gave up the way
of Bhakti and reverted to the doctrine of Juana. No one else, not

even* Nityananda, could effectively replace Caitanya in the

leadership of the sect. After Caitanya’s death this became even

more patent. (Although they were a kind of church fathers of the

faith, the six Gosvamins of Vrndavana were in fact scholars and

recluses, living, as they did, far away from Bengal, and engaged in

the absorbing task of preparing the authoritative books of the

cult.^ Their theology was a matter of later deliberate development;

and, except in their Stotras or Namaskriyas in their dramas and

poems, they seldom refer to Caitanya, and speidc little of his

life and his teaching. If they were devotees they were also

theologians ;
and the disciples of the Vrndavana circle, as evidenced

also by Krsnadasa’s biography, (looked at Caitanya somewhat differ-

ently from the followers of the Navadvipa circle whose faith was

naive, simple iind direct.*) It is true that Rupa and Sanatana (but

seldom their associate Gosvamins) are mentioned with respect in

the earlier biographical records of Caitanya, inspired by the

Navadvipa circle; but it is at the same time noteworthy that,

before Krsnadasa produced his biography at the inspiration of the

Gosvamins of Vrndavana themselves, not much is recorded of them

by the Bengal writers, and they do not appear to have received

as yet exclusive homage and ascendancy as the acknowledged law-

giver$ of the fafth. The phrase ‘ Six Gosvamins ^ {sa4 gosvdmimih)

is irbt used before Krsnadasa. It was the later effort of Jlva
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Gosvamin’s pupil Srinivasa .Acarya, and Lokanatha’s disciple,

Narottama-dasa Thakura, as well as that of Kr§nadasa Kaviraja,

which propagated the views of the Gosvamins in Bengal ; but these

were different from original ideas of the Bengal devotees and

biographers, who mention Sanatana and Rupa indeed but never

speak eollectively of the Six Gosvamins.

If we are to rely on orthodox accounts, Advaita appears to

have now exceeded the alloted span of three score years and ten.

The leadership at Navadvipa and adjoining places naturally fell

upon Nityananda and was almost entirely left to him. But the

records of the sect themselves indicate that Nityananda could

hardly occupy the same place in the estimation of the heterogenous

sect or possessed the same compelling power of character and

personality as Caitanj^a did. He had also views which were

perhaps far ahead of those of Caitanya. His somewhat unconven-

tional life, about which complaints appear to have been made to

Caitanya at Puri,^ his renouncing of ascetic vows and his espousing

simultaneously of two wives late in life- might have had something

to do with the unpopularity against which his enthusiastic champion

Vrndavana-dasa takes so much pains to defend him.'^ ( He took

also the revolutionary step of admitting under the banner of

Caitanyaism all classes of men without any discrimination.^ Opinions

differ in the records as to whether Nityananda's bold action received

the entire approval of Caitanya himself ; but it seems likely that

it was in conflict with Caitanya’s inherited regard for the established

• C-hh, Antya vi.

• He married Vasudha and Jahnavl, daughters of Suryadasa Sarkhel. This

was done, it is said, with the permission of Caitanya himself. Jayananda (p. 3)

speaks of another daughter of Suryadasa, named Candraniiikhi, as a beloved of

Nityananda ! The ascetic Vrndavana Gosv^ina apparently never liked all this.

• ^ wfa I ^ «...

I »IR ^ H (.C-bk. Adi vu). IR

^ qT<ft ^ I u (Adi XV ; Antya vi)

.

(Madhya iii).

OT «nf «nfipB

i

wb iranna aw 3nf*n

u

(Madhya x). ^
I ^ QW BT srs% n (Antya vi), etc.

It is noteworthy that the Vpidavana Gosvamins (with the exception of Sanatana)

never refer to Nityan^da, nor do they mention Advaita in the same terms as

they do obeisance and pay their homage to Caitanya. Only in the long list of

Caitanya*s associates and followers, given at the commencement of his Vaifmva^
iofo^i does Sanatana mention Nityananda and Advaita along with others. As we
have already pointed out, the doctrine of Pafica-tattva, which includes Nityananda
and Advaita as two of the five objects of adoration of the sect, ?s not acknowledged

by the Gosvamins, but*the idea appears to have originated in the Bengal works.
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social order.y [There is enough evidence to show that Caitanya,

in proclaiming obliteration of distinctions, never meant a total

disruption of social usage and tradition.J ^Catholicity and equality

in matters of worship, which Caitanya certainly upheld, did not

perhaps imply nor permit a vigorous practical application of the

idea in social matters. At any rate, most of his associates and

followers, inclusive of Advaita, appear to have adopted the conserva-

* Caitanya’s altitude to^\ards questions of caste and social order in general

appears to be rather complex. No doubt, Caitanya is reported to have discarded h‘s

tuft of hair and sacred thread (^ikha and Sutra) at tlic time he took Samnynsa, and

his staff, symbolical of asceticism, was broken by Nityananda on his way to Puri.

He felt no hesitation in embracing Haridasa, Ilupa and Sanatana and admitting

them to fellowship : but separate living quarters were arranged for them, and there

was some discrimination about eating food with them. All these disciples of

questionable social status scrupulously kept away from the Jagannatha temple,

and Caitanya himself ap{)cars to have approved of their action in doing so

(C-C, Antya iv, 118-182; Madhya xi, 164-168, 206). Even if he himself might

not have any prejudice against caste, he upheld the prejudice of others ; and the

story of his commendation of Sanatana*s action in avoiding the temple road is

thus given by Krsnadasa Kaviraja (C-C, Antya iv, 130-132): “The Lord was

very pleased in his mind and expressed hi.s satisfaction by saying this to Sanatana

:

*It is the nature of a Bhakta to observe propriety, for the maintenance of propriety

is the ornament of a truly pure man. People ridicule when propriety is transgressed,

and both worlds are lost. You have observed propriety and my mind is pleased.

If you do not act thus, who will Much of this conserx atism is apparent, as

we shall see, in Gopala Bhatla’s Ilari-hhakti-vUdsa, which recognises caste restric-

tions in rituali.stic worship. On the other hand, Caitanya is reported to have said

to Sanatana and Bupa that there is no consideration of caste or family in the

worship of Krsna ; but this appears to mean only religious, and not social, fellowship.

This is perhaps what is meant when he is reported to have declared that worship,

or Sainkirtana, or reciting of name is open to all from a Candala to a Brahman

;

and women, as well as men, have an txiual right here. In this respect there is no

exclusiveness. Caitanya never, for in.stance, encouraged any particular caste or

person to the monopoly of the function of a spiritual guide or teacher, himself

selecting men like Riipa, Sanatana and Raghunatha-dasa for the task of

propagating the faith. But admitting all this, a somewhat curious distinction

appears to have been implied between religious and social spheres ;
the broadening

of religious privileges wa.s not taken necessarily to mean enlargement of social

rights. There is no evidence that Caitanya ever wanted to interfere actively with

the established social order, with the time-honoured Varnasrama Dharma ; bite mie

concern with caste or other social restrictions was that they should not interfere

with community of worship, but this did not imply community in eaUng or other

social concerns, which should be governed by the established rules. If such

community of worship did often break down social or caste convention, it was

inevitable, but incidental. This never appears to have b^n his real object ; and

it is doubtful if Caitanya fully recognised the logical implications of such an

attitude of common worship. There is nothing to show that he did, or that he

sympathtaed with *he radicalism of some ot his followers like ^o
wanted to work out the implications. The much triked of ‘ universal

which Caitanya is often said to have promulgated must be understood m this

11
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live attitude and they either did not approve of the step or

stood aloof from it. frhus, an important difference arose early in

the sect which had enduring consequences.' It was aggravated by
the fact that there was no real co-ordination between the different

groups which had sprung up spontaneously and independently

around Caitanya or around some of his immediate associates^ We
hear of the adorers of Caitanya’s Nagara-bhava, followers of

Advaita, admirers of Gadadhara, devotees as well as detractors of

Nityananda. Each of Caitanya’s associates and devotees appears

to have developed a considerable community of disciples of his own,

and taught the cult of Bhakti according to the light each had

received in his own way from the Master.

In spite of this lack of solidarity in the history of the sect,

there was a certain agreement on the doctrinal and theological side.

Some of the old dogmas were, no doubt, modified, and new dogmas

were developed, while a definite cult of the worship of Caitanya

himself was established
; but the creed and tenets as fixed by the

Gosvamins of Vrndavana prevailed and ruled the whole community.

To these six Gosvamins,^ therefore, and their work we must look

for the fundamental doctrines of the cult.

sense; what he wanted was not social, but religious, freedom and fellowship. It

should be frankly admitted that the indications of the texts are somewhat confusing;

but one need not emphasise only some of the anti-caste inclinations of Caitanya’s

religious (and never social) attitude, and unnecessarily make him out to be (in

the light of modmi ideas) a great social reformer, which he never pretended

to be,

' In recent years the sect appears to have gone back, more or less, to

conservatism in social matters.

* The origin of the term ‘ Gosvamin ’ is oKscure and uncertain. It is employed

in Middle Bengali (Ghanarama and Kavikankan) in the general sense of ‘lord’ or

‘master,’ as well as in the sense of ‘religious mendicant or teacher.’ Literally, it

means ‘lord of cows.’ It is used as an honorific title by the Caitanya sect to

signify an authoritative religious teacher or guide. The term may have originated

or at least obtained currency from the peculiar theory of Cailanyaism that the only

and original form, dress and occupation of Kri^na as the supreme l)cing is that of

a Gopn; his faithful devotee is necessarily a * cow-lord.’



CHAPTER III

THE SIX GOSVAMINS OF VRNDAVANA

1. Gkneiial Remarks

If Cailanya did not concern himself actively in the work of

organising his followers, still less did he take upon himself the work
of a thinker or writer. However much intellectual pride he is

reported to have possessed in his youth, he gave up his scholastic

pursuits almost entirely after his return from Gaya. A man of his

great emotional capacity was hardly ever fit for serious or sustained

intellectual effort, for which he never showed any particular bent,

and which became more and more impossible as years went on. To
him spiritual realisation was not a matter of speculative discussion ;

and on one occasion he confessed to Raghunatha-dasa^ that his

follower Svarupa Damodara knew more about theology than he
himself did. In spite of the fact that some of his scholastic

biographers delight in depicting Caitanya as a trained theorist

expounding with precision- a whole theological system, we arc not

sure that he had any settled system in his mind, or ever relished

mere theological discourses. The theology that is attributed to

him by Krsnadasa is clearly the theology of a later day, in which
Krsnadasa himself was severely trained. This is, however, not the

impression given by Murari-gupta, V,nidavana-dasa and other

biographers of the NavadvTpa circle, who avoid the exaggerated

scholastic colouring and enlarge more upon Caitanya’s ecstatic

devotion and power of working miracles. It must not also be

forgotten that the significance of Caitanya’s teaching lies not so

much in his special interpretation of this or that text, but in the

reality and force of his inner spiritual experience, which gave him

an extraordinary power over the minds of men. The whole trend,

indeed, of Caitanya’s life was against his being an exact scholar or

thinker, and his practice of a highly wrought emotionalism stood

in the way of serious intellectual pursuits. When Caitanya closed

* C-C, Antya vi, 233-34.

® In one place he is represented as explaining a text in 01 different ways.

Krsnadasa Kaviraja, no doubt, loves to invest Caitanya with the omniscience of

a Sasiric Papdita, but he also indicates that in his ecstatic absorption Caitanya

was caxeless of mere ^tric knowledge.
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his tol after his return from Gaya, he shut up his books and said

to his pupils that for him lessons were finished from that day.'

The words became almost literally prophetic, for in after-years he

hardly ever opened a book for serious study, and hardly ever

wrote anything. The scholarly pursuits of a Pandit, the pride of

learning, the zest for dialectic disputations—all passed out of his

life, which now began to move in a new atmosphere of entirely

different interests. Outside the ^numd-hhagavata, the newly

discovered Brahma-samhita, the Samgita-nataka of Ramananda, and

the devotional lyrics of Lilasuka, Jayadeva,^ Vidyapati and CandT-

dasa, he appears to have relished next to nothing.*' It is misdirected

zeal which invests him with the false glory of scholastic eminence

;

his true greatness lies in other directions, and his power over men

came from other sources.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Caitanya wrote nothing

with the exception perhaps of eight Sanskrit verses which are given

as the ^ik^d^faka, and which are nothing more than expressions of

his simple and passionate faith Kavikarnapura in his Caitanya-

* \ wm wi ii ..

Madhya i).

«ira 5% II
(C-C, Madhya ii, 77)

.

I ^ II (C-C. Madhya x, 1 IS)

.

fnm# i ^ 'if' irarsiff ii

ng W'i% 'ifw > ^ jwtr seiiNT ii (C-c, Amya x\ii. 0-7)

.

® It should be recognised that the extremely emotional mode of Caitanya’s

religious devotion never made any demand upon the intellect, nor wanted the

nourishment of any other interest. There was no study, and no production. He lived

in and for mystic ecstasies and trances ; they consumed all his energies. Questions of

social or ethic-al import, the welfare of soidety, seldom impinge ujxjn his ecstatic (;ons-

ciousness; nor does intellectual consideration guide his practice. Although Krsnadasa

Kavir&ja would make an attempt to figure Caitanya as a subtle logician, he would

also admit to Caitanya’s life o|f
* divine madness’ in later years. The other bio-

graphical records, however, clearly indicate that as days went Caitanya’s

life became marked by progressive nervous instability ; and in projjortion to the

excess of frenzied emotionalism there was steady deterioration of his intellectual

gifts. It is not surprising, therefore, that in Caitanyaism itself, which was inspired by

and modelled on Caitanva’s life, there is a great deal of intellectual subtlety, but

intellectual virility is never a marked feature.

* These verses are given as the ^iksdstaka in the last chapter of the C-C,

where Caitanya himself is represented as uttering and explaining them. All tliese

verses are to be found under Caitanya’s name (as Sri-bhagavat) in Rupa Gosvamin s

Padydvali (ed. S. K. De, Dacca 1934) nos. 22. 31, 32, 71, 93, 94, 824, 337. For
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candrodaya} appears to negative the idea that Caitunya over

wrote anything about his doctrines. Anandin, in his commentary on
Prabodhananda’s Caitanya'caridrdinrta, distinctly states that Caitanya

never composed any work ; but he meets the objection of those, who
maintain the impossibility of propagating any devotional doctrine

without such means, by stating that even if Caitanya wrote nothing,

he transferred his own energy into his disciples like Rupa and
inspired them to reveal the doctrines.‘^ The attribution to him,

therefore, of any specific work or specific doctrine is more a matter

of pious belief than a positive historical fact. It is indeed difficult

to say how such of the elaborate thcologising, which is piously put

in his mouth, was actually uttered by him ; for his reported

utterances are in fact faithful summaries of the highly scholastic

texts of the Vrndavana Gosvamins themselves, who, as leisured

recluses, could devote their keenly trained minds to the construction

of elaborate systems. In chapter after chapter of the Caitanya^

caritdmrta of Krsnadasa, Caitanya is credited with stupendous

Sastric learning, highly philosophical discourses, great scholastic

ingenuity, marvels of interpretation in expounding finely finished

theological and rhetorical systems of Bhakti ; but the general

impression, given by the orthodox accounts themselves, of Caitanya’s

life of continuous and absorbing devotional ecstasies, as well as his

own disclaimer (explained as the result of his humility) of all such

pretensions, certainly throw considerable doubt upon his personal

responsibility in such scholastic pursuits. It is not clear, therefore,

how far these tenets of a later time actually represent Caitanya’s

own views. No doubt, Caitanya is represented as commissioning

Rupa and Sanatana to prepare these learned texts as the doctrinal

foundations of the faith, and suggesting to them elaborate outlines

and schemes ; but these outlines and schemes are so susijiciously

faithful to the actual and much later products of the Vrndavana

Gosvamins themselves that they take away whatever truth there might

have been in the representation. That some such relation existed

a discussion of their authorship and of other doubtful works ascribed to Caitanya,

see S. K. De in IHQ, 1934, pp. 310-17.

^ Pariparsvikah : BJtdvay kim teneha tene hariiid svabhimata-vijafijako granthah.

Sutradharah : Yadyapt ko na veda veda-karirtvam hhagavatas iathdpi

khalvantarydmiti yam Ihate prerandm na khalu sd bahyopadesato dciato vd

kdlatas ca paricchmnd hhavitum arhati (Act i, Frastavana).

• Nanu granthadi-racanam vind lUddi-vistdranam na sydt, granthddih ko*pi

na krtah ^ri-krsna-caitanyena katham tad vastu-prathanam Hi vdcyaml bhagavatd
sdksdd grantha-karandbhdvad hrdd brahmani brahma-prakddtavac chrt-rupddim

tvefu hrdi saktim samodrya tat-tad~dvdrem sarvam prakdsitam iti. (pp. 107-8).
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between Caitanya and his Vrndavana followers is highly probable,

but excessive zeal has represented it in a distorted perspective. It

is also noteworthy in this connexion that the actual personal contact

of Rupa and Saiiatana with Caitanya was indeed very brief,

^

while there is no evidence to show that Jiva ever had this good

fortune. It is almost unbelievable that within the period of a few

months at most they could have been instructed in the whole range

and depth of the Bhakti-sastra and in every such detail of doctrine

as they set it forth in their elaborate and voluminous works. It is

certainly true that Caitanya inspired these men of great talent with

a life-long zeal for the task, which made them scorn delight and

live laborious days ; he might have also suggested to them his own
ideas of devotion, born out of his own religious realisation

;
and

above all, his life itself must have furnished them a vivid text to

enlarge and comment upon.- But to hold him responsible for

every fine point of dogma and doctrine elaborated by the Vrndavana

Gosvamins would indicate an undoubtedly pious, but entirely

unhistorical, imagination.

* Rupa was sent by Caitanya to Vfudavana immediately after meeting him

at Frayaga (Allahabad), but he came to Puri later on and stayed only for ten

months (C-C, Antya i and iv, 26). Sanatana met Caitanya at Benares and later

on came to Puri for a short while. Locana-dasa is not supported by any other

biographer in the statement that Sanatana was present at the time of Caitanya’s

passing away. Kavikarnapura's account, in his poem, that all the three brothers

(including VaJlabha) came to Puri together and adored Caitanya lacks corroboration,

for it is not accepted by Krsnadasa who otherwise draws lilx?rally ui)on Kavi-

karnapura’s account. It is Kranadasa Kaviraja, as their disciple and associate at

Vpidavana, who supplies the longest and best information about Sanatana and Rupa,

the other Bengal biographers knowing little of them at first hand.

* We have seen that, according to the Bhakii-ratndkara, Sanatana and Rupa

were already well versed in ^>astric learning as well as predisposed towards

Vaisnavism when Caitanya met them ; and this must have been one of the reasons

why Caitanya selected them for the special task of systematising the theology of

the sect. It is noteworthy that Sanatana Gosvamin in the lllh verse of his

Brhad-bhdgavatdmrta states

:

hhagavad-hhakti-mstrarmm ayam sdras^ja samgrahah]

anubhutasya caitanya-deve tat-Tpnya-^u'patah\\

The word anubhutasya here is significant. Sanatana docs not say that he actually

received any direct instruction in these matters, but that he is compiling what he

has felt about the character of Bhakti in Caitanya himself. Again, at the end of

the Digdarsant commentary to the some work, Sanatana states

:

svayam pravartitaik krtmair mamaital likhana-sramak\

mmaC'Caitanya-rupo*aau bhagavan pnyatam 8add\\,

which speaks indeed of inspiration received from Caitanya, but not of direct ins-

truction by him. This is perhaps what is meant by the reference to Rupa in the

well known line : J§n-coita»ya-wano*6kf?<om athdpitam yena bhutale. Rupa himself
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Whatever might have been the case, the fact remains that
Caitanya never thought it necessary to emulate the founders of

other Vaisnava sects in the writing of religious or speculative works
himself, nor did he care much about putting together all that he
taught and practised. He left his own life and personality as an
inspiring example of devotion, and as his best legacy to his faithful

followers. On his immediate and intimate disciples, therefore, fell

the laborious task of systematising the doctrines and practices of

the faith and defining its creed. This his Navadvipa followers had
not done

;
perhaps they had not the training and capacity to do it

properly. Caitanya, therefore, chose Sanatana and Rupa for the

highly technical and difficult task for which they appeared fully

competent. How much of these teachings is Caitanya 's and how
much their own will never be definitely known

;
but it is probable

that much of them, written within a few years after his death, was
directly inspired by his personal example and teaching. Upon the

two brothers Rupa and Sanatana, Caitanya himself is said to have

imposed the special task of expressing its theology and its

Rasa-^lstra, in which they were very materially reinforced by the

mystical-metaphysical scholarship of their nephew Jlva. They were

men of great literary capacity, acute theologians and passionate

poets, as well as ascetic devotees. Their authoritative position as

the fit and chosen disciples especially instructed and commissioned

for the exacting task, their austere and saintly character, their

selfless devotion to the cause, and their laborious and life-long

scholarship gave them a unique influence as the three authoritative

Gosvamins or teachers of the cult. As such, they had been held

in the highest veneration in the later history of the sect. With

these were closely associated Gopala Bhatta, alleged to have been

a South Indian Brahman, whose name and attainments arc held

with almost equal veneration. His chief task appears to have been

similarly speaks of inspiration from Caitanya {hrdi yasya preranayu piavartito’hajn

vardka-rupo^pi) . But in the works of the GosYamins there is nowhere any acknow-

ledgment of direct instruction by Caitanya, as allege<l by Krsnadasa Kaviraja. Had
it been a fact, they must have prominently mentioned it. Nor is this fact mentioned

in any other biography of Caitanya than that of Krsnadasa. It is also noteworthy

that, with the exception of the usual Namaskriya in their various works and of

a few hymns by Raghunalha-dasa and Rupa which we shall discuss below, the

Gosvamins nowhere speak directly of Caitanya nor give expression to their views

about Caitanya. They are chiefly concerned with the exposition of Krsna-lTla and

never describe Caitanya-llla. No doubt, they accept the divinity of Caitanya (e.g.

in the Namaskriya in Sanatana’s VamMva-tomm : vande srJ-krsna-caitanyam

bhagavantam krpdrnavam\ prema-bkakti-vitdndrtham gaudewavatatdra yah\
\ ;

verse

2 of Bhakti-rasdmfta : tasya hareh pada-kamalam vande caitanya-drvasya) \ but

beyond this they hardly ever speidc directly aljout his life and personality.

Caitanya-worship does not appear to have been a creed with them.
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the codification, probably in collaboration with Sanatana, of the
Vai^nava social and religious practices in a voluminous compilation,
which forms the most authoritative ritualistic text of the cult. To
these four Gosvamins were added Raghunatha Bhatta, who does
not appear to have written much, and Raghunatha-dasa, whose
passionate devotional sensibilities produced a Sanskrit poetical work
of the Campu type on Krsna-lila and a series of fervent Sanskrit
poems and panegyrics, as well as Bengali lyrics on the same
crotic-mystic theme.

These were the six Gosvamins to whom belongs the credit of

working out and defining the whole system of tenets peculiar to

Bengal Vaisnavism. The works of the Navadvlpa and Vrndavana
circles of followers respectively were produced at about the same time,

but the ‘Six Gosvamins’ as such are never, for obvious reason,

spoken of by Murari, Karnapura, Vrndavana, Jayananda and
Locana, although individually Sanatana and Riipa arc mentioned,
as well as Gopala Bhatta and Raghunatha-dasa.’ By the middle of

the 17th century, however, the learned Bengali biography of Caitanya
by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, as well as the zeal of Srinivasa Acarya and
Narottama-dasa, made the views of the Six Gosvamins accepted as

authoritative in Bengal, so much so that they came almost to eclipse

every other point of view. It was the inspiration and teaching of

the six pious and scholarly Gosvamins which came to determine

finally the doctrinal trend of Bengal Vaisnavism, which, however
modified and supplemented in later times, dominated throughout its

subsequent history. To them was due the building up of modern
Vrndavana as the chief intellectual and religious centre of the sect,

where its philosophy, its theology, its ritualism and its Rasa-sastra

were created. They reclaimed the sacred sites, identified them,

and gave to each a distinctive name ; they made their wealthy

disciples and admirers build the great temples, groves, and bathing

places, and thus laid the foundations of its modern glory and
sanctity. It was indeed their eminence and influence which gave

a marked primacy to the Bengal school over other rival schools in

the holy city associated with the name of Krsna.^

^ Before Kr^adasa Kaviraja’s Caitanya^caritdmrta (i.e. before 1C15 A.D.),

the term ‘Six Gosvamins* Ls never used in the previous biographies of Caitanya.

The name of Jiva does not apjjear at ail. Murari mentions Gopaia Bhat^ (iii. 15.

15-16), Kaghunatha Bhatta (iv. 1. 17), Raghunatha-dasa (iv. 17-21), and Sanatana

and Bupa (iii. 18. 1-2 ; iv. 13. 6, 11 f) . Vrndavana-dasa only mentions Rupa and

Sanatana. Kavikarnapura in his poem (xvii. 7-24) and drama (ix. 28, 29, 34, 37)

refers to Rupa, Sanatana and Raghunatha-dSsa. •

* Growse in his History of Mathura (p. 241) relates a story of Emperor

Akbar’s visit to these Gosvamins at Vrndavana in 1573 A.D. and of his recognition
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Not much is known about the details of their life, but most

of their works have survived.^ Without exception they adopted

Sanskrit as their medium of expression. The adoption of the almost

obsolete and pedantic classical language was probably prompted by

the idea of the sanctity and authority attached to the learned

Deva-bha^ as befitting their classical works. But perhaps there

was also the temptation of appealing to a larger learned public, as

well as of emulating the standard Sanskrit texts of other schools

and obtaining equal recognition.

2^ Raghunatha-Da.sa

Of Raghunatha-dasa, who lived with Caitanya for many years

at Puri, a great deal is known from Krsnadasa Kaviraja (Antya vi)

,

who was his intimate friend and disciple at Vrndavana, and who

must have made a considerable use of the personal reminiscences

of this venerable Gosvfimin in his account of the last phase of

Caitanya's career. Raghnnatha-dasa's life presents yet another

example, not rare in this period of religious revival, of the renuncia-

tion of worldly eminence and fortune for the sake of spiritual

advancement. He was the son of a rich Kilyastha, named Govardhana,

a zamindar of Saptagrama in the district of Hooghly, who is said to

have enjoyed a princely income of twelve lakhs of rupees ;
but the

heir to this immense fortune evinced deep religious tendencies from

his boyhood, which proved disquieting to his father. On the

occasion of Caitanya's visit to Saiitipur on his way to Ramakcli,

Raghunatha is said to have met Caitanya for the first time.

Raghunatha’s meeting with Nityananda later on- at Panihati,

of their spiritual activities. The wealthy Rajas of tlie West, who were their

disciples, contributed towards the building of the fine temples, seven of the old^t

and finest of which are ascribed to these Gosvamins. See Growse op. cvt. for

details.

' Most of these works have been published in Bengali characters at Berhampur-

Murshidabad by the Radharaman Press. In the lists given below, these have

marked with an asterisk. Those printed at Vrndavana and elsewhere are separately

indicated. u i rk 4

« This meeting is commemorated by an annual festivity, called Da^da-

mahotsava. The origin of the festivHy and its quaint name are thus ex^amech

Pereeiviim that Ea«hunatha was fhled with a desBe for ascetic life, but outwimlly

eneros^ in woridly concern, Nityananda laughingly called him a di^mbler ^

found m C-C, 4ut>a
Caitanvdstaka and Gauranga-

12
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near Calcutta, stimulated his- spiritual longings further, and very
soon he escaped the vigilance of his apprehensive father, and left,

as Krspadasa tells us, wealth befitting Indra and a wife like an

Apsaras ^ This is confirmed by RaghunMha's
own statement in his Gaurdiiga-stava-kalpataru that Caitanya
saved him from the influence of wealth and wife (mahdsarripad-
dardd api)

}

After an arduous journey, he reached Cfiitanya Jit

Puri, where he was handed over for spiritual training to Svarupa
Dilmodara. The extreme austerities which Raghuniitha practised

was a thing of wonder even to the devout Vaisnavas, and Caitanya
himself is said to have acknowledged its depth and sincerity

According to Kavikarnapura (Caitanya-candrodaya, x. 3), Raghu-
natha*s Diksa-guru was Yadunandana Acarya

; but Raghunatha
himself in some of his poems^ pays homage tf) Riipa Gosvamin as

his Sik^-guru. After Caitanya’s death he is said to have left Puri
for Vrndavana, where he joined Rupa and Sanatana and lived near
Radha-kun<ja a self-imposed life of hard asceticism till his death.

Caitanya had entrusted him with a Govardhana-sila, a dark-coloured

stone used as an emblem of Krsna, which he nourished and tended
with deep devotion, daily bathing it, feeding it and worshipping it

with elaborate service. From his Vraja-vilma-stava (SI. 2) , it

appears that he became blind in his old age ; and his Ddnakeli-

cintdmani (SI. 2 and 173) was composed after he had become blind.

He was the only non-Brahman (Kayastha) disciple among the Six

Gosvamins, but the honour paid to him is no less on that account.

His literary works,^ which deal, in impassioned Sanskrit

verse and prose, with the mystic-erotic aspects of Radha-Krsna
worship, are not very extensive. They are mostly in the nature of

fervent lyrical hymns, Stavas or Stotras, which have been collected

together and published under the title * StavdvallS^ They are

is also noteworthy that, with the exception of Murari, Kavikarnapura and Kisnadasa

Kaviraja, Haghunatha is not mentioned hy the other biographers of Caitanya.
^ The alternative reading is mahasampad-davad api ( ‘ from the consuming

fire of great
^
wealth ’)•

•
(v.l. Antya vi, 309).

® Abhtsta-sucana, §1. 2; Manah^sikm, 61. 11, 12; Sva-niyama-dasaka 61. 10;

Rddhd-krmojjvala-kumma-kdi, 61. 44 ; VUdkkdnanda-stotra, 61. 1S4 ; Ddnorkeli-

emtamapi, 61. 174-175. But Abkista-sucana 61. 13 says: Tit

hwt the ponimentator apparently reads ^ I

* For the literary works of Raghunatha see below in ch. vii.—Yadunandana
Acftrya is mentioned in C-C, Antya vi, 161 os Advaita’s disciple and Raghunatha’s

Guru.
® As already indicated above, works marked with an asterisk (as here)

have been published at Murshidabad (Berhampur) by the Radharaman Press, in
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either devout praises of Caitanya (e.g. Caitanydstaka, nine stanzas

in Sikharinl ;
Gaurdnga-stava-kalpataru, twelve stanzas also in

Sikharini) or didactic pieces (e,g, Manah-sik^d, twelve stanzas also

in Sikhatini), but most of them give an emotional treatment in

highly erotic imagery of the various aspects of Krsna-llla. The

total number of these hymns is twenty-nine, and they are of

varying lengths and arc composed in a variety of metres, although

the Sikharini and MalinT appear to have been the author’s favourite

metres. Some of the longest and best known are the Vildpa”

kusumdnjali (104 stanzas in diverse metres), Rddhd-krmojjvala-

kiLSuma-keli (44 stanzas in ^ikharmi) ,Visdkhdnanda-stotra (134

verses in Sloka metre) and Vraja-vildsa-stava (107 stanzas in

various metres) } The purely poetic merit of these Stavas cannot

be estimated very highly, but their evident erotic mysticism,

consisting of a deeply emotional spiritualisation of sensuous forms,

gives them a rich and luscious charm and a sweet ring of passion,

which bear a striking testimony to an interesting feature of Bengal

Vaisnavism. The original inspiration of these poems comes, of

course, from the Srimad-bhagavata, and from Jayadeva’s highly

finished lyrical GUa-govinda, which, we are told, were the constant

sources of the ecstatic emotions of Caitanya himself ; but the

&n~krsna-karndrnria of Lllasuka, which Caitanya is said to have

discovered in his Southern tour and commended in superlative terms

Bengali characters and generally with a Bengali translation. The Siavavalt has
been printed, with a Sanskrit commentary by Vahgesvara (or Vaiigaviharl)

,
whose

title is differently given hi the work itself as Vidyabhusana and Vidyalamkara.
A commentary, or rather gloss, ascribed to Raghunatha himself, is noticed in

Eggeling’s India Office Catalogue, vii, pp. 1466-7 (no. 1177). From the extracts

(luoted as specimens, this appears to be different from the commentary of Vangesvara.

' The printed Stolras in this collection, besides those mentioned above are

:

Prdrtham (4 verses in Sardulavikndita, Malinl, Sikharini and Sragdhara)

,

Govardhanasraya-dasaka (11 verses in .^ardulavikrulita)
; Oovardhaam-vasa-’

Prdrthana-dasaka (11 verses in Malinl), Rddhakunddstaka (9 verses in Malini),
Prema-purdbhidka-stotra (11 verses in Malinl), Prdrthand (4 verses in diverse

metres), Sva-niyama-dasaka (11 verses in Sikharini), Rddhikdsfottara-satorndma (in

i&loka metre, 47 verses), Rddhikdstaka (9 verses in MaJhii), Premdmbhoja-
maranddkhya-stava-rdja (13 verses in sloka metre), Sva-samkalpa-prakdsa (21 verses

in Bhujahgaprayata, Sikharinl, etc.) Prdrthandmrta (20 verses in Sikharini,

Mandakranta, Prthvi, Sardulavikrldita, Upendravajra, Sragdhara etc.), Navdspika
(9 verses in Sardulavikrldita), Gopdla-^dja-stotra (16 verses in Malinl), Madanu-
gopdla-stotra (22 verses in M^inl), Mukundd^taka (9 verses in Malinl), Utkanf^hd-

da&aka (11 verses in Sardulavikrldita), Nava-yuva-dvandva^didfk^faka (9 verses

in MaJini) AbhUfa-prdrfhand?taka (8 verses in Sikharini), Ddna-nirvartana-

kunddftaka (9 -^rses in Malini) , PrdHhandhayorcaturdasaka (14 verses in

Sikharipi, Vasantatilaka, M^inl, Mandakrania, etc.), Abhufa^aucana (13 verses in

Indravajra, Vasantatilaka, Malini, Mandakranta Sragdhara, Sardulavikrldita, etc.).
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to his disciples, must have had r great deal of influence on this type

of writing in Bengal. Raghunatha’s only sustained composition,

however, was his Muktd-caritra} a Sanskrit Kavya of the Campu
type written in prose and occasional verse, but intersperSed with

witty dialogues. The theme is Krsna's early sports at Vrndavana,

its object being to show the superiority of his free love for Radha

over his wedded love for Satyabhama. On Satyabhama’s somewhat

naive enquiry as to whether pearls grew on trees, Krsna himself

relates a fanciful story of his sowing pearls at Vrndavana and

producing pearl-creepers, which bore pearls as fruits, of the failure

of Radha and her companions at a similar effort, of their offer to

buy Krsna’s pearls, of their subsequent raillery, of the witty

repartee, amorous dialogues and adventures following upon the

incident. In this work, as well as in some of the Stotras mentioned

above, Raghunatha pays homage to the kindness and affection

shown to him by Rupa, Sanatana and Jiva, and in- the last verse of

the Muktd-caritra he speaks of Krsnadasa Kaviraja in whose

company at Radha-kunda he passed his last days in Vrndavana.

Raghunatha probably wrote some other poetical works, for the

the three verses cited with his name in the Fadyavail are not

traceable in the poems mentioned above. A work called Dana-

carita? is ascribed to him in the Bhakti-ratndkara (ch. i, p. 59)

.

This appears to be the DdTia-keli-cintdmani,'^ which in 175 highly

erotic stanzas in different metres, gives an imaginary account of

the Dana-llla of Radha and Krsna, a theme which is also treated

under the caption Dana-khanda by Badu Calndidasa^ in a

somewhat different strain, and which finds another expression in

^ Ed. Nityasvarup Bralimncari, iii Bengali characters, with a Bengali translation,

Brindavan 1908.

* This is not the nameless Sanskrit work noticed in Eggeling's India Ofite

Cattdogue (vii, p. 1470b, no. 1184d) and ascribed to Gopala Bhatta, perhaps

wrongly. The India Office work is written in prose and verse, and consists of four

chapters, the des<;riptive titles df which will indicate tlieir respective themes

:

(i) Vasana-caurya-keli, («) Bhara-khanda, (m) Para-khanda, and {iv) Dana-

khap^a, which form the various well known aspects of Krenas sport. From the

passages quoted in Eggeling’s Catalogue it appears that this work, attributed to

Gopala Bhat^ta, is identical with the Rddha-^emdmrta (ed. Murshidabad, Radharaman

Press, B.S. 1835=1929 A.D, ; the name of the author being given here as one

Mohinimohana Lahidi Vidyalamkara of the village Malahga !) , the authorship of which

is sometimes also ascribed to Caitanya himself. The work is also known as

OopaloHiaritra, It canuot be the composition of a modern author, for two verses

jfrom it are cited in Hupa Gosvamin’s Padydvall and assigned to Manohara (see

S. K. De, ed, of Padydvall p. 216>.

* Ed. Haridas Das, Navadvipa 1937, in Bengali characters.

* Ed. Vahgiya Sahilya Parigat, Calcutta 1916, p. S3f.
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Rupa’s Ddmi-keli-kaumu(It, Krsnadasa Kaviraja tells us (C-0
Antya xiv, 7) that like Svarupa Damodara, Raghuniltha also wrote
some biographical account of Caitanya in the Kacjtacd form,’

but of this there is no information. There are also three Bengali
Padas assigned to him in the Bengali Vaisnava anthology, Pada-
kalpataruy of Vaisnava-dasa/-^

3. Ragiiunatha Biiatta

Of Raghunatha Bhatta nothing much is known, and he does

not appear to have left any work. Miirari (iv. 1. 15-17) tells us

that Caitanya met his father Tapana Misra at Benares, where

Caitanya became his guest on his journey back from Vrndavana and
revealed his grace to the boy Raghunatha. Later on Raghunatha
came to Caitanya at Puri and stayed there for eight months. At
Caitanya’s direction he returned home ; and after four years, on the

death of his parents, he came again to Puri and stayed for eight

months. He was then directed by Caitanya to join Rupa and

Sanatana at Vrndavana, where he appears to have lived thereafter.

Caitanya is said to have given him a Tulasi garland. Krsnadasa

Kaviraja tells us that the Bhatta was well read in the ^nrrmd-

bhdgavata, and Rupa used to take delight in his reading of that

scripture.*^

4. Gopala Bhatta

Apart from uncertain legends, there is no full nor satisfactory

account of Gopfda Bhatta, Nothing practically is recorded of him

^ See above p. 31 f. In C-C, Ma<lhya ii, 84, 93, Ra^^hunatha is .said to have

committed Svaruija’s Kadaca to memory and thus preserved it ; but in Antya xiv,

7-10, Svarupa is called the Sutrakara and Raghunatha the Vrttikara, pointing to

collaboration.

• The commentary on Rupa Gosvamin’s Ddna-Jedi-kaumudi is wronglv

ascribed to Raghunatha-dasa in Aufrecht. It was composeii by Jiva. To Raghu-

natha-dasa, as well as to his namesake Raghunatha Bhatta, is sometimes wrongly

attributed the Oovinda-llldmrta (see above, p. 41, note) which was really the work

of their friend and disciple Krsnadasa Kaviraja, who is described in xxiii. 95 as

“a bee to the lotus-feet of Rupa and Raghunatha (sec Ind. Ant., 1928, p. 208).

A Sar&t-sarartattva-samgraha is ascribed also to Raghunatha in a manuscri'pt

noticed in Mitra, Notices, vi, no. 2153, p. 214. It proposes to deal with the five

Tattvas, viz., Gum, Krsna, Naman, Bhakti and Bhakta, for these are regarded as

sdrat s&rwrn pardt param. But the colophon says : iti sdrdUsdra-tattva-swmgrahe

paiiedkhydne ^oftha-vivekah. The topic is dealt with also by Krsnadasa Kaviraja

in C-C, Adi vii, 3-17. As Svarupa Damodara is credited by Kavikarnapura with

the doctrine of Panca-tattva, it is not imlikely that Svarupa’s disciple Raghunatha

also wrote a worl* on the subject. Anandin (p. 125) refers to Svarupa’s work on

Pafica-tattva as Oaufa-taitva-nirupawi.

* C-C, Antya xiii, 117, 126-29.
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by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, who refers to Gopala Bhatta (Adi i, 37)

as one of his Siksa-gurus,’ and must have known him quite well

during the last phase of his life at Vrndavana. Narahari

Cakravartin, in the first half of the .18th century, explains^ this

extraordinary silence as due to an express prohibition, befitting his

Vaisnava humility, by Gopala Bhatta himself, and undertakes to

remedy this deficiency by a curious account in his own Bhakti-

ratndJcara.^ The tradition recorded by Narahari informs us that

Gopala Bhatta was the son of Venkata Bhatta, a learned Brahman
of Southern India, at whose house Caitanya was a guest for four

months during his South Indian pilgrimage
; but no information is

given regarding the place where Venkata lived. Venkata’s elder

brother was Trimalla and younger Prabodhananda ;
they were

worshippers of Laksnii and Narayana and belonged to the

Srivaisnava sect, but through the grace of Caitanya, they, as well

as young Gopala Bhatta, were inspired with a devotion for

Radha-krsna worship, Gopala Bhatta further receiving Caitanya’s

direction to leave later for Vrndavana and meet Rupa and Samitana

there.^ He was educated by his uncle Prabodhananda, and, in a

short time, went to Vrndavana with the permission of his parents.

Narahari tells us that of all this there is a special account in the

Caitanya’CaritdmHa
( )

meaning Krsnadasa’s

biography
; but he acknowledges that Gopala Bhatta 's name docs

not appear there in this connexion •ITJT )• But

as an explanation he further states that ‘ elsewhere ’ it is found that

Gopala was the son of Venkata ( ).

What is actually found in the Caitanya-caritdmrta and
‘ elsewhere ’ about Gopala Bhatta can be summarised as follows.

Murari-gupta (iii. 15. 14-lG) mentions the hospitality of Trimalla

(and not of Venkata) during the rainy season, and describes Gopala

Bhatta, then a young lad, giving up his boyish sports and turning

^ Other references to Gopala Bhatta occur at Adi x. 105, xi. 4; Madhya
xviii. 49.--On Gopala Bhatta, see S. K. De in Indian Culture, v, 1938-39, pp. 57-71.

* wWtqw W3!T% I fsRi TOTP H

ffT I *n% wmrr n

WT W5JT wff

i

sn^jnst fti# sn^ jwt? h
® Ed, Radharaman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad, ch. i, pp. 6-16.

* This would imply that Rupa and Sanatana were already in Vrndavana

when Gopala Bhatta arrived there ; so Narahari says elsewhere

:

But in another place Narahari says

•gain : V? WT WltWl ^ WIW H
implying that Go]mla Bhatta was already there when Rupa and San&tana arrived

for the 6rst time! When did Gopala Bhatta actually arrive?
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into a Bhakta by the touch of Caitanya, as the son of Trimalla

;

but no other details are given. In his Sanskrit Kavya on Caitanya

(xiii. 4), Kavikarnapura states that Caitanya spent four months

in the house of Trimalla Bhatta at Srirangam during his South

Indian pilgrimage, but no mention is made of Venkata, Prabodha-

nanda or Gopala Bhatta in this connexion. Nor is this incident

referred to in Karnapura’s better known Sanskrit drama on

Caitanya. Krsnadasa Kaviraja makes matters worse confused^ by
speaking separately (Madhya i, 108-10 and ix, 82-166) of the

hospitality of Trimalla and Venkata Bhatta, at Srirahgam, respec-

tively for four months ; both of them are described as

Srivaisnavas, but their connexion is not stated ; and, as Narahari

says, the name of Gopala Bhatta does not appear. In other

biographies of Caitanya there is no reference to Gopala Bhatta or

to this incident at all.

By ‘ elsewhere/ therefore, Narahari may be referring to some
such works of later date as the Prema-vilmd'^ of Nityananda-dasa,

where a similar but much briefer account is found
;

while the

Anurdga-vaW of Manohara-dasa records in some detail a somewhat
similar tradition. According to Nityananda-dasa, Caitanya spent

four months in the house of Trimalla Bhatta at Srirahgam and

directed Trimalla’s younger brother Prabodhananda to educate the

young Gopala (apparently Trimalla's son, for Venkata is not

mentioned), who would in time become a very learned man, and
commanded Gopala Bhatta to go to Vrndavana after his parents’

death. Manohara-dasa accepts this story, believes that Gopala was
Trimalla ’s son, and states that Venkata was the eldest and
Prabodhananda, who was Gopala Bhatta’s teachey^ the youngest of

the three brothers. In his account Gopala was apparently a grown-

up and learned young man at the time of Caitanya’s visit

;

Caitanya commanded him to stay at home and tend his father

and uncles but directed him to join Sanatana and Rupa later at

Vrndavana. Monohara adds that sometime after Caitanya’s visit,

the three brothers, with their wives, set out on a pilgrimage and

^ This has not escaped the notice of Manohara-dasa ^ho comments in his

Anuraga-vam (Mafijari i): ^ fWSfT I

^ M ^ ^ fewfrfw i air

itet ^ « ft H

* Ed. Radhaiiman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad, 2nd ed., 1911, in the 18th

Vilasa. In the work itself its date of composition is given as §aka 1522=1600 A.D.,

but the internal evidence of some parts conflicts with this date.

* Ed. Amrita Bazar Patrika Office, Calcutta 1898, pp. 8-12. Tlie work ib

dated at Vrndavana in Soka 1618=1096 A,D.
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came to Caitanya at Puri, where after religious intercourse, they
were bidden to return home.

It will be seen at once that there is a great deal of discrepancy
and uncertainty in the accounts, meagre in themselves, which the
records of the sect give of Gopala Bhatta. Narahari is not unaware
of this fact, but he exhorts the faithful not to indulge in vain

arguments.^ It is clear, however, that those writers, who have at

all recorded anything about Gopala Bhatta, agree about his

South Indian origin, but they do not agree about his ancestry and
personal history. The account of his meeting with Caitanya is

also enveloped in the uncertainty of legends ; and it is curious that

at the time when Caitanya is alleged to have directed Gopala
Bhatta to meet Sanatana and Rupa at Vrndavana, he himself had
not yet met them nor directed them to proceed to Vrndavana !

The fact is that none of Caitanya’s well known disciples accom-
panied him during his South Indian pilgrimage

; it is, therefore,

not strange that the accounts of it, written in much later times

and based more upon hearsay than direct knowledge, should be

meagre and conflicting.^

The mention of Prabodhananda as the uncle of Gopala Bhatta

is also curious ; but it occurs nowhere else but in the three late

works of Nityananda, Manohara and Narahari. At the commence-

ment of his Hari-hhahti-vUam, Gopala Bhatta, no doubt, describes

himself as the disciple (Sisya) of Prabodhananda, but he is silent

regarding his own parentage and makes no mention of his alleged

relationship to Prabodhananda. Gopala describes Prabodhananda

as bkagavat-priya,^ an epithet of which the commentary gives

alternative explanations as a Bahuvrihi and as a Tatpurusa com-

pound. The latter sense would imply that Prabodhananda was a

‘ wtnfqra I ^ sit^ «

SIT 5lTCTr TTff ^ ^ I wwTEiibi tir p[*r ii (p- is)-

Some modern writers (Ramnarayan Vidyaratna, introd. to the Berhampur

ed. of the Han-hhaJeti-vUasa ; Dinesh Chandra Sen, Vaismva Literature of Bengal,

Calcutta University 1917| p. 57; etc.) add to the confusion by proposing to

identify Gopala Bhatta*s alleged father, Venkata Bhatta, with Venkatanatha of

Velagup^i, whom Dhannarajadhvarin mentions as his Gum in his Vedanta-

paribhSaa; but of this there is not the slightest evidence. Gopala Bhatta’s native

place, again, is given by some as Bhattaumri > l^ut hi Krsnadasa*s description of

Cakanya’s South Indian ’ pilgrimage, BhattamSri occurs not as the name of a place

but as the name of a gang of false ascetics whom Caitanya i| said to have met in

Mallara land (Malabar?).

* The stanza runs thus : hhakter vdasams cvnute prabodhd-\ nandasya eisyo

bhagavat-priy€Utya\ gopdla-bhatfo raghunatha-dasam\ samtosayan rupa-aanatanau ca\\.

The verse is known to Nityananda»dasa, Narahari and Manohara.
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favourite disciple and Gopala Bhatta. the disciple of this favourite

disciple of Caitanya ; and yet it is somewhat strange that the

biographies of Caitanya preserve no account of Prabodhananda^

and very little of Gopala Bhatta ! Some Stotra-kavyas exist bearing

Prabodhananda’s name ; they testify to their author’s Vaisnavite

inclmation and to a feeling of deep devotion to Caitanya as the

supreme object of adoration. Of these the more well known is the

Caitanya-candrdmrta, The printed text^ of the poem consists of

143 devotional verses in various metres distributed over twelve

Vibhagas. They are panegyrics of Caitanya, and the names of the

Vibhagas, such as Stuti, Nati, Asir, Bhakta-mahiman, Abhakta-ninda,

Dainya, Upasya-nistha, Utkarsa, Avatara, Loka-siksa, Rupollasa and

Socana, would roughly indicate their content. Several stanzas

(especially 38, 129, 131, 135 and 136) suggest that the author must

have seen Caitanya at Puri and had been in close contact with him :

which would support the inference of his having been a disciple.

The stanzas lament the passing away of the Lord and possibly

of some of his great disciples ; and the consequent disruption of

the sect is also implied. This Stotra-kavya is also interesting as

one of the early works which openly inculcate Caitanya-worship,

to which, however, the Vrndavana Gosvamins do not appear to

have lent any direct theoretical support.^ The poem undoubtedly

reflects what is called the Gaura-paramya attitude of his Navadvipa

devotees, which is not explicit in the works of the Gosvamins, but

which regards Caitanya in himself, and not as an image of Krsna,

as the highest reality or Pararna Tattva. The theory that all the

Ganas of Krsna became incarnated along with Caitanya (a doctrine

which probably originated at Navadvipa and is fully described in

1576 A.D. by Kavikarnapura in his Gav/ra-ganoddesa,'^ but which

found little encouragement from the Vrndfivana Gosvamins !)
is

referred to in stanza 118 ;
while the belief, first utilised by the contem-

porary composers of Bengali Padas,® that Caitanya was an incarnation

of both Krsna and Radha finds expression in stanzas 13 and 109.

' The omission is sometimes explained as due to Prabodhananda’s alleged

defection from the orthodox views of the Gosvamins, but this is unconviheing in

view of Gopala Bhat^ta’s direct mention of him as his Guru, along with the mention

of Hupa, Sanatana and Raghunatha-dasa in the same stanza.

* Ed. Radharaman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad 1926, in Bengali characters,

with the Sanskrit Rasikfisvadim commentary of Anandin, and a Bengali prose

translation. For MSS of the work see Aufrecht, Catalogtis Catalogorum, and

Descriptwe Catalogue oj Skt. MSS in the Vangiya Sdhitya Parieat, p. 223. In

some Catalogues the total number of stanzas is gi>ven as 141 or 144, and the texts

in the cited extrack? do not always correspond exactly.

" See below chapter v, on Caitanya-worship as a Cult.

* See above p. 84, note 3.
“ See above p. 49.

18
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What is more remarkable is that in stanza 132 there is a reference

to Caitanya as Gaura-nagara-vara, which apparently subscribes to

the Nagara-bhava doctrine of Narahari Sarakara and Locana-dasa*

a doctrine which hardly found favour in the orthodox circles.^ It

is no wonder that the poem is not quoted with approval by
Krsnadasa Kaviraja, but it is somewhat strange that its author,

with his unorthodox views, could have been the Guru of one of

the venerable Gosvamins ! From stanza 19 it is pa'obable that

Frabodhananda was an Advaita Samnyasin before he met Caitanya

;

and the commentator Anandin describes him as Parivrajakacarya

Frabodhananda Sarasvatl, which description is often found in the

colophons of the MSS of the poem. The other work ascribed to

Frabodhananda is entitled Samgita-mddhava,^ It gives in fifteen

cantos a treatment of the Vrndavana-llla of Radha and Krsna

;

and in imitation of Jayadeva’s Gita-govinda, which is its obvious

model, it includes melodious Padavalis or songs. A third work,

called Vp^davaria-rrmhiindmrta,^ is also ascribed to him ; it describes

with elaborate devotional fancy the glories of Vrndavana as the

^ See above p. 49.

* Printed from the Bhakti-prabha Office, Hugh 19.S6, in Bengali characters.

There is a MS of the work in the Dacca University Library (no. 1402) in Bengali

script, with 17 folios. The MS contains 15 cantos and a total of 141 verses, excluding

songs which are separately numbered (the lOth canto of the printed text really

consists of four extra Namaskriyu verses, which are added after the colophon by

the Dacca University MS, but which are not taken as forming an extra canto,

there being no formal colophon after them naming a 16th canto). One of the

opening (no, 6) and one of the concluding (no. 138) verses pay homage to

Caitanya as Gaura and Sacinandaiia respectively.

• A. B. Kathvate, Report on the Search of Skt. MSS, 1891-95, Bombay 1901,

p. S8, no. 577 ; the number of verses is not mentioned, but since the MS contains

only 11 folios (with 11 lines on a page) it cannot be a very long poem. It is,

however, said that Frabodhananda composed this work in one hundred ^takas,

of which seventeen Satakas have been printed in Bengali characters at Brindavan

(193S-S7) by Harendra Kumar Chakravarti and others *, some of the Satakas in this

collection contain more than a hundred stanzas.

—

Vrndavana-sataka (ed. Haeberlin’s

Kavya-saipgraha, 1847, p. 430 f ; reprinted in Jivananda Vidyasagara’s Kavya-

pt. ii, 3rd ed., Calcutta 1888, pp. 333-384 ; 126 stanzas) is often ascribed

to Frabodhananda; but the name of the author is missing in the printed text.

There are, however, two opening verse (nos, 2, 3), containing references to Caitanya,

which raise the presumption that it was written by a Bengali Vai§nava. In most

of the catalogues and reports of Sanskrit MSS, where MSS of the Vpiddvdna-sataka

ore noticed, it is generally assigned to Frabodhananda Sarasvatl (e.g., R. L. Mitra,

Noiieee, vi, p. 188, no. 2122 ; Peterson, Three Reports, p. 396, no. 351 ; Catalo^te of

Skt MSS in the Vaiigiya Sdhitya Pari^at, p. 205 ; but no name of the author is

found in MSS noticed in Stein, Jamim Catalogue^ p. 74, noi- 816 and in E. G.

Bhandarkar, Report 1887-91, p. 32, no. 468). If it is a genuine work of PrabodhS-

nandg, it might have formed a part of the bigger VptdAv(i/M-vn>e^ as one
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abode of Krsna and the scene of his sports. A Sanskrit commentary’

on the Gopdla-tapani Upanisad by Paramahamsa Parivrajal^acarya

Sri-Prabodha Sarasvati also exists, while a ViveJca-sataka^ on

dispassion or indifiference to worldly attraction is found ascribed to

Prabodhananda Sarasvati.^ Whether this Samnyasin and Stotra-

writer is identical with Gopala Bhatta’s Guru Prabodhananda yet

remains to be proved ; and the allegation that he was Gopfila Bhatta's

uncle is found only in the legend, clearly of a later date, narrated by

Nityananda, Manohara and Narahari.'’

From what has been said above, it is clear that the account

of GopMa Bhatta found in the records of the sect itself is not only

meagre but also uncertain and unsatisfactory. But here the matter

does not end. Another work is definitely ascribed to our Gopala

Bhatta by Narahari Cakravartin and Manohara-dasa, but the

ascription is falsified by what is recorded in the ascribed work

itself ! And this is a good commentary on the trustworthiness of

the traditions recorded by these writers. Narahari informs US'*'

that Gopala Bhatta composed a Tippanl on Lilasuka’s Krma-

Jcarmmrta, which became a source of delight to devout Vaisnavas f

of its constituent Satalcas ; but the parts of the latter work, which have so far

been printed, do not contain this series of verses.

^ Descriptive Catalogue of Skt. MSS in the Calcutta Sanskrit College Library,

vol. X, pp. 158-59.

R. L. Mitra, Notices, vii, p. 261, no. 2510; in 180 Sanskrit ‘Slokas.’—

The title Sarasvati is mentioned in the Bhakti-ratnakara.

* The Stotra-kavya, named Radha-rasa-sudhanidki, printed in two parts from

the Bhakti-prabha Office, Hugh 1924, 1935, is wrongly ascribed to Prabodhananda.

The first and the last verses of the printed text pay homage to Caitanya, but these

verses are missing in the MSS noticed by Eggeling (India Office Catalogue, vii,

pp. 1464-65), Aufrecht {Bodleian Catalogue, p. 131, no. 239), Ilaraprasad Sastri

{Descriptive Catalogue of ASB Collection, vii, p. 230 and Notices, 2nd Series, i,

p. 884), while the work is uniformly ascribed in these and other MSS to Hitahari-

vaipia, son of Vyasa. It is obviously a case of appropriation by the Caitanya sect

of a work composed by Hitaharivamsa of the Radhavallabhl sect

!

* The proposed identification of Prabodhananda with Praka^anda (of which

one hears for the first time in the spurious Advaita-prakasa, see above p. 75, note 1),

whom Caitanya met at Benares, is still more unfounded and unjustifiable. There

is also no evidence for the statement (Jadunath Sarkar, Caitanya*s Life and
Teachings, 2nd ed., Calcutta 1922; misled by Dinesh Chandra Sen and others) that

Caitanya changed the name of Prakaionanda into Prabodhananda; and nothing is

said anywhere of a change of names. Caitanya is alleged to have met Prabodha-

nanda in Southern India long liefore he came across the scoffing unbeliever of

Benares. Apart from the dubiousness of the fact of conversion of Prakailananda

itself, we do not know if and when Prabodhananda was actually coverted by Caitanya.

• feawft I *n?T H
• The importance of Krfnorkarr^mrta to Bengal Vai^avism is explained by
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while Manohara not only . mentions and characteirises this

commentary but also quotes and comments on its two Mahgala-

slokas and declares Gopala Bhatta’s authorship of the work.^

These verses do indeed occur, as they are quoted, in the Kfpia-

vaUabhd commentary^ of Gopala Bhatta on the KT^-karndmfta,
as its first two opening verses. The first verse is an invocation of

Kr^na, there being no Namaskriya to Caitanya, while the second
verse^ names the author and the work, and informs us that the
commentator was a Dravida Brahman. But in one of the closing

verses,^ which, however, is not quoted by Mahohara, the

the legend, narrated by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, of Caitanya’s discovery of this work
during his South Indian pilgrimage. Caitanya was so struck by its high devotional

value that he brought back the work with him, and it became the source of the

emotional religious experience of himself and his disciples. There can be

no doubt that it exercised a great influence on the emotionalism of the Bengali

faith. It not only inspired similar lyrics and is quoted in the treatises on

Raaa>^&stra composed by Hupa, but several commentaries came to be written on

it, explaining its significance from the standpoint of Bengal Vaisnavism. Kr?nadasa,

who eulogised (Madhya ix, 307-8) the work thus

;

Wfg siiff i snp n

himself composed a Sdranga^angada commentary in Sanskrit, while Caitanya-dasa

wrote yet anotlier commentary entitle<l Subodhant. Yadunandana-dasa translated the

work into Bengali verse.—These three commentaries have been edited in S. K. De’s

edition of the Krsnchkamdmrta (Dacca University Oriental Publication Series, Dacca

1938), which see for further information alx>ut the commentaries.

WRsii I «tw pt 5«e «n*cT H

* Ed. in S. K. De’s edition of Krsim-karrMmria mentioned in the foregoing

footnote. The introduction contains a discussion of the problem raised here, and

reviews the commentator’s conformity to ideas of Bengal Vaisnavism (p. xxxix and

xli). There is nothing in the commentary which does not subscribe to the tenets

of Caitanyaism, and it quotes directly from Rupa’s two works on Rasa-^tra.

It is curious, however, that K|?nadasa Kaviraja, in spite of his homage to Gopala

Bhatta as one of his Sik^-gurus, docs not anywhere refer to Gopala Bhatta’s

commentary; nor does he, in his own commentary, follow the Krsna-vaUabkay but

he accepts and expands Caitanya-dasa’s Subodfutni.

* ^ I n>qTa»Tg! XrftlUlPlPuh: n
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commentator informs us he was the* son of Harivamsa Bhatta and

grandson of Nrsimha of the Dravida country !’ Narahari, Nitya-

nanda and Manohara, we have seen, give an entirely different

ancestry, and it is needless to add that no such description occurs

in the Hari’-bhakti-mldsa, The conclusion is, therefore, inevitable

that either this commentator is a different person, or, if the two

Gopala Bhattas are (following Narahari and Manohara) to be

taken as identical, then nothing remains of the Trimalla-Vchkata-

Prabodhananda legend ! Of this commentary nothing is said in

other Bengal Vaisnava works.^

^ The colophon confirms the reading as follows
: ^

(The readings of both of our complete MSS agree, the date of one being Samvat
1662=1606 A.D.).

* Of Gopala Bhatta, son of Harivamsa Bhatia and author of the KrpfM^
vaUabhd commentary, two or three other works are known. Tliat he was also an
Alaipkarika, interested in erotic Rasa-works, is clear from the fact that he also

wrote a commentary, entitled Rasika^anjani, on Bhanudatta's Rasa-manjan. The
second opening verse of this commentary states that its author Gopala Bhatia was

a Brahman of the Dravida country IlftSOTSWJt! I

Ip and the first of the two concluding verses, which

is identical with the concluding verse of the KrsncMjaUahha quoted above

)
gives the names of his father and grandfather respectively as

Hanvam^ Bhatia and Ni^imha (On MSS of this work and readings of these

verses see S. K. De in Indian Culture, v, 1938-39, p. 64, footnote) . This commentary
contains no reference to or citations from Bengal Vailsnava works on Rasa-^tra,

as the Krsna-v<allah}ui does
; and no MSS of it in Bengali characters have yet

been found. Gopala Bhatia appears to have written another exegetic work of a

similar type. The Kavyamala edition^ of Rudra’s §rngara-tilaka (Gucchaka iii,

p. 11 footnote) mentions an incomplete commentary on this work by Gopala Bha^^,

which is called Rasa-tarangini

;

but nothing is known of thiis commentary and no

other MSS of it are known to exist. Gopala Bhatpi, son of Harivaip^ Bhatpi,

appears to have written yet another (ritualistic) work, called Samaya- or K^-
kaumudi, which is noticed by Rajendraial Mitra {Notices, vii, p. 254, no. 2501,

with a resume of its contents). Here also the author, in one of the opening verses

( i fiwit h )

describes himself in almost similar terms as a Brahman of the Dravida country,

while the colophon to the work, which is almost i^imilar in wording to those of

the works mentioned above, describes him as *one whose refuge is the feet of

Harivup&i Bhatfa (
XimST II ).

The work appears to have been written in Sanskrit prose and verse; and

from the enumeration of its content, its chief object appears to be the deter-

mination of auspicious times or Tithis suitable for religious rites and observances,

including the Saipskaras, the Diksa, the various Vratas, festivals (e.g. Janma^taml),

the mstallation of the image of the Bhagavat and so forth. The woric is not yet
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On the other hand, the Hcm-hhakti-pildsa,^ which goes under

the name of Gopala Bhatta of the Caitanya sect, contains no such

colophon or self-descriptive verse giving the author’s ancestry.

The second opening verse^ distinctly states that Gopala Bhatta, a

disciple of Prabodhananda, who is dear to the Bhagavat, is

compiling the work for the satisfaction of Baghunatha-dasa, Rupa

and Sanatana. In the fourth verse, again, mention is made of

Kasivara and Lokanatha. It contains Namaskriyas to Caitanya at

the commencement of each of its twenty chapters, called Vilasas.

It is a voluminous and almost exhaustive metrical compendium in

Sanskrit of the corpus of Vaisnava ritual and religious practices.

We shall have occasion to deal with this work in detail ; but it

may be said here that it is a work of patient and extensive Puranic

and Tantric erudition, and each rule is copiously illustrated and

supported by large quotations from the Puranas, Samhitas, Tantras

and other scriptures and sectarian religious treatises. It is, in

brief, a complete guide to the Vaidhi Bhakti, in which devotional

acts proceed from Vidhis or Sastric injunctions. Some omissions,

however, are remarkable. No treatment is accorded to the

printed, and the MS is not available ; but the notice of the only known MS,
written in Bengali characters, makes it clear that it was a fairly extensive

compilation (folios 1^8 ; 9 Ihies on a page) and dealt with the subject in some
detail. From some of the topics treated, it may be presumed that it was written by
a Vai^pava author.--So much about Gopala Bha|.t4i, son of Harivamiiia Bha^l.b.

But the question is further complicated by the discovery of another Gopala Bhatta,

who wrote another, but entirely different, commentary on the KrsxM-karndmrta,

entitled &ravamMddiniy and who appears also to have belonged to Bengal. For
details about this work, see S. K. De, introd. to ed. of Kf§na-kanmmrta» cited

above, pp. Ixxxiii-lxxxvii. In one of the' opening verses the author bows to his

Guru, named Narayapa, and in two of tlie concluding verses supplies information

about himself. The name of the author’s father is given as Bhaddat- ( ? Udyat- )

,

phana; and we are informed that the commentary was composed to please the

author's friend Vanamali-dasa and younger brother Lak^mlnaxayana. The Bengal

origin ol the commentary is indicated by the fact that, like the Kfpm^vaUabM,
it follows the Bengal (as distinguished from the South Indian) rec'ension of the

text, and cites not only Jayadeva’s QUa~govinda, but also the BhakU-ramm/ria-

eindhu of Rupa Gosvtoin, earlier than which last work (i.e., earlier than 1541 A.D.)

it could not, like the Kr^^vaUabhd again, have been composed. It follows the views

of the Bengal schoob of Vai^pavism.—For the mention of yet another Gop&la

Bhatta, belonging to !^ngal, see S. K. De in Indian CtUturCi v, 1938-89, p. 71.

^ Ed. Radharaman Press, Berhampur-Murshidabad, 2nd ed. in two parts,

1889, 1891, in Bengali chfu*acters, with the Digdarsani commentary. The work is

**aometimes also called Bhagavad-bhakti-vSasa, or simply BhaKti-vilasa, A detailed

survey of the work will be found below under ch. vi,

* Cited above, p. 96.
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purificatory rites, known as Saniskaras,i although a section is

devoted to initiation or Dik§a, in which the incorporation of Tantric
ideas is a noteworthy feature. While festivals connected with
deities other than Kr§na are excluded, an exception is made in
favour of Siva-ratri

; but the most important Vai§nava festival of
the Rasa-yatra, which the Smarta Haghunandana also omits in his
Ydtfd-tattva, is conspicuous by the absence of all reference. It is

also important to note that this ritual authority does not recognise
the cult of Caitanya-worship or the worship of Caitanya’s image.
There are no directions for the construction of images of Radha
and Kr§na, although there are rules for those of Laksmi and
Narayana, Krsi;ia and Rukminl, and other forms of the deity. The

^ The deficiency is sought to be remedied in a work called Sat-kriya-sara-
dipika, which is undoubtedly a much later fabrication passed off in Gopala Bha^ta’s
name. It was published in Bengali cliaracters in the Bengali Vaisnava journal,

Sajjanortasam, vol. xv-xvii, by Kedar Nath Datla, and reprinted by the
Gau^iya Madhva Matha, Calcutta 1935. MSS of the work are, however, noticed
in Haraprasad Sastri, Notices, 2nd Series, i, p. 397, no. 395

;
ii, pp. 209-10, no. 235.

We shall deal with this work in ch. vi below. The reprint contains anotlier work,
entitled Samskdra-dtpikd, meant as a supplement, on the duties of Saipnyasa, also

ascribed to Gopala Bhatta; but the authority for this attribution is not known,
and no MS of this work has yet been noticed. The Sat-kriya-sara-dipika contains

no account of the author or his family, but the opening passages name Gopala
Bha^ta as the author and pay homage to Caitanya. The fourteen Samskaras
dealt with in this work begin with Vivaha, Garbliadhana etc., and end with

Samavartana, following the order of treatment of Bhavadeva’s Karmdnustkana-
paddhati; but it omits the important ceremony of Antyes^i or ^riddha as a
ceremony forbidden to a true Vaisnava. The Bhagavad-dharma being, in the

author’s opinion, superior to every other Dharma, tlie Smkrta rules are excluded

from application to a Vaisiiava (but Tantric ceremonies and rules are preferred I)

;

and yet the author acknowledges as his source the works of such Smarta writers

as Bhavadeva Bhat-la, Aniruddha Bhatta, Govindi^anda, Bhlma Bhaita, Naraya:pa

Bha^ta, besides the older works of Manu, Harlta etc. There are a few other minor

works on Vai^ava ritualiom, but they are neither well known nor authoritative.

Haraprasad Sastri notices (Notices, 2nd Series, iii, p. 223-25, no. 343) a Sara-

aamgrahordlpika by Ramaprasada Devaiarmaii, which among other miscellaneous

Bhakti topics, deals generally with Dik^ and appears to have a section on Sraddha,

which is omitted by Gopala Bha^ta. In the Calcutta Sanskrit College (Descriptive

Catalogue, x, Calcutta 1907, pp. 65, 123, 141. 145, 154, nos. 52, 102, 114, 110, 130)

there are anonymous Vaisnava ritualistic works, entitled RddkUcd-puja-vidhi (folios

8), &n-fddhid~kf^m^jd-paddhati~nibandha (7 fol.), Sapiksepa-bhakti-sMhana-’

paddhati (17 fol.) and Vaimavahnika-paddhati (5 fol.), Oauranga-bhakta^-vaisnava'-

pujdpaddhati (5 fol.), all of which appear to be late works belonging to the

Beng^ school. A Laghu Hari-bhakti’vU&sa, ascribed to Rupa Gosvamin, is men-

tioned in Proc, of the Asiatic Soc. of Bengal, 1865, p. 140, but as the list given

there contains numerous wrong ascriptions, not much reliance can be placed on the

eintry. Some other Sanskrit ritualistic texts of the Bengal Vaispava sect are also

registered in the descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Vahgiya^

Sdhitya Parifat (Calcutta 1935), but most of them are anonymous, modem and

unimportant: e.g„ Vifnu-pujorvidhi (p. 23S; 4 folios), Vamaviya-p&ja^paddhaii
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work departs in many details from the accepted views of the sect.

The Kf§>];ia in this work is Caturbhuja Cakradhara, and not
Dvibhuja Muralidhara

; and the Radha-cult does not figure as

prominently as it should, Radha being even omitted in the Dhyana
of Krsna. As the Hari-bhahti-'vildsa is quoted by name in Rupa
Gosvamin’s Bhakti-ra^amrta-sindhu (dated Saka 1463=1541 A.D.),

it must have been composed some time before that date.^ The
work must have become an authoritative source of the ritualism

and devotional practices of the sect ; and its popularity is indicated

by the fact that an abridged Bengali metrical adaptation was made
by one Kanai-dasa, a manuscript of which (no. 1231) exists in the

Dacca University Library.

On the Hari'hhakti-vildsa there is a Sanskrit commentary,

named Digdarsani, which is attributed to Sanatana Gosvamin
;
but

there is also the tradition that the original work itself was composed,

not by Gopala Bhatta, but by Sanatana. The story of its origin,

as given by Narahari Cakravartin, relates- that the idea of com-
posing a Vaisnava Smrti originated in the mind of Gopala Bhatta,

but the work was actually composed by Sanatana in Gopala's name.

Manohara-dasa also believes^ that Sanatana wrote the work itself,

but Gopala Bhatta was responsible for the illustrative passlages

(p. 234; 10 foL), Janindsfaini-vrata-vidhi (p. 12C; 5 fol.), Radhastami-vrata-vidhi

<p. 134; 4 fol.), et^. There is nlso in this collection (p. 122) an incomplete MS
of Krsvdrcana-candriM of RiUlhamohana l§annan (dated Saka 1776=1854 A.D.),
which deals with topics like Diksa and ceremonies connected with festivals like

Janmas^mi, Hasa-yatra etc. The author may Ik; the same as the author of

Kra^^bhakU-mdharnava, who is said to have flourished in the early part of the

19th century. The Bhakti-candrikdf ascribed to Lokananda Acarya (ed. Hakhala-
nanda Sastri of Srlkhanda, Satyaratna Press 1920) deals generally with Caitanya-

worship, but contains a great deal of ritualistic matter.
^ As we have stated above, the Krsiui-vaUahhd quotes this work of Rupa

Gosvamin, as well as its supplement, the Ujjvala-mlamxini
; it was therefore 'written

sometime after 1541 A.D.

«itir I ^51 H
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This is apparently a conjecture; but an examination of the commentary
does not appear to lend support to it. There is, for instance, a very long passage

quoted in the commentary from the Matsya-purana (covering 6 printed pages in

small type) which might have been easUy included among the numberless lengthy

quotations in the text. Nityananda-dasa is not clear on the point; but he says

that at the command of Rupa and Sanatana, Gopala Bhatta undertook the work.

Aftar it was completed he gave it to Sanatana, who took it as his own : but Gopala

Bhatta put his own Guru's name in it!
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culled from the Puranas and other .scriptures. As the statements

of Narahari and Manohara are not always beyond question, the

extraordinary reverence paid to Sanatana’s learning and piety may
be held responsible for this attribution. But Sanatana’s authorship

of both the text and its commentary is also recorded by no less an

authority than his nephew and associate, Jiva Gosvamin, in the list

he gives of Sanatana’s works at the end of the (Laghu) Vaimava-

to$am commentary on the ^rimad-bhdgavata. This is also con-

firmed by Krsnadasa Kaviraja, who was a disciple of the Gosvamins

at Vrndavana ;
for he makes Caitanya teach a rapid summary

(Madhya xxiv) of the Ilari-hhakti-vildsa to Sanatana with an

express command to write a Vaisnava Smrti on the basis of the

outlines taught. Moreover, Krsnadasa expressly ascribes this work

to Sanatana in two passages (Madhya i, 35 ;
Antya iv, 2^1) . These

testimonies cannot indeed be lightly set aside ; but in the text of

the Hari-bhakii-vildsa itself, on the other hand, Gopala Bhatta’s

authorship is unambiguously declared, and there is nothing to

show that the opening verses, which declare it, are spurious.

If Sanatana’s authorship was known from 1582-83 A.D. (the

date of the Laghu-tosani) and expressly recorded by Jlva and

Krsnadasa, there could be no point in gratuitously adding such

verses in favour of Gopala Bhatta’s authorship ;
and the very un-

easiness of later authors, who never reject them, but try to explain

them away, would imply their genuineness. If Manohara ’s proposed

solution of the difficulty implies that Sanatana wrote an outline of

the work, which Gopala Bhatta elaborated with copious illustrative

passages, the presumption is ingenious but is entirely without

evidence.^ That Sanatana had, besides writing the commentary, a

^ Equally unfounded and uncouvhicing is the suggestion of some modern
writers (Dinesh Chandra Sen, Vaisnava Literature, Calcutta University, 1922, p. 290,

followed by Kennedy, Ckaitanya Movement, Oxford University Press 1925, p. 137;

that Sanatana’s name was not officially associated with the work because his

defection from Hinduism to Islam before becoming a Vaisnava, had created a

prejudice which stood in the way of its acceptance as an authoritative ritualistic

work. Apart from the fact that there is no satisfactory evidence of Sanatana's

alleged conversion to Muhammadanism (see above p. 73, note 2), we may assume
from the testimony of orthodox records that Sanatana might have considered him.seli

lowered in status because of his contact with and service in the Muhammadan
court. But it is not intelligible why the alleged prejudice, arising from this

circumstance, should have stood in the way of acceptance only of the Hari-bhakti‘

vHaga, which was a work on Acara fortified at every step by profuse citation from

^riptural authorities, and did not stand in the way of acceptance of Sanatana's

more doctrinal and more fundamental Bhagavatdmrta and Vaifnava-tosanl, nor of

hk name being ^sociated, officially and reverentially, with the works of Rupa,

Jiva, Krspadasa and others. If Sanatana’s authorship of the Hari-bhakti-vildsa was

a matter of doubtful acceptance, how could have his authorship of its commentary

14
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direct connexion with the text, seems highly probable, even if we
do not know exactly what this connexion was ; but at the same time,

Gopala Bhatta’s authorship, expressly stated in it, cannot be easily

dismissed. It is undisputed that Sanatana, with his equally able

brother Rupa, was the acknowledged centre of inspiration of the

Bengal Vaisnava group at Vrndavana ; but, if Gopala Bhatta is

presumed to have merely elaborated a previous work of Sanatana,

it is extremely unlikely that he should have failed to acknowledge

this basis of his labours and appropriated the work to himself,

especially as he actually mentions that he wrote the work for the

satisfaction of Sanatana and others. In a similar case, Jiva

Gosvamin does not fail to express his indebtedness to an outline

prepared by an unnamed Daksinatya Bhatta (by which reference

he is supposed to mean Gopala Bhatta himself), on which he based

his elaborate Sat-samdarbha. It seems probable, therefore, that

Gopala Bhatta, as stated in the work itself, was the actual author

of the Hari-bhakti-vildsa, but the attribution to Sanatana might

have arisen from a kind of close collaboration, which will remain

undetermined, between this doyen of the Vaisnava &astra and

Gopala Bhatta, in making this voluminous compilation.

From the above discussion it will be clear that the various

legends and traditions about Gopala Bhatta should be taken with

been accepted ? Sanatana’s supposed “ impurity,” therefore, could hot have been the
motive of llie alleged suppressing of his name and the declaring of Gopala BhattAS
authorship

; and there is no question of the genuineness of the verses which declares

Gopala Bhatta as the author. Sanatana was certainly a more important and
authoritative writer of the group than Gopala Bhatta. If there was any other
reason (the question of “ impurity ” apart) for transferring authorship, the transfer

would have been openly made from Gopala Bhatta to Sanatana, and not otherwise;

and Sanatana’s name would have occurred in the work itself as its author, instead

of that of Gopala Bhatta. The supposition is unconvincing that Sanatana’s author-

ship was suppressed by a deliberate addition (in the face of Jiva’s express

testimony) of verses naming Gopala Bhatta as the author. It is also hardly amiuble
imagination which believes that Sanatana deliberately passed off his own composition

in the name of Gopala Bhatto, or that Gop^a Bhatta appropriated, whatever may
have been the reason, a work of Sanatana. This would be imputing a shrewd

motive and unworthy act to the Gosvamins in question, whose purity of intentions

is otherwise never disputed. If it is a fact that the sect for some time looked

askance at the injunctions laid down in the Ilari-bhakti-vildsa (Amar Nath Bay in

Indian Ctdiurcy v, 1938-39, p- 202), it goes only to strengthen the point that

Gopala Bhatta was the real author; for some of the views, stated in the work
itself, could not haA’^ been (see abo^e p. 104) the strictly orthodox views of Sanatanii,

but of one who had some lingering Srlvfusnava leanings. Sanatana’s other works
are never known to have met with disrespect. On the contrary, it is possible to argue

that the legend of Sanatana’s authorship may have been a pious afterthought meant
to impart greater authoritativeness to a work which did not meet with the entire

approval of the orthodox circle.
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extreme caution. Apart from pious belief, the following conclusions

arise inevitably from the available facts :

(1) According to the description given of himself, the Gopfila

Bhatta, who composed the ritualistic work Kdla-kaumudt,^ as well

as the KrsTia-vallahhd and Rasika-ranjanV commentaries, was the

son of Ilarivamsa Bhatta and grandson of Nrsimha, and belonged

to Dravida. It is not known what connexion he had with the

Caitanya sect
;
but if the Trimalla-Venkata-Prabodhananda story is

excluded, there are some facts in favour of his identification with

the Gopfila Bhatta of the Caitanya sect. The absence of Namas-

kriya to Caitanya in the Krma-ixdlabhd and other works, though

suspicious ill view of the profuse Namaskriyas in every chapter of

the Hari-bhakti-vildsa, is not decisive ;
for the two Duta-kavyas,

the Ddna-keli-kaumudi and the Padydvall of Riipa Gosvamin do not

also contain such Namaskriya. The commentary Kr.mi-vallabhd,

if not the other works, gives ample evidence that this Gopfda Bhatta,

son of Harivamsa Bhafta, was a devout Vaisnava ;
and we have

already stated that there is hardly anything in it which docs not

subscribe to the tenets of Caitanyaism. At the very commence-

ment, the Krma-vallabhd refers, for instance, to the characteristic

doctrine of the Bengal school thjit Xrsna is not an Avatara but the

Avatarin, the supreme deity himself in his essential character. It

also believes in the other important doctrine of the Bengal school

that the deity possesses a supersensuous and blissful form, which

is adolescent (Kisora)
,
quasi-human (Narakrti) and always sporting

at Vrndavana, and which is the highest object of adoration ; it is

somewhat strange, on the other hand, that the Hari-bJmkti-vilasa,

as we have noted above, does not fully subscribe to this doctrine.

With very minor modifications, the Kr?na-vallabhd comments upon

the Bengal recension of the text of the Krma-kanidmria, and does

not accept the South Indian text, in spite of the author’s declared

Dravidian origin. It also quotes direclly from the two authoritative

Rasa-treatises of Rupa Gosvamin. Against lliesc arguments in

favour of identity of the two Gopala Bhattas, the somewhat curious

fact may be urged that Krsnadasa Kaviraja, in spite of his homage

to Gopala Bhatta as one of his giksa-gurus, does not anywhere refer

to or make use' of the Kma-valkibhd in his own Sdranga^rangada

commentary on the Krsna-lcarnamrta. This circumstance,

need not present a serious difficulty ;
but it will be seen that the

arguments for identity are not conclusive. They only prove that

the author of the Krm-vallabhd and possibly of the Kala-kaumudt

^ See above p. 101, footnote 2.
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was a Vaisnava who accepted- the views of the Bengal school, and

nothing more.

(2) There is, therefore, no direct or decisive evidence to identify

him with the Gopala Bhatta who was one of the six Vrndavana

Gosvamins of the Caitanya sect. The personal history of this

Gosvamin is at best scanty and fatuous ; his lineage, as given in the

records of the sect is vague, conflicting and obviously legendary.

In his Ilari-bhakti-vildsa, the authorship of which also is shrouded

in mystery, he describes himself as writing for the satisfaction

of Rilpa, Sana tana and Raghunatha-dasa, and as the Sisya of

Prabodhananda ; but he does not give his own ancestry or place of

origin, as the other Gopala Bhatta does in every work. The history

of this Probodhananda is not clear ; and in the works ascribed to

him, he reflects strangely the views of Caitanya's Navadvipa

disciples rather those of Vrndavana ! It is doubtful if he was (as

alleged by Nityananda, Manohara and Narahari) an uncle of

Gopala Bhatta ; for the story of Trimalla-Venkata-Prabodhananda

is suspiciously legendary and uncorroborated by the earlier records

of the sect.

Exactly how and when the Gosvamin Gopala Bhatta was

admitted into discipleship is, thus, uncertain. There is no record

that he ever came to Caitanya at Puri. He must have survived

Caitanya ; for he was already at Vrndavana when Krsnadasa arrived.

We are also told that, when Srinivasa Acarya came to Vrndavana,

he found Rupa and Sanatana dead, but Gopala Bhatta and Jiva

Gosvamin were still living. Srinivasa is said to have become a

disciple of Gopala Bhatta, studied the Vaisnava Sastra with him

and Jiva, and received the title of Acarya from the latter.^

Sanatana, Rupa and Jiva

Of the two brothers, Sanatana and Rupa, and their nephew
Jiva, whose literary productions far outweigh those of other

Gosvamins in range, depth, quality and magnitude, there exists a

more detailed and reliable record. Jiva himself at the close of his

abridgment (Laghu-tosam) of Sanatana’s commentary on the

Bhdgavata,^ gives us the genealogy of the family, as well as a

^ In the i adymali we have only one verse (no. 38) assigned to Gopala
Bhatta, but see notes on Daksinatya in S. K. De*s ed. of the Padydvali (Dacca
1934). Two Brajabuli songs (nos. 1088, 2833) are attributed to Gopala Bhatta
in the Bengali Vai$pava anthology, Pada-kalpataru, compiled by Vaispava-daaa.

* Printed at the end of the 10th Skandha of the Murshidabad (Radharaman
Press) edition of the &nmad-bkdgavata, and also quoted in full in the Bhakii-
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list of the principal works of Saijatana and Rupa. This list,
which can be generally corroborated from other sources, is quoted
with approval in the Bhakti-ratndkaray which together with
Krsiiadasa Kaviraja’s biography and the Prema-vMsay supplies
additional information about these three venerable Gosvamins of
Vrndavana. From these accounts we learn that they were
originally Karnata Brfihmans,^ who had migrated about the end
of the 14th and the beginning of the 15th century and settled in

Bengal. It is somewhat curious that the work of the four
Gosvamins, whose ancestors arc said to have belonged to Karnata
or the South, far exeelled in extent and importance the work of

the two who belonged strictly to Bengal. The previous history of

the family of Rupa and Samitana is thus given by Jiva. There
was a prince of Karnfita, named Sarvajna Jagadguru, of the
Bharadviija-gotra of Brahmans, who is said to have added to his

other princely qualities a knowledge of the three Vedas. His son
Aniruddha, who succeeded him, was also a renowned prince, but he
fancied only the Yajur-veda. Of Aniruddha’s two sons, Rupesvara
and Harihara, by his two wives, the first became an accomplished

scholar, but the second took to evil ways and turned out his elder

brother from his principality. Rupesvara, who fled to some country

in the cast, had a son, named Padmanabha, who was well versed

in the Yajur-veda and the Upanisads. Padmanabha settled on the

banks of the Ganges at Navahatta (modern Naihati, according to

the Bhakti-ratndkara)

,

performed a Yajna (sacrifice) and had
five sons, of whom Mukunda was the youngest. On account of a

quarrel with liis relations Mukunda left Navahatta and went to

Vanga (East Bengal) settling, according to the Bhakti-ratndkamy

at Fatoyabad, near Jessore, under the Bakla CandradvTpa Pergunna.

Mukunda had a son named Kumara. Kiimara appears to have

several sons of whom we are concerned here with three ; to them

Caitanya gave the names of SanMana, Rupa and Anupama.^

ratnakara. In the Dacca University collection there is a complete MS of Vaismim-

to^anl (laghu), which agrees substantially with the printed text. This account by

Jiva occurs at tlie end, after the colophon to Sonataiia’s work, as a supplement

or epilogue. This portion is missing in the India Office MS no. 387-388 (Eggeling,

Catalogue, vi, p. 1S66), but is contained in the MS noticed in Mitra, Notices, vi,

p. »90.

^ For other references to their being Brahmans, sec B. Majumdar, op cit.,

p. 123 f. Yet, why is it that Sanatana is made by Kr^nadasa Kaviraja to say

repeatedly: (Antya iv, 28), H
(ibid. SIT wwn (Madhya xxiv, 320) etc?

** Anupama's original name is given as Vallabha, but our information

uncertain with regard to the original names of Rupa and Sanatana. It is sometimes
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The eldest SanMana appears to have Icamt Sanskrit from
(Ratnakara ?) Vidyavacaspati/ a scholar of Navadvipa, who is said

to have been a younger brother of Vasudeva Sarvabhaiima and
whom Sanatana reverentially mentions as his Guru in the opening
verses of his Vaimava-iosanl'^ He became a high official (a

Mahamantrin, we arc told) at the Muhammadan court at Gauda,
acquired considerable wealth and power, and settled with his brothers

at the village of Ramakcli, near Gauda, where he met Caitanya for

the first time. Rupa also appears to have held some official

position at the same court. Although Sanatana and Rupa were

widely known by their Muhammadan name or title of Saker Malik

and Dabir Klias respectively, before Caitanya gave them new
names, there is no evidence to show that they actually adopted the

Muhammadan faith. On the contrary, the Bhakti-ratndkara tells

us that they invited a colony of Karnata Brahmans to settle near

Ramakcli and apparently kept up their inherited social and

religious practices, only considering themselves impure because of

their contact with the Mlecchas. They kept themselves in touch

with the Vaisnava of Navadvipa, and had from the beginning an ob-

viously Vaisnava disposition. Rupa’s Ddm-keli-kaumudt, apparently

composed in 1405 A.D., before he met Caitanya, as well as his two

early Dutadcavyas, bears testimony not only to their retention of

ancestral faith but also to their early interest in Krsna-lTla. At

any rate, their anomalous position, as well as their innate Vaisnava

proclivities, must have made them spiritually dissatisfied, and they

welcomed Caitanya’s presence at Ramakcli as a means of escape

and salvation. After some time Rupa*^ left home with his younger

said that their original names were Amara and Sanlosa, but tlierc is nothing about

this in the earlier records of the sect.

' On Ratnakara Vidyavacaspati, see Gopinalh Kaviraj, op. cif., pp. 68-69. He
is said to have written a commentary on the Tattvacintamanyaloka of Pak^bara.
—^It is curious that in Jiva's account Padmanabha is said to have been honoured

by prince Danujamardana-deva.

* B. Majumdar, op. cit., pp. 127 and ISl, is certainly incorrect in thinking

that all the six persons to whom Sanatana pays homage in the two stanzas

were all his Guias; for the word gurun in the passage expressly qualifies vidya-

vamspatm only, and the plural is honorific. Majumdar holds that Caitanya himself

was Sanatana’s Dik^guni ; this may have been so, but the passage cited in support

are hardly conclusive. «

® The story of Rupa and Sanataua’s Vahagya is romantically told in the

Prema-vU&sa,
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brother Anupama (alias Vallabha) and joined Caitanya at Allahabad
on the latter’s way back from Vrndavana. After ten days’ stay

Rupa wanted to accompany Caitanya to Benares, but he was
directed to go to Vrndavana. Sanatana came to Caitanya at

Benares, and requested Caitanya’s permission to accompany him
to Puri ; but he was also directed to go to Vrndavana first and then

come to him at Puri. Having visited Vrndavana, Rupa left for

Puri with his brother Anupama, who, however, died on the way
in Bengal on the banks of the Ganges. Rupa stayed for about ten

months at Puri and returned to Vrndavana. Caitanya is

represented as giving him at Allahabad, as well as his brother

Sanatana at Benares, detailed instructions regarding the composition

of various Sastric works for the sect. Soon after Rupa left,

Sanatana also visited Caitanya at Puri. After these short visits,

Sanatana and Rupa settled at Vrndavana till their death, carrying

on with selfless devotion the laborious work which was entrusted to

them by Caitanya himself and for which they were eminently

fitted by their great learning^ and piety. JTva tells us that such

was their sincerity of devotion that Krsna revealed himself to them

on one occasion as a young Gopa boy bringing milk to them.-

Jlva Gosvamin was the only son of their untimely deceased

brother Anupama. He must have been very young when his uncles

turned hermits and his father died. After staying at home at

Fatoyabad for some time, he was also filled with the same desire

for ascetic life, and the story of his Vairagya is told picturesquely

in the Bhakti-ratndkara:^ After a short visit to Nityananda at

Navadvlpa,^ he left for Benares, where he is said to have studied

under Madhusudana Vacaspati, who appears to have been an

accomplished grammarian, Smarta and Vedantist.'^ He joined his

^ Caitanya himself is reported (C-C, Antya i, 200) to have said that “ there

is not a greater learned man than Sanatana ” and his brother ; and it was this

qualification which probably led him to choose them among all h’.f} followers for

the special task.

* gopala-bdlaka-vy'djdd yayoh sdksad babkuva ha\

sdksdc-chnyuta-gopSlah k?ira-harana^lUayd\\ (Laghu-to^am)

.

* Also in the spurious 23rd chapter of the Prema-vUdm.

*
C-C, Antya iv. 232-235.

® He appears to be identical with the Madhusudana Vacaspati who wrote

an Advaita-^mangala (Oppert, Lists, no. 3422), an Asauca-samksepa (Mitra, Notices,

ii, no. 987) and a Madkumati commentary on the Mugdha-bodha (Kggeling, India

Office Catalogue, nos. 1078, 1,164). He appears to have been a Bengali, and the

colophon to the Ast^a^samkpepa calls him a Mahamahop^hyaya. In Haraprasad

Sastri’s Notices, ii, nos. 99, 201, 225, three Smrti works, entitled respectively

Ihirgdro&^kSla-m^arfa, Vmta-kdla-ni^karsa and ^rdddha-kdla-niriipa^ are ascribed
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uncles at Vfndavana, where he lived thereafter the arduous life of
a recluse aind scholar. He must have been carefully instructed

by them in Bhakti<sastra, and afterwards taken in as a worthy
collaborator in their literary eiforts for the cause of Caitanyaism.
With the exception of Krsnadasa Kaviraja, who however mentions
Jiva only a few times,’ other biographers of Caitanya are silent

about him. JTva’s birth-date is uncertain, but he does not appear
to have seen Caitanya. Towards the end of the 16th and the

beginning of the 17th centuries, however, his reputation was well

established
; and it was through him and his pupils Srinivasa

Acarya, Norottama and Syamananda, that the Bhakti-sastra of

the Vrndavana Gosvamins was widely propagated and established

in Bengal. Jjva became the highest court of appeal in doctrinal

matters so long as he lived. The Caitanyaism, as it is known
today, is mainly the product of Sanatana, Rupa and Jiva and their

disciple Krsnadasa Kaviraja, its metaphysics being mainly Jiva’s

contribution. We have already noted that, like most great religious

teachers, Caitanya appears to have refrained from discussing meta-

physical problems (or writing about them) with his followers, who
took his metaphysics according to their own light. But the view

of the Vrndavana Gosvamins ultimately prevailed.-

The following list of Vaisnava treatises, composed by Sanatana

and Rupa respectively, is given by Jiva :

Sanatana’s works :

" (i) (Brhad) -bhdgavatdmrta, (with its

to him. He could not have been the famous Madhusudana Sarasvati, author of

the Advaita-siddhi

;

see B. Majumdar, op. cit., p. 150-151.

^ Adi i. 36, iii. 4, x. 85 ; Madhya i. 42-45, xviii. 50 ; Antya iv. 228-235.

‘ It is our impression (and the reasons have been given above) that

Caitanya could not have been such an anti-2§amkara as depicted by Krsnadasa

Kaviraja. The Kaviraja, however, is careless enough to give us a rough idea as

to what Caitanya’s metaphysics could possibly have been, when he makes Caitanya

ridicule Vallabha Bhatta for differing from Sridhara’s commentary on the Bhdgavafa

and say that Srldhara was * Jagad-guru." In his commentary on Jiva’s Tattva-

sajndarbha, Radhamohana Gosvamin says that the ^amkara sect was divided into

two main branches— (i) the Smartas, possibly the pure AdvaiStins who did not

care about Bhakti and (if) the Bhagavatas, who tempered the idea of Mukti with

Bhakti, and that Sridhara belonged to the latter branch. Possibly Caitanya was

a Samkarite Samnyasin of the Sridhara type, although he was far ahead of

dridhara in what he understood to be the Implications of Bhakti, and the Bhakti

which he practised may have been very much like what Rupa and Jiva say about it.

* athagraja-kfiefvagryam arUa-hhagavataTnftam^

h<m’‘bhakti-vtld8as ca tap^lkd dtkpi»tdaTiml\\

lUastavorfippaiif* ca 9cyam vo«nat?a-tosa»f|

yd tamk^td maya kfudra-jiven&pi tadajnaya\\.—K^adasa Kaviraja also
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Digdarsam commentary) ^ (u)Hari-bkakfi-vildsa, on the aiilhorship

of which we have spoken above, with its commentary entitled also

^Digdarsanu {ni) IMd-stava, also called Dasarna-carita by Narahari

(Bhakti-ratrutkara, p. 57) and Krsnadasa Kaviraja (C-C, Madhya i,

30-31)—^now lost, and (iv) a commentary on the 10th Skandha
of the ^ntnad-bhdgavafa, entitled Vaimiava-iosam, of which an

abridged Laghu-vamicwa-toHam or briefly Laghu-tomm) edition

was prepared in fiaka 1504 (—158^ A.D.) by Jiva himself.-

Rupa's works'^
: (?) Hamsa^duia (Kfivya)

,
(ii) Uddhava-

samdesa (Kfivya) * {Hi) Astadasa-cchandatt''* (iv) Z1tkalikd-vallan

,

Govinda~bbudavail, Premendu-sdgara, etc., all Stavas or Stotras.

gives a general list of Rupa’s and Sanatana’s works in C-C (Madhya i, and
Antya iv), which is not exhaustive, but which substantially agrees with Jiva's

enumeration.

^ Ed. Nityasvarup Brahmacari, Brindavan 1905 (in Devanagari characters)

.

^ On this abridgTDenl. see below. Works menlione<l under Sanalana Gosvamin
in Aufrecht, i, ()93a are almost all instances of mistaken or doubtful ascription, with

the exception of {Brhad-) hluigavafdmrta ami Vai,srtava-fomm (wrongly entered as

Visnu-tosani) . No descriptions of Bhakti-bindu and Ujjvala-rasa-kana mentioned

in the Oudh Catalogue are a\'ailuble ; but they cannot be Sanatana’s. They look

suspiciously like summaries of the tw'o works of Rupa's on Bhakti-rasasastra, and

are i)robably the same as Bhaktirasamrtasindhu-bindu and IJjjvalanilamani-kirana,

w'hich are summaries of Rupa’s two works by Visvanatha Cakravarlin. The Yoga-

sataka-vydkhydna, quoted by Rayamukuta as Sanatana's, cannot be assigned to our

Sanatana ; for Rayamukuta, Avhosc Pada-candrika commentary on Amara-kosa was

composed in 1431 A.D., must have l>een an earlier writer. The remainmg wwks
entered by Aufrecht are either by Rupa, Jiva or Gopala Bhattn. The mistakes arise,

of course, from the insufficient or WTong descriptions given in the original catalogues,

as w’ell as from wrong scribal ascrii)tions in the MSS themselves. Instances of

such confusion are frequent with regard to the works of the six Gos\'amins, and

some have been noted in S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, i. p. 255, and in Annals o/ the

Bhandarkar Institute, x, p. 117. Some have also been noted below.

' tayor annja-srsiesu kdvyam hl-hamsa-dutakam]

snmad-uddhava-samdesas vhando*siddasakam tathd\\

stavas cotkalikdv(dli govinda-biruddvaIi\

premendu-sagarddyas ca bahavah supratistkitdh\\

vidagdhadalitdgrdkhya-madhavam ndtaka-dvayam 1

bhdnikd ddna-kdydkhyd rasdmrta-yugam punah\\

mathurd-mahinid padyavail ndtaka~candrikd\

samk^ipta-srl-bhdgavatdmrtam cte ca samgrahdk\\.—A survey of Rupa's

literary works will be fouiul below under ch. vii.

* These two works have been published very often in India. They have been

also printed in Devanagari in the Haeberlin, Kavya-samgraha, pp. 323 f and in

Jivananda Vidyasagar, fCavya-samgraha, Calcutta 1888, pts. ii, pp. 441-507 and

iii, pp. 215-275.
*

* It is not clear what this work was. The C-C (Madhya i, 39) speaks of

15
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These, as well as Astadasa-cchandas, were collected together, apparent-

ly sometime later, by Jlva himself under the name *Stava-vi/ild

(total number of pieces is sixty-four), (v) *V?dagdha-7nddhnva

(Drama) (vi) *Lalita-mddhava (Drama)
,

(vii) ^Ddna-keli-

kaumudt (Bhanika)
,

(imi) and (ix) *Bh<ikti-r(isdmria-sindhu“ and

Ujjvala-nUamani^ (Bhakti-rasa-s«astra) (jr) Mathura-mahivian or

‘Tndhdtmya, now said to be included in the Vardha-purdrui (not

separately published) ; a MS of this work is notic ed in Haraprasad

Sastri. Notices, 2nd Series, p. 264, no. 265. (.t?) *Padydvall

(Anthology),''”’ (xii) *Ndtaka-candriIm (Dramaturgy)® and (xiu)

^Sarriksepa-bhdgavafdmrta rriieology) , which is not an abridgment

of Sanatana’s work of the same name, but an independent work.

With the exception of the questionable ascription of Hari-

bhakti-vildsa, of which we have spoken above, Ihe lists arc fairly

correct," and enumerate all the important works of Sana tana and

Rupa. But the Bhakfi-rai'ndknra quotes also some other traditional

Sanskrit verses^ which add four more' works (making a total of

seventeen) to the list of Rupa’s literary efforts :

it as AstadaSa-llla-cchandas. From ^l. 2 of the Namlotsavddhcarifa, ascribed to

Rupa in the collected Stava-mdld :

nandoisavaduyns fdh hamsa-r<adhdnid hater imihdlildh\

chandobhir lalitdhgair asfndasabhir ntmpyanfeW

it appears that the twenty-three short pieces, beginning from the Nandotaavddt-

carita and ending with Rangasihala-hndd (i.e.. Kamsa-vadha) included in the

Stava-mdld, were known and described by jTva as Asfdddsa-cchamUifi. The Gltdi'ali,

included also in the Stava-mdld, is apparently by Rupa. and not by Sanatana.

^ Also ed. KavyamaJa 81, Bombay 1903.

^ Also ed. Damodara Gosvamin, AcyuUi Grantlmmala Series, Benares 1932.

* Also edited in Kavyamala 95, Bombay 1913

* Aufrecht misunderstands the description ra»dmrfa-yugam of these two works

(i.e. tw’O works on the Rasa-^stra) in jTva's cniimeralion. and enters Rasamrta as

two poems by Rupa.

® Also critically ed. S. K. De, with introd. and appendices, Dacca University

Oriental Publ. Series, Dacca 1934.

® Some account of this work will be found in S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, i,

p. 256.

’ As marked by asterisk, most of these are printed by the Radharamaii Press

at Berhampur in Bengali characters and jniblished at Miirshidabad, with the

exception of t’ ose which are noted as having been printed at Brindavan or of

which editions are also published hi the Kavyamala series of the Nirnaya Sagar

Press, Bombay or elsewhere. All the Bengal editions, unless otherwise marketl,

are as a rule printed in Bengali characters.

® The additional list is ascribed to Jiva’s disciple, Krsnadasa Adhikarin. It

mentions Stava-mdid compiled by Jlva later on.

i
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(i) ^fi’-gcinoddBs(i-di2)ikdt both Brhat and Laghu. This work
is better known as * Rudha-krma-ganoddem-dlpika and has been
printed at Murshidabad it is said to exist in a Brhat and Laghu
versions, (m) Prayuktdkhydta-CM7id/rikd, apparently a grammatical
work, dealing with verbs, but no information is available about it.

(in) Krsna-janma-tithi-vidhi, Nothing is known about this work,

but it may be the same work as noticed by Aufrecht in his

Leipzig Catalogue, no. 05^1, entitled Krftrja-jannui-tithi-i)idhi. The
author’s name does not appear on the manuscript which consists

of 22 folios, but the opening verse says that it was composed at

the direction of tlu' Lord iprabhundm einidemiah)

,

by which

honorific term Rupa often refers to Sanaiana. Also (iv) Asia-

kdlika-Mokdvalt, consisting of (‘levcn verses, which Rupa is said to

have given to Krsnadasa Kaviraja for elaborating.- This must

have been the basis of Krsnadasa \s Govbula-lildmria, which deals

with the same thcane, and which in xviii, 04 appears to refer to

some such work by Rupa {sn-rupa-darsifn-disd lihhitdMaJcdlyd]

m-rddhikem-krta-kcli-tatir mayeyam\\)

.

Ilaraprasad Sastri in his

Notices (2nd Scries i, p. 418, no. 414) mentions a wiirk entitled

Sniarana-mangalaikadasa, w^hich, howevi'r, does not consist of eleven

but thirty-five verses, but the colophon of w'hich says : iti snmad-

riipa-gosvdmind viracitain sn-rddhd-krsnayor asta-kdlika-shhdvdll-

snmrana-mangatom, samdptairiA (v) Baladeva Vidyabhusana, in his

^ Al tlie Tladharaiiiaii Press as noted at)ove. The ftenuinencss of this work

is very doubtful: see 11. Mojuradur, op. nt., p. 141. The w’ork is dated Saka

1472=:la50 A.D, ; if so. why is it not meiilioned in Jjva’s list compiled in 1582 A.D. ?

* isi I it

{Bhakti-raindkara )

.

* The following works arc soinetimes found ascribed to Riipa, but their

authenticity is extremely doubtful: (i) UjHideMmrta, consislinf.^ of 43 verses,

which give arguments for and against asceticism, supposed to have been addressed

to Jiva (Mitra, Notices, viii, p. 13, no. 2560). (ii) Ganynsfxika, eight stanzas in

praise of Gahga-devi, daughter of Nityananda (Mitra, Notices, iv, p. 203, no. 1628).

According to Krsnadasa Kaviraja, Rupa met Nityrmamla both at Ramakeli (Madhya

i, 173-4) and at Puri (Antya i, 152); but it is curious that Rupa never mentions

Nityananda, although he speaks of Advaita. Raghunatha also omits Nityananda’s

name, but includes Advaita’s. Onh Sanatana, in tlie Mahgala-slokas of his

Vaimava-tosanu pays homage to Nilyjinanda. It is extremely unlikely, therefore,

Rupa should have written anything on Nityananda or his family, (iii) ^iksd-dasaka

(Roth’s Tubingen Catalogue, 10). (iv) Sadhana-paddhati (Mitra, Notices, ix, p. 55,

no. 2842), consisting of only tw^o folios, on Badha-krana worship. But the colophon

merely says : kn-rupa-gosvdmyukta-sddhana-^paddhati, and not hi-rupa-gosvdmi-krta^

.

This may or may not be the same as Sddhandmrta, asicribe<l to Rupa, in A. V.

Katlivate’s Report *(1904), p, 22, no. 314. Some of Aufrecht’s entries in i, 533 are

merely separate mention of the Stotras (of which separate MSS are .available),
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commentary on Rfipa’s Govinda-biruddvalh speaks of a Birnda-

laksana by Rupa, which discussed the metrical and other character-

istics of a Biruda-kavya.^ Krsnadasa Kaviraja also, in his

enumeration of Rupa's works, speaks of gn?
This appears to be the recently published work Sdmanya-

biruddvalt-lalc^anar ^
Two copies of a commentary on Krilidasa’s Mcgha-dufa, entitled

Tdtparya-dlpiMy by Sanatana Gcsvaniin, are noticed by Eggeling in

his India Office Catalogue (vii, pp. 1422-^28, no. 1584 and 1570).

This appears to be a genuine work, which is perhai)s oinitied in

the above list as being non -religious, but which Sanatana might

have composed before he began his theological labours.

Jlva Gosvamin was a move prolific, vcrsati](' and voluminous

writer, and it is difficult to give a eompleU' list of his works. 1'he

enumeration of Krsnadasa Kaviraja (Madhya, i : Anfya, vi) is

very brief, but the Bhakfhratndkara cites some traditional Sanskrit

verses which assign more than twenty different works to Jlva.

Most of his works, however, are comment ari('s, abstracts or supple-

ments, elucidating thi' learned treatises of his uncles, who found

in him a very apt and learned interpreter. Jiva’s authentic wo»’ks,

arranged according to their subject-matter, may be given as

follows :

(i) Grammar : (a) ^Hari-immdnirta-vydkamna (Brhat and

Laghu), a compilation in which all the rules and illustrations of

Sanskrit grammar are associated, in the true seclarian spirit, with

the names of Krsna, Radlia or their Ganas, and therefore made
specially suitable to devout Vaisnavas, who by reading it would

realise the double purpose of learning grammatical rules and reciting

the blessed names, {b) (Diuliu-) Hutra-mdhkd, which is probably

a Dhatu-patha suppkment (described as Dhatu-samgraha) of the

above, but of which no information is available.

included in Rupa's Stava-^tmhl, e.R. Ulkalika-vallarT, Karpanya-panjika, Govinda-

birudavalT, Caitanyastaka, Premendu-sagara, Miikunda-niuktavalT, (Imt not its

commentary which is anonymous, see Eggeling’s l7idia Office Catalogue, vii, p. 14C9,

no. 1184g/3896), Yamunastaka. Other entries are wronj? attributions, c.^.

Paramatma-samdarbha, Prlti-samdarbha and Hari-namiimrta-vyakarana all of which

belong to Jlva; Gaurahga-stava-kalpalaru, Vilapa-kiisuraanjali and Vrajaraja-slava

are Haghunatha-daksa's, included in his Stamvall, Similarly, in \ufrecht, iii, 113 b,

Kesavastaku is one of the stotras of Hupa's Stava-mald, separately mentioned. The

Rttsamrla-se-sa ’
i JJlwar Catalogue 1077 is not Sanatana's but jTva's.

^ Visvanatha, for the first time defines it in his Sdhiiya-darpana thus

;

gadya-padyamayi rdja-stutir birudam iwyafe

;

but from the specimens it appears

to be an exercise in metrical and rhetorical skill in weavitig ^abdalamkuras

!

® Printed by Haridas Das, Navadvlpa 1941, along with Jiva’s Gopala-

biruddvali.
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(ii) Vaisnava Kavyas : (a) *Gopdla-campu} a voluminoiiJi

Campu in prose and verse, divided into Piirva in 8,‘5 I’liranas and

IJtlara in 37 Puranas, whieh f^ive a poetical-mystical treatment of

the life of Krsna. {h) * Saipkalpa-kalpa-druma, a half-i)liilosophieal,

half-poetical work on Vaisnava doctrine, illustrated by references

to the Krsna-lTla, in three parts, respectively entitled Janmadi-lTla,

Nitya-lTla, and Sarvartu-lila, with a concluding Phala-nisj)alti. The

work must have been written at VriHlfivana whim Jlva was very old

{vmddmnye jaraii jlmh, i. 4), even after the completion of the

two parts of his Gopdla-campu, wddeh are mentioii(‘d (in i. 2()4)

.

(c) Madhava-nuihotHavcu a Kavya in nine Ullasas, dealing with the

Abhisoka of Kadha by Krsna and the festivity eonserpient upon

it.- {d) Gopdla-hhudnmlJ:^ a small Binida-kfivya of panegyrics

on the Vrndavana-lTla of Krsna.

(Hi) Rasa-sastra :
(a) Rasdmrta-.sesa, mentionc'd in th(‘ Vlirar

Catalogue 1077, may l)e Jiva's, but wrongly attributed there to

Sanatana. This work appears to have bc'en recc'iitly recoveri'd and

printed it is a short rhetorical supph'ment (based chiefly on

Visvanatha's ^ahiiga-darpana) to Rupa's two works on tlie subji'cl.

(b-c) comnicntaries entilleii *Dvrgaw(i-.sani(f(imain and ^'hocami-

rocanf^ respectively on Rfipa’s Rhakti-rasdmrta-sunlhu and Vjjvala-

nilainam.

(iv) Vaisnava Ritualism : Krsndrcd-dlpdzd

.

ap])arently on the

inodes of Krsna-worship. Nothing is known of this work.^‘

{v) Vaisnava Theology : (u-r) (*onimentaries on the Gopdla-

tdpanl-up<mi.sad

.

on the *RraJnna-.satphli(tJ on the Yoga-sara-stava

of the Padma-piirana. on the Gayatrl-mahatniya of the Agui-purdria,^

' Kd. Il»us«viliii,ri Sanikliyatirtba, m Am' partb, nt’rl«amp«r uccouiil

of Jiva’s literary works will be found below under eh \ii.

^ Ed. Haridas Das, IIaril)oIc Kulir, roda^lifit, Naiadvipa M)4I in Bengali

eharaelers. The work is dated Saka 1477 {auyfa-Hnpiu-vinnu-itlkc) A.D.

The work is ineiilioiied in the Bhukii-ratmikara h.st of Jimis works.

' Printed, along with Sdmanya-binKi/dvaU-lalxsaria of Ilupa Gosxarnin, by

Haridas Das, Navadvipa 1941.

' Ed. Haridas Das, Haribole Kulir. Naxadvipa 1941 in Bengali eharaelers.

* Also (‘diled along with the text hi the Kavyamala 95.

® An anonymous Kr.vulrpd-fllpik(i is mentioned in Aufreehl i. 124 a.

’ The name of the eommenlary on the Brahrna-samhUd docs not occur in the

printed text, but in the MS noticed by Eggeliiig UmUa Office Cafalogue. iv, p. 820,

no. 199) the name is given as Digdarsanl, though ii is wrongly allribiited to Rupa.

The opening verse wdiich refers to Krxija-nafudarbha w'ould hardly leave any doubt

as to the authorship. Cf. Mitra, Nolice.^, ii, no. 091.

Ed. Haridas Das, as appendix to his ed. of Jiva’s BhakU-Tasamria-sesi.

(see above).
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and on the sections on Radha-krsna-pada-cihna of the Podma-purdna.

if) a commentary, entitled '*Krajna-samda'rbha, (iii the Hrlinad-

hhdgavata, included in the Murshidal)ad edition of the text.

{g) An abridgment (Laghu) of Sanatana's Vai^nava-tosanl

commentary on the 10th Skandha of the Bhdgavata, i)repared at the

latter’s command.^

(vi) Vaisnava Philosophy : (a) Hhdgavata-samdarbha, consist-

ing of six elahoii’ato Samdarbhas, viz. ^Tatti'^a-, *Bhagav(it-,

*P(iramdtitui-, Krsjia-, Bhakli and Prlli-r which give the first

systematic exposition of the entire phiIos()])hical dogmatics of the

Bengal school, (b) Sarra-.sami^ddint, a brief ex])osiLion on the

first four of the above Samdarbhas (Amivyrikhya) but really a

summary and supplement to them. No mention is made of this

work in llu* Bhakli-ratimkara list of Jlva’s works, but neither this

list nor that of Krsnadasa Kaviraja, as indicali^d ))y the word

ddaijah. has any pretension to being exhaustive.^

’ The original work {Vainmva-iosam) does nol appear lo liave been printed

fully, for the printed work in the Murshidabad ed , as well as most manus(’ri[)ls,

appear to represent the Laghu-fosam compiled by Jiva.

^
All the six Samdarbhas are publishcnl in Devanagari characters by Syamalal

Gosvarni (Calcutta, 6aka 18H=:A.D. 1890). The Taifva^, Bhagavaf'^, Pnranultm,a°

have been printed with a Bengali translation by the Radharainan Press nnrl with the

Sanskrit commentary of Baladeva Viilyabhiisana on the Taffva-fiamdarhha only.

The Tatlva"^ has also been printed in Dcvanagari characters tiy Nityasvarup

Brahmacari (Calcutta 1919), by Satyananda Gosvarni (with Bengali translation,

Calcutta B.S, 1318=:19I1 A.D.) . The lihayarat^ has also biaai printed, with ,i

Bengali translation, by Satyananda Gosvarni (Calc’utta B.S 1.8,83— 19^^0 A.l).), Tlic

Krttna-mmdarhha has been printed, with a Bengali commentary, by Pranagopal

Gosvarni from Nadia (1925); as also the Prili^ (1929). The Priii^ has also been

published in Dcvanagarl characters by Syamalal Gosvarni (Calcutta, 1901). Only

a few fascicules of the Bhakfi-sarndarhha have so far been published with a Bengali

commentary by the Gaudiya Mailhva MaUia. Calcutta. Good MSS of these works

exist in the Dacca University Library ; and a critical edition of the Samdarbhas

ils desirable. A survey of the six Samdarblias wdll bo found below under ch. v.

^
Ed. Rasikmohan Vidyabhnsan, Vahglya Sahitya Parit«it, Calcutta 1920,

with a Bengali tran.slation.

* With the exception of those noted, all the works of Jlva have been

yrrinted at the Iladharaman Press, Berlmmpur, in Bengali characters and with

Bengali translation (as indicated by asterisk). Anfrecht in his entries under Jlva

Gosviimin in i, 207a is often ini.sled l)y wrong identifications or insufficient

flescriptions of .he original catalogues on which he had to rely. Jlva wrote only

the commentary on Brahma-sarnhita and not the text it.self ; the Mukla-caritra and

Stava-mala are by Raghuiiatha-dasa and Rupa res|)ectively. The Sara-samgraha.

noticed in Mitra, Notices, iv, pp. 303-4, no. 1722, appears lo be a late metrical

compilation on the Bhakti^-rasa-sastra wrongly ascril)ed to Jlva. In its o]:)ening and

concluding verses Jiva’s name does not appear ; it is given only in the colophon.
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With regard to tlio exact dates of Rupa, Saiifitana and JTva, no
authentic information is available; but from their relation to

Caitanya and from the dates of composition recorded at Ihe end of

some of their own works w(‘ can approximately fix the period of

their literary activity. Rui)a Gosvamin’s two Duta-kavyas men-
tioned above were pro])ably composed before his conversion, as

there is no Namaskriya or reference to (Caitanya in them. The
Padyavail, which is cited by name in his Bhakti-msdmrta-sindliu,

Ujjvala-nllainarii and Ndialm-candrikfu was i)rt)bably also an early

comi)ilation, which may have been recast or added to before Ihe

composition of tlu'se three' works.* It does not also give any
Namaskriya or reference to (^aitanya, but it gives all the eight

verses of the SikmHaka with the subscription ftrT-bhagavalah. It

does not also give verses from any of Rupa’s dramas, which have
been very profusely utilised for rllustrative verses in his two works

on Rasa-sastra mentioned above, as well as in his Ndtaka-camlrikd.

The Padydvalt in its turn quote's verses from the following Stotras,

included in his Sfuva-indld, viz. Govmda-biruddvalh Vrnddvana-go-

vatsa-cdranddi-llfd. and Mathurdstulm, which must have* been even

earlier. Some of Rupa’s other works, howevi'r, are expressly dated.

His Dana-keJi-kaumndh which jirofesses to have been written at

Nandlsvara for the pleasure of some de'ar friend living on the banks

of the Kunda, ajipears to bear the ('arliesi dale Saka 1417—

1495 A.I).“ If this date is correct, then the drama must have

been written long before the author met Caitanya, who himself

could not have been more than ten years old at that time. As such,

it might have been one of his earliest works. This appears to be

corroboratc'd by the Fad that while his other dramas jiay opening

homage to Caitanya, the Ddiui-kch-kaimiudi makes no direct

The opening verses, again, are direelly plagiarised from oilier well known works,

e.g. the first verserrverse no. 4 of Riipa’s Sainkficpa-bhcKjavafdntrta ; the seeond—

one of the <‘oneluding verses of Raghumltha-dasa’s Mnkf'l-carUra ete The aulheiili-

city of the attribution of the work ti» diva, therc'fore, is tiuestioiiahle espeeially as

its contents merely summarise well known views. Aufredit in i, ‘20S a assigns tlie

(lopala-eampu to one Jivaraja, son of Kamaraja (not Karnarujia) Suri
;

this is

obviously a mistaJee, which originated from Milra’s Notice.s, i, p 40, no. 72. Several

other apocryphal works are soinelimos ascribed to JTva, but their genuineness is

extremely doubtful.

* For a discussion of the probable date of this eoiupilalion. .sec S. K. I)e,

in IIIQ, X, 193t, pp. 311-312.

® grathifd sumanah-aukhaild yasya nklesena bkdnikd-,srQg iyajrt\ taaya mama
priya-mhrdah kunda-taftm ksanam aJamkumtdm\\ gale manu-hfe .sake randra-

ftr'ara-samanvi1e\ ncf^tdlware rnvamifd bhdnikcyam vivirinitu]]. This verse occurs

not only in the printed text, but also in Harapra^iad Stustri, Notices, i. no. 164 and

in Descriptive Cat, of Madras Govt. Orient. MSS Library, xxi, p. 8407, no. 12521.
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reference to him.^ Next comes the Vidagdha-mddhava which gives

us the date Sarnvat 1589— 1533 A.D.,- and the completion of

the Lalita-Tnddhava is dated in the month of Jyaistha, Saka 1459=:

1537 A.D*^ The Nataka-candrika which draws upon all these

dramatic works for its illustrations, as well as upon the Padydvalt,

but which has no reference to the two serni-rhetorical works on
•Rasa-saslra, must have been composed after the dramas were
completed. Ilis Bhakti-rammria appears to have been completed
in Saka 1463=1541 A.D.^ ; and his IJjjvala-ifdammd, which purports

The date cannot be Aaka ]471= 1.')49 A.D. ; for tlie Ddna-keli-kaumiidl is cited in

the Bhakti-rasdinrta'' composed in Saka 1463=1.541 A.D. The date of lhi.s work
makes it impiossible that Rupa could have wTiltcn this drama, as the commentary

explains, for his friend Raf(himatha-dasa. On the oilier liand, there is nothing

improbable, apart from this date, m the explanation that Nandls\ara means
Vrndavana and Kunda-tati refers to the Radha-kunda in Vrndavana where

Raghunatha-dasa, Rupa’s friend, resided. The ver.se which contains this date is

indeed placed after the colophon, but this fact, Ihoiigli susiiicious, is not conclusive,

and the verse cannot be rejected lightly ; for the anonymous fitTson living by the

Kuuda>tap is also distinctly referred to in the body of the text I'tself in the verse

rddha-kunda-iatl-kutira^

.

In verse 5 of the drama, again the (lescription of the

devotional ecstasy of the Bhakta can apply very well to the familiar description of

such ecstasUxs of Caitanya himself. It can lie supposed that the work was actually

(‘oniposed as early as the date given, but that it was later on revised (with the

addition of the verse 5 and the verse rddhd-kunda-tafl~kuilra"‘) and dcnlicatcd to

Raghunatha-dasa; but the verse containing the <late. if genuine, makes two things

clear: (/) that at the time of composition the author was actually living at

Nandlsvara, whit-li was apparently Vrndavana and (ii) that the work was actually

composed (grafhitd) (and not re\'ised merely) at the instance of the friend residing

at Kuiida-tali. This latter fact is also indicated by the verse rddhu-knnda-tati~

kutlra'*; and there is nothing to show that it was a later addition. The problem of

the corr(ictiie.ss of the date given by the verse in question is, tlu‘refore, not free from

difficulty. The internal evidence of the texlTas discussed above, makes it probable

that the work was composed some time after 1.53.S A.D., i.e., after Riipa and

Raghunatha-d^sa settled at Vrndax'ana, but before 1.541 as it is cited in B/iakti-

rasdmrta°. Bimanbihari Majiimdar (^ihiiya Parisai Pairikd, vol. 42, B.E. 1.342,

pp. .51-52) suggests the ingenious emendation cnndra-mra° (insteatl of cavdra-

simra) in the verse in question, giving us ^aka 1451 (=1529 A.D.) . This would

be alxiut four years before Cailanya’s passing away, when both Rupa and

Raghunatha were well settled at Vrndavana.

' But see §1. 5 in which is de.seribed’ the devotional cesta.sy of a Ki*sna-bhakta,

reminding one very forcibly of the ecstasies of Caitanya.

® nava-sindhuradmnendu samkhye samvntsare gate] vidagdha-rmdhavam ndma

ndtakam goktde kftam\\ (v, 1. nanda for nava in Madras Catalogue, xxi, p. 8514).

® nande^u-vedendu-mite sakdbde] sukrasya mdsasya tithau caturthydm\\

dine dinesasya harim 'fyranamya\ samdpayam hhadravane prabandham\\ (v. I.

nanddnga-vedendu-rmte)

.

* rdmanga-sakra-ganife kike gokidam, adhwfMtena] sri-b}\akti-rnsdmrta~»indhtir

vifankitah ksitdra-rupenaW The v. 1. rdmdnka-sakra-ganite is noticed by Bhandarkar,

Report 1883-8h (Bombay 1887), p. 76, which would gSve §aka 1493. But the
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to be its supplement, must have been composed later. His next
dated work appears to be the alleged Brhad’rddha--krsna-ga7wdde,w-

diptkd which was completed^ in Sravana, Saka 1472=1550 A.D.
(July-August), while his Utkalikd^vallari Stotra (included in the

Stava-TTidld) is dated in Pausa, §aka 1471, would give us the same
date A.D. 1549-50 (December-January) .- These dates would make
it clear that the most flourishing period of Rupa’s literary activity

falls between 1533 and 1550 A.D., but it probably began as early

as 1495 A.D.

Sanatana, as his associate, must have accomplished his literary

labours at about the same period of time. But jTva tells us that

Sanatana’s Vaisiuiva-tosanl commentary was completed in Saka
1470=1554 A.D., so that Sanatana must have been alive up to this

date. The Bhakti-raindkara records that both Sanatana and Rupa
died in the same year at the interval of a few months. If this is

true, then Rupa must have also been alive in 1554 A.D. Beyond
this nothing at present can be said with regard to the dates of these

two Gosvamins.

Jiva as their nephew and younger contemporary must have

belonged to a general ion later; for tradition says that he was quite

young when his father and uncles left home. lie appears to have

survived the other Gosvamins, being the youngest
;
and, as we learn

from the Bhakti-raindkam and the PreTna-vildsa, he continued to be

the doctrinal dictator to the Bengal Vaisnavas. His exact dates

arc not known, but his Madhava-mahotsava is dated feaka 1477

commentator (probably Jiva) <listinctly explaiits tri-sasfhyadhika-caturdaJa-ganite,

and further notes tlic corresijonding Samvat as vilcramadifyasi/a ttmsfa-navatya-

dhika-yancadasa-mti-ganiia iti jneya7n. The reading? of the Dacca University

manuscripts (nos. 2459 and 24K3), which we corusiiltctl, is rdmdnga-iiakra-gamte,

and the explanation in the commentary is as given above.

^ sake drg-asva-sakre jiahhasi nahho^nanudive sas1hydm\ vraja-pati^sadmani

rddhd-krsna-ganoddesa-dlpikadtpil
|

.

^ candrdsva-bhnvane sake pause gokula-vdsind\ iyam- utkolikd-purva-vaUan

nirmita 7nayd\\. The Dacca TJnliversify Manuscript colle<*tion contains a MS of

Kavikarnapuras Caitanya-caritdmrta-Icdvya, which bears fiaka 1464=1542 A.D. iis

its date of composition ; the scribe of this MS calling himself Visnudasa adds a few

verses after the colophon, which state that Rupa Gosvamin made a copy of this

work in Saka 1467=1545 A.D., i.e., only three years after the w'ork was actually

composed (caitanya-candTa-carifdmrtam adbhutdbhair\ dvyastdbdikair viraciiavi

kavikaTnapuraih\\ rfipdkhya-viat-prabkuvaraih svakardmbujena\ sake hayartu-bhuvane

likkitafn purd y(it\\ dlokya sdmpratam anena ku~7nedhusdpi\ svajme^pi tad-ratim~

Tte mrtaka-’prabheneil kendpi lubdha-manasd vafa viptuddsa-\ ndmnd sva^

jivana'-mahausadhim dcitarn fafjj (sarnddnikam)
\\
idam kdvyam srt-rupa-gosvdmind

caturdasa-piirva-sapta-sasthitama-saka-varse likhitam, tadanantaram srt-visnuddsa-

goavdmind. This in<lication is very interesting, as it shows that the Navadvipa works

were well known to the Vrndavana circle, although the earlier Navadvipa authors

16
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(=1555 A.D.),while the first part of his Gopdla-campu is dated in

Samvat 1645 or Saka 1510' (=1589 A.D.), the second part four

years later in Saka 1514=1592 A.D. The SamJcalpa-kalpadruTna,

which speaks of the completion of both parts of the Campu, is of

later date, but according to his own account the author was then

in advanced old age (jaran jivah)

.

Although the range and versatility of their literary works are

remarkable, the six Gosvamins appear to have divided among them-
selves the work entrusted to them according to their individual

taste, inclination and capacity. Sanatana, more devout than

scholarly, concerned himself chiefly with theology and interpreta-

tion of theological texts ; the more practically minded Gopala

Bhatta elaborately codified its ritualism and devotional practices

;

while Raghunatha-dasa, more poetically and emotionally disposed,

gave fanciful expression in prose and verse to the erotic mysticism

with which the faith associated Krsna's sports. Rupa Gosvamin,

a passionate devotee, but possessing a trained scholastic mind, took

up especially the emotional analysis of Bhakti as a Rasa, and wrote

authoritatively on its peculiar psychology and pathology, systema-

tising a rhetorical Bhakti-rasa-.^stra, as well as composing illus-

trative dramas and poems and compiling an anthology of its varied

literary expression. He also supplemented in a more scholastic spirit

the theological labours of Sanatana by his Laghu^ or SamlcRepa-

BhugavatdmTta

,

which, purporting by its name to be only a summary
of Sanatana’s work of the same name, is really an independent

treatise. He might have also indicated a system of romantic Radha-

krsna associations, which later formed the basis of an elaborate

hagiology of the cult. Trained by them and deeply read in their

authoritative works, Jiva possessed a more versatile mind and wrote

on almost all the branches of the Vaisnava Sastra ;
but his natural

predilection, as w^ell as his early philosophical training at Benares,

fitted him for the task of giving an elaborate exposition of its

mystical-metaphysical dogmatics. Raghnniitha Bhatta alone wrote

nothing. In this way the Vrndavana Gosvamins practically covered

the whole range of Vaisnava Sastra, and, with the exception of the

much later works of Visvanatha Cakravartin and Baladeva Vidya-

bhusana (18th century), they practically created the entire philo-

sophical and religious literature of Bengal Vaisnavism

(except, of co.:rse, Krsnadasa Kaviraja) do not show familiarity with the works of

the Vi^davana Gosvamins. Probably Vi§nudasa, who describes himself as a follower

of Rupa, copies this work from Rupa GosvamJn’s own copy. The Dacca University

MS, which is not old, must be a later copy of that copy by some other scribe.

Kr^adasa Kaviraja tells us that Rupa's handwriting was verj^ fine

5faT? Antya i, 87).



CHAPTER IV

THE DEVOTIONAL SENTIMENTS (RASA-§ASTRA)

1. General Characteristics

Among the six iminc(Hale followers of SrT-krsna-caitanya, the

so-called six Gosvamins of Vrndavana, to whom was left the task

of elaborating and defining the doctrines, creeds and practices of

Bengal Vaisnavism, the credit of first systematising its supreme

religious emotion of Bhakti belongs to Rupa Gosvamin. Himself

a poet and rhetorician, as well as a devout scholar and ascetic, he

look up for treatment the emotional aspect of Vaisnava Bhakti,

and gave an authoritative exposition of its psychology, pathology

and rhetoric with all the enthusiasm of a scholastic, yet devout, mind

In Rupa Gosvainin’s two systematic Sanskrit works on the

Vaisnava Rasa-sastra, namely, the Bhakti-rasdmrfa-sindhu and its

supplement the IJjjvala-nUamani, the religious sentiment of Bhakti

has been approxirnaled to the supreme relish of literary enjoyment,

known as Rasa, of orthodox Sanskrit Poetics. A new turn was thus

given not only to the old Rasa-theory of conventional Poetics but

also to the religious ('motion underlying the older Vaisnava faith.

Rupa Gosvamin gives an elaborate exposition of the mediaeval

sentiment of Love, sublimated into a deeply religious sentiment, by
bringing erolico-religious ideas to bear upon the general theme of

litc'rary Rasa, especially the Erotic Rasa. His two works, embodying

what may be called the Bhakti-rasa-^stra. constitute a kind of

Rhetoric of Bhakti, with all its psychology, conceit and imagery.

If the mediaeval Troubadours of France and Italy conceived the

love of Christ as an aspect of the Law and wrote a Grammar
of the amorous sentiment, the mediaeval Vaisnavas of BengaP

^ There are three other rhetorical works produced by Bengal Vaisnavlsm, viz,

Nataka-candrikd of Rupa Gosv^in, Alamkdra-kaustubha of Kavikurnapura and

Kdvya-candrilcd of Kavicandra. Although they occasionally bring in Vaisnava ideas

and choose illustrative verses of a Vaisnavite character, they are not directly con-

cerned with Bhakti-rasa, but are regular rhetorical treatises composed on coiivenlional

lines (see S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, i, pp. 254-259). As such they need not be

taken into account here. Jiva Gosvamin also devotes a considerable part of his

Pnti“saindarbha to the subject of Bhakti as a Rasa, following in general the

analysis of Rupa Gosvamin. Jiva’s treatment, however, is somewhat different, for

he brings in a great deal of theological and metaphysical matter to explain the

subject. The same remark applies also to his Bhakti-samdarbha, which occasionally

refers to the topic of Bhakti as a Rasa. As he keeps closely to Rupa’s exposition

of the subject in its general outline, it is not necessary for us to analyse Jiva’s
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conceived the love of Krsna as an aspect of Psychology, and wrote

a Rhetoric of the erotic sentiment. Since Bhakti is conceived as a

Rasa, it was essentially of the nature of a subjective emotion. The
literary Sahrdaya, as the recipient connoisseur, was replaced by
the religious Bhakta, the devotee of nice sensibility. The love of

Krsna (kr,^-rati) was installed as the dominant feeling (Sthayi-

bhava) which, through its appropriate Excitants (Vibhavas), as

well as Ensuants (Anubhavas) and Auxiliary feelings (Vyabhicari>

bhavas) , was raised to a supreme relishable condition in his

susceptible mind as the Bhakti-rasa. For the working out of this

novel idea the whole apparatus of orthodox Sanskrit Poetics was
ingeniously utilised, although the orthodox rhetorician himself

would not regard Bhakti as a Rasa, but as a Bhava.^ Our poet-

rhetorician, who was also an ardent devotee, follows very closely

(even though his peculiar theme makes him depart in detail)

treatment in detail here ; but it will be dealt with below in connexion wdth our

analysis of the respective Samdarbhas. We shall here content ourselves with noting

occasionally only striking points from it, relevant to our subject. Krsnadasa

Kaviraja's exposition of the doctrine of Bhakti in his Caitanya-caritdrnrta, Madin a

xix, is nothing more than a summary of Rupa Gcsvamiln's two works, and )ieed

not therefore be separately considered.

^ The terms Rasa and Bhava are difficult to translate, but they have been

rendered respectively by the terms ‘sentiment’ and ‘emotion.’ For the distinction,

as well as for the difficulty of remleriug these terms by modern cnlfcal vocabulary,

see S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetias, ii, pp. 1C8-70, and 349-.51. These remarks also

apply to the rendering of other technical terms of the Rasa-saslra, which often

indicate shades of meaning or concepts for which it is sometimes difficult to find

a modem equivalent. Such terms have bet;n translated or explained, as far «s

possible, in accordance to their actual definitions in the texts. The question whether

Bhakti is Rasa or Bhava is more or less academk', but it has been discussed at some

length by Jagannatha in his Rasa-tjangadhara (ed. Kavyamala, 1913, p. 45). In

the opinion of orthodox rhetoricians, it is devddi-vimya rati and therefore a Bhava,

and not a complete Rasa. Some advanced thinkers, however, would admit the

Vatsalya, Preyas, Sraddha, and even Bhakti as a Rasa; but this admission was

probably made in later times through the influence of Vaisiiava llicory itself.

Jagannatha, one of the latest writers, however, represents the general orthodox

attitude. He adds further that, being based on Anuraga or attachment, Bhakti

cannot, as some maintain to the contrary, be comprehended in Santa Rasa.

Replying to this, Jiva Gosvamin (Priti-mmdarbha, e<l. Prangopal Gosvami,

Calcutta B.E. 1337, p. 673-74) remarks that the phrase devddi means “ordinary

gods
** and does not apply to Ihe supreme Ki^a ; and that Bhakti, along with

its Vibhavas etc., is in its own nature alaukifea, and therefofe conforms to the

rhetoricians’ reouirements {yat tu prdkrta-rasikai ram-mmagrhvirafmd bhaktau

rasatvam neffam, tat khalu prdkrta-devddi-visayam eva sambhavet tatha tatra

kdranadayah svata etmlavkikddbhuta-rupatvena darsiiu darsnlyas ca) . Madhu-

sudana Sarasvatl also discusses this question in the same str^n in his Bhagavad-

bhakti-rasdyana (ed. Benares, 19S7), ii. 75-80, but he adds that Bhakti as a Rasa

is 8vdnubh4warsiddha and therefore incapable of direct proof.
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the general outlines of the orthodox scheme of Poetics, adopting its

main ideas and technicalities but making them applicable to the

conception of emotional Bhakti. Not content with theoretical

analysis, Rupa Gosvamin also took the trouble of writing a number

of devotional poems and dramas and compiling an anthology on

Krsna-lila for the special purpose of illustrating his theme. In the

two Rasa-treatises every detail of elaborate analysis is freely

illustrated by more than six hundred quotations from current

sentimental and religious literature, as well as from these illustrative

poems and dramas composed by Rupa himself and his associates.

For a proper understanding of this Vaisnava Bhakti-rasa, as

expressed in its literary and religious productions, it would be

necessary, therefore, to appreciate the fundamentals, as well as thc-

dctails, of this presentation of Bhakti as a psychological entity, as

a literary-erotic emotion transmuted into a deep and ineifable

devotional sentiment, which is intensely personal and is yet imper-

sonalised into a mental condition of disinterested joy. But the atti-

tude is a curious mixture of the literary, the erotic and the religious,

and the entire scheme as such is an extremely complicated one. There

is an enthusiasm, natural to the analytic scholastic mind, for elaborate

and subtle psychologising, as well as for developing and refining

the inherited rhetorical traditions ; but the attempt is also inspired

very largely by an antecedent and still living poetic experience

(Jayadeva and Lihlsuka), which found expression also in vernacular

poetry (Vidyapati and Candidiisa), as well as by the simple piety

of popular religions which reflected itself in the conceptions of such

Puranas as the ^nmad-bhdgavaia, the fountain source of mediaeval

Vaisnava Bhakti. /But it goes further and rests ultimately on the

transcendental in^ personal religious experience of an emotional

character, which does not indeed deny the senses but goes beyond

their pale.

In the following pages we propose to give a general survey of

the Rasa-sastra of Caitanyaism by a rapid analysis of the two

works of Rupa Gosvtoin mentioned above, which form the chief

original authorities on the emotionalism of Bengal Vaisnavism. The
quaint figurative title of the first Work, which means “ The Sea of

the Nectar of Devotional Sentiment ” (Bhakti-rasdmrta-sindhu) , is

fairly appropriate in designating an abstruse treatise of bewildering

proportions and of boundless depths of analytical acumen. The
quinta essentia of the devotional sentiment is the Ujjvala or

Madhura Rasa, by which is meant, in terms of Vaisnava

emotionalism, tfie Srrigara or Erotic sentiment of Krsna as the ideal

hero, the term Ujjvala (=bright) having been apparently suggested
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by Bharata’s description’ of the Rasa, and Madhiira characterising

its* sweet and intoxicating character. But sufficient justice could

not be done to this essential sentiment in a work which crowds in

its broad scope the various subtle moods and aspects of Bhakti in

all its maze of sinuous detail. The next work, the Ujjvala-’nilamani,

therefore, is offered as a supplement, which strictly confines itself

to this topic of Vaisnava amatory psychology ; and its strange

poetical title, with its obvious pun, indicates that the TTjjvala Rasa,

being the bright sapphire (mlaiftumi) borne out of the depths of

the Sea of the Nectar of Religious Devotion, is to be embalmed as

a name or symbol of the Lord of sapphire-like radiance in a work
bearing this blessed name.

%. The Bhakti-rasamrta-stndhu

The Bhahti-rasdmrta-smdhiir is divided into four parts

(Vibhagas), respectively entitled Purva, Daksina. Pascima and

Uttara,—^a veritable quadrangular scheme of a strange world of

spiritual experience. Each part is divided into Laharls (Waves) in

keeping with the figurative title of the work. Like all scholastic

writers, Rupa Gosv«amin delights in elaborate definitions, fine

distinctions and minute classifications of the devotional sentiment

in all its moods, phases, adjuncts and situations : but the master-

analyst is seen in the firm grip not only upon the subtle details of

the whole gamut of a peculiar religious emotionalism, hut also upon

its fundamentals, both in theoretical conception and in its practical

realisation.

The Purva-vibhaga, consisting of four Laharls, gives a

preliminary discussion of the different types of Bhakti. The first

Lahari discusses Bhakti in general (Sanianya-bhakti) ; the second

gives an exposition of Sadhana-bhakti (Bhakti attainable by special

external effort) and its two varieties, VaidhT and Raganuga ; the

^ Yat kincU lake mci medhyam ujjvalam darsamyam vd tac ckrngdrenopamiyatp,

Ndtya-sdstra, ed. Grosset, pp. 89-90. The term Madhurya is employed advisedly

in contradistinction to the Aisvarya as{)ect of Krsna’s Lila.

• Our references are to the Murshidabad edition of the work (Radharaman

, Press, Berhampur) in Bengali characters, published in 1331 B.E. (=1924 A.D.)

,

with the commentary, entitled Durgama-samgamanu of Jiva Gosvamin. There is

also another edi^'on, with the same commentary, by Damodara Gosvami in the

Acyuta Granthamala Series, Benares 1982. VMvanatha Cakravartin (d. about

1754 A.D.), who himself is said to have composed a commentary on this work

as well as on the Vjjvda-nilamani, also wrote summaries or surv'eys of these two

works, entitled respectively Bhaktirrandmrtasindku-hindu and Ujjvalti-nilamam-kiram

(ed. Prangopal Gosvami, Navadvipa, 1333 B.£.=1926 A.D. in Bengali characters).
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third deals with Bhava-bhakti (Bhakti resulting from spontaneous

inward emotion) ; and the fourth treats generally of Prema-bhakti

(Bhakti ripened into a sentiment of Love).

In the first LaharT, the Samanya-bhakti (Religious Devotion

in general) is distinguished from the Uttama Bhakti or the highest

Religious Devotion, which is defined as harmonious (dnukulycna)

j)ursuit of Krsna {krmdmmlana) ^ freed from all other desire

(anydbhild^a-sunya) and unconditioned by cognition and will {jndna’

karmddyandvrta) . The commenUiry of Jiva Gosvamin explains

that the word “ harmonious ” implies that the pursuit should be

such as is agreeable to Krsna and should not be perverse or contrary ;

that “all other desire ’’ refers to desire for worldly enjoyment

(Bhoga-vasana) and desire for liberation (Moksa-vasana) , which

are thus excluded ;
that “ cognition ” means the knowledge of the

identity of Brahman and Jiva (Nirbheda'brahmiinusamdhana) which

is hardly suited to an attitude of Bhakti ; and that “ will ” refers

to such compulsory and occasional duties as are enjoined by the

orthodox Smrtis (Smrtyadyukta-nitya-naimittikadi) , and not the

acts of worship relating to Krsna (Bhajaniya-paricaryadi) . Rupa

Gosvamin himself establishes later on (Purva, Lahari ii, p. 151 f)

that Karman itself is not an Anga or means of Bhakti, nor is Jnana

or Vairagya. Wealth etc. are also not Angas, because by themselves

they can never produce Bhakti ; nor arc the virtues of self-control

(Yama) or purity (Suci) because they come naturally to the true

devotee. True Vairagya or Renunciation is that which, without

any attachment {andsakta), enjoys all worldly objects properly

(yaihdrha) and results in an eagerness in relation to Krsna {krsna~

sarnbandhe inrbandhah) ; but that is Phalgu Vairagya, unsuited to

Bhakti, by which one desirous of liberation (Mumuksu) renounces,

through phenomenal or insignificant purpose [pi'dkrta-buddhi) , all

objects in relation to the deity. Neither is worldly attachment

(Bhoga) , nor liberation (Moksa) the true object of Bhalvti, although

neither is in itself inconsistent with Bhakti.^ The section then

proceeds to discuss and illustrate in detail the six characteristics of

the Uttama Bhakti, namely : (1) capacity for removing suffering

(Klesaghnatva) . Suffering may be due to sin (Papa), to desire,

the seed of sin (Papa-blja), or to illusion (Avidya). The fruits

of sin may have either begun to mature (prdrabdha) or not

‘ Jiva Gosvamin goes further and lays down {Tativa-sawdarhha, e<i.

Murshidabad, 1910, p. 112) that Jnana and Karman themselves depend upon Bhakti

ijndniddes tu hhaktusdpeJe^atvam eva)^ i.e. there cannot be any true eognition and

will without Bhakti. Again, he establishes {Bkakti-samdarbha, ed. Gaudiya Matha,

Calcutta, p. 66) bKaktyaiva juunam sidhyafi. This topic has been dealt with by

us below, under cb. v.
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begun (aprdrabdha) . All these are removed by Uttama Bhakti

;

(^) capacity for bestowing good
.

(Subhadatva)
,
producing either

good qualities (Sadguna) or happiness (Sukha)
; (3) capacity for

producing indifference to liberation (Moksa-laghuta-karitva)

;

(4) difficulty of attainment (Sudiirlabhatva)
; (,5) essential identity

with a particular mood of compact happiness (Sandrananda-

visei^tmata) , which is infinitely higher than the happiness of

attaining Brahman ; and (6) capacity for attracting and keeping

under control (Vasikarana) Krsna himself (Srl-krsna-karsanatva)

.

Of these characteristics, (1) and (2) belong conspicuously to

Sadhana-bhakti, (3) and (4) to Bhava-bhakti, (5) and (6) to

Prema-bhakti
;
but as each of these three forms of Uttama Bhakti

constitutes also stages of realisation, the first four really belong to

Bhava-bhakti and all the six to Proma-bhakti. Although all beings

are eligible for Bhakti (p. 65), the Adhikarin or person fit to

receive it is one who has faith in Krsna (jatasraddha) and who is

neither too much attached (mitisnkta) nor too indifferent (na

nirvinna) to the world.

Of the three forms of Uttama Bhakti, namely, Sadhana-bhakti,

Bhava-bhakti and Prema-bhakti, the next section proceeds to deal

with the first, the Sadhana-bhakti, which is defined as Bhakti

realisable by the senses (krti-sadhya ; krti—the senses)’ and not

by Bhava or inward emotion, of which, however, it is a means

(sddhya-hhdvd, explained as sddhyo bhavo yayd sd) . The Sadhana-

bhakti is said to have been explained in ^rtTnad-hhugavata, vii. 1,

and may be either Vaidhi or Raganuga, both of which are forms of

Bhakti attained by extraneous means and ways. The Vaidhi

Sadhana-bhakti occurs where the impulse to devotional acts comes

entirely from the injunction of the Vaisnava Sastra {sdstrasya

sdsanenaiva) and where the state of Raga is not reached (rdgdna-

vdptatvdt) .2 Visvanatha Cakravartin explains that by the term

Sastra is meant exclusively the ^rlmxid-bJidgavata which enjoins acts

' Lest the word sadhya, ‘realisable,* should mislead, Rupa Gosvamin adds

that Bhakti is nitya-siddha (eternally existing), but by sadkya is merely meant

its manifestation (nitya-siddhcuiya hhdvasya prdkapyam hrdi sadhyata)

.

Jiva

Gosvamin explains that Bhakti is nitya-siddha because it is an aspect of the

Svarupa-^kti of the Bhagavat, but this metaphysical explanation need not concern

us here. What it implies is that the Sadhana of Bhakti is merely the manifestation

of an already existing and natural impulse of love and bliss in man as a reflex of

the attribute ot infinite love and bliss in the Bhagavat (see C-C, Madhya xxii,

ios-4: «ranrrf^ fipn 5Rrar

I

n'*WRu

^ sw I w«nir^ 9%^ 3^ n

)

* srava'm-kirtanddini mstra-sdsana-bhayena yadi kriyante tada vaidhi hhakiih,

Visvanatha Cakravartin in Bhakti-rasdmrta-stndhu-vindu, p. 11.
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of devotion,^ As the type of Bhakti follows the vidhi or injunction

of the Sastra, it is Vaidhi
; and for the same reason it is sometimes

called Maryada-marga or the Way of Convention. The Angas or

means of Vaidhi having already been defined in detail in the Hari-

bhakti-vildsa, Rupa Gosvamin contents himself by a reference to

that work, briefly summarising them as sixty-four in number and

illustrating them from the scriptures. These are acts of piety, great

or small, such as resorting to the spiritual teacher {guru-'pdddsraya)

;

initiation and instruction by him (diksd-sikmdi)
;
serving the spiri-

tual teacher with confidence {visramhhena guru-sevd)
;

following

the example of saintly persons (sddhu-vartvidnuvartana)
;
enquiry

into the true dharma (saddharma-prcchd)
; renunciation of worldly

enjoyment for the sake of Krsna {bhogddl-tydgah krsnasya hetuDc )

;

dwelling in sacred places of pilgrimage (Tirtha) like Dvaraka,

Mathura or the banks of the Ganges ; abjuring books (with the

exception of the scriptures), and the practice of the various arts

and controversy {bahu-granfha-k<ildbliydsa~vydkhyd-v(lda-vivarjana)
;

putting on the external signs of a Vaisnava {vaisnava-cihna-dkdra'm) ;

writing the name of Hari on the body by means of sandal etc.

{Imn-'tidi7ulk,?(i(i'a-dhdrana)
;

prostrate obeisance {dandavan natih) ;

worship (arcana)
;
going round the image of the deity (parikrama) ;

repeating (japa)

,

singing (gtta) or recital (samklrtana) of the

name of the Lord
;
partaking of the offerings made to the deity

(naioedyasvada) and of the water of his holy feet (pddydsvdda)
;

observing EkadasI or other days of fasting, attending the Birth-

festival (Janrnastain'i) etc. ; constantly resorting to the

bhdgavata, the Tula si plant, Mathura and the Vaisnava devotees,

all of which are dear to the Lord
; iind so forth. Of these the first

three ways of cultivation are, however, declared to be of special

value
;
but Krsnadasa Kaviraja's Caitanya-caritdmria (Madhya xxii,

125) distinguishes five, namely, the society of saintly persons

(sddhu-saiiga)
, the chanting of Krsna's name (ndnia-klrtana) , listen-

ing to the reading of the Bhdgavata (bhdgavata-havaria)
,
dwelling

at Mathura (mathurd-vdsa) ^
reverential service of his image (in-

murtir haddhdye sevano), that is, fellowship, song, scripture,

pilgrimage and image worship.- Any one of these modes, even a

little of the five, can create Bhakti. The Vaidhi Sadhana-bhakti,

which consists of these positive acts and practices of piety and

^ tac ca mstravi bhajana-pratipadakam sn-hhugavatam eva, op. cii. p. 14,

^ Jiva Gosvamin distinguishes eleven elements or stages of the Vaidhi

Bhakti, namely Saranapatti, Guni-seva, Sravana, Ktrtana, Smarana, Pada-seva,

Arcana, Vandana, Basya, Sakhya and Atma-nivedana : for which see below ch. v,

under Bhakti-samdarbha.

17
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which is described as “ worship by the body, the senses and the

mind ” {kdya-hr^kdntahkarandridm updsand) , also involves, nega-

tively, the avoidance of the so-called Sevaparadhas (offences relating

to worship) and Namaparadhas (offences relating to the name of

the Lord). The commentary gives (p. 89) a list of thirty-two

Sevaparadhas, to which is added twenty-three more from the

Vardha-purdna and ten again from some other source. These

consist of offences like entering the temple in a conveyance, or with

one’s shoes on, or without washing one’s feet
;
not observing the

festivals of the Lord ; not doing obeisance ;
eating what is not

offered to the deity ; not observing silence during worship, etc.

The Namaparadhas are the logical result of the theory of the

efficacy of the blessed name (Nama-mahatmya) . Th^y are given

as ten in number by the commentary (p. 93-94) and include such

offences as unwillingness to listen to the Miihatmya of the name
;

equalising the Nama-mahatmya to the merit of other pious acts
;

giving instruction in the subject to persons devoid of faith, and

so forth. Then the section proceeds to lay down that the Vaidhl

Bhakti may be elmngd, that is, attainable by means of one Anga

only (e.g. Parlksit by hearing, Sukadeva by reciting, Arjuna by

friendship, Hanumat by service, Prahlada by recollection, Bali by

self-surrender, etc., as in Padydvall 53), or it may be anekdngd or

attainable by more than one Anga (e.g. Ambarisa)

.

But passionate souls soon pass beyond outward rule and form

to an inner and more esoteric way of realisation, based upon the

cultivation of inward feelings of devotion. The second type of

Sadhana-bhakti, named Raganuga, is so called because it follows

(anugd) the trend of the devotion and attachment, Ragatmika

Bhakti, of the people of Vraja who stood in actual r^dation to

Krsna.^ Raga is defined as the natural, deep and inseparable

absorption {svdradJd f^nnwyl pardvistatd) in the desired object

{ista), namely, Krsna. The Raganuga is distinguished from the

Vaidhl (p. 173-75 ) inasmuch as in the Vaidhl the realisation is

through the injunction (vidhi) of the Sastra, but here it is through

the greed (lobha) of realising the feelings of the people of Vraja.-

It consists of devoted meditation or recollection (smnrana) of

^ virdjanttm abhivyaktam vraja~vdsi-janadim\ rdgdtmikdm anusrrtd yd nd

ragdnugocyateW p. 161, Visvanatha Cakravartin (op. cit., p 11-12) explains:

mjabhtTnatorvra^^-Tdja-nandcmasya sevd-yrdpti-lobhena yadi t^ni (= hravana-hirta-

nddtni) kriyante tada raganuga bhaktih.

* Visvanatha Cakravartin (op. cii., p. 15) explains : vrajadUd-parikarastha-

srngdrddp-bhdva-mddhurye srute idam mamdpi hhuydd iti labkotpatti-kale sash a-
yuktyapekfd na sydt.
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Krsna and his dear ones (prestha) , and living either physically or

mentally^ in Vraja, as a Sadhaka or as a Siddha, following the

ways of Vraja-loka (vrajalokdnumratah) with a desire to realise

the same state of fooling (tadhhdva-lipsd) . One desirous of this

way of realisation will adopt the particular Bhava (e.g. Radha-

bhiiva, Sakhl-bhava, etc.) of the particular favourite of Krsna

according to his or her Lila, Vosa and Svabhava, and live in the

ecstasy of that vicarious enjoyment. The emotion is achieved

chiefly by Smarana or recollection (rdgdnugdydm smaranasya

mukhyatvam)

,

a concentrated imaginative process which is

supposed to be more effective for a mystic union with the beloved

object. It is indeed not achieved by the direct injunction of the

Sastras, but it docs not also arise spontaneously in one's own self.

It is engendered by external effort, by elaborately imitating the

action and feeling of those connected with Krsna in Vraja, and is

thus a phase of Sadhana-bhakti attainable by extraneous ways.-

But it is governed by no mechanical Sastric rules whatever, even

if they are not necessarily discarded ; it follows the natural

inclination of the heart, and depends entirely upon one’s own
emotional capacity of devotion. The devotee by his ardent medita-

tion not only seeks to visualise and make the whole Vrndavana-lila

of Krsna live before him, but he enters into it imaginatively, and

by playing the part of a beloved of Krsna, he experiences vicariously

the passionate feelings which arc so vividly pictured in the

literature. The Vaidhi Bhakti need not involve any emotional

realisation of this character ; it is enough if the religious duties

^ kurydd 'imsam vraje sadd (p. 174); the commentary explains; sdmarihye

sail vraje ... .hj^reria vdsam kurydt, fadahhave manasdpltyarthah.

^ The Ra^aiiuga Bhakti i.s explained in greater detail by Visvanatha

Cakravartin in his Raga-varfma-candrika (ed. as above), where (p 69) as an

example of Sadhaka, Kupa Gosvamin himself is mentioned, and as Siddha Hupa-
manjari of Vraja, of whom Rilpa Gosvamin is supposed in Vaisnava hagiology to

have been an iiicaniation, and whose bhava he is supposed to have realised. Tn

Gaura-ganoddesa-dlpika (^1. 180-186) we are told that, of the beloved Gopis of

Krsna, Rupa-manjari became incarnated as Rupa Gosvamin, Lavaiiya-manjarl as

Sanatana Gosvamin, Rati-manjari os Raghunatha-dasa, Guna-manjari as Gopala

Bhatta, ViJasa-manjari as Jiva Go.svamin, and Rasa-mahjarl as Raghunatha
Bhat^. In this way a complete scheme of reincarnation of the Ganas of Krsxia

is elaborated, in the work quoted, as Ganas of Caitanya. This conception of the

prominent Vaisnavas as the incarnations chiefly of the GopTs of Vmdavana, is

based probably on the doctrine which regards Krsna as the sole male and

maintains that worshippers can fully realise passionate devotion only when they

conceive themselves as females,—a curious development of the theory of Raganuga

Bhakti ! But of Hhis elaborate scheme there is no trace in the works of the

Vrndavana Gosvamins themselves. For Jiva Gosvamin*s exposition of the Raganuga

Bhakti, see below, ch. v, under Bhakti-samdarbha,
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enjoined by the Vaisnava scriptures in general and the ^nmad-

bhdgavata in particular are performed as overt acts in an attitude

of piety. The Raganuga Bhakti, on the other hand, consists of an

emotional sublimation of intimate human sentiments towards Krsna,

in terms of the intimate devotional sentiments displayed in different

personal relationships (as that of a son, relative, lover, friend, servant

and so forth) between the deity and his dear ones in his eternal sport

at Vraja. It is thus an ecstasy of vicarious enjoyment in the sense

that the devotee docs not seek to establish a direct personal contact

of his own with the deity, but prepares himself for it by imitating

and realising within himself the different aspect of the beatific

sports in terms of one or other of the blissful devotional sentiments

;

and through years of constant practice he ultimately identifies

himself with such sentiments.

As the Riigatmika Bliakti of the people of Vraja, which is

eternally displayed, is the mode) or sour(‘c (Adarsa) of Raganuga,

it is analysed and explained in detail. The Rjlgatmika way arises

from desire (Kama, c.g. the GopTs), enmity (Dvesa, e.g. Kainsa),

fear (Bhaya, e.g. Sisupfila) , or affection (f^neha, e.g. the Yadavas)

.

But enmity and fear with reference to Krsna, being uncongenial,

may be left aside
; and affection (Sneha) being a form of fellowship

(Sakhya) would come under the Vaidhl, or being an aspect of love

(Preman) docs no! come at all iimler Sadhana -bhakti. Hence, the

Ragatmika Bhakti may be either

(i) Kama-riipa, consisting of a desire for orotic-mystic enjoy-

ment (Sambhoga-trsna) inspired by an exclusive effort to please

Krsna (krma-saukhydrtham eva kevalam udyamah)

,

and resulting

in Preman or love found only in the Gopis (vraja-demsy)

.

The
attitude of the Kuljja is described as kdnui-prdyd (and not kdvm-

rupd) rati
; for (as explained later in the Ujjvala-nilam<ini) the

enjoyment here is as much for oneself as for the pleasure of Krsna.

{it) Sambandha-rupa, consisting of a sense of relationship (as

father, mother, friend etc.) to Krsna. It is found, for instance, in

Nanda, Yasoda, the Gopas etc.

Following these two aspects, the Raganuga Bhakti may be

either

(0 Kamanuga, which may again be either desire for enjoyment

inspired by a Sviise of Krsna’s sport {kcli-tdtparyavaU sambhdgecchd-

mayl) , or a desire to realise those particular Bhavas {taMat-

bhdvecchdtrmhd) of particular Gopis, especially the erotic feeling

{bhdva-Trmdhuryorkdmitd)

.

The Padma-purdna, one of the authori-

tative works of Bengal Vaisnavism, is cited to support the view
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that even men can follow this way* of love of the Gopis, for

in the Mathura-mahMmya of the Purfina it is said that the Mnnis
of Dandaka, out of their curiosity to enjoy the sport of Krsna,

became incarnated as Gopis of Vrndiivana.

{ii) Sambandhanuga, in which the devotee seeks to realise the

feelings of personal relationship (e.g. as father, brother, friend etc.)

to Krsna, modelled on the feelings of Nanda, Yasoda, the Gopas etc.

The Raganugri Bhakti is sometimes called the W.‘\v of Fulfilment

(Pusti-marga) , because it seeks the grace of Krsna and his dear

ones.

The third Laharl lakes up the second type of Uttama Bhakti,

namely, Bhava-bhakti, whidi is really a further maturing of the

Sadhana-bhakti (sddhana-paripakern, as Visvaniitha Cakravartin

puts it), but which may also develop independently through the

grace of Krsna or liis Bhaktas (Jcrsrm-krpayxl tad-hhakfa-krpayd

vd). The Bhava may, therefore, either be (/) Sildhanabhinivesaja,

the Sadhana way of worship being again either the Vaidhi or the

Raganuga, as described above, (ii) Krsna-prasadaja, due to the

personal favour or grace of Krsna, either through his word (Weika)

,

his bestowal of light (Aloka-dana)
,
or his cordiality (Harda) ,

or

(Hi) Krsna-bhakta-prasadaja, due to the grace of the followers of

Krsna. The cases (ii) and (Hi) require no special effort, but they

are rarely to be met with.

This Bhava-bhakti is devotion based on inward emotion

(Bhava)
, \vhieh has not yet reached the stage of the sentiment

(Riisa) of Love or Preman. It may be born of Sadhana-bhakti,

but it is not the direct result of extraneous ways and means, and

arises spontaneously as a personal feeling, although this feeling has

not yet ripened into Prema-bhakti. It is defined as consisting of

a particular pure and inborn feeling (mddha-sativa-visesa)

,

which

partakes of the nature of the first dawn of love {prema-surydmhi-

sdmya-bhdk)^ and brings a smoothness of the mind (citUi'rrvdsrnya-

krt) ,arising from relish (ruci) . This relish, as the commentary
explains, may take the form of a desire for the deity (bkagavat-

prdptyabhildsa)
, ior his favour (tad-dnukulydbhildsa) or for his

friendship (tat-sauhdrddbhildsa)

.

The ensuing attendant circums-

tances (Anubhavas) occur as signs, whenever there is a sprouting

of this form of Bhakti, namely, placidity of mind (hsdnti) , an

effort to apply one's time to the succes.sful realisation of this feeling

(dvyariha-ltdlatd)

,

distaste for the objects of sense (virakti), lack

Explained in the commentary as premmh prathama-cchavi-rupah.
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of pride {mdna-Sunyatd) , bond of hope (dsd-bandha) ,
eagerness

(samutkanthd)

,

taste for singing the name of the deity {ndma-gdne

ruclh) , desire for the recital of the attributes of the deity {tad-guna-

vydkhydne dsaktih^

,

and pleasure in the place where the Lord

lived, e.g Mathura, Vraja etc. (tad-vasati-sthale pniih)

.

The semblance (and not the reality) of this feeling of attach-

ment (Ratyabhasa) is then described as taking the form either

of (i) Reflection or Pratibimba, attainable without much diflficulty,

where one or two characteristic signs (like tears etc.) jippear, but

where the thirst for worldly enjoyment (Bhoga) and liberation

(Moksa) still remains, or (ii) Shadow or Chaya, consisting of a

little short-lived curiosity, and bearing some <rPsemblance to the real

Rati. But this Abhasa or apparent ft^eling, we are told (p. 208),

may all of a sudden be converted into the real feeling. It is

also interesting to note that the form of worship, which believes

in an essential identity of the worshipper and the worshipped

(Bhajanlyesa-bhavata or Aham-grriha-upasana) and which is

affected, for instance, by the Advaita-vadins, is considered to be

an Abhasa only.

The fourth, and last Lahari of the Purva-vibhaga gives a

general exposition of the third and highest type of Uttamii Bhakti,

namely, Prema-bhakti, which is really a further direct ripening of

the Bhava-bhakti itself (bhdva-bhakti-paripdica eva, Visvanatha

Cakravartin) . ll occurs when the Bhava or emotion has developed

or solidified into (sdndrdtmd) a sentiment of love (Preman) ; it

makes the .soul entirely smooth (samyan-inamta-svdnta) and is

marked by an exclusive and loving attachment (avanya-mamatd)

.

It may develop from either the Vaidhi Bhfiva or the Rfiganugji

Bhava, but it may also originate from the grace (Prasada) of the

deity. The grace may be either pure, that is, not dependent on

any other circumstance (Kevala), or the result of the knowledge

of his greatness (Miihatmya-jnana) , the former being Raganuga
and the latter following the Vaidhi Miirga. The sequence by which

this devotional love or Prema-bhakti develops is given thus

:

Faith (Sraddha)—companionship of saintly persons (Sadhu-sanga)

—acts of worship (Bhajana-kriya)—withdrawal from unworthy
objects (Anartha-nivrtti)—devotedness (Ni.stha)—^relish (Ruci)—
attachment (Asakti)—emotion (Bhava)—love (Preman).

Having thus given a preliminary analysis and exposition of the

different types of Bhakti, the rest of the work proceeds to consider

and analyse Bhakti as a Rasa. The Daksina ViJ^haga deals with

its Sthayi-bhava and describes its development by means of its

appropriate Vibhavas, Anubhavas, Sattvikas and Vyabhicarins, which
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are described in some detail
;
the Pascima treats of what are called

the five Mukhya or Primary Bhakti Rasas ; and the last or TJttara

Vibhaga is devoted to the study of the seven Gauna or Secondary

Bhakti Rasas, of the Opposition of the Rasas, and of Apparent Rasas

or Rasabhasas.

The five Laharls of the Daksina Vibhaga deal respectively with

the excitants (Vibhavas) , the ensuants (Aniibhavas) , the involun-

tarily expressed feelings (Sattvika Bhavas, which in later Poetics

are kinds of Anubhavas), and the Auxiliary feelings (Vyabhicari-

bhavas) , as well as the dominant or permanent feeling (Sthayi-

bhava) in relation to Bhakti conceived as a Rasa. Although

orthodox Poetics itself would not, strictly speaking, regard Bhakti

as a Rasa, the nomenclature and treatment arc borowed from

orthodox Poetics and applied, mutatuH mutandis, to the Vaisnava

conception of Bhakti as a Rasa. The technicalities are the same,

but of course the analysis in detail is entirely novel and ingenious.’

Of this Bhakti Rasa, the dominant underlying emotion (Sthayi-

bhava) is supposed to be the emotion of Krsna himself and his

dear ones (Krsna-rati) , which by means of the Excitants (Vibhavas)

etc. is raised to a state of relish {svddyaUivi) as a sentiment (Rasa)

in the Bhakta or the devotee, who stands for ttie literary Samajika

or Sahrdaya. As in the theory of the Rasa-Dhvani school of

orthodox Poetics, the latent germ of this feeling (Vasana of Sad-

bhakti) is presumed in the heart of the Bhakta, either as acquired

from previous births (prdktani) or as due to present experience

(adhunikl) ; and the process of the awakening of Rasa runs along

the familiar grooves of Alamkara expression. Against the nine

conventional Rasas of Sanskrit Poetics, Rfipa Gosvamin mentions

twelve, but seven of these are regarded as secondary. Of the five

primary Rasas, he practically gives prominence to one, namely, the

Erotic (Sriigara) . In this attitude he resembles Bhoja
; unlike

Bhoja, however, ouf author evaluates it in terms of Vaisnava

devotion.

^ Jiva Gosvamin in his Priti-samdarbha introduces further refinement into

the accepted theory regarding the origin and development of Rasa. He maintains,

for instance, that the alaukikatva of Vibhavas etc. and of the Sthayiii is possible

only in Krsna-rati, and not in the laukika Kavyas which deal with the love of

ordinary heroes and heroines. If the Vibhavas etc. appear as alaukika in an

ordinary Kavya, it is not natural, but is only due to the cleverness of the poet’s

composition (p. 674). He also maintains that in Krsna-rati, the locus of the Ra.sa

is not only in the audience (Samiajika, here the Bhakta) but also in the anukdrya

(the deity represented, viz. Krsna) and in the anukarfr, who may sometimes be

the Bhakta himself (pp. 594 f)

.
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Hence, the definitions of Excitants (Vibhavas) etc. are; with

necessary variations, the same. Without going into the detailed

technicalities, a general outline of the scheme of Excitants (Vibhavas)

etc. may be given here in a tabular form. There arc inevitable

departures in the detailed working out (especially in the analysis

and classification of the Sthayi-bhavea and the Rasa)
,
and these,

wherever important, will also be noted.

I. The Vibhavas (Excitants)

which make the dominant emotion {sthdyi-hhdva), Krsna-

rati, capable of being relished {ratyasvada-hetavah)

.

Two kinds : the Substantial (Alambana) and the Enhancing

(UddTpana)

:

1. The Substantial Excitant or Alambana Vibhava

of Krsna-rati, which consists of such material

ground and object of the emotion as the deity,

his dear ones, his adjuncts etc., may be re-

presented as follows :

The Alambana Vibliava of Krsna-rali

I

Krsna as the object Krsna-bhakta as I he ground
{visaya) of the emotion (adkara) of the emotion

Svarupa as Krsna Anya-rupa as He
is in himself sometimes ap|)ears,

I
e.g, as a boy

Avrta Prakrta

R®uming undisguised

disguise I

His qualities and by Sadhana
excellences, as given or effort

below. His assist-

ants or Sahayas in

love (Madhurya). in

religion (Dharma)

,

in war (Yuddha)
and in counsel

(Mantra)

Sadhaka who is

in the process of

attaininent

Saraprapta-siddhi

who has attained

by Krpa
or grace

Siddha who has

attained

.1
Nilya-siddha whose
altaiiimeiit is eternally

spontaneous, and who
possesses all the 55 and
other qualities of the
deity ; e.g. the Gopas,
Laksniana. Samkarsana
etc.
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^ l^na is again conceived as the most complete (purnatama) in Vraja, mottj

complete (pUrpatara) in Mathura, and complete (purm) in Dvaraka. Viewed as

an ideal hero, he is, following orthodox Poetics, (i) brave and high-spirited

(Dhlrodatta) , (ii) brave and haughty (Dhlroddhata) ,
(iii) brave and sportive

(Dhlra-lalita) and (iv) brave and serene (Dhira-prasanta)

.

His sixty-four (50-^5-|-5-|-4) qualities, physical, mental and spiritual, are

elaborately defined and illustrated (pp. S29-S32) . His fifty qualities are

:

Suramyanga (possessing fine symmetrical limbs), sarva-sallaksananvita (possessed of

all the excellent laksonas or characteristics), rucira (good-looking) , tejasvin (power-

ful and shining), ballyas (strong), vayo^nvita (youthful), vividhadbhuta-bha^vit

(acquainted with many and strange languages), satya-vac (truthful), priyamvada

(capable of pleasant speech) , vavnduka (expert in conversation) ,
supandita

(learned and wise), buddhimat (intelligent), pratibhanvita (possessed of genius),

vidagdha (well-versed in the arts), catura (ingenious), dak^ (dexterous and quick),

kptajna (grateful) , sudrdha-vrata (resolute) , de^-kala-supatrajna (possessing a

knowledge of fit time, place and object), i^tra-caki^us (acting according to the

/lastra) , sthira (steadfast) , .4uci (pure and purifying) , vasin (continent) , danta

(capable of suffering) , k^ma-sila (forgiving)
,

gambhira (profound) , dhrtimat

(contented and placid) , sama (equable)
, vadanya (liberal in gift)

,
dharmika

(dutiful) , 4ura (brave) , karuiia (compassionate) ,
maiiya-mana-krt (respectful)

,

vinayin (humble), dak^ina (amiable and well-behaved) hrimat (modest), I saranagata-

palaka (protector), sukhin (happy), bhakta-suhrt (friend of the devotee), prema-

vaiya (controllable by love), sarva-subhamkara (beneficent to all), pratapin (subju-

gator of enemies), klrtimat (famous), rakta-loka (popular), sadhu-samairaya

(partial to the good), narl-gana-manohaxin (charmer of women), sarvaradhya (pre-

eminently adorable)
, samyddhimat (prosperous) , varlyas (the pre-eminent) and

Isvara (independent and supreme) . The five additional qualities are : sada-svarupa-

samprapta (unconditioned), sarvajfia (omniscient), nitya-nutana (ever new) sac-

cid-ananda-sandrapga (having self-existent, self-conscious, blissful compact form)

,

sarva-siddhi-nL^vita (possessed of all powers and perfection). These qualities he

shares also with Siva and Brahma; but as Narayana his five exclusive theological

qualities are: avicintya-maha-sakti (possessed of infinite and indescribable powers),

koti-brahmanda-vigraha (container of infinite worlds) ,
avataravali-bija (the seed

of incarnations) , hatari-gati-dayaka (giver of salvation to enemies killed) , and

atmarama-janakar^in (attractor of the liberated wise). His four special qualities

are: lila (divine sport), prema-priyadhikya (abundance of beloved persons obtained

by love), venu-mfidhurya (sweetness of his flute) and rupa-madhurya (sweetness of

his beauty) . To these is added a set of eight inherent excellences (sattva-bheda) on

the model of the eight Sattvika excellences of the literary hero (see S. K. De,

Sanskrit Poetics

»

ii, 341), only substituting Mahgalya for GambhJrya- Even if some

of these qualities are apparently inconsistent with each other, they can fleside

without conflict in K|^na as a deity (p. 332). He is also free from eighteen great

blemishes which are also enumerated, defined and illustrated (pp. 33f). Among
his qualities (physiical), his adolescence (Kaisora) is extolled as the proper and

principal (dhanmn) age for contemplation.

Jiva Gosvamin enumerates 85 Gunas which he includes under the ITddlpana-

Vibhavas, some of these relating exclusively to Krsna, the others being shared with

hJs Avataraa and his Bhaktas. The classification of the hero in orthodox* Poetics

mto Dhlrodatta, Dhlra-lalita, Dhlroddhata, and Dhira-prasanta, and, as a lov’er,

into Anukula, Dak^ipa, Dhr^ta and Satha is also applied to E^$pa. Rilpa

Gosvamin, as stated above, also accepts this classification and speaks of twenty-five

further exc^ences of Kjn^pa as a lover in his Vjjvala-nUamatu, See below.

18
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2. The Enhancing Excitant or UddTpana Vibhava of

Krsna-rati, which includes such conditions of

time, place and circumstance' as serve to foster

the feeling, may be represented thus

:

The Uddipana Vibhava of Kisna-rati

fa) His Guna (b) His Ces^ (c) His Prasadhana 'd) Other Circumstances.

Kayika (physical)

(a) His Guna (qualities)

Vacika (verbal) Manasika (mental)

I

already described under

His qualities

Vayah (age) Saundarya Rupa Mrduta

I
(natural beauty) (beauty due lo (softness)

I
embellishment)

Kaum^a
(infancy, up to

the fifth year)

\

Pauganda
(boyhooi up to

the tenth year)

Kaisora

(adolescence,

up to the

sixteenth year)

Yauvana
(youth, thereafter)

Adya (commencement) Madhya (middle) Sesa (end)

(b) His Cesla (exploits)

Riisa Dusta-vadha Etc.

(slaying of the wicked)

^ Jfva Gosvamin declares (PHtusamdarbha, p. 7124) that of the Uddipanas,

those whidi relate to Vfndavana are tlje best (e^ ca iti-^rmdavam-^amban^

. He classifies the TTddipana-Vibh&vas as relating respectively to the

Giipa J^U (characteristics of a class), Kriya (action) and Dravya
(substance) in .to, Krs^a. On this see bdow, ch. v.
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(c) His Prasadhana (embelliahraent)

139

Vasana (dress) AkaJpa (decoration) Mandana (ornament)

I n
Yuga Catu^a
(twofold, (fourfold)

upper and
lower

garments)

Bhuyistha

(manifold,

the varie-

gated dress

for festive

limes)

I ^ ^ 1

Kancuka Usnisa Tunda- Antariyaka

(bodice) (head- bandha (wearing

dress) (waist- * garments)

band)

.

I i ^ 1 ^ r
Kesa-bandha Alepa Citra Vi^^ka Tam-
(dresvsing of (besmear- (garland) (painting (putting bfila

the hair) ing) of the

face

I

r~
i^veta

(white)

tilaka) (betel)

Keli-

padina

(toy-

lotus)

Etc.

I

Pita

(yellow)

Aruna
(red)

VaijayanW

(made of tw^o

kinds of flowers

and reaching
down to the

knee)

Ratnamala

(made of

jewels)

I

Vana-sraj

(made of flowers

and leaves and
reaching down
to the feet)

P&ndara (grey) Pita (yellow) Karbura (variegated)

Cu^a (binding

a top-knot)

Kavaii (binding

with flowers)

Juta (bikiding at the

back of the neck)

“1
Veil! (braid)

Kirita Kundala
(crown) (ear-oma-

ment)

Kara Catu^ki

(neck- (a kind

lace) of four-

stringed

ornament
for the

reck)

Valaya Ahguri Keyura

(bracelet) (ring) (armlet)

Niipura Etc.

(ahklet)
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(d) Other Circumstances

Smita
1

Ahga- Simga
n

—

Padanka
(smile) saurabha (a kind of (conch- (foot-

(fragrance trumpet shell) prints)

of the made of
body) buflalo-

horns)

K^tra
(place

sports)

TuIasT

(the

sacred

plant)

Bhokta Vasara

(the (the

devotee) fast-

days)

Vamsa Etc.
(wind

instrument

for music)

Venn
(about 12 inches long,

one inch tiiick, and
having six stops)

Murnli
(three feet long, one
bore for the mouth
ind four stops)

Vamsl
'17 inches long, 8 stops

at an interval of an
inch, bore at e\'ery

half-inch
;
in all, 9 stops

above and below)

(All these are individually described and illustrated by poetical quotations).

II. The Aj^ubha,vas (Ensuants)

which follow and strengthen an emotion and comprise

its outward manifestations. In the case of Krsna-rati,

they are given as : Nrtya (dancing)
,
Viluthita (rolling

on the ground), Gita (singing), Krosana (loud crying),

Tanu-motana (twisting of the body), Humkara (shout-

hig), Jrmbha (yawning), Svasa-bhuman (profusion of

sighs) , Lokanapeksita (disregard of popular opinion)

,

Lala-srava (foaming at the mouth) , Atta-hasa (loud

laughter), Ghurna (giddiness) and Hikka (hiccough).

Each of these, as usual, is illustrated by poetical quota-

tions.

III. The Sattvika Bhavas (External Signs of Intornal

Emotion^

The eight orthodox Sattvika Bhavas are accepted,

namely, Stambha (stupor) , Sveda (perspiration) , Romah-
ca (thrilling of the body) , Svara-bhanga (break of voice)

,

Vepathu (trembling) , Vaivarnya (chahge of colour)

,

Asru (tears), and Pralaya (loss of consciousness); but
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each of these is further analysed, according as it springs

from fear, pleasure, wonder, anger, jealousy, enthusiasm

etc. The Sattvikas are, however, not really Bhavas or

emotions, but external manifestations of them, and in

later Poetics they are taken as kinds of Anubhavas. Of

these, since Pralaya or loss of consciousness would mean
inaction, Jiva Gosvamin (Pnti’Samdarbha, p. 730) points

out that in Krsna-rati, Pralaya causes cessation of out-

ward action indeed but not of inward feeling for Krsna.

Jiva Gosvamin includes Sattvikas, as well as Udbhasvaras,

under Anubhava.

The most notable departure occurs in the classification

of these Sattvikas, which is entirely original. They are

generally classified into (i) Snigdha (soft), which may
be either directly {mufehya) or indirectly (gauna) con-

nected with Krsna, (ii) Digdha (saturated), and (Hi)

Ruksa (harsh), occurring in people who have no feeling

for Krsna. They arc again differentiated, with reference

to the degree of excitement produced by the presence of

one or more Sattvikas, into (o) Dhumayita (smouldering)

when there is only one Sattvika, (6) Jvalita (flaming),

when there arc two or three Sattvikas, (c) Dlpta (burn-

ing) when there are four or five Sattvikas, and

(d) Uddipta (brightly burning), when six or all the

Sattvikas are present. The excitement, again, may last

a long time (bhuri-kdla-vydpi)
^
may pervade many limbs

(bdhvaiiga-vydpi) , or may attain its climax by its own
nature (svaruperm utkarsah).

In this connexion mention is made of Abhasas or

semblance of Sattvikas, which are an innovation. They

are (i) those which arise from the semblance of Rati

(ratydbhdsa-bhdva) ,
(ii) those which arise in feeble-

hearted people who are by nature incapable of them

(sattvdbhdsa-bhdva) , e.g., a grammarian or an old

Mlmamsaka, (in) those which arise from habit in people

whose heart is soft externally but hard internally

(rdhsattva), and (iv) those which arise in people who
are hostile to Kr^na (pratlpa)

y
e.g., Kamsa.

IV, The Vyabhicari-bhavas (Auxiliary Feelings)

These, also called Samcari-bhavas, are subsidiary feel-

ings of a more less transitory nature, which are accessory,
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and which accompany or interrupt the dominant emotion

(Sthayi-bhava) without, however, supplanting it. They
are likened, in the orthodox manner, to the waves of the

sea, whereby the dominant feeling is understood to be

the sea.

The thirty-three orthodox Vyabhicari-bhavas are

categorically accepted, defined and illustrated with refer-

ence to Krsna-rati. They are : Nirveda (self-disparage-

ment)
,
Visada (despondency) ,

Dainya (depression) , Glani

(debility)
,

Srama (weariness) , Mada (intoxication)

,

Garya (arrogance) , Sauka (apprehension)
,
Trasa (alarm)

,

Avega (flurry) , Unmada (madness) . Apasmara (de-

mentedness), Vyadhi (sickness), Moha (distraction),

Mrti (death), Alasya (indolence)
, Jadya (stupefaction),

Vrida (shame), Avahittha (dissembling), Smrti (re-

collection)
,

Vitarka (doubt) , Cinta (reflection)
,
Mati

(resolve)
,
Dhrti (equanimity)

,
Ilarsa (joy)

,
Autsukya

(longing) , Ugrata (sternness)
,
Amarsa (impatience of

opposition)
,

Asuya (envy) , Capalya (unsteadiness)

,

Nidra (drowsiness) , Supti (dreaming) , and Bodha
(awakening)

.

Thirteen more Vyabhiciiri-bhavas are also mentioned

(p. 524), but they are included in one or other of the

above thirty-three. Under individual Basas in Vibhaga

iv some other Vyabhicarins are mentioned, but they are

special and peculiar to the Rasas dealt with.

The classification of these Accessory feelings is peculiar.

They are said to be {i) independent (svatantra) where

they are developed independently of the dominant feeling

(Sthayi-bhava), or {ii) dependent on the dominant feel-

ing (paratantra) . The dependent may be directly

(sdksdt) or indirectly (vyavahita) connected, or may be

subordinated to two different Rasas (aima)

,

The in-

dependent may be either rati-sunya (devoid of any touch

of the Sthayin), or rati-gandhin (giving a hint of the

Sthayin and incidentally touching it).

\fter briefly touching upon the question of Contrariety

(Pratikulya) and Impropriety (Anaucitya) of Bhavas,

the section concludes with the treatment of Bhavotpatti

(mere excitement of Bhava), Bhava-sarfldhi (contact of

two different Bhavas), Bhava-sabalata (allaying of each
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preceding Bhava by the succeeding) and Bhava-santi

(toning down of a highly developed Bhava).

V. The Sthayi-bhavas (Dominant Feelinos)

All the elements mentioned above contribute towards

developing the dominant or premanent emotion, the

Sthayi-bhava, into its corresponding state of relish, called

Rasa. This Sthiiyi-bhava or the root-emotion is classified

into eight categories in orthodox Poetics : namely, Rati

(love), Hasa (mirth), Soka (sorrow), Krodha (anger),

Utsaha (energy), Bhaya (fear), Jugupsa (disgust),

Vismaya (wonder), to which some would add a ninth,

namely, Nirveda (self-disparagement) . To these corres-

pond respectively the eight or nine orthodox Rasas,

namely, Srngara (the Erotic)
,
Hasya (the Comic)

,

Karuna (the Pathetic)
, Raiidra (the Furious)

,
Vira (the

Heroic), Bhayanaka (the Terrible), Bibhatsa (the Dis-

gustful), Adbhuta (the Marvellous), and the ninth

Santa (the Quietistic) . Rupa Gosvamin accepts all

these, but his classification and treatment are different.

The Sthayi-bhava or the root-emotion of the Vaisnava Bhakti-

rasa is taken to be the feeling which concerns Krsna as the object

(mkr^a-visayd rati)
y
and the nine orthodox Sthayi-bhavas are

evaluated in terms of this idea. The Krsna-rati, as the Sthayin,

may be Mukhya (Primary) or Gauna (Secondary), according as

it is directly or indirectly related. Thus, Sakhya (Friendship) or

Vatsalya (Parental Affection) is Mukhya or Primary, while Hasa-

rati (= Hasottara Rati or Krsna-rati involving Mirth) is Gauna or

Secondary
;
in the former the Krsna-visaya Rati is direct, while in

the latter it subordinates itself to Hasa. Under the latter, the

septet of orthodox Sthayins (excluding the erotic Rati and Nirveda)

is included, while the former includes the two excluded Sthayins,

(Rati, erotic love, and Nirveda, self-disparagement), as well as

Priti (Grace), Sakhya (Friendship) and Vatsalya (Parental Affec-

tion), which arc innovations. The classification of Mukhya and

Gauna Sthayins is, therefore, as follows

:
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1. Mukhya Sthayin of Kr§na-rati

Svartha

which strengthens itself by consistent

feelings and is weakened by incon-

sistent feelings

Par^tha
which accommodates both consistent and
inconsistent feelings and is characterised

by characteristics of its recipients

Suddha

(unmixed and
placid)

Priti

(grace)

I 1

Sakhya Vatsalya

(fellowship) (parental

affection)

Kevala
unmixed by mutual
touch of feelings

Samkula
mixed by
such touch

Samanya,
General—found in ordi-

nary people and in

children

Svaccha
Clear, reflecting like a
crystal the character of

efforts of different
Sadhakas

Priyata

(erotic love),

also called
Madhura Rati

Santa
Placid and undisturbed

2. Gauna Sthayin of Krsna-rati

Hasa-rati Utsaha- §oka-rati Krodha^ Bhaya-
(Muth) rati (Sorrow) rati rati

(Energy) (Anger) (Fear)

Vismaya-
rati

(Wonder)

Jugupsa-rati

(Disgust : it

cannot have

Smita

\ L 1

Krsna as its

Alambana)
1 1 n

_
1

in Dana
(in liberality)

in Yuddha
(in battle)

in Daya
(in kindness)

in Dharma
|

(in dutiful-

ness)

F"
Drsta
(seen)

V* T 1.
Sruta Samklrtita Anumita
(heard) (recited) (inferred)

I

Hasita
I

Vihasita
1

Avahasita
1

Apahasita
^ .

Atihasita^

According to the above classification of Krsna-visaya Rati, as

the Sthayin, the resulting types of Bhakti-Rasa (with their

* The Rasdrruiva-stidhakara has also this sixfold classification of Hasa; but
the dassiflcation is as old as Bharata (Ndfya4d9ira, ed. Kavyamala, vi, 5«f).
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respective coloured figuration and their presiding deities) would

be :
'

1 . Mukhya Bhakti-rasa

l§^ta

(Quietism)

;

§veta (white)

and Kapila

Prlta

(Faithful-

ness) ; Citra

(variegaUnl)

and Madhava

Preyas

(Friendship)

;

Aruna (red)

and Upendra

Vatsalya

(Parent-

sentiment) ;

§ona (crim-

son) and
Nrsimha

Madhura or

Ujjvala

(Erotic Senti-

ment); Syama
(dark) and
Krena

2. Gauna Bhakti-rasa

Hasya Adbhuta Vlra Karuna Raudra Bhayanaka Bibhatsa
The Comic

;

The The The The The The
Paudara Marvel- Heroic

;

Pathetic

;

Furious

;

Terrible

;

Abhorrent

;

(greyish lous
; Gaura Dhumra Rakta Kala Nila (blue)

white) Pingala (fair) (smoke- (crimson) (black) and
and (brown) and coloured) and and Matsya
Bdarama and

Kurma
Kalkin and

Raghava
Bhiirgava Varaha

(The coloured figuration of each Rasa and the attribution of a presiding

deity are in accordance with the orthodox rhetorical tradition).

This concludes the Daksina-vibhaga of the work. The Pascima-

vibhiiga continues the topic, and devotes its five I.aharis respectively

to the consideration of the five Mukhya Bhakti-rasas, which are

by far the most important in Vaisnava Rasa-sastra ; and their

respectiv>i Vibhuvas, Aniibhavas, Sattvikas, Vyabhicari-bhavas and

Sthayi-bhavas are named, characterised and illustrated to the

minutest detail. They may be summarised in the following tabular

form :

I. Saj'jta (Quietistic De\wion)

It may be of two kinds : Paroksa (where a direct beatific

vision is not attained) and Sak^tkara (where such vision is

attained); accordingly

Its Sthayi-bhava, which is Suddha Krsna-vi.saya Rati,

may be Sama (equable) or Sandra (compact).

Its Vibhavas : (a) Alambana—Caturbhuja Naraya^a

and the two kinds of Santas, viz., Atmaramas (emanci-

pated Rsis like Sanaka, Sanandana etc.) and Tapasas

^ (ordinary ascetics)
. (6) Uddipana—listening to the

Upanjsads, residing in a lonely place, company of the

wise devotee etc.

10
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Its Anubhayas : all acts of a mendicant (Avadhuta)

,

fixing one’s eyes on’ one’s nose in concentrated meditation,

Angustha-mudra (different kinds of disposition of fingers

in Puja) etc.

Its Sattvikas : thrilling of the body, sweating, trembl-

ing, fainting etc.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : self-disparagement, equan-

imity, joy, resolve, recollection, longing, flurry, doubt etc.

The author notes that although §ama is not admitted

in the drama by rhetoricians, it can be accepted as a

Bhakti-rasa inasmuch as it involves Santa-rati.

II. PrIta (Devotion as Faithfulness)

It may be of two kinds : Sambhrama-prlta, involving servitude

(Dasatva) , and Gaurava-Prlta, involving the feeling of being brought

up as a younger relative (Lalarnyatva) . They are separately

treated :

1. Sambhrama-Prita

Its Sthayi-bhava : .Prlti, affection, due to honour

{smYibhraTTva) or esteem {adara) towards Krsna as a

Master or Lord.

Its Vibhavas
:

(a) Alambana—Krsna, and his

Servants (Dasas) . The latter are either Adhikrta

(Controlled, e.g. Siva, Brahma, Indra, etc.), Asrita

(Protected), Parsada (Courtiers or Assistants, e.g.

Uddhava, Daruka etc), and Anuga (Servitors in Vraja

or Dvaraka). (6) Uddipana—receiving Krsna’s favour

{anugraha)

,

taking the dust of his feet, eating the

remnants of his meal etc.

Its Anubhavas : entire application of self, freedom

from jealousy etc.

Its Sattvikas : all the Sattvikas, beginning with

stupefaction (Stambha)

.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : all excepting the following

nine, namely, Mada, Srama, Trasa, Apasmara, Alasya,

Ugrata, Krodha, Asuya and Nidra, which have hardly

any scope.

2. Gaurava-Prita

Its Sthayi-bhava : Prlti, affection, due to the sense

of (inferior) personal relationship to Krsna.
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Its Vibhavas
:

{a) Alambana—Krsna and the

persons jelated to him as Lalaniyas, either as Kanistha

(younger brother e.g. Sarana, Gada etc.) or as Putra

(son, e.g. Pradyumna etc)
.

(b) U IdTpana—^Krsna’s

fondness, his smile etc.

Its Anubhavas : fitting under Krsna, following his

footsteps, obeying his ordeis. obeisance (prandma)

,

humility etc.

Its Sattvikas : Stambha etc. as above.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : those mentioned under

Sambhrama-Prlta.

Both these types of Prita can become Preman (love),

Sneha (affection) and Raga (attachment) according to

the degree of development and the circumstances.

• [Jiva Gosvamin adopts a slightly more elaborate

classification of Prita Rasa into Asraya-bhakti, Dasya-

bhakti and Prasraya-bhakti. See ch. v below].

Ill Preyas (Devotion as Friendship)

Its Sthayi-bhava : Sakhya-rati or the feeling of

friendship and confidence (visrambhdtmd)

.

Its Vibhavas
:

(a) Alambana—Krsna and his

friends of the same age (vayasya)
,

either in Vraja

(Sridaman etc.) or elsewhere (y\rjuna etc.) . The friend,

according to the difference of age and circumstances, may
be Suhrt (a little older in age)

,
Sakhi (a little younger

in age), Priya-sakhi (same age), and Priya-narma-sakhi

(assistant in love-affairs) . A long list of their names,

duties and characteristics is given. (6) Uddipana—age,

appearance, flute (Venn), pleasantry, sport, etc.

Its Anubhavas : various sports and pastimes,

pleasantry, close companionship in sleep and waking etc.

Its Sattvikas : Stambha, Sveda etc. as are suitable.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : all excepting Ugrata, Trasa

and Alasya, some^ appearing during union and some in

separation.

The Preyas may develop into Pranaya, Preman,

Sneha and Raga.
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IV Vatsalya (Devotion as Parent-sentiment)

Its Sthayi-bhava : Vatsala-rati or parental affection

of kindness and pity (anuJcampd)

.

Its Vibhavas
:

(a) Alambana—Krsna, and his

Elders (Gurus) such as Nanda, Yasoda, Vasudeva etc.

(6) Uddipana—His age, appearance, childivshness, smile

etc.

Its Anubhavas : touching the head and the body,

blessing, ordering etc.

Its Sattvikas : all the eight usual Sattvikas and the

flowing of the breasts (stana-srava) in persons standing

in loco vmternus.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : all mentioned in Prlta, along

with Apasmara.

It may appear like Preman {premaDat)
,

Sneha

(snehavat) and Raga (rdgavat)

.

The author notes (p. 81^i) that some writers on

Dramaturgy admit this Rasa, and quotes in support

Visvanatha (Sdhitya-darparia, hi. 251); but Visvanatha

is perhaps singular in this respect, and it is possible that

his views were themselves influenced by Vaisnava ideas.

[See S. K. De, Semskrit Poetics, ii, p. 348. It may be

noted in this connexion that Rudrata mentions Preyas

(Friendship), which Rasa is accepted by Bhoja. Some
writers, like Bhiinudatta, would even add Sraddha, along

with Bhakti. These indicate the very reluctant admission

of these Vaisnava conceptions into the conventional eight

or nine categories of orthodox Poetics].

V. Madhura Rasa (Devotion as the Erotic Sentiment)

As this topic is reserved for more detailed treatment

in Rupa Gosvamin’s next work, Ujjvala-nllammii, it is

only briefly dealt with here. Its classification into

Sambhoga (love in union) and Vipralamba (lov^ in

separation) and their further sub-divisions are only just

referred to. This is, however, the most important Rasa

anti is styled in the later work as hhakti-rasa-rdj.

Its Sthayi-bhava : Priyata, love, or Madhura
Rati, the sweet feeling, which inspires the mutual

(mithah) enjoyment {sambhoga) of Krsna and his

Gopis.
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Its Vibhavas : (a) Alambana—Krsna and his Beloved

Gopis, of whom Radha is the chief.

(b) Uddipana—the sound of his flute etc.

Its Anubhavas : side-long glances, smile etc.

Its Sattvikas : the usual eight.

Its Vyabhicari-bhavas : all except Ugrata and Alasya.

Having thus given a detailed exposition of the Primary or

Mukhya Bhakti Rasas, the Uttara or last Vibhaga of the work

proceeds, in its nine I^aharTs, to consider the seven Secondary or

Gauna Bhakti Rasas, their mutual relation and opposition as sub-

sidiary or contrary sentiments, and lastly, the semblance (Abhasa)

of these Rasas. Although Riipa Gosvamin admits a total of twelve

Bhakti-rasas, he tells us that in the authoritative Puranas and

other scriptures, one finds in fact only the first five Mukhya or

Primary Bhakti-rasas,^ that these five are considered as the real

Bhakti-rasas, and that the seven Secondary Rasas of Hasa etc. are

generally ancilliary to them.- The septet of Secondary or Gauna
Rasas includes, however, seven out of the nine conventional Rasas,

the remaining two alone being admitted into the Primary or Mukhya.

The exposition, therefore, of the seven Gauna Rasas follows in the

main the treatment of orthodox Poetics, and need not be summarised

here in detail, especially as they are not regarded as Rasas of primary

importance in Vaisnava Rasa-sastra. They are secondary, because

they are not always present {lcdddcitkodbhai)ati)ena, Jiva) and

because they can become Rasas only when they involve Krsna-rati,

which raises them to such a status {aniyatddhdratvdf, Jlva) . Thus,

Heroism is not essential to Krsna-rati, but Heroism which involves

Krsna-rati becomes a Rasa for that very reason. It is also main-

tained that these seven Gaunas can be easily included (antah-pdta)

in the scope of the five Mukhyas. Thu.s, the Adbhuta (Marvellous)

is included in all the five ; the Hasya (Comic) in the Sakhya ; the

Kanina (the Pathetic) in the Viatsalya ; the Vira (Heroic) , in its

different aspects, in the Sakhya and the Vatsalya ; the Bhayanaka
(Terrible) in the Vatsalya and the Prita (Dasya) ; the Bibhatsa

(the Abhorrent) in the Santa ; and the Raudra (the Furious) partly

in the Vatsalya and partly in the Madhura. The conflict and
comity of the Rasas, which constitute the next topic dealt with,

can be easily inferred from this relationship to one another. Of

^ vastutas tu*purdimdau pancadhaiva vilokyate, p. 601 .

* ami pancaiva sdntddya harer bhakti-rasd matah\ eau hdsddayak prayo

bibhrati vyabhiodntam
\

|

.
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the five Mukhya Rasas, the Santa and the Prita are mutually

agreeable ; the Viatsalya is agreeable to none ; the Sakhya and the

Vatsalya are neither agreeable nor disagreeable to each other ; the

Madhura and the Prita are antagonistic. Hence, it is possible that

more than one of these Rasas can reside in the same person. Thus,

the Sakhya, Prita (Dasya) and Vatsalya are found in Balarama

;

the Vatsalya and Sakhya in Yudhisthira and Bhima ; the Sakhya

and Prita (Dasya) in Arjuna, Uddhava, Nakula and Sahadeva

;

and so forth.^ The five Mukhya and seven Gauna Rasas are

supposed to react on the mind in five different ways. Thus, the

Santa fills the mind completely (Purti) ; the Prita, Preyas, Vatsalya,

Madhura and Hasya develop (Vikasa); the Vira and the Adbhuta

expand (Vistara); the Karuna and the Raudra distract (Viksepa);

and the Bhayanaka and the Bibhatsa repel (Ksobha) . This is a

further working out of the attributes of Vistara (expansion)

,

Vikasa (pervasion) and Druti (melting) of orthodox Poetics.

The topic of Apparent Sentiment (Rasabhasa) is next taken

up ; but the treatment is original. The Rasabhasa occurs where

the ingredients of the Rasa are either insufficient {anga-hinaiva) or

impioperly developed (anga-vairupya) . Three cases are distin-

guished : (i) Upa-rasa, where the Vibhavas, Anubhavas and the

Sthayi-bhava are improper (virupatd-prdpta)
, e.g. the Rasa

developed in inanimate beings, etc. (ii) Anu-rasa, where the

Vibhavas etc. have no reference to Krsna (krsria-sambandha-varjita)

,

and (m) Apa-rasa, where the Rasa is developed in persons hostile

to Krsna {tat-praihpalcsa)

.

The learning displayed in the work is indeed varied, extensive

and well digested ; but it is of a limited and miscellaneous kind.

The sources are chiefly the Puranas and other authoritative

Vaisnava scriptures. There is indeed much analytical acuteness,

and the scholasticism, which created the Navya Nyaya at about

the same period of time, is very much in evidence, in its zest for

formal definitions, nice and hair-splitting distinctions, elaborate

classifications, and industrious collection of suitable poetical illustra-

tions. But even if analytical, the attitude is hardly critical ; and

in spite of its anxiety to do justice to facts of actual experience, its

extreme formalism cannot be doubted. Even if there is psychologis-

ing, there is too much of dissection and elusive chasing of protean

complexes ; and the essentials are sometimes apt to be smothered

by the overwhelming mass of wearisome details. The concern is, no

^ Pritirsarndarhha, pp. 441 f.—^The KasabHa.sa is defined /nore comprehensively

by Jiva Gosvamiii as the conflict of the dominant Rasa with an improper Rasa
as well as with improper Vibhava, Anubhava, Vyabhicarin etc.
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doubt, with the peculiar psychology of Vaisnava emotions, but not

a single philosophical work is cited ; arid as Jnana in the orthodox

sense is rigidly excluded, philosophical discussions are^ naturally out

of court. The Bhagavad-gltd is cited only twice ;
and there is

hardly any reference to other schools of Vaisnava thought. Of the

Pancaratra, only late and apocryphal works like the Ndrada-

pancardtra is quoted, but not very frequently. The Rdmdyana is

cited only once, the Mahdbhdrata four times and the Harivamsa

only five times. Of the classical Sanskrit poets, Magha is quoted

twice ;
Bhartrhari’s Vairdgya-satalca once

; and our author’s taste

for poetical literature is curiously circumscribed to such works as the

&rikr^a’kari]dmTta of Lllasuka, the Mukunda-mdld of Kulasekhara

and the Gtta-gomnda of Jaj^adeva. His own religious dramas and

poems furnish many illustrative quotations. Rupa Gosvamin shows

an undoubted mastery of the principles and technicalities of

Sanskrit Poetics, but his chief sources appear to be Bharata (quoted

twice)
,
the Dasa-rupaka (quoted once) , the Rasa-sudhakara (quoted

once, Rasdrnava-svdhdkara of Singabhupala) and probably Visva-

natha’s Sdhitya-darpam, which is anonymously quoted with

approval^ in one place. With the Puranas and Upa-puranas he

displays an extensive acquaintance, but here again the largest

number of quotations comes from the ^nmad‘bhd,gavata (especially

the Da.sama) , the Padma and the Skunda, all of which are

canonically accepted in Bengal Vaisnavism. There are nearly four

hundred poetical quotations in the work, which by themselves

constitute an almost encyclopaedic anthology of Vaisnava Bhakti-

rasa. We give here a classified index of the works and authors

cited in the Bhakti’Tasdmrta’-sindhu, which will give an idea of the

author’s erudition and his literary taste and interests.^

(The references are by page, as the numbering of the verses in the printe<I

edition is not regular).

(1) Thej Epics etc. :

Mahabharata 88, 124, 258, 592; Ramayana 605; Harivam^ 260, 421,

436, 441, 854; Bhagavadgita 30, 70.

^ In his Ndtaka-candrika (ed. Rasavihari Samkhya-tirtha, Kashimbazar 1907),

however, Rupa Gosvamin does not speak favourably of Vis/anatha’s work. At the

outset of this work, he states that in composing it he consulted the Bharata-saatra

and the Rasa^svdhdkara, and generally rejected the treatment of the Sdhitya-

darpana as being opposed to Bharata’s vtews. It must, however, be noted that

Rupa has, both in his Bhakti^asdmrta and Ujjvala-nUamanij departed very

materially from Bharata, and sometimes quotes Bharata merely to criticise him.

• This and thA following indices are not meant to be exhaustive, but it is

hoped that no important entry is overlooked.
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(2) The PtmiNAs and UpA-puRANAa :

SrimadbKagavata (especially the Daiama or the Tentli Skandha) 1 2,

14, 17, 18, 26, 28, 29, 32, 34, 85, 37. 45, 46, 47, 48, 49-56, 59, 60, 68,

69, 70, 71, 78, 83, 94, 96, 101, 102, 103, 104, 114, 115, 124, 126, 129,

132, 135, 138, 140, 142, 147 (praise of the work), 152, 154, 160, 163,

168, 190, 191, 195, 197, 199, 214, 216, 232, 240, 257, 265, 271, 286, 287,

291, 293, 295, 298, 300, 301, 303, 310, 312, 318, 319, 321, 322, 323, 341,

346, 348, 349, 352, 359, 384, 387, 390, 395, 406, 407, 41 2, 415, 422, 423,

442, 444, 446, 447, 448, 453, 457, 465, 467, 473, 478, 480, 484, 485, 486.

490, 491, 499, 502, 505, 506, 511, 513, 514, 5.34, 581, 618, 651, 656, 657,

659, 662, 669, 675, 676, 687, 688, 690, 691, 715, 732, 755, 765, 766, 770,

773, 787, 788, 790, 792, 801, 808, 829, 864, 807, 874, 933.

Padma 16, 19, 20. 34, 56, 66, 82, 87, 88. 93, 95, 96, 106, 109, 110, 117,

118, 134, 1.36, 137, 143, 144, 177, 188, 192, 200, 2J5, 351, 351, 501 *

Skanda 79, 82, 85, 95, 96, 100, 106, 107, 109, 112, 122, 1.30, 1,31, 132,

1.35, 159, 194, 196, 660, 764; Naradiya 81. 84, 98, 102, 123, 193; Nara-

simha 109, 117, 130, 211, 669; Brahmanda 98, 133. 167; Visnu 116,

505; Agiieya 113, 225; Varaha 89, 112; Adi-Vanlha 1.33; Maha-

Varaha 333 ; Kaurma 332 ; Maha-Kaunna 180. Bphad-Vamana 317

;

Adipurana 135, 143; Brahma 8.3; Brahma-vaivarta 85; Bhavisyottara 98,

113, 137; Lihga 103; Garuda 114; Puriinantara 99, 118.

(8) Other Religious Texts and Commentaries :

Visnudharma 104, 285; Visnu-dharmotUira 111, 118, 628, 922; Visnu-

rahasya 86, 103 ; Visnu-yamala 334 ; Brahma-yamala 79 ;
Vaisnava

Tantra 333; Narada-pahcaralra 11, 23, 59, 107; Narayaiia-i)ancaralra 218;

Pancaratra 36, 129, 213, 216, 217 ; .^uka-.samhiUi 19.5 ; .4gaslya-.sanihit!i 71,

111, 125; Brahma-samhita 305; Katyayana-samhita 86; Tantra 21, 24,

111, 170, 187; Bhaviirtha-dipika 27; .^ndJiara-svamin (author of above)

630; Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya 23, 27, 99, 100, 141, 198. 639. 677, 866;

nari-bhakti-vila.sa 72, 129; (Bhagavan->Nnma-kaumudi 630; (nari-)BhakLi-

viveka 127.

(4) Stotras :

Haya-sIrsIya-Narayana-vyuha-stava 57, 58, 182; Aparadha-bhanjana 638:

Bilvamahgala-stava 626; Stavavall 374, 507; Yamunairarya-stotra 127,

267, 307.

(5) Poetical Works :

Bhartrhari, Vairagya-sataka 503 ; S§isupala-vadha 267, 279 ; (Krsna-) Kar-
namrU 202, 203, 379, 670, 671, 674; Bilvamahgala 296, .386, 456, 472,
Gita-govinda 314, 881, 821, 829; Govinda-vilasa 571 ; Mukunda-mala 567*

Rupa Gosvamiirs own works (poetical and dramatic):
Uddhava-samdesa 885; Harasa-duta 479, 689, 876; Lalita-madhava 281, 290.

303, 322, 372, 453, 470, 471, 632, 789, 808, 822, 939, 946; Vidagdha-
madhava 320, 496, 510, 654, 791, 808, 880, 889, 930, 934; Dana-keli-
kaumudl 441, 555, 749, 824; Padyavali 203, 254, 391, 460, 487, 512, 639,
821* 823, 825, 828, 830, 831.
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(6) Rhetorical Works and Authors :

Bharata 592, 693 ; DaiarQpaka 865 ; Sahitya-darpana (annoymously) 815

(=SD. iii, 251) ; Rasa-sudha^kara 451 (zi^Rasartiava-sudkukara of Sing-

bhupala, on ii, 13) ; Natyacaryah 922.

(7) Authors quoted by name only, excluding; those already
INDEXED

:

Planuinat 68; Sudeva 630; J^rimat-Prabhu (rrSanatana (losviimin) 20U.

(8) Anonymous Referen<’es :

Purananlara, see above. Granthanlara 160; Pracilm 451; Natyaearytih,

see above
; Tan Ira and Vaisnava-tanlra. see above.

3 The TJjJVALA-NiLAMANI

Against this backgroniid of a roniplicaled scheme is to bo

studied the next work, the Ujjoala-nllanuml,^ in which the Ujjvala,

or Madhura, or feriigara Rhakti-rasa, the Erotic L.>ve of Krsna,

among the five primary Rasas, lias been baptised into transcendence.

Tlu' very imporlance of Ibis Ra.sa is borne out by the fact that it

required a separate' and specialised enquiry in a supplementary work,

which, if it did not exceed in volume the original treatise, did far

oulshine it in the complication of details and profusion of illustra-

tions. As before, the cuitire theme is planned and modelled upon that

of the ftriigilra Rasa of Sanskrit Poetics, and the general terminology

ami main concepts belong to it.s curr(‘nl stock-in-trade. The funda-

mentals of the whole doctrine of the Erotic Rasa and its rhetorical

psychology are worked out from the point of view of Krsna as an

ideal hero {ji/iyaka-cudamani) \ and as the hero and the heroine in

thiar various moods, a.spects and situations form the ground of this

erotic sentiment, the work is really an exhaustive dissertation not

only upon the sentiment itself, but also upon the tninutiae of the

hero and heroine, their adjuncts and associates, as well as an

analysis of their various attributes and expressions of love.

The basic feeling (Sthayi-bhava) of the Ujjvala or Madhura
Rasa is, as we have already noted, the Priyata or Madhura. Rati,

the fondness or sweet feeling which in.spires the mutual (mithah)

erotic enjoyment {m'rp.hhoga) of Krsna and the Goins.- This

* Our references are to the Kavyamala edition (Bombay 1913) of the work,

with the commentaries of JTva Gosvamin {Locaria-rocanl) and Visvanatha Cakra-

v’artin {Ananda-candrika) . Visvanatha also wrote a summary of this work, entitled

Vjjvala’^Uainani--kirana (ed. Praiigopala Gosvami, Navadvipa 1927) , to which

occasional references are also made by us.

* mitho hater mrgdksyds ca ^ambhogasifadi-kdranam] madhurapara-parydyd

priyatakhyodita ratih^. Of the two aspects of the Lila (or divine sport) of

Kp^a, namely, AiaSvarya (power) and Madhurya (sweetness), Jiva Gosvamin, in

20
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feeling of Krsna, being brought to a state of relish in the heart of

the Bhakta^ by means of its appropriate Vibhavas. Amibhavas etc.,

becomes the erotic Madhiira Rasa, which is styled “the chief

among the Bhakti-rasas (bhakti-rasa-rdj) The work, therefore,

proceeds at once to the detailed analysis of the Vibhavas etc. of

thi'^ Rasa.

The Alambana Vibhava, or the material ground and object of

this feeling, is supj)oscd to be Krsna himself and his beloved GovUvS

(vallabhdh)

.

As the Nayaka or hero of this feeling, a long list

Krsna’s twenty-five attributes as a lover is given, although most of

these are already included in the previous list of his sixty-four

general excellences which we have mentioned above. The orthodox

classification- of the hero, appearing as the beloved {]cdnfa.ivf*na

sphuran, jTva)
,
into DhTrodatta etc. is accepted ; but Krsna may

figure either as Pati nnisbaiid) or ITpa-pati (lover), and it is on

the latter aspect that the excelkmee of his love is supposed to rest.**

As an amour with a marrie«l woman is hardly permitted by orthodc'X

theory^ to form the dominant theme of a play or poem, Rfipa

Goiivarnin cites Bharata in su\)porl, ami slates that if some older

authorities have spoken lightly of the [Tpa-pali, such remarks should

be understood to have an application to tlie ordinary hero (prdkria

ndyaka)

,

and not to Krsna, wKo incarnated himself for tasting the

essence of the Rasa."* The ParakTya (= belonging to another)

heroine, who is the object of the Upa-pati’s love, may how^ever be

a maiden (Kanyaka) or a married w^oman (Parodha). Even if

orthodox Poetics dei)recates love to a married woman,'* she is,

according to Vaisnava ideas, the higlu'st typ(' of the heroine, and

forms the central theme of the later ParakTya doctrine of the

school, in which the love of the mistress for her lover becomes

the universally accept

(

mI symbol of the soul's i)assionate devotion

to God. Krsna as a Nayaka, again, is conecuved to be the most

his Prltirsamdarhha (pp. 704-715) declares the su])erioiily of Madliurya. Hence llie.

supreme excellence of Madhura Rati follows as a corollary.

^ svddyatdm hrdi hhaktnndm amid,
* See S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, ii, p. S39.

® atraiva paramotkarsah »rngdrasya prafisthitah.
* Rudrata xiv. 12-13; Rudrabhalla, li. 40; also Dasa-rupaka ii. 19

(ndnyoi^hdngi-rase kvacit)

,

Rut i^ingabhupaia {Rasdr\iai'a-sudhdkaTa, i. 79) classifies

the Nayaka into Pati, Upa-pati and Vaisika.

* rasa-^iirydsa-svdddrikani avatdrim.
® Rupa Gosvamin explains that this is because In orthodox Poetics the

concern is with the ordinary hero (tat iu sydt j)rdkrta~k^udra-‘ndyaJcddyanusdratak)

.

He says similarly in his Ndtaka-candrika (^. 11) : nestd yad angini rcLse kavibhik
parodha] tad gokvlambujadrsdm kulam antarenci] dsamsayd rasavidher avataritmimp,]

kanisdrind rasika-mari4ala-Mkarem\\. This verse is quoted anonymously at p. 80.
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complete (Purnalama) in Vraja, more complete (Purnatara) in

Mathura, and complete (Piirna) in Dvaraka. In their character

as a lover, both the Pati and the IJpa-pali may be (follovvin;^

orthodox classification) the faithful (Aniikiila), the gallant who'-o

attention is equally divkled among many (Daksina), the sly (Satha)

and the saucy (Dhrsta) . Thus ninety-six different aspects of

Krsna as the hero are obtained by this elaborate classification.

The ordinary classification of the Nayika of classical Poetics is

accepted, but some complication is introduced by conceiving tlu

heroine as the Beloved of Krsna (ITari-vallabha ) from the devo-

tional point of view. Tin* Nayika. may be Sviya (one's own) or

ParakTya (another's), aceorrling as the hero is husband (Pati) or

lover (Ilpa-pati). Mention is made of Krsna's sixtt'cn thousand

wives in Vraja and one hundred and eight in Dvaraka, although

wc are assured that lh<' actual number is infinite ! We are told

(pp. 41f) that the (iojus of Vraja were in fact married according

to Gandharva rites (sc'lf-elioice) , and as such they should be Laken

as Sviya heroines, but they are generally c’onsidered {prayera

DlhuiCih) in Krsna’s Prnkata-lTla (Manifest Sport) as ParakTya,

because' of the secrecy of their love' (pracchanna-lcdmatd) anel the

unmanifest character of the marriage (avyakfafvcid Vfvdhaayn) ?

The're was, he)wever, no jealousy on the part of the Gopas towards

Krsna for sporting with tlie'ir wive's, be'e*anse thre)Ugh the Maya of

Krsna each had an a])i)arent wife with him (ef. SrJniad-bhdgavata,

X. 33. 37) : anel the immaculateness of the Vrajaelevis is deedared by
the assumplie)!! that tlie'V never hael any ival union with their

husbands.- Each of these two kinds’^ of the lu'roine, the Sviya anel the

ParakTya, is classified again, in aee‘e)rdanee with the scheme of classical

Poetics, into the aele)le'seenl and artless (Mugdha), the youthful

^ Visvaiuitlia Cakravartin adds {Knana, p. 34) : kiy^nfifah gokuJe svli/d api

pitrddi-sanhayd paraklyd era. Jiva Cio,s\ riniin deals Jii somo detail with this

question of the relation of the Cio}Ms lo Krsna in his PrUi-s'iimdarltha (pp 67({-086,

936), for which see Ih4ow, chap. v. It is difl’erentiatcd from ordinary sexual relation

{pmkrta kdrrui) and eharaeterl^sed as pure love (suddhu-jyreman)

,

and the distinc-

tio?^ of Sviya and Paraknii is said to be po.ssible onl.N in IVakata J..lhl {vaaiutah

pararna-avlyd api pralcafa-Wdydm jHiraklyannltidh srl-vraiadcnyah, p. 936) . In his

^nlcr^m-samdarhha, (ed. Praiigopala Ciosvaini, Nadiya pp. .')t7f), Jiva

offers the mystic'al-philosophie’al explanation that the (lopTs, as well as Krsna’s

wives in Mathura and nvaraka, are really his arupa-saklis The l*arakl\a-

bhava of the (iopis is not a realit', hut a mere seinhlanec (Abhasa) which,

occurring only during the Prakata Vrinlavana-lila, is short-lived.

* na jdtu vraja-devvndin- pafibhih saha samgamah.

• The third kind, the Sadliarani, or Samanya or Vesya (Courtesan), is

omitted. The Kubja, who is extolled (p. 85) for her feeling towards Krsna, is
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(Madhya)
,
aad the mature and audacious (Pragalbha) . Of these,

the Madhya and the Pragalbha, according to their capacity for

Mana, may be Dhira (self-possessed), AdhTra (not sclf-posscssod)

and Dhlradhlra (the partially self-possessed) . They are further

arranged, according to the eightfold diversity of their condition or

situation in relation to the hero, into (?) the Abhisarikii, who goes

out and meets the hero in assignation, {li) the Vasaka-sajja, who
adorns herself in expectation of the hero, (?7/) the Utkanlhita, who
is disappointed })y his non-arrival through misadventure or involun-

tary absence, (?u) the Vipralabdha, who is deceived of her expecta-

tion by unfaithfulness, (i?) the Khandita, who is outraged by the

discovery of marks of unfaithfulness in the hero, (vi) the

Kalahanlarita, who is separated by quarrel, (vu) the Prosita-

bhartrka, who pines for the absence of the hero gone abro-o],

and (viii) the Svadhina-bhartrka, who has the hero under absolute

control. They may again, according to the rank each holds in the

affection of the hero, be Uttama (best), Madhyaniii (middling) and
Kanistha (lowest).

All this follows pretty closely the older rhetorical convention;

but a further classification from a different theological point of

view is also atleinpted. This classification of the Beloved of Krsna
may be represented thus in a tabular form :

Hari-vallablia or ilie Beloved of Hari

Sadhana-siddhri

ovho lias nil allied

rc alisalion through
effort)

Nilya-siddha
(v^'llo has perjietunlly

alt allied without such
^ ffort, e,g. 11 a d h a,

( audravall etc.)

Devi
(i,e. deva-yoni, a celes-

tial hciiig who becomes

itiearnaied with Krsuu)

Yauthiki Ayauthikl
^

(belonging to a yulha or com- (not belonging to such
binalion of Sadhakas, sanibhuya groups)
f/amiAdh ,sddhauc rafdh)

|

The Ascetics The U])aiiisads

<'Munis who became (who became Gopis,
fioplis, according to n c c o r d i ii g to the
the Padma-pimhin) Puranas)

i i

Pracma Navya
(Ancient) (Modern)

apparently regarded us Parakiya {bhdva-yogdt tu miramdhri piiraldyaiva sammatd)»
But Jiva Gosvamin {Pnti-mmdarbha, p. 933) would frankly regard her as

Samanya, whose Dasya (annointing Krsna’s body) was raised into Mudhura Rosa. As
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Of these Radha, as the Vrndavanosvarl and eternal eonsoit '^f

Krsna, is the foremost Beloved. A whole section is devoted to her,

in which she is identified with the HladinT Mahasakti of the Tantra

(tantre yratisthiid)
\
and a hig list is given of her altrihntes and

exct lienees, with the final remark that her charaeteristies, like those

of Krsna, are ineapal)Ie of enumeration {samkhyatiUi ) . Although

the name of Rfidha is not found in general literature before lldla

saptasafl, an attempt is made to prove her antiquity by a reference

(p. 00) to such late neo-vaisnava Upanisads as the GonCila-txpoMl

and to the apocryphal Rk-parimta, as well as to the canonical

Padma-purdna (cf. PiJfi-samdarbha pp. 504-0). Her five kinds of

companions, namely, SakhT, Nitya-sakhl, Prana-.sakhT, Priya-sakhl

and Parania-prestha-sakhT, are then mentioned, and their individual

names are recorded (p. TO)

According to their luck in love {saubhdgya)

,

each of the

heroine may be again Adhika (excessive), Sama (even) and Laghvi

(light). According to her Svabhiiva (temperament), she may be

again Prakhara (sharp), Madhyii (ecjuable) and MrdvT (mild).

According to her attitude to Iier rivals, she may be Sva-paksa

(interested in h('r.self) , Suhrt-paksa (partial to her friend), Tataslha

(indifferent) and Vipak.^a (hostile). Of these, the second and the

third are not conducive to Rasa, but are incidentally mentioiu'd :

they may be either Ista-sadhaka (doing good) or Anista-badhaka

(averting evil). The hostile type may be Ista-hantrl (an obstacle)

or Anistakarl (active maker of mischief). Jlva Gosvamijr.s classi-

fication (p. 050) into Sakln (companion), Suhrt (well-wisher),

Tatastha (indifferent) and Pralipaksiki (rival) is iniu’li siiui>]er.

But this classification on the basis of partisanship also a})pli('s to

the SakhT (Com})anion) by herself and as a messengir (Diitl),

according to her attitude to the cause of Krsna or of Radha.

lier desire was for Krena, it was directed towards a worthy ol)jec‘t and therefoio

praised; but, being selfish and frankly sensual, it is deprecated in comparison Miih

the love of the Gopls, which w'as free from these trails.

^ The ramm (Vefre df this classification
,
is not mentioned in the text: but

Visvanatha Cakravartin CKirana, p. 39-40) explains it dins: One who is more

partial to Krsna is SakhT, but the Nitya-sakliT is more partial m her affection to

Radha Among Nitya-sakhis, those who are the chief are called Prana-sakhis

The Priya-sakhl is not defined, but among Priya-sakhTs the chief are Parama-

prestha-sakhis. In his RmUm-krma-ganoddesaHUpika (ed Hadharaman Press,

Berliampur-Murshidabad, 13«3 B.E.=1916 A.D,), Rupa Gosvamin enlarj?es upon

this topic of the a7iciUae of Radha and Krsna.—The Sthayi-bhava in the case of

tlie Nayika is dire<'t»enjoyment ^sdksad upabhogdirnaka)

,

but iii the Sakhls, accordme;

to Jiva Gosvamin {Pnti-samdarbha p. 1046) it is vicarious, consisting of an approval

of the enjoyment {tad~anu7noda'ndtmaka)

.
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Of the assistants (Sahaya) in love-affair, the Nayaka has his

usual Ceta (servant, e.g. Bhahgura, Bhrhgfira etc., in Vraja), Vifa

(courtier, e.g. Kadara, Bharatihandhu etc.), Plthamarda (comrade,

e.g. feridaman) and Vidusaka (})uffoon, e.g. Madhumahgala in Rupa

Gosviimin’s Vidagdha-madhaim) ^ to which is added a fifth, Priya-

narma-sakhi (dear and intimate friend, e.g., Subala and Arjuna)

.

The SakhT or companion of the Niiyika has already been mentioned

above.’ But her messenger's of love (DfitT) and the nature of the

message take up an entire long section of the work. The classifica-

tion of the Dull may be tabulated as follows :

Diit! (Messenpfcr of tho Heroine)

Svayam
(where the person ax-ls

as her own messenger)

The self-effort may take the forms

of gestures, words or looks. The
gestures, are of man.\ kinds : crack-

ing of the fingers, artfully covering

up one’s limbs, drawing figures on
the ground with one’s toes, .scrat-

ching the cars, dun<*e of the e\e-

brows, biting one's lijis, etc. The
words, consisting ot hint.s, may be
direct or artful, or tliey may con-

cern Krsna himstli' or something
relevant, ctc’. The looks are an-
aly.sed into .smiling wifli the eyes,

glancing with lialf-clo.scd c.\es.

rolling the eyes, side-long glances,

etc.

Apia
(where a friend is

eniployeii)

Ainitartha Nisrstartha Patraharika

They may be !^il])akari (woman arti-

san), Daivajfui (woman a.strologer)

,

Liiigini (woman ascitic, eg. Paurna-

inilsi) , Paricarika ( maidservant),
Ohalreyl (foslei-sister) . Saklil (com-

panion), VaiiadevI (liie preswliiig deity

of the forest), etc. jcf. Ramrriava-

siidfulkara, i. 1(>0-1G1J

The message may be rlirectly expressed

{vavya) or suggested {i^yamjya)

.

The
suggested may be •spoken before the

heroine or behind her, and may be
either dinvt (mksdt) or artfully

spoken {vyapadesenu)

,

etc.

^ The Sakhi is an important person in the Rji.sa-sa.stra and theology of

Caitanyaism. Without her the blissful erotic sport of Kr.siia ami Radhu is not

nourished, nor does it expand. No one has access to the sport except the privilege*!

Sakhls and those devotees who imitate (through Raganuga mode) their attitude.

Hence the devotional fancy of the faithful Vaisnava adopts the way of the Gopis
and thinks on the sport, day and night, inanifcsleil in various erotic forms. It is

for this reason that in the hagiology of the sect, as w'^e have already noted, the
great Vaisnavas are figured as incarnations of the Sakhis,—a curious sublimation of

the Gopl-myth ! In the Kavyas, Natukas. Stotras and Oampps of Kavikarriapura,
RaghunMha-dasa, Rijpa and Jha, we shall see presently, the Sakhis naturally play an
important and ubiquitous role.
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So much about the Alambana Vibhavas. The IJddTpana

Vibhavas, which serve to foster the feeliiijr by coiidilioris of time,

place and circumstance, constitute a much less extensive topic, but

involve an equal elaboration of detail. Under this section eonu'

mainly the definition and classification of the various excellences

of Krsna and his beloved Gopis, as well as such external (totaMa)

objects (e.g. spring, cloud, moon etc.) as would excite the

feeling of love. The excellences of Krsna having been already

catalogued and illustrated in the ])revious work, the ])resenl

work confines itself to an elaborate definiliou and illustration of

the excellences of Krsna’s Beloved, wliich may be cither

physical (Kayika), mental (Manasika) and verbal (Vaeika). The
mental and verbal characteristics are dismissed in a few words;

but of physical excellences, such as beauty (Rupa)
,
complexion

(iJivanya)
, softness (Mardava) etc., prominence is given to the

description of the three stages of youth (Yauvana), namely,

Navya (fresh) , Vyakta (manifest) ar.d Purna (comph'te) , along with

Vayah-sanidhi (adolescence)

}

Other excellence's of Krsna refer to

the peculiarities of Name (Naman), Exi)loils (Carita), Sports (Lila-,

e.g i)laying on the flute, milking the cows, lifting of the Govardhana
hill etc.), Mandana (enibellishmenls) , and other rtlovant (sam-

bandhin) and related (sarrini/iiia) characteristics, including a des-

cription of Vrndavana, its rivers, groves, tn'cs, flowers, birds and

beasts. The Tatastha Uddipanas, as we have said above, include

the conventional external objects (such as the cloud, full moon,

southern breeze, etc) which excite the feeling of love.

Three' kinds of Anubhavas, which consist of such outward

majiifestations of the feeling as follow and slrengtheii it, are dis-

tinguished, namely, twenty-two Alamkaras, seven Udbhasvaras, and

twelve Yacikas. Of the twenty-two Alanikaras or embellishments,

the three physical ones (Bhava, Hava and Hela) refer to the degree

of awakening and manifestation of love in a nature previously

exempt ; then there, are seven inherent (Sattvaja) qualities, such

as brilliance of youth, beauty, sweetness, courage, etc. ; and ten

natural (Svabhlavaja) graces, such as Ltlfi (playful imitation of

the beloved), Vilasa (playful gestures), Vicchitti (decoration),

Mottayita (clear expression of desire) etc., conclude the list. All

this is conventional but the seven Udblnisvaras, which are new,

include such gestures or physical expressions of love as unconscious

untying of the knot of the louver garment (wvi-viaiarpsana)

,

dropp-

ing of the upper garment {uUarlya skhdana)

,

yawning (jrmbhd)

,

^ The Rasarnava-sudkdkara (i, 164f) speaks of four stages of Yauvana.

See S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics, ii, pp. 341-342.
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loosening of the hair {kem-sartisiana) , etc. These are really aspects

of Vilasa and MoUayita mentioned above, but they are separately

treated because they have a charm of their own. The twelve

Vaeikas or conversational attributes are Alapa (agreeable and

flattering talk) , Vilapa (lamentation) , Sainlapa (dialogue) , Pralapa

(vain or meaningk ss words), Anulapa (repetition), Apalapa (coii'

traiy application of a spoken word) , Samdesa (message) , Atidesa

(taking another’s words as one’s own) , Apadesa (hinting) , Upadesa

(instruction) , Nirdesa (pointed referenc(‘) and V’^yapadesa (artful

expression of one's desir<‘)

There is nothing novel in the treat ment of the Sattvikas, which

are really kinds of Annblnivas. The eight orthodox Satlvikas

are accepted and are illustrated chiefly with res])ect to the heroine.

But each is considered as a result of diflVrent subsidiary or auxiliary

feelings ; e.g., Stupefaction (Stamiiha) is illustrated as caused res-

pectively by fear, wonder, sorrow, impatience etc. As in the

previous work, the Sattvikas are classified as Smoiddeiing (Dhuma-
yila). Burning (Jvalita). Brightly Burning (Dljita) and Flaming

(UddTpta)

.

The section on the Vyabhicari-bhavus or accessory feelings is

a fairly long one, but the conventional thirty-three of these are

accepted and illustrated, with the exception of Ugrata (sternness)

and Alasya (indolence), which, in the opinion of our author, arc

inapplicable to Snigara. As in the cas(‘ of the Sattvikas, each of

these is described as caused by different feelings, e.g. fear, wonder,

anger, shame, contempt, sorrow, etc.- After this, a brief reference

is made to the Commencement (Utpatti), Commixture (Samdhi),

Conjunction (Sabalata) and Allaying (^anti) of different Bhavas.

The work then proceeds to the detailed consideration of the

Stliayi-bhava, the root-emotion, of the Madhura Rasa, and the

treatment is entirely original.

The natural or worldly {laukilca) circumstances which give rise

to the feeling of love or Madhura Rati, according to the degree of

excellence, are :

(?) Abhiyoga, manifestation of the feeling, either directly or

through a messenger.

(?7) Vi^iya, objects of the senses, e.g. sound (hhda)

,

touch (sparm) , smell (gandha) etc.

(in) Sambandha, sense of glory in beauty, lineage, etc.

* This classification of V^ika follows liasdTnava-siidluikam (ed. Trivandrum,
i. 220f).

• This procedure follows that of the Rasdmava*sttdhdkfl.rfl.
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{tv) Abhimana, sense of desirability of a particular pleasing
object.

{v) Upama, resemblance, however slight.

(vi) Svabhava, nature or temperament, which does not
depend upon outward cause. This may again be
Nisarga (instinctive and deep-rooted habil), or Svaiupa
(causeless self-accomplished essential). This Svarupa
may centre either on Krsna {krsna-nisthd) or on the

GopTs (laland-nu^thd )

.

But the Madhura Rati, according as the heroine is Siidharanl

(a courtesan), Sviya (wife) or ParakTya (a maiden or a married

woman) respectively, may be :

(a) SadharanT, general, e.g., in the case of the Kubja, where

the enjoyment is entirely for oneself (dtnia-farpanaika-

tdtparyd, JTva) . Tt extends up to the Preman (see

below) stage of love.

(/>) Samanjasa, well-proportioned, as in the case of the

conjugal love of Rukmini etc., whi're the enjoyment is

as much for Krsna as for oneself. It extends up to

the Anuraga stage.

(c) Samartha, capable, as in the case of the Gopis where the

effort is entirely for the pleasure of Krsna. It extends

up to the final Bhava or Mahabhava stage.

The Madhura Rati, in its different aspects or conditions, may
again be, successively, according to its stages of growth or intensity

of manifestation

T. Prenian, defined as tlu^ bond of feeling (hhava-handhana)

which is the indestructible sc'cd {hlio) of lo\e and which according

to its degree may be Praudha (mature), Madhya (middling) ano*

Manda (slight)

.

II. Sneha, which is affection sublimalcd from Preman and

causing melting of the heart (hrdaya-dravana) in sight, hearing

or recollection. It may also be the best (.^Vc.sf/m)
,

middling

(madhyama) and the lowest {kaniitha)

,

according to its intensity.

This Sneha 's of two kinds : {a) Ghrta-sn ha, constant fondness,

solidifying like Ghee, but impotent in itself in producing the taste,

or ih) Madhu-sneha, constant fomme.ss, like honey, strong and in

itself potent in producing its sweetness.

^ This classification follows that of the Rasarnava-sudhakara (ii. 109 f) which,

however, speaks (iit order) of Prcnian, Mana, Snelia, Raga and Anuraga, omitting

Bhava or Mahabhava.
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III. Miina, affected repulse of cndearpient du^ to excess of

emolion and causing a variety of amatory feelings. This may be

Udatta, the high-spirited impulse of Ghrta-sneha, or Lalita, the

sportive and tortuous impulse of Madhu-sneha.

rV. Pranaya, friendly confidence {imra'*'ihha)

,

which may be

Maitra, friendship characterised by humility, or Sakliya, fellov/ship

free from apprehension. By a contact with the Udatta and the

Lalita Mana respectively, these two kinds of Pranaya may again

be Su-maitra and Su-sakhya. The interrelation or e^^olution of one

from the other is thus indicated : Snehjj—Pranaya—^Mana or

Sneha—Mana—Pranaya, the two Pranaya and Mana acting as

mutual cause and effect.

V. Raga, erotic transmutation of sorrow into joy, which, in

coloured figuration, may be either Nilima (dark-blue) or Raktima

(crimson) . The Nllima Raga may again be Nill-raga, indigo

-

coloured, unchangeable and not outwardly manifesting itself, oi

it may be Syamii-raga, dark-coloured, accomplished slowly and

manifesting itself a little. T!ie Raktima Raga, on the other hand,

may be Kuvsumblia-raga, saffron-coloured, quickly diffusing itself

and reflecting other Ragas, or it may be Manjistha-raga, coloured

like madder, durable and independent.^

VI. Anuraga, love as constant freshness. Its aspects are

:

(a) ParavasJbhava, self-surrender, {h) Pr(*nia-vaicittya, loving appre-

hension of separation, (c) Aprani-jajirna, desire for birth as inanimate

matter connected with the beloved, and id) Vipralambha-visphurti,

vision of the beloved in se];ara^ion.

VII. Bhava or Mahabhava, supreme realisation of love such as

can be realised only by the Gopls of Vraja. It may be :

(1) Rudha, where the S'lttvikas have reached the highest

form of excitement (Uddlpta) . Its characteristics both in

union and separation are (a) incapacity for bearing separa-

tion even for a moment (Nimesasahata)
,
(b) capacity to

stir the hearts of all present ( Asanna-janata-hrd-

vilodanatva)
, (c) capacity to make a whole age appear

as a moment, and a moment as a whole age (Kalna-
ksanatva ksana-kalpatva)

,
(d) languishment through

apprehension of malady even in the presence of happiness

(Tat-saiikhye'pyrirti-sahkayii khinnatva)
, and (e) forget-

fulness of self and everything even in the absence of

Rasdrnava-sudliakara (ii. 117f), foUowinp^ Hlioja. speaks* only of Kusumbha,
Nlli and Manjisl,ha R^a. See also Sahitya-darpana, iii. 195-97.
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actual fainting ('Mohadya-bhave'pyatmadi-sarva-visma-

ranatva)

.

(2) Adhirudha, involving a special sublimation of the

characteristics of lludha mentioned above. It is again

twofold
: (i) Modana, involving a special heightened

charm of the Sallvikas {uddipia-samihava) ^ and is found

only in the Rfidha-groiip. It deepens into Mohana in

separation, which cause? a deeper heightening {suddlpta)

of the Sattvikas. Its chararleristies arc : the hero’s

fainting even in the embrace of tht‘ heroine {ImntdMistc pi

murchand)

.

desire for happiness even by undergoing un-

bearable suffering {asahya-duUkha-svikdrCul api iat-sukha-

kd?nitd)

,

causing sorrow to the whole woild (brahnulnda-

ksohha~kd/rifixi)
, weeping of the animal world (tirsedm

api rodariani)

,

craving death for elemental union with

Krsna {mrfyu-svilvdrdt sva-bhiifair api tat-sanga-trsnd)
^

and lastly, divine frenzy (dinyonmada). This divine frenzy

may take the form of various helpless acts and movements
{udghuma) and of deeply anxious and resentful words on
meeting a friend of the hero, here Krsna (Citra-jalpa)

.

The Citra-jalpa may take ten forms : Prajalpa (spitting

out of words on the incompetence of the hero, in contempt

prompted by impatience, jealousy or pride), Parijalpa

(display of skill in chiding the hero’s cruelty), Vijalpa

(jealous irony instinct with resentment) , Ujjalpa (proud

and jealous declaration of the hero's deception) , Samjalpa

(regretful and ironical declaration of the hero’s ingrati-

tude), Avajalpa (jealous declaration of the unworthiness

of the hero's love on account of his hard-hearledness, lust

and deception) Abhijalpa (hinting the propriety of giving

up the hero, which words bring sorrow even to birds),

Ajalpa (disparaging declaration of the hero’s crookedness,

which causes sorrow^ to self and joy to those who

experience his association), Pralijalpa (honouring the

messenger and humbly declaring inseparability from the

hero) and Sujalpa (enquiry, inspired by simplicity,

gravity and humility, after the hero)
.

(ii) Madana,

which is pleasant with the sprout of all the feelings

(bhdvas) and which is always found in Radha only. Its

characteristics are exetss of jealousy even when there is

no c|,use for jealousy and reminiscent contemplation of

everything related to the hero even in a state of enjoy-

ment.
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This Sthayi-bhava of Madhura Rati becomes the Madhura or

Srngara Rasa, the highest type of Erotic Love. It is twofold

according as it is Love-in-union (Sambhoga) and Love-in-separa-

tion (Vipralambha) . The Vipralambha may take various forms :
^

(i) Purva-raga, Incipient Love, that is, love before actual

union, consequent upon first sight, hearing, dream, or

looking at the picture of the beloved, etc. Its various

attendant feelings and conditions, succeeding each other

in order of intensity and leading even up to death, are

minutely described and illustrated. It may be either

Praudha (developed) , Samanjasa (well-proportioned) or

Sadharana (general) . The sending of love-ktters (Kama-

lekha) is also incidentally discussed. The ten stages of

the Praudha Purva-raga are : T>alasa (ardent desire)

,

Udvega (anxiety), Jagara (sleeplessness) , Tanava (thin-

ness of the limbs), Jadima (stupidity), Vaiyagrya (im-

pulsiveness) , Vyadhi (paleness, heat etc. of the body)

,

Unmada (dementedness), Moha (unconsciousness) and

Mrtyu (death) . Of the Samanjasa the ten stages are ;

Abhilasa (desire) , Cinta (reflection) , Smrti (recollection),

Guna-kTrtana (recital of qualities of the beloved)
, Udvega

(anxiety), Vilapa (lamentation), Unmada (demented-

ness), Vyadhi (illness), Jadatfi (stupidity) and Mrti

(death) . Of the Sadharana Purva-raga, the stages consist

of the first six of the Samanjasa mentioned above, begin-

ning with Abhilasa and ending with Vilapa.

(ii) Mana,*^ Resentment as a bar to the realisation of love.

It may be (a) Sa-hetu (having a cause), the cause or

ground of resentment being something seen {drs^o)

,

heard (sruta) or inferred {anumita) , or, (6) Nirhetu

(without a cause) or Karanabh’asa-sahita (with the

semblance of a cause) . The causeless resentment is

easily allayed, but the caused resentment may be

^ The Rasdnmva-stidhdkara, following Bhoja, speaks also of four kinds of

Vipralambha, viz., Purvanuraga, M^a, Pravasa and Karuna
;

but its Karuna is

not the same as the Prema-vaicittya of our author.

• The Mana which looms so large in Vaisnava Padavall has, like the word

Rasa, hardly any equivalent in modern amatory vocabulary. A curious mixture

of joy and sorrow, fear and hope, pride and anger, love and repulsion, it involves

also an element of chaland, an indefinable playfulness, which is wayward and yet

alluring. It is not pride, anger, mere displeasure or resentment ; it is neither the

French
** amour propre ” nor Teutonic “ Empfindelei.’* A psychological composite

like this is untranslatable.
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allayed by sweet words (Sama) , offering of presents

(Dana)
,

glorification of oneself (Bheda) and neglect

(Upeksa), or by the sudden accession of other feelings

(e.g. sudden fear).

{in) Prema-vaicittya, apprehension of separation, through

excessive love, even in the presence of the beloved.

{iv) Pravasa, psychological effect of separation due to the

absence of the hero gone abroad. The separation may
be either deliberate (which may again be present, past

or future) ^ or forced : and the exodus may be to a

place which is very distant or not very distant. The

ten stages of this condition are : Cinta (reflection)

,

Jagara (sleeplessness)
,
IJdvega (anxiety) , Tanava (thin-

ness)
,

Malinahgata (paleness of the limbs) , Pralapa

(lamentation), Vyildhi (illness), Unmada (demented-

ness) , Moha (unconsciousness) and Mrtyii (death)

.

With regard to Pravasa, the author adds that in his

eternal sport (Nitya-llla) , there is no real separation of

Krsna and the Vrajad{'vls, for their union is perpetual

:

but the condition of Pravasa is described according to

the manifest sport (Prakata-lJla) of Krsna, in which he

appears to go to Mathura. In other words, there is an

apparent sojourn to Mathura, but the association with

Vrndavana is real and permanent.

The ftainbhoga or Love-in-union is either directlv (mukhya)

or indirectly (gau?m, as in a dream) fulfilled. Of eaeh of these,

again, four stages- are marked in order of intensity : Samksipta

(brief e.g. occuring after Purva-raga), SamkTrna (mixed with con-

trary feelings, e.g. occurring afUr Mana), Sainpanna (developed,

e.g. occurring after return from near Pravasa), and Samrddhimat

(complete and excessive, e.g. occurring after return from distant

Pravasa). Its various elements are sight, touch, words, barring the

way, Rasa, sport in the river, stealing of garments, stealing of ihe

flute, kissing, embracing etc. leading up to sexual union.

The number of works cited for poetical quotations in the

Ujivala-mlamani is much fewer. The number of such quotations

hardly exceeds two hundred .and fifty, as against nearly four

* So in Rasarmva-stidhdkara (H. 216).

* The Rasamava-mdMhara speaks of Samksipta, SamkTrna, Sampanna and
Samrddhimat Sambhof^a. Jiva Gosvamin (p. 1071) speaks of four kinds of

Sambhoga occurring after Purva-raga, viz., Samdar^ana (sight), Samsparsa (touch),

Saipjalpa (conversation) and Samprayoga (intercourse).
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hundred of the previous workJ As the erotic sentiment is its

theme, there is more scope here for citations from general literar}’^

works and less from the Sastras. The quotations from the Puraqas

and other Vaisnava scriptures are indeed not many, but the author

strictly confines himself to such general poetical works as possess

a decided Vaisnava leaning, or concern themselves with the theme

of Radha and Krsna. Thus, works like the GUa-govinda of

Jayadeva or HTikrpm-karridmrta of Lllasuka are freely drawn upon
for illustration of the different phases of the Rasa, but the largest

number of quotations is supplied by the poetical and dramatic works

of Rupa Gosvamin himself, which appear thus to have been com'
posed with the special object of illustrating the different phases of

Krsna-lTla. The works and authorities cited are :

(The references are by page, as tlio numbering of the sections and verses

in the printed edition does not facilitate any other way of reference)

( 1 ) The Epics and Puranas *

Harivamsa 40, 253, 432 ; ^rimadbhagavala 40. 14, 45, 46. 47, 50, 254.

264, 265, 272, 283, 285, 290, 296, 297, 307. 308, 311, 312, 336. 312, 357,

381, 384, 385, 411, 428, 470; Padnia-purana 52, 60, 460, 40 (Kurltika-

mahatmya) ; Visnu-purana 252. 271. 289, 361 ; Brlmd-vamana 52.

’ We have slated that Kupa Gosvamin himself compiled an anthology of

Vaisnava poems, the Padydvali. It contains about four hundred lyrical pieces

culled from different sources. But the six hundred and fifty (or more) poetical

quotations in these two works of his, by themselves, constitute a \'nried and

exhaustive anthology of Vaisnava devotional literature.—It is doubtful if the

recently printed Bhak1i~rasumrfa~sesa (see above, p. 117) is the lost work of the

same name by Jiva Gosvamin. The thirteen prologue-ver.ses do not contain the

name of the author, nor is it given anywhere in the body of the text or the

colophon. The dale of composition (although the editor thinks that it is the

date of copying of the MS) is given as Saka 1618 (Wee van^ekariu-vidhau) •=:

1796 A.D,; but Jiva could not have been alive at the lime. The work deals, not

with Bhakti-rasa, but with Kavya-rasa, in se\'en Prakasas resfjectively on Kavya-
lak.stum, Vakya-svarupa, Dhvani-bheda, .^abdarthalamkara, Dosa, Guna and Riti,

omitting the subject-matter of the Sahifya-darpana iii, v, and vi ; to which
rhetorical work it acknowledges its indebtedness in the opening verses (sdhitydnvayi

darpanain api samkalitam karisyuvii)

.

It is. in fact, an unoriginal compilation of

traditional definitions, most of which are derived directly from the Bahitya-darpam,
which it closely follows; but, we are told, since the latter work is defective on
account of its not being dedicated to Krsna, the author takes pains to insert

illustrative verses in glorification of the deity, and sometimes even changes old
verses freely 'nlo Vaisnavite words and ideas. For instance, the last two lines of

the well known old verse mh^esa-cyuta-candanam (Mamma^, i) are thus modified,
hardly to its advantage

: ^

satyam jalpasi gopi-bandhu-jmaia-vanci’kriyddyaficite

kr^ndip (!) snatum ito gatasi na punas tarn gopikd^kdmukam I
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(2) Other Religious Texts and Commentaries :

Brahma-sainhita 57 ; Krama-dlpika 349 ; Gopaloitara-tapaiii 60 ; Visnuj^upta-

samhita 43 ; Tantra 61 ; Rk-parisista 60.

(3) Rhetoric al Works and Authors :

Mimi (Bharata) 11, 32; Rasa-sudhakara 91, 231, 232, 242, 295 (= Rasarnavn-

sudhakara of Singabhupala) ; Praclna 87 ; Dasa-rupaka 30 ; Prancah 86

;

Rudra 43.

(4) Pc^ETICAL AND DrAMATIC WoRKS !

Saplasati (of HaJa) 468; Glta-govinda 113, 162, 175, 183, 243, 273, 276,

284, 287, SOI, 310, 314, 496; (Arlkrsna-) Karnamrla 493; Bilvamaiigala

(author of abo^'e) 277, 285, 43.5, as Prancah 24 ; Vopatleva and his

Muktaphala 450 ; Ja^?annatha-val!abha (of Ramananda-raya) 302, 430

;

Govinda-vilasa 320; RukminT-svayamvara (Isvarapuri-krla) 272, 274;

Mukta-caritra (of Raghunatha-d^a) 261 : Cliando-mafijarl (of Gangadfisa.

on Prosody) 252, 268.

Rupa Gosvamiii's own Morks :

Padyavali 10, 101, 162, 181, 228, 241. 265, 277, 287 300, 305. 306, 364,

392, 395, 396, 417, 453, 454, 490, 491 ; Vidagdha-inadhuva 34, 64, 68, 69,

95, 108, 160, 182, 184, 187, 222, 235, 236. 250, 251, 254, 202, 265, 279,

282, 283, 289, 292, 296, 299, .303, 804, 305, 310, 311 319, .322, 323, 371,

417, 420, 421, 423, 424, 426, 435. 44.3, 450, 489. 492; Lalila-inadhava 37.

77, 83, 182, 209, 228, 23,3, 234, 235, 237, 2,39. 240, 241, 251, 278, 284,

291, 293, 294, 299, 302, 304, 309, 318, 333, 388. 395, 451, 453. 455, 474, 485,

487, 493; Dana-keli-kauimidi 161, 222, 231. 23 1, 256, 270, .321, 358, 360,

373, 375, 410, 484, 488, 492; Uddhava-saindosa 93, 102, 147, 161, 238,

240, 282, 296 298, 302, 347, 439, 451, 452, 469. 492 ; Ilaiasa-diita 189,

286, 304, 309, 316, 324. 454, 456. 470, 484.

It will be clear from what is said that the mood of erotic

mysticism, which seeks to expre.ss relijrioiis longings in the language

and imagery of earthly passion and whieh is a characteristic feature

of later Vaisiiavisni in general, is seen in its full bloom in these

treatises and indeed foiins one of the basic in.spirations of Caitanya-

ism. In the older works like the Bhagavad-gJia, the mood of

Bhakti is presented as an ethical and mystical feeling of an

intensely personal character, rather than as an impersonal intellectual

conviction, adduced by mere knowledge, but the attitude there is

more speculative than passionate. The Bhakti in the Mahdbhdraia

in general is often explained by the analogy of the love of the wifv"

for her husband : and the term Bhakti in the later Sutras of Narada

The author may have utilised the Alamkdra-kaustuhha of Kavikarnapura and

the Sakitya-kaumudi commentary (on Mammato) by Baladeva Vidyabhusana. It

quotes the Gopdla-campu of Jiva and the Cvlra-padya of Rupa from Stava’-mdld

(pp. 618-20). As it »does not deal with Bhakti-rasa, we need not consider this

work here.
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and Sandilya is made interchangeable with the terms Priti, Bhava,

Raga or Anurakti as expressions of ardent love and yearning ; but

the passionateness of earlier theistic devotionalism was never entirely

divorced from intellectual satisfaction or moral earnestness. Though

not identical with it, knowledge or belief is still acknowledged as

a preliminary to the emotion of Bhakti, and selfless action is not

excluded. The mediaeval expressions of the passion, however,

dispense with Jhana and Karman in the orthodox sense, and take

their stand exclusively upon mystical emotional realisation (Rasa)

.

All worship and salvation are regarded as nothing more than a

blissful enjoyment of the divine sports, involving personal conscious-

ness and relation, direct or remote, between the enjoyer and the

enjoyed. But in the emphasis laid on the erotic sentiment in the

sports of Krsna, the attitude borders definitely upon sense-devotion,

and leans perceptibly and dangerously towards the erotic passion.

The ultimate felicitous state is conceived as an eternity of enjoyment

of the erotic sports of Vrndavana, in which the faithful serve Krsna

as did the GopTs. The corrective is, no doubt, supplied by theologi-

cally representing the erotic relationship as the sport of the

Saktimat with his own Saktis or Energies, in their Hladini or blissful

state ; but, however figuratively or philosophically the doctrine is

interpreted, the erotic emotionalism is essential and prominent in

the devotional writings as a literal fact. In the hands of these

erotic emotionalists there is a fresh accession and interpretation of

romantic legerid.s ; and the Puranic life of Krsna being brought to

the foreground, the older Epic figure of Vasudeva-Krsna is

transformed beyond recognition. The ancient epic sj)irit of godly

wisdom and manly devotion is replaced by a new spirit of mystical

and theological fancy, of tender rapture ov(‘r divine babyhood, and

of sensuous and erotic passion of ecstasy over the loveliness of

divine adolescence ; and its god is moulded accordingly. The
essential truth of the doctrine of Vrnd«avana-lila, no doubt, lies in its

appeal for a more emotional religion and in its protest against the

unsatisfying intellectuality of mere metaphysics
; and the whole theory

of Bhakti-rasa appeals to the exceedingly familiar and authentic

intensity of human moods and sentiments. But we have also a

marked development of the dubious erotic possibilities of the

attitude in an atmosphere of highly passionate and sensuous life and
literature. In Bengal Vaisnavism the tendency goes a step further.

It seeks to realise, in its theory and practice, the actual passion
of the deity, figured as a friend, son, father or master, but chiefly

and essentially as a lover. The too ardent tendency of the position

lapses into sensuousness of a refined type, but t'ne mystical sensi-

bility is chiefly vicarious. The doctrine, no doubt, attempts to
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transfigure the mighty sex-impulse into a deeply religious emotion,

but the way of realisation insists upon an abnormal mental state^,

which seeks the highest satisfaction in a vicarious enjoyment of the

erotic sports of Krsna, contemplated not merely in a figurative but

also in a vivid literal sense. It is important to note that iht.

Vrnddvana-Uld is not a mere symbol or divine allegory, but a literal

fact of religious history. The Iladha-Kisna myth, as depicted ui

the Puranas and elaborated in the Kavyas, Natakas and Campus,
as well as in the Rasa-sastra, of the sect as the basis of its theology

and devotional life, is taken as a vivid historical, as well as super-

historical, reality ; but there is no suggestion of its being an allegory.

The pressure of modern thought has, no doubt, induced some modern

writers on the subject to the desperate method of allegorical inter-

pretation, but the theologians and poets of the sect never think it

necessary to spiritualise the myth as a symbolism of religious truth ;

for the Puranic world to them is manifestly a matter of religious

history.

This fervent quasi-amorous attitude, in spite of its subtle and

elusive juggling with psychological complexes and theological

refinements, inspires not only its ^astras and professedly devotional

works, but also enlivens its mass of resplendent lyrics in Sanskrit,

as well as in Bengali, with the practical possibilities of its

mystical erotic impulse. Whatever may be the devotional value of

this altitude, the literary gain was immense. This last reach of

Vaisnava Bhakti, transmuted in Bengal Vaisnavism into Preman

or love, became an unfailing and rich source of literary inspiration,

as well as of religious emotion ;
for it was personal in ardour,

concrete in expression and original in appeal. Along with its

metaphysics and theology was also produced a psychological rhetoric

of the endless diversity of the pa.ssionatc* condition, which

reproduced, no doubt, the classical phras(‘ology and ideas of

Sanskrit rhetoric of Rasa, but whose erotic-religious application

and subtilising of emotional details were novel, intimate and

inspiring. These aesthetic and emotional conventions were implicitly

accepted in its literary productions. In spite of its psychological

formalism, its rhetoric of ornament and conceits and its pedantry

of metaphysical sentimentalism, there can be no doubt that the

inspiration supplied by the erotic emotionalism of such works as

those of Rupa Gosvamin (with their hundreds of poetical illustra-

tions) to later Vaisnava literature, especially the lyrics composed

in Bengali, must have been of a deep and far-reaching character.

Even the abstruse dogmas, formulas and shibboleths have had

their effect on literary conception and phrasing, but there was an

essentially human appeal in its religious attitude, which imparted
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to its literary effusious an enduring emotional and poetical value.

The wishfulness and amazement of its devotional ecstasy, the richly

romantic idealism of its mystical erotic sensibility, lifted the lyric

literature of Caitanyaism into a high level of artistic and passionate

expression, which was endowed, by the virtue of those attributes,

with as much human as transcendental value.



CHAPTER V

THE THEOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OF BENGAL
VAISNAVISM

1. General Charactarlstics

It is difficult to give a proper exposition^ of tJie philosophy of

Bengal Vaisiiavisni without a detailed rc'ference to the sacred texts

which are cited throughout as revealed and indisputable, and on

which indeed the faith elaborately bases its philosophical ideas.

The whole system is built up on a direct (‘xplieation of its own

peculiar sectarian texts : and absolute' faith in their interpretation

by its acknowledged theologians is essential for an acceptance of

their truth. Such entire reliance upon verbal authority and verbal

interpretation makes it difficult in any exposition to steer clear of

the texts which are quoted at every step, bid it also impairs the

value of its theology and philosophy as an independent system of

thought. The usual proce<Iure is to make a dogmatic stati'incnt,

and then support it not so much by argumentation, which is held

at discount, as by a compilation of authoritativi' texts, chiefly

derived from the firliiiad'bhayavata Parana, and by interpretation

of those texts in the light of the j)eeuliar dogmas and doctrines of

the school. The basic theory of the threefold Sakti of the supreme

being, for instance, is founded upon a text of the Vimn^purdna,

amplified by other texts, while its other fimdauK'iital doctrine of

the threefold aspect of the deity as the Brahman, Paramatman and

Bhagavat is entirety !)ased upon a system of interpretation of a

single text of the Srhnad-hhdgavata. The same remarks apply to its

central postulate of the highest and exclusive divinity of Krsna,

while its doctrine of Bhakti is deduced from a })eculiar theory of

emotional realisation which is based entirely ujx)!! a series of devo-

tional texts and dogmatic statements. ^

It is true that in some older systems of Indian philosophy more

Tarka or discursive reasoning is deprecated as a means of attaining

^ For a brief ,account of the tlieolojfy and pliilosophy of Caitanyaism, as well

as of its Hasa-;^stra, see S. K. De, introd. to the Padyavalt (Dacca 1934),

pp. liv-civ.
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ultimate truth ; and in most systems, belief in Sruti or revelation

and interpretation of revealed texts are at least theoretically

accepted as the proper mode. But in the speculations of the Bengal

school, this attitude of reverence for infallible testimony appears to

have been carried to its extreme limit, and theological heresy is

counted as a grievous sin. The Bengal school of Vaisnavism,

believing that everything is revealed by the grace of a personal

god, theoretically rejects all Pramanas (sources of knowledge)

excepting ^abda or revealed word, but Sabda as a source of belief

has a peculiar significance in this school. We shall have occasion

later on to explain its theory of Pramana, but briefly speaking, the

appeal is not to reason but to a peculiar system of scriptural

authority. It is true that theon^tical homage i^: paid to §ruti or

the Veda in the wider sense of Indian philosophy, but the term

feabda in practice denotes other kinds of sectarian scriptures which,

as Smrti, are hardly admitted by older philosophical schools. The
Pramana is practically circumscribed to a few Vaisnava Pumnas
and other sectarian texts ; but it is curious to note that these texts

are regarded as revealed or authoritative chiefly on the strength

of statements to that effect contained in these texts themselves.

Older Sruti texts, when convenient, are indeed cited with respect,

but we are told that the sense of the earlier 6rutis is unfathomable,

and that the Vaisnava Puranas, which can explain them })roperly,

are the only kinds of revelation which are acc(‘ssible at the present

decadent age. In the compilation and exposition of the Purana
and Smrti texts, again, the same dogmatic attitude is prominent.

Non-vaisnava texts are rejected as td7tiasika and untruthful
;
and

even among Vaisnava texts the Srtrnxid-hhdgaimfa alone is regarded

as the quintessence of all §astras and as possessing the

supreme authority. Other schools of Vaisnavism propound their

doctrines by writing elaborate commentaries on the Veddnta-sutra

and interpreting it in their own way : but the Bengal school

regards the Siiniad-bhagavafa as Vyasa’s own commentary on his

Veddnta-sutra, and therefore confines itself to an interpretation

of this Purana in its owm light, instead of composing a separate

commentary on the Sutra. The Bengal school, therefore, proceeds
almost entirely on an explication of the Bhdgavata Purana, If

some of the texts cited from this or other sources are apocryphal,

this fact makes no difference so long as they fall in with the peculiar

doctrines of the school. Even of Vaisnava texts there is a careful

selection and arrangement of those which are favourable : and in-

convenient texts are sometimes quietly forgotten or glossed over
and sometimes twisted in an ingenious way to shit its particular
viewy's. These methods are not unfamiliar to students of sectarian
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religious literature, but they possess little philosophical interest.

The details of such a method may prove interesting and valuable

to the faithful devotee, but they hardly appeal either to the general

reader or to the critical enquirer.

It would appear, therefore, that as it is chiefly a system of

mystical-emotional dogmatics, the strictly philosophical views of

the Bengal school of Vaisnavism are intimately m'xed up with the

details of its devotional theologism and its emotional erotic mysticism,

which are set forth in its pious text-books of legend and fancy.

Its purely speculative thought, therefore, cannot be easily dis-

entangled from its sentimc'iital and mythical envelopment. The
Bengal Vaisnavism, no doubt, presents itself as a deliberate historical

religion promulgated by a definite founder, but in the practical

working out of the system by the Vrndavana Gosvainins the direct

intuitive realisation or the teachings of the Master^ hardly find a

place. Except the usual obeisance and homage to Caitanya and

general passages testifying to his identity with the supreme deity,

there is nowhere in the extensive works of Sanfitana, Rupa and

Jiva any direct reference to his personal views and teachings. These

theologians and philosophers are chiefly concerned with the godhead

of Krsna and his Lila as revealed in their older scriptures, and

Krsna in their theory is not an Avatara but is alone the supreme

deity himself (.wayam hhagavat) . They are almost entirely silent

about Caitanya-lTlii and its place in their devotional scheme, and

it is somewhat strange that in presenting a system of religion in

his name they rely upon older sources and do not refer at all to his

direct realisation of spiritual truths. The divinity of Krsna as the

exclusive object of worship is elaborately established, but the divinity

of Caitanya, which is implicitly acknowledged in Namaskriy»as and

other devotional verses, is hardly ever discussed. If Jiva Gosvamin

wrote a Kr^wa-samdarblm, he never wrote a Caitanya-samdxirhha.

It is said in the Bengali biography of Krsnadasa Kaviraja that these

works of the Gosvamins were not only inspired but were directly

communicated to these disciples by Caitanya himself ; but even then

there is no direct acknowledgment of this fact by the Gosvtoins

themselves.- There cannot b(‘ any doubt that the devout life of

Caitanya inspired these faithful disciples, but in the building up of

their systems of theology and philosophy there is no reference to

the life, personality or views of Caitanya himself. There is, on the

^ Teachings are imputed, no doubt, especially by Krsnad&;a Kaviraja, a

disciple of the Vrndavana Gosvamins, but these teachings are, as we have stated

above (pp. 75, 85), clearly those of the Gosvamins themselves.

® See above, p. 86.
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other hand, an entire dependence upon a complicated system of

text-interpretation, rather than upon any direct and vivid spiritual

illumination. It must be admitted that in these treatises we reach

a high level of the emotional Bhakti-doetrine in the setting of a

vital and practical sysleni of religious beliefs, and the life and

personality of Caitaiiya must have been to his devout followers a

powerful exemplification of these b(‘liefs and doctrines ; but wc still

move in an indefinite ha/e of mythology, sentiment and speculation,

derived from Puriinic tradition : while the intellectual seriousness or

the ethical nobility of the tenets is hardly propounded with the force

of direct realisation, inasmuch as they are completely merged in a

floating mass of uiu'ertain myths, legends and traditional beliefs.

The theology and })hiIosophy found in the writings of the

Navadvipa disciples are vague and unsystematic, and can be briefly

summarised here. They are concerned more with simple and direct

faith than with elaborate diseussion ; and their aim is to dc'pict

chiefly the passionately devotional IHV of Caitanya, rather than to

set forth his teachings. Unlike the Vriidavana (rosYamias, they

take Caitanya as the centre' of their thought and ernoLioii, and

regard ]\\xn as the highest reality and object of adoration of the

faith. This has been characterised as the Gaura-parainya-vada,

which (whatever may have been Iheir personal attitude) th('

Vrndavana Gosvainins never di.scuss or set forth in their theological

treatises. In the eyes of the contemporary composers of Padas on

Caitanya, for iustanee, Caitanya is Krsna himself, who, in his

recollection of A^riidavana, pines for Radha. They also believe in

. the Radha-bhiiva of ('Caitanya, that is, they regard Caitanya as

J both Krsna and Radha in one personality. They do not, however,

consider it nec(‘ssary to discuss the question but take it as already

established bv Anubhava or personal experience. Narahari and his

disciple Locana, howcv(‘r. develop a doctrine of Gaura-nagara-

bhava,^ in whieli the devotee (iii the Ragauugri way) regards

Caitanya as the Nagara and himself as a Nagarl ; but this doctrine

n'ceive little credit in the orthodox circles. Murari considers

Caitanya as an incarnation (Avatara) of the Bhagavat. lie believes

in two kinds of Avatara—Yugavatara and Karyavatara. In the four

Yugas, the different Avalanis, in Ids opinion, are respectively Sukla,

Yajna, Prthu and Caitanya ; the ten Karyavataras are Matsya,
Kurma, Varaha, Nrsimha, Vaniana, Bhargava, Rama, Krsna, Buddha
and Kalkin, in wliich list (slightly different from that of Jayadeva)
Caitanya’s name does not appear (i. 4. 18-flo) . Elsewhere (i. 8. 9-10),

See above, pp. 44, 49.
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Murari accepts Caitanya as an Avesa-Avatara
; and, like his other bio-

graphers, he regards Caitanya as having manifest('d divine character

from the very beginning. He thus speaks of Caitanya as an Anisa

of Hari (i. 5. 4) , but, not very consistently, as the Bhagavat himself

(i, 15, 1), and bows to him as the Caturbhuja Visnu (i. 1. 14).

Kavikarnapilra, on the other hand, regards Caitanya definitely as

Dvibhuja Krsna, himad-vraja-vararadhu-vrdnandtha (Xavya i. 8),

and believes that his descent was for the purpose of saving men from

.suffering (ibid, xvii. 7), for refuting Advaita-viida (drama i. 7), and

for teaching devotion to Ilari, that is, to himself (ibid, i. 28). In

his introductory Namaskriya to his Ananda-npuldinnia-campu (si. 3),

he pays homage to Caitanya as his family (h'ity and as ITari him.self

{devo iiah knUi-daivaiam injayaidm caitanyci'krfuu) harih ) . The faitli

of the biographers of ('aifanya in his divinity is axiomatic and does

not require demonstration : but th(‘y seek to establish it partly by

recording personal feeding and experience of his followers and partly

by the enumeration of Caitanya \s <levotional and miraculous acts,

Kavikarnapura di.stinguishcs the VaidhI from the Raganuga Bhakti

(drama iii. 19), but thinks that the Raganuga can never follow a

fixed course. He neviu* considers Advaita Mukti as the summum
honum, but stales (drama i) mulcti-sabdo'tra pdrsada-svarupa-parahy

and regards Samklrtana to be th(' sole means of Bhakti. In his

Gaura-gapoddesa, however, he elaborates a com})lete hagiology of

the faith and purports to develop Svarupa Damodara's doctrine of

Panca-tattva, whi(*h regards Caitanya, Nityananda. Advaita, Gada-

dhara and SrTvasa as I he five Tattvas of the* faith, but which

con.siders Caitanya as the Mahaprabhu, and Advaita and Nityananda

as Prabbus, Vrndavana-dasa, accepting the divinity of Caitanya as

manifested from his v^cay birlh (in which view Loenna and Java-

nanda also agree) and his identity with Kisna, does not consider it

as worth discussing, but models the early life of Caitanya (before

his Sarnnya.sa) on the Vrndavana life of Krsna. But he iHM’ects the

Gaura-nagara doctrine vvilh contempt and rules out the erotic trails

from Caitanya ’s life as Krsna, although occasionally, following the

Raganuga doctrine, he <le.scribes the Rfidha-hliava of Caitanya. All

the biographers are concerned more with the description of the

inner emotional life of ("aitanya than with outward doctrine. A
short theological work, called Srllmria-hhajaudmria' is a.scribed to

Narahari Sarak;Ira Thakura. It is composed in iwose, with inter-

spersed verses, and discusses such questions as the diversity of

Vai.snav^a devotees, conduci towards the Dlk.sa-guru and the

^ Published in Bengali chararters and willi a running Bengali translation by

the Raghunandana Samiti, Srikhanda. Burdwan B.E. bSO}).
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Siksa-guru respectively, the incarnation of Balabhadra in relation

to Krsna, Brahma, Visnu and Siva as Gunavataras of KrwSn.a,

Laksmi, Rukminl, Janaki and Radha as consorts of the deity, and

so forth. Although the work pays homage to Caitanya and regards

him as an Avatara of Krsna, there is no trace of the Gaura-paramya-

vada or Gaura-nagara-vada which is prominent in the Padavalls

ascribed to Narahari as a Navadvipa devotee of Caitanya. The

genuineness of the attribution is, theieforc, open to doubt, and its

theology offers nothing new, being obviously influenced (which

indication is somewhat strange) by the views of the Vrndavana

Gosvamins. In the following pages, we need, therefore, confine

ourselves to the systematic exposition given by the Vrndavana

Gosvamins in their laborious theological treatises.

Having regard to the peculier method and standpoint of the

Bengal school of Vaisnavism, it would not be possible for us to

refer in detail to the large' mass of texts cited in the works of the

Gosvamins for scriptural justification and interpretation. The
more or less scholastic disquisition of words and phrases are neither

profitable nor pos.sess general interest. The learning displayed in

these works is amazing, but it is learning of a limited sectarian

kind. The theological acumen is praiseworthy, but the whole

discussion and its pot-pourri method are marked more by

intellectual subtlety than intellectual virility. All that we can do

here is to give a rapid resume of the main dogmas and doctrines,

and indicate only generally the way in which these are sought to

be establi.shed. As our object is chiefly historical, we shall, as far

as possible, avoid criticism and discussion, and confine ourselves to

a descriptive exposition of the essential features of its philosophical

and theological ideas. Historically, again, Bengal Vaisnavism

derives a great deal, in an eclectic spirit, from previous Vaisnava

systems, e.specially from the doctrines of the Ramanuji^sect : but

with our limited object in view, it will be necessary for us to avoid

all comparative observations and maintain an attitude of de.scriptive

objectivity. We shall also limit our.sclves to an account of the

subject chiefly derived from the theological and philosophical works

of Rupa, Sanatana and Jiva, excluding its further development in

the much later works
(
18th century) of Visvanatha Cakravartin

and Baladcva Vidyabhusana.

The main theological presuppositions of the school arc set

forth in S'^natana’s Brhud-hhdgavatamrta, and its supplement
Samk^epa- or Laghit-bhdgavaidmrta written by his brother Rupa,
although most of their implications find a place in ^thc Sarpdarbhas

of their nephew Jlva, more especially in the latter’s ^rlkrma-

samdarbha. We shall, therefore, begin with a brief survey of the
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two Bhdgavatdmrtas^ and pass on to the more professedlj'

philosophical treatises of Jiva.

2. The Brhad-Bhagavatamrta

This work has the form of a Puranic narrative, with occasional

descriptive and poetical flights of fancy, in the course of which
there is an exposition of the theology of the Bengal school of

Vaisnavism. The exposition is sometimes direct, but more often

implied in the narrative and description : and the work is

accompanied by an elaborate Digdarmm commentary by the author

himself, which is intended to bring out the theological ideas

imbedded in the poetical text. The work begins with obeisance to

Krsna, the Gopls including Radhii, Caitanya, Mathura, Vrndavana,

Yamuna and Govardhana, assigning one verse to each of these

objects of reverence, and then proceeds to })raise Krsna-bhakti and
Krsna-naman. It then makes a general acknowledgment of its

inspiration to Caitanya, but does not refer to any special instruction,

alleged to have been received from him, in Bhakti-^stra

'

(1 . 1 . 10- 11 ).

The work is supposed, in the manner of the Piiranas, to have

been narrated by elaiinini to Janamejaya as a supplement to the

MaJidbhdmta itself ! Uttara mother of Pariksit and de^'oted to

Krsna, requests her son to impart to her the essence of the instruc-

tion regarding Krsna, which was related to him by Sukadeva

;

Sanatana's poetico-theological venture purports to be a report of

that course of instruclion subsequently narrated by Jaimini to

Janamejaya. The design is bold and ambitious, but it is possible

for pious zeal to dare a great deal. As tin' work naively claims to

embody the Amrta churned from the ocean of the ^rhnad-bhdgavata

by such great devotees as ^uka and Narada, it professes, according

to the commentary, to be the gist of all the Vedas I Although the

narrative portion is mostly invented to illustrate eertain theological

dogmas, thei'e can be no doubt that the author’s mind was steeped

in the fancies and ideas of the SrJmad-bhdgavata, and he attempts

deliberately to reproduce its style and treatment ; but it is doubtful

^ Our references are to llie only available edition of the Brhad-Bhdgavatdvirta

published by Nityasvarup Brahmacari in Devana^^ari characters, (BrindaN'una ?)

1904 ; and to the Murshidabad edition of the Samksepa-Bhdgavafamrta, with the

Rasika-rahgada commentary of Vrndavana-candra Tarkalamkara, Rudharaman Press,

B.E. 1303 ( rr ]80t) A.D.) . A better edition of this latter work is that published

in Bengali charaeters by Gaurachandra Bhagavata-darsanacarya, which contains,

besides Vrndavana- miidra's commentary, also the Sarahga-rahgada commentary of

Baladeva Vidyabhusana (Calcutta 1934).
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if his work attains, as a devotional and poetical document, the same

level of excellence or the same power of religions appeal.

The work is divided into two parts or Khantlas, of which the

first part deals with the imaginary narrative of a quest of Nfirada

for the greatest favourite and Bhakta of Krsna. Leaving aside the

large amount of descriptive, narrative and theological matter, the

main story is brief and simple. Once upon a time as the great

Rsis were sitting on the banks of the Ganges at Prayfiga, a certain

Brahman devotee of the Bhagavat came there with the purpose of

entertaining them Avith his generous hospitality. When he was
returning after accomplishing his object, Narada came there, praised

him for his devotion, and hailed him as the greatest Bhakta and
favourite of Krsna. The Brahman replied in humility that he did

not deserve that honour and that the grace of Krsna would be
found showered in profusion upon a certain prince of the South.

With his curiosity excited Narada hastened to the South to meet
this prine(‘]y devotee of Krsna. but the Southern prince in his turn

told him that the honour was undeserved ; for what mortal could

attain the grace of Krsna in the same way as India in heaven did }

(Cli. I). Niirada repain'd to Jndra's heaven, f)ui he was told there

by Indra himself that the real favourite and Bhakta was Narada's
own father, Brahma. Having met Brahma in the Brahma-Ioka,
Narada learnt from Brahma that his (piest must now lead him to

Siva who was a greater favourite and Bhakta; for was not Siva
reputed to be in close friendship with Krsna In course of the

conversation Brahmri gives an account of Siva-Ioka (Ch. II). The
indomitable Narada thereupon Hies to Siva’s place, but Siva and
ParvatT deny that they are the great(*st favourites. They instruct

him in a great d(‘al of tlieology and direct him to Prahlada, living

in Sutala, as a greater Bhakta of Krsna (Ch. HI) . In this way
the quest goes on from Prahlada to Ilannmal, who has attaineil

Dasya or state of servitude to the Lord (Ch. IV) : from Hanumal
to the Panda vas, whom Krsna himself served as a charioteer,

counsellor, friend, messenger and courtier (Sakhya and Seva)
; from

the Panda vas to the \adavas at Dvaraka who illustrate the
attitude of PrTti, Preyas etc. (Ch. V) ; from the Yadavas to

Uddhava who is the chief Bhakta among them (Ch. VI)
; from

Uddhava to the Gopas and GopTs at Vrndavana. Here Narada
discovers at last that the most beloved of Krsna are the Gopis who
have attained the Madhura Bhava, and among whom the chief is

lladha (Ch. VI-VII). Here therefore ends his quest, and with it

the first part of the work concludes. The narrative is obviouslv
intended to explain the characteristics of a Bhakta, and the different
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stages of devotional attainment, ending in the Madhura or erotic

attitude of the Gopis towards Krsna.

The second part gives a more complicated and elaborate poetical

narrative with a larger amount of descriptive and theological matter.

It is concerned not wnth the Bhakta’s attaining the grace of Krsna,

but with Krsna’s mode of manifesting himself to his Bhakta. It thus

reverses the process described iti the first part, and deals with another

kind of quest, namely, the search after the place and form in which

Krsna reveals himself most perb'ctly to his Bhakta ; but in the end

the conclusions agree, for it is to the highest type of Bhakta that

Krsna manifests himself most perfectly.

Without going into the details of the story narrated in the

second part, it can be outlined brk'fly. There was a Brahman of

P^'^gjyotisa wdio w^orshipped the goddess Kaniakhya, and Ihrongli

her grace obtained in dream a iMaiilra of ten syllables (Gopfila-

mantra) to nn'ditale upon Krsna. Ib‘ practised uttering of the

Mantra, which gave him great peace of mind. Starting on a

pilgrimage he comes lo Benares wdiere the goddess Kaniakhya

apjiears to him in a dream and directs him lo go to Mathura. At
Mathura he mc'ets a young (iropa or cowdierd (Gopakumara) , who
has received Ihe grac(‘ of Krsna and who now^ begins to relate his

own history. The rc'st of th(‘ w’ork is taken up with the story of

the strange and vari('d devotional experiences of the Gopakumara,

which, its allegorical form, is a kind of Pilgrim's Progress perhaps of

Sanatana's own spiritual ex]>eriences. He was the son of -i Vaisya

cowherd of (xovardhana ; and on one occasion he happened to meet

on the banks of the Yamunil a pious Mathura Brahman named
Jayanta, an incarnation of Krsna born in Gauda and greatly

devoted to the w^orship of Krsna. The Brahman becomes his Guru
or religious guide, and gives him a similar Krsna-mantra of ten

syllables. The Gopakumara is filled wdth a great desire to see

Krsna, and at the direction of his Guru goes to Puri wdiere he

stays for some time and worships the image of Jagannatha. In

course of time he becomes the adojited son of the ruler of the

province, but the adoptive father dies and the Gopakumara succeeds

him on the throne. One day Jagannatha appears to him in dream

and bids him go to Mathura (Ch. I). The second chapter describes

how by means of his Mantra the Gopakumara goes to Svarga-loka

and sees Indra and his court there. About this time Indra

disappears to do penance for having violated Ahalya, and the

Gopakumara is unanimously elected, on the strength of his piety,

to be the ruler of Svarga-loka. One divya year is spent in this wuiy,

but this temporary elevation to Indratva does not satisfy him, and
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he cannot forget his quest. The advent of Bhrgu and other

Maharsis, who were inhabitants of the Mahar-loka, inspires him

one day with a curiosity to visit this superior paradise. He goes

to Mahar-loka and worships the Yajfiesvara form of Krsna there.

The great Rsis of that Loka desire to bestow Brahmanhood on the

Gopakumara, but he refuses the honour. Then he proceeds to

Jana-Ioka where reside the great devotees Sanaka, Sanalkumara,

Sanandana and Sanatana, whom he meets, but he is denied a sight

of the form of the deity present in that Loka. One of the Rsis,

Pippalayana, however, instructs him as to the means of obtaining

sight of the deity by great devotion and concentration of mind,

and shows him the different divine forms in which the deity

manifests himself. Then the Gopakumara goes to Puskara-dvlpa

and sees Brahma, who lives in the Satj^a-loka. There the Gopa-

kumara is instructed further in the Bhakti-sastra, and is advised

to return to Mathura (Ch. II) . After meeting his Guru at Mathura,

the restless Gopakumara again resolves to start on his quest. By
means of his Mantra he commences a highly allegorical journey.

He goes through the disc of the Sun ; and penetrating through the

six sheaths {dvarana)

,

he gets a vision of the four Vyuhas and the

Mahasiddhis. This is followed by the appearance of Siva and the

Parsadas of Krsna who have obtained Sarupya or identity of form

with their deity at Vaikiintha-loka. They instruct him in Bhakti-

laksana or characteristics of the devotional altitude, and tell him
that Vaikuntha is attained by devoutly listening to the Lila-katha

of the Bhagavat, reading the Bhagavata scriptures and having faith

in the efficacy of Klrtana, which they extol as one of the b(‘st means
in this decadent age. The Gopakumara again returns to Mathura
(Ch. II) . The third chapter deals with a similar visit to Vaikuntha

and describes the place and its inhabitants. The deity whom the

Gopakumara meets there supplies the information that his Guru
Jayanta was no other than the deity himself

; apparently it is an

allegorical representation of Caitanya who was Sanatana’s Guru.
Narada now comes on the scene and narrates to the awe-stricken

Gopakumara the wonders of Vaikuntha-loka, incidentally theologising

a great deal on the theory of Avatara and the worshipping of images
(Pratimarcana) . Narada advises him to go to Ayodhya, Mathura
and Dvaraka, which places are next visited. At Ayodhya the Gopa-
kumara meets Hanfimat worshipping Rama ; and on Ilanumat’s
direction he goes to Dvaralea (Ch. IV) . The fifth chapter describes

the visit to the Yadavas at Dvaraka, where the Gopakumara meets
Uddhava. Narada appears again, advises the Gopakumara to visit

Vrndavana, which is in reality the earthly Goloka ; he describes

briefly the Lila of Krsna and instructs him as to the means of
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witnessing this elernal divine sport (Ch. V). The last two chapters

(VI, VII) are occupied with the visit to Mathura and Vrndavana,

with a description of the entire eternal Nitya-llla of Krsna, including

Govardhana-dharana, Kaliya-damana and Rasa, and the whole is

concluded with the attainment of the grace of the deity. Tlie chief

object, thus, of llie second part is to establish that Vrndavana is

the real paradise of Krsna, where the unmanifest (Aprakata) eternal

sport of Krsna becomes manifest (Prakata) to him alone who is

blessed with real Bhakti for the deity.

The signihcancc of these narratives. versifi(*d in the Puraiiic

style, cannot be mistaken. But it is not necessary to bring out and

explain in detail the theological teachings involved in them, for the

doctrinal implications are set forth in more precise and systematic

manner of a ftastra by Riipa Gosvamin in his Saink-sepa-Bhdga-

vaidmrta. This latter work by its title professes to be a summary

of the previous work, but, as an epitome of the theological tenets

of the school, il is, in spite of its derivative character, a largely

original treatise. We shall now turn to this latter work of Rupa

Gosvamin, and by an analysis of its content give an outline of it«

principal doctrines.

,‘5. The Samksepa-Bhagavatamrta
• *

This is a much shorter work composed, after the manner of

J^stric compendiums, in the form of Karikas in the §loka metre,

accompanied by illustrative passages from various authoritative

Vaisnava scriptures ; but the author himself informs us that his work

really summarisc's (samh'.u^pena) what is said at great length by

Sanatana in his {Brhad-) Bhdgavatdmrta. We are told that of all

the adorable deities (upd-yja) Krsna is the chief. As one of the

mo.st fundamental doctrines of the Bengal school is that Krsna as

the supreme personal god of the faith is not an Avatara but the

divine being himself in his essential character, Rupa Gosvamin

begins his work by a discussion of the essential selfhood or Svarupa

of Krsna, w^hich is one of the principal themes of his work
;
and in

this connexion he deals with the different manifestations and appear-

ances of th(' supreme deity. Like its prototype, the work is divided

into two parts, but the order in which the two aspects of the subject

arc discussed is reversed. Instead of dealing first with the Bhakta

as we have it in the original work, the Svarupa of Krsna is pro-

pounded elaborjltely in the first part, while the second part, which

is very short, determines the character and gradation of the Bhaktas,
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who are represented as equally adorable. The two parts are, there-

fore, respectively named Krsnamrta and Bhaktamrta.

At the outset the author records his intention to avoid the

process of reasoning (yukti-vistdra)
^ because he considers Sabda or

‘ testimony ’ to be the chief Pramana’ or source of knowledge ;
and

he thinks that this position is established by the Veddnta-sutra,

I. 1. S and II 1. 11. As Tarka is discarded, the method which he

follows is to make a dogmatic statement, which is often definitive,

following it up by the process of analysis or classification, and

supporting it by elaborate citations chiefly from the Vaisnava

Puranas or other Vaisnava and Tantra texts. Sometimes the cited

texts are further elueidated by means of explanatory Karikas. The
work is an epitome and convenient manual of the whole theological

speculation of the school, but the most important part of its treat-

ment is concern(?d with the doctrine of Avatara- and its relation to

the deity and the devotee.

The Svarupa of Krsna, which is dealt with in the first part of

the work, is defined and classified into three aspects ;

1. Svayam-rupa, which is not dependent on anything else

(ananyd'peksi)
, that is, self-existent (.wafah-siddlia)

.

2. Tadekatma-riipa, or hypostatic manifestation which is

identical in essence and existence with the Svayam-rupa,

but seems dilTerent by its appearance (Akrti) , attribute

(Vaibhava) , etc. This manifestation may be either

(a) Vilasn, which is of equal power with the Svayam-rupa

(prdyendtm-a-savKtm mkfyd) , e.g., Narayana who is a

Vilasa of the highest Vasudeva (Later cull would regard

Nityananda as a Vihisa in Gaumnga-lTla) , and (h)

Svainsa, which is inferior in power {nyunorsakil) , e.g.,

Sanikar.sana or the Matsya.

3. Avesa, which consists of appearance in the ‘ possessed
’

forms of inspired men and prophets, into whom the deity

enters through Sakti, Juana, Bhakti, etc. Sesa is cited as

^ pradhdnatvdt pramdnesu Mda eva pramdnyate.

^ On the subject of Avatara in general, see H, Jacobi, Incarnation (India)

in Hastings* Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vii, p. 193f
; on the Avatara-

doctrine in th. Mahdhhdmta, see G. A. Grierson in Indian Antiquary, 1908, p. ^7S

footnote and MrinaJ Dasgupta in ///<?, 1932, pp. 74-77 ; for some aspects of later

devdlopment of the doctrine, see F. Otto Schrader, Introduciiofi to the Pancardtra,

Adyar Library, Madras 1916 and Grierson in JRAS, 1909, pp. 624-29. For Jiva’s

treatment of the doctrine see below, chap, v under Krsna-saipdarbha.
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an example of Sakti-avcsa, Sanaka of Jnana-avesa, and
Narada of Bhakti-avesa.

The Prakasa or mere appearance is not considered in the above

classification. It occurs when one and the same form appears at

the same time as many, which are really identical in essence (tat-

svaru'pa) , e.g. Krsna at Dvaraka appearing at the same time in the

rooms of all his 10,000 wives, as described in Snmad-bhdgavata,

X. 70. 2. The deity who is Iwo-handed {dvi-hhuja) sometimes

appears as four-handed (catur-hhuja) ; this must be regarded as

mere Prakasa.

It must be noted that these forms are not Mayika or produced

by illusion, but that they are real and eternal {nitya-rupa) . The
classification mentioned above may be represented thus in a tabular

form :

The Svarupa of Krsna

Svayam-rupa Tadekatma-rupa

Vilasa Svamwi

Usually the Svamsa and Avesa forms apj)ear as Avataras, the

Sva^am-rupa appearing only once in the Dvapara Age as Krsna.

These appear as if in a new form {apiirva iva) , either by themselves

{svayam, e.g. in its self-manifestation as Tadekiitma-rupa) or through

some other means (dudrdntarena, e.g. through a Bhakta like

Vasudeva) . The commentary explains that the phrase ‘ as if in a

new form ’ implies that the deity exists at the same time in his

essential eternal form. The raison d*etre of an Avatara is visva-

kdrya or work of the world. The Avatara is thus a partial descent

or appearance of the supreme deity in the world with the object of

performing some action in the world, either through or without the

medium of a phenomenal being. The term Visva-karya is not

explained by Rupa Gosvamin, but Baladeva Vidyabhfisana explains

it as signifying cosmic action or action done in the world,^ which

consists of (i) disturbance of the equilibrium of Prakrti, followed by
the evolution of Maliat etc.- (ii) increasing the delight of the gods

and other beings by suppressing the wicked‘^ and (Hi) propagating

Avesa

visvarupam vUvasrmn va yat k&ryam.

prakrtt-kaobh^-Tnahadddyutpadanam.

dufta’^imardmena devadlnam sukha-vivardhanam.
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the bliss of divine love among the expectant devotees and spreading

pure Bhakti.^

The Avataras may appear in various forms, but they are classi-

fied generally into three groups. The obvious object of this classi-

fication is to gather together all the Avataras who are spoken of in

legends or pious texts as having appeared or will appear in the world,

and unify them as Vaisnava manifestations of the supreme Krsna.

These three general groups are

:

1. Purusa-Avataras. The first Avatara is Purusa, who,

though unconditioned, becomes the conditioned creator.

This Purusa appears in threefold aspect :
{i) as the

creator of the Mahat (mahatah srastr) , who is known as

Samkarsana, the Karanodaka-sayin, (ii) as existing in the

cosmic egg (aiula-samsthita)

,

who is named Pradyumna,

the Gunodaka-^yin, and (in) as existing in all beings

(sarva-hhuta-Hthita)

,

who is called Aniruddha, the

KsTrodaka-sayin. This is really a modification of the

older Vyuha-doctrine of the Narayanlya, which doctrine

however is referred to independently later on (p. 205 f).

2. Gunavataras. These arc Avataras according to the three

Gunas, of which they are the respective presiding deities

;

viz., Brahma as creator (Rajas), Visnu as protector

(Sattva) and Siva as destroyer (Tamas)

.

3. Lilavataras. The character of these Avataras is not

dt'fined, but these forms have been declared by the ^rimad-

bhagavata, i. 3. They are twenty-four in number as

follow: (1) Catuhsana, that is the four ‘ Sanas,’ who
in four forms are really one, namely, Sanaka, Sanandana,

Sanatana and Sanatkumara, who appeared as Brahman
ascetics to propagate Jiiana and Bhakti, (2) Narada, the

author of the Satvata Tantra, (S) the Varaha, four-legged

(catuspdd)
, but also two-legged according to some

(dvipdd)
, (4) the Matsya, (5) Yajna, (0) Nara and

Narayana, (7) Kapila, (8) Dattatreya, (9) Hayaslr^a,

(10) the Hamsa, (11) Dhruvapriya or, Prsnigarbha,

(12) Rsabha, (13) Prthu, (14) the Nrsimha, (15) the

Kurma, (16) Dhanvantari, (17) the MohinT, (18) the

Vamana, (19) Bhargava (Parasu-rama)
, (20) Raghava,

(21) Vyasa, (22) Balarama and Kr?na, (23) the Buddha,

^ aamutkanfhitdndm addhakdmm prmamnda’VistaraHam vUuddha-bMti-
praedranam ca.
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and (24) Kalkin. These are also the Kalpa-Avataras, as

they appear in each Kalpa.

The Manvantara-Avataras. At each of the fourteen

Manvantaras there is an Avatara who destroys the

enemies of Indra and becomes the friend of the gods.

They are in their order: (1) Yajna, (2) Vibhu,

(3) Satyasena, (4) Ilari, (5) Vaikuntha, (0) Ajita, (7) the

Vamana, (8) Sarva})haiima, (0) Rsabha, (10) Visvaksena,

(11) Dharmasetu, (12) Sudbaman, (13) Yogesvara and

(14) Brhadbhanu. Of these, Hari, Vaikuntha, Ajita and
the Vamana are the chief (prmmra)

.

The Yugavataras. A Yugavatara flourishes at each

of the four Yugas. They are according to their individual

names {ndman\ and colour (t)arna)

:

In Satya-yuga,

§ukla (white), in Treta, Rakta (red), in Dvapara,

Syama (dark) and in Kali, Krsna (black)

.

In each Kalpa these Avataras become fourfold in accordance

with the condition of Avesa, Prabhava, Vaibhava and Paratva,

which terms are now explained. The word Avesa literally means
‘ possession.’ The Avesa-Avatara has already been mentioned ; but

this kind of Avatara, of which examples are the sages Sanaka,

Sanandana etc., Kumara, Narada, and Prthu, is merely auj>acwrika ;

that is, they are not real Avataras but Avataras by analogy ; because

here the Lord enters into particular Jivas and thus exalts them into

Avataras. Even Kalkin is supposed by some theologians (e.g.

in Visnudharma) as belonging to this order. The two terms

Prabhava and Vaibhava practically mean the same thing, namely,

power, but probably differ in the degree of the significance. This

class of Avataras is identical in essence with the supreme deity

(svarupa-rupa) and they are so called according to the degree of their

Sakti or power (rnktivarn tdratavn/ena) , but they are inferior to

the Paravastha Avatara (pardvasthehhya unakah) . The Prabhava-

Avataras may again be classified according as (i) their appearance

does not endure for a long period of time (ndticira-vyakta) , or

(ii) their not having an extended reputation (ndti-visruta-klrti)

.

The examples of the first kind are the Mohim, Hamsa and Sukla,

who disappeared as soon as their work was finished ; the examples

of the second variety include such Sastrakara ascetics as Dhanvantari,

Rsabha, Vyasa and Kapila. The Vaibhava Avataras are the Kurraa,

the Matsya, N^rayana with Nara, the Varaha, HayasTrsa, Prsni-

garbha, Balaranyi, and the fourteen Manvantara-Avataras beginning

with Yajna.
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Each of these Avesa, Prabhava and Vaibhava Avataras has a place of habitation

of his own in a particular Loka. Thus the Kurina lives in a lake in Mahatala, the

Matsya in a lake in Rasatala, Nara and Narayana in Budurl, the two-lcpjged

Varaha in Mahar-loka, the four-loj^ged Varaha in Palala, the Havaslrsa in Talatala.

PpSnigarbha above the Jana-loka of Brahma, Balarama in the same place as occupied

by Krsna (although his partial manifestation or Amsa named Samkarsana lives in

Patala), Vaikuntha in Svarga-loka (but also ui Vaikuntha-loka which he hunself

discovered), Ajita in Dhruva-loka, Trivikrama (who is distinguished from the Varnana)

in Tapoloka and the Varnana in Bhuvar-loka. But all the Avataras live in a lower

region that Para-vyoman or Mahavaikuntha, the highest paradise of the supreme

being. This is given in accordance with the Visnudhannottara. The school however

does not seem to possess any definite cosmology of its own, but follows the Bfiugavata,

Padma and other Puranas indiscriminately.

In this connexion the author briefly discusses the alleged Avatfiralva of Upendra,

the younger brother of Indra, and Narayana, the twin-brother of Nara. This allega-

tion however is not, in his opinion, acknowledged by learned people.

The Paravastha is described as possessed of the Para or

complete state (samptlrnavastha)

,

for these Avataras possess all

the six Aisvaryas and arc comparable to a lamp lighted from the

original lamp (dipcld xitpanna-dlpai'iai)

.

They ar<' the Nrsimha,

Rama aifd Krsna.

With regard to the Nrsimha the aulhor cites the authority of the Bhugavata,

Padma-purdna and Sridhara (who is known to have been a worshipper of Nrsimha),

and notes that the Mahatmya or greatness of the Nrsimha Avatara is described in

full in the Nrsifnha-tapam Upanisad. The Nrsimha lives in Jana loka
;
but also in

Vifnudoka. Kama lives in Ayodhya and in Mahavaikuntha. Some (e.g. Visiiu-

dharmottara) are of opinion that the four Vyiihas (Vasudeva etc.) were incarnated

in Rama, Laksmana etc. ; but at'cording to the Padvw-pnrdna, the process of incar-

nation was as follows : Rama= Narayana, LuksmanarrJ^sa, Bharata^the disc

Sudarsana of Narayana, and Aatrughnarrlhe Pancajanya tHmch-shell of the deity.

Krsna, according to the Puranas, live.s in four places, vi/.

,

Vra in, Mathura, Dvuraka

and Goloka.

In this connexion the anthor discn.sses the question whether

Rama and the Nrsimha can be regarded as Paravastha-Avataras of

equal grade with Krsna. A Visnu-puraiia text is quoted to equalise

Ravana, Hiranyakasipu and Sisupfda, who were hostile respectively

to Rama, the Nrsimha and Krsna, but it is shown that the first

two of these (Ravana and Hiranyaka.sipii) did not attain Sayujya

emancipation because they lacked true Bhakti for the deity. Texts

are also citod to show that Krsna is the deity himself (bhagavdn

svayam), and not an Avatara Rama and the Nrsimha have, no

doubt, equal character or Svabhava with Krsna, but they do not

possess the distinctive qualification of bringing emancipation to the

enemy that is slain (hatan-gati-ddyaka)

;

for while Sisupala was

finally emancipated, Ravana and Hiranyakasipu,, had to suffer

re-birth. Although all these Avataras are perfect (ptirna)

,

there is
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yet a difference in excellence according as all the Saktis or Energies

of the Lord find expression in them or not. An Amsa is that

Avatara in which the all-powerful expresses only a part of his

infinite power, while a Purna-Avatara occurs where all the powers

are fully manifested. Although the §akti is the same in the case

of a lamp and a heap of fire for burning down a house, there is

yet a difference in their respective virtue of bringing delight by the

removal of cold, and so forth.

Incidentally Rfipa Gosvrimin discusses ho^" contradictory

(lualities, like unity (Ekalva) and diversity (Prthaktva), fullness

(Amsitva) and division (Amsatva), can inhere in Krsna. This is

explained as being possible because the power of the godhead is

incomprehensible {acintya-mktitah)
; and this position is supported

b^^ the citation of Purana texts. The sixteen KalTis (i.e. parts or

digits), assumed by the supreme being for the creation of the

world (bhuvandndm slsrkmyd)

,

are spoken of in the Vaisnava

Bhakti-saslras as Ins' sixteen Saktis or Energies. They are

enumerated as Sri, Bhii, Klrti, Ila, Lila, Kanti, Vidya, Vimala,

UtkarsanT, Jiliina, Kriya, Yogii, Prahvi, Satya, Isana and Anugrahil

;

but their respective characteristics are not explained.

A modification of the much older Vyiiha doctrine is next

mentioned by our author (pp. 205 f) . The four Vyuhas in their

order of emergence are given as :

Samkai’vsana presiding over Ahamkfira,

Vasudeva presiding over Citta,

Pradyiirnna presiding over Buddhi,

Aniruddha presiding over Manas.

The author refers to the fact that in the Narayanlya,^ Pradyumna

is presented as presiding over Manas, and Aniruddha over Ahamkara,

but the above view, in his opinion, is supported by all Pancaratra

scriptures. The four arms of Ilari are said to represent the four

Vyuhas. In some Satvata Tantra, we are told, there is an enumera-

tion of nine Vyuhas,- viz., Nariiyana, Nrsimha, Hayagriva,

Mahavaraha and Brahma, in addition to the four mentioned above

;

^ Oil the older Vyuha-doclriiie in the Mahdbhdrata, see Barnett, introduction

to his English translation of the Bkagavadgita^ pp. ,52-55 ; Mrinal Dasguptu in

iIIQ, 1932, pp. 68 f. For later development of the dogma, see Schrader, hifroduction

io the Paiicardtra, pp. 35 f.

® Also referred to in ^nkmia-smtdarbha, p. 154 {sdttvafam bhdgavatdndm vasu-

deva-samkarsaiia‘]yradyumndmruddha-mdrdyaiM-hayagnva-varaha--fir)t{inha--brahmdi^ Hi

yd nava murtayah)

.
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but the four appear to be the original and generally accepted

Vyuhas. The Vyuha-doctrine is accepted by our author from

these older sources, but its exact bearing upon the theology of his

own school is not clearly explained. It appears, however, that the

school docs not accept fully the older position that each of these

Vyuhas is a cosmic s})i ritual evolute or creative emergence in

successive order, parallel to the order of cosmic material evolutes

of Ahamkara etc. ; but it would regard each of the Vyuhas,

(Samkarsai.ia etc.) as independent creative manifestation of the

primal Purusa-Avatara of th(' supreme being, each having (as

already explained) a distinctive character and habitation of his

own, like every other kind of Avatara. Nor can each of these, in

the opinion of the Bengal school, be regarded as corresponding to

the series of cosmic material causation like Ahamkara, Manas and

Buddhi, which are, in its theory, the result of the extraneous

Maya-sakti of the Bhagavat and are therefore non-consciousness

{']q4o) evolutes. In other words, these Vyuha manifestations are

aspects of the Purusa-Avatara of the Bhagavat, who do not corres-

pond but apparently have presiding functions over the creative

evolutes of Ahamkara, Manas, etc.

The author next attempts to remove the erroneous view'

sometimes propounded that Krsna is Vasudcva, the first of the four

Vyuhas. He maintains that Krsna is not an Avatara but the deity

himself, who i‘: greater than Vasudcva ; for Vasudeva is merely an

aspect of the Purusa-Avatara for creative purposes. Every other

form or manifestation as declared by the Srwiad-bhagavata

(i. f5. is Anisa and Kala, but Krsna is the suj)reme Bhagavat

himself. This position is supported by a series of Puraiia texts,

which establish that inasmuch as there is an excess of qualities,

especially of the quality of ^ladhurya, Krsna is superior in turns to

Brahman, Purusa, Narayana, and consequently to all other deities,

Vyuhas and Avataras. In this connexion the Gopdla-tdpam

Upanisad is cited as one of the greatest authorities. It is noteworthy

that the Bengal school admits the reality practically of all deities

mentiom'd in the Sastras, as well as of all Vyuhas, Avataras and
other forms or manifestations testified to by the Puranas

; but it

denies their alleged superiority to Krsna. Krsna is par excellence

the only supreme deity ; the other deities are there, but they are

inferior to Krsna and even derive their existence from him. Jiva

Gusvamiu, for instance, states in his ^nkrsTia-sarndurbha, that

Brahma is the first Bhakta of Krsna, but Siva, being described in

the .scriptures as an ideal Vaisnava, is greater than Brahma, while

Laksmi who is the foremost embodiment of the teaching of Bhakti,
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is greater than Siva, and is therefore admitted into the highest

companionship (parartta-sakhya )

.

The question as to how the Unborn can be born is answered

by the mystical dogma of incomprehensible power (Vaibhava) and
by the metaphor that although the fire remains hidden in the fuel, it

comes into existence by friction. The cause of divine manifestation

is found in the theory of grace or Prasada, which the deity

vouchsafes to his faithful (kn'otee as an aspect of his inherent divine

Sakti.

Then the author proceeds to discuss the Lila or divine sport of

Krsna, which is a display of his inherent divine Energy or Sakti.

This topic is further elaborated in the Siikrma-samdarhha of Jiva

Gosvamin in *
its philosophical aspect; but here the dogma is

barely stated and supported by authoritative texts. The Lila, as

an aspect of divine Sakti or Energy, is real and eternal (riitya )

,

whether it is manifest (Prakata) or uninanifcst (Aprakata) . Hence

also are Krsna’s forms (Murtis) and Avataras real and eternal.

His Prakata Avatara-lila, that is, his manifest birth in its real and

eternal character, is the result of his grace or Anugraha to the

world, and he shows himself in the way in which his faithful

devotee wishes to see him. As the Lila is eternal, his true Bhakta

even to-day secs Krsna sporting in Vrndavana. His qualities or

Gunas are not prdkria or j)hen()menal, because he is beyond the

sphere of the three Prakrta Gunas of ?attva. Rajas and Tanias. It

is for this reason that he is sometimes called Nirguna or attributeless,

])iit his real attributes arc’ non-nalural or supersensuous {aprdkrta)

,

being an essence of his inherent self {svarupa-bhuta)

.

Hence his

form (Rupa) and name (Naman), his greatness (Aisvarya) and his

retinue (Parsadas) etc. have, through his display of Lila, a super-

sensuous reality, although in his essence he is formless {a-rupa)

,

nameless {a-iidm,a) , etc.

That the Krsna-llla is real and eternal is laid down in the

^rimad-hhdgavata and other Vai.snava scriptures. The Lila, which

is a display of the divine Sakli or Energy, is of two kinds, namely,

Prakata or manifest, and Aprakata or unmanifest ; tlie one is

cognisable in the external world (prapanca-gocara) , the other is not.

In the Prakata-llla Krsna seems to go to and fro from Vrndavana,

Mathura and Dvaraka, but in the Aprakata-lTla he stays eternally

in Yrndavana, which h(* never forsakes as his eternal habitation.

Here he sports with one Gopi {gopyaikayd, p. 834) and appears as

Dvibhuja, although elsewhere he is sometimes Caturbhuja. At

Vrndavana he is Krsna, but at Mathura he becomes Vasudeva, while

at Dvaraka he manifests his Pradyumna and Aniniddha forms,

—
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which theory is a curious mystical aitompi to reconcile the old

Vyuha theory with the new Krsiia leg(‘nd His birth as the son of

DevakI appears in his Prakata-lTla, but in his Aprakata-lTla he is

the eternal son of Yasoda. In the Prakata-lila there is an apparent

separation from Vriidavana, but during all this time he is really in

union with his beloved ones. This union is of two kinds, namely,

Avirbhava and A-gati. The Avirbhava occurs when he appears to

his dear ones who long for him during separation ; e.g. at the time

of Uddhava's message, Krsna appeared in Vrndavana, although he

lived apparently in Dvaraka. When to prove the genuineness of

his promise and to show his love to his dear ones he comes in his

chariot to Vrndavana, it is called A-gati, e.g. the advent as described

in Snmad-bhdgavaia, x. 39. 33 f. Thus by means of his manifest

and unmanifest Lila he rc'niains at the same time in the three

places, Vrndavana, Mathura and DvrirakTi. TIis habitation is in

reality twofold, namely, Vrndfivana and Dvaraka, the former again

being twofold, namely, Vrndavana and Mathura. The Goloka or the

highest paradise of the deity is really a Vaibhava, or display of Sakti,

of Vrndavana itself. In all these places his Lila is Nitya, but

Vrndavana is the best because here he lives eternally in all his glory

and sweetness. This sweetness or Madhuryn consists of his power

(Aisvarya), his sport (Krida), his flute (Venu) and his personal

appearance (Murti), all of which exist in fullness in Vrndavana.

From what has been indicated in the two works of Rupa and

Sanatana mentioned above, as wtH as from other authoritative

sources like the w’orks of Jlva (to be discussed below) , we can now^

summarise the theory of Avatara propounded by the Bengal school

of Vaisnavism thus :

(i) The supreme being, though one, can manifest himself

in various forms, all forms being real, perfect, eternal

and intelligential, but there are degrees of excellence in

the character of the manifestations.

{ii) The Avatara is real and not illusory, but he is also

supernatural {divya) and eternally existent (nitya),

(Hi) The form or body assumed is non-natural and in-

corruptible (aprakrla) and has nothing of the grossness

of earthly forms (ajmrthiva)

,

It is an intelligential

essence (jndndtmd)

,

but it consists of a Vigraha or

concrete form of i)ure existence: bliss and intelligence

(saccidananda-vigraha) like the form of the deity him-

self. The Avatara thus retains absolute knowledge,

absolute existence and absolute bliss, as well as omni-
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potence and power to grant salvation (moksadatva-

svabhdva) . But

{iv) The Avatara assumes human naiurc in two ways,

V namely, the shape and form of man {vimimya-

samnivesatva) and the ordinary human acts (manusya-

'lesta)

.

(?;) The humanity is real, but it is human reality without

its imperfections. Hence Jiva Gosvilmin speaks of

Aprasiddha-maniisatva and Aprakrtatva of the Avatara.

(d/) As the Avatara retains divine power and perfection,

he is capable of performing superhuman (ativmrtya)

acts.

(vii) Although some of the Avaiaras appeared in past ages,

yet being eternal they are still worthy of worship.

Each Avatara has not only a distinctive form or body,

but also a place of habitation in a particular Loka.

(viii) The Avatara is a partial descent or manifestation in the

sense that the deity exists at the same time in his

essential and complete form. The obvious object of

descent is to do good to the world, ^ but since the

supreme being cannot be regarded as having a parti-

cular motive, the descent occurs as an aspect of his

grace (Prasada), which is a display of his inherent

Sakti, to his faithful devotee.

It is clear that this theological dogma rests ultimately on a

curious combination not only of mythology and philosophy but

also of the natural and the supernatural, of the real and mystical,

—

a trait which characterises the whole religious literature of Bengal

Vaisnavism ; for the Vrndavana legend is taken not as religious

myth but as religious history. .

The second part of Rupa Gosvamin's Samkffepa-Bhdgamtdmrta

is a very brief .section; and, as its title Bhaktaviria implies, it deals

entirely with the theme of the Bhakta or devotee of Krsna. It

gives us the gist of the first part of the Brlmd-Bhdgaimfdmriu of

Sanatana Go.svfimin and practically summarises it in a precise

form.

^ It should be noted that the Avataras are not taken as ideals of perfection

to which humanity moves in gradual evolution (cf. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian

Philosophy, i, p. 545-46) . On the contrary, the whole theory suggests implicit

pessimism regarding the capacity of humanity by requiring the appearance of an

Avatara from time to time to rescue it

!
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It lays down at the oidset that the adoration ot Krsna's

Bhakta is as indispensable as the adoration of Krsna himself. The

neglect of the Bhakta would be deemed a religious fault or demerit.

A list is given from the Padmu-purdna enumerating the chief

Bhaktas famed in myth and legend, namely, Markaiideya
,
Ambarisa,

Vasil, Vyfisa, Bibhisana, Pundarlka, Bali, Sambhu, Prahlada, Vidura,

Dhruva, Dalbhya, Parasara, Bhlsma, Narada and others. Various

Purana texts are further cited to establish the worship of the

Bhakta ; for he alone is the greatest Bhakta who is a Bhakta of

Krsna's Bhakta, and h(‘ who worships Krsna but docs not worship

his Bhakta must be deemed an arrogant and misguidi'd person.

Of the Bhaktas. Prahlada is the chief, but the Pandavas are

greater than Prahlada on the testimony of the Srlniad-bhdgavafa

itself. Rome of the Yadavas, again, are greater than the Pandavas.

But of the Yadavas, the chief Bhakta is Uddhava, whose greatness

is praised in the SrJmad-hhugavafa. The VrajadevTs or (h)pis of

Vrndavana, however, are greater than Uddhava, who himself desired

to possess the sweetness of Iheii love for Krsna. Hence those who
desire to worship Krsna must also worship the fair damsels of Vraja.

But of these Vraja-sundaris, again, Radha is the greatest ; which

conclusion indicates that there is no grc'ater Bhakta of Krsna than

his eternal consort Radha.

These are the principal theological dogmas of the Bengal school

of Vaisnavism. The works mentioned above either give a poetical

account of th(‘m in the form of imaginary narratives, or set them
forth ill the form of precise and systematic statements, supported

by illustrative or explanatory Puranic texts ; but they hardly

attempt any elaborate philosophical justification of them. Such an

attempt, however, is made in the six Samdarbhas of Jlva Gosvamin,

with its supplementary San^a-samvadini, as ivell as incidentally in

his Krama-samdarhha commentary on the ^rlmad-bhdgavata. Wc
now turn to these six Samdarbhas and their supplementary works.

Sanatana's Brhad-Bhdgavatdmrtu, being a poetical work
composed in the style of the Puranas, hardly gives any scope to the

citation of authorities, but Rupa’s more systematic supplement

contains a larger number of quotations and references. The following

index of works and authors, actually cited by name in the Samlcsepa-

Bhdgavafdmrta will give a rough idea of its sources and authorities.

The largest number of quotations is of course derived from the
Puranas, chiefly the Bhdgavata and the Padma-purdna, and these

constitute the principal original authorities. Some Tantra works
as well as sectarian devotional treatises are alsii cited, but these
form secondary authorities.
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t The references are by pa^^s to the Murshidabad edition of the work, printed

at the Radharaman Press, B.E. 1303 ( =r 1896 A.D.) 1.

The Epics and the Puranas :

Maliabharata (Moksa-dharma, Nfirayaniya only) 30, .'jk ‘208, 306, 308-10;

Harivamsa 112, 126, 157-59; Srlmad-bliaf»avala (especially Dasama) 19,

21, 25, 27, 30, 31, 50, 55. 57. 58. 60-61, 69, 71-85, 87-89, 91, 95, 96,

99, 101, 104-7, 124-5, 132, 136, 1.38, 169, 171-73, 181, 182, 190-93, 197-98,

210, 213, 220, 221, 223, 227, 235, 261. 265-68, 275, 280-81, 285-86, 288-89,

301, 314-15, 317, 328 faiioii.), 332-33, 338-40, 365, 372-74, 378-81, 384-88,

392; Padina or Padma-iniraiia (i?enerally Ullara-khainla) 22. 43. 51, 56,

70, 73, 96, 112, 123, 135, 141, 170, 208, 227, 242, 244. 246, 249, 281, 303,

304, 307, 313, 321, 312, 344, 358, 359, 370, 376, 377, 393 ; vSkanda 123,

179, 220, 286, 320 (Malhura-khanda) . 315-16 (Ayodiiyfi-kiianda) , 379;

Visiiu-puraiia 21, 51. 91, 92, 1441*, 159, 226; Hrliad-vaisnava 303;

Brahmaiida 53, 76 (anon, bul this uccordin^ to commentary) 96. 264,

273, 286, 296, 302, 308, ,370; Adi-purana 378; Maliavarriha 59. 165;

Kunna-purana 171, 274, 279; Brhad-\aniana 389; Piirana 66 (jVlalsyn,

a<*cor<lin^? to commentary), 143, 295, .301, 315, 393; Pauranika Upa-

khyana 284 ( Padrna-purana, according to (‘ommentary)

.

Tantra and Agama :

Samniohaiia Tantra 366; Saivata Tantra 25, 190. 209; }>rT-yamala 331;

Bhargava Tantra 241; Tantra .374; S\a>aml>huva Agama 165. 219;

Agama 393.

Other Devotional Texts and Conimentaries :

Gila 161, 228; Vedanta-sutra (two sulras cited anonyiriously) 13, ;

Maharsi Brahma-sutra-krt 13, 178; Bralimu-samhita 15, 28, 44, 47, 49,

1,96, 2.32 287, S.W, 356; Va»sndeva-l'panisad 305; VaMidc\ adhyatnia .307;

Narayanadliyatraa 312; Madhvacarya-bhas,\ a 310; Gojmla-tapanT 368;

Nr.siinha-tapanl 134; Visnu-dharma 113; Visnu-tlharinotlara 51, 66

(Markandeyena bhusilah), 110, 111, 117, 111, 200-201, 273, 274;

Pancaralra 208, 243 ; Narada-pailearalru 1()6 ; Svamin, Svann-pada or

ftridlmra-svamin 24 (from the commentary on V^Lsiui-pur.'ina) , 68, 131

(from Bhavarllia-dTpika) , 191, 383; Brahma-larka 226 (e^’idelltly a w’ork

on Logie, but it is not known elsewhere; Riipa and jT\a piirhaps got

their reference to this work from Madhva’s wrilings); Bhakti-viveka 186;

Hari-bhakli-sudhodayu 377; Bih ainangala 1-12; Kraina-dipika 219;

Ramarcana-candrika 134.

Anonymous Citation :

Bhagavatah puratanah 331.

4. The Satvt.darbhas of JivA Gosvamin
^ •

These works give us the entire philosophy as well 3.s theology

of Bengal Vaisnayism in a .sy.stematic form. They consist of six

Samdarbhas. viz., Taftva-, Bhagavai-, VaraTriMma-. Sr^Jenma-,

Bhakti-, and Prlti-, there is also a supplementary work on the

25
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first three Samdarbhas, called Anuvyakhya and named Sarva-

sarrivadim} which contains explanatory commtmts on obscure points

and dilates upon topics which have been imperfectly dealt with in

the original texts. JJva Gosvrimin also wrote a running commentary

on the ^nmad-hhugmmta, but since these ,Sanidarbhas profess to

give an exposition of the speculative ideas of Bengal Vaisnavism

chiefly by a direct explication of texts, skilfully selected and

arranged from that work according to the philosophical design of

the cult, they constitute in reality a sectarian commentary on a

considerable portion of the BhdgavaM : and the general name of

this collection of Samdarbhas is therefore appropriately given by
its author as Bluigavuia-saTrtdaTbhxi. The word Samdarbha means a

systematic stringing together or collection : and the work in question,

though considerably original in its outlook and presentation, is

deliberately designed to possess this characteristic. After acknow-

ledging the inspiration of the work to Rupa and Sanatana, the

fiuthor informs us that a Bhatta friend of theirs, belonging to the

South (Dfiksinatya BhatUi), had already composed a work on the

subject, compiling it from the treatises of old Vaisnavas (Vrddha
Vaisiiava) . This acknowledgment is repeated at the commencement
of each of the six Samdarbhas : and we are told that from this

original, the present Samdarbhas were composed on the same lines

but in a more orderly form and sequence. Jiva Gosvamin himself

explains in his Sarva-sarnvadim that the phrase i^rddha imisnavm

includes what is written by old Vaisnava writers like Ramanuja,
Madhvaciirya, Srldhara-svamin and others, and that there is nothing

in it which is a figment of liis own imagination. Baladeva Vidya-

bhusana informs us that this Dfiksinatya Bhatta was Gopala
Bhatta who was one of the six Gosvamins and associates of Rupa
and Sanatiina. Rupa and Sanatana, again, not only preceded Jiva

in life and thought but were also his acknowledged preceptors in

the Vaisnava doctrine and ijractice. In spite of this customary

appeal to old authorities and modest disclaimer of originality, the

work, however, is not a mere compilation but betrays a systematic

plan and excut ion, as well as originality in its ideas and methods/

' Our references are to llie following editions of the texts : Tatfva, Bhagavat,
Param-dima, Radharaman Press edition, Mursbidalmd, B.E. 1317, 1324, 1335 res-

pectively; ^nknna, edited by Prangopal Gosvami, Navadvlpa, B.E 1332; Bhakti
edited by Syamlal Gosvami (along with the n\'e other Sanitlarblins) , Calcutta ^

^aka 1822
; edited by Prangopal Gosvami, published from Noakhali (no

date) ; San'.a-sam'iiddiw, edited by Rasik Mohan Vidyabhusan, Vahgiya Sahitya
Farisad, Calcutta B.E. 1327=1920 A.D. The Krawa-sarndarhka has been printed
along with the text (and the commentaries of Sridhara and Visvanatha Cakravartin)
by the Radharaman Press, B.E. 1310 (=1903 A.D.).
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and in spite of considerable affinities it cannot be regarded as

belonging to the same schools of thought as those of llTiinamija or

Madhva. To Jlva Gosvamin belonged the whole heritage of Vaisnava

philosophical thought, upon which, as a matter of fact, he freely

draws, besides utilising Sruti (chiefly Upanisadic) and Purana texts ;

and no important proposition is laid down which is not supported

by some such text. But the system which he builds up on this

foundation is essentially his own and deserves an independent

consideration. As the work, however, consists chiefly of a string of

BMgavaia quotations and of a system of interj)rctation of that

authoritative text, it is in appearance at least a series of Samdarbhas

or systematic collections.

The scope and object of the work are indicated by the author

himself in the Tatiim-samdarhha, Avhieh informs us that they are

identical with those of the SrJmad-bhagavaia, of which his own
work is merely an exposition. He states accordingly that the main

Tattva or principle to which his work, like the Bhdgavafa, is

related (Sambandha) is Krsna- tattva, which is higher than any

other Tattva
;
that its subject-matter (Abhidheya) is Bhakti or the

devotional attitude by which alone that Tattva is attainable ; and

that its motive (Prayojana) consists of Priti, or love for Krsna as a

means of worship. The six Surndarblias are consequent ly arranged

on this Sastric plan. The first four are devoted to the S'^mbandha-

tattva and are intended to establish Krsna as the highest d^'ity and

the most exelusive object of worship ; the Bhakfi-sanidarbha deals

with the Abhidlieya-tatlva which is Bhakti ; while the last Pntfr

samdarbha is conc(‘rned with the Prayojana-tattva, which is Pril:i

considered as the best way of divine worship. In othcT word's,

Jlva Gosvamin is concerned in the first Samdarbha, with a theory

of knowledge (Pramanas) which leads on, in the next three Sam-

darbhas, to a theory of ultimate reality (Tattva), while the last

two Samdarbhas are devoted to a theory of memmum bovuni

(Nihsreyasa or Purusartha) and the means of attaining it. In th(^

survey we proi>ose to make in the following pages we shall generally

follow this order of treatment, and give a brief resume of the*:

successive works with a view to setting forth the main doctrines in

their general outline ; but for convenience and continuity of treat-

ment we shall occasionally have to gather together and deal in one

place our author's remarks on various topics which are sometimes'

scattered over the different books. The method which Jlva Gosvamin

follows of laying down principles by the explication of texts naturally

involves a great deal repetition and digression. We shall try to

avoid them as far as possible, although in any faithful account of

his works they arc to a certain extent unavoidable.
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V^^HE Tattva-sat^arbha

The Tattva-mTfidarhha, which is preliminary, deals chiefly with

Pramana or source of knowledge, and concludes with a general

discussion of the Praraeya or subject to be known, this last topic being

further elucidated and elaborated in the succeeding Samdarbhas.

JTva Gosvaniin’s theory of Pramana, which is widely accepted

by the school, is very simple. He rejects without much ceremony

the conventional six or eiglit Pramanas, namely, Perception

(Pratyaksa), Inference (Anumana), Testimony (Sabda), Analogy

(TTpamana), Postulation or Assumption (Arlhapatli) , Non-rccogni-

iion (Abhava or Amipalabdhi) , Equivalence (Sambhava) and
Tradition (Aitihya), on the ground that they are all, with the

exception of ftabda, (h'fective and unreliable. In his Sarva-

mmvddinP he discusses the question at some length- and takes pains

to show the limitations of each of these Pramanas, except Sabda.

Besides, the ordinary man is naturally liable to four kinds of error,

namely, Bhraina (error due to wrong iiercejilion of one thing for

another), Pramada (error due to heedlessncss) , Vipralipsii (error

due to the wish to deceive) and Karanapatava (error due to the

‘ Here lie speaks of ten Pramanas. adding Arsa (i.e knowledge derived from

the sayings of Go<ls and Rsis) and Ce^la {i.e knowletlgo derived by physical ellort,

e.g. by lifting a thing) to the above eight; but Arsn may be included in Sabda and
Costa in Pratyaksa TJie Ostu is aereple<i by Tantric writers.

® Of the ten Pramanas with which Jiva Gosvarnin is concerned here, tlie

Pratyaksa or Perception is said to l>e of five kinds bnsctl respectively upon the

five senses, but to these >s added Maiiusa Pratyaksa or internal j>ercopiion. which

lis independent of the sense-organs. Apart from the fact that each of these six kinds

of Pratyaksa may lx; either m-v^kafpa or mr^vikalpa, llie Pratyaksa may also be

either t aidusa or avaulum according as it belongs to llic learned or the non-Iearned.

AVhile tilt* forim*r is free from error and becomes the basis of ,^abda itself when it

is the Pratyaksa of the great se<;rs, the latter is liable to error and is thus very

defec*tive as a Pranmna. Tlie so-called universal Pratyaksa. which is supposed to

consist of what is preeeived by all, can never be discovered as the standard of

truth, liecause it is not poswnble to bring together the whole of the perceiving world.

The Pratyaksa can be accepted as a Pramana only when (as in the case of Vaidu^)
it involves ,^abda, and not otlierwise. The Anumaiia, again, is essentially syllogistic,

but syllogislic inference do<\s not always lead us to truth. The validity of the

Anumana depends on thsi^ of the Vyapli or iiLcariable concomitance of the major
and middle terms, but tli-^ Vyap'i is not always invariable. The existence of fire

cannot invariably be inferred from the existence of smoke, for smoke may also arise

wliere the fire is just extinguished. The Vyapti is only probable and never certain

;

the Anumana, ’herefore, is at best only a source of probable knov/ledge. The other

Pramanas hardly rcipilre detailed consideration They arc not independent Pramanis
at all but are valid in so far as they involve Pratyaksa, Ani^piana or Sabda, and
can be accepted as Prammias only to that extent. These minor Pramanas can
never give us the knowledge of higher realities.
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insufficiency of the senses). The Pramanas arc also not capable

of comprehending the incomprehensible and superphysical. jTva’s

analysis easily leads him io the conclusion that the other Pramanas
being defective 'and insu iiicienl, Sabda or Testimony alone as a

Pramana is valid ; for in his opinion Sabda is free from Ihese defects

and is independent of the other Pramanas, which can never supersede

it. Moreover,' Sabda can touch things which the other Pramanas

cannot. It must, however, be noted that the other Pramanas are not

absolutely rejected, but they are rejected only as independent sources

of knowledge. They may be employed as Pramanas subsidiary to

Sabda. Thus, Inference is not altogether rejected as a Pramana, and

the author himself largely employs argumentation. But Inference,

according to the Vaisnava theory, is not a Pramana if it is independ-

ent of the testimony of the scriptures. If it is based on the scriptures,

the inferential process is a valuable aid to knowledge. It is clear,

however, that even this attiludc, by making the other Pramiinas

subordinate, exalts ^»abda as the chief and infallible Pramana.

It is concluded, therefore, that as a source' of knowledge the

only authentic and reliable Pramana is Sabda, which is the source

of all stiperphvsical knowledge and which consists of revealed words

(aprdhrta-vacana-lakscma)

.

This position, in the oj)inion of our

author, is supported by the Veditnta-sutra-kara by the Sutras

ii. 1. 11 (tarkdpratiyfhandt)

,

i. 1. 8 (kisfm-yonlfvdf) and ii. 1. 27

(kuiis tu kibda-m Cdatvdt)

,

as well as by the Vaisnava scriptures.

This is indeed the general position of the Vedanta, but the earlier

Vedantists appear to have believed not in Sabda in general but in

Sruti, which denoted i)re-emincntly the Vedas and the ITpaiiisads.

But in later sectarian schools the word Sabda came to be employed

in an extended sense so as to indicate othcj kinds of scriptures,

which the earlier philosophers regarded as Smrtis l)Ut which now
came to be recognised as of equal value with th'^' Srutis. It is argued

that the Vedas in the present decadent age are difficult to master

and understand, and the sages who interpret them do not agree.

The scriptures which can rightly determine this obscure sense of

the Vedas are the Itihasa and Purana, wdiich therefore constitute

the only kind of ^abda that is practically more valuable to us and,

being of equal authority, the only authentic source of knowledge

in the present age. The Puranas were brought into existence, for

this specific (nirj^ose of rendering the unfathomable sense of the

Vedas comprehensible to the ordinary mortal, by the great sage

Vyasa, who was himself the classifier of the four Vedas and an

incarnation of the supreme being for that purpose. The Purana
is so called becjujse it completes or fulfils (puraim) the sense of

the Veda. It is argued that a complement cannot be different from
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that which it completes ;
the defective parts of a gold bangle can

be made good by gold alone and not by any baser metal. It is

further stated that those topies of the Veda which are called

Akhyana, Upakhyana, Gathii and Kalpa are elaborately dealt with

in the Purana ; and in this sense also the Purana elucidates and

amplifies what is vaguely or implicitly contained in the Vedas.

Thus, those who know the four Vedas with the Upanisads and the

Vedahgas, but do not know the Puranas cannot, in the opinion of

our author, be regarded as truly learned men. The two sets of

scriptures, the Veda and the Purana, are both revealed and are

ultimately identical in purport, but they arc cometimes regarded as

different because of the use of accent (svara) and some peculiarities

of arrangement {kravia-hheda) in the earlier t^xts. But apart from

its greater intelligibility and accessibility, the Purana is even superior

to the Veda, because it can be studied not only by the twice-born

male (Brahmnna) but also by women and Sudras and docs not

suffer from the limitation of caste, sex or age. By these indications

the denotation of the word Sabda as a Pramana is not confined to

Sruti alone, but is extended to the Itihasa and Purana, which must
be regarded as a part (and in practice the most authentic part)

of the Veda. This position is supported by a skilful compilation of

texts, but as the texts are mostly selected from the Puranas we
have the curious method of establishing their authenticity chiefly

on the strength of statements made* by themselves.

Of the Itihilsa and Purana, again, the Purana is to be preferred

as a source of knowledge. But we are told that in the present age

the individual Puranas are not all available in their completeness,

and they celebrate different gods. Hence, the average poor mortal

is too puzzled by their diversity to understand their real sense.

The doubt regarding the admissibility of some of them naturally

arises from the fact that the different Puranas appeared at different

periods of time, and that though they were suitable for the epoch

for which they ware composed, they are not all suitable for the

present age. We find, therefore, the classification of Puranas into

Sattvika, Rajasika and Tamasika groups. Verses from the Matsya-

purana are quoted to explain that the Sattvika Puranas deal with

the greatness of Krsna, the Rajasika with that of Brahma, and
the Tamasika with that of Siva. There is a fourth miscellaneous

kind (sarpldrjia) which speak of Sarasvati, the Pitfs and other

deities or semi-divine beings.^ In his Bhagavat-sarndarhha (p. 143)

^ The words ascribed to the Buddha are not repfarded as yalld Sabda-pramanas

;

for the scriptures which ascribe divinity to him also state that his words were meant

to delude the demons (Sarva-samvadhii, p. 5) ! In his Oopdla-cavipu (Uttara,
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Jiva Gosvamin points out that Puranas like Skanda are sometimes
full of errors,’ and states that such Puranas as deal with the glory

of Siva and other gods should not be accepted by Vaisnavas.^ It

is the Sattvika Puranas alone, which are devoted to Krsna, that

should be regarded as authentic. In other words, Jiva Gosvamin
would make us accept only those Puranas which are explicitly or

implicitly Vaisnava
; for, like most other sectarian apologists, he

believes that the Puranas of his own school alone are capable of

revealing the entire truth to be found in the Vedas, the other

Puranas either failing to understand or misrepresenting the import

of the Sruti.

Even among the Vaisnava Puranas, the highest xjlace of

authority is assigned to the ^nmad-hMgavafa, which can on no

account be superseded. It may be objected that since Vyasa

composed his Brahma-siitra with the special view of determining

the sense of all Veda, Itihasa and Purana, why should this treatise

be taken as authoritatively final ? In rej)ly, it is stated that the

Brahma-sutra has not been accepted by the followers of other sages

who have composed other Sutra works. Moreover, the Sutras are

brief and eryptic, and have been differently interpreted. Hence it

IS held more reasonable to accept one great available Purana, which

is revealed scripture, which gives us the essence of all Veda, Itihasa

and Purana and which forms in reality Vyasu’s own commentary

of the Brahma-siitra. Sucli a Purana, it is maintained, is the

^nmad-hhdgavata, which is accepted as the one supreme authority

and the greatest of all Prararinas,*’ although oiir author very

conveniently forgets that the Bhdgavata also, like the Brah^na-sutra,

is not acknowledged on all hands.

This exclusive authority of the Hnnuid-bhagavata i-^ maintained

on the supposition that Vyasa himself, after having composed the

Brahma-sutra and having brought the different Puranas into

existence, was not completely satisfied ; he therefore composed the

Bhdgavata which he obtained through Samildhi or spiritual medita-

tion. In this final work he found a synthesis of all ^v«astras, and it

forms the only genuine commentary of his own Sutras.^ The work

proceeds with an exposition of the Gayatri, which forms the essence

of the Vedas ; but the chief reason of its authoritativencss is found in

p. 1079), Jiva speaks of mkya-durvdkya, which may be good alliteration but

perhaps not good taste.

^ skandddau kvacid bkrdmakam asti.

® tatMvidham ^sivddi-pratipddakam sdstram ca na vaisnava ir grdhyam.

® sarva-q^arnana-cakravartibhutam.

* mja-sutrdmm akrtrima-hhaHya-bhutam.
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the fact recorded by itself that it was revealed to Vyasa in his

spiritual meditation. Because of this direct revelation by the

Bhagavat {saksad bhdgavatodita)

,

it is the most Sattvika of all the

Puranas, dear to the Lord and desired by all his devotees. The

theory of the school, thus, believes that the themes of the Brahma-

sutra and the Bfidgavata respectively are identical, for what appeared

to Vyasa’s mind in a subtle shape and was expressed by him in the

form of brief Sutras, is alleged to have been amplified in the Bhdgavata

in the form of an extensive Bhasva on these Sutras. To demonstrate

the correctness of this belief, JTva Gosvamin makes several attempts

to show directly that some of the Bhagavata verses have the same

moaning as some of the Sutras of Vyasa
;

in his Paramdtma-

samdarhha, pp. 2,57 f, for instance, he gives a detailed exposition of

the first verse of the Bhdgavata as containing the entire gist of the

Brahma-sutra and the Gayatri. As the Bhdgavaia is thus taken to

be the only genuine and original Bhasya of the Bmhma-sutra written

by Vyasa himself, the other commentaries, written by later scholars

according to their limited light, have to be rejected in its favour.

It is for this reason that the Bhdgavata is studied with belief and

devotion by those who desire to realise spiritual truths, for this work

has undoubtedly attained the position of the lord of all scriptures.^

The extensive popularity of the work, which has been widely

accepted, praised and commented upon, also testifies to this position.

A series of commentaries written by great scholars and devotees

exists, and Jiva Gosvamin gives a brief enumeration of those which

he found most noteworthy, namely, Tautra-ldiagavata (mentioned

in the Hayasirsa-ixificardira) ^ Hanumad-bhasya, Vasanri-bluisya,

Sambandhokti, Brhat-kamadhenu, Taltva-dlpika, Bhavartha-dlpika,

Paramahamsa-priya, and &uka-hrdaya ; besides these, there are

works on the Bhdgavata, such as Muktaphala, Hari-llla and Bhakti-

ratimvali, all of which are worthy of consideration.

One might ask in this connexion as to why the gieat Samkara

did not accept the Bhdgavata as the original Bhfisya of the Brahma-
sutra. This question is answered by a pious appeal to a mythical

legend. We are assured that Samkara did not entirely disregard

the Bhdgavata, but for a special reason he only concealed his own
predilection for the superior teaching of Bhakti and preached deli-

berately a doctrine of non-duality which tended to ob.scure it. This

special reason is found in the pious legend recorded in the Padma-
purdiia that Samkara was an Avatara of Siva, who in Vaisnava

scriptures is a devotee of the Bhagavat, and was entrusted with

the mission of making men disbelievers in order ^hat the progress

sarva^aastra-cakravarti-padam dptam.
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of the world might be continued.^ Samkara, however, is taken
to have given expression to his true personal views on the matter
in such works of his as the Govinddstaka, which is concerned with

Krsna-lila as described in the Bhdgavata. He has thereby impli-

citly subscribed to doctrines to which he appears to be explicitly

indifferent in his other works. Even if he did not comment on it,

Samkara thus recognised the value of the Bhdgavata by writing

hymns inculcating Bhagavata ideas. Moreover, Madhviicarya, who
was a direct pupil (sdJcsdc chisyatdm prd'ptaih)‘^ of Samkara, wrote

a commentary on the Bhdgavata in order to combat wrong views

promulgated by such other pui»ils of Sainkara as Piinyruanya, M^ho

advocated Samkara’s Advaitji-vada.

Having thus established the superiority of the ^nmachhhdgavata
as the chief, original and unerring source of revelation and as the

best of all Pramiinas, Jiva Gosvamin proceeds to state that in his

own Sarndarhhas he has only explained the drift of the Bhdgavata

for determining the highest truth. This description is correct in so

far as he proceeds to build up his doctrines on a system of inter-

pretation chiefly of that religious text. It does not indeed mean
that he has given us the true sense of the Bhdgavata. lie may or

may not have done so
;
but it certainly means that his own elaborate

system is entirely based upon a direct explication of the Bhdgavaiu

in the light of the peculiar tenets of his school. Other schools have

also attempted explanations of the Bhdgavata, but they have hardly

gone to this extreme limit of basing their fundamental doctrines

solely on the interpretation of that text. No doubt, the Bengal

school, by this method, has atterapt(‘d to secure for itself the

authority of one of the greatest and most univorsrdly revered

' The versM* occurs in the Padma-purmia, Uttara-khanda, Ch. 62. 31, and

cited in the ParamMma-samdarbha. It purijorts to he an address of the Bha^^avat

to Siva : svdgamaih kalpitais fvam hi jarian mad-vimukhdn k‘nru\ mam ca gopdya

yena sy&t srsfir esottarottard\\

* These words are omitted in some editions of the text (e.ff. in e<litlons by

Nityasvarup. Brahmacari and by Satyananda Gosvami) possibly to avoid an

historical error on Jiva Gosvamin’s part. The words, however, occur in the

Berhami)ore edition, as well as in the manuscripls of the Tativa-sanidarbha which

we have consulted in the Dacca University collection. That the words must have

occurred in the original is clear from the fact that otherwise the word anlara in

the immediately following sentence {tac~chisydntara~pnnydranyddi-rUika^t)ydkhyd-

pravesa-sankayd) would be meaningless. It appears that, in Jiva’s opinion, Madhva
in his commentary followed what Jiva considers to be the real teaching of ^.‘irnkara

as embodied in such works as Govinddsiaka and thereby counteracted the evil

effects of commentaries written by Samkara’s other disciples like Punyaranya, wdio

followed the Samkara-bha^ya at Krsna's bidding to .serve a particular purpose of

tile deity.
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religious works of mediaeval times ; but this gain has been counter-

balanced by the fact that its doctrines stand or fall according as

the Bhdgavata is accepted as possessing such exclusive authority

or not. Indeed, the unquestioning acceptance of the Bhdgavata must

be regarded as one of the fundamental postulates of the school ;
find

even if there may be othei* interpretations, that of its own theologians

must be unquestionably accepted. In this respect the com-

mentary of Srldhara-svamin is acknowledged by this school minus

J its Maya-doctrine. Referring to this commentary, which attempts

to reconcile the Advaita-vada of Sanikara with the Bhakti-vada of

mediaeval Vai^riava sects, Jiva Gosvamin explains, in accordance

with the belief of his school, that the real object of Srldhana was
not to effect such a reconcilation but to teach the doctrine of Bhakti.

If the great commentator diversified this teaching with Advaita-vada
it was done in order to lure the innumerable Advaita-vadins of the

Madhya-desa. The exposition of Sridhara, who is called a Parama
Vai^nava, is therefore accepted by this school in so far as it follows

the pure Vaisfnava tradition. The Bhasya of Ramanu'ja in the

same way is accepted with great respect as coming from the South,

which is a great stronghold of Vaisnavism, although it cannot be

said that, in spite of occasional borrowings, the peculiar tenets of

Ramanuja and his sect have been accepted in their entirety. As to

the Advaita theory of Samkara, Jiva Gosvamin does not think it

necessary to refer to it in detail in his work, as it is fairly well known.
We are also informed that all the Vedic and Puranic texts cited

are given as he found them himself in the original works
;
but some

texts, which be himself had not seen, arc derived from previous

works of such Madhva writers as Vijayadvaja, Brahmatirtha and
Vyasatirtha, who have written commentaries respectively on the

Bhdgavata, the Mahdbhdraia and the Brahma-sutra,

Having stated his theory of Pramana, his sources and his

method, Jiva Gosvamin proceeds to indicate briefly the chief Prameya
or object of knowledge. In this connexion he states the Saipbandha,

Abhidheya and Prayojana of his w^ork, which we have indicated

above, and which, the author himself informs us, is identical wdth

those of the BMgavata, They are respectively the Bhagavat-tattva
or Krsna-tattva and the Prlti-tattva elaborated successively in the

two succeeding Samdarbhas. In connexion with this statement of

the scope and object of his work, Jiva Gosvamin tells us about the

origin of the ’^^nmad^hhdgavata, which arose from the extraordinary

illuminating Samadhi (or Isvara-prapidhana, as the Yoga-sutra puts

it) of Vyasa, in the course of which he obtained a complete revela-

tion of the highest spiritual truth described in *^the work. Jiva

Gosvamin, by way of indicating the central themes, now discusses
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the character of that beatific vision and details some of the principal

truths revealed to Vyasa. This Samadhi is described in the

Bhdgavata i. 6. 4-11, which is now quoted and its chief implications

considered. Vyasa had a vision not only of the two partial aspects

of the supreme being, namely. Brahman and Pararaatman, but also

of the Bhagavat who represents the most complete manifestation

as the Perfect Person. This distinction, to be explained fully later

on, forms one of the fundamental doctrines of the Bengal sehool,

but the authority for this doctrine is found in the Bhdgavata itself,

of which it is supposed to form the Sambandha-latlv/a. Vyasa

also realised the essential difference or duality, as well as identity,

between the Jiva and the Paramesvara, which forms the very

foundation of his inspired work ; for, from Vyasa ’s own words it

appears that, although the Jiva consists of pure consciousness {cid-

Tupa)

,

it is yet overpowered by the Maya-sakti, which is the cause

of Samsara, while Maya, being an extraneous Sakti of the Bhagavat,

the Bhagavat is superior to it and is untouched by its influence.

Hence the Jiva and the Bhagavat are perceived as different in

essence (Svarupa) and capacity (Samarthya). In this connexion

our author takes some pains to refute the view of the Advaita-

vadins that the difference is not real but is due to a difference in

attributes (Upadhi) , by means of which the unconditioned Brahman
conditions itself (Pariccheda-vada) or limitedly reflects itself

(Pratibimba-vada) ^ as Jiva. As the implications of these theories

are discussed more fully later on, it is not necessary to linger over

them here. Our author does not in the same way believe in the

theory that the Brahman is the only one so-called Jiva (Eka-jiva*

vada) . He maintains, on the authority of the Bhdgavata, that

there is a plurality of Jivas. Each of the individual Jivas, as pure

consciousness, forms a part of the highest being, but it is also an

agent and enjoyer of its own action. This capacity for activity,

however, does not make the Jiva independent of the Lord, for the

Jiva, as a subordinate or servant, merely carries out the will of the

master. This relation of master (Sevya) and servant (Sevaka) of

the Paramatman and the Jivatman is a real and eternal distinction

;

and it continues even when the bondage, which is due to the Maya-
sakti of the Lord, is removed and his grace is obtained. As Bhakti

or devotion to the Lord is the highest good, Moksa or emancipation

is indeed a small matter, and the Jiva in its duality continues as a

^ Explained as the theory which believes that the conscious principle which

reflebts itself in Vidya is Brahman, and which reflects itself in Avidya is Jiva, like

the sun reflected respectively in an open lake and in a closed pitcher. The theory

is discussed more fully in Sarva-‘SamvMm, p. 118 f.
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separate worshipping entity even after emancipation. In this way
is established the Abhidheya of the Bhdgavata, namely, the necessity

of worshipping the Bhagavat (Bhagavad-bhajana or Bhakti)

.

From the same indications is also affirmed the necessity of

divine love or Prlti as the Prayojana or motive of the Bhdgavata,

for the removal of the fetters of Maya is possible only by this

means. The Bhdgavata was specially composed to induce and direct

deluded Jivas to such worship as lead them to Bhakti, which is

the sole way of salvation. The means of worship, of course, relates

to Siidhana-bhakti, that is, Bhakti which arises from direct instruc-

tion of the Sastra {upadeMpelcm) , but Sadhana-bhakti is the first

step to Prema-bhakti which arises only from the grace of the deity

(tat-prasdddpekm)

.

Even Juana -or divine knowledge, such as the

Advaita-viidins spenk of, is not possible without Bhakti.^ Thus,

the Bhakti-iattva consists of the Upfisya (the deity to be

worshipped), the Upasaka (worshipper) and the IJpasana (worship).

The object of the Bhdgavata is to establish clearly that the only

Upasya is Krsna, who is not an Avatara l)ut the Bhagavat or

supreme deity himself. That the attainment of divine love

(Bhagavat-preman) is a higher bliss than the bliss of attaining

Brahman (Brahmananda) or Moksa-nirvana is also shown by the

fact that Vyasa composed the Bhdgavata with the express purpose

of teaching it to Suka, who had already attained Brahma nanda, and

leading him further to Bhagavat-preman.| The case of Suka also

indicates that it is possible to worship the Bhagavat even after the

so-called emancipation consequent upon the attainment of Brahman.

Jiva Gosvamin then proceeds to show from the Bhdgavata that

the spiritual truths or Tattvas, which Vyasa attained in his

Samadhi, are such as have been accepte<l by all Tattvajfias or

philosophers, for they are testified to by the experience of all

emancipated devotees.- The highest of all these Tattvas, which

forms the central theme of the Bhdgavata, is slated briefly in

i. 1. 2 and i. 2. 11, to the elucidation of which, as a fundamental

principle, jTva Gosvamin now turns his attention. In the first of

these verses it is stated that the Reality or Vastava Vastu can be

known only from the Bhdgavata, while the second verse describes

what this Reality or ultimate principle is in the following terms :

iKidonti tat tattmi^idas tatlvaup yaj jfidnam advoyam]

hrahifieti paramdtmeti bhagavdn iti ^mbdyatc\\

jnanades tu hhakfi-adpeksatvam eva.

mrvdtmdrdmanubkavena sa~hetukam.
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The Tattva which the knowcrs of reality call advaya jridna

is expressed by the designations of Brahman, Paramatman and
Bhagavat/'

This verse is said to sum up the concept of absolute reality

as propounded by the Bhdgavata, of which it forms, as it were, the

main Sutra. At any rate, it is accepted as such by Jiva Gosvamin
who practically deduces his whole philosophy on its basis ; for the

Advaya-jilana-tatlva, referred to in the first line of this verse, is

now explained in the rest of his Taftva-mmdarbha, w^hile the three

aspects of the divinity, embodied in the three concepts of Brahman,
Paramatman and Bhagavat and mentioned in the second line of the

verse, are dealt 'with in the three succeeding Samdarbhas. A
preliminary analysis of the verse, therefore, is important from this

point of view. In the first line of the verse the ultimate reality or

Tattva is spoken of as Advaya'-jfiana-tattva, while the second line

designates three concepts of the same reality as Brahman, Para-

matman and Bhagavat. It will be necessary to understand at the

outset what is signified by the main concept Advaya-jnana, which

is the pivot round which the Vaisnava concept of absolute reality

propounded by Jlva (iosvamin rev()lves. The rest of the Tattva-

samdarhha, therefore, is devoted to the elucidation of this funda-

mental Tattva, from which fact the Samdarbha ilself receives its

name.

The term Advaya-jnana does not signify Nirguna Advaita-jfiana

of the monistic idc'alisls of the Advaita school, but a duallstic Saguna
interpretation is given of the phrase. The term Jnana is explained

as consisting of ])uro eonsciousness {ckhdea-rupa) which is self-

luminous (sva-prakdm ) ; but the word Advaya does not mean ‘sole’

OJT ‘without a second,’ but it signifies ‘that like which there is no

second Tattva or Beality.’ The ultimate reality is called Advaya
because there is no other self-existent conscious or unconscious

principle which is similar to it.’ The JTva is no doubt a conscious

principle similar to it, but the JTva is not self-existent inasmuch as

it is subordinate to the Paramatman as the ultimate conscious

principle. Nor is there any other self-existent unconscious, that is,

material, principle wdiich is similar to it ; for such principles as the

phenomenal world, time, space etc., are not in their turn independ-

ent of the ultimate principle. Thus, there is nothing equal to it,

as Jiva Gosvamin further explains in his Sarva-samvadim, in the

same (iwajdtlya-bheda) or different (vljatiya-bkeda) category. In

itself also (svagata-bheda) the ultimate reality is Advaya, because

svayarnsiddha-tadrsatadrsa- vdstvantardbhdvdt.
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it is an indivisible substance in which there is no difference between

the essence and the form, such as is found between the conscious

principle and the organic body in a human being. It is also

called advaya in the sense that its own infinite Saktis or Energies

are the only things which accompany it {sva-saktyeka-mhdyatvdt)

,

but which cannot exist without its ultimate existence {tena virui

tdsdm asiddhatvdt) . But the ultimate reality as the Advaya is not

mere consciousness ; it is a unity of consciousness, existence and

bliss. In other words, the word tattva or essential principle, indicat-

ing the highest good (paravia purusdrtha)

,

implies by the quali-

fication of advaya the unity of the highest knowledge or consciousness

(Jfiana) and the highest bliss (Parama Sukha) , as well, as of eternal

reality (Nityatva) . The Advaya-jilana-tattva is finally identified

with the Bhagavat as the highest and most perfect manifestation

of the Absolute
; and as such it forms the essential theme of the

Bhdgavata.

V It is necessary to understand the true nature of the Jiva as a

con^ious principle in order to realise the nature of the Paramatman

of which it is a part, and with which, as an eternal, pure and

indivisible conscious principle, it is identicals As this subject, however,

of the relation of the Jlva to the Paramatman is dealt with in more

detail in the ParamatTna-saTridarbha, we shall advert to it later in

that connexion. But since the Paramatman far transcends the

Jlva and forms its ultimate support, it has been designated the

Asraya or the ground by the Bhdgavata (ii. 1. 70). In this

connexion it is pointed out that the Purana deals with ten topics,

viz., Sarga, Visarga, Sthana, Posana, tJti, Manvantara, I^nukatha,

Nirodha, Mukti and Asraya. These terms are explained in the

Bhdgavata ii. 10. 3-6 (also xii. 7. 10-15) ; Jiva Gosvamin discusses

them but shows that of these the last is the most important. This

theory of Asraya, however, is established by the mystical conception

of the three kinds of Punisa (Bh ii. 10 8-9) . It is shewn that the

Adhyatmika Purusa or Jiva is identical with the Adhidaivika Purusa

(e.g. Surya); while the Adhibhautika Purusa is the visible body,

the word purusa in the last case meaning only the Upadhi of the

Jiva. None of these can be the ultimate ground or Asraya, as they

are dependent on each other. It is the Paramatman who is self-

existent (svayam-siddha) and independent of every other Asraya
(ananydsraya)

; he alone can be the Asraya of these as well as of

everything else. If the Jiva is sometimes called Asraya, it is only

because the Jlva is a part (aifisa) of the Paramatn\an. Throughout
the Bhdgavata^ especially in its tenth book, Srikysna, as the

Paramatman, is described as the sole Asraya.
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6. The Bhagavat-sa^darbha

The principal object of this Samclarbha is to establish and explain

the concept of the Bhagavat. Having explained the concept of the

Absolute as implied by the phrase advaya-jhdna’tattva in the verse

cited above from the Bhdgavata (i. 2. 11), Jiva Gosvamin now turns

to an interpretation of the second line of the same verse, which further

amplifies that concept. The line signifies that although the Absolute

is one and indivisible, it has threefold aspect, according to the

particular capacity of realisation of the devotee (updsaka-yogyatd^

vaisistyena)

.

The same ultimate reality, therefore, can be viewed

respectively as Brahman, Paramatman and Bhagavat, although it

is never, as Jlva Gosvamin carefully notes, designated by the term

Jiva. Our author now proceeds in this Samdarbha to explain these

three concepts of the Absolute, which he takes as three stadiums or

gradations of one and the same Reality. Here he deals principally

with the concept of Bhagavat as the highest and most perfect

manifestation of the Advaya-jfiana-tattva. It is not perfectly clear

if this peculiar doctrine of graded Trinity is actually and consis-

tently implied in the Bhdgavaia
; but it is, at any rate, one of the

fundamental postulates of the school which Jiva Gosvamin

represents. It is possible to find conflicting texts existing on the

subject, but our author attempts to reconcile them, partly by

rejecting those which go against the theory, partly by ingenuities

of interpretation, and partly by presuming that the apparently

contradictory terms or ideas are to be taken in different senses in

different contexts ;
for instance, by presuming that some apply to

the concept of the Brahman, some to that of the Bhagavat.

The concept of the Paramatman and its relation to Prakrli and

Jiva arc dealt with in detail in the Varamdtma-mmdarbha

;

the

present Samdarbha, as its title implies, has for its principal theme

the concept of the Bhagavat. There is no need for a Brahma-

samdarbha, for if the concept of the Bhagavat is clearly realised,

that of the Brahman will also be understood, and the latter concept

has already been fairly fully explained by the school of Advaita*^

philosophers. The Brahman (neuter) is in fact the ninmesa state

of the Bhagavat, and as the non-differentiated substance it corres-

ponds to the Brahman of the school of Samkara. But the Bhagavat

represents the highest being in the hierarchy of spiritual manifesta-

tions, the most perfect person in whom all the vihsas are most

perfectly developed. In other words, the Brahman is unqualified,

but the Bhagavat is infinitely qualified by an infinity of blessed and

perfect attributes. In the Bhagavat all the divine Saktis or

Energies eternally come into full play, but in the Brahman they
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remain in a potential or indiscrete state The essence of the Bhaga-

vatta or Lordship consists in this actualisation of the Saktis, the

nature of which will be explained later on ; and the Bhagavat, as

the religious concrete, can be realised in the full display of his

distinctive features, potencies, attributes, dwelling places and

associates. The Brahman, on the other hand, is the philosophical

Absolute, in which these attributes and powers remain undifferen-

tiated ; it is devoid of all visesas^ and forms an absolutely

homogenous and indivisible substance. Thus, thought cannot be

predicated as an attribute of the Brahman, but thought forms its

very essence ; that is, the Brahman is not a thinking being but the

thought-substance itself ; in the same wfiy, the Brahman cannot be

said to exist but it is existence itself. The Bhagavat is regarded as

the Lord in full manifestation (purna dvirbhava), because the

appearance in this ease is accompanied by all the divine Energies

{sa-iaktika mnrhhdva)
,

while the Brahman, from this point of

view, constitutes an imperfect or incomplete manifestation {asamyag

dvirhhdva)

,

The sacred texts, therefore, describe the Brahman as

the bodily lustre (tanubhd) of the Bhagavat
;
and in the Gita the

Bhagavat describes himself as the pmt'isthd of the Brahman. In

other words, the realisation of the Bhagavat, as taught by the

theistic Vaispava school, indicates a stage superior to the realisation

of the Brahman of the Advaita-vadins
; and we are told that the

Brahman is the object of realisation of the Paramaharnsas who are

Jnana-yogins, but the Bhagavat reveals himself only to the

Bhagavata-paramaharnsas, who arc Bhakti-yogins. Although the

* avwikia-8akti~sahtimatUx~bkedataya praiiyadynimnam

.

® The idea of Visesa is not sjKicifically mentioned by Rfipa GosA'fmiin, in his

Sainksepa-BhdgavatdmTta, altliough we are not sure if it is not already there by
implication. But it is <hfficult to believe that Rupu and Jiva could differ on such

a fundamental issue. The theory of Visesa or differentiation, however, is dealt with

in some detail by Kadhadamodara in his Veddnta-syamaiitaka (cd. U. C. Bhattacharya,

Lahore 1930, pp. 11-12), a work which, in spite of its name, belongs to the Bengal

school of Vaisnavism and attempts to reconcile Vedanta doctrines with its sectarian

tenets ; it is also explained by Baladeva Vidyabhusana in his Siddhanta-ratna (ed.

Sarasvati Bhavana Texts, Benares 1927). According to these writers the Vi«‘8a is

not exactly a difference but it functions as a differeiu'e (visuas ca bheda-protmidhih)

and produces the consciousness of difference when there is no Wal difference

{bhedabhdve*pi tat-kdryam pratydyaya drsfah). It is thus the power by which
there is a realisation of difference in non-difference (bhedabheda) ^ or as Baladeva
puts it

:
yatra bheddbhdvo bheda-kdryam ca pramimite, tatrawa bheda-pratinidhir

viiesak kalpyate. It is by means of this visesa that the same substance appears as

different, and this visesa is a power inherent in the Lord, w^ho as the Bhagavat, thus

exhibits himself as the Brahman and Paramatman. The whole Acintya Bhedabheda
theory of the school is based upon this con<^ption of differentiation or Viicsa.
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Bhagavat is one and indivisible reality, this distinction is possible

because some Sadhakas do not possess the fullest capacity of

realisation ; to them the highest reality therefore appears in the

general or incomplete form of the Brahman.^ Such ^dhakas are

the philosophers of the Advaita school, but the Bhaktas proceed a

stage further. There is, however, no absolute difference between

the two forms ; for the difference is one of degree only, and the

limitation is in relation to the capacity and stage of realisation of

the devotee.

In order to elucidate the concept of the Bhagavat further, Jiva

Gosvamin proceeds to discuss and analyse its attributes and explain

its divine Energies or Saktis. He begins by showing that these

attributes reside really and eternally {nitya)m the Bhagavat in

intimate or inner relation, which is understood in philosophical

terminology as the Samavaya (perpetual co-inherence) relation, as

opposed to the mere Samyoga or separable relation. In other

words, the Gunas and Saktis are not adventitious or dropita, but

essential or svaru]Hi-bhuta. In this connexion the author refers to

the etymology or Nirukti of the word Bhagavat and shows, on the

authority of the Puranas, that the various syllables indicate the

various attributes and Saktis which go to make up the concept !

Thus, the syllabic bha in the name implies the sense of supporter

and protector (bhartr or mmbhartr) and refers to his creating and

sustaining the Bhakti of his devotee ; while the syllable ga bears

the sense of leading (garnayatr or netr) and signifies the idea of

his making the devotee attain the bliss of divine love (Premananda)

.

Altogether the name is made to imply the totality of the virtues of

Aisvarya (power)
,
VTrya (potency) , Yasas (fame) ,

§rT (prosperity)

,

Jfiiina (knowledge) and Vairagya (non-attachment), which con-

stitute the sixfold lordliness of the Bhagavat.- The terms are thus

explained : Aisvarya—power to subjugate all {sarva-vamkdriid )

,

Viryarrmagical potency similar to that of precious stones, magic

spells etc., (mani-Tnantrdder iva prabhdvah)

,

Yasas—fame arising

from excellent qualities of mind, body and speech {vdn-rnanak-

Sanranarn sadgunya-khyatih)

,

Srl=:all kinds of prosperity {sarva-

praJedra’-sampad)
,

Jfiana=:omniscience {sarvajnatvam) and Vai-

ragya=non-attachment to the things of the phenomenal world

(papanca-vastvandsaktih) . These attributes, however, must be

* iri~bhagavdn evakhandam sadhaka-visesdnam tddrsa-yogyatvdhhdvdt ftdmdnya’-

hhavodayatvena tad-asamyan-^murtir eva brahma.

* In another Puranic version these six virtues arc enumerated as Jhaiia, Aakti,

Bala, Aisvarya, Virya and Tejas.

*7
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conceived as having received their perfect and infinite development

in the Bhagavat.

But JTva Gosvamin takes pains to show that the three Priikrta

Gunas (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) can be predicated only of the

Jiva, and not of the Bhagavat, who is beyond their sphere. We
shall see later that these Gunas are due to the Maya-sakti of the

Lord, but having eternally subjugated or transcended this Sakti,

which is extraneous to his essential self, the Lord himself is entirely

unaffected by its influence. If therefore he has any Guna, it is

aprdkrta or non-phenomenal. Wc are told that in the Vaikuntha

where he dwells, there is no Sattva, Rajas or Tamas ;
but there is

only a function of his Svarupa-sakti or Intrinsic Energy, namely, a

pure existence or Suddlia Sattva, which is prdkrtdtlta or beyond

i the sphere of the phenomenal world. It is called Pure or ^^uddha

because it is untouched by the influence of his extraneous Maya-

sakti, to which are due the evolution of Prakrti and the Gunas.

The absence of Rajas indicates, wc arc further informed, that the

Lord is incapable of being created (asrjyatva), that of Tamas
implies that he is indestructible (amsaiva) and that of Sattva

signifies that he consists of pure existence (Bat), pure consciousness

(Cil) and pure bliss (Ananda).

In order to understand the concept of the Brahman and the

Bhagavat, as well as of the Paramatman, it would be necessary to

understand the nature of &akti or Divine Energy, upon whose

degree and quality of display the distinction really rests. JTva

Gosvamin now turns to the peculiar theory of Sakti which his

theistic school teaches; but he points out at the outset that the

Saktis possess the two characteristics of Acintyatva and Svabhavi-

katva. By Acintyatva is meant that the Saktis in themselves are

inscrutable and beyond the reach of human thought and reason

(tariemaha) or that they are capable of bringing about impossible

effects (durghata-ghatakatva)
; but it also refers to the peculiar

relation in which these Saktis stand to the Saktiniat, the possessor

of the Sakti, and which consists of an inscrutable relation of differ-

ence in non-difference {acmfya-bheddbheda ) . By Svabhavikatva
is meant that the ftaktis are natural to the Lord and constitute in

their totality his very self or essence, although in his infinite power
he actually transcends them. These ideas will be made clear as

wc proceed with a detailed consideration of the theory of §akti.

The §akti or Divine Energy of the Bhagavat is viewed in three

aspects and is accordingly grouped into three classes, namely, Sakti

as Svarupa, Sakti as Tatastha and Sakti as Bahiranga. These are

/ successively called Para or Svarupa-sakti, Tatastha or Jiva-sakti,
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^and Bahirariga or Maya-sakti. The division bases itself upon a text

of the Visnu-purdna which styles them respectively as Para,

Ksetrajna and Avidya. The present Samdarbha, which is eoiicc'ined

chiefly with the question of the Svarupa of the Bhagavat, deals

naturally with the Svariipa-sakti, leaving the consideration of the

other two Saktis to the Paramdtina-samdarbha to which they arc

primarily relevant. The Svarupa or Para Sakti, as the name itself

implies, may be described as that Energy which constitutes the

intrinsic perfect selfhood of the Bhagavat and is therefore inseparable

from him. This Energy is thus Antarahga or intrinsic, as opposed

to the other Maya-sakti which is Bahirangji or external and never

affects his true self. This Maya-sakti causes the creation, sustenance

and dissolution of the phenomenal world, and consists of an aspect

of Baliirahga Vaibhava or* extraneous power in the form of the

material Prakrti or Pradhana. Although unconnected with the

essential self, this Energy is as real as the other, and not a power

of illusion such as the Advaila-vadins presume : the resulting pheno-

menal world therefore is also relatively real. Through this Mayfi-

sakti, the Bhagavat limits himself into his partial manifestation as

the Paramatman, who is thus the godhead immanent in Spirit (JTva)

and Nature (Prakrti) . It must be admitted that a feakti cannot

stand by itself, it must inhere in a body ; in this sense the Bhagavat

is much as the substratum of the Svarupa-sakti as of the Maya-
sakti

;
and in the form of I he Paramatman the Bhagavat is a direct

displayer of Maya-sakti. But this ^akti is said to be extraneous

to his essence or Svarupa, because this self-determined limitation does

not exist in his highest form of the Bhagavat and is not ])(’rceived by

the Jiva as soon as the latter releases itself from the diverting in-

fluence of the Maya-sakti by the power of Bhakti, which is an aspect

of the display of his Svarupa -.sakti. Thus, the highest form of the

deity is uncontaminated by the Maya-.sakti, and that highest un-

contaminated form, therefore, can be atlained only when the Jiva is

no longer under the bondage created by the Maya-sakti. The Tatastha

or Jiva-sakti is, as the name itself implies, that form of the divine

Energy which, being distinct from both, docs not fall under either

of the above categories of Antarahga and Baliirahga Saktis, and

which is yet related to both. The Jiva or individual self is an

aspect of this Sakti which the Bhagavat displays in his role of

Paramatman. Being subject to the Mayii-sakti, the Jiva cannot,

until released, be connect'd with the Svarupa-sakti, which is beyond

the affection of the Maya-sakti ; but since the Bhagavat is the

ultimate essential source of the Jiva, who can in spite of deviation

return to the Lord by shaking off the Maya-sakti, the Jiva can yet

be finally connected with the essential Svarupa-sakti. Hence to
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explain the nature and position of the Jiva it is necessary to presume

an intermediate Tatastha Sakti which Is connected with, but

distinct form, both the Antaranga (Svarupa-) and Bahirahga

(Maya-) Saktis.

Thus, in the highest form of the Bhagavat there is a direct and

full display of his Svarupa-sakti, which goes to make up his Svarupa

or perfect self. The other two Saktis are displayed indirectly through

the medium of his partial form of Paramatman. In other words,

these two Saktis have scope only when the Jiva is in the earlier

deluded (vim,ohita) stage, but when it attains the Bhagavat himself,

the Jiva is subject only to the Svarupa-sakti of the Lord, of which

Bhakti is a function. The highest form of the Bhagavat himself is

indifferent to the work of the Paramatman or the other twH Saktis,

which give rise to creation, rebirtji and bondage ; but this indifference

implies that the Bhagavat possesses the attribute of impartial

benevolence to all. The delusion (sammohana) of the Jiva produced

by the Maya-sakti is not in itself pleasing to the Lord, and in his

highest form of the Bhagavat he has nothing to do with it ; but it

is due to the jTva’s natural averseness (bahirmukhatd) to the

Bhagavat. This disinclination at a lower stage is due again to the

deity’s Tatastha Jlva-sakti, which is equally prone to his intrinsic

Svarupa- and to his extrinsic Miiya-saktis. But the question

arises—why should the Bhagavat, who is merciful to the Jiva,

permit this act of delusion by the Maya-sakti which is a cause of

suffering ? The reply is that the Maya, as a §akti, having power

over creation, is, as such, an eternal servant of the Lord, towards

whom it is not possible for her to assume a hostile attitude ; but as

the Lord is at the same time full of mercy to the Jiva he desires that

the Jiva should for fear of Maya take refuge in him anS work for

deliverance. As to the ultimate question of the reason or necessity

of such complicated display of three kinds of Energy, the answer is

that it is an aspect of his inscnitable (acintya) Lila or divine sport,

and the existence and character of the threefold Sakti, as explained

above, arc facts vouched for by the Bhdgavata and other scriptures.

If one objects to the absurdity of imagining two contradictory

Saktis residing in the deity, the reply is that the Lord’s power is

inscrutable and even contradictions merge in him.

The Svarupa-sakti, viewed in its different aspects, is classified,

on the authority of the Vi^u-purdna, into Samdhinl, Samvit and
Hladinl Saktis, which correspond roughly to the Sat, Cit and Ananda
of orthodox philosophy. The Samdhinl Sakti is the energy of

existence of the self-existent being, which also upholds the existence

of the Jiva and Prakrti. It is in relation to this Sakti that the
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Bhagavat is described as the ultimate reality, and the world and
the individual as relative reality.^ By the Samvit Sakti, the

Bhagavat is both the knowledge and the knower, and makes others

possessed of knowledge.^ jlie last Hladini Sakti is the Bhaga vat’s

energy of infinite bliss, by which he is bliss itself, becomes blissful

and also causes in the devotee pure bliss.^ These feiktis exist

infinitely in the Bhagavat
;
but since the Jiva is only an anu or

infinitesimal part of the Bhagavat, the smallest atom of the limitless

divine existence, knowledge and bliss is capable of causing the

existence, knowledge and bliss of the Jiva.

All these aspects of the Svarupa-sakti are regarded as collateral

attributes, existing inseparably and eternally in the Bhagavat ;
they

are yet graded in a peculiar manner. Although in their totality

they form the very self of the Bhagavat and therefore constitute

an undifferentiated unity, yet of SamdhiiiT, Samvit and HladinT

each succeeding Sakti is supposed to include and supersede the

preceding."^ The Hladini Sakti, therefore, is the most important, as

it includes and transcends the other two. This prominence given

to the Hladini Sakti explains the peculiar standpoint of Bengal

Vaisiiavism which conceives that its deity is essentially composed

of infinite bliss, which is his highest attribute and which necessarily

involves the other attributes of knowledge and existence. By this

Sakti also he has the power of communicating atoms of this infinite

bliss to his Associates (PHrsadas) and his Devotees (Bhaktas)

.

It must be noted in this connexion that the Svarupa-sakti is

supposed to take two forms, namely, (?) the Svarupa, which refers

to the Lord himself, and (ii) Svarupa-Vaibhava, which includes his

Associates, his Residence, his Devotees etc., which are thus parts or

functions of himself. The theory which gives exclusive prominence

to the Hladini Sakti may, therefore, be expressed in theological

language by saying that this is the eternal Lila or divine sport of

the Lord, which consists of pure and infinite bliss and which he

enjoys with his Associates and Devotees
;

for they are merely

aspects of his divine energy, and their very existence, consciousness

and bliss are relative to the absolute existence, consciousness and

bliss of the Lord. This brings us to the idea, to which we shall

revert later on, of the Lord as Rasa or Ananda, which attribute is

nothing but an aspect of the Hladini Sakti. This Rasa, which

constitutes the Svarupa of the Lord, must be taken ultimately to

* 8attva~rupo*pi yaya sattdm dadhdti dhdrayati ca sd sarndhinu

* jndna-rupo*p\ yayd jdndti jndpayati ca ad samvit.

® hlddarfupo*pi bhagavdn yayd Mddate hlddayati ca ad hlddini.

* tatra cottarottara-gunotkaraeim saindhim aarrivid hlddiniti kramo jneyah.
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signify the highest and best Rasa recognised by the Vaisnava Bhakti-

sastra of this school, namely, Madhurya or Madhura Rasa, which is

another name of the religiously sublimated erotic sentiment. This

attitude is a kind of erotic mysticism, which seeks to express religi-

ous ideas in the intimate language of earthly passion, for it conceives

divine love as a reflex of the human eniotio)i. The Saktimat in

his infinite bliss sports with his own Saktis ; in other word, the

godhead realises himself in his own bliss. The Saktis are accordingly

represented, in terms of human relationship considered in its

emotional aspect, as his consorts or wives ; and this devout yet

sensuous attitude entirely humanises the deity and his consorts and
presents them in a loveable human relation to their Associates and
Devotees. As the Lord is not only infinite bliss himself but he
also makes others enjoy the bliss, the Bhakti or ecstatic devotion,

by means of which a taste of this infinile bliss is attained, is also an
aspect or function of the IIladinT ^akti. We shall see presently in

the Srlkrsva-samdarbha that as Krsna is identified with the Bhagavat,
Radha, who is his eternal consert and greatest Bhakta, is represented

as .the highest form of his IIladinT Sakti.

This brings us to the question of the nature of the relation of

the Saktis to the .^aktimat. As the Jlva is also an aspect of the

divine jTva-sakti, the relation is the same as that between the Jlva
and Paramatman ; and the question accordingly assumes importance
as one of the fundamental metaphysical questions regarding the

relationship of the individual to the universal self. Wc shall have
occasion to deal with the question from this point of view in

connexion with its treatment in the Pararndtma-samdarbhu

;

but wc
may briefly indicate here thal the relation between the Saktis and
the Possessor of the Saktis is represented as an incomprehensible
(achitija) relation of sameness and difference (bhedabheda ) , the
whole theory thus receiving the designation of Acintya-bhedabheda-
vada (incomprehensible dualistic monism), a peculiar point of view
which distinguishes th(‘ Bengal school from other Vaisnava schools

by the qualifying word acintya which brings in a mystical attitude.

It speaks of the inconceivable existence of distinction and non-
distinction. The Saktis arc non-different from the Bhagavat,
inasmuch as they are parts or Amsas of the divine being

; but the
very fact that they are parts only makes the superlativeness of

divine attributes inapplicable to them, and there is thus an inevitable
difference. The Saktis, therefore, possess a reality which is indeed
relative to that of the Lord but which is nevertheless absolute in

itself. The respective character of the reality, however, of the three
kinds of §akti, namely, Aiitarahga, Bahiranga and^Tatastha, is not,

as their names are designed to imply, entirely identical. This dis-
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tinction has already been explained above, but it is also illustrated

by an analogy. It is like the threefold aspect in which the sun

manifests itself, namely, the solar disc (viandala) the solar rays

(rasmi) and the solar reflexion or halo (bimba)

,

the Antarahgfi or

Svarupa-sakti corresponding to the luminous disc or body of the

sun itself, the Tatastha or jTva-sakti to its rays scattered away but

ultimately contained in the sun itself as the original source, and the

Baliirahga or the Mayil-sakli being regarded as the reflection which

is a real but dazzling emanation from the solar disc, obscuring it,

but existing outside and not forming an integral part of the sun.

Although this is the principal classification of the ^aktis, they

are said to be infinite in number, and all of them are presented as

wives of the Lord. As such they are distinctive deities, having

name, form and personality. The Arilarangfi Mahasakti of the

Lord is LaksmT or Mahrilaksmi, who forms his Svaru})a and, being

the first manifestation, is the ground or Asraya of all other Saktis.

The Bahiranga Sakti is of course named Mfiyii. Each of these

again has many aspects and is named accordingly. The text

mentions only some of the aspects of MahrUaksmT as Rvariipa-sakti

;

but each of them can also have an addilional significance as aspects

of the Bahiranga Mfiyil-sakti. Thus Sri as an aspect of Mahrilaksmi

signifies divine excellence or Bhagavat-sampad
;
but Sri as an aspect

of Maya means worldly excellence or Jagat-sanipad. In the same

way, Ila is both Llla-sakti and Bhu-sakti ; and Kanti, Klrti etc. are

similarly interpreted as possessing two meanings and included in

both the aspects of Sakti. As an aspect of Laksinl, Vidya is the

source of spiritual knowledge (Tatlva-jiiana) , and of the bliss of

divine love (Premanaiida) by which the Lordship of the Bhagavat

is suppressed voluntarily and posited into a personal relationship

with the devotee ; but as an aspect of Maya it becomes Avidya

which has the function of obscuring and causing the Jlva to forget

his own nature. Laksnil is again classified into Samdhinl, Samvit

and Hladinl
; but the support (ddhara) of these Sakti-murlis are

Vimala, Jaya, Yoga, Prahvl, Isana and Anugraha. The functions of

these are indicated roughly by the names themselves ; for instance,

Jaya=Utkarsanl, power of eminence
; Yogii—Yoganniya or Sarja-

nartha Sakti, creative power ; Prahvl— Vicitrfaianda-samarthya-hetu,

the power which causes the capacity for excellent bliss
;

Isamiir:

Sarvadhikarita, mastery over all beings etc. The Maya is to be

similarly classified but the subject is dealt with later on in the next

book. The Jlva-sakti is Giinamayi, consisting of the three Gunas,

viz., Sattvikl, which causes bliss (Hladakarl), Tamasl which causes

suffering (Tapakarl)
,
and Rajasi which possesses the power of

causing a mixed effect (Misra)

.
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This conception of inherent Saktis in the Lord naturally presumes

the idea of the Bhagavat as the Perfect Person, and conceives him

not as a formless entity but as an embodied substance in which

inhere infinite attributes and energies. Scriptural texts are cited in

which the supreme being is described as cid-ghana, ananda-ghana,

rasa-ghana etc., and it is maintained that the word ghana (^compact

or solid) implies the idea of Murti or image, in accordance with the

dictum murixiu ghanah of Piinini. The Lord is therefore not amurta

or uncmbodied, but possesses a blessed Murti or form.^ It is,

however, clearly explained that by this form or body of the Lord,

his Murti or Vigraha, is not to be understood any gross or sensuous

body like that of human beings. The limited limbs and senses of

the Jiva arc due to Iho Jlva-sakti only, and therefore they are

phenomenal {prdkrta) and material (jada)
; but the Lord in his

Svarupa-sakti possesses a non-phenomenal and spiritual body. This

body consists entirely of pure existence, knowledge and bliss, and

he is therefore called Saccidananda-vigraha. As there is no distinc-

tion of form and essence (svagata-bheda) in the Bhagavat, there is

no differentiation between the different organs, so that existence,

knowledge and bliss, which constitute his form, are eternally

simultaneous and non-different from his essence. The divine person

(Vigraha) is therefore identical with the divine essence (Svarupa)

in the supreme unity of the godhead. The attributes, like

intellig('nce, bliss etc., are merely terms or symbols to indicate

aspects of Ins essence ; and their totality is called form or body

because of its eternally self-manifest character (i^yakti)

.

His body,

or what may be called his body, is his soul f it is eUunal, supernatural

and spiritual and has nothing gross, natural and material in it
;
but

at the same time it is not nmnk\m or unditferentiated, it is something

real and sovLsem, possessing its own divine attributes. He is

vi-kamna in the sense that he does not possess the human organs

of senses, but he is also sa-karana in the sense that he possesses

divine or non-natural forms of these. The feruti texts establish that

this body is like that of the human being, but the similarity is only

in respect of form and not of the ingredients. The Lord is not

subject to change {inkdra-rahita) or limitation, but by his Svarupa-

sakti he can limit himself into a conditioned or unconditioned form.®

Hence, it follows that Krsna as the Bhagavat never entered into a

gross body like an ordinary Jiva, but only appeared to do so.^ This

^ sa ca bhagavdn jmrvodita^akmm-snmnrtydtmakn eva, na tvamnrtak.
* deha-dehi-hhidd cdtra nesvare vidyate.

" svaruya-saktyaiva paricchinnam aparicchinnom ca fad evam vapuh.
* dehtva jiva iva dbhdti kridati, iva-sabdena srlkrmas tu na jlvavaf prthag

deham pravistavdn Hi gamyafe.
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divine form is no doubt unthinkable, but for purposes of meditation

or devotion it is thinkable. The scriptures describe the form some-

times as two-handed, sometimes as four-handed, or even six-handed

or eight-handed, and as possessing head, eyes, feet etc. The assump-

tion of these various forms does not imply impermanence or change-

fulness, for they are all real and eternal (nitya) and coexist in him,

like the diverse forms of a Vaidurya-mani (Lapis-lazuli), which

make their appearance simultaneously. But Jiva Gosvamin cites

authorities to show that, although no particular divine form exists

apart from his other forms, the two-handed form of the divinity, of

which presumably man is the image, is the best and most beautiful

for purposes of meditation and worship ; for it exhibits his attributes

to their best advantage.

The Lordship of the Bhagavat which is described above is

thus intrinsic to his selfhood ; and the attributes and energies have

no touch of -gross quality in them but inhere in his essential

character (fnmrtipa-bhufa)

.

The Vigraha or the form of the

Bhagavat is not something different from his essence but is eternally

identical with it (purna- svarupa-bhida) and therefore possessed of

essential reality. It follows from this that when the Lordship or

Vibhutva is manifested in the state of an Avatiira, it is also intrinsic,

real and eternal, even if the Avatara seemingly belongs to a past

age. The Lord is unborn, but when we speak of his birth, only

appearance or Pradurbhava is meant Though the appearance

occurs in the phenomenal world, it is itself not phenomenal but an

expression at will of his essential divine Svarfipa. Although the

chief Vigraha of the Bhagavat is one, he is capable of assuming

simultaneously infinite forms,- whether these? forms be mere Prakasas,

Avirbhavas or Avataras ; hence his attribute of Sarva-riipa-

svabhiivatva or the capacity of assuming all kinds of forms and

shapes. Even when the deity assumes phenomenal forms, he retains

his non-phenomenal Svarupa. But he appears to the devotee in the

form or plane of realisation which has been attained by the latter’s

devotion It is, however, laid down that the deity always appears

only in the form which is agreeable to his devotee. If he appeared

in the disagreeable form of an ox to Rantideva, that form was

illusory (mdyika) , for what is supersensuous cannot be horrible."*

^ ajananasya janmetyanena pmhhnrbhdva-mdtraip hodhaynti.

* ekam api mukhyam hhagavad'Tupam yuyapad ananta-rupaimdkam hhavaii.

® yatha ySdrsam ye^m updsand-phalodaya-hhumikdvnsihunam fadd falhnivn

ie paiyanfi.

* aprakrtatvena kutsitatva-samhhavdhhdvdt.
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Having established the general character of the Bhagavad-
vigraha, Jiva Gosvamin now proceeds to analyse in detail some of

its special characteristics. These attributes are not something

imposed from outside but they form invariable (avyabhiedri)

aspects of the divine essence and therefore they are the deity’s

inherent attributes (si^dbhdvika dharma)

.

These may be briefly

summarised here as forming the constituent elements of the concept

of Lordship : (1) The attribute of all-pervasiveness {sarDa-gatatim)

,

by means of which the Bhagavat can not only pervade the universe,

but, in spite of being one, he can appear as many at different places,

not in a different but in the same form. This, we are told, is not

Kaya-vyuha, or mere illusory multiplication of the same form, all of

which act in the same way in different places
; for here, though the

various forms are the same they can act in different ways.^ Each
of these appearances thus is not illusory but real, and has the same
divine characteristics and capacity of independent action.- In other

words, each appearance (prakasa-bheda) ' has different egoism
{abhhndna-bheda) and different series of acts (kriyabheda)

, and this

may occur simultaneously at the same or different places. (2) The
attribute of self-luminosity or self-manifestation (svaprakdsatva)

.

(3) The attribute of surpassing both the gross and the subtle

{sthula-suk-smdtiriktatva)
, implying also the fact that the Lord

is beyond mundane existence {sat) and non-existence {asai )

.

(4) Non-liability to change or limitation {avikdrUva ) . This attri-

bute implies that the Lord is not subject to the six Vikaras or

forms of evolution, viz., Janman (birth), Astitva (existence), Vrddhi
(growth), Parinama (transformation), Ksaya (decay) and Vinasa
(destruction). He is also independent of the fourfold fruit of

action (caturvidha-kriyd-pJmla’rdhitya)

,

namely, Utpatti (produc-
tion), Priipti (acquisition), Vivrti (expansion) and Samskara
(fruition or merit). (5) Possession of indwelling spirit-form

(pratyag-rupatva)
,
not visible to the mortal eye. Hence he is the

Antaryamin or the inward ruler, and is called Adhoksaja, which
term is explained as signifying that he exists beyond perception of
the senses.^ He can be seen or perceived only in virtue of his own
Energy {nija-saktitah)

, and this Energy comes into play only through
his grace.^ (6) Non-liability to mundane (prakrta) birth (Janman),
form (Rupa) and action (Karman)

, but also the capacity of
assuming all these in a real and eternal character (nitya) by his
Svarupa-saKti. We are told that such assumption of birth, though

* iemm prakaMndm tayaivacintya-saktyd prthak prthag eva kriyddtni bhavanti
* ekatve^pi pfthak prakdSatvam, tern prtkak prthak kriyddhisthdndditvam,
akmjam aindrtyakam jhdnam tad adho*n>dg eva yasya.

* tddrsa-iakter apyulldse taUkrpaiva kdra^m.
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real and eternal in character {nitya)

,

constitutes only an Avirbhava

and not actual mundane or human birth, but it either resembles

mundane birth or is sometimes different from it.^ In other words,

the appearance assumed in the phenomenal world is really non-

phenomenal, although in all respects it may appear as phenomenal.-

The deity is really Svayam-rupa, that is, his form is identical with

his essence
; hence if he assumes the attributes of birth, childhood

etc., these are not phenomenal, but attributes of his inherent divine

nature.^ Of the same character, is the form (e.g., Matsya) which

is assumed in an Avatara ; and this form, as well as the exploits of

an Avatara, he can assume or discard at will. In the same way,

his Karman or action is not guided by any motive,^ inasmuch as

the Bhagavat is motiveless (dpta-kdma ) , but it is due to his Ananda

or Hladinl Sakti.''' It is an aspect of his Lila or divine sport which

is natural to his essence of bliss.® As Baladeva Vidyabhusana

explains the idea in his Gotnnda-hhmya : That the most complete

should proceed to the act of diversified creation is due to his Lila,

which is not preceded by any desire of the fruits of action for

himself Jiva Gosvamin further explains that this Lila arises from

the awakening of the liliss intrinsic to the deity, and it has no

reference to any particular motive of himself.”

In this way Jiva Gosvamin proceeds to analyse the concept of

Lordship or Bhagavatta and discusses in detail the various divine

attributes which constitute its principal features. One of the

interesting points which he deals with as a fundamental creed of

his school is the theory of the efficjicy and eternity of the blessed

name itself (Nama-mahatmya) . The theory is based partly on the

old doctrine of tlie eternity of sound : but the Bengal school goes a

step further in maintaining the essential identity of the name and

the possessor of the name {ndma-im minor abhedah) . In other

words, he believes that the name itself is the essence of the Lord,'*

so that one who utters the name with devotion attains. the Lord

himself. Not only the name but even the syllables (akmra) or its

^ snnmrfer ayam avirbhava eva, na fvas^madddivoj janma ; yrdhrta-janmdnv

karanendvirbhara-mdtratvafn, kvacid ananukaranena vd.

^ prapanca-vad bhdti na tu prapanca-rupam.

® bhagavad-vigrahe sisutvddayo incitrd eva dharmah svdbhdvikdh santi.

* na tu pfrayojandpekmyd,

® tathd karmano vaUaksanyam svarupananda-viliim-matratvam.

• svarupdnanda-svdbkavikyeva taJUild.

^ paripurnasydpi vicitra-srstau pravrttir lilaiva keveda, na tu sva-pkaldnusamdhi

purvikd. •

** warupanandodrekena sva-prayojanam ananusamdhdyaiva lUdyate.

® bhagavat-svarupam eva ndma.
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symbol (sarjfiketa; for instance, the syllable Om) are enough to

produce the same effect. Just like the Avat§.ras of the Lord, this

is a kind of Varna-Avatara.^ The deity, however, is often called

Nameless or Anaman in the scriptures, but this usage is on a par

with the employment of terms like birthless (ajanman), formless

(arupa)oT actionless (akartf). It docs not mean that he has no

name but that his name is aprdkrta or aprasiddha

;

that is, his name

is not like the common names we have in the phenomenal world,

but it possesses a spiritual significance and efficacy. It is for this

reason that the name or names which have been established in the

Sastras as bringing the Bhagavat himself instantaneously into

consciousness are alone appropriate, and not those which are merely

imaginary.^ In the same way Jiva Gosvaruin speaks of the colour

which is appropriate to the deity, for the coloured figuration of

deities plays an important part in sectarian devotion in general.

He informs us that the particular colours of the deity are not due

to the presence of particular Gunas. The dark (krma) colour of

the Bhagavat docs not indicate Tamo-guna, but it is a peculiar

suggestion of his Svarupa-sakti (svarupa-sakti-vyanjitatvam) . The
white colour is often taken to signify Sattva-guna, but the colour of

the Indian crane (Baka), a bird which is proverbial for its cunning

and its tendency to mischief, is white.

Jiva Gosvamin concludes this topic by summing up that all this

assumption by the Lord of birth, forni, action, name and colour has

no motive behind it, but they are to manifest his Svariipa-.%kti and

make his devotee enjoy its bliss ; for the Bhakti or devotional

attitude itself is an aspect of his peculiarly wonderful nature which

consists of the display of intrinsic bliss.-^ If one argues that the

Lord has no form, name, birth and colour, this very argument

would tend to put a limitation to his unlimited Sakti.** It is by
Bhakti alone, and not by Samkhya and Yoga, that the true

character of the Lord is attained.'* That the divine Vigraha is the

Bhagavat himself has been realised and testified to by great sages.®

This intuition of the great sages or Mahad-anubhava is said to be

the only true Pramana {satya-pramdimm)

.

For these great men

^ avatardniaravat paramesvara^ya varm-rupendvatAro*yam.
' a/o yaih mstre^fi-prmiddhair ndmabhih sn-hhagavdn eva jhatiti pratlto

bhavati temm svatah-siddhatvam, anyemin kalpandmayatvam jneyam.
® svarupdnanda-vUdsa'-bhuta’^aramdacarya-svabkdva-visesah.

* yadi tasrrUn ndma-rupitvddikam ndsti^ tarhi txicchaktimattvam pratt

sdntatvaip prasajyeta. *

yoga-adrnkhyayos tattvam na samyak pralcdsate kirp, tu bhaktau eva,

^ m-vigrahafi sa eva ca bkagavdn Hi vidvadbhih pratiyate prayujyate caiva.
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are really Avesa-Avataras who, being inspired by the Lord, them-
selves partake of the nature of his Vigraha. So also do his partial

manifestations, his Aipsas or his Gunavataras ; and their appearance

possesses the same eternal, real and supernatural characteristics.^

But the Lord himself in his supreme form is far superior to all these.

From the theory desezibed above that the supreme deity is the

Perfect Person, having a peculiar form and a characteristic set of

attributes, it follows that he has also a transcendental dwelling place,

distinctive colour, decoration and associates peculiar to himself as

a personal god. Of his dark colour we have spoken above. No
doubt he dwells in the Jlva or individual self, and pervades the

universe, but this is only in his partial aspect as the Paramatman.

In his complete and perfect form as the Bhagavat he has a Dhama
or residence far beyond the phenomenal world (prapanedtUa )

.

His decorations arc also transcendental and are a part of his divine

essence. A symbolical meaning is therefore assigned to some of his

ornaments ; for instance, Ihe Kaustubha which the Lord bears on

his breast is not a mundane precious stone, but typifies the Jiva-

sakti. These are thus manifestations of the deity's self assumed

through his grace to his devotees, who alone have a beatific vision

of them. All this is established by the vision of the great

devotees, which is its only and true Pramana. In the same way the

Vaikuntha-loka (sometimes called the Goloka or Maha-vaikuntha,

to distinguish it from a lower Vaikuntha) , which is his place of

residence (Dhiima), as well as his Associates or Attendants

(Parsadas), represents eternal and transcendental expression of his

Svarupa-sakti. The word Dhama has also the sense of lustre, and
is explained as the Lord's inherent power of manifestation- but as

a personal god, the deity is represented as having a real, and not

merely figurative,. abode for the display of his Svarupa. This Loka,

which is conceived as the highest paradise of Bengal Vaisnavism,

cannot, on account of its being beyond phenomenal existence, be

attained by Jfnina or Karnian,'^ but only by Bhakti. Once attained

there is no fall from it (tato^skhalanarn ) . Since it is beyond the

phenomenal world, it follows that it cannot be attained by means of

the three Gunas ; it is therefore called Nirguna or Gunatlta ; for it

is said in the Bhdgavata (xi. 21) that by the Sattva-guna men
reach Svar-loka, by the Rajo-guna the Nara-loka and by the

Tamo-guna the Naraka or Hell ; but the Loka of the Bhagavat

is beyond the reach of these three Gunas. Hence it is eternal

tadamMnam api tddrsatvam. ^ svarupa^bkiita-pralcdm-saktih.

jmna-kanmbhir aprdpydm, prapaficdtitatvdt,
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and beyond Prakrti (jmkrteh param) , which is an effect of

the Maya-sakti. It is consequently beyond the Maya-sakti itself,

so that the Jiva can never reach it as long as he is subject to that

Sakti. This Loka. being an expression of the Svarupa-sakti, can be

attained only by another aspect of the Svarupa-sakti, namely, Bhakti.

Like the Vigraha of the Bhagavat himself, his Loka, which is thus

really and eternally a part of himself, consists of the three attributes

of Sat, Cit and Ananda {saccidananda-rupatva)

.

It is called by
the Vedic name of Visnupada, and it is higher than all other Lokas,

such as Svar-loka, Siva-loka etc. Just as the form or Vigraha of

the Bhagavat makes its appearance in the world, so it is said that

his Dhama, Pada or Residence also sometimes makes its appearance/

Although this appearance is real, it is usually not manifest

(aprakafa)
, but it becomes manifest only to the vision of the devotee

who can always perceive the deity’s eternal divine sport in his

favourite earthly resorts like Dviiraka, Mathurfi or Vrndavana.

The above remarks apply also to the Parsadas or Attendants and

Associates, who are the Lord’s eternal retinue (Parikara) in his

Paradise, being parts of his own self {tadangahhuta) and expressions

of his intrinsic Ananda or Illadini Sakti.- Thus Sri or Laksml, his

eternal consort, is, as we have already noticed, inseparable from his

Svarupa-sakti (svarupdnatiriktafimm)

.

The subject is treated in

detail in the ^nkrma-samdarbha

:

but in the present connexion

Jiva Gosvamin points out that to the deity’s Parsadas the bliss of

worship (Bhajanaiianda) is greater than the bliss they enjoy from

their being merged in the divine self (Svariipananda) . The theory

of this school is that release does not mean cessation from devo-

tional activity
;
even these emancipated souls who are the deity’s

Parsadas engage in an eternal worship of the Bhagavad-vigraha.

They desire only a taste of his Madhurya, and not of his Brahmatva,^

because it is the nature of the Vigraha of the Bhagavat, which

consists of bliss, to make others enjoy that bliss (mkhadatva) as

a Vilasa of his Svarupa-sakti.

This last position jTva Gosvamin now attempts to establish by

reverting to his original topic of the distinction between the two

forms of the deity, namely. Brahman and Bhagavat. The distinction

is not a distinction of one into two, for the concept of ultimate

reality is one and indivisible ; nor is it a mere difference in desig-

^ evam ca hhagavad-vapur dvirbkavti lohe, tatkaiva kvcit kasyacit taU

padasyavirbhdval^ sruyate. •

^ bhagavad-dnanda-sakter vdnsamayattmm.
* kevda-tan-mddhuryapekmyd, na fuhrah7mtvdnuhhavdpck§ayd.
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/nation according to difference of appearance.’ It is due to thfi

/ deity^s inherent power of Visesa or differentiation, by which there

is a consciousness of difference even when there is no actual difference

and by which the same substance appears as different. It must not,

however, be supposed that the Lord’s possession of Visesa necessarily

makes him conditioned or qualified, for the possession of an infinity

of attributes is the reason why he cannot be qualified or conditioned

by any one of them. The relation of Brahman to Bhagavat is thus

one of difference in non-differcncc. The distinction arises from the

stage or degree of realisation of the two kinds of devotee whose

capacities are different and who follow different paths of Jfiana and

Bhakti according to their respective capacity of worship.^ But the

manifestation of the Bhagavat-form is said to be superior to that

of the undifferentiated Brahma-form, because in the former stage of

realisation the true self of the deity in its perfection is revealed

through a complete display of his Svarfqia-sakti or Intrinsic Energy.*’

In the Brahma-form the full and special character of the deity is

not reached even the Prakasa of the Brahman is not independent

but due to the Sakti of the Bhagavat. It must not be supposed that

the vision of the one form is real and the other unreal, for the

authority of the scriptures shows both to be real;*'’ nor should th(j

one be regarded as a part of the other through the function of

transformation or Vikara, for the supreme deity is not subject to

any Vikara.^’ The two forms in their essence are identical, but the

apparent difference is due to a difference of vision based upon a

difference of the mode of worship."^ In the one cas( . where the deity

reveals himself in his undifferentiated state of Brahman, the vision

is incomplete {asam'purnd drsti); in the other case, where the vision

takes in the full Vigraha of the Bhagavat, accompanied by all his

^aktis which form his essence, it is jierfect {sampurnd) . For this

full or proper vision (Samyag-darsana) we are told that Bhakti is

the only means,” for Bhakti is due to a display of the deity’s

^ ekam exm tattvam dvidha sahdyata iti na vasiuno bheda xtpapadyate ; aoir~

bhdvasyapi bheda-dariamn na ca samjnd-mdtrasya.

* sva-sva-darsana-yogyafd-bhedena dvwidho*dhikarl dvidha drsfam taduvdsta

iti.

® svarupa-iakti-prakdsenaiva svarupa-prakdmsyddhikatxmt, nirvisesa-brahma-

prahdsasydpyupari m-bhagavat- prakdm-sravandt.
* brahma-prakdse tad‘visistdnupalambhandt.

® tatrdpyekasya darsanasya vastavatvam anyasya hhramajatvam iti na

mantavyam, ubhayor api ydthdrthyena darUtatvdt.

® wa caikasya vastunah aaktyd vikriyamdmmmkatvdd arpsato bhedah,

vikrtatva-nisedhat ttJyoh.

^ upasana-hhedena darsana-bhedah.

® bhaktir eva samyag-daraane hetuh.
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Svarupa*sakti itself. This therefore establishes the superiority of

the Bhakti mode of worship to every other mode ; for according

as the deity reveals himself in his twofold aspect as the Brahman

and the Bhagavat, his Svarupa-sakti reveals itself correspondingly

as Jfiana and Bhakti. The way of Juana is indeed not wholly

rejected, but since the Bhagavat is spoken of as the Ahgin (principal)

and the Brahman as Ahga (subordinate), the Brahmanubhava or

perception of the Brahma is included (antargata) in the perception

of the Bhagavat. But, at the same time, in the direct realisation

of the Bhagavat through Bhakti, the realisation of the Brahman is

not (listincl (na sphutah) and therefore superfluous. The bliss arising

from the Brahmasvada is entirely merged in the superior bliss of

Bhagavad-darsana. Hence it is maintained that devotional worship

or Bhakti for the Bhagavat is superior to the release or Moksa
consequent upon the knowledge or Juana of the Biahman. It is for

this reason, as already noted above, that even the emancipated

souls make light of mere Moksa and delight in the continuous

worship of the Bhagavat (Bhajanananda)

.

Having established the superiority of Bhakti to Jnana, JTva

Gosvamin maintains that the scriptures which speak of Bhakti are

superior to the scriptures which speak of Jhana ; that is, the devo-

tional texts arc superior to those which are merely philosophical.

For, those scriptures which are inspire>tl by Bhakti lead to the

Bhagavat, those which are actuated by Jfnina lead to the Brahman.

It is true that the Brahman being an appearance of the Bhagavat,

scriptures like the IJpanisads which lead to the Brahman may also

lead ultimately to the Bhagavad,’ yet, the Brahman being an im-

perfect appearance, the scriptures, which speak of Brahman, only

dimly and incompletely perceive the true character of the Bhagavat.

It follows from all this that the ^riTnad-bhdgavata is the greatest

and the most authoritative of all scriptures
; because, apart from its

other causes of greatness, it has for its exclusive theme the Bhagavat-

tattva which is the greatest of all Tattvas.- It is superior to both

the Jhana-kanda and the Upasana-kanda of the Vedas, not only for

the reason stated above, but also because its Rsi-author was an
incarnation of the Bhagavat himself, than whom a greater author

cannot be found (paraina-sresiha-kartrtva)

,

and the direct beatific

vision of the deity (Bhagavat-saksatkara) is described in the work
itself. Hence all desirous of attaining the highest spiritual truth

should constantly listen to it.

^ hrahmani carantlndm, ajn yathd sn-bhagavati paryavasefuum,
* sn-bhagavatasya bahudhd haisthye satyapi t^thJSi-bhut<isyapi bhagavad-

dkhya-parama-tattvasydkarsa-vidyd-TupattMd eva parwtmufi iraisthyam aha.
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In this connexion JTva Gosvamin interprets the real purport of

the four verses known as Catuh-slokl (ii. 9. 32-35), which speak of

the Bhagavat, and form the keynote of the Bhdgavata ilsclf. He
explains that divine love is here called rahasya or secret (ii. 9. 30)

because it consists of an indescribable blissful attitude which mani-

fests by itself, and remains invariably inclined towards the Bhakta.’

The Bhagavat as the ultimate reality is really indeterminable {mir-

desya) y and even the Vedas cannot properly reveal him. But the

secret is revealed by Sadhana (Worshij)) and l^rcman (Love)

,

which are phases of Bhakti. Jiva Gosvamin in this connexion only

briefly refers to the topics of Sadhana-bhakti and Prema-bhakti,

which are dealt with more fully in his Priti-samdarhha. The
Sadhana-bhakti is to be learnt from one's spiritual preceptor and

from the injunctions of the ^istras, but Prema-bliakti develops

spontaneously through divine grace. By the Sadhana-bhakti Brahma-

jnana is possible but the Bhagavat is attainalflc by Prema-bhakti

alone. The meritorious acts prescribed by the Vedas, however, may
lead one in the way of Sadhana-bhakti, and in this way he becomes

better fitted for the highest Prema-bhakti. The Bhagavat is thus

the Samanvaya or the synthesis of all Sastras, and he is in fact the

supreme import of all the Vedas {sarva-veddrthatva) . Hence, the

sacred scriptures which give an account of the Bhagavat {bhagavat’

kathu) have an efflcacy the importance of which cannot be

exaggerated.

C, The PARAMyVTMA-SAMDArmTIA

Th(' concept of the Paramatnian, which is the main theme of

this Samdarbha, may be briefly d('scril)ed as the concept of the

godhead in relation to Nature (Prakrti) and Spirit (Jlva) . In

relation to the concept of Brahman, which imT>lies the indiscrete

and unconditioned {nlrviJicm) Absolute, the concept of the Para-

mfitman indicates a particular conditioned {sa-visesa) state
;
but in

relation to the concept of the infinitely conditioned Perfect Person

implied in the concept of the Bhagavat, the Paramaiman is not a

complete but a partial manifestation, having relation chiefly to the

Maya-sakti and the Jiva-sakti. In a passage in his Krama-

samdarbha, which is repeated in his Bhakti’samdarbha, Jiva

Gosvamin concisely sums up the three concepts thus :
“ By

Brahman is termed pure consciousness which is other than that of

^ hhaktem »arvathanatiya-vrttitd-heftir nama kim api mui prakamm prcmih

khyam anandatmaham vastu rahasyam. Hi wjahjiiam.
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the particular attributes characterised by the group of Saktis; the

Paramatman indicates consciousness conditioned by (the Jtva-sakti

which is) a part of the abundant Cit-sakti, and by the Maya-sakti,

which consists of the function of inward regulation (in all beings) ;

the Bhagavat is the consciousness conditioned by the complete and

perfect manifestation of all the Saktis.”^ It would follow from this

that the Paramatman has two aspects, namely, Bhagavad-ahgatva

in relation to the Jlva, and Jagad-gatatva in relation to Prakrti or

Pradhana. In other words, the Paramatman is that phase of the

godhead which is immanent, on the one hand, in the conscious Jiva,

and on the other, in the non-conscious or material Prakrti.

The necessity for postulating these three concepts is not

difficult to understand. For a theistic sectarian faith which believes

in a personal god, the concept of the Bhagavat as a Person is a

philosophical necessity and justification
; while the Advaita concept

of Nirvisesa Brahman has to be recognised and reconciled, from its

sectarian point of view, as a lower manifestation, vouchsafed to the

religiously defective but intellectually keen seekers after spiritual

truth. The reason for the third concept of the Paramatman is

somewhat more complex. The idea of the Antaryamin as the

inward ruler is ITpanisadic, and Deussen is ]:)robably right in thinking

that from this idea developed the concept of a personal god in

later theistic systems, in which the idea is, as here, implicitly

recognised. The term as well as the underlying idea of the Para-

matman in relation to the Jivatman, in which is also absorbed the

idea of the evolution of Prakrti, is a legacy of older philosophical

systems. The difficulties, however, of the Advaita doctrine of Mayii
and of its highly monistic and idealistic interpretation of the relation

of the JTva to Brahman made these theories unacceptable in their

entirety to the diialistic school which Jiva Gosvamin represents.

As the school believed, somewdiat in the Samkhya manner, in the

relative reality of the world, the Vedantic theory of the unreality

of the illusory w'orld was not consistent with its dualistic position.

To obviate these difficulties and to reconcile the traditional ideas

mentioned above with its own view of a personal god, the deity in

the lower form of the Paramatman had to be endowed with two
real and eternal Saktis in relation to the Jiva and Prakrti, the
working of which, however, is supposed not to affect the essential

selfhood of the god, just in the same way as the Advaita-viadin's

Maya does not affect the impersonal and unconditioned Brahman.

sak1i-v(i7'ga-lnkftnii(i-ta(idharmdtiriktaM kevalam jnnnap hrahmeii sahynfe,

o-miaTydmHvamxiya-miiydsakti-'prac.uTsi-eii^aklyawm •visistam paramntvii, parijmrna*
aarva^mkti-vimstam bhagavdn.
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The theme of the present Samdarbha is therefore the considera-

tion of the relation of the Jiva and Prakrti to the Paramatman and

the corresponding functions of Jiva-sakti and Maya-sakti, of which

the Paramatman-form is, as it were, the presiding deity.

We have already seen that the Jiva is an expression of the

Jiva-sakti of the Bhagavat. This Sakti is called Tatastha or aloof,

because it does not come under either of the categories of Svarupa-

sakti and Maya-sakti, but is still closely connected with both. As
the Bhagavat is the ground of the Jiva-sakti, the Jiva is indeed a

part, albeit an infinitesimal part, of the Bhagavat ; but as the Jiva

is liable to the influence of the Maya-sakti it cannot come directly

under the Svarupa-sakti, which is unaffected by this influence. But

on account of its ultimate affinity with the Bhagavat, the Jiva

even in bondage has the inherent capacity of releasing itself
;
and

when emancipated, it becomes a part of the Svarupa-sakti and is

placed eternally beyond the influence of the Maya-sakti. This

release, we have seen, comes through Bhakti, which itself is an

expression of the Hladini or blissful aspect of the deity’s Svarupa-

sakti ; but this topic will be dealt with in its proper place in the

BJutkti-samdarhh a

,

This idea of the Jiva-sakti will be clear from a consideration of

the essential character of the Jiva. In this connexion Jiva Gosvamin

quotes the authority of JamatiTnuni wdio is said to have been a

predecessor of Ramanuja. This authority informs us that the Jiva

is neither a deity nor a man, nor a movable animal nor an immovable

plant
; it is neither the body, nor the senses, nor the mind, nor life,

nor intellect ; it is neither an unconscious material object (jada)

,

nor liable to change, nor yet consisting of mere consciousness ;
but,

positively considered, a long list of distinguishing attributes can be

predicated of it. It is self-luminous to itself (wasmui svayam-

prakdsah) , uniform (eka-rujmh)
,

possessing its own identity

(svarupa-bhdk)

,

conscious (cctanak)

,

having the attribute of pervad-

ing (t}ydpti-Mlah)

,

consisting of Cit and iVnanda (ciddriandatmakah)

,

subject of the consciousness of ‘I’ {ahamarthah)

,

different in

different organism {pratiksetmm bhinnah)

,

atomic in size (nnuh)

,

always pure (nitya-nirmahh)
,
possessing its own peculiar attribute

of knowledge, action and enjoyment {jndtrtva-karirtva hhokirtva-

nijadharmakah)

,

and always possessing the natural tendency of

resolving into a part of the Paramatman {paramdtmaiJca-sem-

svabhdvah)

.

These terms will not be fully intelligible from the imperfect

English rendering given above but will require some explanations to

make them clear. From the negative characteristics described above,
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the Jiva appears to possess two prominent attributes which are

interrelated, namely, the attribute of unchangeablencss and of

retention of identity in the midst of difference. In other words, the

Jiva retains its identity in whatever individual existence it may lie,

divine, human or otherwise. It is indeed an entity whose presence

is brought about in the organic body by the Maya-sakti, but it is

dislinct from the several parts (the senses, the mind, the body, etc.)

of its receptaele. It is thus distinct from the body, and unlike the

body it is not subject to change or decay ; it is only through' the

Maya-sakti that the Jiva in delusion identifii\s itself wdth the body.

It is, however, not a mere aggregate of (gross or phenomenal)

consciousness (jmwa-indtrdtnuiko na ca) , nor yet a production of

material nature (71a jadah) . It is a single permanent principle

which manifests itself in and unifies a system of temporal and spatial

states and activities, but is still different from this system and

retains its identity through all these states and activities. This

idealistic inlcrpretation of the Jiva, how(‘ver, is not new, but its

differentiation, by means of the Maya-sakti, as a subtle principle,

which is neither mere conseiousness nor mere unconsciousness, is

presented in a way which is entirely peculiar to this dualistic school.

Positively considered, the Jiva possesses a large number of

distinguishing characteristics, but since' they are interconnecte'd, they

may be briefly explained under a few broad headings. One of the

chief attributes of the Jiva is that it is an entity which possesses

consciousiK'ss (cetmm ) , This must not be understood to mean that

it is made up of a mass of gross consciousness alone, which view

rc'ally resolves into a iiiaterialislic position, but that it is the

underlying conscious principle itself. It follows frojn the acceptance

of this attribute that the Jiva is self-luminous, that is, it reveals

itself to itself by its own consciousness but it also has the ca])acity

of revealing others.- Its state of consciousness means that by its own
consciousness it can stimulate the body etc. into consciousness, like

the light of a lamp which by revealing itself reveals others.'* This

self-luminosity, however, cannot be in relation to the Paramatman,

whose self-luminosity does not depend on anything else and from

whom its ultimate illuminating povrer comes ; but it is self-luminous

in relation to material objects.^

^ svasmai svayam-prakdmh.

“ svayam eva prakahte, anydn api pmlmkiyafi.

“ cetanatvam ndma svasya cid-rupatve^tiyanya dehddc^ ceiayitrivam, drpddi'

prakdsasya prakdmyitrvat.

* jada-pratiyogitvena.
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But the Jiva is atomic (anu), the word ‘atom’ meaning the

smallest and finest indivisible entity conceivable. Hence the Jiva

is called ‘a particle or atom of consciousness’ {cit~kand or anu-cit)

.

And yet by virtue of its bCiUg a conscious principle it is capable of

pervading the whole body (vydpa7ia-sUa)

.

In other words, it does

not occupy space, yet pervades by consciousness the whole of the

organism which it inhabits.

This conscious principle is represented by the word ‘ 1 ’ and

signifies the ego (aham-aithah)

;

but this Ahum is not the empirical

ego {prdJcrta ahamkdra)
, which is an act of material Nature

(Prakrti) upon the Jiva. This consciousness, we have seen, is pure

and indivisible, and is therefore to be distinguished from the

ephemeral, diverse and impure consciousness given by the senses.^

This is what is meant by saying that the Jiva is not a mere aggre-

gate of consciousness given by the senses, but it is the essential

conscious principle itself (upalabdhi-rndtra or jndnaika-rupa) . For,

the Jiva is beyond the reach of the body which is liable lo change

and decay (vikdra or vyabhiedra) ; it is the elernal witness as

distinguished from the thing witnessed (drastr-dnsya-bheda) . The
true nature of this consciousness or the r(‘al ego can be realised in

the state of dreamless sleep when the phenomenal consciousness

(ahaiphira) is set at rest and the Jiva remains as a self-conscious

w itness (tydksya-sdksi-hhedn)

,

This can also be inferiH'd from the

ordinary experience that the body is liable to suffering, but the

Jiva is always the object of divine love (duhkJu-prcmdspadn-hheda)

.

It follows from th<' above characteristics of the Jiva that it is

always pun* (nitya-nirriuda)

,

and this purity consists in its real

(‘go, which is not affected by the impure effects of the Maya-sakti ;

for the Buddha Jiva is said to be mdydt'fa *> 1* beyond the sph(*re of

Maya. In relation to the body and the ])h(niomenal world, however,

its gross consciousness, which is the cff('(;t of tin* Mayil-sakti,

overpowers it and obscures its ival nature even to itself. Even if

the Jiva, like the Bhagavat, consists of pure consciousness {cid-rupa)

,

it is yet inferior to, as w^ell as different, in this ri'spect, from the

Bhagavat, who is et(*rnally supc'rior to and unaffected by his (3wm

extraneous Mayii-sakti. But in its essence it is a part or Amsa of

the Bhagavat. Its liability to Miiya and bondage in Samsara, as

well as its individual separate existence even after emancipation,

makes it different from the Bhagavat, both in Svarfipa and

Samarthya ; but it is at the same time identical in its intrinsic

affinity with the Bhagavat who is its ultimate source. This peculiar

jndnam ekam, indriya-halena vividham kalyitain.
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relation of identity in difference is also expressed by the postulate

that the Jlva is a part of the Bhagavat conceived, not as the ground

of Svarupa-sakti, but as the ground of Jiva-sakli, which latter being

a Tatastha Sakti, it is different and yet closely connected with both

the Svarupa-sakti and the Maya-sakti.

From this point of view all Jlvas have been classified into two

groups, viz. («) those who are eternally inclined to the Bhagavat^

and naturally susceptible to his SA^arupa-sakti, and (//) those who
are eternally averse to him- and therefore naturally prone to the

Mava-sakti. The former are still Tatastha, like the latter, and arc

Jlvas who cannot be included in the category of tsvara, but they

possess in a greater degree the capacity of releasing themselves.

Possessing in a potential state the intrinsic attributes of conscious-

ness and bliss, which are also divine attributes, they are e'asily

disi)osed to the influenee of the deity's highest Svarupa-sakti. Those

coming under the second group become, on account of their hostile

attitude, an easy prey to the Maya-sakti and its bondage, and are

therefore overwhelmed into rebirth (sammra)

,

from which their

only way of release is through Bhakti, for Bhakti brings them again

under the influence of the Svarupa-sakti of the Bhagavat.

From the dualistic conclusion that the Jiva, in spite of its

essential identity, is yet difl’erent and has a separate existence as

an eternal spiritual atom, which continues even after emancipathm,

it follows that the Jlva is not one but many. Our author does not

beli(‘ve in the extreme monistic theory that the Parnmatman is the

only so-called Jlva (cka-jhm-imln)

,

the apparent multitude of

Jlvas being no other than the Paramatrnan. On the other hand, he

appears to agree with Ramanuja’s interpretation of Veddnta-sutra

ii. 8. 48 that although the Jlva is a part or Amsa of the Paramiitman,

and is essentially of the same character as an entity, it is yet

actually separate and resides in a separate Ksetra or sphere

( frratiksetram hhinnah)

.

But, even admitting a plurality of Jlvas,

this school does not accept the theory of actionless Purusa who
only looks on and experiences the consequences of the acts of

Prakrti. A dualistic view such as this school upholds cannot make
the Jlva altogether independent of the fruits of action, even though

its extreme theistic leanings make it present a somewhat modified

dualism and make all actions subordinate to the will of the Lord.

In its view, therefore, the Jlva is both a knower and an agent, and
an enjoyer of the fruits of his own Karman. This capacity for

' anadita eva hhagavad-unmukhdh.
* anadita eva bhagavat-parniimukhdh.
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activity as an agent is a permanent and inherent capacity, hut the

activity is not independent of divine control, inasmuch as the Jiva

is an eternal servant of the Lord.

This intrinsic connexion of the Jiva wilh the Pararnatman is

indicated by the qualifying epithet svatah sarvadd pammdtniaika-

sesa’Svabhdva ; that is, the Jlva has always the natural tendency of

ultimately resorting to the Pararnatman alone as its ground. From
this divine source it receives not only its attribute of consciousness

but also its attribute of bliss (ciddnanddtmaka) , of which more will

be said hereafter.

Although the Jivas are many and separate, they are yet related

to one another. There is a sameness in all »Tlvas {eha-inpa-hhdh)

because of the Jlva’s cssenlial divine cliaraclei*. Differences, however,

arise, in the first place, from a difference in the nature of acts done

in this or previous births, which make each suffer weal or woe

accordingly and possess difb'rent charaeler. A])parcnlly, this occurs

in the phenomenal world : but even when bereft of the gross body

and freed from the ))ondage of the Maya-sakti, the different Jivas

occupy different positions as the Parikara or Attendant of the

Bhagavat in the hierarchy of spiritual existence, according to the

difference in their respective devotional attitude.

This brings us now to the consideration of the character of the

Miiya-sakti in relation to the Jlva and the Bhagavat. The Vaisnava

idea of Maya as a ^akti, oven if it is prcvsented as a Bahiraiiga or

extraneous Sakti, is not lh(‘ same as the Samkarite id('a of Maya as

a kind of illusion, from which however the original idea might have

been borrowed and assimilated. Enough has already }>een said

above which would give a general idea of this Maya-sakti, but one

of the principal themes of this Samdarbha is to expand this id<'a and

consider in detail the functions of this Sakti. It is called Bahiranga,

(outer or external), because it does not form an ingredient of the

real or intrinsic selfhood of the Lord. As a Sakti or Energy, however,

it is real, and its effects arc also real, but as it appertains to the deity

in his partial or incomplete manifestation and not in his true nature,

it is felt only at a lower i)lane of existence. In a verse quoted from

the Bhdgavafa ix. 33 in the Bhagavat-samdarhha (p. 92), the ftakti

is defined as :

TieWtham yat praiiyeta na pratiyeta cdimani\

tad vidydd dtmano mdyd7n\\

According to the interpretation given by Jiva Gos\amin the verso

may be translated thus :
“ What would be perceived outside the
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substance, i.e., outside the intrinsic selfhood of the Lord,’ and what

wouhl not be perceived irrespectively of it, is called the Lord’s owr

Maya.” If I he Lord in his essence is perceived, the Miiya is not

perceived ; that is, the feikli is perceived outside his self.- But

the Sakti cannot be perceived by itself without the Lord as the

substratum f that is, as an energy it presupposes the idea of an

energising substance or being, and cannot stand by itself.

The Maya as a Sakti has been classified into Jiva>maya, which

is also called Nirnitta-inayri, and Guna-maya which is also called

IJpadana-niilya. The classification is based upon the two functions

of the principle of causality, namely, cffieienl and malerial causation,

ascribed to the Maya-sakti; and each of the aspects has a reference

respectively to tlie jTva and the l^rakrli, th(‘ individual Self and

material Nature. In the first asptxd, tlu' Maya-sakti obscures the

pure consciousness of th(‘ JTva.‘ and in the second it brings about

the malerial world as a balance of (he three Gunas" or sometimes

causes change or evolution of forms by (listurbiiig the e'qnilibrium

of the three Giinas.^' Hence, Maya is called srsfi-sthityania-Mrim,

or the ftakti which causes the cnaition. sui)port and dissolution of

the world : and in the ITpanisads, Maya is represented figurativeb,

as tri-coloured (tri-vimta)

,

which term has a nderence to the three

Gunas.

The function of the Nimitta- or Jiva-mnya is two-fold, consist-

ing of Scic'iice (Vidya) and Nescience (Avidya) , the first causing

(‘mancipation and the s(‘(.‘ond bondage. The Jlva in itself is elcuaially

self-conscious of its true nature and is thc'refore, as Suddha Jlva,

(‘ternally emancipated (svafo mukta sometimes this conscious-

ness is ('xplicit (as in the case of (‘ternally eniancipated souls), but

more often it is implicit or obscun'd (as in the case of those who are

subject to ignorance or nescience camsed by Mayfi) . The Vidya is

the gateway for the ingress of this implicit consciousness. It may be

(}bj(‘cted that if the Vidya h'ads to (h'liverance, it should be an asp(‘ct

of the Svarupa-sakti and cannot be counted as an expression of the

Maya-sakti. But the Vidya-vrtti, as a Maya-sakti must be taken

* arfhnm paramririha-bhidnm mCnn rind.

® mai-praWau ta1~j)raiHyabhnvdt, matto bahir eva yasya jmiflHr ilyarihah.

* yaaya ra madasrayam rind fnmfnh pmitiir

* jiva-'Hdnam dvrnoti.

* saUvddi-guna-sdmya-Tuprini gmia-wdydlchyam jaddm prakrtim udgirati.

kaddeit prthag-bhuidri sativddi-gundn ndfidkdratayd parmomati ca.

^ The worJ is tlius iisetl in a seri.se somewlial dift'erent f^'rom what is under-

stood in orlliodox philosophy. The Vidya may be Iwo-fold beinj? a function of

both the Svunipa and Maya-.saktis.
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to imply that it is not a form of tlic supreme consciousness itself but

only a door or opening to the revelation of that consciousness which

is an aspect of the Svarupa-sakti ; and it cannot by ilself make lhal

revelation.’ The Avidya or Nescience has, again, twofold functiem,

namely, (?) it acts as a covering which causes the concealment of

the true nature of the Jiva {dvaraiidtmihd) ^ and (h) it acts as *i

source of distraction {vilcseimtinikd)

,

which overpowers the Jiva by

causing a conflicting consciousness in the form of the (unpirical

experiences of the body and the senses.

The Jiva-maya or Nimitta-inayri, as the source of efficient

causation, involves the four concepts of the Kfda, Daiva, Karrnan

and Svabhava, which terms are now briefly explained. The Kala

is described as the Ksobhaka or source of provocation ; and a verse

from the Bhdgavata (iii. 5. 2(>) is quoted to show that by this

function the Pararnatman, in erotically figurative imagery, place^^

the seed of creation in the GunamayT Ma\ii.- It follows from this

description that the Kfda is not a substance but only a funclion ov

mode (ijtti) of the Pararnatman as the dispenser of Ihe Maya-sakti,

by which the equilibrium of the three Gunas in Prakrti is disturbed

and effects are brought about. It thus r(\gulates in a sense the

process of creation but is in its turn regulated by the Pararnatman ;

it has therefore no effect on the Bhagavat, who is ('b'rnally beyond

Kfila. The Karrnan is described as the Nimitta or efficient cause

of this disturbance, and constitutes acts done not by the real ego

but by the empirical ego in phenomenal existen(‘e, causing rebirth

and bondage. Such acts, therefore, as devotional Avorship, AAhich

])rocee<l from the real ego of the Jiva, are not to be included in this

category. The ex})ress proneness of Karrnan for the production of

consequences is called Daiva.-' Tlu' SA^abhava consists of impressions

l(‘ft by Karnian {iai-samakdrak)

.

The Jiva, in its bondage to the

Mayil-sakti, is posses.scd of all these {tadrd7t).

Th<’ Guna-maya or Upadana-maya, as tlu' source of material

causation, consists of Dravya, Ksetra, Pifina, Atman and Vikru'a,

which terms also require explanation. The Dravya indicates the

five elements in subtle states (bhuta-suksmdni) : the Ksetra is

Prakrti
;
the Prana means the vital principle, AAhich is also called

Vayu ; the Atman is the gross consciousness or the Prakrta Aham-

^ atm vidyakhyd t^rttir iyam svampamkti-i'rfd-vuscsa-t'idyd-prakd.se dvdram

eva, na iu svayam eva seti jileyani.

“ kdla~vrtfyd iu uulydydTn gunaviayyam ad}ioksaiah\

puruftendtmabhiitena vnyam adhatta vlryatdnW

” tad eva phaldbhirmikham abhivyaktam daivam.
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kara operated upon by the senses ; and the Vikara consists of the

five senses {indriydni) and the five gross elements (mahdbhutdni)

,

of which the Deha or material body is a collective effect (samghdta)

,

continuing in an uninterrupted stream like the sprout of seeds (bija-

rohavat pmvdhah ) . All these constitute in their totality the ingre-

dients of material creation, which is the Upadana aspect of the

Maya, called Guna-maya. The Jiva is related to it, as well as to

the Jiva-maya described above. The primal matter is called in-

discrete (Avyakta or Avyakrta) , because it is the equipoised

condition of these constituents and of the Gunas. In itself it is

unintelligent or unconscious, but creation proceeds only through

the Iksana or look of the Lord, by which is perhaps meant this

exercise of the Maya-sakti by the Paramfitman. The state of

equilibrium being thus disturbed, the three Gunas intermingle with

one another and give rise to the manifold evolutes and effects

ultimately producing the concrete and real vvorld as a feat of the

Maya-sakti. In spite of the professed adverse attitude of the

school to the Samkhya theory, the influence of Samkhya ideas and

the borrowing of its terminology are obvious. The school holds

firmly to Samkhya in rc'garding Matter as a reality, and there is

nothing speeifleally Vedanlie in its conception in this respect. The
Maya is not Matter itself as the Vedantist believes, but it is a

particular mode in which Matter, which is a reality, is apprehended.

But a theistic interpretation is given to this mode by regarding it

as a cosmic effVet of the Lord’s energy or function which obscures

the vision of the undevout to the ultimate reality. In relation to

this ultimate reality, which is the Lord himself, Matter must,

however, be regarded not as an absolute reality as Samkhya main-

tains, but only as a relative reality.

According to the views of the Bengal school, therefore, the

creation of the world is not an instance of Vivarta (illusory

appearance) but an instance of Parin«ama (transformation) . The
theory of Vivarta, which is a corollary from feamkara’s Maya-vada,
speaks of the illusory production of an effect (namely, the unreal

world) from a real cause (namely, the Brahman), just as a serpent

is a Vivarta or illusory appearance of a rope. But the theistic

Vaisnava school believes in the reality and phenomenally separate

existence of the w^orld, relatively to the reality and absolute existence

of the Bhagavat
; and, therefore, it regards its creation as the

result of P .riiiama or direct evolution, by which an effect of the

same kind is produced as the material cause. There is a difference,

no doubt, in the reality of the world and that of the Bhagavat, for

the former is relative and non-eternal and the latter absolute and
eternal. In a sense, however, the world may be regarded as eternal,
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because even after dissolution it continues to exist in a subtle form

in the Bhagavat, but it must still be regarded as non>etcrnal so far

as it exists phenomenally and presents itself to our gross senses.

But its being non-eternal or perishable does not mean that it is

false ov unreal, as some Vediintists hold. The world as an effect has

the same character of reality as its material cause (namely, the

Maya-sakti of the Lord), although this reality may not be absolute

reality. Since the deity, as the material and efficient cause of the

world, evolves it out of himself by the Maya-sakti, he does not

.mffer any charge or loss of essence inasmuch as this Sakti cannot

affect his true Svarupa. The deity is immutable even if he is the

cause of the mutable world, and creation in this sense is a mystery.^

It is also further established that creation is spontaneous to the

nature of the Lord. It does not proceed from any particular purpose

or motive, in the sense in which the term is used with reference to

human beings
;

for, the divine being in his perfection cannot be

endowed with a particular purpose or motive.

The concept of the Paramatman, as a partial manifestation of

the Bhagavat, has relation mainly to these energies of the Lord,

namely, the Jiva-sakti and the Maya-sakti, and is, therefore,

postulated for this special purpose. The Paramatman is accordingly

endowed -with the powers of creation, sustenance and dissolution of

the world, as well as of being the inward regulator of the individual

self. The relation between the Bhagavat and the Paramatman is

really one of gradation in the hierarchy of manifestations of one

and the same reality. But since the two Phicrgies (Saktis) assigned

to the Paramatman are regarded either as Tatastha or Bahiranga

(aloof or external) in relation to the intrinsic (Antarahga) divine

Energy, (he function of the Paramatman oyierates only so long as

the Jiva is still at a lower plane and is blind to the nature of true

reality. Jiva Gosvamin refers in this connexion to Gita texts (xiii,

1 f) relating to the Ksetra and Ksetrajna, and explains that the

Ksetra (‘field’ or ‘dwelling place’) is matter or material body as

the seat of the conditioned self, who as a conscious entity is

technically styled Ksetrajna. But he rejects the Siimkhya inter-

pretation of Ksetrajna, and maintains the theistic view that the Jiva

is Ksetrajna only relatively ; for, the Paramatman, as the inward

ruler of the world and the individual self, is the only and real

Ksetrajna. As the regulator of the individual self in its conditioned

state, th*: Paramatman may again be the regulator cither of the

totality of individual Jivas (sarmsti-jivantarynnin) or of each

Sarva-aarnvadmt pp. 142-3.
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indiviflual Jiva {vyasti-jlvdntarydmin)

.

In theological language we
are told further that since the Avatiiras haw relation to the

phenomenal world, they all proceed from the Paiamatman, and the

Bhagavat is thus superior to all of them. One of the primal

evolutes of Uie Paramatman in this i^espect is the Purusa, who is

regarded as the first (ddyu) of the AvaiTiras. This Purusa, in its

twofold aspect as Ihe GarbhodaKa-sayin and the Ki^Trodaka-&ayin,

is the presiding deity of the Jiva in its singleness (vyasti) and

totality {samasii) respectively. These two aspects of the Purusa,

again, are regarded as two subtle emanations of the Sarnkarsana-

Vyfiha, vho is Karanariiava>sayin and who, a(‘(“ording to the Vyuha*
doctrine, is supposed to j)reside over the Jiva. Thus, as the immanent
regulator of the individual Jivas and th(’ phenomenal wmrld, the

Samkarsana of the Vyriha-theory is absorbed as l/cing identical wdth

the Paramatman, just as the much older coimeption of Purusa is

assimilated within the theological scheme of the Paramfitman in

relation to the Avataras.

From what has been said above it will not be difliculL to under

stand the theory which Jiva Gosvarain propounds on the relation of

the Jiva to the Bhagavat, As the Jiva is an aspect of the Tatastha
Jiva-sakti, the ri'lation is the sann* as between a §akti and the

possessor of the Sakti. The Bhagavat as the ^aktimat is, no
doubt, the ground or source of the Sakti which cannot exist

without him, biP the J^akti has also' a ca])acitv .and existence of

its owm. The analogy of the sun and its scattered rays has already

been cited above to illustrate the conception. The relation is thus

one of non-difference as widl as of diffc'i-i'iice (bheddhheda) in an
inscrutable manner (achifya). The Jiva is non-Jifferent from the

Bhagavat because' it is a part or Amsa, even if an atomic part (arju )

,

and possesses (‘s-cnlially the same characteristics of eternity, non-
liability of change elc., as well as the same attributes, in an
infinitt ^imal aiuounl, of Cit and Ananda. If the Bhagavat is Puma
Cil and Pnrna Ananda, the Jiva is Cit-kana and Ananda-kana.
But as the suiKrIaliveness of the attributes and characteristics

belongs to the Phagavat alone, and not to the Jiva, there is an
inevitable difference

; and absolute identity can neve r be maintained.
Ihe Jiva is also eternally subordinate to the Lord, for the common
attributes in the case of the Jiva is obscured and controlled by the

Maya-sakti, wdiile the Lord is iievcT affected by this Sakti, which
indeed spvings from him but wdiich is vet external to him. The
non-differenc‘e makc's it possible for the Jiva to approach him and
be a part of his intrinsic Svarupa-sakti, but the difference keeps the
Jiva eternally separati* and subordinate. Jiva Gof^vamin maintains
this position not only by the citation of Purana and other texts.
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but also by a peculiarly dualislic interpretation of the Veddntn-niira

i. 2. 12 ; ii. 1. 22 and ii. 8. 42-45. The Adv^aita texts, which speak

of identity, should, in his ojunion, be understood to affirm

resemblance ; for the Jiva, being an Ainsa, naturally retains some

of the divine character and becomes //Arc mifo the Bhagavat but it

is never the same. It might be objected that if the Jiva is a part

of the Bhagavat, then all the imperfodious of the Jiva must also

attach to the Bhagavat ; hut the reply to this furnished by the

authority of the Vedanla-sutra ii. 8. 45, which is interpreted to m(*an

that the imperfections of tlu' Jiva, who is an ('xpression of the

Bhagavat's Tataslha JTva-sakti and not of his ess(‘nlial Svaruoa-

sakti, can never he ascribed to the highest being.

In his TaUva-mindurldia and elsewhere' Jiva Gosvamin lakes

some pains to refute lh(‘ views of the Advait i vadins that the

difrerence between the Jna and Brahman is not real but is due to

Ilpadhi (condition or limitation), by means of wdiich the really

unconditioned Brahman appears to condition himself (Pariccheda-

vada) or limitedly reflects himself as JTva (Pratibimba-vada)

The arguments ‘igainsl these Advaita theories are well known and

need not be repeated in detail. Jiva Gosvamin employs the usual

arguments against the validity of the assumption of Upadhi made
by the Advaita-vadins. lie argues lhat the Upadhi. which

according to the Advaita-vadins, gives risc‘ to a perception of

difference which does not really exist, must b(‘ eilher real or unreal.

If it is real {rdsfara), that is, if it is not imagined through Avidya,

then how can tin' Brahman, who is always unconditioned, be

conditioned? Being without any attri )ule (I)harma), he cannot

have any limitation or Upadhi : and being all-pervasive (vydpaka)

and without a form {iiimvayava) , like the Akasa he cannot be

visible and reflect himself as Jiva. The mere linowledge of the

identity of the Jiva and Brahman, again, can newT get rid of the

Upadhi which, cx hi/pothcsi. is real and therefore pc'rsists in spile

of such knowledp^e. If, on the other hand, the Ih>ridhi is presumed

to be unreal {avdfitava) , that is, due to the Avidya, thc'n how can

it touch the Brahman who is eternallv free fiom any touch of

Avidya, ? In such a case, the Brahmen, who is the sole reality,

becomes unreal. It must be assumed, ’herefon', that those scriptural

texts which have been often cited in supjiort of identity, onlv speak

of resemblanee due to analogy and are therefore instances merely of

that form of expression which is known as ‘ secondary application

of a word based on rc’semblance ’ (sadihja-lak^anCi ) . It is not

denied that the jTva resembles Bralun ui and is identical in some

^ See above p. 203.
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essential characteristics, but there is also a real distinction which

cannot be transcended.

This relation of non-identity in identity is expressed by the

supposition that the Jlva is a part of the Bhagava!: as the ground

or substratum of the Tatastha Jiva-sakti, and not of the Bhagavat

as the displayer of the Svarupa-sakti.^ But since the capacity for

bliss is an inherent attribute of the Jiva it finds a point of contact

with the intrinsic HladinT Sakti or blissiul energy of the Bhagavat

through the mode of Bhakti, which is nothing more than an aspect

of this intrinsic divine energy. This natural eapacitv of the JTva

restores his affinity or contiguity to the Bhagavat and counteracts

its aveneness, which springs from the effect of the external

Maya-sakti. But the Jiva is never an equal but a servant or

Sevaka to the Lord, who is the Sevya, and its funct.-on is to carry

out the Lord’s will
; even Bhakti, however inherent in the Jiva as

an expression of the divine energy, can awaken only through divine

grace (Prasada or Anugraha) . Even when freed from the bondage
of the Maya-sakti, the Jiva persists in its leal and eternal character

as an eternal spiritual atom worshipping the Lord. There are Srutis

which affirm the distinction in the Jiva’s phenomenal existence and
also in its state of release. The stale of release, therefore, is only

release from the earthly bondage of the Maya-sakli, but not extinc-

tion on perception of identity, nor the merging of the Jiva in the

Bhagavat {laya)

.

The emancipated self is in reality no longer the

Jiva or a part of the Jlva-sakti, but becomes a part of the Svarupa-

sakti of the Bhagavat as his Parikira or Attendant in his Paradise.

But since the relation of the ^akti to the possc'ssor of the ^ikti is,

as we have seen, one of non-identity in identity, the relation

naturally continues in the state of emancipation.

d. TiTE SuiKRvSNA-SAMDARBHA

^The interest of this Samdarbha is more theological than philo-

sophical. Its chief object is to apply the principles established in

the three Samdarbhas, described above , to the personality of Krsna
as d6pictcd in the &nmad-bhdgavafa, and Resent him as the

highest personal god of Bengal Vaisnavism. Its theme is to main-
tain that Krsna is 'not an Avatara or an incarnate being, but the

deity himself manifested in his perfect form as the Bhagavat. In
other words, having cstablishe J the concept of Bhagavat, Jiva

Gosvamin now proceeds to show in a definite way that Krsna is the

^ jlva-sakii-vuflstasyaiva iava jjivo'imah^ na tu suddhantya, jivasya tac~

chakthrupatvemivdmsatvam ityetad vyanjayati.
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Bhagavat as the Advaya-jhana-tatlva of its theology. From the

point of view of the cult ani! sect, therefore, this is the most
important and central Samdarbha, the other three preceding Samdar-

bhas being preliminary to it. x
As the outset Jl\a Gosvto'n lefers to the distinction established

in the previous Sanidarbhas between the concepts of the Paramatman
and the Bhagavat, and deals again briefly with the distinctive

character (Svarupa), function (Karman), form (Akara) and place

of habitation (Sthana) of the Paramfitman. It has already been

demonstrated by. him that the perfection or Purnatva of the

Paramatman is relative (apekstta) to that of the Bhagavat, but

this relative perfection is now explained by stating that it is the

eternal source {dsraya) and the germinal ground (udgaTTUi’Sthdna)

of the various Avataras, as well as of the whole phenomenal creation.

From the Paramatman spring the two Purusas, the Primal and the

Secondary, who become the sourc(' of the series of incarnate divine

forms, just in the same way as the sun is the source or gound of its

own rays. In other words, the incarnations are related to tht‘

Paramatman-Puriisa as parts to the whole, and in their immanifesl

state they lie in an indiscrete and germinal form in him. In this

connexion, there is a discussion in detail of the twenty verses from

the Bhdgmmta (i. 3. 0-25), which give a general list of the authentic

appearance, partial (Anisa) or complete (Amsin) , of the suy:)reme

deity. These Avataras have already been considered by Rupn
Gosvamiii in his Sajnkscpa-bhdgavafdmrta and have been summarised

by us above ; but there is some discrepancy in the order of enumera-

tion, Jiva Gosvamiri following strictly the order of the BhdgavaUi.

They are ;

1. Catuhsana 2, The Varaha 3. Narada, to whom is attri-

buted the Satvata Tantra 4. Nara and Narayana 5. Kapila

6. Dattatreya 7. Yajna 8. Rsabha 9. Prthu 10. The Matsya

11. The Kurma 12. Dhanvantari 13. The Mohinl 14. The Nara-

simha 15. The Vamana 10. Parasurama 17. Vyasa 18. Rama
19-20. Balarama and Krsna 21. The Buddha 22. Kalki.

The verse i. 3. 26 adds that the Avataras are numberless, like

the ripples on an inexhaustible reservoir ; and this statement, in the

opinion of Jiva Gosvamin, is meant to include such Manvantara-

Avataras, not included in the above list, as Hayagriva, Hari, Hamsa,

Prsnigarbha, Vibhu, Satyasena, Vaikuntha, Ajita, Sarvabhauma,

Vi.svaksena, Dharmasetu, Sudhaman, Yogesvara and Brhadbhanu,

as well as Yuga-Avataras like Sukla, Rakta, etc.

All these appearances, with the exception of Nos. 19 and 20

(namely Balarama and Krsna) are Amsas or Kalas (partial mani-
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festations) of the Purusa (cte cdmsa-kdldh pumsah)
;
but among

the AmsR'Avataras a further distinction is made of Avesa-Avataras.

The Catuhsanas etc. are instances of the Avesa or ‘ possession ’ of

the Jhfina-sakti, Narada etc. of the Bhakti-sakti, and Prthu etc. of

the Kriya-sakti of the supreme deity. In some cases there is a

direct possession by the deity (Svayam-Avesa)
, and these Avataras

have therefore often declarc'd themselves as ‘ I am the Bhagavat

'

in the scriptures. In Avataras like the Matsya, there is a

direct partial manifestation {sdkmd ainsatvam) . By the term

Amsatva is meant that tho\igh these appearances partake directly

of the divine selfhood {sdkmd hhagavaitd)^ the selfhood is said to

be manifested partially, because of the invariably partial manifesta-

tion in them of the divine Saktis, in accordance with the invariable

divine will in the particular case.’ But as the part (Amsa) can

never be the whole (Anisin), tlie Avatilra can never be the deity

himself in his perfection. The so-called Vibhuti-Avataras who
consist of the great Rsis, the Manus, the Devas, the sons of the

Manus and Prajapati, are included in the temi Kala, which also

means a part, but which indicates the manifestation of a small

amount of divine energy {alpa-sakti)

,

as distinguished from the

great energy {mahd-sakti) displayed in the Avesa-Avataras. The
difference between the Avesa- and Kala-Avataras is thus one of

degree only, illustrated by the analogy of the iron which receives

different degrees of the quality of fire by contact, but which in its

real nature r(unains as the iron. These are really cases of Jivas

who are inspired specifically in various degrees by divine energy,

but the Amsa-Avataras like the Matsya are direct, if incomplete,

manifestations of the divine' self.

j

Having thus enumerated the various limbs or constituent parts

(Anga) of the Paramatman, the Bhdgavatc verses cited above con-

clude by a half-verse which, in the opinion of Jiva Gosvamin, distinctly

Jays down the general character of the Avataras, and emphatically

distinguishes and determines Krsna as the supreme Bhagavat

himself.^ As lh(' rest of the topic is concerned with the establishment

of this important theme, it is necessary to quote the half-verse here

and summarise Jiva Gosvamin’s explanation of the same in the light

of the theological views of his school. The verse (i. 3. 28) concludes

the list of Avataras with the statement- :

eie cdrnso-kahlh purpsah Icrsnas in bhagavdn fivayam

^ avyahhicdri-fnclrm-ladicchuvasai mrimdaika-deJafayabhivyakta-Saktyddikat-^

vain. %

" The seronU half of the verse, namely, indrari-vyaktilam lokam mrdayanti

yvge ynge (“ in different Yugas lliey gladden the Avorld harrossed by the enemies
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‘‘ These are the Amsas and Kalas of the Purusa, hut Krsna is

the Bhagavat himself/'

As this assertion stands at the end of the list of Avatavas, it

implies, according to Jiva Gosvamin, that the appearances mentioned

in the list are the various Amsa- or Kahi-Avataras of the Purusa,

but Krsna (in company with Balarama), who is enumerated as the

twentieth in the list, is the Bhagavat himself, who is not an Avatara,"

but the Avatarin or the very source of the Avataras themselves as

the substratum of the Paramatman-Purusa. This position is ela*

borately maintained, partly by an explication of this and other text?

of the Bhdgavata and other Vaisnava scriptures, and partly b.^

reconciling those texts from Vaisnava and non-Vaisnava sourccjs

which are inconsistent or contradictory.

In accordance with the rule of interpretation that the predicate

must not be uttered without a mention of the subject,^ Krsna who
is already known as the twentieth in the list (i. 8. 23) is the

Anuviidya or the already known subject, and the Bhagavat is the

Vidheya or the predicate, mentioned here (i. 3. 28) for the first time

with reference to Krsna. It is clear, therefore, that ^ being the

Bhagavat’ (Bhagavattii) is predicated of Krsna and not ‘being

Krsna ’ (Krsnatva) of the Bhagavat.- In other words, the phrase

means that Krsna is the Bhagavat, and not that the Bhagavat

manifested himself as Krsna.*^ If the meaning proposed were not

meant, then Ihe phrase would have been bhagaimms tu krmah
svayam, instead of krsnas tu hhagavdn svayam. The word svayam
also indicates that Krsna is not a mere manifestation of the

Bhagavat, and excludes the possibility of the Bhagavat! a being

falsely imposed (arthydsa) upon Krsna^

A doubt may arise from the fact that the name of Krsna is

included m the list itself along with those of other genuine Avataras,

and that such a mention among the Avataras in verse 23 is secmmgly

in conflict with the present concluding statement in verse 2S that

Krsiia is not an Avatara but the supreme god himself. But this

is not a leal inconsisteimy and can be reconciled by the application

of the well-known Mlmamsa rule of interpretation that, of two

of Iiidra") Ls, in Jlva (losvamin’s opinion, not relevant to tlie discussion, as it refers

to the Avataras of the Purusa, previously mentioned, and not to Krsna, mentioned

in the first half of the verse. It is taken as syntactically connected with the first

Pada of the verse, being separated from the second Pada , by the particle 1u (in-

iabdena vdkyasya hhedanat)

.

wmviidyaw anuktvaiva na vidheyam ndhayet.
“ hrmanyaiva .t^hagavaitva-laksano dkarmak sddhyate, na tu bhagavntah

krsxMtvam ,

“ krsnasyaiva mvldvaidratvam sidkyati, nn tu prddurhkiltafvam.

31
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statements or injunctions, that which is made first is to be

considered weaker and therefore annulled by that which is made
afterwards.* Or, the two apparently conflicting statements may be

reconciled by regarding the second statement (namely, that Krsna

is the Bhagavat himself) as a piece of Sriiti or testimony by direct

authoritative statement. As such, it is of greater force than the

first statement in the Avatara-list in verse 23, which is a mere

Bamakhya or laudatory enumeration ; for the Mimamsa rule (iii.

3. 14) lays down that of the several means of determining the real

sense, ^luti (testimony), Linga (power of wwds to express their

sense), Vakya (syntactical connexion of words in a sentence),

Prakarana (context)
, Sthaiia (sequence of place) and Samakhya

(enumeration or related sense), each succeeding one has a weaker

force than the preceding owing to the remoteness of meaning.- Of
these recognised means of interpretation, ftruti is defined by Jiva

Oosvamin as direct instruction which is not dependent on anything

elsc,'^ implying that Sul a here deliberately makes the concluding

statement as a piece of direct instruction, which lays down,

irrespectively of any other preceding statement, that Krsna is the

Bhagavat himself. That this Sruti or direct instruction is emphatic

and unambiguous {sdvadhmand) is indicated by the employment of

I he particle tii, which, in the opinion of Jiva Gosvamin, is to be

taken here in the sense of the emphatic exm. This affirmative and
determining Sruti, therefore, makes it imperative that such other

J?rutis as speak of Mahanarayana and other deities as the supreme
Bhagavat are to be understood as implying that their Bhagavatta,

unlike that of Krsna, is not absolute but relative (gumbhuta )

.

Even if tin* particle ttx b(' taken as meaning ‘ but ' in the sense of

an alternative, it serves to differentiate Krsna as the Bhagavat from
the Paramatman-Purusa, as well as from the partial manifestations

ol Paramritman-Puru.sa already enumerated.^

It is also pointed out that the conflicting verse 23 included in

the Avatara-list

Tdma-kr,wa viti hhuvau hhagaxmn aftarnd hharam

whicli states that “ the Bhagavat, namely, Bnlarama and Krsna,
removed the burden (by appearing) on the earth,” also specifically

’ paurvdpan/c purva-daurbalyam prakrtwat, vl. 5. 58

^ti-ttnga-vdkya-prakarana-xfhana-samdkhydnam samavdyf pdra-daurhalyam,
artha-viprakarmt.

mksld vpadcs'as 1v ,hu(ir ifi pnribhdfiyate : ftdkmitram^ rdira nirapeksatvam
vryafe.

tu anbdo mm-kuldhhyah pimisns ra adksdd bhagavato vailaksnnyam.
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employs the term bhagavat with reference to Krsna (in company
with Balariiina, who is thus also not an Avatiira). As the term is

not so employecAwith reference to any other \vatara in the whole

list, Krsna is to be taken not as a partial manifestation or an

incarnate being, but as the supreme deity himself in his own person.

There may be an objection that the act of removing the burden of

the world is proper only to the Avataras of f^he Purusa and should

not have been nnaitioned in connexion with Krsna as the supreme

deity. This anomaly is reconciled by the theory that when the

Bhagavat in his perfection manifests himself, the Amsa-Avatara?

also enter into him’ and make their sumultancous appearance, for the

parts always remain in Ihe whole. The acts which are performed,

not by the Bhagavat himself, but by these Arnsa-Avataras who
remain absorbed in him, are merely imposed upon (dropa) on the

Bhagavat.* The rea.son why the Bhagavat-Krsna is mentioned in

the Avatara-list is to indicate that even in his own essential character-

he sometimes becomes visible, like an Avatara, to the whole world"’

in order to cause the wonder of peculiar bliss to his own exclusive

.‘^ervants^ by fostering a cc'rtain sweetness by his Lila of birth etc.”^

The mention, therefore, is meant only to show Krsna's infinite grace

to the world, and not indeed to show that Krsna is an Anisa-Avatara.

The word Avattira applied at all to Krsna must mc.an generally a

descent of the Bhagavat-Krsna in his own character (Svarilpa) into

phenomenal glory .’K

' By this method of argument based on the interpretation of the

.sacred .scripture of the .school, Jiva Gosvamin attempts to establish

that the Bhdgavafa statement about Krsna's absoluteness as the

Bhagavat is a positive, unambiguous and emphatic Sruti which must

prevail over all other statements.; Tt is therefore a definitive asser-

tion of the Paribhasa kind, which lays down an authoritative rule

or proposition determining the sense of the whole workft A
Paribha.sa is further de.scribed as that which i.'^ meant to bring

certainty in the midst of uncertainty.'* As such, it occurs oiily once,

and not repeatedly, as specifically defining a thing ; but its singularity

has the force of controlling and determining the sense of a plurality

^ hikrsnc 'watarati fat-tnd-amiavatdrdndm api pravemh.
' Hvarupaxiha eva.

' kaddeit sakala-loka-driyah.

‘ panjana-vise^dndm ananda-i'isesa-camafkurdya.
’ kam api rnddhuryam nija-janmndi-Waya pnsnan.

" prdkria-vaiigiavcvataranavi.

" piatijndkdrena granthdrtha-nimdyakatvdt.

^ aniyame niyama-kdrint.
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of other tcxts.^ It is thus a Mahavakya or a great proposition, like

the phraser iat tvam am ;
and the proper Sastric method would be

to explain every other proposition, which appears inconsistent or

contradictory, in the light of the significance of such a Mahavakya.-

It is also maintained that this Parihha.^ statement not only controls

all other Bhdgavata texts hut also conflicting texts in other Puranas,

which must be interpreted in such a way as not to appear inconsistent

with it. The reason for this is that the Bhdgavata, as already

demonstrated in the previous Samdarbhas, is the most authentic and

infallible scripture, superseding the authority of every other Sastra

{su7vo-sv>itfropa7nar(laka)

,

and this particular &rnti or Mahavakya
occurs in that work purposely to determine the highest spiritual

truth {]mra7Ymrtha-vastu-paraU^a) in a definite and indisputable

manner. It is like the emphatic and indisputable command of ,i

king to his followers, and it has been repeat<'dly utilised as such,

for reconciling conflicts, by authoritative commentators like ferldhara-

svilmin.

Jiva Gosvamin thus admits that, notwithstanding this single

authoritative statement, there are many texts in the Bhdgavata and

elsewhere, in which Krsna appears to be spoken of as a partial

aspect or Amsa-Avatara of the Bhagavjit. These texts fall into two

groups, namely, those occurring respectively m the Bhdgavata itself

and those in other Puranas and Itihasas. JTva Gosvamin contends

that with reference to both thes(‘ classes of texts, the Mahavakya
considered abovi' prevails, and they must, therefore, all be interpreted

accordingly. Some of these texts are disem^sed in detail by him ;

for instance, Bhdgavata iv. 1. 58 (harer avikiu ihdgatau)
; x. 1. 1

iarnk^ndvatnuasya vimoh) : x. 18 (jagari-mafigalam acyutdmsam) ;

X. 2. 85 (ciistydniba te kukmgatah fmrah pumdn amkna ) ;
x. 8. 19

(ndrdyana-saino guriaih) ; x. 20. 40 (habhan hhiih kaldbhydm

nitardm kareh)\ x. 48. 20 (avatfrudvihamsena)

,

etc. In all these and

such other verses.\ the presence of words like ant^a or kald appears

to indicate a contrary idea of Krsna as a partial aspect of Ilari,

Narayana, etc ; but the texts are reconciled by the ingenious explana-

tion that the terms amsa or kald do not refer to Krsna-Bhagavat

himself directly but to those partial aspects oi incarnations who
remain absorbed in him and manifest themselves to the phenomenal

world simultaneously with the Lord's appearance, in accordance with

the well known fact that parts can never exist without the whole.

Commenljrial ingenuity is also shown sometimes by adopting

particular ways of grammatical or syntactical analysis of words or

‘ rdlci/dnam kotir npychrnoivaniund 8di>aniyd.

“ vlrvddhdyaimndndm efad-anugvmrthatayaiva vaiduft.
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phrasevS—a device which is not unknown ir Indian philosophical

literature in general. The interpretation, for instance, of the phrase

ndrdyana-sam.0 gunaih, employed with rcferciice to Krsna in one of

the above passages (x. 8. 19), is made fuA^o.-rable to Krsna’s case

by rejecting the sense “ equal to Narayana in his attributes
’

{ndrayaimsya sarrio ^(jurtaih) obtained by Tatpurusa Samasa, and by

accepting, by means of the Bahuvrihi Samasa, the simse to whom
Naiayana bears a r(\semblance by his attribulf^s {ndrdyanah sarno

yasya gnnaih) \

There arc also some passages in which Mahfikfda or some such

deity is represented hs the supreme being ; but such a view is

inconsistent with tlu' general purport of tin Bkdgavata, which is

represented by the Mahavakya cited above. Such passages, there-

fore, are as a matter of course rejected. The Puranas which give

expression to such views belong to the Tarnasika class of Puranas,

whi(*h ar(' inferior in authority to the Bhdgavata, the greatest

Sattvika Purana, and which cannot therefore establish the superiority

of .such deities as Mahakala to Krsna. It is next shown that even

in the Vai.sna\'a Puranas, which are Sattvika, there are passages or

legends which appear conflicting ; for instane % the legend narrated

in the Mahdhhdmta and the Vimu-purdna that Krsna and Balarama

.sprang respectively out of a piece of black and white hair of

Narayana. Such a legend is not entirely rejected, but it is suitably

explained. It is shown that a literal i)iter])retation cannot be

given to the legend, for it is absurd to suppose' that a god who
is not subject to old age could po.ssess whit(' liair. A symbolical

meaning, therefore, is found of the legend. The word kem (hair)

is interpreted to mean lustre (amMi). and the white {sita) ami

black (krwa) lustres .serve figuratively to indicate the prowess of

Va.sudeva and Samkar.sana as emanations of the supreme deity, while

Naraj’ana, as a partial aspect of Bhaga vat- Krsna, shows these lustres

at Kr.sna's will to the gods.

\Yhat is haid above will give a rough idea of the method of

intert)retation and argument followed by this great apologist of the

Bengal scliool of Vaisnavism. Partly by th(' flirect testimony, and

partly by a reconciliation, of various texts eiilled from the

Mahdbfidraia, Vlf(7ni-purdria, Hari-vamki, Padnia-purana and Bhdga-

vatxiy as well as by an unceremonious rejection of texts w^hich cej^brate

other sectarian deities like Siva, he gradually builds up a series of

favourable texts round the central Mahavakya, which is elaborately

shown to declare emphatically the supreme godhead of Kr.sna. Wo
are told that w(' must not make light of sucli a method, for in th«^

Veddnta-mtra Vyasa employs a similar method for reconciling
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conflicting texts with one particular Mahavakya. In such cases

what is j:o be considered is not the number, whether large or small,

of texts on the subject, but their comparative strength or weakness

;

for it is seen in the world that a thousand men can be vanquished

by a single person.’

Jiva Gosvamin next seeks, with a similar nu'thod, to establish

the Bhagavatta of Krsna by showing Iha It Krsna is to be regarded

as the source not only of the Puriisa-Avatrira and of the Lilfi-Avataras

who proceed from the Purusa. but also of the Guna-Avataras, namely,

Brahma, Visnu and ^iva. Ho is thus su{)crior to the recognised

Trinity of the Puranic mythology and religion. No doubt, these

Avataras, being aspects of Krsna’s manifestation, are each of them
perfect {puma) but Krsna is the most perfect (purrmtama)

.

In

Krsna as the Bhagaval, there is the fullest display of all the divine

^aktis, but what is j)rominent is the highest expression of the Hladinl

Sakti or the energy of bliss, which absorbs and sii])ersedes all other

aspects of the Svarfipa-sakti. As such, therefore, Krsna, as the

highest embodiment of divine Ananda or Madhurya, is superior to

such lower expressions of the deity as Narayana or Vasudeva in

w’hom only the aspect of divine might (Aisvarya) is displayed. Jlva

Gosvamin also discusses in detail the authoritative opinions on this

subject of the great interlocutors of the Bhdgavata, namely, Vidura

and Maitreya (iv. 17 . 0 -7 ), Pariksit and Suka (i. 10 ; ii. 1 , etc.),

Vyasa and Narada (i. 5 : i. (5 . etc.), Brahmrt and Krsna (ii. 7),

Saunaka and Sfita (i. 1 f) , These great teachers and their listeners

ill the Bhdgavata (Maha-vaktr-srotr) agree in regarding Krsna as

the Bliagavat. Krsna is the therm' generally of th(‘ entire BhdgaDota.

consisting of eighteen thousand verses, but the subject is especially

dealt with in Skandhas/ i, x and xi ; and in the dialogues of

Brahma and Narada, of Vidura and LTddhava, and of Narada and
Yudhisthira in Skandhas ii, iii and vii respectively, as well as in

isolated passages like iv. 1 . 58 ; iv. 17 . 0 ; v. 0 . 18
;

vi. 8 . 20 ; end
of ix ; xii. 11. 20, and in the Anukramanika section (xii. 12) of the

work. In this way Jlva Gosvamin takes ujion himself the task of

marshalling a formidable army of Bhagavata passages in support of

the Mahiivakya, which he designates as the king of all utterances,-

and attempts to show that Krsna as the Bhagaval is not only th^'

principal theme of the work in more than half the number of verses

compi^sed in it, hut this theme being exclusive to it, it receives the
name of t^H' Bhdgavata. This claim is recognised also in the other

rakydnam durhafa-halitvam eva vicnianlyain, nu in h'lhimlpaid; drsyatc ca

loke ekendpi yuddhc sahaifra-pardjaya iti.

vorema-rdjaitya aend-sanigrahah.
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Pumnas ; for instance, the BrahmdmJa-purdna speaks of Krsna’s

name figuratively as the moon churned from the neetar-sca of feiika'>

speech {svkn-i>ag-amrfdbdhindu)

.

Passages which, in Jiva Gosva-

min's opinion, are typically representative of the view expressed

in the Mahavakya, are also discussed and explained in detail, e.g.

ix. ‘24. 55 : X. 14. flO ; x. 1 ; x. ^20. 36 ; i. 2. 79 ; etc. It is repeatedly

laid down that the Bhdgavata, as already demonstrated in the firsi

Samdarbha, is the paramount Sastra of all Sastras (mrva-mstra-

cakmvartitva) ; and there are passages in the work itself (e.g.

X. 57. 20) which indicate that it supersedes other Sastras (a/>ara-

mstropamarduka) . In the work itself we have also the statement

that it was composed by Vyasa after obtaining the beatific vision.

All these facts make the Bkdgavafa the most trustworthy guide in

matters of worship, so that if other gods are extolled in other scrip-

tures, the ultimate su})remaey of Krsna, who is declared and praised

in the Bhdgavaia, is beyond doubt. Once this position is accepted,

it is easy to explain that such deities as Narayana and Vasiideva,

who are celebrated in the* Padma-ptirmia. Nmuyana-Upaiiimd ancl

Vdsudeim-UpanmuU are merely henotheistically conceived as th.‘

supn'me god, but they are really various as])eets of Krsna-Bhagaval.

Texts other than those from the Bhdgmmta are also cited to prove

the supreme godhead of Krsna : for instance, from the Mahdhhdrata,

including the Gltd (xv. 15; xiv. 27), Gopdiaddpanh Padma-pnrdmu

Brah ma-sornhiid and from the list of one hundr(‘d and eight names

of Krsna given in the Brahmmida-purdria, etc.

In this connexion Jiva Gosvamin diFcusses the main purport of

the Glfd which, in his opinion, supports the inculcation of the worship

of Krsna, and not of Vfisudeva, as the highest god. From the

evidence of this, as well as of other sacred texts, he proceeds to

demonstiate that the supreme god can have no other essential form

than the form of man (nardkrti ) , which is exhibited by the two-

handed Krsna, and not by the lo\ir-handed Vasndeva, who represents

only an Aisvarya form of Krsna himself. Some are of opinion,

however, that the theoplianic omnipresent form {v'uhmrupa)

,

which

is described in th(' eleventh chapter of the Gltd, is the real form of

the supreme god, but our author considers this to be incorrect.

The Visvarupa, he thinks, is subonlinate to the Krsna-rupa, for it

is Krsna Avho at his will reveals the Visvarupa : and we are told

that after showing the terrible omnipresent form he shows again

his own form to Arjuna.^ This clearly indicates that his own real

form (svakenn rupam) is not the Visvarupa,- but the human form

’ svakam rupam darmydmasa hhfiyah.

vlnmrupain na fasya s-dk-mt uvarupam fti sp(Uifa7n.
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(Narakrti, even with four hands) which is directly shown thereafter

as his own.^ It is childish babbling which contends that the glory

of the Visvarupa is declared by the indication that to perceive it

Arjuna was specially endowed with divine vision.- On the contrary,

Jlva Gosvarnin maintains that Arjuna perceived the manlike form

(Narakrti) of Krsna that is not perceptible to mortal vision, but per-

ceptible only lo the particular vision which comes from the inherent

Sakti of the Bhagavat.**^ / This view is established by several texts cited

from the Bhdgaimta and the Padma-purdna ; and it is shown that

it is difRcult even for the so-called divine vision (divya-drsti) to

pcrcieve the essential Krsna form of the deity which is not easily

visible even to the gods.^ It was vouchsafed to Arjuna for daily

sight because he had the Lord’s special grace as his intimate

Associate or Parikara ; but Arjuna had to be endowed with divine

vision in order to see his other Visvariipa, which was assumed fof

the particular thcophanic exhibitio^i. That this human form is the

intrinsic form of the deity is also proved by the description of

Krsna in the form and dress of a Gopa (cowherd) in the Gopdla-

idpant and other scriptures ; and the first grertt preliminary verse

(rnahopakrarna
; i. I. 1 janniddyasya) of the Bhdgmmta, as well as

its last all-concluding verse (sarvopasamhara ; xii. 13. 14 k^rnnai

yena)

,

also bears out the position that Krsna is the highest being,

having a form similar to that of man.

In this connexion, Jlva Gosvarnin attempts to set at rest doubts

arising from certain vaguely understood texts, with regard to the

essential form of Krsna, which in these texts is so diversely described

as to raise the piesumption of its being an impermanent phenomenal

form. These texts, in his opinion should be interpreted in such .i

way {anyathalva drhjam) as to rebut this unworthy presumption.

In its essence the Vigraha of the Bhagavat-Krsna consists of the

three attributes of Sat, Cit and Ananda, but some of these texts

describe the appearance of the Vigraha diversely as having two or

four (sometimes even six or eight) hands. All these appearances,

in Jlva Gosvarnin’s opinion, are real, but since the Bhdgavata and

other scriptures describe the divine form as similar to that of man
(mmimyadinga) , this similarity is best displayed in the two-handed

form alone.'"'* This is, of course, in reply to those who hold that the

’ v^Kik'jrn-raturhhujafiyawa svakatva-nirdesdf.

® tad-darmnAriham arpmavi prati dwya’-druii-dAnadingena fasyaiva mdhdtmyam
iti til IxUa-kaldhalah.

^ prukrla-drfder apyakaravalvdd bkagavar-rhakti-vUem-samvalifa-dr^stcr cvn

taira knmnaivdt.
* far ea narakrti para-hrahma divya-drstibhir durdarsaw.
'' dvi-hhujatiHt eva hl-krmatvam nardkrfi-kaivatydn mukhyam.
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Absolute is unconditioned and therefore formless and attributeless,

but that in its appearance to the seeker it sometimes conditions

itself and assumes form, whtch is thus not real and eternal. The
reality and eternity of the two-handed Krsna-form, similar to that

of man, is sought to be established by considering, in the first

place, whether great and reliable worshippers have had actual

visions of it as the essential divine form, and secondly, whether such

a form is known to exist realty and eternally in any of the divine

Dhamans or residences of the Lord. Jiva Gosvamin contends that

the sacred and revealed texts furnisli enough testimony of great

sages and devotees who had a direct beatific vision of the two-

handed form as the only real form. It is on the basis of this

recorded intuition of the sages {oldvad-anuhhava-sabda-siddha)

that this essential character of the ilhagavad-Vigraha has already

been established and illustrated in Jhe second Samdarbha. The
scriptures also reveal that the Krsna-Vigraha in the form and dress

of a Gopa existed eternally, even before its manifestation to the

phenomenal world in the Dvapara Age, and sported in this form in

Vrndavana. In the Gopdla-fdpanh both the two-handed and the

four-handed forms arc mentioned as objects of devotional meditation,

although in the Agamas the two-handed form alone is spoken of ;

but everywhere the similarity to the human form is made clear. It

is admit led thatiKrsna in his finite power is known to have displayed

other forms (for instance, the Visvarupa shown to Arjuna or to

Yasoda), which theophanic forms included the entire universe with

its creatures, endless Niiiayanas, endless Vaikunthas, Dhamans and

Parikaras. But Krsna is known to have resumed his essential form

immediately after these theophanies : and it is noteworthy that

even in th(^ four-handed form seen by Arjuna the similarity to the

human form (nianmya-rupatva) is einy)hasised in the Gltd verse

drstuedurti mduvmpi 7upam.i If the Srutis sometimes describe the

divine form as being without hand or feet {apdrd-pdda) , or as having

a thousand hands and feet, they only mean, as jTva Gosvamin has

already pointed out, to indicate that his form with its hands and

feet is similar indeed to that of a human being, but that it is not

the same, because it is non-phenomcnal {aprdkrta) . It is clear

that all these elaborate arguments are meant to establish that the

philosophical absolute, conceived as a religious concrete, is a personal

god who has to be meditated upon and worshipped. For that

reason and to that extent, a form must be assigned to him ; he can

indeed be worshipped in various forms, but the best form is that

which bears similarity to that of man. But there was perhaps a

much narrower Sectarian reason for distinguishing and establishing

the two-handed Krsna-form as the most essential form of the

32
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divinity. The attempt was meant to show that although Krsna as

Vasudeva or Narayana, manifested in the four-handed form, is

worshipped by some sects, Krsna, as l<he two-handed son of Nanda,

who is the object of meditation and worship of the Bengal sect,

represents the deity in his real and eternal form.

On the colour of the deity there is some vagueness. The

complexion is usually described as dark-blue like that of the rain-

cloud ; but the word nyama (dark) has not been interpreted

uniformly. Some take it to mean dark-blue, but others, including

our author, think it to be the colour of the Atasi flower (common

flax)
,
which is described as a mixture of white, yellow and green.

Such uncertainty in the description of the divine complexion, in

terms of the sensuous colours of the universe, is of course explained

as inevitable, for in a matter like this exactitude is impossible.

Other prominent characteristics of Krsna, veil knowm from Puranic

descriptions, are his eternal youth, of which the essential form is

adolescence (Kaisora), and the possessioi’ of a Venn, Varnsi or

Murall. Of this last characteristic vaiious symbolical interpretations

are given, such as the sweet and transcer dental power of musical

attraction of the Saktis to the deity. This power of attraction ’s

found by the Gautamiya Tantra in the derivative sense of the name

of Krsna itsell, of which the etymology is given from the root

‘ to draw.' The Krsna-form is .snid to possess infinite beauty and

sweetness : and the sacred texts delight to describe, in language

bordering on sense-devotion and eroticism, the unspeakable loveliness

of his personal appearance. The eyes of the god resemble the

full-blown lotus-leaves, his cloth is yeflow like lightning, garlands of

flowers decorale his breast and various ornaments increase the

natural beauty of his person. All these details of his dress, decora-

tion, ornament and appearance are to be gathered from the accounts

given in the Vaisnava Ra.sa-.^stra ; b it the real form and dress of

the deity, as already noted, resemble that of a Gopa or cowherd,

although of course the word Gopa receives at the same time the

symbolical sense of a protector or sustainer

From. the establishment of the proposition that Krsna-Bhagavat

is the Maha-Vasudeva, it follow's that Balarama is Maha-Samkarsna,

the second of the four Vyuha-cmanations of the supreme deity.

Hence, it is not correct to say that Balarama is only an Avesa-

Avatara, or, as some maintain, an Avatiira of Sesa. On the contrary,

Sesa himself is an Avatara or Amsa, bc‘iug a Parsada (Associate), of

Balaraina-Samkarsana, w^ho is thus different (anyatva) and far

superior to Sesa in divine energy (mkiyafisayatva) . As Krsna and

Balarama are mentioned as dual deitit's {yugalatayd)

,

their equality
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of appearance (sama-prakdsatva) is undoubted. Jiva Gosvamin

cites several texts to show that in Bjilarama the divine characteristics

of the Bhagavat arc all to be found but such is not the case with

Avesa-Avataras like Prthu. This nnans that Balarania is Samkar-

sana himself and not an Avatara of Samkarsana, and is thus one

of the direct primary forms or emanations of the Bhagavat-Krsna.

It is for this reason that the sacred texts describe him as Svaraj, or

existing independently by himself as a form of the supreme divinity.

In this way the other two older Vyuha-forms, Pradyumna and

Aniniddha, who are also mythologically Krsna’s son and grandson,

are shown to be aspects or emanatioi's of the supreme god Krsna

It is not necessary to enter into the <]ctails of this dogma which has

only a theological interest ; it would be enough to indicate that, in

Jiva Gosvamin’s opinion, the Pur.imc legend, which speaks of

Pradyumna as an incarnation of Kama slain by Siva's wrath,

represents a one-sided and therefo'^' misleading view (ckadesa-

prastdvu-mdfra)
; for Srutis like the Gopdla-fdpam distinctly state

that Pradyumna is included eternally in one of the four Vyuhas

of Krsna. As an ordinary Prakrta deity Kama cannot be so

included. The real explanation is that Kama, who was burnt to

ashes by Siva's wrath and became eternally bodiless thereby, had

no capacity of regaining his own body : it was then that Pradyumna,

as an Ainsa of Vasudeva, entered into Kama and brought him back

to life. Or, one may explain by saying that the real Kiima, as an

Am% of Vasudeva. could not and was never burnt by Siva’s anger

;

what was burnt was the Prakrta Kama. By a similar method of

interpretation, Aniruddha is established as the direct fourth Vyuha of

Kr.sna. The explanations are indeed ingenious, but the wry fact that

Jiva Gosvamin often supi)lies two or more alternative explanations

or oU'ers a choice of meanings shows that his interpretations are

mere conjectural efforts at reconciliation of conflicts : they attempt

excgetical ingenuities but entirely ignore the historical significance

of most of these older theological conceptions.

/Having established in his own way the direct divinity of Krsna

as the highest Bhagavat, it is indeed superfluous to show that all

the attributes of reality and eternity (iiityatva)

,

powt'r (vibhuti)

etc., pertaining to the Bhagavat, become established in Krsna as n

matter of course. But for further strengthening his own position

and for removing erroneous views of the ignorant, Jiva Gosvamin

briefly deals with this topic, and shows from the evidence of the

sacred texts that all the highest divir-e attributes of the Bhagavat

have been predicated of Krsna.

hhagavablaksandni tatra snuiuU,
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If there were any doubt regardiaj; Krsna’s reality and eternity

(nitya-sthiti) as the highest god, then the Sastras, which are worthy

of the greatest confidence (j)ampta)

,

would not have given instruc-

tions regarding his worships and deliberately displayed the intention

of deceiving (vipralipsd) .
^ The Advaita-vadins, however, deny that

there is an absolute reality called Krjna ; they say that this name

and forjn have been imposed upon the unconditioned Brahman for

the convenience of the dualistic ideas of worshippers. This, in

jTva Gosvamin’s opinion, is not correct : because imposition (dropa)

can be imagined only on a thing which is conditioned in form and

attribute, but not on a substance which is infinite in form and

attribute.- JTva Gosvilmin re})eats that the Nityatva of Krsna is

established by Mahad-anubhava or intuition of great sages, who are

known to have received the direct vision of the deity and its

desired effects.'* This is admitied even by SrTdhara-svamin ; for,

otherwise, how could Krsna be an auspicious and desirable object

of meditation (Dhyana) and thought (Dharana) ? This Saksiit-

kara or beatific vision is not merely with references to the images

or symbols of the deities ; for movements and appearances of the

deity have been directly described in the sacred texts.^ It is because

of this reality of the deity himself thjil it is possible for devotees to

have such a vision in symbols like the Salagrama stone. That

devotees have realised Krsna as such (suddha-nirdesa) is indicated

by the well known Mantra of eighlcen syllables (asfddasdksan)

which prescribes Krsna, along with his Parikaras, as the object of

worship. Even the Baudhdyana. Dhanna-mstra has a similar indica-

tion, and the Gopdla-tdpam Sruti clearly declares the view. But
enough of colled ing a mass of evidence to ])rove what, in the opinion

of our author and his school, admits o*' little doubt. JTva Gosvamin,

therefore, concludes by stating pointedly that those who dare think

otherwise of Krsna, who is the Bh.agavat himself, are people who
arc deluded by the effect of eternal sin (anddi-pdpa-viksepa)

,

and

such people are evil-minded and perverse (durbuddhi) !

For this reason Jlva Gosvamin does not think it necessary to

dilate upon Ihe topic, bid only briefly illustrates with reference to

Krsna such Bhagavat elements of VibiiUtva or Lordship, as Prakrta-

vastvatiriktatva (the state of surpassing phenomenal objects),

Sva-prakasatva (self-luminosity), Svaj^arn-rupatva (identity of form

and essence), etc. But the question of Krsna’s Dhaman (abode)

^ tatm tavnd drddhand-vakyanuiva sd sidhyaii.

” droyas ca 'paricchivna-guna-rupa etm vaslurii kafpyafe, ^^idnanta-guna-rupc.
** drsijnie ca updmkdvdm sfdk.sdtkdras tai-pliala-prdptis ca

‘ gatt-vdasdder varnilatvdt,
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and Pnrikara (retinue) engages greater attention and occupies liiiii

in the rest of the SaTudarbha. The Dhaman of the Bhagavat as an

rxpr(',sPion of his divine selfhood or power (Svarupa-prakasa or

Svariipa-vibhuti) has already been explained in the Bhagavat-

sarnaarbha ; an attempt is now made to show that this is also the

Dhaman of Krsna. The details of the cosmography are somewhat

fanciful and confusing, but they follow generally the Puninic account.

It is not necessary to go into thenn but is appears that the Dhaman
of Krsna, as that of the highest god, is located as the highest,

existing independc'ntly (fsvatantmtayd) above and beyond the

Dhilmaiis of all other major or minor deities {sarvopari-athayitimin).

The univ(*rse (Brahmanda) is described as consisting of fourteen

worlds (Bhuvanas) , namely, seven Lokas (Prthivi, Antariksa,

Svarga, Mahar. Jana, Tapas and Satya) and seven Patrilas (Atala,

Vilala, Siitala, llasatala, Talatala, Mahatala and Patfila) . Outside

these there arc eight sheaths or Avaranas of Prakrti, beyond which

there is the envelo})ing ocean called Karana-samudra or Viraja.

Above this is situated the Siddha-loka, which is the abode of the

Nirvisesa Brahman. Above this Loka lies the Para-vyoman, of

which (he presiding deity is Narayana, who is a sportive appearance

(Vilasa mfirti) of Krsna. In this Para-vyoman (he infinite Avataras

of the Bhagavat-Krsna reside with their re'speelive retinue, and

each has a se])arale Vaikuntha, so that the Para-vyoman is the

aggregate of the infinite Dhfunans of the different partial manifesta-

tions of the Bhagavat. The three creative emanations or Vyuhas

of the Paramatman-Purusa, namely, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and

Aniruddha, lie eternally on three oceans respectively, namely,

Karanodaka, (Tiinodaka and Kslrodaka. But set beyond all these

inferior* Dhfimans, lies tlu' Goloka or Maha-Yaikuntha, which is the

exclusive aliode of the Bhagavat-Krsna, as well as of his Parikaras,

w^ho are his own people (sva-jaiia) and poss(\ss intrinsic affinity with

him (sajdtlya)

.

But like the deity himself, the Dhaman has also

the ])ower of pervading both the phenomenal and non-phenomenal

objects,^ and api)eariiig in diverse forms. When the Bhagavat in

his Svarupa makes his appearance in the phenomenal world, his

Dhaman, along with his Parikaras, make.« its simultaneous a])pearauce;

but like the Bhagavat, again, it never loses its non-j)henonienaI

character; for his Dhrmian and his Parikaras are, like himself, beyond

Prakrti and really constitute peculiar expressions of his own intrinsic

energy (bhagavat-prnfema pva)

.

By the Bhagavat's inscrutable

pow’cr (acintya prabhdva)

,

therefore, his highest Paradise, which is

' m golokah mrva-gaUih srikrsnauaf mrva-prajtailcikdprdpavvika-vafftu-

vydpakak.
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situated beyond all the Lokas, also exists on the phenomenal earth.

The terrestrial Goloka or Vrndavana is thus not essentially different

but really identical with the celestial Goloka or Vrndavana, and the

Lord Krsna exists eternally in both places with the same retinue.

Just as the Vigraha of the Bhagavat is conceived after the image

of man, so this school conceives the celestial residence of the deity

on the model of the legendary terrestrial abode of Krsna. Jiva

Gosvamin seeks to establish this dogma on the testimony of the

Puianas, which give an account of the Dharnan of the Bhagavat-

Krsna. In the descriptions given in the Padma-'puvdna or the

Brahma-samhitu, for instanee, we find that the unearthly Krsna-loka

is described as a sublimated replica of the earthly haunt of Krsna,

with its river Yamuna, its Gopa-Gopis, its trees, plants and

airimals. But the term ‘ terrestrial ’ must not be taken to imply

that the earthly residence is phenomenal ; it is as much non-

phenoraenal as the celestial abode, only it makes its appearance in

the phenomenal world. It is maintained, therefore, that the Gokula

or Vrndavana, which exists on earth as the residence of Krsna in

a non-phenomenal form, also exists simultaneously as the Goloka

above every other Loka;^ the only difference is that in the earthly

Vrndavana Krsna stays both in his Manifest (Prakata) and

Non-manifest (Aprakata) Lilas, but in the unearthly Goloka he

stays in his Non-manifest Lila. Even the word ‘Goloka’ is inter-

preted as equivalent to the word ‘ Gokula ' as the abode of cows and
coA\ herds {go-gopn-vCim-rupam or gojmndm svam lokam) ; and as

Krsna in Ihc form and dress of a Gopa is the most essential form of

the divinity, his Parikaras, as his Sajatlyas, are also Gopas in both

the places. If one objects that there cannot be such simultaneous

appearance of Dhamans in two different places, it is replied that the

two Dhamans possess the character of the Vigraha of the Bhagavat

which is capable of making such appearances.- This is confirmed by
the fact that in the scriptures the two Dhamans are described as

posstssiiig th(‘ same names, forms and attributes.*^ As his Dharnan
is an expression of the deity's most intrinsic and highest attribute

of bliss (Illadinl Sakti), it is described as the place where there

is only an excess of intrinsic divine bliss (svarupdnanda-sukhotkarsa)

.

It is also noted that just as in the Manifest (Prakata) Lila, the

d(‘ity can at his will limit himself to the finite and the phenomenal,

even though retaining his infinite and transcendental attributes, so

his Loka simultaneously retains its earthly and divine character.

‘ aid eva vmdaxmnam gokulam eva sarvo'pari virdjamdnain gokidatvena

prasiddham. f

'•* .sn-vigrahax'ad ubhayoh prukusavirodMi.
•’ mmdna-gum-nama-riipafvendmniitatvdt.
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If one objects to such a simultaneity, it is replied that the power

of the Lord is beyond thought. In other words, there is a mystical

interlapping of the infinite and the finite, of the phenomenal and

the transcendental. This is said to be illustrated by the legend

{Bhdgavatay x. 18 ) of Brahma’s mistake in stealing the divine cows

of Vrndavana fi*om the charge of the divine cowherd.

Having established the essential identity of Goloka and Gokula

(1=Vrndavana) and the excellence of Krsna’s Paradise as an

expression of his highest divine Energy, Jlva Gosvamin adduces

scriptural evidence to show that the Krsna>loka consists of throe

partial appearances in three places, called respectively Dvaraka,

Mathura and Gokula, according to the difference of his Lila and

his Parikaras.^ In other w'ords, the same Dhaman appears in three

aspects, each of which has a speciality according to the difference

in the manifestation of the deity ('prakdsa-hheda) and his retinue

(parikara-bheda) : that is, according to the difference of the particular

Lila which takes placf' in each. On the earth also these Lokas are

reputed to have their replicas which possess identical nanuis and

forms.- These earthly replicas are not mere geographical localities

but, as already noted, they are non-phenomenal (prapaTiedtUa)

,

eternal {nitya)

.

supernatural {cdankika) and eternally occupied by

the Bhagavat (hhagavan-vitydspada)

.

These places are also not

mere sacred places of worship or pilgrimage (updmnd-sthdndni)

where the deity remains in a subtle form (mlc.^ma-rupata) ^ or in

the form of an imago (srhnM-pratimd-riipalA) . but they arc

expressly declared to be the actual (ftdLmt) placi's of personal

residence of the deity (iaira msasyaiva kanthoktih)

.

It is already

made clear that these two sets of Lokas are in their essence identical,

but one set is said to be a replica {pmkdsa-visem) of the other

because of a certain difference in their respective manifestation.*’

That these Lokas, whether on earth or beyond the earth, possess

the same characteristics is testified to by the fact that even to-day

great devotees of th(' Bhagavat have actually se('n the divine

Kadamba, Asoka and other trees and objects.^ The proof here, as

elsewhert', is the Vidvad-anubhava which is laid down as the best

of all proofs.^’ As to the Prakasas or appearances of the Lokas

^ sa eva lokas tal-lild-parikara-hhedenamsa-hhcdad drdrakd-mathura-gokuldkhy

sthCina-trayatdmaka iti nirnltam.

‘ anyatra bhnvi prasiddkunyeva taf-iad~dkhy<ini stkdndi Utd-rupafvenn

snlyante.

” prakaJa-bhedenaiva tubhayavidhaiveiidmvdidni.

* vihsafas tddrg-alaukika-riipatva-hhagamn-nitya-dhamolve iu divya-kadamh'i-

soka-^rksndayo'pyadydpi makd-bhd.gavataih sdksdt-kriyanta ili prnsuldhdvagatch.

” sarva-prajudna-vuddmani-bhufo vidvad-anubhava evdira pramdnam.
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referred to above, three kinds of Prakilsas are distinguished, namely,

(1) x\prakata or Unmanifest, in which by a peculiar power of

remaining invisible (anfardhdna-saktyd) the particular Loka remains

on the earth without actually touching it;’ that is, the earth, in this

ease, remains untouched by the Loka or the deity, even though they

remain on it : (2) Prapaheika or Phenomenal, in which the parti-

cular Loka becomes visible to phenomenal being (jympaneika-

loka-gocnrah) and des(?cnds graciously to the earth by actually

touching it {hrpaya prthivivi aprmiin evdvatJrnah)

;

and (8) Prakata

or Manifest, which occurs when in the Prapaheika Prakasa the

Bhagavat himself descends along with his Parikaras. As he touches

the partioular Txoka by his descent, he tluTeby touches the earth.

It is only in the Prakata Lila, therefore, that there can be a Prakata

Prakasa of th(‘ Loka ; in this case alone the Bhagavat may be said

to touch the earth actually and become an object of phenomenal
appearance along with his Parikaras.

About the Parikaras or Retinue of the Bhagavat-Krsna in

these ('lernal Dhamaiis, it is laid down that in Dvilraka and Mathura
they consist of the Yadavas, and in Vrndavana or Gokula they

consist of the Gopa-GopTs. Like the Dhamans and like the Bhagavat

himself, they are also real and eternal imiya) and possess a common
or similar character (sddhdranya or tat-mnidvya)

.

The resemblance

to the deity consists not only in intrinsic divine qualities but also

in temperament (Prakrti), dress (Vesa) and diversion (Lila).

Since they grov/ out of the Bhagavat and form integral parts, their

inherent as well as external character is not imposed upon them
like the quality of greyness imposed upon the sky. It may be

asked that if they arc eternal and inseparable Attendants or Servants

of the Bhagavat himself, how is it that we have descriptions of the

Yadavas being wounded in the battle-field, or of the Gopas having

lost consciousness from the ('ffects of poison of the Kaliya lake ?

The reply is that these are instances of activities suitable to human
apyiearance, displayed in the same way as are done by the Bhagavat
himself.- Sometimes there is also an actual mixing up of the

phcaiorncnal world in the Prakata Lila,'** and some of the occurrences

described are therefore actual (for instance, the slaying of

^atadhanvan) . Th(‘ account of the destruction of the Yeidavas up
to tlie end of Arjuna’s confusion and defeat in Bhdgavata xi must
be taken as describing not real but illusory (mdyika) occurrences

;

the Yadavas were not actually destroyed, nor was Arjuna actually

' prihhhihe'pi fdm asirrhnn era virdjate.

“ iod bhdgavata iva riara-Wanpdyikatayd prapavcitam iti mantavyarn.
” kvavit prahiia-Uldydh prdpaTicika-mUrafvdd yaihurtJiam eva iad-udikarn.
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defealecl, but the occurrences were arranged as an illusion by the

Bhagavat, who is ever benevolent to Brahmans, to demonstrate

that the curse of a Brahman can never remain unfulfilled.^ A
similar instance is cited from the Brhad-Agnipurdna, in which it is

related that the Sita who was stolen by Havana was not the true

Sita, who was concealed by Agni in his own Dhaman, but only an

illusorj^ Slta created by Agni whom Sita worshipped. The destruc-

tion of a Parikara of the Bhagavat, like that of the Bhagavat

himself, is absurd ; hence it is reasonable to hold that the Yadavas
were never actually destroyed, but that they simply disappeared to

their Loka.- *The Parikaras of the Bhagavat arc true Vaisnavas ;

and of true Vaisnavas it is said that there is no fetter of Xarman nor of

birth their action and birth, therefore, like of those of the Bhagavat

himself, are brought about entirely by the divine will.'*

In the same way Jiva Gosvamin seeks to establish that the

Gopa-Gopis are also eternal Parikaras of the Bhagavat and possess

non-phenomenal form, dress and diversion. If the GopTs are some-

times described as giving up their perishable body, made up of the

three Gunas (gunarriitya-deJia)

,

or if the relation between them and

Krsna is depicted in terms of the relation between a lover and his

mistresses (jara-huddhi) , such texts are to be interpreted otherwise.

In this connexion, Bhdgaimfa xix. 29. 10 is discussed, and an

ingenious spiritual explanation is given of the verse. The phrase

jam-huddhi is interpreted to imply that the Gopis merely thought

of Krsna as a lover, but they never actually attained him as

such, foi such a relation did not exist.^ The phrase is meant not

for an actual fact, but only to suggest the nature of their intense

feeling of worship,^ which was like that of a mistress for her lover,‘^

for such a feeling is unimpeded and completely free.*^ Again, as the

GopTs thought of Krsna as the beloved (kdntatayii ) , there can be

no question of their giving up their phenomenal body {gunamaya
deha), which cessation happens onl.v on the attainment of Brahman.

’ hrahma-mpdnivartydldiydpanayaiva.
® lasirvdt tearariyathd-darsanam na tdtfvika-llldnugafam, m-sarham tu temm

sva-loka-gamanam ativa yuktam.
® na karma'-handhanain janma vaisnavandm ca vklyate.

* tddrildndrn bhagavata iva bkagavad-icchayaiva janmddi-kdranam

.

® tam eva 'paramdfmdnarri jara-bvddkydpi samgaf(ih\

jahur gnnamayam deham sadyaJj prakstna-bandhandh\\

® jfira iti yd buddhis taydpi tan-mdtrendpi samgatuh^ na iu mksdd eva

jdra-rtlpena prdptdh.

^ hhajanasya pi^dbalayam vyanjitam.

fad-bJiava-puraskdrexia.

® tathdxndha-hhdvasydti-niraTgalatvam darsitam.

S3
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The phrase jahur gunamaymn deham must, therefore, be taken in

a different sense. It refers to the niglit of the Rasa when the

GopTs wont to sport with Krsna, although each Gopa thought,

through the Lord’s Mayii, that his wife was staying by his side.

The phrase gunamaya deha refers to this illusory form (mdyika

delta) which the Lord created and into which the Gopis entered,^

'Fhc phrase sadyah prukslya-handhandh refers only to the over-

coming of such obstacles, ns living with relatives, in the way of

their union with Krsria.^' An alternative explanation is also given

that the description applies to that class of GopTs who are known

as SadhakaearT (that is, who became GopTs beloved of the Lord

through their force of worship or Sadhana) and not to the GopTs

like Radha, who are Nitya-siddha or eternally beloved of Krsna.

The forms of the former arc not eternal (asiddha-dehdh)
;

they

left their phenomenal body for the non-phcnomenal, and passed

from the Manifest (Prakata) to the IJnmanifest (Aprakata)

LTla.

If Vrndavana is Krsna ’s eternal residence and if the Gopa-

GopTs are his eternal Parikaras, then how' is it that the phases of

Krsna ’s birth, childhood, adolescence etc. are described in the LTla

at Vrndavana, just like those of phenominal beings ? The reply to

this has already been given in connexion with the question of the

birth etc. of the Bhagaval ; but the raison d'etre of such a display

of LTla as has a mundane form is given here to be the fact thfit it

causes great blis» lo his devotees.^ I'hc acts like birth and child-

hood in lh(‘ Lila are said to be intrinsic to the divine self,''* and are

therefore non-phenomenal, even if they res(‘mble phenomenal acts.^^

lienee, Krsna appc'ared to be born like a phenomenal being but

was not actually born in that manner : for Krsna is reputed

eternally to be the son of Nanda and Yasodii without actually

entering into the womb of Yasoda, or even of DevakT.^ The theory

is thus not one of immaculate conception, but of immaculate birth,

which is eternally incident to the divine self in his peculiar LTla.

Hence, it is explained tliat the Lord, having a Vigraha which

consists entirely of Sat, Cit and Ananda, made his appearance in

^ fai-Mlika-kalpito yo gunamayo dchas tatra pravemh.
* krsna-pmpti-7)irodhi-guru~jana-madhya-vdsddi-rnpam.
‘‘ This theory is based upon the description given in the Padma-purdna that

certain Jjtsis, us well us the TJpanii^ds, became desirous of enjoying the wonderful

sport of Krsna, and by their merit W'ume GopTs of Vrndavana for that purpose

!

* efddrh-laukika-IUayaiva hi prapariTia-jana-vmdasya paramanando bhavati.

" bhagm^ad-vigrahe mutvddayo vicitrd eva dhurmah svdkhdvikdh santi.

® prapaheavad bhdii, nu tu prapahea-rupam

.

^ ata eva garbha-praveiddikam vindpi layoh putratayd prasiddhih.
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the phenomenal world not through actual human birth as the son

of Vasudeva and DevakT, but by entering into their minds.’ It is

made clear, however, that the form of Krsna, as the son of Vasudeva

and Dovaki, is not identical with his form, as the son of Yasodil

and Naiida. Though Vasudeva and DevakT were Parikaras of

Krsna in his Aprakala LTla, their status was mucli lower, in respect

of their stage of devotion to Krsna. than that of Nanda and

Yasodfi. Hence Krsna did not manifest himself to Vasudeva and

DevakT in his sweet intrinsic form of a Gopa with two hands, but

in the lower awe-inspiring form of Vasudeva with four hands.

Subsequently he allow(Ml himself to be taken to the place of Nanda
and Yasodfi at Vrndavana, where he assnmetl his real intrinsic form.

This is supported by the Gifd text, in which Krsna as th(‘ suineme

being is su])posed to refer to his partial or lower manifestation of

Vasudeva by saying that he is ‘Vasudeva among the Vrsnis
’

{vrmiwjm imsudero'.wu)

.

We are told that Nanda and Yasoda

were not ordinary human beings but eternal Parikaras of the deity,

who obtained this higher favour and bliss by that particular form

of devotional love known as Valsalva or parental feeling.- x\ll this

is in the Manifest (Ih’akata) LTla ; but in the UnmanifesL (Aprakata)

LTla, the relation of parent and son. established through the

Vatsalya-rasa, exists eternally between Nanda-Yasoda and Krsna.^

That such is the relation is testified to by the realisation of sages.

This good fortune Nanda and Yasoda enjoyed even to the exclu-

sion of Vasudeva and DevakT : but there is no other particular

reason for this good fortune but their devotion and the Lord’s grace,

and it came about, like the Lordship of the Lord itself, without

any reason.’ But the semblance of a reason {kdrandhhasa) is

afforded for the understanding of ordinary human beings by the

Purilnic story that Nanda and Yasoda were originally the Vasu

Drona and his wife Dhara, who obtained the boon of Krsna-bhakti

from Brahma. It is, therefore, their attitude of Bhakti in the

form of Vatsalya which alone must be considered as the reason

for the relationship; for the Lord delights to sj)ort with his

devotees in the form in which they desire him most. It is repeated

in this connexion that the ways of Jnana and Tapas are inferior

to that of Bhakti and can attain Krsna only in his partial aspect

of Brahman ; but it is Bhakti to Krsna in his eternal sport as a

Gopa which is the highest good (purmdrtha)
;

it brings to the

^ sac-cid-dnandn-vigrahasya lasya ian-manasydvcm eva.

^ vdtmlydhhitlha-irrcma-viscscnaiva hd-krmah jmtraiayodefi.

*' anddito vdisalya-rasa-siddha-pilr-pulra-bhdvo vidyate.

* tayos tadrsa-mahodaye kdranam ndsiL
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Bhakta the indescribable divine bliss which is denied to the Jnanin

and the Yogin.

With regard to Krsna's exploits of killing demons etc. in his

Prakata Lilfi it has already been explained that it is never the

business ol the Bhagavat himself to relieve the burden of the world

;

the exploits were accomplished by the Avataras who simultaneously

entered into him at the time of his appearance. But the Bhagavat-

Krsna can at his will act like phenomenal beings in his Prakata Lila,

which may admit of a touch of phenomenal acts and occurrences.

It has been said that Bhagavat-Krsna eternally sports in his

three Dhamans, namclj^ Dvaraka, Mathura and Vrnfliivana, which

are represented as three aspects of one and the same reality. If

this is so, how is it that in the sacred texts the progression from

Vriidavana to Mathura, then to Dvaraka, and finally to Gokula is

described ? The answer to this puzzle is furnished by the supposi-

tion that all this is described only with reference to Krsna’s

appearance in his Prakata-llla in the phenomenal w^orld but the

Ai>rakata-lila which is not revealed to the phenomenal world,

eternally goes on these Dhamans.- This explanation necessitates an

exposition of this theory of phenomenal and non-phenomenal

appearances of the jleity, or his Prakata and Aprakata Lila, to

which Jlva Gosvamin now turns his attention.

It is difficult to render the word Lila into English
;
but since

the word connotes the idea of inherent bliss (Ananda) and erotic

sweetness (Madhurya) in the Bhagavat’s relation to his own ftaktis

or Energies, and excludes all idea of conscious effort and ulterior

motive in a mood of divine sportivencss, it may be provisionally, if

inadequately, rendered by the word ‘ Sport.' We arc told that the

term daivaia in relation to Krsna is derived from the verbal root

div. which means ‘ to shine as well as ‘ to play ’
; and the verb

knd or ram is generally found associated with the deity in the sense

of sport. The Lila or beatific Sport may be Manifest or Prakata

and Ilninanifest or Aprakata according as it can or cannot be

apprehended directly by phenomenal beings.'* The testimony of the

texts shows that both the Lilas arc nitya, that is, real and eternal.

As a matter of fact, one and the same eternal Lila appears in twofold

way on account of the limitations of the phenomenal Jlva. As the

real nature of the Jlva is suppressed by the Maya-sakti and the

Jlva is thert'by debarred from witnessing it, the Lila is unmanifest

;

but when th'‘ deity in his infinite grace and love to his devotees

^ inathuradi-parityaffddyukiir atmtdre prdpancika-jana-prc^ata-lUdpeksayaiva.
^ avraktd iu Hid nilyam era indyaia eva.

“ prdpancika-lokdprakatatvdt taUprakapivac ca.
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directly reveals himself in the phenomenal world, the self-same I^ila

becomes manifest. The Aprakata or Unmanifest aspect of the Lila,

therefore, is free from all contact of the phenomenal world and its

objects, and the eternity of Lihi is explained to mean that its

characteristic flow is unimpeded, like time, and has no beginning,

middle or end.^ It is also marked by the same incidents and

characteristics (as, for instance, continually holding royal court in

lordship over the Yadavas and the Gopas, tending cows and other

diversions) as also mark the Prakata Lila.- The Prakata Lila also,

in the same way. like the Vigraha of the Bhagavat, is not subject

to the limitations of time ; but in it there is, through the intrinsic

will-power of the Svariipa-sakli of the deity, a beginning and an

end, as well as a mixture of phenomenal and non phenomenal objects

and an appearance of incidents like Krsna’s birth and death. J]V»

Gosvrunin informs us that Krsna’s Prakata Lila, which w^as once

witnessed by some eminently fortunate phenomenal beings, is even

today revealed partially to men like himself.^

The Aprakata Lila, again, is described as having two aspc'cts.

It may, in the first place, be what is realised in a limited way by

the sacred Mantras and Upasana {mantrop<lsandmayl) , or, secondly,

it may be what is fully revealed by the flow" of natural and inherent

Rasa or devotional sentiment (smrasikJ)

.

The former has a limit

fixed by the particular time or place suitable to the particular Lila

which forms the object of the Mantra,''* and its character is also

determined by such Svarupa, Dhaman and Parikara of the deity as

are prescribed for meditation ])y the particular Mantra.^* In this

respect, the infinitely varied Lila is restricted to a particular divine

act or sport as given in a set formula or meditation-symbol ; but

this is nccr*ssary to the devotee in a preliminary stage wdicn he is

not yet accuslomed to meditate upon and realise the endless forms

of the Lila The Svarasikl, on the other hand, is not merely

something which is recorded in the Mantra or presented for medita-

tion
; the deity sometimes in his grace to the devotee actually reveals

the Lila which is hidden from the vision of the ordinary mortal. In

^ kdJavad ddi~inadhyavasdr\a-'imiccheda-rahita-sva'prahhdvah.

^ yddavendratva'i'rajayuvamjatvddyucifafiar-ahar mahdsabhojtavcsa-gocdrana-

vinodddidaksayd.

® sri-vigrahavat kdladihhir aparicchedyaivn hhagavnd-icchdfinaka-svaru'pa-'

saktyaiva labdhdrambka-samdjmid 'prdjmncikd'irrdpancikadoka-vastu-samvalitd fadiya-

ja7imddi4aksand,

* prakatadildnhgatak prakdsah prdkrtair apt kaiscid hhfigya-vUe^iodayavadbhlr

dadrse, sarnpratyasmdbhir api tad-amso drxyaie.

® tad-ekatara-sthdnddi^iyata’Sthitilca. “ tat-fan-mantra-dhydnamayJ.
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some cases, what is limited by the somewhat mechanical Mantra
and Upasana becomes a living and natural realisation.^ The
Svarasiki aspect of the Aprakata Lila is not limited to particular

divine acts or sport but it is varied at will according to the occasion.^

In its continuity and expansiveness as a stream of Lila, the

Svarasiki has been compared to the Ganges, while the Mantro-

pasanamayT, which is born out of it and is limited in its scope, has

been compared to a lake or scries of lakes circumscribed out of

the stream.

Such simultaneous assumption of different divine forms at

different places by the deity has already been explained in the

Bhagavat-saTtidarhha as a natural result of the inherent divine

power
; but such manifestation or Prakasa is not like the reflection in

the mirror (prafibwiba)

,

but like a halo (himba) issuing out of

the ultimate substance. The existence of reflection in the mirror

is conditioned b}^ the existence of the mirror
;
the reflection appears

also in a icversed form and cannot be actually felt by such senses

as touch ; but the halo issuing out of a substance appears at will,^

by its inherent power,"^ can be directly felt by touch and other senses/

and docs not differ in its essence from the substance. This analogy

shows the reality of the different Prakfisas, each of whiclv jiartakes

of the character of divine perfection.® If follows that these Prakasas

arc not mere endless replicas of the same form, all having the

self-same mode and sequence of acts; on the contrary, each has, by

the unthinkable power of the deity, a separate reality and existence,

as well the capacity for independent action. The proof of all this

lies in the fact that varied Prakasas of this character have been

described in the Bhdgamta

;

and if they were not true, they could

not have caused delight to the learned people.

In different Prakasas, therefore, there are varied acts ;
and the

effect of this is to produce a variety in the nature of the bliss (Rasa)

in each case. To support the peculiar Rasa in each Prakasa,

therefore, there are in each a difference of conceit (Abhimana-bheda)

and a mutually exclusive knowledge of each other (parasparam

ananusarndhmmm)

,

along with a difference in the mode of action

(Kriya-bbeda) . In other words, the actors in one Pralcasa are

unaware of what is happening in the other, even if they them-

mantropdsandmayltve'pi svdrasikydm eva paryava^yati.

yathdvasaram vividhecehdmayi. '' yatheccham udayeta.

svdbhdvika-sahti-aphurltatvam, ® sdksdt sparaadi-hhdvena,

sarve-sdin prakdmndm purnafvam.
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selves appear in both
; and in each Prakasa they are possessed

of the conceit that they are appearing only in that particular

Prakasa in thte particular manner. This theory of the exclusive

individuality of each Prakasa makes it possible to understand

that what appears as Krsna’s separation from his beloved in

one Lila may be union in another. Thus, in the Prakasa at

Vrndavana, at the termination of Krsna’s Prakata Lila at that

place, it appears as if a separation occurs between Ksma and the

Gopa-Gopls, but it is really not so : for even if Krsna appears to be

separated from his Parikaras in the Prakata Lila, he is ever united

with them there in the Aprakata Lila into which he enters simul-

taneously. In other words, union is an eternal fact in Krsna 's eternal

Aprakata Lila, which goes on in all the three Dhamans ; but since

it is sometimes manifested and sometimes hidden from the view of

phenomenal beings, there ar<' apparent separations in the Prakata

Lila. Thus, both the manifest and the unmanifest Llliis can go on

in the same Dhiiman as in different Dhamans
; and when the deity is

not manifestly present in the Prakata Lila, he is to bo regarded as

present in unmanifest form in the Aprakata Lila. It can be shown

from the sacred texts that, in the same place and at the same time,

the Gopis, in their double capacity in the Prakata and the Aprakata

Lilas, have felt the bliss of union and sorrow of separation. All

this may appear inconceivable to phenomenal beings, but all

contradictions like union and separation have no essential validity

in the LTlii of the inconceivably Perfect Being. This theory enables

our author to reconcile and explain such contradictions in manifesta-

tion as are sometimes found recorded in the ' sacred texts ; for

instance, separation from the Gopis at the end of the Prakata Lila

at Vrndavana, as ^^'ell as from the Yiidavas at the end of the Prakata

Lila at Dvaraka. Krsna's alleged return to Vrndavana from

Mathura, which is described in the Padma-purdna but which is

obscure in the Bhdgnvata, is also explained in the same way.

/The different Prakasas of Krsna are each characterised by
different aspects of his divine self. The aspects respectively of

Aisvarya (power), Karunya (compassion) and Madhurya (erotic

sweetness and bcautj^) may be emphasised in the one or the other.

In the manifestation at Vrndavana, howx'ver, all these aspects are

displayed, but most of all the Madhurya. It has already been

shown ill the second Samdarbha that Madhurya, as an aspect of

the divine HladinT ftakti, consists of the highest essence and

differentia of the Bhagavat. This Madhurya is prominent in a

superlative degree in Krsna 's sports at Vrndavana, and we have

here, therefore, 'the highest and best manifestation of the divine

self As an expression of Madhurya, Krsna always remains at
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Vrndavana in his beautiful adolescent form (kisora-murti)

,

whether

in his Prakata or in his Aprakata Lila ; for, it is recorded in the

Bhdgavata that throughout the whole period of adolescence in his

“ Prakata Lila he remaino<l constantly at Vrndavana and even after

that he continued to remain in that adolescent form in his Aprakata

Lila thej-e. Hence, Krsna’s adolescent form must be regarded not

only as the prominent form round which all his sports centre, but

it must be accepted as the only real form both in his Prakata and

Aprakata Lila. This eternal youth and beauty he manifests only

at Vrndavana throughout, in his Prakata as well as in his Aprakata

Lila ; and, as this is the supreme. Prakasa of Krsna, Vrndavana is

the best of all Dhamans, the true Goloka. f

Having explained the character and place of divine sport, Jiva

Gosvamin proceeds to consider the relation between Krsna and the

Gopis as depicted in the Bhdgauata. He makes an elaborate

attempt to interpret the doubtfully erotic texts as possessing a

deeply spiritual meaning. His main thesis is that the Gopis obtained

the Lord as their Pati (husband), and not as a Jara or Upapati

(lover) . He thereby subscribes to the Svakiya-vada of his master

Rupa Gosviimin and discredits the Parakiya-vada advocated by
later theorists. Even if the word jdra is used in some passages, the

Jara-buddhi of the Gopis merely indicates a mental attitude of

intense longing and not an actual fact. From the episode of the

Katyayanl-vrata, it is clear that these maidens desired to obtain

Krsna as their husband (x. 22. 2), and Krsna must be taken to

have fidfilled their wish, for they are distinctly called wives of

Krsna (krsna-vadhu) in the Bhagavata (x. 33. 7) . But apart from

this usual method of verbal interpretation of texts, the general line

of argument adopted by Jiva Gosvamin is that it is conformable to

the Rasa-sastra, as well as logical,- to regard the Gopis as the

Svakiya (and not Parakiya) of Krsna. It is reasonable to suppose

that men wish for an object which does not bring calamity in its

train, but union with a secret lover is always full of trouble and
cannot very well be taken as a final end with the Gopis.** The
Rasa-Sastra does not approve of any union with the wife of another

person. As such a union is unlawful and impious, its vulgarity

obstructs the principal sentiment or Rasa f it is impossible to admit
it in the Madhurya Rasa of Kr.sna and the Gopis. Hence, Jiva

^ pt^rna-icaUora-vydpinyeva vraje prakata-lUd jneyd.
* slddhunia-rasaMstrayoh sammatd.
® jnra-bhdvamayah samgamas ca sadaiva sopadravah, imndd asau pary-h

vasana-pvrusdrihatve tat-iac-ckastra-sarnmafo na sydt.

* adkarmamayatva-^pratitau tvaslilatayd vydhanyata eva rasdh*
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Gosvamin’s own guru, Rupa Gosvamiii, has boldly effected a regular

marriage of Radha and Krsna at the Nava Vrndavana in Dvaraka
in the tenth Act of his Lalita-mAdhava. The impiety of union with

a woman other than one’s own arises under, two circumstances,

namely, v/hen the woman is the married wife of another

(j)araklyatva)
, and when she has been enjoyed by another person

(parasparsa)

.

Jiva Gosvamin attempts to show from an explana-

tion of Bhdgavata texts that both these faults do not at all attach

to the Goins. They were never actually married or even bodily

touched by the Copas ; for, on the occasion of their marriage or

daily intercourse with the Gopas, they were in fact concealed by
the Maya-sakti of Krsna and their illusory forms were substituted.

If they are sometimes found giving the Gopas the name of husband,

^ It lias been often alle^red that the Gosviimins were upholders of the

Parahi.yfi doctrine, but neither the works of jTva nor those of Kupa lend support

to this doctrine. Sanatana’s Bhugai'aldmrta, as well as Ilaffhuniitha Dasa’s

Mukta-cantm, is meant to show the deficiency of the Dviu’aka-lTla and the .su[>eriority

of the Vrnduvana-llla, but this fact does not necessarily imply belief in Parakiya

do<-trine ; for the views of the Gosvilruins apiiear to have been that, as Svurupa-

sakti r'f the Rhaj?avat, the Gopls, iiu hiding Kadha, w'ere hjs own (Svakiya), but

the Gopas under an illusion, created by YogaTna,\a, consulered them to be their

wives. It is idle to contend that the St)nya7n-uiprek,vtn-Wa and other such

poems of llupa lK‘ars testimony to his belief of the Parakiya doctrine,

for this cannot be clearly made out from the trend of the poenns. Krsna-

dfisa Kavinlja, however, ascribed the Parakiya belief to Cailanya himself, for

in Krsnadasa's own opinion, sentiment for another man’s wife strengthens the

feeling
( )

On listening to the verse v^yak so'yam

hrsnah and yah kaiimdrn-harah (Padyilvall nos. 382. .383) reciled by llfipa,

Caitanya is rciiorlcd by Krsna<lasa to have exclaimed : w gf snftfsi

7 It is pos.sibIe to explain both these Sanskrit stanzas from the Parakiya jKiint

of view', but the old stanza yah kmnndra-harah of Silabliattarika certainly, and the

new stanza yiujah so'yujri krsnah of llupa hinif'cli' possibly, arc capable of

S\akiya interpretation in the light of the views of Pupa and Jiva given above.

Jiva in his GoiHila-campii (Iltlara, cb. 36. H).5-0G), again, describes Radha as

lllkanlhilu heroine and quotes yah kaiirndra-harah ; this passage is said to support

the Parakiya doctrine. This is the view, at least, of Yadunandana {Karndnanda,

p. 88) who says that Jiva's real opinion leaned towards the Parakiya doctrine,

although one is likely to lake a contrary view of the passage in question (

). This view of Yadunandana is

not unexpected, for in his time the efforts of ftyamananda and Srinivasa (both

disciples of Jiva !) had made the Parakl>a doctrine wide-spread. Srinivasa’s

descendant, Radhamohaiia Thfikura became a formidable champion of this dix-trine

;

and it is said that he vanquished the Svakiya-vadins at a disputation held before

Nawab Jafar Ali of Murshidabad. It would l>c unhilstoriral to read a doctrine

which dov'eloped and became established in later times into the works of the

Vrndavana Gosvamnls, but the motive is obvious. For the exposition of the question

ill Jiva's Gopdla-campu, see below umler eh. vii.

31
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this is in accordance with the outward usage of the world, but not

in accordance with their own inward vision.^ They had, therefore,

no husbands except Krsna. Sometimes the texts (e.g., x. 31. 13)

appear to say that -the GopTs had children, but the word children

in such texts must not be understood to apply to their own children

but to those of their relatives ; for, according to the Rasa-i^stra,

their having children would not be a case of real Rasa but a case

of mere semblance of Rasa (Rasabhiisa) on account of the violation

of the rule of propriety (anaucitya-piuvriti) . The GopTs, therefore,

are Krona’s real and eternal beloved (nitya-preyasi)

,

union with

whom as their only husband does not constitute the fault of

adultery
;

in fact, they are aspects of his own Svarupa-sakti with

whom, as the Saktimat, he is represented as sporting eternally.^

It has been shown in the Bhagavat-samdmbha that the term

Bhagavat is applied to the supreme deity as the possessor of the

Svarupa-sakti, and that the Svarfipa-sakti is known as his divine

consort Laksmi. In the present Samdarbha it has been determined

that Krsna is this Bhagavat
; it now remains to determine the

Svarupa-sakti of Krsna in his various Dhamans and Inlas. In the

two Dhamans, Mathura and Dvaraka, the general designation of the

SvarGpa-sakti is MahisI, given collectively to the sixteen thousand

queenly wives of the royal Krsna, They are, thus, collectively

identical with Laksmi as aspects of his Svarupa-sakti. Of these,

eight are his Patta-mahisT or chief queens, and each of them
represents symbolically one or other aspects of the Sakti, e.g.,

Satyabhama=Bhu-sakti, Yamuna=:Krpa-sakti, etc. But in these

two Dhamans, as Krsna is the Bhagavat himself, so Rukmini as his

most beloved is Laksmi herself {svayam laksmi). In Dvaraka the

MahisTs were all present in the Prakata Lila
;
but in Mathura, even

if they were not present in the Prakata Lilil, the Gopdla-tdpam

Sruti tells us that'RukminT, and by implication all the MahisTs, wer?

present in the Aprakata Lila. In Vrndavana, the appearances of

Kisna’s Svarupa-sakti are the Vraja-devTs or GopTs. They are

special expressions of Krsna’s highest Hladinl Sakti, and are there-

fore generalljj superior to the MahisTs at Dvaraka and Mathura.
There are gradations, however, among the GopTs according to the

various degrees of manifestation of the Sakti in them, and this is

symbolised by the difference of their feelings for Kr^ija, as well as

by the difference of Krsna’s own manifestation to them. These

^ kvacft tabhir eva iu yat pati-^abdak prayuktas tad bahir lokorvyavahdrata

eva n&ntar-dr^fitafi.

• anddita eva tabhih kriddaalitvena evthrtatvdt tac-c^akii-^pdpdTn tds&fti

samgame vastuia eva para-ddra-doao^pi nasti.
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gradations are represented in the Vai§pava Rasa-^stra as analogous

to the various stages of human relationship conceived in the

erotic-emotional aspect. Thus, Radha, as the greatest beloved, is

said to have attained, to the exclusion of other Gopis, the highest

stage of Mahabhava and obtained Krsna in the fullest manner.

If the Padma-purdna tells us that some of the Gopis attained the

rank by their being worshippers in their previous birth the descrip-

tion applies to that class of Gopis who are known as Sadhakacaris

;

it docs not apply to those who, like Radha, are Nitya-siddhla or

eternally perfected. The superiority of the Gopis to every other

beloved of Krsna consists in the fact that in them is prominently

displayed a particular essence of the erotic sentiment (prema~rasa~

sdm-visesa)
,
which in its turn is the essence of the supreme HladinI

Sakti of the Bhagavat-Krsna {hlddimsdra-vrtti-vUesa)

.

Owing to

the plentiful display of this Sakti in them, there is the highest

realisation of the Bhagavat’s bliss in them,- by which there arises

the divine desire to sport with them. The names of ten chief GopTs

are enumerated from the dialogue of Krsna and Yudhisthira in the

Malla-dvadasi episode of the Bhai)isyottara-purdna, namely, Gopall,

Palika, Dhanya, Vi^kha, Dhyananisthika, Radha, Anuradha,

Somablia and two I’arakas ; but in the Prahlada-samhita of the

Skanda-pimina, eight names are given as Lalita, Sytoala, Dhanya,

Visakha, Radha, Saivya, Padmil and Bhadra. From the Agamas,

however, it is known that the number is one hundred crore !

In the Prlti-samdarhha it will be further shown that Radhr
represents among the Gopis the highest degree of the supreme love

(jrremotharsa-pardkdHhd)

.

In Vrndavana, therefore, Radha is

Laksmi. Just as in Krsna as the Bhagavat there is the fullest

display of the divine energy, so Radha represents this energy to the

fullest degree. In other words, Radha as the Antarahga Maha-
sakti of Krsna symbolises his most intrinsic and highest selfhood.

As such, she is entirely identified with Krsna’s greatest attribute of

bliss or HladinI Sakti ; and in this is to be found the symbolical

interpretation of Krsna’s eternal erotic sports with Radha. The

relation is, of course, not one of absolute identity but one of difference

as well as non-difference, like the relation of the flame to the fire, or

of the scent to the flower. It follows, therefore, that Radha may
be taken as the highest type of the Bhakta, the highest Parikara or

Servant, as well as his closest consort. The other Gopis are in

^ pdrvn-janmam sddkakatvam.
* tat'^ractiryorprakdsena 8n-bhagavato*pi iasu paramoUdsa-prakdso hkavati,

tena tdbkl ramanecchd jayate.
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reality her various aspects or emanations ;
for she is the Gopi par

excellence, in whom there is the bliss of love {'ptcnidnanda) in its

highest stage of the ecstatic Mahabhava, which is unattainable by

other GopTs. When the Bhdgavata says that Krsna loves to sport

with one Gopl even though there are other Gopis, it implies the

supremacy of Rruiha,^ although Rjidha is not directly mentioned

there by name. Jiva Gosvamin now concludes the &nkr§na-

sanidarhha by ingeniously interpreting the first preliminary and

pre-eminent verse (murdhanya-MoIca) of the Bhdgavata as applying

to Radha, in the same way as he has already interpreted and

applied it to Krsna alone. In the phrase tad dhimahi (we adore

that) of the verse, the neuter singular usage of the relative pronoun

fat (that) is intended, in our aiilhor’s opinion, to indicate generally,

without any distinction of sex, the essential identity- of Radha and

Krsna as the Sakti and Ihe Saktiniat. Hence the appearance of

Krsna coupled with that of Radha (radhayd yugalitas tu krmah)

at Vrndavana is the most wonderful of all the blessed and wonderful

manifestations of Krsna (paramddbhnta-prakdsah)

.

The term

yugalita, however, must not be taken to imply absolute identity or

merging but a relation of identity in non-identity.

Thus, in the first four Samdarbhas the Sambandha-tattva is

explained
; and in this Taltva the appearance of Krsna and Radhii

in pair is said to be the most perfected form of the deity who is

the Samba ndhin.'^

e. The Bhakti-samdarbha

The object of this Sarndarbha is to show that Bhakti to the

Bhagavat is the only and chief import or subject-matter (abhidheya)

of the Bhdgavata, as necessarily it is of the i^at'Samdarbha

:

and the

Samdarbha deals with the general characteristics of the devotional

attitude of Bhakti and the modes and functions of this attitude.

It has already been said that the Jivas can be broadly classified

from the standpoint of their altitude towards the Bhagavat into

two categories, namely, (i) those who through the grace of the

deity possess, as an intrinsic attribute, an inevitable pronenes^

(samskdra) towards the Bhagavat, and for whom there is no need

' sailXV rtijetsu ckayu ityanena tairdpi parama-viukhyattmm

.

** aikycnaiva vivaksHam tad iti, ata eva sdmdnyaiayd pardinarsan napums^u
kalvam.

* iasminn opi sambandhe sri-rddka-mSdhava-rupe^wa pradurbh&vas iasya

mmhandhinak pciramah prakarmh.
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for instruction ; such arc, for instance, Bhaktas like Prahlada, and

(«) those who under the influence of the Maya-sakti have this

proneness obstructed, although it is liable to sprout in them, like a

seed, on instruction.^ The Abhidheya, therefore, is conversion

towards the Bhagavat (hhcigavat’Sdmmukhya) by counteracting

the imposed aversion (tad-vaimukhya) . This is Bhakti, of which

the general characteristic is devotional worship of the Bhagavat

{ixtd-ufdsam-laksmm), and from it proceeds the true knowledge of

the Bhagavat.2 It has already been shown"' that this averseness

towards the Bhagavat proceeds from the Maya-sakti, by which the

Jiva forgets its own selfhood and identifies itself with the body."*

This external Maya-sakti of the Lord can be counteracted only by
the special aspect of the Lord's Svarupa-sakti, namely, his HladinT

Sakti or energy of bliss. This bliss, of which an atom also exists

in a potential state in the jTva, can b(' released as Bhakti, which

itself is thus a display of the divine Svarupa-sakti.®

The necessity of devotional worship lies in the fact that it is

a natural function {sim-citte svata eva siddhah) of the JTva

considered as a potency of the Bhagavat ;
for, the service of one

who is dear brings happiness, and nothing is dearer than th,i

Bhagavat. The Bhajana or worship is, therefore, necessary, because

it brings the highest and permanent bliss which is inherent in the

Jiva. It would, therefore, be insufficient to describe Bhakti as ^

means only ; for being the natural function of the JTva {jwdndm

avabhdvata ucifd) it is its highest duty {para dharma) . The

consummation of this Dharma or duty consists in the supreme

pleasure of the deity.'' It is, thus, free from Pravrtli or activity in

worldly affairs, but it is also not mere Nivrtti or abstention from

^ iac-chmvana-mdtreiui bijdf/amdnam.

“ yata eva iaj-jndnavi dvirbhavati,

" See above, pp. 232-S3, 238.

* Ua-vimukhasya tan-mayaydsmrtih^ svarujnispkuriir bkavafi, taio vlparyayo

deho’smlU.

® Baladeva Virlyabhusana discusses this question of the nature of Bhakti in

his Siddhanta-ratna (p. 35) and arrives at the conclusion that it consists of the

combined essence of the two Svarupa-^klis of the Bhagavat, viz., the Hladini and

the Sanivit Aakti : atra punas cintyate bhagavad-vaslhara-hetu-bhutu saktih

kimsvarupd iti, kirn prdkrta-saftvamaya-jndndnanda-riipd, kirn vd hkagavaUsvar'upa-

jmndnanda-rupa, atha vdjaAva-jmndnanda-rupd, uta hJddini-sdra-samaveta-samviU

sdra-Tupd iti ; nadyah, bkagavato rndyavaxyaivasravandt svatah purnatvdc ca ; na

dvHiyah, at'mydsiddheh ; ndpn. triiyah, jawayos tayoh ksodhfatvdt; kirn tu caturtha

evdsau hkavet tathd ca kldda-sarnvidok samvetayok sdrah bhaktir iil

sidhyali.

s-varmstkitasya dhannasya sarnsiddkir kari-iosanam.
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phenomenal objects ; for Nivrtti or Quietism can hardly be dis-

tinguished from Vaimukhya or averseness.^ This is the summum
honum (sa evaikdntikam sreyah) , and therefore surpasses other

Dharmas, which are called apara, and not yara. Its characteristics

are that (i) it is Ahaituk! or Akimcana, i.e., it is not prompted by

the desire of any other effect,^ either in this world or in the next,

than the pleasure of the Lord, and (ii) Apratihata, i.e. unimpeded,

because it is beyond the sphere of other objects like pleasure

or pain.'**

This thesis is further elaborated by showing the efficacy and

superiority of Bhakii over every other mode of worship. The way
of knowledge or Juana leads to a realisation of Brahman

;
the Yoga

with its practices is also helpful for that purpose ;
the way of Works

or Karmaii, consisting of obedience to scriptural directions and of

dedication of all fruits to the Bhagavat, is also productive of a

pronencss towards the supreme deity. In all these modes there is

an element of Bhakti in so far as they arc free from any desire of

Worldly objects and load to the Bhagavat by producing an inclination

towards him
; but none of them is entirely disinterested. They are

therefore inferior to Xevala or exclusive Bhakti, the one object of

which is not to gain anything for ont*self but to contribute to the

supreme pleasure of the Bhagavat. True Moksa or Apavarga does

not consist, as the Juanin thinks, of the knowledge of Brahman,

nor again in the conception of the Viraj or Visvarupa as realise!

by the Yogin
;

it consists in a direct vision (Saksatkara) or attain-

ment (Priipti) of the deity in his highest appearance as the

Bhagavat, which is realisable by Bhakti alone. The one highest

Reality, which is the Bhagavat, appears, no doubt, in threefold way,

but Juana and Yoga can have a glimpse of one or other of the

partial aspects ; to Bhakti alone is accessible the one highest

Reality which appears in these various aspects.^

This idea is further amplified by a consideration of the various

classes of the Jhanin and Yogin. In this connexion it would be

useful to refer here to the classification of the Jhanin given by
Krsnadasa Kaviraja in his Caitanya-caritdmrta (Madhya, xxiv), a

classification which is implied by Jiva Gosvfimin also in his

treatment

:

na nivrttv fndtra-laksa'tio*j>i, vaimukhydvihmt.
vhaldntardridm nnusamdhfma-rahifd.

suJika-duhkha-padarthdntardhhdvat kendpi vynvadhdtum ^asakyd.

lao ca tndhdinrbhdva-yuktam tattvam bhaktyaiva sdkadd api kriyate.
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Juanin

Kevala-bi ahma-upasaka Moksakanksin

(those who desire release irrespective (those who desire release, but who
of Bhakti to the Bhagavat) also possess Bhakti)

Sfidhaka Bralimamaya Prapla-brahma-laya

Mumukau Jivanmukta Prapta-svarupa

The release or emancipation, which all these classes of seekers

desire^ is the realisation of the knowledge of self and its identity

or merging in Brahman as the absolute self
; and the classification

only indicates the different aspects or stages of the release. The
Kevala Upfisaka, who meditates upon Brahman, independently of

Bhakti, realises Brahman in the Nirvisesa state by his meditative

knowledge
; and this consists of a state of absorption or merger of

the Jiva in the impersonal and attributeless Brahman. But this

state can be attained after a good deal of effort (krcchra-sddhanatva)

,

and the attainment of Brahman, who represents only a lower

manifestation of the most perfect Bhagavat, indicates only a lower

stage of realisation, which consists of absori:)tion or extinction. This

stage, however, does not last permanently and leads to fresh trouble.

The other class of the Jnanins, who desire release but also possess

Bhakti, stands on a different footing. Their Bhakti ultimately leads

them to the close proximity of the Bhagavat, so that it is their pure

Bhakti wliich prevails in the end and brings to them the highest

realisation. Thus, the Jfiana-misra Bhakti may lead to the Suddha
Bhakti, but it is not necessary to resort to the former when the

latter alone is efficacious. If there is Bhakti, the Jnana will come
of itself

; for by realising the Bhagavat by Bhakti one necessarily

realises along with him his partial aspect of Brahman, who is

realisable by Jnana. Hence Jnana and Vcairagya are said to be the

offspring or concomitant of Bhakti, for the true Jnana is Bhagavad-
jnana which is synonymous with Bhakti. It follows that the way
of Bhakti is not only superior to that of Jnana, but it also dispenses

with the necessity of Jnana as an independent way. Those who
aspire after Jnana, and not after Bhakti, are like those foolish people

who run after the chaff instead of the real grain. It is for this

reason that BhaJeti must be regarded as superior to mere Mukti
or Moksa, and even emancipated souls (Mukta) are represented in
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the scriptures as not fully satisfied with their state of emancipation

but they engage themselves in the worship of the Bhagavat.^ Thus,

the Vaisnava theology of Bengal docs not altogether reject the way
of Jfiana, as it docs not altogether reject Brahman, but regards it as

an insufficient method, just in the same way as it accepts Brahman
as an imperfect appearance {ammyag-dvirhhdtm) of the Bhagavat.

Even Jfiuna-rnisra Bhakti is deprecated in favour of Suddha Bhakti.

The true release, in the opinion of this school, is not the attainment

of Brahman by Juana but the eternal contiguity and devotional^

service of the Bhagavat by Bhakti.

Similar arguments are employed to show the inferiority of

Yoga as a method of realisation. The cAtta-DTtti-nirodha, which

Yoga teaches, is also the direct result of Bhakti
; so also is Vairagya

or non-aliachment to worldly objects, which follows {anugdmi)

Bhakti as a matter of course. Through the influence of the Maya-
sakti the individual self (JTva) forgets its true nature and becomes

distracted by the phenomenal worlds with the result that it loses

its tranquil state. The eight ancillaries {an^anga) of Yoga teach

the suppression of these distractions of the thinking principle and
divert it from the phenomenal ego, leading it ultimately to the

state of Asamprajnata-Samridhi, in which the individual self in its

purity Olid freedom from the Maya-sakti realises, not its complete

identity wilh Brahman, but its intrinsic nature as an atom of

divine consciousness (citAmnd)

,

Thus, the Yoga leads to a higher

stage of realisation than that attainable by Jiliina, for it goes

beyond the stage of attainment of the Nirvisesa Brahman to the

realisation of the more Savisesa Paramatman, and ultimately (if

the Yogin possesses Bhakti) to the highest Bhagavat. Hence, the

Yoga is called feiinta-Bhakti by the Bengal school and is regarded

as a variety, even if it is an inferior variety, of Bhakti. But
Suddha Bhakti, which conceives of the supreme deity as the perfect

p(TSon in terms of emotional personal relationship (such as Dasya,
bakhya, Viitsalya or Madhurya), is regarded as more efficacious.

Moreover, from what is said above it follows that all the good
results of the Yoga-Marga accrue as a concomitant consequence of

Bhakti.

The reconciliation of Karman and Bhakti is effected after the

manner of the Bhagavad-giia, but the ideas are further developed
from the point of view of Bhakti. The ceremonial duties are not

^ The etymology of the word KaivaJya is sometimes given, from this point
of view, as ka (bliss) -j- val (to revel) , so that the word is made to mean not the

knowledge of oneness (Jcamla), but a state of bliss consequent upon the release of
the Jlva from the Maya-sakti and its contiguity to the Bhagavat.
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rejected, but a secondary importance is attached to them as a means

to an end
;
for on the attainment of Bhakti, the way of Karman is

superfluous.^ The Kanna-Marga lays down injunctions regarding

the performaiice of ceremonial duties, but these appear to lead only

to enjoyment in the world and attainment of the insignificant

pleasures of Svarga. The observance of the Variiairama-dharma,

however, involves much effort and expenditure of money (mahd-

vitta-7nahdyd8a-sddhya)

,

and brings only fame or prosperity in this

world or in Svarga ; it does not seem to lead one to final Puru^rtha
or summum bonum. But the real objective of these Vedic injunc-

tions is not to produce an attachment to wo-rldly objects but to

enable the doer ultimately to forsake them.^ Hence, these cere-

monial rites are called parokm-kriyd, and the Karma-vada is known
as Paroksa-vada. The final object of Karman is to lead to

Naiskarniya, and it occurs when the motive of performance is not

the desire of worldly or other limited effects but consists of entire

dedication of these acts to the pleasure of the Bhagavat. This oan

be done, as the Glia teaches, by performing one’s duties without

attachment {andsakti) and desire of fruits (p?iala-tydga) . But
even such dedication is useless unless it is accompanied by Bhakti,

which alone sanctifies all acts. The release in this mode, however,

comes slowly after a great deal effort, and the state of Naiskarmya
or Quietism which is accomplished is in reality another name for

complete cessation of all acts. The mode of pure Bhakti, on the

other hand, brings about the highest good much more quickly.

Even if Bhakti effects a renunciation of ceremonial acts which

become unnecessary on its attainment, it does not mean complete

inactivity
; for the acts of devotion, which alone are the supreme

kinds of acts, continue to exist, whereby the highest bliss is accom-

plished. The acts implied in Bhakti are other than those described

in the Karma-kanda as Nitya (compulsory), Naimittika (occasional)

and Karnya (voluntary), which are meant for the securing of some
definite object

;
they consist of such acts as Sravana (listening to

the deity’s praise) , Kirtana (uttering of the deity’s name and praise)

etc., by which the supreme deity is worshipped and which are meant
only for the pleasure of the Bhagavat (Bhagavat-prmana) and are

therefore entirely disinterested (Ahaituki or Akimcana) . If Karman
is not productive of Bhakti it is useless, just in the same way as

Jnana is useless if it does not lead to the Bhagavat
; Karman is

useful in so far as it is a step to the higher end of Bhagavad-bhakti.

^ karmdpi hhakti-yoga-paryantam

;

also hkaktydramhka eva tu svardpata eva

karma-tyagali kartavyah.

t^edc^pyavantara-phalaih pralobhayan mok^dyaiva karmdyi vidhatte.

85
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Such Vedic injunctions, therefore, as do not contain any reference

to the Lila of the Bhagavat are to be rejected.^

It* follows from what is said above that Bhakti may be either

Sakama (accompanied by the desire for fruits) or Niskama-karma-

sahita (accompanied by acts free from such desire) . The dedication of

Karman (Karmarpana) implied in the second case may again be of

two kinds, namely, mere abandonment or renunciation of acts to

the Bhagavat,2 and contributing to the pleasure of the Bhagavat.^

The Nimitta or occasion of the dedication of Karman may be the

desire for fruits (Kamana) , or the cessation from acts which amounts

to desireless action (Naiskarmya) , or pure Bhakti when such acts

arc meant solely for the pleasure of the deity. Niskamatva or

desirelessness by itself is not possible hence, Bhakti which is mixed

with mundane acts (Karma-misra Bhakti) may be either accom-

panied by some specific desire for mundane fruits of action (Sakama)

or it may be accompanied by the desire for emancipation (Kaivalya-

kama) . Of these, however, the latter is sometimes mixed with

Karman and Jiulna and sometimes with Jnana alone, the term

Jnana in this case, of course, meaning perception of complete

identity of the Jiva and Brahman (ekMrna^darsaria) . The Sakama

may be Rajasi or prompted by a desire for activity, but it may also

be Tamasi when it is actuated by such baser passions as envy,

pride etc. All these differences of types of Bhakti depend upon the

capacity or inclination of the worshipper. But Suddha or pure

Bhakti, in which alone lies the divine pleasure (bhaktau punah

pnnanam eva)

,

is the best mode of attaining the highest good.

Thus, having spoken of Jnana and Yoga as the means of Sadyo-

mukti and Krama-mukti respectively, and having shown that the

way of Karman, which is dedicated to the Bhagavat, is even a

greater means of Bhakti than these two which have a limited

objective, Jiva Gosvamin thinks that the supreme necessity of

Bhakti follows as a corollary and does not require proof.® All these

are means of avoiding Vaimukhya or averseness to the Bhagavat

and producing Sammukhya or proneness ; but Jnana and Yoga lead

only to the Brahman and the Paramatman, who are but partial

aspects of the Bhagavat. The Karman, directed to the Bhagavat,

^ moMyaMa-mnyma vaidikm apt vdcam mbkyaset.
* tasmin tatrparitydgarupam,

® bkaga. at-jmmna-Hipam.
* m^komafvnm kevalam na sambhavaii.
® sadyo-mukti-^krmna-muktyupayem jmna-yogavuktvd, tato*pi ire^thatvam

bhaktiyogu-hetu-bhagavadarpita-karmana evoktvd saksad bhaktiyogasya kaimutyam
evmitam.
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again, is only a door to all these. These different ways are

prescribed to suit the capacity of different kinds of people (purtisa-

yogyata-hhedena)
;
and each has its use. But when Bhakti is

attained, all these are redundant. The attitude of Bhakti is

independent or nirapeksa, and can arise spontaneously, but Jhana,

Yoga, Karman and Vairagya depend for their efficacy upon Bhakti

itself (tat-sdpekm)
;
for none of them alone can lead to the final

bliss (Bhdgavata, ix. 14. 20) . Hence, Bhakti occupies the highest

place in the order of realisation ; as a means it supersedes and

includes all the others
; but it is not a means only, but an end in

itself natural to the Jiva. It follows from all this that Jnana-misra,

Yoga-misra and Karma-misra Bhakti may exist or may be expedient

at a lower stage of realisation, but pure or Suddha Bhakti is the best

of all, because it purges the mind of all grossness, removes the fetters

of the Maya-sakti and makes it lit for the Sfiksatkara or direct vision

of the Bhagavat. People have spoken of the excellence of the ways

of Jfiana, Yoga and Karman, but, according to the Bhdgavata

(xi. 14. 9) , they have done so because their intelligence was obscured

by the influence of the Maya-sakti.

As an aspect of Karman, the worship of deities other than the

Bhagavat is forbidden.^ Even the Gunavataras, Brahma, Siva and

Visnu, are not'' worthy of the highest worship. The attitude of equal

adoration to all deities (abheda-drsti)

,

spoken of in some scriptures,

is for the Sama-bhakta (i.e. the Yogin) find the Jilanin, but it is not

a help but a hinderance to the Bhakta Vaisnava.^ Although the

attitude of contempt or indifference to other deities and supernatural

beings is deprecated, it is maintained that deities like feiva or Brahma
can be worshipped in so far as they are themselves Vaisnavas or

worshippers of the Bhagavat, or in so far as they are particular

locations (Adhisthana) of the Bhagavat himself. In the Agamas,^

for instance, the worship of other gods is permitted as the

Bahirangav.arana Sevakas of the Lord, and this is acknowledged in

the Hari-bhakti-vildsa, vii. 119-20. But for those who regard them
as separate and independent objects of worship, there is the terrible

curse of Bhrgu Muni referred to in the Bhdgavata, iv. 2. 27-28. All

worship, however, is futile without kindness to all beings (Bhuta-

daya) and tolerance of other gods (Sama-drsti) ; but this attitude,

as well as Ahimsa, is natural (svabhdva eva) to one who has Bhakti.

In some cases, however, Himsa or injury is permissible, e.g., in

plucking flowers and leaves for purposes of worship.

karma-viiesa-rftpam devatantara-hkajanam apt na hartavyam.

vaisyavaaya na bhahtHobkah, pratyavdyai ca.
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In order to establish further his position regarding Bhakti, Jlva

Gosvamin now proceeds to demonstrate that Bhakti is the central

and only theme of the Bhdgavata, and that it is inculcated for

all times, all places, all beings and all conditions. It is intended

alike for those who are desirous of release and for those who have

attained release. Even if some scriptures prescribe Jhana-misra and

Karrna-misra Bhakti, it is not to emphasise the importance of Jnana

or Karman but to make those who follow the ways of Jfiana and

Karman inclined towards pure Bhakti by having a foretaste of its

bliss.^ The supreme efficacy of Bhakti is next shown by the illustra-

tion, drawn chiefly from the Bhdgavata, of its characteristics and

the results that follow from it as a matter of course. These are :

(0 power of counteracting sinful acts whether they have begun to

produce effects or not (aprdrahdha-pdpa^hdrifva and prdrabdha-pdpa-

ghnatva)
,

(n) power of removing the desire for sinful acts {tad-

vdsand-hdritvo)
,

(Hi) power of removal of Avidya or Nescience

(avidyd-harafva)
,

(iv) causation of all merit like Jnana and

Vairagya (jiid'na-vairdgyddi-sarva-hctutva)
, (?’) the state of being

beyond the sphere of the three Gunas, for Jnana and Karman are

Sa-guna and Bhakti alone is Nirguna (nirguriatva) ,
(vi) its identity

with the supreme bliss (parama-suhha-rfipatva) ,
(vii) its self-

manifestation, producing the consciousness of the Svarupa-sakti of

the Bhagavat (hhagavat-svarupasakti-bodhaka-svayam-pralimatva)

,

(viri) its bestowal of attachment towards the Bhagavat (bhagavadr

vimya-rati-pradatva)
,
and (ix) its power of producing the exclusive

pleasure of the Bhagavat' towards the Bhakta (bhakta-visayaka-

bhagaiJat-priyataika-hetutva) . In this connexion the significance of

divine grace is discussed. The question is considered as to how it

is possible that the Perfect Being, whose intrinsic attribute is self-

sufficient bliss, who has no desire nor motive, and who is unaffected

by Prakrti, should feel kindness or grace towards phenomenal beings.

In reply it is said that the intrinsic attribute of bliss or Hladim
Sakti of the Bhagavat is such that it gladdens both himself and
others (sva-pardnandint) , like the function of the lamp which
reveals itself as well as other objects. As such, the question of

motive or desire does not arise. The Hladini Sakti, eternallv

placed in those who are his own (sw-mnde niksiptam) , causes

spontaneous bliss both to himself and his Bhakta. Thus the cause

of grace or divine self-surrender is the goodness of the Bhakti of

the devotee himself, as an aspect of the infinite Svarupa-sakti of the

Lord.

^ tat-tan-mdrga’^isthdn hhaktHsamhandhena krtdrthagitum tan eva kamicid

bhaJctyas'vadena mddhdyam bhaktau pravartayitwp. ca.
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The grace cannot in all cases operate directly, for the Lord

cannot, unlike the Jiva, feel the mutual disturbance of kindness and

sorrow which is the result of the Tamo-gun.a ; it therefore operates

through the medium of saintly persons who arc free from the effects

of Prakrti and are therefore direct receptacles of divine grace.^ It is

true that the saints and sages are also not touched ty the sorrows

of the world, and kindness or pity is thus out of place in them
;
but

the memory of their previous sorrows, like those of a person

awakened from dreams, makes them feel compassion for the miseries

of other beings. The first cause of Bhakti, no doubt, is the grace

of the Lord,^ but the association with saints and devotees is the

most important medium through which this divine grace is

communicated.

The saints and devotees arc classified into two types, namely,

(i) those who follow the way of Jfiana and devote themselves to

the Nirvisesa Brahman (jficma-'mdrge hrahmdnubhavinah) , and

(?7) those who follow the way of Bhakti and possess the love of the

Bhagavat (bhakti-mdrge labdhu-bhagavat-premdnah) . They arc

respectively called the Jfiani-siddha and the Bhakta-siddha ; but of

these the latter are to be preferred. A realisation of the deity is

indeed the highest goal, but there are degrees of realisation according

to degrees of perception of divine love
; and the Bhagavat-preman

is the chief criterion which differentiates the types of devotees.^

Of the various kinds of Bhakta-siddhas, again, those who by means

of their devotion have been included in the class of the eternal

Attendants of the Bhagavat cannot be expected, like the deity

himself, to be in direct touch with phenomenal beings in the matter

of conveying divine grace. Bui there are other Bhakta-siddhas, who
are Bhagavata saints and sages and who can act as a medium of

the grace and generate Bhakti in the individual. There arc various

kinds of such saints, but Bhakti is roused from their contact with

such quickness and in such special form as is proportionate to the

degree of the power and the feeling of compassion of the particular

saint or sage from whom the inspiration is derived.* This leads

^ yd krjM tasya satsu ^variate m sat-ffangenawa sat-krpd-vdkancnaiva

vd jivdntare samkramate, na svatantrd.

* hhagavaUkrpaiva tat-sammukhye pmthamikam Jedranam.

® sdksdtkdra-mdtrasydpi yadyapi purusa-prayojanafvdw, tathdpi tasminn api

saJcfdtkdre srUbhagavatah priyafim-dharnuinubhavas tdvdmsidvdn uikarsah

taiah prema-tdratamyenawa bhakfa-tdratamyam mukhyam.
* bahu-^hedesu satsii, teifdm etm prahhdva-fdratamyena krpd-tdratamyena

bkakti-vdsand’-bheda-tdratamyena sat-sangdt kdla-saighrya-svarupavamstydbhyd rn

bkaktir udyate.
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us to the theory of the necessity of a spiritual guide or Guru, a

theory which plays an important part in all types of Bhakti religion.

The justification of this Guru-vada lies in the fact that the spiritual

guide is supposed to be one who has actually traversed the

narrow and straight path and attained spiritual illumination, and

that the contact and influence of such an experienced person should

be of immense benefit to the beginner in the attainment of spiritual

truth. From this association with saintly persons (Sadhu-sanga)

arises first of all Ruci or relish in the object of worship and in the

ways of worship, and this produces Sraddha or belief as a preliminary

stage to Bhakti. It is, therefore, laid down that from such saintly

people, either collectively or individual, one should listen to the

exposition of spiritual truth by making one or all of them his Guru.^

This is the Sravana-guru who may also be the Siksa-guru when he

undertakes to train the mind of his disciple. Such Gurus may be

many, but the Mantra-guru who imparts to the disciple the esoteric

sacred formula for meditation cannot be more than one.^ The very

high position which the spiritual guide occupies in the Vaisnava

scheme of devotion is indicated by the injunction that the Guru

should be looked upon as the divinity himself.®

The stages, beginning from the awakening of the Ruci to the

instruction of the spiritual guide, are the preliminaries of Upasana

or worship, and are therefore called the * Upasana-purvahga. This

is followed by different types or stages of Upasana graded according

to the capacity of the worshipper. If the Gum is a Jnanin, the

Upasana will be Nirvisesamaya, or worship of the Nirvisesa Brahman ;

for Jhana follows from association with the Jnani-siddha,^ just in the

same way as Bhakti follows from association with the Bhakta-siddha.

But the Upasana may also be Savisesamaya and consist of the

worship of a personal god. This may again be either Aham-graha-

Upasana or Bhakti-rupa-Upasana. The Aham-graha-Upasana con-

sists of the meditation of one’s identity with a personal god conceived

as being possessed of particular Sakti f and the result naturally is

the appearance of the particular divine Sakti in one’s self,® leading

the devotee ultimately to the Svarupya and Sarstya forms of Mukti.

As both the objective and the result are limited, this form of worship

^ te^vehaWnekato' vd h'hgurutvmdsritdc chravanam kriyate.

* srhinantra-gums tveka eva.

® svtugurau hhagavad-dtafih kartavyah.

* jnani-sangdc ca jndnam jneyam. *

* aham-grak&pdsanarfh tac-chakti-vUispz Isvara evdkam iti cintanam.
® a/^a phalaip, svasmims tac-chaktyadydvirbMvai^.
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constitutes a lower stage of realisation than what follows from the

Bhakti-rupa-Upasana.

The word Bhakti is derived from the verbal root bhaj, which

is said to signify complete servitude or Seva. This state of servi-

tude of the Lord, therefore, is taken as the essential characteristic

(svarupa-lakftaim) of Bhakti, the other characteristics already men-

tioned being only concomitants. This servitude or Seva consists of

entire submission in body, mind and words.^ The Bhakti, according

to its character and origin, is classified into three aspects or rather

stages, namely
:

(i) Aropa-siddha or accomplished by outward

imposition. It occurs when there is no spontaneous growth of Bhakti,

but the feeling is raised to the state of Bhakti from the performance

of acts dedicated to the Bhagavat.^ (ii) Sanga-siddha, or accom-

plished by association with saintly persons. In this case also there

is no spontaneous rise of Bhakti, but the feeling which grows from

Jnana, Karman and ancilliaries thereof

is regarded as included in the category, apparently because it is a

stepping stone to pure Bhakti. (Hi) Svarupa-siddha or accomplished

by its own nature. It may arise even though the devotee is unaware

of it,® but it is invariably favourable to the growth of Bhakti"* and

consists of a direct inclination towards it in the form of such

devotional acts as listening to or taking of the divine name.® The
illustration given of this attitude is the case of Prahlada, who in

his previous birth observed, without knowing, religious fasting on

the Nrsimha-caturdasi day ; or a still better illustration is the legend

of the hawk, who having been carried in the mouth of a dog, made
a compulsory circumbulation of the temple of the Bhagavat ! Each
of these types of devotional attitude may, again, be Sakaitava or

Akaitavii, with or without a contrivance. Of the two forms of

Aropa-siddha and Sanga-siddha, the feeling in each case is said to

be Sakaitava when it takes the attainment of the state of Bhakti

only as a means. The Svarupa-siddha is Sakaitava when, through

some other motive, it becomes subsidiary to Karman and Jnana.

When there is no other motive but the pleasure of the Bhagavat,

the feeling is Akaitava, and this type of Bhakti has already been

described above as Akimcana.

^ sd ca kayika-tidcika-nidnasikdfmihd trivtdhevdnugatir ucyate.

‘ hhaktitvubhdve*pi bhagavad-arpanadma bkaktitvam praptd karmddi-

vupa.

* ajnanadindpi^ tat-pradurbhdve.

* bhaktitvdvyabkicdrim.

* satcMt tad^anugatydirnd tadiya-imvaiiui--ktrianddi-rupd.
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This true type of the devotional feeling, known as the Akaitava

or Akimcana, admits of two stages, which are respectively designated

as Vaidhi and Raganuga. Of these, the Vaidhi Bhakti as the

preliminary stage is taken up first for treatment, but as the subject

has already been dealt with by Rupa Gosvamin in his Bluikti-

rammrta-sindhu,^ we vshall only refer to the peculiar features of

Jlva Gosvamin’s exposition. The Vaidhi is so called because it

arises from the injunction of the Sastra (sastrokta-vidhind pravartitd

vaidhi) , while the Rdgdnugd, which follows the natural course of

emotion, arises spontaneously and is independent of all such injunc-

tion. The injunction may be of two kinds, namely, that which is

the cause of inclination towards Bhakti, and that which causes the

knowledge of what to do and what not to do for the steadying of

that inclination

The elements of the Vaidhi Bhakti arc enumerated as eleven,

thus : (i) Saranapattih, or resorting to the Bhagavat as the only

refuge (ananya-gafi) . It arises in two ways, namely, through the

inborn conviction that there is nothing else which can afford

permanent refuge,"^ or through forsaking other alternatives adopted

unwisely.^ This mental state is analysed, after the Vaisnava Tantra,

into fixing of the mind on things congenial to the idea (anukulasya

samkalpah)
,
forsaking of things uncongenial {prdtikulya-vivarjanam)

,

the belief that the deity will protect him (raJmsyatiti visvdsali)^

choosing him as the protector (gopfHve varanam)
,
resignation of

self (dima-niksepnh)
, and humility as an object of compassion

(kdrpanynm)

.

The next stage is (n) Guru-seva, or devotion to the

spiritual guide. The Guru is to be honoured above all beings and

strictly obeyed, provided he satisfies all the scriptural requirements

of a true guide. If the Guru is bill of self-conceit (avalipta)

,

has

no real knowledge of duties (jedryakdryam ajdnan)

,

or himself

deviates from the true Vaisnava ways, he should be abandoned.

This stage is followed by (Hi) Sravana, or the act of listening to

the accounts of the form, sport and name of the Bhagavat,*"’ and not

to a mere repetition of set formulas and prayers. Of all kinds of

Sravana, the act of listening to the Bhdgavata is the best.® Closely

^ See above p. 1 29 f

.

^ sd ca vidhir dvividhah, tatra pratkamah pravHti-hetuh, iad-anukrama-

kartvydkartavyandm jndnadietus ca dvitiyah.

® dsraydniarasydbkdva^kathanena.

* ndii-prajnayd katharncid-dmtasynnyasya tyajanena. '

® ndma-rupa-lUdinaya-sabddndin kroira-sparmh.

® tail dpi sravane srhbkdgavata-kravaiMivi tu parama-sresfham.
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allied to this is (/i;) KTrtana, or chanting aloud of the above things,

especially of the blessed name. This is said to be the most powerful

means of effecting a devotional attitude ; and not being subject to

the restrictions of time, place or person, it is the only efficacious

method which should be universally adopted in the present decadent

Kali Age.^ The chanting of Stotras in praise of the deity, which

gives expression to one’s humiliiy (nija-dainya) or one’s wishes

(nijdbhista) is included in the category of Kirtana.

A still higher stage is reached in (v) Smarana, or the act of

remembering, which is described as mental concentration {mdnasdnu’-

sarndhavam) and which consists of fixing one’s thought on the

name, form or sport of the deity. Five kinds of Smarana are

differentiated, namely Smarana-samanya or fixing one’s mind on the

deity, however slightly or indefinitely (yat-kimcid-anmamdJianam) ;

Dharana, or withdrawing the mind from all sides and fixing it in

a general way Dhyiina, or special concentration of the mind with

reference to the nairie, form etc. of the deity f Dhruvanusmrti, which

is the same as above but which is an uninterrupted flow like a stream

of nectar (amrta-dhdrdvad avicchinnam tat) ;
and Samadhi, or the

exclusive appearance of the object of thought in the mind {dhyeya-

mdtra-sphuranam)

,

which, however, is different from the Asampra-

jnata Bralima-samadhi. This leads to various external acts of

devotion collectively included under the designation : {vi) Pada-

seva, such as the act of seeing, touching or going round (parikrama)

the image of the deity, following the procession of the image

{anuvrajana)
, residence in the temple or in some sacred place,

pilgrimage, bathing in the holy waters of a Tlrtha, etc. Living in

holy places and pilgrimage are extolled as affording an opportunity

of meeting saints and sages in these jdaces. Further overt acts of

devotion constitute the next stage called {vii) Arcana, which includes

various rites of Avorship to be learnt from the instruction of the

Mantra-Guru or from the Agamas. It is true that the Bhdgavata

does not, as the Pancaratra scriptures do, insist upon the necessity

of ceremonial worship,^ for recourse to one or other of the modes like

l^aranapatti mentioned above is, in its opinion, enough for attaining

the highest good f but those who desire to follow this way of the

Pancaratra can do so in accordance with the Diksa received from

^ kalau tu praSastam iat»

* sarvatas cittam dkrsya sdmdfiydkarenainano-dkdrap,am,

* nsesato rupddi-dntanam.

* yadyapi hi-phdgavata-mate pancaratravad arcarm-indrgasydva^dkatvam

ndati.

* tad vindpi iarandpattyddJndm ekatarendpi puruadrtka-siddher abhihitatvdU

36
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their Gurus. This way of ceremonial worship is intended especially

for those who are wealthy householders,^ for this is how their wealth

can be best utilised. In this connexion the worship of inferior

deities is deprecated. The Arcana also comprehends such pious acts

as putting on the Vaisnava signs on one’s body (Vaisiniava-cihna-

dharana), partaking of the remains of an offering to the deity

(Nirmalya-dharana) or drinking of the holy water obtained after

washing the feet of the image (Caranamrta-pana) etc., which are

regularly enjoined in the Vaisnava ^astra. Closely connected with

this is {xnii) Vandana, or act of homage, which is indeed an Ahga
or auxiliary of Arcana, but which is separately mentioned in order

to indicate that it may be independently employed like Smarana,

Khtana etc.^ It includes Namaskara or salutation, which in Bengal

Vaisnavism consists of prostration at full length like a log of wood
{dandavat pmndmah) . The acts and ceremonies mentioned above

gradually produce feelings of humility, fellowship or entire self-

surrender, which are now mentioned as Ahgas of the Vaidlii Bhakti.

The feeling of humility is indicated by (ix) Dasya, which consists

not only of actual service but also of the feeling that one is a

servant of the Lord {ddsyarjiinanyatvam) . Leaving alone the

effort of worship, this very feeling of servitude, if fully realised, is

enough for attaining the desired end; hence Dasya is separately

mentioned as a way of Bhakti.*^ This feeling of servitude is said to

underlie and uplift all devotional practices."* A somewhat higher

feeling is (a?) Sakhya, or the sense of friendship or relationship

(bandhu-bhava)
f which, like Dasya, follows from the very nature

of the relation of the Jlva and the Bhagavat. The last stage is

reached in (xi) Atma-nivedana, or complete surrender of self which
consists of the feeling that one’s body, mind, the senses, and soul are

all intended for the Bhagavat.® This feeling is marked also by the

absence of all efforts for one’s self {dtiridrtJm-ccstd-h^nyatva) and
by the presence alone of efforts directed towards the pleasure of the

Bhagavat (tad-arthnika-cestdmayatva) . It thus consists of the

dedication of self, both as a means and as an end, to the Bhagavat

(tan-nyastdtma-sddhana-sddhyatva)

.

Sometimes one or other of these eleven elements, which are

inter-related to one another, is extolled as exclusively excellent in

^ ye tu sampattimanto grhasthds tesam tvarcand-mdrga eva mukhyah.
* too ca yadyapi arcandiigatvcndpi vartafe, tathapi kirtaha-'Smarai^vat svdtan-

tryendpityabiiipretya prthag vidhiyate.
® astu idvad bhajana’praydsah, kevcda^iddfsatvabhinidnendpi siddhir bhavatiti

abhipretyaivottaratra nirdesas ca tasya,
* etad-ddsya-samhandhenahya sarvam api bhajanam makattarain bhavati,
® dehadi-suddhdtma'^aryantasya sarvatobhdvena tasmmn evdrpanam.
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the scriptures ; this is due not to any inherent mutual contradiction

among these various ways, but to the fact that the one or the other is

to be believed in or practised according to the capacity of the

individual worshipper, just in the same way as medicine is to be

administered according to the capacity of the patient.

As this aspect of Bhakti is guided by the injunction of the

Vaisnava scriptures, it is conditional. It is based upon the fear of

transgression ; and as fear enters as an element in guiding devotional

practices, this method must be regarded as somewhat formal and

mechanical. As a preliminary stage, however, it is indispensable for

some individuals before they can pass on to the higher and more

spontaneous Raganuga Bhakti, to the treatment of which now Jiva

Gosvamiu turns his attention.

By Raganuga Bhakti is meant the feeling of devotion which

follows the lines of the Ragatmika Bhakti, eternally displayed by the

Saklis (in the form of divine Parikaras) towards the Saktimat. The
Ragatmikfi Bhakti, as its name implies, consists entirely of Raga,

which is defined as the natural excess of desire or attachment of a

subject towards the object of desire or attachment.^ For instance,

whether the self wishes it or not, the five senses cannot but come
into contact with the particular objects of inclination and be

attracted by them. The sense of sight is naturally drawn towards

beauty, that of smell towards fragrance, etc. In the same way the

devotee cannot but be attracted towards the Bhagavat.- This

spontaneous flow of devotion is called Ragatmika Bhakti. The Raga
may admit of various aspects according to the nature of the feeling

and the relationship conceived between the subject and the object,

for the Lord himself has said {Bhdgat)ata, iii. 25. 38) : yemm aham
priya dtnid sutas ca/sakhd guriih suhrdo dawam istam (“ Of whom
I am the Beloved, the Soul, the Son, the Friend, the Elderly

Ancestor, the Relative, and the Desirable Deity ”) . It is explained

that the Lord appeared as the Priya to the GopTs and his Mahisis,

as the Atmfi to ascetics like Sanaka, as the Suta to Nanda and

Yasoda, as the Sakha to Gopas like Sudaman, as the Guru to

Pradyumna and others, as llie Suhrt to Subhadra, and as the I?ta

Deva to people like Daruka. In his Lila he manifests himself in

these diverse ways to his Parikaras who are dear to him
; and the

feeling of the Parikaras towards him takes the various forms of

the Ragatmika Bhakti, which thus expresses itself as a deep and
natural feeling of attachment. The Vaidlii Bhakti depends upon

^ vlyayinah sv^kdviko visaya-saTnmrgecchafUaydh premd rdgah.

® yathd cakfuradmam 8au7idaryam, tddrsa evdtra bhaktasya sri-bhagavatyapi

raga ityucyate.
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the injunctions of the Sastras, and hence it is comparatively weak,

being mechanical ; but the Raganuga, which follows the natural

emotional ways of the Parikaras of the Bhagavat is independent of

all outward rule and is therefore spontaneous and strong.

It may be objected that if the Raganuga Bhakti is marked by

freedom from scriptural injunctions, the statement about its merit

as the highest Dharma is in conflict with the well-known dictum

of Jaimini (1. 1. 2, codand-lakmnoWtho dharmah) which lays down

that the Dharma is that which is enjoined by scriptural injunction.

It is also said in the Bhdgavata that the ^riiti and Smrti, consisting

of injunctions and prohibitions, are the directions of the Bhagavat

himself, so that one who disregards them is guilty of violating divine

commandments and cannot be regarded as a true Vaisnava or a

Bhakta. How is it then that fulfilment is said to follow in a way
of worship which is indifferent to the Gastric rules of conduct

This apparent anomaly is reconciled by the statement that Bhakti

must be distinguished from other kinds of Dharma, which depend

upon outward Sjlstric rules ; for the devotional attitude which

springs spontaneously from the intrinsic potency of the divine

names and attributes is independent of such injunctions.^ It is

known fiom experience that in many eases there has been attain-

ment of such devotion even without any knowledge of scriptural

rules.’"* It is true that scriptural directions should not be dis-

regarded, but directions are for those who have no natural

inclination towards religious devotion it is for such people that

grades of injunctions are prescribed.'’ They are not necessary for

those who have a natural proneness f for such outward mechanical

rules are obligatory only when the mind in the early stage of devotion

is inwardly distracted and cannot attain the natural stage of

composure, which is essential for the Raganuga Bhakti. Hence, the

chief object of the injunctions is to bring about this gradual concen-

tration of the mindj and prepare it for the higher stage of the

Raganugil Bhakti,” in which the devotional spirit has a spontaneous

and uninterrupted flow. It follows, therefore, that the scriptural

injunctions are not to be ignored or violated ; on the contrary, they

hathavi farhi vidhi-nirapeJqtaya iayd mddhih.

m-bhagavan-ndma-fjunddisu imstu-sakteh siddhatvan na dharmavad hhaktJ
codand-sapek^'ifvam

.

ttto jndnadikam vindpi phaladdhko bahutra Mito*sti.

codand iu yasya svatah pfamtiir ndsti tad-vlnayawa.

tafhd krama-vidhis ca tad-visayah. ‘

na tu svayam pravrttimatyapi maryddd~7iirTndnam.

kramasas cittdhhinivesdya. ® vartma-pravesdya.
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are strictly binding on those who are still far away from the state

of the Raganuga Bhakti. But when that state of mind is once

reached, either by the Vaidhl or by itself, that is, when the object

of the injunctions is fulfilled, there is no further necessity for

compliance with them. At this higher stage of the Raganuga
Bhakti, if there is any violation of such injunctions, such violation

does not constitute wilful transgression ; for it takes place spontane-

ously by the spirit of Bhakti and does not in any way affect the

natural attitude of the devotee towards the Bhagavat.

That this mode of Raganuga Bhakti is most efficacious is

illustrated by the Puranic examples of Piitana and Sisupala. In the

first case, by pretending Vatsalya or parental affection for Krsna,

Putana docs not actually realise but merely imitates one of the

modes of the Raganuga devotion ; but, in spite of her insincerity

and sinister motive, her mere imitativeness is said to have been

amply rewarded by divine grace. In the second case, under the

cover of a life-long and inveterate vindictiveness towards Krsna,

Sisupfila's whole thought was indeed deeply concentrated on Krsna,

and this fervency of feeling, despite its ill-directed motive, could not

but bring its own reward in the shape of Sayujya Mukti for

Sisupala. On account of this adverse attitude, Sisupala could not

attain the highest good, namely. Preman or love for Krsna, and he

was given the lowest place in the hierarchy of emancipated beings

;

but this and other examples show that the Raganuga Bhakti,

even if it is imitative, adverse or apathetic, is superior to the Vaidhi,

even when the latter is directed in a congenial and sympathetic

way.

It has been already said above that the Raganuga Bhakti is

that devotion which follows the lines of the Ragatmika Bhakti of

the constanl Attendants or Parikaras of the Bhagavat, which is thus

an aspect of the eternal divine sport displayed in the divine

Dhamans. These Parikaras represent the different aspects of the

Lord s own energy of bliss or Illadini Sakti, which in its infinite

potency reflects itself differently in them in the form of different

personal relationships conceived in emotional terms. The one and
the same infinite Rasa or divine sentiment of bliss is differently

expressed, and results in different devotional relationships between

the Saktimat and the aspects of his Sakti. Viewed from the stand-

point of emotional human relationship (Ragatmika), the varieties

of Rasa thus reflected in the divine Parikaras become the different

types or stages of Ragatmika Bhakti. On the lines of the Ragatmika
Bhakti, the Raganuga Bhakti of ordinary devotees is modelled

as types or stages of spontaneous devotional sentiment. The
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VaidhI Bhakti need not involve any emotional realisation of this

character
; it is enough if the enjoined religious duties are performed

in an attitude of devotion. The Raganuga Bhakti, on the other

hand, consists of an emotional sublimation of intimate human
sentiments by directing them towards the Bhagavat. It is, no doubt,

an inward and spontaneous realisation, but it is still an elaborate

realisation or Sadhana ; like the Vaidhi, it is still Sadhana-bhakti,

but the Sadhana is independent of mechanical Sastric formulas and
depends entirely on one’s own emotional capacity of devotion. It

is, however, vicarious in the sense that the devotee, according to

his individual capacity, imitates and realises within himself the

different aspects of the beatific sport of the deity with his Associates

in terms of one or other of the varieties of the blissful sentiment.

It does not consist of a direct establishment of personal relationship

between the deity and the devotee, but the devotee prepares himself

for such direct personal contact by this preliminary vicarious enjoy-

ment of the devotionfil sentiments of the deity’s own Parikaras, who
fypify the highest forms of devotional realisation. This Ragatmika
Bhakti of the divine Parikaras cannot indeed be reached in its

perfection by phenomenal beings, but years of constant practice can

prepare them for ultimately attaining this state.^

These forms or gradations of emotional realisation are classified,

in terms of human sentiments, into five broad categories of Rasas
or devotional sentiments, namely, Silnta, Dasya, Sakhya, Vatsalya

and Madhurya, the characteristics of which have already been

indicated above in connexion with Rupa Gosvamin’s treatment of

the Bhakti-Rasa-^stra. The idea of the stages of distinct personal

relationship of the deity and his Parikaras is a fundamental postulate

with the Bengal school of Vaisnavism, because otherwise the rela-

tionship would be reduced to one of colourless identity, which cannot

be posited in view of the theory of difference in non-difference

accepted by the school. It is for this reason that the Santa-Bhakti,

which does not involve any such idea of personal emotional relation-

ship, is distinguished as inferior to the other four. The Santa-

Bhakti consists of ^ma or a state of mental composure, in which
the devotee, according to the description of the Gitd, becomes
brahmahhuta and attains the consciousness of his complete identity

with Brahman. This mode of realisation, therefore, is not based
upon the idea of personal relationship with the BhagavM conceived
as the Peiff'ct Person, and vrould reduce the devotional sentiment
into a sentiment of self-worship. No doubt, it involves an amount
of Bhakti, but both in its method and objective it is mixed with

See above p. IS*.
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Jnana ;
and such Jnana-misra Bhakti has already been spoken of

above as an inferior type of Bhakti. It is not entirely rejected as

a mode, but it is followed only by those who are desirous of Mukti

or complete absorption in the impersonal Brahman. The pure

Bhakti, on the other hand, is free from any such inferior objective,

but it wants to continue its worship of the deity in some form of direct

emotional relationship even in a state of emancipation from the

bondage of the Maya-sakti. The first stage of this unmixed Bhakti

is Dasya or the sentiment of servitude, which is higher than the

somewhat colourless sentiment involved in Santa-Bhakti, for it

conceives the Bhagavat as the eternal master and the Parikara as

his eternal servant. There are also two other stages of affectionate

relation, namely, Sakhya or Friendship and Vfitsalya or Parental

Sentiment, until the climax is reached in the stage of Madhurya or

pure erotic Love, symbolised by the intense and exquisite feeling

of the GopTs for Krsna. This sentiment can also be imitated and

vicariously realised by the devotee irrespective of his sex. In this

highest stage the Lordship of the deity is completely suppressed by

a sweetly powerful and self-surrendering charm which produces a

strong mutual attraction between the deity and his Parikara.

In this connexion Jiva Gosvamin maintains that the passion of

the Gopis for Krsna must not be viewed as mere sensual passion

(Prakrta Kama) . No doubt, there are verses in the Bhdgavata in

which the display of conjugal love is described with reference to

Krsna and the GopTs ;
but even if it is desire or Kama, in the GopTs

it becomes pure love or Preman for in all these ecstatic sports the

GopTs never had the slightest desire for their own pleasure, but all

their efforts were directed towards effecting the supreme pleasure

of the Bhagavat. In the case of the SairamdhrT (the Kubja), her

desire for sporting with Krsna is not deprecated in itself
;

for

whatever may have been the character of her desire, she did not

long for inferior worldly objects*^ but for the Bhagavat himself,® and

there is no doubt from her words about the intensity of her feeling.

It is deprecated only in comparison with the feeling of the GopTs,

for her desire for sport was entirely for her own sensual pleasure,

while that of the GopTs was exclusively intended for Krsna.^ In

accordance with the Veddnta-sutra ii. 1. 33 (lokavat tu Hid-

kaivalyam), the Lord’s intrinsic self consists of nothing but a

spontaneous sport of his own infinite bliss.® This sport must be

^ tddTsiinarn kdmo hi premaika-nl'pah. • pr&krtam eva vi^ayam.
* sd tu hhagavanfam eva kdmayate Hi parama-sumaniftinyeva.

* sairamdhryd^ tu bhdvo riramsd-pmyatvena m-gopimm iva kevda-tat-

tdtparyahhdvdt tad-^pek^ayaiva nindyate, na tu svarupatah,

^ llld tvatra svabhdvata eva siddhd.
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understood to be non-phenomenal (aprdkfta), but it is similar in

form to that of phenomenal beings (lokavat)

.

In the phenomenal

world the pleasure derived from conjugal love is reckoned as the

highest fruition of sensuous pleasure; it is only natural that the

Bhagavat should also display in his sport with his own Saktis

supersensuous pleasure of a similar character. The sex-instinct is

thus acknowledged in this theology as one of the highest human

instincts which finds a transfigured counterpart or ideal in the

highest sportive instinct of the divine being. The GopTs, as already

shown, are nothing but aspects of the Bhagavat-Krsna’s highest

energy of bliss (Hladini Sakti), and sport with them after the

manner of phenomenal beings is only a natural expression of the

divine self. Moreover, the sacred texts show that even ascetics and

devotees like Uddhava, who were above worldly pleasure, praised and

desired such pleasure of conjugal love as displayed by the Gopis.

The Padma-purdna records that even the Srutis (the Vedas) also

craved for it, and were incarnated as Gopis. The fact that not only

women but also men, and men of saintly character, desire it shows

that the feeling is free from all touch of mere sensuality.^

In conclusion Jiva Gosvamin states that other details about

Bhakti-marga are to be learnt from the Sastras or from the examples

of great devotees. But whatever devotional secret one obtains from

the grace of the Bhagavat or from his Guru should be cherished as

a precious possession and should not be divulged to any one.

f. The PRiTI-SAMDARBHA

The object of this Sanidarbha is to establish that Priti or

Prema-bhakti, which as devotional love for the Bhagavat is the

highest type of Bhakti, is the summum bonum of human life. In

the first four Samdarbhas, the ultimate reality or the Parama-
tattva has been explained and identified with the Sambandha-tattva

of the feastra, namely, the Bliagavat-Krsna as the highest and most

exclusive object of worship (Upilsya). In the fifth Samdarbha his

worship (Upasana) has been declared as the Abhidheya or subject-

matter of the Sastra. In the present Samdarbha, the Priti for the

Bhagavat is considered as the highest end or Prayojana. It has been

declared by philosophers that the highest Prayojana or the highest

good of man is the discontinuance of the miseries of existence

(duhkha-nivrtti) and the attainment of happiness (mkha-prdpti)

.

An attempt is made now to demonstrate that the Bhagavat-priti

brings happiness which is unalloyed and imperishable, and conse-

quently causes the absolute and permanent cessatickn of misery. It

^ na pr&kftafi kdmo^sau.
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is shown that by this intense feeling of devotional love, which can

be relished by the devotee as a blissful supersensuous sentiment

(Rasa) , the Bhagavat can be realised in his true character ; for

the Bhagavat himself realises in it his own nature of perfect bliss and

reveals himself in his self-surrendering grace.

In the scriptures the ultimate reality is established as the real

(sat), eternal (ananta), absolute (kevala) and perfect (paramo)

bliss. This bliss is distinguished from every other kind of bliss, for

it is pure and abundant, being placed beyond the sphere of the

Maya-sakti, and is, therefore, unlike phenomenal pleasure which

is mixed with sorrow and therefore transient and insufficient. It

has been already exi>lained in the Paramdtma-samdarhha that,

although the JTva belongs to the Bhagavat (tadiyo'pi) , its knowledge

of the Bhagavat is defeated by the external Maya-sakti
; and as this

results in a loss of self-knowledge and in an absorption in the

phenomenal conditions (Upadhi) fashioned by the Maya-sakti, the

Jiva is tied to the misery of rebirth (Samsara) . The Jiva’s want of

knowledge of the Bhagavat is declared to be an instance of Prag-

abhava (non-existence previous to production) ; that is, it exists from

the beginning but can be removed by divine grace ; it is not a case of

Dhvamsabhava (non-existence due to total destruction) or Atyanla*

bhava (absolute non-existence) ; for, in these cases the attainment

of knowledge would have been entirely impossible. In other words,

the Jiva's knowledge of the Bhagavat may be temporarily non-

existent, but the Jiva possesses, through divine grace, the inherent

capacity of attaining it. This knowledge of the Bhagavat, which

is equivalent to beatitude or direct realisation of the ultimate

reality, consists of the attainment of the highest bliss ; and this is

declared to be the highest human good or the Parama-puru^rtha.

As soon as the radical cause, namely, want of knowledge, is

removed, the Jiva’s loss of self-knowledge automatically disappears

;

for the knowledge of self consists entirely of the knowledge of the

self-manifesting divine self, of which the individual self is only a

part. The cessation of misery follows as a natural result from this

blissful realisation ^ and, being destroyed eternally, the cessation

becomes absolute and perpetual (dhvamsdbhava) . As it is preceded

by the removal of the fetters of the Mayji-sakti or the bondage

of Saipsara by an appearance of the Svarupa-sakti in the shape of

Prema-bhakti, it is called Mukti or emancipation. The Mukti has,

therefore, been described in the Bhdgavata (ii. 10. 6) as the attain-

ment of the Jiva’s natural state and function by relinquishing its

otherwise imposed state and function.’ It has been already shown

* muktir hitv&nyathd'^pam svarupena vyavaethiii^.

87
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that the view that the Jiva and the Bhagavat are identical is wrong ;

the Jiva, as a part (Amsa) attains the whole (Amsin), which,

acco^rding to the capacity and mode of worship, may be either the

Brahman or the Bhagavat. Of these two modes of attainment, the

first consists merely of the appearance of the knowledge of the

impersonal Brahman on the destruction of that function of the

Maya-sakti which is known as the Avidya and of the absorption of

the Jiva in Brahman
;
but the second, which is higher, consists of

the attainment of the Bhagavat in his fullest and truest self in his

own paradise, where the Jiva in its essential character is brought in

direct contact with the personal god. The attainment of the

Brahman, much less of the Bhagavat, must not be understood to

imply that the individual attains sameness or identity, but it

means that the individual merely posits its own intrinsic similarity

to the divine reality, the similarity consisting in the inherent

possession, even in infinitesimal proportion, of the divine Svarupa-

sakti of bliss, which for the time being was suppressed by the

Maya-sakti. This Mukti can be attained during life-time (Jlvad-

dasa) as well as after leaving the gross and the subtle bodies after

death (Utkranta-dasa) . In the latter state, both kinds of body

(gross and subtle) being destroyed, the Jiva is no longer subject

to the bondage of Karman and consequently to phenomenal

pleasure and pain
;

it thus becomes fit to receive the highest bliss

which reveals itself and destroys misery for ever. The Sastra speaks

of this type of Mukti as the highest Prayojana or Puru^rtha.

It has been already made clear that the divine reality can be

attained either in the indistinct and indiscrete form (aspasta-vUe^a-

rupa) of Brahman or in the distinct and proper form of the Bhagavat

;

and that of these, the direct beatitude or Sak^tkara of the Bhagavat

is much superior to the mere consciousness or Jnana of Brahman.
This theme is further elucidated here from a different point of

view. Of all the attributes or energies of the divine self, the

highest is its special attribute of belovedness {pnyatva-lak^ana-

dharma-vise^a)

,

which implies the state both of loving and being

loved and which is one of the highest functions of its energy of

bliss or Hladini Sakti. One may possess a series of good qualities,

but without Priti or love such qualities have hardly any significance

;

on the other hand, the value of the qualities can be properly

realised only when such a person is regarded with Priti or love. It

follows, ther^ore, that the divine attributes are fully realised only

when the attribute of Priti is realised, that is, only when the divine

person is realised not only as an object of love but also as cape»ble

of love himself. In all divine revelation or Sak^tkara, therefore,

the element of Priti must predominate; and the degree of the
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revelation depends upon the degree of the Priti involved in it. It

follows from what has been said above that («) the attainment of

the highest happiness and the consequent cessation of misery, which

constitute Mukti, are attainable by divine Sak^tkara alone,

(n) without Priti there can be no Saksatkara or revelation of the

divine self or of his intrinsic attributes, (Hi) this Saksatkara consists

of the apprehension of the ultimate divine reality in its truest and

fullest character of the Bhagavat as a personal god in his own
paradise, (iv) by Priti or intense devotional love alone for the deity,

there is certajnty of such apprehension, (u) upon the quality and

extent of the Priti depend the character and degree of the apprehen-

sion, and (vi) the Bhagavat-Priti alone is thus the only summum
honum of man.

That the Priti is the highest good can also be established by
the ways of the world (lok<i-vyavahdra) . All beings are naturally

inclined towards Prili or love, for it is seen that life itself is sacrificed

for the beloved object. A man seeks different objects of love in his

childhood, youth and old age, but his search is never fully satisfied

;

for everyone desires to love that object which brings the highest and

most enduring bliss, and such an object is unavailable in the

phenomenal world. The Bhagavat alone as the source of such bliss

is the highest object of love. Thus, through cycles of birth, the

Jiva never realises the proper and fully sufficient object of love

until it reaches the Bhagavat in whom all his Priti finally rests.

'One who is full of Priti towards the Bhagavat can have no love

for any other object ;
even emancipation as such is insignificant

to him. In saying, therefore, that Priti is the highest good, one

can only mean Priti towards the Bhagavat.

Those who maintain that there is no feeling of bliss in Mukti
fail to demonstrate that it is the highest good. The existence of

bliss is useless unless it can be felt ; for no one desires that he will

become bliss itself, but he desires to feel the bliss. Hence, if there

is no feeling of bliss in the state of release, then it would be a futile

objective for which no effort would be undertaken and no desire

entertained. Those who maintain, therefore, that in Mukti there

is no consciousness of feeling and consequently no experience of

bliss, prescribe a summum bonum which can hardly stimulate any

desire or effort for attainment. That there is such an experience

(anuhhava) of bliss even in emancipation is established in the

Sruti. Even when the Jiva attains the state of identity with

Brahman, it can never, as we have seen, become the Brahman itself

because of the relation of difference in non-difference, and there is

some bliss even in the realisation of Brahman
; but since in the
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higher manifestation of the Bhagavat there is a full display of the

intrinsic divine energies, the bliss in this case springs from the

perfect divine self and is of a varied and wonderful character

(ananda-vaicitrya)

,

This Bhagavat-saksatkara alone, in which there

is an experience of infinite bliss, is entitled to the designation of

Mukti.

The Saksatkara or revelation of the Bhagavat may occur either

by the inward (ontar) or the outward (bahis) appearance of the

deity to the devotee
;

in other words, the Bhagavat may either

reveal himself inwardly to the contemplative mind, or he may do

so outwardly to the mind and the different organs of senses. The
outward vision, however, is regarded as superior to the inward, for

the actual sight of the deity as a person is a higher realisation than

the mere comprehension tliiough mental meditation. Purity of the

mind and body is a necessary qualification, but such purity itself is

the result of the self-manifesting energy of the divine will discovered

by the particular mode of Bhakti. The Bhakti, being a special

function of the divine Svarupa-sakti, can never be produced but

appears of itself through divine grace ; and the human mind and

senses, being affected by this self-manifested energy of the divine

self, become possessed of the conceit that they arc themselves the

means of divine manifestation. If it is objected that this conclu-

sion would dispense with the very necessity of mental and bodily

purity, it is replied that such purity is nevertheless necessary for

reflecting, as in a mirror, the divine energy. The removal of the

gross conscion sncs.s induced by the Maya-sakti abolishes the

phenomenal self ; and the true self, standing out in its essential

purity and tranquillity, becomes a sort of supersensuous medium
for the appearance of the divine being.

It must not be supposed that during divine descent as Avataras,

even impure minds obtained a direct vision. What they obtained

was merely a semblance (Abhasa) of the vision, which does not

deserve the designation of Mukti.^ A reference to the Bhdgavata

shows that during the Prakata Lila, beings like Indra and Sisupala

could not have obtained the same vision as the Gopa-Gopis,

although Krsna appeared before them all. It is because of the

defective mentality of these beings that their vision was defective

by taking in an Abhasa only, Krsna having never revealed himself

in his true character before them ; for the Lord has declared in the

Gltd (vii. that he is not manifest to all, being hidden by his

own Yoga-maya.^ Such impure minds devoid of Priti are of two

t

^ toftya sukmikarabh&sasyana mukti-samjriMvam.
’ naham prakdsali sarvaaya yogamdyti-samdvrtah.
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kinds, namely, those which are indifferent or averse to the Bhagavat

(Vahirinukha) , and those which are hostile (Vidve§in). The
former, again, fall into two classes, namely, (i) those who having

obtained a sight of the deity are still absorbed in phenomenal

objects e.g., the ordinary men and gods at the time of Krsna’s

appearance, and (ii) those who having obtained a sight of the deity

directly disregard him f c.g., Indra who spoke of Krsna with

disrespect. In this connexion it must not be supposed that the Gopa-

GopTs, who are the favoured Parikaras of Krsna, were still absorbed

in the objects of senses, for their absorption was not for their own
sake but for the sake of accomplishing the pleasure of Krs^ia. In

other words, their absorption v/as not real but apparent ; it was only

a semblance (Abhasa) of absorption, imposed for the purpose of

fostering the particular Lila. The Parikaras of the Bhagavat are

all non-phenomenal beings, and can therefore be never affected by

.such expressions of phenomenal attributes as jealousy, anger etc.

;

where incidents, involving such passions or attributes, are described

in the Bhdgavata (c.g., in the cases of Balarama, Arjuna and

Narada in the Syamantaka-upakhyana, x. 57 ;
Malnikalapura-

upakhyana, x. 89 ; and the Mausala-upakhyana xi. 1), they must be

taken as instances of the Abhasa or semblance, and not reality, of

such passions or attributes. Those who are hostile to the Bhagavat

also fall into two dasses, namely, (i) those who are receptive of

the graceful charin of the Bhagavat but are incapable of appreciating

its sweetness through disrelish (Aruci) and are, therefore, positively

ill disposed, e.g. Kalayavana, and (ii) those who have an unnatural

and contrary perception (Vaikriya) which regards the sweetness

as bitterness, and are, therefore, vindictive, e.g., the Mallas of

Kamsa. All these four kinds of impurity in their fine distinctions

are likened to the different degrees of sensibility of a person,

possessing a bilious and defective tongue, with regard to the taste

of a lump of sugar. In the first place, he is incapable, through the

radical defect, of realising the true taste of sugar, but seeing others

like it, he may not despise it ; secondly, he may despise it through

self-conceit ; thirdly, being fond of things possessing sour or bitter

taste, he may be hostile to the sweet taste ; or lastly, through his

depraved and contrary sense, its sweetness may taste as bitterness.

Just as a person pos.sessing one or other of this fourfold defect of

taste can never have the true taste of sugar but only the semblance

of a taste, the mind possessing one or other of the four kinds of

impurity mentioned above can never have a direct realisation of

^ Ufbdhe tad-darsanc'pi visayadyahkinivesavantah,

* avajMtdraft.
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the true divine self, but only the semblance of such realisation.

But the true realisation may ultimately come through divine grace,

just in the same way as the true relish of the sugar may appear

through constant practice and habit. The averseness of the impure,

who seeing the deity see him not, can be removed by the manifesta-

tion of Prema-Bhakti, which results in the real Saki^tkara and not

in its semblance only.

The Mukti or divine revelation occurring after death may be

of five kinds, and they are (i) Salokya, attainment of the same

Loka or place of divine habitation with the deity, («) Sarstya,

attainment of similar divine condition or power, (Hi) Sarupya,

attainment of similar divine form, (iv) Samipya, attainment of

proximity or nearness to the divine being, and (v) Sayujya, entrance

into or aborption in the divine self. Of these the Samipya alone

partakes of the character of what is called Bahih-saksatkara or

outward vision above, the other four being inferior to it as Antah-

saksatkara. All the five kinds of Mukti, however, are beyond the

sphere of phenomenal Gunas, and there is no return from them
into rebirth (andvrtti-rdhitya) . In the case of Sarstya and Sarupya,

it must not be understood that the emancipated being attains all

the divine powers in their perfection or the same perfect divine

form; they attain not the same but similar powers and form only

in a partial proportion for the Jiva, however perfected or eman-

cipated, is still inferior to the Bhagavat. The^ Sayujya Mukti
usually occurs in the attainment of the Brahman (Brahma-kaivalya)

,

but Sayujya with the Bhagavat is sometimes spoken of. Although

the Jlva never becomes perfectly identical with the Bhagavat, the

chief characteristic of the Sayujya Mukti is complete immersion in

the divine bliss (bhugaval4aksandnanda-‘ni7riagnatd)
, and conse-

quently the capacity of experiencing the Bhagavat in all his

intrinsic energies and supersensuous sports becomes lost in the state

of immersion. In this respect, the Sayujya Mukti differs from the

other four forms of emancipation, in which the separate existence

and the consequent opportunity for worship and service of the

emancipated being still contimie. For this reason the Sayujya

Mukti is regarded as inferior and is never desired by the real

Bhakta ; and in the Bhdgavata, the purport of which is to inculcate

the continuous service and adoration of the Bhagavat, there is no

explicit example given of the Sayujya Mukti, which is thus not

directly approved of in the highest scripture of Vaisnavism. It

is clear that since in the Sayujya Mukti the individual personality

and capacity for service of the emancipated be\ng vanishes, it is

prdplir ' a'trisenaiva jHegS,
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inconsistent with the fundamental devotional principles of dualistio

Vai^^tavism, and is, therefore, denied a place of importance in its

devotional scheme. Its lesser importance is illustrated by the fact

that in some cases (as in the example of Sisupala, who is said to

have obtained the Sayujya Mukti), the Bhagavat in his Lila takes

the individual bodily out of his own divine, self and sets him up
as a Parsada, thus relieving him of the powerless state of merger and
making him capable of enjoying the divine Lila as an Associate or

Attendant.

From what has been said above it is clear that the characteristics

of Mukti, as properly understood from the Vaisnava point of view,

are : (i) removal of the bondage of the Maya-sakti and realisation

of the Jiva’s true self through that function of the Svarupa-sakti

which is called Bhakti and of which the highest blissful expression

is Priti, (ii) the consequent attainment of a state which is beyond

the sphere of the phenomenal Gunas induced by the Maya-sakti,

and the relinquishment, after death, of the subtle as well as the

gross body, (Hi) cessation of all a!)Sorption in phenomenal acts

(Karman) but not of devotional acts, and the consequent abolition

of all doubt and pain, (iv) abolition of Samsara or rebirth,' (t;) a

direct intuition or sight of the deity (Saki^tkara) , resulting in the

regaining of the Jiva’s proper state of bliss or beatitude, and

(vi) persistence of the separate existence and personality of the

emancipated being in perpetual worship and service of the deity,

which consist chiefly of the tasting of the different sentiments

(Rasas) , involved, as aspects of Priti, in the beatific sports displayed

in the divine place of habitation. The most essential of these

characteristics is the Saksatkara or direct revelation of the deity,

the others following it as a matter of course.

The five kinds of Mukti described by the current schools of

thought are thus accepted and interpreted in its own light by the

Bengal school of Vai^navism, but in this interpretation prominence

is given to the service and love of the Bhagavat, which alone in

its view is important as the highest of all human ends. The Mukti

which gives no. such scope to Priti or devotional love is rejected;

for it is laid down that the Priti, which alone results in the clearest

revelation, is much higher than even the five kinds of Mukti, which

follow as an inevitable concomitant of the attainment of Priti.

There cannot indeed be any true Mukti without Priti towards the

Bhagavat, but the individuals desirous of Mukti have often other

objectives than the Bhagavat himself and do not desire him
exclusively. The word Kaivalya, however, implies pure Bhakti,

consisting of unalloyed Priti; and even the desire for Mukti, if it
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is Dot synonymous with Bhagavat-Pnti, must be regarded as deceit

(Kaitava) in the religion of the Bhagavatas.^ Even those who have

attained Mukti are known to have desired Priti thereafter; for

rightly understood, Priti is the only highest form of Mukti. This is

the whole purport of the Bhdgavata, which directly disapproves of

Mukti in many a passage. Except in so far as the powers and

privileges conferred by the five forms of Mukti become useful as a

means for serving the deity, the true Bhakta, who is Prltimat, never

desires Mukti even if it is granted freely to him, but only seeks to

realise his devotional love by contributing exclusively to the pleasure

of the Bhagavat.

If the Bhakta is sometimes seen to pray for other boons, this

must be understood to be an aspect of his Priti, for such prayer is

never meant for selfish ends but for serving the deity. The
Ekantin or exclusively devoted Bhakta may be either Jata-priti or

Ajata-prlti, according as his love for the deity is fully developed or

not. For the latter, the only desirable good is the growth of

devotional love. But the former may be (i) the Santa-bhakta

whose only desire is an experience of the deity,^ (ii) the divine

Parikara of the Lord who possesses the Ragatmika Bhakti, and

(m) the Bhakta who possesses the Raganuga Bhakti, and, with the

conceit of a particular Parikara,^ desires to experienee the different

sentiments (Rasas) of Dasya, Sakhya etc. by means of service and

worship. Each of these seeks such favour as suits his capacity and

inclination. The Santa Bhakta, for instance, does not seek to serve

but desires merely to obtain a consciousness of the deity ; but the

third type of devotee mentioned above may desire the favour of

proximity etc., in order that he may belter serve his deity. If they

are sometimes seen to desire Sarstya, Samipya etc., the object is not

to obtain any benefit for personal enjoyment but to attain the

privileges and powers of these forms of Mukti for the purpose of

serving the deity with greater magnificence. But Bhagavat-priti

alone is the boon which the true Bhakta really seeks.

The concept Priti involves the elements of Sukha (pleasure)

and Priyata (attribute of fondness). By Sukha is meant such

degrees of pleasure or happiness as are indicated by the words Mud,
Pramoda, Harsa and Ananda ; by Priyata is understood the feeling

of attachment indicated by words like Bhava (affection), Hiarda

(cordiality) and Sauhyda (friendliness) Both the words Sukha and
Priyata imply emotion but there is a difference. The Sukha is a

bhagtivad-dkarme mok^hkisamdhir apt kaitavam.

taiipdnubkam^fndtra'^Uftha^, ^ partkara’-vtsefSbkmdnma^
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particular consciousness which consists of delight consequent upon^

some kind of personal satisfaction ; but the Priyata, also a conscious-

ness consisting entirely of delight, involves (i) an agreeableness

(anukvlya) towards the object of love, which seeks the welfare of

the beloved, irrespective of any consideration of personal satisfaction,

(ii) a longing (sprhd) for the beloved object which is based upon

this agreeable disposition (tad-dmikulydnugatd)

,

and (Hi) a cons-

ciousness of delight resulting from these two factors. It is true

that whatever causes the pleasure of the beloved also causes the

pleasure of the person loving him, but the latter pleasure is not the

conscious object of desire but follows as an inevitable concomitant.

Thus, the Priyata, even if it has a significance for self, is not self-

centred like Siikha, which results from the realisation of some kind

of personal interest. The Priyata involves indeed an element of

Sukha but it is not synonymous with Sukha ; for the impersonal

delight in Priyata is different from the mere consciousness of personal

pleasure which is the essence of Sukha, and consists entirely in

contributing to the pleasure of the beloved object. Thus, Sukha
inheres in self as the ground (Asraya) of the emotion, but since it

docs not involve the desire of causing the pleasure of anyone else,

it has no object (Visaya) to which it may be directed
; but Priyata,

or Love as a sentiment, has both a ground and an object in the self

and in the not-self rcsx)ectivcly.

Since the chief characteristic of Priyata, involved in Priti, is

the selfless disposition to seek the happiness of the beloved, it

transcends the element of Sukha and ignores, even if it necessarily

involves, all considerations of one’s own happiness. . The fact that

the beloved is being made happy may cause, as a matter of course,

one’s own happiness
;
but even such happiness of one’s self may

sometimes be an obstacle if it impedes the act of contributing to

the happiness of the beloved object. It is for this reason that

Priti or Love does not even desire to obtain the beloved object for

itself, if such a desire hinders in any way the happiness of the

beloved object. But even in siicli a case, the deprivation does not

cause pain, for the thought that the beloved is happy causes a

peculiar happiness in one’s self. When, on the other hand, there is

attainment consistent with the happiness of the beloved object, the

happiness* in one’s self is still not personal but consists of the

thought that it is bringing happiness to the beloved object. Thus,

love may not always mean happiness in the narrow sense but

happiness in the higher sense is always present in it. Both in

separation and union, there is happiness in Priti caused by the

happiness of the beloved, even though it is devoid of all conscious

desire for one’s personal happiness. The Priti or Love in this sense
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consists simply of selfless service to the beloved and is known as

Seva.

In the Vaisnava Rasa-sastra, this Priti or Love directed towards

the Bhagavat is designated by the term Prcma-bhakti, and as such

it is regarded as an expression of the intrinsic divine energy. This

is the essential characteristic (svarufa-laksana) of Priti. In theo-

logical language, the Sukha is a function of the attribute of goodness

of the Maya-sakti, while the Priyata is an aspect of the highest

Hliidini or blissful Svariipa-sakti of the divine being. As it springs

from the inherent quality of the object of desire, the Priti is described

us natural or Svabhaviki ; and as it has no other motive but

agreeableness to the pleasure of the beloved object, it is called

Animitta or Akimcana. Even Sadhana-bhakti and Bhava-bhakti

possess these characteristics because of their direct relation to Prema-

bhakti ; and though both these appear as means of accomplishment

(Sadhana)
,
they should not be regarded as impermanent (vinasvara)

or worldly (aparavidrtha) expedients, because Bhakti, in whatever

form it appears, can never be properly taken as a means but should

be considered as an end in itself, being an expression of the divine

attribute of blissful love. Viewed from this standpoint, it follows

that in the blissful love of the devotee the divine being eternally

realises his intrinsic potency of blissful love, which forms the

essence of his divine self. It is thus a form of self-realisation not

only of the devotee, who regains his natural blissful state, but

al&o of the divine person whose very self consists primarily of

blissful love. It is, therefore, declared in the Sruti that the Priti of

his Bhakta causes a wonderful delight to the Bhagavat himself,^ by

which the divine being becomes, according to the Bhdgavata

(ix. 4. 63), full of infinite Priti and entirely subservient to the

Bhakta. The bliss of the Bhagavat is of two kinds, springing

respectively from his Svarupa or intrinsic self, and from his Svarupa-

sakti or intrinsic energy. The latter kind of bliss may, again, be

(i) Manasananda or mental bliss, arising from the display of such

attributes as compassion, friendliness, etc., and (w) Aisvaryananda,

or bliss arising from the display of such power and magnificence as

his Dhaman, Parikara, LTla, etc. The bliss caused by the Prema-

bhakti or Priti of the devotee, which entirely subjugates (para-

vamJearoti) and intoxicates (mddayati) the deity, is to be

comprehended as a special expression of the divine Manasananda.

This divine bliss cannot be likened to the bliss of the Samkhya,

arising from the Sattva-guna, for the Bhagavat is eternally untouched

bhaffavato^pyananda-camatkdritd tasya bhakteh huyate.
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by the Gunas brought into eixistence by the Maya-sakti
; nor is

it like the Brahmananda of the Nirvisesa-vadins, for it would then

be nothing more than Svarupananda ; nor is it like the Ananda of

the Jiva which is only atomic ; but it is the peculiar bliss of the

highest HladinI Svarupa-sakti by which the Bhagavat himself

enjoys and makes other enjoy. This divine bliss, which surpasses

every other kind of bliss, being placed in the Bhakta, becomes

Bhagavat-prlti,^ the experience of which makes both the deity and

the devotee completely engrossed in each other ('paraspardvesatva)

.

Thus, a direct channel of mystic contact is established between

them, but there is never complete identity and the relationship

continues for ever. The process is illustrated by the analogy of

the heating of iron by the fire, in which the iron is possessed by
the attributes of the fire and becomes fiery, but its character as

iron remains unchanged.

The incidental characteristics (tatastha-laksaim) of Bhagavat-

priti consist of such outward expressions of the sentiment as melting

of the mind (Dravata) , thrill of pleasure (Roma-harsa) and

shedding of tears (A.sru-pata)
,
etc. ; and they signify that the relish

of the sentiment is one of sweetness (Madhurya) . As the Visaya or

Alambana of the Prlti is the Bhagavat, it is, like the Bhagavat

himself, one and indivisible ; but, like the Bhagavat again, it is

capable-*«of making its appearance in various degrees or stages

(Krama), in accordance with the various degrees of the capacity of

particular devotees. In relation to the particular Svarupa in which

the deity manifests himself, either perfectly or imperfectly, the

Pilti also makes its perfect or imperfect appearance. In the Kr^a-
namdarblia it has been demonstrated that Krsna is the Bhagavat

himself in the most perfect manifestation of the divine principle.

It would follow from this that it is only in relation to Krsna, and

to no other deity, that there is the most perfect display of Priti

;

and that in the devotees of Krsna alone there is the perfection of

the devotional sentiment of love. In the Parikaras of the Bhagavat-

Krsna, who are the best types of devotee, the Priti is eternally,

self-established, but in other devotees it is awakened and

gradually becomes fully developed. In the first stage, there appears

a feeling of non-attachment to the gross body and objects of

senses, as well as a feeling of attachment to everything relating

to the Bhagavat ; but when the Priti makes its full appearance,

there is a complete attachment to the Bhagavat, which is unchange-

able in all conditions and situations, as well as the perfection of

* bkakta-vrndesveva niksivyamana hhagavat-prityakhyayd variate
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bliss atid the power of bringing bliss to others by contact or

association.

The appearance of Priti operates in two different ways on the

devotee : (i) it cultivates and prepares the mind (bhakta-citta-

sarrisknyd-ryisesa) by giving rise to sueceedingly higher grades of

the devotional feeling, and {ii) it produces various kinds of conceit

or distinctive consciousness (abhimdna-visesa)

,

such as the conceit

of being a servant, a friend or a beloved of the deity. From the first

of these points of view, the successive stages in the growth of the

devotional feeling are : (1) RaU» producing delight in the mind

{ulldsayati) , (^) Preman, causing a sense of attachment which

regards the deity as one’s own {mamatnyd yojayati)

,

(3) Pranaya,

generating confidence (visramhhuyati)
, (4) Miana, producing,

ihrough excess of affection, a sensitiveness which gives rise to a

diversity of feelings (ynyatvdiiHayendhhimdnayati)

,

(,5) Sneha,

.causing a softening and melting of the heart (dravayati)
, (6) Rlaga,

exciting an excess of eager longing for its object of desire (sva-

visayarri pratyabhild^dtisayena yojayati)
, (7) Anuraga, making the

beloved appear ever and ever new (pratiJe^anam eva sva-visayarji

n(iva-mvatvendnubhdvayati) y and (8) Mahabhava, maddening by
the wonder of unsurpassed ecstasy (asamordh^ja-caviatJcdrenon'’

mddayati) . The characteristics of these stages of Priti have already

been described by Riipa Gosvamin, and summarised by us in our

chapter on the Rasa-sastra.' As Jiva Gosvamin follows this treat-

ment without going into detailed analysis, it is not necessary for

our purpose to dilate further on the subject. The Priti also produces

different kinds of conceit in the devotee, and the cause of this is

the manifestation of a particular character or Svabhava of the

deity (e.g., as a Friend, Son, Master or Beloved), inspiring a

corresponding sentiment in the devotee (e.g.. Friendship, Parent

•Sentiment, Servitude or Love) . The conceit may thus take various

forms, but it has been classified broadly into four chief forms :

(?) the conceit that one is being favoured by the deity (Anugrahya-

bhimana) , (?//) the conceit that one is favouring the deity (Anugraha-

k^bhimana), (in) the conceit that one is a friend of the deity

(Mitnibhimana)
, and (iv) the conceit that one is a beloved of the

deity (Priyabhimana) . As already explained more than once above,

this theory implies that the practice of Priti in Bengal Vaisnavism

is based upon the distinctive consciousness of one or other of such

personal relationship of an emotional character with the deity. This

relationship is supersensuous in essence, but it bears similarity to

those actually obtaining among men in the sensuous world. In its

^ See iilwve pp. 101-163.
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impersonal and transcendental character, the Prlti towards Krsna

may take the form of the feeling between the father or mother and

the child, between the master and the servant, between two friends,

or between the husband and the wife.

jTva Gosvarnin now proceeds to describe the characteristics of

these forms of the devotional consciousness. As the favour of the deity

may appear in the form of compassion (Anukampa) or furtherance

(Posana), the devotee who possesses the conceit of being favoured

(Anugrahyabhimanin) may be of two kinds, but each of these may
also be with or without an intimate feeling of affectionate regard

(Mamata) to the divine being. Those who arc without such

feeling of Mamata conceive the deity from a distance as the Brahman
or the Paramatman, and they are the Jhanin-bhaktas like Sanaka

and others. Since the moon has the attribute of gladdening, one

can feel pleasure by merely looking at it without feeling any sense

of attachment
;
the devotee of this type feels a similar pleasure at

the vision of his object of devotion. This attitude of Bhakti mixed

with Jnaiia can proceed no further than the state of Rati described

above, and such a dcvoice is known in the Vaisnava Sastra as the

Santa Bhakta. The ftaiita-rati, which they feel, is typified by the

sentiment expressed in the well-known verse, often attributed to

ftamkaracfirya :

saiyapi hheddpagame ndtha tcti)dham na mdmakmas tvam\

mmiidro hi tarangah k7)acana samudro na idrangah\\

Even when the difFerciice disappears, O Lord, I am thine,

but you are not mine ; the wave belongs to the sea, but the

sea does not belong to the wave.

On the other hand, those devotees who possess the feeling of

attachment (Mamata) conceive the deity as the Protector (Palaka)

,

Master (Prabhu) or Superior (Lalaka), and themselves as his

Subject (Piilya), Servant (Dasa) or as standing in inferior relation-

ship (I^alya) to him. This feeling may go up to the state of Raga
described above.

In the same way. Parental Affection may be conceived towards

the deity, apprehended as the son, by the devotee who possesses the

conceit of favouring the deity (Anugrahakabhimanin) . This feeling

is called Vatsalya. and the characteristics of Raga arc abundant in

it. Those who have the attitude of friendliness (Mitrabhimanin)

conceive the deity a friend, and the feeling is called Maitrya, in

which also there is an abundance of Raga. The climax is reached

in those devotees who apprehend the deity as the lover, and
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their feeling is called Kanta-bhava^ or Madhura Rati, to which

Rupa Gosvamin gives also the name of Priyata. This feeling can

reach to the highest state of Mahabhava described above, which is

always attained by Radha. In this connexion, it is stated that the

love of ICrsna's Patta-Mahisis go up to the Anuraga stage, but that

of the Gopis can reach much higher to the stage of Mahabhava.

No doubt, the excellence of the feeling is due to Krsna’s attitude

towards the Gopis ; but it also depends upon the quality of the

recipient, on the analogy of the water of the Svati Naksatra

falling into the pearl-shell and producing the pearl. Jiva Gosvamin

points out that in the secular (Laukika) Rasa-wlstra the Madhura
alone is regarded as Rati, its corresponding Rasa being ferhgara

;

while through its resemblance to the sexual passi^m, it is often

designated Kama or sensual enjoyment. But JTva Gosvamin never

misses an opportunity of emphasising that the ordinary sexual

desire is different from this feeling of devotional love, which the

Gopis entertained towards Krsna. Although in both there is an

clement of desire and the outward movements (Cesta) are similar,

yet the supersensiious Madhura-bhava of the Gopis is different from

sensuous Knma in the fact that the significance of the former

consists entirely in contributing to the pleasure of its divine object,

while the latter, as a mundane feeling, aims primarily at one’s own
pleasure. Hence the word Priti should be applied primarily to the

transcendental Kanta-bhava of the Gopis, and only secondarily to

the ordinary sexual desire (Prakrta Kama) of human heroes and

heroines. Since the desire of the Kubja had the divine Krsna as

its object, it has been praised as Aprakrta Kama, but since it was

meant solely for self-satisfaction, it has been deprecated still as

Kama in comparison with the selfless and self-surrendering desire of

the Gopis, which consisted of supersensiious love.

The feelings of Santa, Dfisya, Maitrya, Vatsalya and Madhurya
described above form five basic aspects of Bhagavat-priti, and each

succeeding one of these indicates a higher stage of realisation than

the preceding. Sometimes they appear mixed up with one another

;

as, for instanee, in Yudhisthira there is a mixture of Sauhrda-

Maitrya and Diisya, in Baladeva a mixture of Vatsalya and Sakhya-

Maiirya, and in the Patta-mahisls a mixture of Dasya and
Madhura-bh'ava. The Priti, in which these distinctive feelings are

absent, is known as general or Samanya Priti, which is of a still

inferior kind. Of these different types of devotee, however, the

Santa and the Samanya are called Tatastha Bhakta, because they

ft

^ kdnto*yam iti prltih kdnfa-hhavah ; esa eva jmyata-Mdena M-rasamria-

gindiiau paribhnptah.
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are devoid of Mamata or sense of intimate personal attachment to

the deity, and their feeling never progresses beyond the preliminary

stage of Rati. But the remaining kinds of devotee, namely, Dasa,

Mitra, Vatsala and Kiinta, who arc the Parikaras of the Bhagavat,

possess that Priti which is called Mamata-bhakti on account of the

abundance of the feeling of attachment. As the two types of the

Tatastha and the Parikara devotee have for their objective the

Brahman and Bhagavat appearance of the deity respectively, the

former is inferior to the latter. Generally speaking, the excellence

of the deity may appear, as already indicated above, either in the

form of unsuri)asscd Aisvarya or in the form of unsurpassed

Madhurya. The Aisvarya indicates power or mastery (Prabhuta),

but Madhurya means loveliness of conduct, quality, beauty, youth,

sport and emotional intimacy of relationship. Ordinary experience

tells us that the Aisvarya of a person produces fear, confusion and

respect, but Madhurya is the source of lovei in its sweet and melting

quality. The devotees naturally fall into two classes, according as

they prefer to experience the divine Aisvarya or Madhurya. It has

been already stated that everyone cannot experience all the infinite

aspects of the divine principle, but that each resorts only to that

aspect which suits his capacity and inclination ; this is what is

called Gunopasana implied in the Veddnta-sutra (iii. 3) . Those who
realise the excellent Madhurya aspect of Krsna, which is principally

displayed in the Vrndavanadlla, are superior to those who, like the

Santa and Samanya devotee, experience only the Aisvarya aspect.

Those who desire and cultivate this sweetness of personal emotional

relationship with the divine being are the best types of his Parikara.

In this connexion Jlva Gosvamin proceeds to exemplify elaborately the

excellence of the emotional attitude of the Gopa-Gopis at Vrndavana,

and attempts to show that all the stages of Dasya, Maitrya,
Vatsalya and Kantatva are realised by the different sets of Krsna’s

Parikaras, of whom the Gopis experience the highest stage of Priti

by their. Kanta-bhava. This stage, going up to the most intoxicat-

ing Mahabhava, is desired even by the emancipated sages, by all

the gods and even by Laksmi.

The five kinds of devotional feeling mentioned above, namely,

Santa, Dasya, Maitrya, Vatsalya and Madhurya, are called Sthayi-

bhavas in the Rasa-sastra ;
and, as such, each of them is known as

a Rati in relation to Krsna. Through such objects and circumstances

as appear as cause (Vibhava) and effect (Anubhava), as well as

through auxiliary feelings (Vyabhicari-bhavas) which have the power

of strengthening J:hem, these five Sthayi-bhavas are raised, like the

secular (Laiikika) Rati in a Kftvya, to the corresponding states of

relish, called Rasas, of the same designation
; and these are similar
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to the states of impersonal aestheic relish in the secular KaV'ya.

These are the five primary Bhakti-Rasas or devotional sentiments

in the Vaisnava Sastra, sublimated from the five basic feelings, and

in their totality they are called Prema-bhakti or Prlti. There are

also seven other Rasas, namely, Hasya, Kanina, Bhayanaka,

Bibhatsa, Raudra, Vlra and Adbhuta, recognised also by the secular

rhetoricians, but they are regarded as secondary in the Vaisnava

Rasa-sastra in relation to the five primary Rasas mentioned

above. They are called secondary because they become devotional

Rasas only when they involve Krsna-rati ; that is, only when

they have Rrsna or his Bhakta as the substantial excitant

(Alambana Vibhava) , as the object and the ground of the

basic feeling respectively. The rest of the present Samdarbha

proceeds to a detailed analysis and exposition of these various

stages or types of the devotional sentiment in relation to their

respective causes, cflPccts and auxiliaries, and they arc profusely

illustrated by examples drawn from the BMgavata, As Jlva

Gosvamin departs very little in his general treatment of the theme

from Rupa Gosvamin’s authoritative exposition, it is not necessary

for us to repeat what has been already dealt with in our chapter on

the Rasa-sastra but wc shall refer here to a few interesting items

in which Jlva Gosvamin appears to refine further upon the

treatment of his predecessor, to whose works, however, he makes
full acknowledgment of his indebtedness.

At the outset Jiva Gosvamin raises a fundamental question

v/hich has been overlooked by Rupa Gosvamin, namely, whether

Bhakti can at any stage be regarded as a Rasa. He repudiates

vigorously the view of orthodox Poetics that Bhakti, being devotion

to a deity {devadi-visaya) , is merely a Bhava or devotional

emotion which cannot be raised to the state of impersonaliscd

relish of a devotional sentiment, corresponding to the aesthetic

sentiment of Rasa in a Kfivya. The discussion is more or less

academic, but since Bhakti is erected into a Rasa of the rhetorical

type, it is an important fundamental proposition in .
the Vaisnava

Bhakti-sastra. Jiva Gosvamin maintains that the Bhagavat-priti

can be rightly regarded as a Sthayi-bhava, because, as Priti, it has

Bhavatva, and it has also all the characteristics of a Sthayi-bhava

mentioned by secular Poetics. The secular theorists on ,Rasa, dealing

with the ordinary Kavya, allege that on account of the lack of the

necessary ingredients, Bhakti cannot become a Rasa, inasmuch as

devotion to a deity cannot become the basis of a relishable sentiment

in the same way as the affectionate relationship (A human beings

^ See above p. 145 f.
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standing on a level of equality. But this objection, in Jlva

Gosvamin's opinion, applies to the case,of ordinary deities {prdkrta-

devadi-vimyd)^ and not to the case of the supreme deity Krs^a.

The ingredients spoken of above refer to the intrinsic propriety of

the feeling itself (svarupa-yogyata)
,
as well as the propriety of the

causes and eifects (parikara-yogyata) and of the subject of the

feeling (purusa-yogyata) . It can be easily shown that in ICrsna-rati

these ingredients arc present to the fullest extent. As to the

intrinsic propriety of the feeling, it has been already said above

that all the characteristics of the Sthayi-bhava can be found in

Krsna-rati
; for it is the dominant feeling which cannot be set aside

by other contradictory or consistent feelings, and, like the salty

ocean, it reduces everything which comes into it to its own state.^

The relish caused by the alaukUm Krsna-rati is higher than the

relish of Brahman, the likeness to which is emphasised by rhetoricians

in the ordinary laukika Rati. As to the propriety of the causes

and effects of Krsna-rati, the Vibhavas etc., which raise it to the

state of relish, can alone, by their very relation to the divine object,

be called aluukika. The laukika Vibhavas etc., on the other hand,

which the secular rhetoricians deal with, being confined to the

ordinary laukika Rati and to the ordinary hero and heroine, are

defective and cannot be properly termed alaukika

;

they only appear

as such through the extraordinary skill of poetic presentation.

The laukilca Priti is a modification of the Prakrta Sattva-guna

created by the Maya-sakti, and can, therefore, never consist of the

highest bliss of the Svarupa-sakti, which the devotee realises in

Bhagavat-priti, and which is made up, not of Prfikrta, but of

Aprakrta Sattva. Hence the pleasure involved in th(' laukika Rati

is slight and transient and, rightly understood, resolves into pain ;

but the alaukika Krsna-rati always brings pure and permanent

pleasure. It is unbelievable, therefore, that the laukika Vibhavas

etc., can really awaken Ra.sa ; if they do so, then the only Rasa

they are capable of awakening is the Blbhatsa or the Disgustful

Sentiment, inasmuch as I he phenomenal objects, properly appre-

hended, can only produce an altitude of disgust or non-attachment.

As to the propriety of the subject of the feeling mentioned above,

there can hardly be any doubt about the fitness of such devotees as

Prahlada, who are the subjects of Krsna-rati. It would follow,

therefore, that all the requirements regarding the Sthayi-bhava,

Vibhiava etc., laid down by the orthodox rhetoricians, are fulfilled in

^ See above pw 124, footnote 1.

® viruddhair avintddhair vd bkdvair vicchidyate na y(ih\ dtma-hkdvam

nayatyanydn »a sth&yt lavaiMkaTahW ifi rofta-sdstrlyadakfami-vydpteh.
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the highest degree by Krsria-rati, which alone can bring about the

highest Rasa. It is also pointed out that some orthodox rhetoricians,

like Bhoja, admit Preyas and Vatsalya as Rasas, while others, like

Sudeva, expressly include Bhakti also as a Rasa. We have also the

testimony of the Bhdgaimta itself (i. 1. 3), which at the very

outset speaks of Bhakti as the Bhagavad-rasa and the Bhakta as.

the Rasika ;
and the Sruti has already established that the Bhagavat

himself is Rasa,

Regarding the question of, the locus of Rasa in a literary

composition, Jiva Gosvamin refers to four different views,^ that

RJasa exists (i) in the original hero and heroine (Anukarya) who
are imitated by the actor, (it) in the actor who imitates (Anukartr)

,

(in) in the audience (Samajika) who is a man of taste (Sahrdaya)

,

or (iv) if the actor also is a man of taste himself, in the actor and

the audience. In the opinion of the Vaisnava Rasa-sastra, however,

the Bhagavat-prlti as a Rasa exists in all the three, viz., the

Anukarya, the Anukartr and the Samajika, because by virtue of

the cdaukilm nature of the Rasa itself, they arc all divested of

laukika characteristics. But the awakening of the Rasa in the

Anukarya, who is here the Parikara of Bhagavat, is primary, because

the sentiment which arises from dirc^ct perception is superior. The
Anukartr, as well as the Samajika, in this case is the Bhakta,

inasmuch as no one else has the capacity of realising the Rasa

properly.

With regard to the Alambana Vibhava or substantial excitant

of the TCrsna-rati, it is pointed out that the real Alambana is

Krsna himself as the objeci of the feeling, but the beloved ones of

Krsna are counted also as Alambana, not directly in themselves,

but indirectly a« the location or ground of the feeling.-

The Uddipana Vibhavas of Krsna-rati are classified elaborately

as referring respectively to the Guna (quality) , Jati (class as

opposed to individual), Kriyii (action), Dravya (individual subs-

tance) and Kala (time), in relation to Krsna. An enumeration is

made, after the Bkdgavata (i. 16. ^7) of a total of 85 (68+17)
divine qualities of Krsna, which are really further refinements on
the 64 qualities mentioned by Ri“ipa Gosvamin.® The Gu^ias may
be physical (Kayika) , mental (Manasika) and verbal (Vaeika) , but

they are also classified into three groups, according as they belong

exclusively to the Bhagavat, or exist in both the Bhagavat and the

Bhakta, or are shared also by the Avataras and special manifesta-

tions like Visnu, Vasudeva or Naraya^a.

* See S. k. Dc, Sanskrit Poe^tics, ii. p. 147 f.

• na tu sva^sa^^bandhena ; tat-^tfpSdkSraf^vena. * See abov^, p. 1S7.
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The Gunas enumerafhd are : Satya (truth)
; $auca (purity)

; Daya (com-

passion) ; Saranagata-paJakatva (protection of people seeking refuge) ; Bhakta-

suhrtlva (friendliness to the devotee) ; Ksanti (forbearance) ; Tyaga (liberality) ;

Samto^ (contentedness) ; Arjava (straightforwardness) ; Sarva-i&ubhamkaratva

(beneficence to all) ; fiama (control of the mind) ; Sudrtlha-vratatva (resoluteness) ;

Dama (control of the senses) ; Tapas (devotion to various tluties at the time of

Avatara) ; Saniya (impartiality) ; Titiksa (tendency to endure oflfenoe done to

self) ;
TJparati (indifference to gain or success) ; 6ruta (proficiency in the

Sastras) ;
fivefold Jnana (knowledge), viz., Buddhimattva (intelligence), Krtajhata.

(gratefulness), Deim-kala-patrajhatva (discrimination of fit time, place and object),

Sarvajilatva (omniscience), and Atmajnatva (possession of self-knowledge) ; Virakti

(repugnance to evil things) ; Aisvarya (capacity for control) ; Saurya (enthusiasm

for fighting) ; Tejas (power) ; Pratapa (reputation for power) ; Bala (dexterity for

accomplhihing difficult deeds) ; Dhrti (tflacidity, but, if the reading of the text is

Smrti, deliberation regarding duties) ; Svatantrya (independence) ; threefold Kausala

(skill), viz., Kriya-nipunata (skill in acts), Caturi (cleverness i<n accomplishing

several things simultaneously) and Vaidagdlii (proficiency in the arts and sports) ;

fourfold Kanti (charm), viz, of the body (avayavasya)
,

of touch, taste,

colour, fragrance and sound (Vanm-rasa-gandha-sparsa-sabdanam) , of youth (Vayas),

resulting in Nari-gana-i^anoharitva (capacity to charm women) ;
Dhairya (steadi-

ness) ; Mardava (the (juality of softness or melting with love) ; Premava,4yatva

(submissiveness to love) ; Pragalbhya (abundance of audacity) ; Vavadukatva

(skill in words) ; Prasraya (humidity) ; Hrlmatlva (modesty) ; Maua-<lritrtva

(capacity to do honour to all) ;'‘PriyaTnvadalva (capacity for pleasant speech) ;

ftlla (good conduct) ; Sadhu-samasrayatva (partiality to the good) ; Sahas

(dexterity of the mind) ; Ojas (dexterity of the intellect) ; Bala (dexterity of the

sense-organs) ; threefold Bhaga, viz., Bhogaspadatva (capacity for enjoyment),

Sukhitva (capacity for happiness) and Sarva-samrddhimattva (possession of all

prosperity) ; Gambhirya (profundity of intention or motive) ; Slhaiirya (steadfast-

ness) ;
Astikya (=^astra-cak.sustva, conformity to the dictates of the fetra) ;

Kjrti (fame for good qualities) ; Hakla-lokalva (popularity) ; Mana (worthiness

for honour) ; Anahamkrti (want of pride), Brahmanyatva (holiness or piety) ;

Sarva-siddhi-nisevitatva (possession of all the supernatural powers) ; Saccidanaiida-

ghana-vigrahatva (possession of a form consisting of Sat, Cil and Ananda) ;

Varlyastva (pre-eminence) ; and Sada Svarupa-sampraptatva (the attribute Sf being

always unconditioned) . These 68 Gunas are present in the fullest degree in the

Bhagavat, but with the exception of the last, they may also exist in some degree

in the Bhakla. There are also two Gunas which exist in the all Avirbliavas or

Avalaras, viz., Satya-sanikalpatva (fixity of true resolve), and VasTkrtacintya-

mayatva (capacity for subjugating the mcomprehensiblc Maya-sakti) ; but in special

Avataras there are in addition : Aklianda-satlva-gunasya Kevala-svayam-

avalambanatva (the exclusive self-support of the indivisible Sattva-guna) , Jagat-

palfikatva (protection of the world), Hatari-svarga-datrtva (power to grant Svarga

to enemies killed), Brahma-rudradi-scvilalva (the attribute of l>eing worshipped by

gods like Bralima and Rudra), Paramacintya-saktilva (possession of the highest and

most incomprehensible energy), and Nitya-nutanatva (capacity for appearing ever

new). In the Purusa-Avatara we have also Maya-niyantrtva (subjugation and

regulatk>n of the Maya-4akti), Jagat-srstyadi-kartrtva (agency regarding the creation

etc., of the world), Gunavataradi-bljatva (the attribute of being the germ of the

Gu]|;iavataras etc.) , and Ananta-brahmai?dairaya-roma-vivaratva (capacity for

retaining infinite worlds in the pore of the skin). In the manifestations Vasudeva

and Narayana, we have also Svarupabhuta<-paraniacintyakhila-mah&-saktimattva

(possession of the infinite, pre-eminent, incomprehensibly great energy which consists
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of his owu divine self) . In Kr^na, who is the BhagavAt himself, there are also

:

Hatari^'mukti-bhaJcti-dayakatva {power to grant both Mukti and Bhakti to enemies

killed), Svasyapi vismapaka-rupadi-inadhuryadivatta (sweetness consisting of beauty

etc. which causes wonder even of himself) , Anindriya-cetana-paryantaiesa-sukha-

datr-sva«aipuidhyatva (the attribute of carrying infinitely pleasurable presence to all

creatures even includifig the inanimate beings, who are devoid of sense-organs), etc.

This enumeration, however, does not exhaust all the divine qualities which are

indeed infinite.

If some traits opposed to some of the above Gunas are

displayed in the Bhagavat, these must not be taken as faults, for

the supreme being has been declared faultless in the scripture.

The reverse of compassion for those who are not his Bhaktas, for

instance, has already been explained in the Paramdtiriarsamdarbha

as the result of the fact that the Bhagavat is untouched by

phenomenal sorrow. The reverse of friendliness, again, which the

Bhagavat sometimes shows to his Bhakta by sending him sorrow

and separation, is due to the object of fostering the Bhakti of the

particular devotee or the particular sentiment of the Lila concerned.

The Kama displayed in the case of Gopis, as already explained

more than once, is in reality blissful Preman, which is similar to but

not the same as the erotic feeling of human beings. The childish

pranks of Krsiia, though opposed to the quality of Sthairya

(steadiness), should not be taken as a fault, but they become a

Gima in the child Krsna. These and similar contradictory qualities

must be interpreted not as constituting a real fault but as the

semblance of a fault assumed for a particular divine purpose.

The Jati, which comprehends properties peculiar to a species or

class, as the TJddipana Vibhava of Krsna-rati, is of two kinds,

namefy, attributes relating to Krsna (e.g. characteristics of a Gopa
or a K^atriya, as well as adolescence, dark colour etc.) and those

connected with his favourites (e.g. the characterictics of Go, Gopa
etc.). The Kriya or action consists of his Lila, which is again of

two kinds, namely, sport of his intrinsic energy (Svarupa-sakti) or

of his extrinsic energy (Maya-sakti)
, each of which has already been

described. But the former of these, again, may be sucb as display

hi^ Aisvarya or ihanifest his Madhurya ; and of these the Madhurya-
mayi Lila is the best. This is also called the Lila-sakti of the

divine being, which can bring about what is impossible (durghafa)

as well as what is possible (sughata). The Dravya or substance,

as the IJddTpana Vibhava, refers to Krsiria’s adornments (Parikara,

ornaments, flowers, etc.), his musical instruments (Vaditra),> his

weapons (Astra), his abodes (Sthana), his retinua (Parivara), his

devotee (Bhakta), etc. The Kala or time implies the auspicious

days or festivals sacred to K^s^ia (e.g. the Janmastami or Birth-
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festival) . JTva Gosvamin adds that those of the Uddipana Vibhavas

which are concerned with the Vrndavana-llla are the best in relation

to Kjspa-rati.

The Anubhavas of Krsna-rati, which, as consequential circum-

stances, consist of outward expressions of the inward feeling, are

classified into Udbhasvaras and Sattvikas. The distinction, however,

is not very clearly made out. The Udbhasvaras are defined as those

which originate, no doubt, from internal feeling (bhdvajd api) but

which express themselves chiefly in external acts {hahiscesti-

pfdya-sddhydh)

,

e.g., dancing, singing, rolling on the ground, crying

etc. The Sattvikas spring from Sattva, which in this case implies

the mind entirely seized by feeling towards Krsna, and are direct

involuntary expressions of that internal virtue, e.g., trembling,

tears, fainting etc.

The thirty-three orthodox Vyabhicarins pr auxiliary feelings are

accepted and exemplified in relation to Krsna-rati.

The conception of Rasabhasa (semblance of a Rasa) is peculiar,

and is comprehensive enough to include what would be strictly

called Rasa-virodha (opposition of incongruous Rasas) in orthodox

Poetics. Between the five primary and the seven secondary Rasas

there is the relation of antagonism, indifference or congruity,

according as the character of the particular Rasa is inherently

hostile to, unaffected or supported by the character of the other

Rasa or Rasas involved. In a literary composition concerned with

Krsna, there is Rasabhasa when the relish of the dominant sentiment,

which may be either primary or secondary, is obstructed by the

association of an incongruous sentiment, which may also be either

primary or secondsp^y.^ The Rasabhasa may also occur when

there is a conflict or incongruity by the association of the dominant

Rasa with an improper Bhava, or with fin improper Vibhava,

Anubhava and Vyabbicarin. In including Rasa-virodha in Rasa-

bhasa proper, Jiva Gosvamin’s treatment differs from that of Rupa
Gosvamin, whose view appears to be more in consonance with that

of orthodox Poetics. Jiva Gosvamin also shows elaborately that

there can never occur any real instance of Rasabhasa in the

Bhdgavato, implying thereby that the Rasabhasa is a defect, which

cannot find place in the great scripture where there is Rasollasa

only.

In the classification of the five primary Rasas, the devotional

sentiment of Faithfulness, which is termed Prita and classified into

' kr^i^samhandkisu kavyesu ca ramsyayogya-rasdntarddi-samgatya h&dkya»

mdndsvadyatvam ubhasatvam.
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Sambhrama-PrTta (=Diisya) and Gaurava-Prita by Rupa Gosv&-

min,^ is, however, further refined by Jiva Gosvamin into three

aspects or shades of the sentiment, respectively called Asraya-bhakti,

Dasya-bhakti, and Prasraya-bhakti, in which Krspa appears respec-

tively as the Palaka (Protector)
,
Prabhu (Master) and Lalaka

(Superior Relative) , and his devotee respectively as Palya (Subject)

Dasa (Servant) and Ltilya (Inferior Relative) . The Sthayi-bhava

of Siinta Rasa is given as Jilana-bhakti, and it is regarded as the

lowest in the scale of primary Rasas. The Preyas of Rupa Gosvamin

is ‘Called Maitrimaya Rasa, and the Mitra or friend, who is the

Alambana Vibhava of this Rasa, may be either Suhrt (well-wisher)

or Sakhi (companion) ,
the Sakhi again being finely distinguished

as Sakhi, Priya-sakhi (dear companion), and Priya-narma-sakhi

(dear companion and confidant) , according to the degree of intimacy

of the friendly feeling involved.

With regard to the relation of Krsna to the Gopls in the highest

Ujjvala (=Madhura) Rasa or sentiment of love. Jiva Gosvamin

repeats what he has said more than once on the subject of the

purity and transcendental character of the amorous relationship.

He maintains that although the Gopls are in the highest degree

Krsna’s own (pararna-svlyd api) , they yet fippear as belonging to

others {parakiyarndndh) in the Prakata Lila. This is said to foster

the intensity of the sentiment by placing an apparent or imaginary

obstacle in the way of their perfect realisation of love. Amour with

a woman other than one’s own is forbidden, but this applies to the

ordinary hero, and not to Krsna, who w^as in fact the husband of

the Gopls, as he is of all women. The relation of the Gopas to

them was really one of Plityabhasa ; in other w^^ords, the Gopas were

never their real husbands but only appeared as sueh. They were

thus the immaculate wives of Krsna, and their apparent relationship

,
with the Gopas w-as an illusion created by the divine Yogamaya.
But even in the case of the legitiraab' love of a Sviya heroine,

impediments and inaccessibility arc su])posed to heighten the erotic

sensibility to the highest degree ; and this is said to be the view of

such authorities on the
,
secular (lauhika) Rasa-^astra as Bharata,

Rudra and Visnugupta. But Jiva Gosvamin holds that this view
may be true with regard to the nature of the manifestation of the

feeling, but not with regard to the origin, growth or character of

the feeling itself
;
for the sentiment of the Gopis, being self-established

(svata eva nddhutaya) , is in itself of the highest class (jdtito

pyddhikydt)
, and docs not require adventitious support or strengthen-

^ See above pp. 146-147.
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ing (dhdryatd) of any kind. By overcoming the apparent obstacle,

the strength of the sentiment, like that of a mad elephant, is only

displayed or manifested, but the strength of the sentiment itself is

not engendered by such obstacles. It follows, therefore, that the

Parakiya-bhava alone is not the source of excellence of the sentiment

of the Gopis, because in itself this attitude towards an Upapati is

to be deprecated. If this attitude were commendable, then the

feeling of the Kubja would have deserved the highest praise.^ It is

the very nature of the unique sentiment itself of the Gopis as the

Sviya of Krsna which is the source of its supreme excellence. Of

all the Gopis, Radha, who is singled out in the Gojmla-tdpanl as the

Gandharvika, is the greatest beloved of Krsna, because the

Bhdgavata also singles her out as the only Gopi with whom Krsna

disappeared during the Rasa-llla and sported alone. A rival heroine

or Pratipaksa-Nfiyika to Radha is Candravali, of whom Bilva-

mahgala- has spoken in his devotional lyric. The Gopis were the

real and only favourites of Krsna, but the reason why he married

the princesses at Dviiraka is to be found in the view propounded in

the Padnui’purdna, that the princesvses and the Gopis were in essence

identical,*^ apparently as different manifestations of the divine

Svarupa-sakti. A justification of Krsna’s exjiloit of stealing the

garments of the Gopis (Vastra-harana-lilii) is found in the view

that in the Purva-raga stage of love, one of the characteristic desire

is not the desire of actual touch or taste, but the desire for removing

bashfulness (lajjd-ccheda)

,

as this forms the highest indication of

the intense love of noble maidens (none of the Gopis being,

according to Gautamiya Tantra, more than sixteen years old), who
would rather die than forsake their sense of modesty.^

During the Prakata Lila at Vrndavana there was thus the

semblance, and not the reality, of the Parakiya-bhava of the Gopis,

but, as explained in the Krsna-samdarbha, even this attitude was

short-lived
; for at the termination of the Prakata Lila, they entered

into eternal union with Krsna as his Sviyiis in the Aprakata Lila

occurring simultaneously. Jiva Gosvamin holds that this is the

view of his own authority, Rupa Gosvamin, expounded in the latter’s

^ Rupa Gosvamin, wc have seen above (p. 155, footnote 3), would consider

the Kubja as ParakJya, but in Jiva Gosvamin's opinion she is the best of the

Samanya heroine (mmdnydsu sairayidri mukhyd)

.

“ In the apocryphal stanza radha-mohana-mandirdt died by Jiva Gosvamin

(quoted also by Rupa in his Ujjvala-mlamani) ; see S. K. De, ed. of Krsm-hdrruimrta

(Dacca 1938), p. 343.

® tdbhif gopadcUTmrlbir ekatmatvdt,

‘ htda^kumdrinam lajjd-ccheda eva 'pardkasfhd id hi dasamJpyangi-kurvanii,

no iu vmjdtyam.
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Ujjvalorntlamani and jMlita-mddhava, where it is clearly indicated

that Krs^a was really the husband (Pati), but only appeared for a

short time as the paramour (Upapati) of the Gopis during the

Prakata Lila. It appears, therefore, that the opinion of the two

authoritative Gosvamins of Caitanyaism was never in favour of the

Paraklya-vada, which assumed importance in the later history of

the cult.

At the end of the Samdarbha, the reader is referred for the

elucidation of those points, which may not have been dealt with

in detail for fear of prolixity, to the brief commentary (Tippani)

on the Tenth Book of the Bhdgwi)ata, which work is presumably

the Vaisnaim-iosam commentary of Sanatana, which selects only the

Tenth Book for brief comments ; or the reference may more

probably be to the Krama-sarjfidarhha on the Bhdgavata composed

by Jiva Gosvamin himself.

The work concludes with a final homage to Krsna, appearing in

the form of Caitanya (caitanya-vigrahah)

,

who became an Avatara

{avatdram dydtah) for propagating Bhakti, which consists of such

sentiments as have been described above.

The short classified index, given below, of important quotations,

occurring in the six Samdarbhas, will give a rough idea of the use

Jiva Gosvamin makes of^ previous philosophical and religious

literature. The largest number of quotations is, of course, supplied

by the l^ninad-bhdgavata, on the explication of which text Jiva

Gosvamin professes to base his entire exposition. As these references

to the Bhdgavatn, occurring almost on every page throughout the

six Sarndarbhas, are innumerable, we have not indexed them. Next

come the Puranas and the Upa-puranas, of which the Vimu, the

Padma (Uttara-khancla) and parts of Skaiida, considered canonical

by the Bengal school, supply a fairly large number of references, but

the quotations from the Agama, Tantra and other religious texts and
commentaries are much varied, even if not equally extensive. The
Vedic texts, cited mostly anonymously as Sruti, are generally taken

from the Upanisads, the citations from the Vedic Samhitas being

much fewer. It would seem that the Sruti quotations are not always

derived from the original sources, but are such well-known ones as

are usually employed in religious and philosophical texts and
commentaries

; and Jiva Gosvamin himself acknowledges that he has

taken some of the cited passages from Madhva, Vy^satirtha and
Vijayadhvaja, and in several cases quotes them expressly as madhva-
hhd^ya-pramdnitd srutL The Caturveda-mkhd, for instance, quoted
as Sruti, is other>vise unknown, but is taken from Madhva’s Bh^ya on
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the Veddnf^i-sutra. Other such curious works are the Brahma-tarka,^

Ndmyanddhydtma and Vdmdevddhydtma. It is well known that

Madhva, in his voluminous writings, quotes many Sruti and

Purana passages which are unknown and have remained untraced

;

and it is often suggested that the passages are fabricated. But
JTva Gosvamin accepts and utilises them whenever they are

convenient ; and
,
a large number of them will be found in his

Sarva-samvadini. JTva’s quotations from literary and rhetorical

works are almost negligible.

I
Our references are to pajjjes, by Arabic numerals, of the printed editions

meritionc<l above, p. 104, footnote. The Roman numerals refer to the Samdarbhas in

their order, thus : I I'attva, II Bhagavat, III Paramatma, IV {^rikrsna, V Bhakti and

VI Priti. The index does not prelend to be meticulously exhaustive, but it is

hoped that no important work or author is overIooke<l. The abbreviated references

sometimes present difficulty by their being indefinite, but where they could not be

identified they are here gi> en as found].

1 . V^EDic LiteratIjre :

Rgveda I 13, 14, 1.5, 17, 18, 22; II 1.52 (anonymously). .373, 383, 400

({^ruti), 0,5,5 (Aruti)
; IV .34.5 [only three well-known passages quoted

from the Hymn of Creation x. 120. (>. the Purusa Hymn x. 90 2

and the Visnii Hymn i. 22. 20].

Yajurveda I 13. 14, 17, 18. 22, .3.5 (Sarasvala-kalpa)
;

[no passages

quoted].

Samaveda I 14, 1.5, 17, 18, 22, ,39; |no passages quoted].

Atharvau or Atharvahgirasa I 14. 15, 17. 18. 22; I
no passages quoted].

Atharvahnika III 100.

Knlhaka (sakha) I 21 ; III 41.

Pippalada-sakha II 372.

^iatapatha-^ruli V 592.

Tandinaip Srutih VI 184.

Mathara-Aniti VI 38 (anon. 350)

Madhyamdiiiayana-.Sruli VT 195; Madhyamilinlya Yajus IV 346.

Charidogya-iip. (Saina-kauthiimiya-.^khrO I 10; IV 113 (Siiinopanisad)

.

Kena-up. I 94 ; IV 319.

Aitareyaka-Aruli II 330 (also ,538 anon).

Mandukyopaiii.sad II 257.

Mundaka-up. -411 201.

Avetasvatara-up. Ill 179, 180.

Upanii^ad I 28 ; IV 345.

Aruti or Ve<la (=Upani6ad) I 14, 125, 120. 145 ; II 76, 77, 79. 80, 84, 85.

91, 102, 103, 104, 100, 130, 138, 141, 181, 199, 220, 223, 225, 227, 229,

235, 230, 239, 247, 252, 254, 285, 286, 287, 289, 293, 294, 296, 298,

302, 349. 355. 356, 370, 372, 375, 425, 454, 456, 490, 499, 514, 571,

582, 584. 586, 593, 595, 598, 604, 605, 608, 610, 611, 616, 662 ; III 33,

41, 4!4, 64, 66, 70. 71, 119, 120, 126, 129, 154 (Narayaiiopani.sad)

,

158, 183, 201, 2.32, 241, 251, S.W, 373, 377, 384, 389, 397; IV 30, 69,

70, 201, 210, 226, 300, .309, 318, 371, 431, 462, 470, 579; V 454,

40
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680, 577, 657 ; VI 7, 11, 80, 87, 88, 89, 84, 87, 90, 94, 97, 188, 170,

> Vl%y 186, ^0, 586, 601, 650, B05, 1080, 1031 (quotations, anonymously,

mostly from Ch., Br-A., Svet., Ka^ha, Mu^^aka; Taitt., Mahfir

narayana)

.

Bhallaveya>§ruti III 417.

Painga>Sruti II 485.

Saupania-Sruii II 619 ; V 641 ; VI 239.

Brhacehruti VI 195.

Madhva>bhasya>pramanita ^ruti II 154. 454, 455, 598; III 251; IV

225.

Bharata-tatparya-pramanita §ruti II 454 ; VI 239.

Ramanujodahrta Sruti II 514.

§8Tlraka-bhasya-dh]rta ^ruti 438.

Sectarian Upani^ds, often cited as Sruti

:

Gopala-tapani II 62, 67, 68, 252, 555, 559; IV 171, 183, 184, 196,

200, 204, 221, 223, 253, 254, 268, 302, 308 (anoymously as Sruti

only), 309, 343, 346, 422, 425, 428, 470 (anon.), 498, 561, 562

(as Sruti), 567; V 542, 592, 633, 667; VI 357, 958.

Nrsimha-tapani II 154, 373, 558; IV *226 (and its Bhasya-krt) ;

V 496 ; VI 244 (Advaita-gurubhih sammata)

.

Krsna-tapanI IV 309, 567.

Raina-tapaui IV 567.

Mahopanisad II 141 ; III 65, 385.

Narayanopanisad IV 154.

Vasudevopani^d IV 154 ; VI 38.

Caturvedakhya Sruti or Caturveda-sikha I 71; II 119, 558; III 120;

IV 225 (Madhva-bhasya-pramanita)

.

Gobhila-sarndhyopasana II 270.

Rk-parisista IV 568 (called Sruti) ; VI 564.

Chaiidogya-parisista V 649.

Nirukta or Nairukta IT 9 ; V 529.

a. The Epics etc :

Mahabharata or Bliarata I 12, 16, 23, 25, 39, 41, 44, 51, 71, 117; II

220, 222, 223, 454, 514; III 13, 75, 355; IV 9, 61, 65, 72, 78, 74,

75, 147, 190, 259, 299, 340, 435; V 463, 488, 494, 500, 504, 599

[the references are numerous to Moksa-dharma and Narayanlya].

Ramayana I 51 ; V 529.

Hari-vara^ II 504; IV 21, 57, 59, 63, 64, 77, 118, 187, 215, 285, 298,

313, 314, 330, 343, 346, 467, 552 ; V 497 ; VI 957, 963, 1052, 1085.

Glia, Gitopanifad or Bhagavad-Upanisad (also anonymously as uktant

bkagavatd) I 38. 89, 92 (anon.) ; II 47, 85, 155, 245, 350, 354, 357,

467, 473, 479, 490, 491, 518 (anon.), 519, 548, 551, 611 (anon.),

829 (anon.) ; III 8, 10, 12, 13. 14-21, 24, 78, 95, 111, 117 (anon.),

126, 180, 131, 133, 155, 160 (anon.), 245, 246 (anon.), 249, 250

347, 363, 867 (anon.), 418; IV 47, 78, 148, W5, 157-171, 184, 248,

258, 561 ; V 451, 487, 488, 491, 492, 493, 504, 505, 506, 518, 520,

536, 538, 550, 564, 570, 571, 583, 585, 587, 593, 606, 608, 654, 667,
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668; VI 92, 93. 130, 164, 174, 243, 289 (anon), 826, 395, 525

(anon.), 681 (anon.), 689 (anon.).

3. The Puranas and Upa-Puranas :

Srimad-bhagavata ; the references and quotations are too numerous to be

indexed here. Referred to as Mahapurana V 452, 485 ; as Satvata-

saiphita I 111 or Saipliita I 116 ; III 877.

Fadma [with references to its khandas (generally Uttara-khanda) or

episodes! I 24, 38 ; TI 37, 57, 64, 65, 98 (Karttika-mahatmya) , 99,

118 (Karttika®). 124, 143, 144, 145 (Patala-khanda)
, 228, 255, 259,

358, 3S0. 390, 397, 398, 506, 509. 510. 512, 559; III 22 (anon.),

72, 88, 151, 245, 247. 248, 295 ; IV 68, 77, 150, 156 (Patala") 172, 202

(Brhat-sahasra-nama) , 220 (Nirmana-khanda) , 222 (Korttika®), 226,

249 (Nirmana®), 257 (Nirmana®), 270. 272, 289, 300 (Patala®),

302 (do.), 305 (do.), 308 (do.), 343 (Karttika®). 344 (Pat^a®),

345 (Nirmana®), 846, 349 (Nirmana®), 872, 397, 481, 488, 527,

534, 552, 566 (Karltika®) ; V 486 (Brhat-sahasra-nama) , 498, 508,

515 (Patala®, Vnisakha-mahatmya) , 517, 526 (Magha-mahatmya)

,

527, 528, 532. 5.33, 547, 552, 567, 572 (Patala®), 582, 585, 594, 595,

6»)2, 60S (Magha®), 611, 616. 618 (Karltika®), 620 (Patala®.

Vai^kha®), 624 (do.), 625, 628, 630, 636 (Patala®, Vaii^ha®),

640, 641, 651, 658, 661; VI 1.30, 174, 210, 294 (anon.), 426, 557,

567, 90S, laol, 1052, 1186.

Skanda I 14 (Prabh^a>khanda) , 21, 22 (Prabhasa®), 24, 25, 27

(PrabhSsa®), 35 (do.), 39 (Dvaraka-mahatmya) ; II 65, 256 (both

Prabhasa®), 143, 144, .329, 835, 388, 536 (Kasi-khanda Dhniva-

^caritra). 559, 648; III 54, 70, 74, 149 (Prabhasa®), 268, 385; IV

23 (Rama-g^ta), 66 (Prabhasa®), 68, 71 (Prabhasa®), 192 (Ayodhy5,-

mahatmya) , 221 (Dvaraka®) , 269, 299 (Prahlada-samhita) , 305

(Ayodhya®), 308, 344, 364, 467, 548 (Prabhasa®), 565 (Prahlada-

samhitayain Dvaraka-m®), 566; V 453 (Reva-khanda) , 486

« (Prabhasa®), 487, 490 (Kai^-khanda) , 494 (Brahma-Narada-

samvada), 497 (do.), 502, 506 (Reva°), 508 (Brahma-Narada®),

510 (do.), 513 (do.), 513 (Sanatkiimara-Markaiideya-samvada)
,
513

Dvaraka®), 516, 527 (Reva®), 528 (Uma-Mahcsvara-samvada) , 532

(Prahlada, Dvaraka®), 572 (Markandeya-Bhaglratha-samvada), 534,

575, 613 (Markandeya-BhagTratha®) , 614, 616, 617, 620, 621, 624,

625, 626, 636, 639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 650; VI 45, 94. 210, 974.

980, 1107.

Visnu or Vai.?nava 1 23, 24, 151 ; II 6, 48, 77, 86, 88, 91, 131, 134, 228,

245-247, 844, 374, 456, 489, 494, 605, 507, 615, 559, 603, 630, 685,

645, 647 ; III 25, 120, 126, 128, 131, 1.52, 165, 177, 194, 224, 229,

' 418; IV 61, 71, 78-90, 125, 174, 175, 247, 386 (anon.), 391 (anon.),

467, 533, 557 (anon.), 562; V 488, 510, 513, 533, 545, 547, 568,

572, 582, 620; VI 20, 78 (anon.), 98, 100, 109, 111, 112, 115, 132,

134, 159, 277, 315, 318, 323, 327, 328, 352, 976, 1052, 1054.

Brhad-vaispava IV 259.

Brahma-vaivarta I 75, 120; III 69; IV 810, 811 ; V 450, 489, 503, 628,

681, 633, 649, 574, 576, 577, 594, 618, 650; VI 238, 289, 290.

Vayu I I?" ; n 891 ; IV 80*.

Mataya I 19, *9, 81, 88, 64; H 144, *0*; QI 74; IV 667; V 640;

VI 668.
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Brahma I 15, 17 ; II 154, as Brahma 246, 254, 505 ; III Brahma 69

;

IV 226; V 495, 531, 594, 614, 624.

Brahmanda II 386; IV 18, 155 (KrsiioUara-sata-nama) , 184 (do.), 268

(do.)
; V 531, 614, 640.

Saura V 640.

Adi IV 577 ; VI 567.

Kfirma II 225; V 656. 657 (both Ari-Madhvacarya-dhrla) , 598, 615

(Vyasa-gita) , 627 ; VI 298, 650.

Varaha II 293 ;
III 73 ; TV 37, 300, 306, 307, 421 ; V 642.

Mahavaraha II 322 ; Adi-Varfilm TV .300, 308. 468; V 496, 599, 625,

643.

Vaniana III 57 ; V Oil; Brhad-Vamaiia V 659.

Garmla I 39, 71 ; II 525, 616; IV 66, 441 ; V 489, 505, 508, 514, 529,

5.38, 541, .546, 5.52. 580, 603, 601, 622. 637. 661 ; VI 731.

Agni or Agiieya I 21, 36, 44, 46. 47, 48, 49; III 78, 401-2 (GayatrT-

vyakhyaiin)
;
V 499. 505 (Agneya Visnu-dharma), 626, 640; VI

568 ; Brhad-Agui IV 360.

Naradiya or Narada I 23, 27 ; II 402; III 197; V 490, 637.

Brhaii-NaradTya IV 221 ; V 487, 488, 490. 505, 510, 514, 526, 528, 530,

.531, 572, 616, 622.

Nfsiniha or Narasimha III 219; IV 76, 225; V 471. 493, 510, 528, 594,

618, 631, 635, 643.

Markandeya III 184 : VI 416.

Lii'jga IV 117; V 486,

6iva I 20 (Vaya^'Iya-.samhila)

.

Kalika IJ 132 (I)e\i-krla Visim-slnva)

.

Bhavisya I 10; IV 564 (Malla-dvadasl-prasangc Krsiia-YudhLsthira-

samviida) ; V 640, 641 ; VI 1063. Bliavis^ oltara V 641 ; VI 175,

9,57, 1141, 1051 (Vmla-ratiiakara-driu), 1054.

Prabhasa-purana (?) IV 157.

Puranaiitara II 254; IV .336; V 505, 611.

4. Philosophical Texts and Commentaries :

Vedanta-sutra or Brahma-sutra I 10-11 (anon.), 32, 33, 39, 40, 71, 106-7

(anon.) ; II 181, 192-93 (anon.), 203, 227 (anon.), 237 (anon.),

251-.52 (anon.), 287 (anon.) ; III 21. 22, 132 (anon.), 178 (anon.),

377, 380, 387-89. 391 f (anon.), 395 (anon.), 398-99 (anon.), 400,

401, 408; IV 81, 313 (anon.), 430 (anon.), 496 (anon.); V 657

(anon.) ; VI 77 (anon.), 96 (anon.), 171 (anon.), 187 (anon.),

500, 703 (anon.).

^aijikara-bhasya, SarTraka, Samkara-^riraka, Advaita-Mrlraka or Sariraka-

bhSsya II 102, 140, 227, 234; III 408; IV 33, 383 (§ri-6aipkara-

carya), 438; VI 245 ; g^»ueral reference as Samkara I 56, 70.

^rl-bhasya I 79 ; II 426 (Ramanuja-sariraka) 514 (R&mSnuja) ; III 90,

368
; general reference as Ramanuja or ^'carapa or ^bhagavat-pada

1 79, II 511; III 860; IV 258; V 623; Ramanuja-mata III

88, 362.
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Purva-mimamsa IV 30, 40 ; V 650.

Vivarta-vadin III 11.

Samkhya II 102, 296. 302; III 11, 179; V 451, 511.

Sanikhya-tattva-kauraudl and its Tika (Vacaspnli-misra) II 38.

Yoga II 302; V 451, 511.

Bauddha III 11.

Gita-bhasya (Samkara) III 247.

Bhasyakara ^on Chandogya) VI 289.

Madhva-bhasya (on Vedanla-sutra) II 154, 181. 235, 454, 455, 598; III

251 ; IV 225, 239, 438 ; Madh\ acarya by name I 56, 57.

Vijayadvaja, Braliniatirtlia and Vyasatirtha, Commentaries respectively

on the Bhagavata. Mahabiiarata and Brahmasutra I 72 (the second

work cited aclnally).

Tattva"vada-gura^'ah IV 37, 38. 224.

^ridhara’s commefllary (Bliavarlha-dipika) on the ^Irlmad-bhagavata,

referred to generally as Tika—^references are too numerous throughout

to be indexed here ; Sridhara's Commentary on the Visnu-purand

referred to in III 105, 229; the author is cited as Sridhara-Svamin,

Svaniin. Svami-pada or ®carana, or simply as TikaJkrt I 44, 68, 73,

152; II 77, 131, 197, 201. 208, 231, 318, 320, 450, 552, 630, 647;

III 31, 156, 229, 346; IV 43, 61 r 89, 121, 217, 224, 202, 364, 365,

433, 438, 451, 561 ; V 468 ; VI 576, 579, etc.

Dasama-lippani (on Bhagavata x) VI 1120, 1146.

Bhurata-Uit parya (of Madhva) II 454; IV 329; VI 239.

Brahma-tarka I 72 ; II 1^2, 560.

5. Relicjous Texts and Commentaiues, including Agama,
Tantra etc :

Pancaralra 111 75, 80; V 472, 025; VI 417, 426.

Narada-pancaratra II 182, 257. 386; III 25, 127: IV 299 (Vijayakhyana)

,

400 (^-uli-Vld^N {l-.sani\ ada^ ; V 570, 595, 590, 028, 629, 630, 633,

040, 050; VI 225, 246, 247.

NaradTya Tantra III 33.

Hayaslrsa-pancaratra I 53 ; II 645 ; V 507, 633, 509 (Narayana-vyuha-

stava) ;
VI 216 (same stava). The Stava mentioned is cited

indeiKnidently, V 650.

Visnudharma I 22 ;
II 155, 342, 488, 489 ; III 78 ; IV 47 ;

V 498, 530,

531, 533, 534, 545, 012, 616-18, 620, 026, 634, 039, 640, 044; VI

87. There is a reference to Agneyn Visnudharma in V 505.

Vksnudharmotlara II 275; IV 20. 156, 219. 220; V 495, 529; VI 200,

201, 704.

Mahasamhita I 72; II 117, 229.

Agastya-samhitii V 487, 625, 628.

JabaJi-sainliita V 022.

Sanhtkumara-.sarahita V 627.

Narayana-samhita II 238.

' Katyayana-samhita V 532.

Garuda-samhita V 625.

Brahma-lamhita 11 08, 153, 486, 547; III 34, 58, 84; IV 35, 150, 277,

279, 298, 313, 314, 346, 424, 426, 428, 559. 563 (anon.) ; V 532,

631; VI 607.
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Gautamlya Tantra IV *«0, 4*3 ; V 547, 640, 661 ; VI 969, 1074.

Bi'had'Gautamlya Tantra IV SOS (Govinda-vrndavanakhya) , $00, 667,

668 ; VI «S9, 564.

GautamIya>kaJpa V 639.

Trai'lokya-sammohana Tantra IV 320 ; V 533, 630 ; VI 735.

Tuntra-Bhagavata or Bhagavat-tantra I 53, 72 ; IV 224, 421.

Mrtyunjaya Tantra IV 296.

Vai$na\'a Tantra III 71 ; V 494, 572, 627.

Brhat-Tantra VI 239 (Madhvabhasya-dhrta)

.

Tantrantara V 627.

Agama IV 76, 255, 271, 335, 565; V 626, 634; VI 477, 958.

Svayaipbhuvagama IV 272 (Isvara-Dcvi samvada) , 560.

NMyaiiadhyalraa II 220; VI 127.

Vasudevadhyatina TI 2l!6.

Vrndavana-nathopasaiia Mantra IV 491.

Narayana-varmaii (Mantra) IV 193, 364, 428.

Vasana-bhasya V 505 ; VI 568.

Manira-deva-prakasika V 627.

Ramarcana-candrika V 627, 645.

Maya-vaibhava VI 420.

San’ajna-sukti II 632.

Bhagavan-nama-kauinudI and its author 1110 (Kaumudlkara) ; II 477

;

IV 113; V 531, 611, 616; VI 576.

Muktaphala and its Jika 11 369 ; IV 63 ; V 490, 592.

Ilarilila-vyakhya VI 725.

Viata-khanda (of Hemadri) I 43, 63 (Hemadrikara !)

.

Vrata-ratnakara VI 1051.

Tattva-sagara V 632.

Visnu-rahasya V 623, 626, 627, 629, 638, 639.

Govindastaka (of Samkara) I 56.

Vi?nu-bhakti-candrodaya II 255; V 505.

Hari-bhakti-sudhodaya III 295, 347 ; V 597 ;
VI 356.

Sahasra-nama-stotra (from the Bhagavata) and its Bhasya II 357 ; IV

72, 267, 292, 355 ;
V 536, 611.

Itili^a-samuccaya II 387 XMudgalopsikhyaiia) ; V 528 (Narada-

Pundarlka-saipvada) , 554, 602, 603.

Yamala IV 463 (Rudra-Gauri-sainvada) , 567 ; V 650.

Brahraa-yamala V 628.

Vispu-y^ala V 613, 640.

Bhakti-viveka V 646.

Hari-bhakti-vilasa V 594.

Liltisuka and Karnamrla V 609 ; Bilvamaiigala VI 509.

^rlniad-aloka-mand^a-stotra V 646.

Samksepa-bhagavatamrta II 198 (anon.).

Lagliu-Bhagavata V 528.

Bhakti-rasamfta-sindhu VI 701, 729, 732, 735 (all anon.), 430, 722.

Ujjvala-nilamani VI 952, 989, 1060, 1062, 1087-88, V)96, 1100 (all anon.),

409, 1139.

Lulita-madhava (of llupa) IV 506 ; VI 1140.
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"B. Miscellani'X»us Citations :

Btoudhayana II Sdl ; IV 222, 424 (Karma-vipaka-prayascitta-smrti—in

both cases) ; III 368 (cited as Vrtlikara on ITtlara-mimainsa)

.

Manu I 12 (ManavTya).

Yajfiavalkya II 462.

Ayurveda-vid II 95.

Panini (Sutras cited) I 48 (Chandah-prakriya) ; VI 322.

Nama-Iing^us^ana IV 549.

Nirghaiita or Nirghantuka II 110, 230; IV 259.

Sabda-mahodadhi II 119, 229,

'Irikan^-fesa II 120, 165, 230.

Visva-praka^ II 120.

Alamkara-works and Authors

:

Bharata, Visnugupta and Riidra VI 944.

Bhojaraja VI 579.

Sudeva VI 580.

Dharmadatta VI 577 (quotation derived from the Sahitya-darpana)

.

Narayana VI 579 (from the same .source).

Sahitya-darpana IV 575, 576, 577 ; VI 575, 620 (all quotations

anonymous)

.

7. Authors etc. cited by name only (other than those

MENTIONED ABOVE) :

Kisna-caitanya I 3 ; V 477, 618 (Kali-yuga-pavanavalara-sri-bhagavat) ;

VI 1146.

Rupa I 3 ; IV 506, 577 (Srlmad-upajivya-earana or Asmad-upajlvya-

caranambuja)
; V 449; VI 1139.

Sanatana I 3 ; V 449.

DaksinM^'U BhattA I 4 ; V 449.

Bha^ta III 234.

Bhagavad Upavarsa II 251.

Puny^anya I 57 (^amkara-sisya)

.

SrTvaisnava-sampradayika B^amandaracarya II 484.

Jamatr-muni (§rivaisnava-sami)radaya-guru) III 88, 89, 144.

Hanumat V 551.

Srikara-bhajana (?) V 546.

V}.'ddha-vaisnava I 4 (explained in Sarva-samvadini as referring to

Ramajiuja, MadhvacArya, §rldhara-svamin and others)

.

Apart from the works and authors cited above, the following additional

citations are found in Jiva Gosvamin’s Sarva-samvadini (reference by pages : ed.

as mentioned above, p. 104, footnote) :

Reference to Caitanya and discussion of his Avataratva pp. 1-4.

Reference to SrTmad-Advaita-raahanubhava-carana 4.

Sarvabhauma-Bhattac^ya 4.

The three Blia^yas of Saipkara, Ramanuja and Madhva profusely quoted

and utilised.

Vacaspati [Mi^a] 9 (Bhamatl quoted anonymously).

Tantra-varttika 10, 19 (both anon.).
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Puru^itama Tantra 18.

Vakyapadlya Id (anon.)

.

6rivai?navah 11, ?9.

Sridhara’s commentary on the Visnupurfina 36.

Visnu-samhita 74.

Srivisnu-sukta 95.

Kotaravya-6ruti 73.

Mandavya-Sruti 81.

^ Gopa^'ana-§rllli 110, 112 (Madhvabhaaya-dr^tA)

.

Sapdilya-6ruti 108 (Madhvabhasya-pramanita)

.

Bhallaveya-^ruli 152.

Paingi Sruti 57, 143 (udahrta).

Paingl-rahasya-Brahmana 124.

^amkara-sarlraka-bhasya-pramanita l^ruti 11 (=RgV x. 71. 3, anon.).

Tattvavada-bliasyakm. Madhvac^yodahrta Sniti 12 (rrRgV x, 190. 3,

anon.) ; other i^rulis from Ma<lhvabliasya 78, 86, etc.

Caturveda-si'kha §ruti 44, 64 (Madhvabhasya-pramanita) , 74, 85.

Bharatatatparya-pramanita .Sruti 74.

The Upani^ad-s mentioned above are extensively quoted, as also the

following: Aitareya 78 (anon.); Kausitaki 106 (anon.), 114

(Madhvabhasyodalirta) ; Maitri 78 (anon.), 127 (anon.) ; Praina 92,

109, 115, 117 (all anon.) ; Isa 127 (anon.) ; Atma 86 (anon.) ;

Atharva-siras 97, 103 (both anon.), etc.

Maitreya Brahmana 1 26 (but the quotation is from Br.-A Up ’)

.

Taittirlya Araiiyaka 46, 47, 50, 103 (all anon.).

5. CaitANYA-Worship as a Cult

It is iiulocxl a remarkable fact that although direct worship

of Caitanya as a deity prevailed, according to the testimony of

his Bengali biographical works, even during his life-time, the

Sanskrit sources of Caitanyaism (with the exception of the Sanskrit

biographical works of Marari and Kavikarnapura) are entirely

wanting in all reference to a distinct cult of Caitanya, and they

nowhere inculcate direcdly such a worship. The whole object of

the learned Sanskrit works of the Vrndavana Gosvamins, we have

seen, is to establish that Krsna is the exclusive object of worship,

not as an Avatara but as the supreme deity of the faith
;
and they

attempt to demonstrate this proposition by an elaborate system of

interpretation of tho.se older Puranic and sectarian texts that the

Bengal school would accept as authoritative. But they make no

similar attempt anywhere to establish thp supreme godhead or

incarnated divinity of Caitanya, probably because such an attempt

would have hardly been con.sistent with their central position that

Kr^tia alone is the supreme god. They acknowledge Caitanya as

an Avatara or even as Krsna himself, but they never try to reconcile

this practical faith in Caitanya with their theoretical creed regard-
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ing Krsna. The whole theology or emotionalism of the religious

system is deduced, more or less, from older devotional texts, chiefly

from the ^nmad-hhagavata, and we have no direct presentation of

the gospel or personal teachings of its founder, nor any express

theological claim regarding his supreme and exclusive divinity. The
recognized theologians of the sect, the Vrndavana Gosvamins, are

concerned principally with Xrsna>llla in their serious works on

theology or Rasa-sastra, and do not speak in the same way at all

about Caitanya-lila and its place in their devotional scheme.^

It must not, however, be supposed that there is no reference

at all to the divine personality of Caitanya or homage paid to it,

but these passages, occurring mostly in the poetical works or in the

Narnaskriyas only of the more learned treatises of the Gosvamins,

do not make the position clear. Nor do they inculcate any such

worship of Caitanya as obtained at Navadvipa or Puri in his

life-time or in the later history of the sect. Caitanya himself

probably deprecated the natural tendency of his followers to deify

him ; and even his most orthodox biography records in one place-

(but explains it away) that Caitanya on one occasion disclaimed

his identity with Krsna. But, at the same time, there can be no

doubt that the belief that he was an incarnation of Krsna or even

Krsna himself certainly took form in his life-time among the

Gosvamins, who were his immediate disciples, even though the

strictly theological position involved in this belief was never

discussed by them.

Some of the Sanskrit Stotras or Stavas which Rupa and

Raghunatha-dasa wrote clearly indicate this attitude. In the

Htava-mdld of the former Gosvamin there are three opening Astakas

in praise of Caitanya, although the rest of the work, consisting of

more than fifty separate Stotras, describes in highly erotic imagery

the -different aspects of the Vrndavana-lila of Krsna. In these

three Astakas, however, which are called Caiianyastakas, the high

panegyric of Caitanya forms the direct theme. In the first Astaka,

composed in Sikharim metre, we are told in one verse that

gods like Siva, Brahma, and others worship Caitanya, who is the

resting place of the Upanisads, the all-in-all of the sages, the

sweet sentiment of devotion itself to his devotee's and the very

essence of love to the Gopis,—epithets which imply an identification

of Caitanya with Krs^ia himself. In another punning verse, which

applies equally to Kr?iia and to Caitanya, reference is made to the

associates and followers of Caitanya, such as Advaita, Srivasa

* Caiimya-oariUimrta, Madhya xviii, 109-112.

\/

' See above pp. 17S-74.
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Svarupa and Paramananda (Kavikarnapura ?) ,
as well as to

Gajapati [Pratapanidra]. Mention is also made of Caitanya’s recit-

ing of Krsna’s name, his recollection of Vrndavana, his esctasy, his

residence at the sea-side and the Samkirtana processions led by him

before the car of Jagannatha. The second Astaka, also composed

in Sikharini, refers, among other things, to the attitude of some

deluded people who, overcome by demoniacal tendency (asura-

bhava), do not acknowledge Caitanya,' who is Krsna in fair form

(akr^ndnga) ,
whose Yajna consists of Samkirtana and whose human

form is always overflowing with bliss in order to teach the doctrine

of love and remove the sorrows of the world. The seventh stanza

apparently describes Caitanya in the dress and appearance of a

Samnyasin.^ It is also noteworthy that the third stanza of this

Astaka explains the fair complexion of Caitanya by the supposition

that Krsna, desiring to experience the sweet feeling of the Gopis, con-

cealed his own dark complexion by stealing the golden hue of his

beloved. We shall see pres<*nily that this fancy led to the elabora-

tion of the doctrine that Caitanya is the incarnation of Krsiia as

well as of Radha, although the doctrine is already anticipated by the

contemporary composers of Bengali Padas on Caitanya and some

of his Bengali biographers. The third Astaka, composed in PrthvT

metre, addresses the son of §aei directly as Mukunda, whose

greatness could not be described even by men of great intelligence

like [Vasudeva] Sarvabhaiima.*^ Caitanya has revealed the great

wealth of Bhakti-rasa, which cannot be found in the Veda or the

Upanisad and which was never divulged before in any other greater

incarnations (gttrutardvatdrdnfare)

.

In the StavdvalJ of Raghunatha-dasa, who was the most

fortunate of all the six Gosvilmins in obtaining longer and greater

^ The (letraclors of Caitanya are eoiuteraned in one whole section of

verses, entitled Cailanyrdihakla-ninda, hy Prabodhananda Sarasvatl in his

Caiianya-candrdmrta

.

It is the appearance of Caitanya as a Samnyasin which seems to have

apix*a]ed to the Vrndavana (Josvamins, and not the personal presence of the com-

paratively youthful Caitanya who figures prominently in the works of the Navadvipa

disciples. It should be remembered that, acconling to Krsnadasa Kaviraja, Rupa
met Caitanya only thrice: at Ramakeli (Madhya, i. 172-^212), at Prayaga for ten

days only (Madhya, xi\. 122), and at Puri for about ten months (Antya, iv. 25).

\11 this otcurred after Caitanya 's Satnnyasa. Tlie Yati-vesa is distinctly emphasised

by Sanatana in the third Namaskriya stanza of his Bhagavatamrta.
* llie name of Sarvabhauma is specially mentioned not only because he was

one of the foi^most veteran scholars of the day but also because he wrote a

Caitanyastaka, on which perhaps Rupia's own As^akas were modelled. Anandin
quotes two verses from this work, one of which is again quoted as Sarvabhauma’s by
Sanatana and lioth of which are given as Sarvabhauma's in Kavikarnapura’s Caitanya-

candrodaya (vi. 43-41) . Murari puts them in the mouth of Sarvabhauma himself.
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personal intimacy with Caitanya at Puri, we have only the first

two (out of about thirty Krsnaite) Stotras directly concerned with
Caitanya. The first is an Astaka of the same type (also composed
in the Sikharini metre) as those of Riipa, while the second,

consisting of twelve Sikharini stanzas, is entitled Gaurdnga-stava-

kalpatara. The Astaka refers chiefly to Caitanya's life at Puri, his

daily visit to the Jagannatha temple where he used to stand near

the Garuda-column, the solicitous care of Svarupa and the servant

Govinda, his fits of frenzy at Samklrtana and his revealing of

the Bhakti-doctrine, which was inaccessible to the old sages and
lay concealed in the ^ruti. But the most remarkable statement

occurs in the first \x‘rse, which repeats the fancy of Caitanya ’s

double incarnation by saying that Krsna, having once fallen in love

with his own b(*auty reflected in -a mirror, and desiring to taste his

own sweetness as it was tasted by Radha, was t)orn (jdfah) in

Gauda in the one indivisible body of fair hue belonging to Riadha

who was his own (apara-gcuimika-ianuhhdk)

}

In his Sarnkirtana

Caitanya has thus m(T<‘ly cited with delight his own sweet names
{mudd gdyann nccair nija-rnadhura-ndtmwalir asaii)

.

The Stava-

kaljxiiaru, on the other hand, referring to Cailanya’s life of devotion

at Puri at the house of |Kasisvara-| Misra, as well as to his Guru
Isvara Purl (also mentioned in stanza 2 of the Astaka) , his

disciple Svarupa and his servant Govinda, d(‘scribes chiefly the

ecstatic feelings of divine love which characterized the last phas'^

of his life. It depicts Caitanya more as a Bhakta of passionate

devotionalism than as an incarnated deily ; but since the divyonmdda^

the state of divine frenzy, is regarded in Vaisnava Rasa-

theology as the characteristic of the highest Madana Mahabhsiva

of Radha, there is possibly an implication hen* of the idea of the

Radha -incarnation of Caitanya.- In the Namaskriya verse to his

Mtiktd-caritia/^ however, Raghunatha does not refcT to the Radha-
incarnation of Caitanya, but simply regards him as an Avatfira who
took birth in the womb of feicl in order to bestow upon this world

^ This conceit u)«o finds expression in Kupa's Laliia-mddhava viii. 32, where

the astonishc(i Krsna is enamoincil of Iiis own f>eMulifuI rcflcf'tion on the jewelled

wall and expresses a ;rreedy loui^iug to enjoy it like Radha {m-rabhasam. upa-

hhoktuni kdmaye radkikeva) ; but there is no reference to Caitanya in this

connexion

,

“ But this need not lie presumed or reatl into it, for it is probable from all

accounts lhat Caitanya practised the Raganiiga form of Bhakti and imagined

himself as Radha. Raghunatha may be referrinp: to this fact without any such

theological imi>licati*n of Cailanya’s Radha-incarnation.

“ Raghunatha-dasa’s Ddna-Iceli-cintdmani contains no Namaskriya to Caitanya,

as also Hfipa’s two Duta-kavyas, Ddna-keli-kaumudt and Padydvall.
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the bright nectar of his own Bhakti,^ while in the body of the work

itself, which deals with a fancied episode of Kys^ia’s career, no

such reference occurs.

Although these poetical and passionate Stotras do not form a

part of the regular theology of the school, they are yet composed

by professed theologians : and in spite of their undoubtedly devo-

tional character, they are coloured a great deal by their sectarian

beliefs. It is, therefore, interesting to note that, apart from

inevitable embellishment and exaggeration, they acknowledge, even

if they do not theologically propound, the divinity of Caitanya and

even his identity with Krsna. It is, however, not clear from these

devout poetical utterances whether Caitanya was regarded as

Krsna himself or merely as an Avatara of Krsna. Some passages,

as noted above, incline to the former view, but the term Avatara

and its derivatives distinctly occur in other passages. It is,

however, evident that here we have the definite suggestion, if not

the elaboration, of the doetrine of double incarnation, which later

writers developed with great delight. If Caitanya is to be regarded

as Krsiia himself, it was found necessary to explain how Kr?i?a's

dark colour became transformed in Caitanya into a golden hue.

Again, Caitanya’s esctatic feeling of divine love for Krsija in an

almost feminine role of mystically erotic passion also required

explanation. It was, therefore, imagined, in accordance with the

Madhurya theory of the school, that Krsna, in order to relish the

supreme taste of his own Madhurya as it was relished by his most

beloved Badha, assumed the feelings as well as the beauty of

Badha, so that the two became one in Caitanya. It has been

noted above that one of the most approved modes of devotional

realization of this sect consisted of the practice of the Baganugl

form of Bhakti, an emotional state in which the devotee imagined

himself as one of the dear ones of Krsna and played that role in

his longings for the deity. The orthodox records show that Caitanya

himself probably began this practice, often imagined himself as

Badha longing for her beloved Krsna and tried to realize the same
intense yearnings. We shall see presently that in this emotional

practice of the Badha-bhava he received support from Bamananda-
Baya. If it was a fact that Caitanya, for his emotional devotional

purposes, imagined himself as Badha, it was only a step that he

came^ to be regarded by his disciples as Badha herself incarnated.

Bamananda/s attitude, as reported by Krsnadasa Kaviraja,

probably indicates the final shape which the tendency took; and

nijdm vjjvaliium hkdkti-stidh&m arpayitum A'«ifau{

uditam iam saci-garhha-vyormi purmyi vidhum bhaje\\
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this conceit was undoubtedly strengthened both by Caitanya’s fair

complexion and his passionate ecstasies. The idea of the Radha-
incamation of Caitanya, voiced already by the contemporary

composers of Bengali Padas on Caitanya, was thus probably

suggested by the Radha-bhava, which his ‘ divine madness ’ for

Krsna typified, as well as by the theological necessity of furnishing

an explanation of the appearance of a fair, instead of a dark,

Krsna. But the idea is only poetically suggested ; its theological

implications never appear to have been fully worked out until

Krsnadasa Kaviraja sets it forth much later as the view of

Ramananda-Raya in his Bengali Caitanya-caritdmrta.

In the professed theological works of the Gosvamins, however,

Caitanya is referred to only in the Namaskriyas, but nowhere else

in the body of these elaborate tr(‘atises his divinity or incarnated

appearance is either mentioned or discussed in the same way as

the divinity of Krsna. For reasons best known to themselves,

these recognized theologians of the sect and authors of. systematic

treatises do not, except in their brief Namaskriyas, make any

reference to Caitanya. While the personality and the direct

spiritual realizations of the Master are silently passed over, Jiva

Gosviamin, who gives an exposition of the entire philosophy

and theology of the sect in his stupendous six Sarridarbhas, does not

niter a single word about the Caitanya-concept in itself, as well

as in relation to the Krsna-concept, with which latter concept he

appears to be entirely occupied. Rfipa and Sanatana, in their two

BhdgavaMmrtas, consider with great devotional and scholastic

acumen the question of Avatara, but in this connexion they make
no reference, either direct or illustrative, to Caitanya. Just

as the Krsna-concept had to be traced and established in the light

of Bhagavata texts, so it was necessary that the Caitanya-concept

ifi a similar manner should find a distinct place in the authoritative

philosophic and theological compendiums of the sect. If Jiva

thought it necessary to write an elaborate Kr^a-samdarhha, he

never thought it necessary, for some unknown reason, to write a

similar Caitanya-samdarhha. This remarkable omission is, no doubt,

made good by Krsnadasa Kaviraja in his scholastic Bengali

biography of Caitanya, but Krsnadasa’s theology on this point

is clearly the theology of a later date, anticipated, no doubt,

by the six Gosvamins but never clearly expressed. Even in thei

collection of Stotras mentioned above, written by the professed

theologians of the sect, we have only four (out of nearly one

hundred) separaiye poems which are devoted to the glorification of

Caitanya, the rest setting forth in highly sensuous language and

imagery the various phases of the Vrndavana-lila of Kr^pa and
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Radhu. The realization of the Lila or divine sport of Radha and
Krsna indeed forms the central creeft," which Caitanya himself is

reported to have emphasized by the erotico-religious emotionalism

characterizing his own devotional career. Btit this Lila of Radha
and K)*sna is considered by the Gosvamins, only as set forth by
the Bhagavaia texts, and not as directly realized by Caitanya, only

in itsejf and not in relation to the Cailanya-llla, even though they

regard Caitanya as the first founder of the emotional creed.

We find the same attitude in the dramatic and Rasa-^stra
works of Rfipa Gosvamin. One might expect that the systematic

exposition of the emotional aspects of the creed in the Rasa-sastra

should, by way of illustration at least, make some topical reference

to Caitanya's own realization of this supreme emotion as a Rasa,

but as a matter of fact this is never done either here or in Jiva

Gosvamin’s Bhakii- and Pilti-mrndarhhas
; and wherever illustra-

tions are drawn, they are all cited from the older Puranas, and not

from the newer living exemplification of the doctrines in Caitanya

himself. The Ujjvala-nUa-mani of Rupa is even remarkable in not

containing the usual Namaskriya to Caitanya, although there is a

Namaskriyii addressed to Rupa’s elder brother and master Sanatana

;

while in his Bhakii-rasdmrta-sivdhu Rupa pays only in one verse^

his homage to the lotus-feet of Caitanya-deva who is Hari, and
acknowledges the emotional inspiration which has stimulated even

an insignificant person like himself to undertake the task. Turning
to Rupa’s dramatic works, which appear to have been purposely

composed to illustrate the emotional aspects of the faith, we find

that they are entirely devoted to the treatment of certain aspects

of Krsna-lila on the basi? of the Puranic tradition. The Ddna-keli-

kmimudi, which w’^as probably his earliest dramatic attempt,

contains even no express Namaskriya to Caitanya but opens with

two descriptive Namaskriyas to Krsna. The Siltradhara, however,

describes in the third verse the frenzied ecstasy of an unnamed
Bhakta, which is probably drawn after Caitanya’s example. The
work itself, on the other hand, sets forth a supposed episode in

Krsna’s amorous career, which is not found in the Srimad-bhagavata

or Gita-govinda, but which certainly became popular in mediaeval

times as the Dana-llla and formed the theme of the Dana-khanda of

Candidasa’s earlier Bengali Kr^na-klrtarui, as well as of many a

later Bengali song and poem. In the two other dramatic works of

Rupa, entitled respectively Vidagdha-modhava and Lalita-rriddhava?

^ hrdi yasya -prerayaya pravartito*ham vardka-rupo^pi]

fasya hareh pad/i-dcamalayt vande caitanya-devasya\\ *

” The titles are obviously on the model of Jayadeva's descriptive naming of

each section of his Qita-gomnda.
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.Krsna is presented as the Vidagdha and the Lalita Nayaka
respectively of the erotico-religious sentiment, emphasizing in turns

the Aisvarya and Madhurya aspects of Krsija’s legendary career.

The last named work opens with a suitable Namaskriya to Krsna,

but the fourth verse pays homage to Caitanya, the son of Saci,

without however directly identifying him with Krsna. But the

second verse of the first work gives us a remarkable Namaskriya to

Caitanya, which is often quoted as expressing the author’s views

about the founder of the sect to which he belonged. Imperfectly

translated into English it runs thus :

Let the son of ftacl shine in the hollow of my heart, the

Hari, who is lighted up by an assemblage of lustre lovelier

than that of gold, and who in his compassion has descended

at last in the Kali Age in order to bestow that wealth of his

own Bhakti, which was never bestowed before and which

'consists of the exalted sentiment of love or Ujjvala-rasa.'

In this verse which is similar to, but more definite than, the

Namaskriya verse already cited above from Raghunatha-dasa’s

Muktd-cariira, Rupa Gosvamin states quite expressly his belief of

Caitanya’s identity with Krsna
;
but it also appears that the son of

SacT was regarded by him as an Avatara in the Kali Age (avatlmah)

for the special purpose of teaching, by his own example, the secrets

of Ujjvala or Madhura Rasa, by which is of course meant the

religiously sublimated erotic sentiments, which the Rasa-sastra of

this school established as the highest sentiment of Bhakti.

Rupa in this attitude appears to follow the views of Sanatana

whom in more than one verse he reverently addresses as his master

or Prabhu. The third Namaskriya verse of Sanatana’s Brhad-

Bhdgavatdmrta makes it clear that Sanatana, like Rupa, regarded

Caitanya not so much as the supreme deity of the faith as the ideal

devotee-incarnation, the Bhakta-Avatara of Krsna, who incarnated

as the fair-hued ascetic son of Sad for the purpose of himself re-

lishing his own sweetness as it was relished by his own greatest

devotee. It says- :

Victory be to this son of Sad, the Ilari here in the dress

of an ascetic, bearing the lustre of gold and the name of

^ anarpHacanm cirdt kam^ydvafmmk kalau

mmarpayitum vnnatojjvala-rasdm sva-bkakfi~myam\

tcarih purata-sundara-dyuii-kadamba-samdipitah

sadd hrdaya-kandare spkiiratu vah mcl-nandanah\\

® sva-dayUa-mija-bhavam yo vibhdvya ttvabhdvdt

aimadhuraim avatirno bliakta-rupem lobhdt\

jayati kanaka^dhdmd krana-caitanya’-ndma

fiarir iha jati-vesak sri-aachsunur eaak\\
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Kr^^a-iraitanya, who having sweetly contemplated from his

own feelings the feelings of his own beloved towards himself,

has descended out of greed (to taste them) in the form of a

Bhakta or devotee.

It should be noted that by the word ‘ greed ” (lobha) employed

in this verse is probably meant, as the Bhnkti-rcLsdmrtorsindhu

shows,^ that- Sanatana regarded Caitanya’s rapture as an example

of the Ragatmika or Raganuga Bhakti. If the nameless running

commentary to this work is by Sanatana himself, he speaks, in his

own explanation of this verse, of Caitanya as the Bhakta-rupa

Avatara,^ the Parama Guru, the dearest Avatara of Sri-bhagavat

(sn-bhagavat-priyatamdoatdra) t who spread the sentiment of Bhakti

consisting for the most part of the SamkJrtana of his own name
{nija-ndm<i-sainklrtana'pTdya‘bh4ikti-rafta-vistma1ca)

.

Elsewhere in

the same commentary he makes his views quite clear by saying^

that the GopT-bhava was admitted in this particular Avatara for

the purpose of revealing the special excellence of Prema-bhakti.

The belief is further indicated briefly in the Namaskriya^ to

Sanatana's Vaisnava-tosam commentary on the Srimad-bhagavata,

where he pays homage in almost similar phraseology to the Bhagavat

Sri-krsna-caitanya, who is full of compassion and who became an

Avatara in Gauda for the purpose of propagating Prema-bhakti

It is also noteworthy that these passages appear to accept the

implications of the theory of dual incarnation ' of Caitanya, even if

they do not expressly state it. But Anandin in his commentary

on Prabodhananda’s Caitanya-candrdmrta attributes an eulogistic

verse to Sanatana, which distinctly gives expression to this idea by
saying that since the love of Radha and Krsna is an expression qf

^ See above p. lSO-31. There is evidence lo show that many of the disciples

of Caitanya followed the Raganuga way of worship and tried to realise the

sentiments of Sakhya, Dasya and Madhurya. It is alleged in Oaura-ganoddesa^

hat the Vrndavana Gosvamins realised the Sakhl-bhaxa themselves, and they were

thus considere<l as Maujarls (see above p. 131, footnote)

.

* In Gaura-ganoddesa-dtpika (51. 10-11) a classification of ,thc stages or

hierarchy of Bhakta-rupa (Caitanya), Bhakta-svarupa (Nityananda) , Bhaktavatara

fAdvaita) , Bhakta (.^rlvasa and others) and Bhakla-sakti (Gadadhara) is

elaborated ; but this appears to be a further scholastic development of fine

distinctions. It is difficult to say if Sanatana wanted to imply any such distinc-

tion between Bhakta-rupa and Bhakta-avatara, for he appears to use the terms

indiscriminately.

* yadyapi arl-caitanya-devo hhagavad-avatdra eva, tathdpi prema-bhakti-

vise:^-’prakdga/ndrtham svwyam avatirnatvdt tena tadartham svayam gophbhSvo
vyajyate (on si. 1).

, ,

* vande sfi-kr^tfa^caitanyarti bhagavantam krpdmayam\
premthbhakti-Pitdndrtkam g&u^efvavataidra ya}f,\\
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the blissful divine attribute (Hladinl Sakti) , it divided itself

formerly in this Avorld, in spite of its essential identity, into two

forms, but the two have now attained a unity, called Caitanya,

which is identical with Krsna but which is diversified by the

brightness of the state of Radha.^

These verses, no doubt, reveal an attitude of adoration which

verges almost upon worship, but theoretically the Gosvamins do not

maintain any such worship of Caitanya as they insist upon in the

case of Krsna who alone, in their view, is the supreme deity of the

faith. They appear to regard Caitanya more as an Avatara, the

Bbakta-Avatara par excellence, the Krsna incarnated as Radha, as

it were, for a special purpose. It appears, therefore, that Caitanya-

woiship did not become a definite creed with these learned disciples

of Caitanya. This is even more evident from Gopala Bhatta’s

Hari-hhakti-vildsa, which is the most authoritative compendium of

Vaisnava Acara of the sect. The eighteen out of twenty Namas-
kriyas to the twenty chapters of this work express the author’s

deep reverence for Caitanya and apply to him such eulogistic epithets

as the hhagavai, jagad^guru, ananta-adhhutn-aisvarya, tlrthottama,

mahdscarya-prabhdvaka, but there is nothing in them that does not

apply, for instance, to one’s Guru ; and it is remarkable that

nowhere is Caitanya directly identified with Krsna or even spoken

of as an incarnation. The contents of the work appear to confirm

and support this attitude ; for it is significant that this elaborate

authoritative text on the ritualism of the sect gives no direction for

the worship of Caitanya or his image, although it deals elaborately

with the every-day service as well as the temple-ritual connected

with Krsna and his image.

There can be no doubt that the determinative creed of the

Bengal sect is that Krsna alone is the Bhagavat or the only and

most perfect god. As the trend of their exclusively Krsnaite hymns,

dramas and poems, as well as Sastric works which have Krsna as

their only theme, should indicate, Rupa, Sanatana and Jlva, as

* rddha-krma^pramya-vikrtir hlddinhsaktir asmdd

ekattndndvapi hhuvi pura deha-bhedam gaiau iau\ •

eaitanydkhyaTn prakatam adhum tad-dvayam caikam dpfam

mdkd-hhdva'-dyuti-sahalitam naumi krfm-svartipamW

This verse is also cited by Krsi;iadasa Kaviraja anonymously at the com-

mencement of his ‘^Caritdmrta .
—^It may be that the Oiini, Jaj’^anta, of the Gopa-

liumara in Sanatana's BhugavatSmrta is an allegorical representation of Caitanya,

who was Sanatana’s Guru. Jayanta is described there as an Avatara of Krsna

born in Gau^a on the banks of the Ganges (ii. S. :

gaude gangd~taie jdto mdthum-bT&hmanottairnah\

jayanta-^ma kffwisydvaidras te makdn guruihW
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well as Gopala Bhatta and Raghunatha-dasa, adhere firmly to this

creed. But this position, once accepted, would logically exclude

every other claimant from the highest divine honour. It was,

therefore, not possible from the strictly theoretical point of view

to make an explicit declaration of what these personal disciples of

Caitanya practically believed, namely, that Caitanya, like Ky§na
himself, was the supreme deity of the creed. This inconsistency

could be reconciled only by supposing, as they do suppose, that

Krsna, as the Suppreme being of endless incarnations, made his descent

in the Kali Age in the form of Caitanya, but that he assumed the

fair form as well as the fervid feelings of Kadha, uniting in himself,

for the particular purpose of relishing his own divine bliss, the two
incarnated forms (to use a theological phrase) of the ^kti and the

Saktimat in a kind of identity in non-identity. The Gosvamins
have taken great pains to demonstrate that Krsna is the Bhagavat
and not an incarnation, but they never make any attempt in the

same way to demonstrate the creed in the case of Caitanya
; for,

to avoid inconsistency, they had to acknowledge that Caitanya was
an incarnation, even if a unique incarnation, of Krsna.

The theory of double incarnation, however, is not elaborated

by the Vrndavana Gosvamins, but we can see from what is said

above that the germs of the idea are already contained in the fanciful

suggestions scattered throughout their poetical, if not in their

theological, writings. We have already remarked that the idea of

the Radha-incarnation of Caitanya is attributed by Krsnadasa
Kaviraja to Ramananda-Raya whom Caitanya is said to have met
on the banks of the Godavari during his South Indian pilgrimage.

It is possible that sonie such tradition existed, for Ramananda is

called a Sahaja Vai?oava by Kavikarnapura. But Ramananda’s
existing dramatic work, entitled Jaganndtha-vallabha, the theme of

which is the Vrndavana-lTla of Krsoa, makes no reference to

Caitanya at all and does not bear out the allegation. The attribu-

tion of Sahajiya tendencies may have originated from Ramananda’s
admiration and close imitation of the frankly sensuous lyrics of

Jayadeva, w’hom Sahajiyas claim, rightly or wrongly, as their Adi-
guru and one of the nine recognized Rasikas. But our knowledge
of Pre- caitanya Sahajiya cult is so meagre that it is impossible to
come to a definite conclusion. It is remarkable, however, that
ICrsnadasa’s account for the first time wants to emphasize that after

Caitanya raet Ramananda, the Radha-bhava in Caitanya became
intensified, as if Ramananda revealed him to himself. From this time
also commenced Caitanya’s deep appreciation of cJayadeva’s erotic

mysticism which he is said to have constantly utilized in Rama-
nanda’s company at Puri. Before this meeting Caitanya appears
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in his Navadvipa career chiefly as an incarnation of or identical

with Kysna (although occasionally the Pada-composers, as well as

the biographers of the Navadvipa circle refer, as we have noted

more than once above, to the Radha-bhava of Caitanya)
; but after

the meeting he is held more and more to be the embodiment not

only of Kr§pa but also of Radha. The closing years of his life at

Puri, where Rarnananda was one of his constant companions, are

said to have been characterized by what is regarded as the highest

emotion of the devotional state, namely, the Madana Mahabhava
of Radha. That association with Rarnananda apparently formed a

turning point in Caitanya’s career of Bhakti is indicated also by
the report of Krsnadasa that it was the spiritual insight of Rama-
nanda which revealed to Caitanya that he had, for the purpose of

realizing his own divine nature, usurped the complexion and devo-

tional spirit of Radha in the present x\vatara.^ We are further told

that it is to Rarnananda alone, and to no other associate or follower,

that Caitanya revealed himself in the united form of both Krspa
and Radha.-

On the other hand, Prabodhananda Sarasvatl makes direct use

of and elaborates this doctrine in his Caitanya-candfamfia,^ This

work, consisting of a series of 143 devotional lyrics in praise of

Caitanya, may not be a recognized work of Bengal Vaisnavism but

it has been held in great esteem. In this work, Prabodhananda

appears to regard Caitanya as one of the greatest Avataras of Krspa

(si. 1 and 7), who descended to earth in the womb of Sad for

propagating the spirit of Bhakti unrevealed even to great sages of

old (si. 18) . In one whole section (the tenth) of 21 verses he

speaks of the greatness of the Caitanya-Avatara, although it is

maintained that he is not a partial incarnation (Amsa-Avatara) like

the Fish, the Boar and other incarnations of past ages (si. 141)

.

.At the same time there are other passages which seem to indicate

that Prabodhananda believed Caitanya to be the Isvara (si. 37),

golden-complexioned (Kanaka-nicirahga) Krsna, and Hari himself

(si. 41, 57, 112). The author, who was more a devotee than a

theologian, does not appear to possess any exact theology ; but

whatever might be his belief or theology on this point, there is

* irfiren wParew I w iwww n

‘ fTfe WRnmfmrap ^ ii

The Nagara-bhava of Caitanya, emphasized by Locana^daaa’s Bengali

biography, apparently develops the idea of Kyi^na-incarnation in a different direction,

and has hardly any connexion with the thesis of the Radha-incarnation of Caitanya.

layananda, the othei' Bengali biographer of Caitanya, generally steers clear of aU

such theological subtleties.

® See above pp. 97-98.
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no doubt that his work is one of the early extensive productions

which directly inculcate not only adoration but worship of Caitanya.^

He also seems to be aware of the idea of Caitanya’s dual incarnation.

He tells us (si. 13) that in Caitanya we have the form of Kf^ija

united with that of Radha and hearing the beauty of the interior

of a full-blown golden lotus.- He therefore addresses Caitanya

(si. 43) as the fair-complexioned lord of the Gopis manifested in

the Kali Age.'* It is also noteworthy that in stanza 132 there is

a reference to Caitanya as Gaura-nagara-vara, which apparently

subscribes to the Nagara-bhava doctrine of Narahari and Locana,

deprecated or ignored by the orthodox circles of both Navadvipa

and Vrndavana.

It appears, therefore, that in this charming fancy of the

Caitanyaite poet-devotees, most of whom were also the recognized

theologians of the sect, an ingenious explanation was found of the

golden hue of Caitanya's body, which would have been dark as

Krsna’s had it not been for the Radha-element. As it appears from

the works of Pada-composers and the Gosvamins, it was at first,

more or less, a devotional poetical fancy ; but it was soon developed

into a fundamental doctrine, and it is probable that from this theory

originated the common epithet, Gaurahari, of Caitanya, with an

evident pun on the word gaura, which makes the appellation mean
at the %ame time ‘ Gaura who is Hari ’ and ‘ the fair-complexioned

Hari.’

The conception of the dual incarnation was, therefore, not

unknown to the Gosvamins, but its theological implications are

not found systematically developed until the Bengali Caitanyaite

works, which in course of time almost superseded the Sanskrit

sources of Caitanyaism, came to be composed. We find it set forth

in its full-fledged form in the Bengali theological biography of

Caitanya written by Krsnadasa Kaviraja about 1615 A.D. We need

not consider here in detail this later theological elaboration of the

idea, but the process of Caitanj^a’s elevation from single to double

^ But Prabodhananda’s alleged pupil Gop^a Bhatta, as we have seen above,

hardly lends any support to such a cult. It is ]^>ossible that although the ascetic Prabo-

dh^Auda was apparently older than Gopala Bha^ta, his conversion to Caitanyaism

may have taken place later when such a cult was widely gaining ground, and his

work consecpiently . may be of a later date ; or this view may have been his

personal belief. But Gopala Bhatta’s pupilage of this Prabodhananda lacks proof

fsee above, p. 96 f).

^ hibhrat kdntim vik(ix:a~kanakdmbhoja--garbhdbh{minam\

. ekihhutdm vapur avatu vo rddhayS. madhavasyaW **

Also see st. 112.

kal^u prakafa-gaura-gopivatify^ with an obvious pun on the word gaura.
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incarnation, as we have already noted, can be traced in the account

which Krsnadasa records, x^lthough there aje many passages in

which Kfsnadasa speaks of Caitanya as an Avatara, the ideal

Bhakta-Avatara with the mission of Prema-bhakti, yet he expresses

in unambiguous language his belief that m-krma-caitani/a prabhu

svaymjfi hhagaudn, thus employing to the case of Caitanya the

technical theological expression svaymjfi bhagavdn which had been

hitherto applied to Krsna alone. In Rrsliadasa’s time Caitanya-

worship apparently became an accomplished fact.^ This zealous

biographer of Caitanya's, who also appears to have been a trained

theologian in the school of his acknowledged Gurus, Riupa, Sanatana

and Jiva, spares no pains to demonstrate, with a wealth of theolo-

gical texts and arguments, Caitanya’s essential identity with Krspa,

laying down emphatically that there is no other greater Tattva

in the world than Caitanya who is Krsna (na caitanydt krsridj

jagati para-tattvam param ih^

.

Krsnadasa, therefore, takes upon

himself the task of analysing the Caitanya-concept and thus

supplying an important omission of the previous theologians of the

sect. He achieves this end chiefly by applying to the case of

Caitanya all the divine attributes and energies of the Bhagavat-

Krsna which had been elaborated by his predecessors and which

have been discussed from the theological point of view by Jiva

Gosvamin in his Kr^na-sa'rfidarbha, Some writers even go further,

and, identifying Caitanya with Krsna, evolve a series of Caitanya’s

Parikaras and Par^adas parallel to those of Krsna, so that each

associate and follower of Caitanya becomes from this point of view

an incarnation of the various associates and followers of Krsna.

It is not necessary to consider here the arguments by which

Krsnadasa Kaviraja establishes his position, but what is interesting

for us here to note in his analysis of the Caitanya-concept is the

^ Some of the immediate disciples of Caitanya like Narahari Sarkara and

Vamsidasa ap]X'ar to have Ixdieved in their own way in the worship of Caitanya’s

image ; and there is evidence to show that some followers of Caitanya established

and worshippetl his image even during his life-time. In the Varnsi-mkm of Varas!-

dasa we are told that Vamsidasa, being convinced by means of a vision that he

should propagate the worship of Caitanya's image, carved an image out of the

wood of the tree under which Caitanya W’as lx)rn. It is also said elsewhere that

Prataparudra of Orissa had a life-sized image of Caitanya made some time before

his death, but since there is no independent evidence that Prataparudra was ever

ft convert to Caitanyaism, the authenticity of this story is doubtful. According

to Mur&ri-gupta (iv. 14. 8, if this par! of the work is genuine), Caitanya-image

was worshipped by Visnupriya. Gauridasa Pan^ita is also said to have established

and worshipped an ^mage of Caitanya and Nityananda (Gaura-Nilai) . In any case,

these are isolated knd sporadic instances and do not bear witness to any theoretical

establishment of Caitanya-worship as a cult.
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further development of the theory of dual incarnation, in which he

finds one of the principal theological justifications of the advent of

Caitanya. In applying the characteristics of the already established

Ky^^ia-concept to the analysis of the Caitanya-concept, Kr^nadasa

appears to maintain that the latter concept may be regarded as a

supplement to the former. The motiveless attribute of divine bliss

is the raison d*etre of Caitanya-llla. as it is of E4*sna-llla ; but while

in the latter case the supreme deity enjoys the bliss as the

subject (Asraya). in the former case the bliss is enjoyed both as

the subject (Asraya) and the object (Visaya). In other words,

Krsna the Saktimat in his Vi-ndavana-lila enjoys the bliss arising

from his association with his Sakti, Radha, but he does not enjoy

Ihe bliss, which Radha realizes, as inherent in himself. In the

Caitanya-llla, therefore, he combines the roles of Kr^^a and Radha,

who have separate and real existences in spite of essential identity

in the supreme but hitherto unattaided divine unity of the subject

and object of bliss.^ The display of the blissful divine attribute

(Hladini Sakti), therefore, is supposed to receive a further develop-

ment in Caitanya than in Rrsna. The difference is merely a

difference in the particular Lila or divine sport, resulting in

Caitanya’s adoption of the complexion and feelings of Radha, as

well as those of Krs^ia, for a greater realization of the blissful

attribute, but it does not affect Caitanya’s intrinsic divine selfhood

as Krsna. The doctrine of the inscrutable Bhedabhcda, which is

peculiar to the school, applies also here between the Krsna-concept

and the Caitauya-concept ; for there is identity so far as the intrinsic

divine nature is concerned but there is a difference in the character

of the divine sport.

But other theological difficulties were also perceived and had

to be reconciled. In the orthodox Purana lists of Avataras and
direct advents of the deity, Caitanya is not expressly mentioned,

but his descent has to be presented as a case of fulfilled prophecy

in order to bring conviction to the mind of the unfaithful. Then
again, there is a ^fimad-bhagavata text (xi. 8. 13) “ which apparently

informs us that Krsna appeared in the three earlier ages in three

^ It is curious, however, that in the later hagiology of the sect Caitanya’s

intimate friend and follower Gadadhara is regarded as an incarnation of

Radha and the ftakti of Caitanya (Oaura-ganoddesa,'* SI. 11), while this honour is

not accorded to either of the two wives of Caitanya. It is not denied that Cakanya
is Hadh&, but since Caitanya is also Krana, his Sakti from this aspect is Gad&dhara.
As Anandin puls it : itvayaw, M-radhiha eka-^akaiena hi-(mtmyenabhmn&,
yrakSMntarena gadddhara--pai^ita’8varupd (on Cmtmya--candrdmrta, ^. 118). See

above p. 70, footnote 2. •

* dsan varn&a irayo hyasya yrkri>ato*niiyuga7ii f4inu^\

hiklo rakias tathd pita iddnttji kfsifatdrft, gat€df\\
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different complexions respectively, namely, White (Sukla) in the

Satya, Red (Rakta) in the Treta and Golden-yellow (Pita) in the

Dvapara Age, but it further adds that now, i,e,, apparently in th*^

Kali Age, he appears as dark-blue Krsna. But the same &nmad‘

bhdgavata tells us elsewhere that the god is dark-blue in the

Dvapara (dvdpare bhagavdn syamah, xi. 5. 25), so that the two

statements appear to contradict each other. To reconcile this con-

flict it is maintained by an ingenious interpretation of the texts

that the intention really is to indicate that the deity appeared as

dark-blue in Dvapara and not as golden-yellow, which must be th.^.

colour, as evident from Caitanya’s complexion, suitable to the Kali

Age. In this connexion both Rupa and Jiva employ (without

indicating that it is a quotation), as a part of their respective

Namaskriyas to their Samk^epa-bhdgavatdmrta and Tdttva-samfi-

daibha, the following verse, which occurs also in the Snmad-
bhdgavata (xi. 5. 29) :

kfsna-varruim tvimkrsnami sangopangastra-pdrsadam
|

yajnaih sarnkirtana-irrdyair yajanti hi sumedhasah\\

The verse has been explained by SrTdhara, without any particular

sectarian colouring, as applying generally to Krsna
;
but both Rupa

and Jiva, as well as Sanatana in his Vaisnava-to^ani commentary on

Ihe Snmad-bhdgavataf appear to take the verse as predicting in

particular the advent of Caitanya in the Kali Age. According to

Sridhara’s explanation, the verse emphasizes the pre-eminence of

the Krs^a-Avatura in the Kali Age.^ The- phrase kr^nu-varnam,

in his opinion, apparently refers to his dark colour, and the phrase

tvimkrsnam is interpreted in two ways by disjoining the word

differently, namely, (i) in effulgence he is not dark (tvim akrsnam)

,

as he is dark in complexion, but shines like a bright sapphire

{indramla-mantvad ujjvalam)y or (ii) in his bright divine presence

he is K|*i^];>a (tvisd krpiam)^ meaning that in the Kali Age he is

pre-eminently the Krsna-Avatara. According to Sridhara, again,

ihe word anga in the verse refers to Krsna’s beautiful limbs, updnga

to his natural embellishments like Kaustubha, astra to such weapons

as Sudarsana, and pdr^ada to his retinue consisting of Sunanda and

others. The word yajna need not, in his view, refer to anything

more than general worship (arcana) , and the word sarnlartana need

not in the same way be taken in any narrow technical sense but

should be interpreted generally as. meaning the reciting of Krsna’s

name (ndmocedrana) and praise (stuti),^

^ anena kahu^ kr?ntiv<ttdrasya prddhanyam dariayati.

* Even if Saipkirtana here be supposed to mean the peculiar Vaispava mode
of singing Kf^pa’s name, the occurrence of the word in this passes in the ^rtmad-
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For those who see in this verse an anticipation of Caitanya's

advent it is not difficult to interpret it accordingly. Such methods

of interpretative ingenuity are not unknown in Sanskrit mediaeval

theology or philosophy ; and such feats are comparatively easy in

a language like Sanskrit which affords special facilities regarding

the large number of meaning which may be assigned to particular

words, the different modes of splitting up compounds ^nd the

diverse ways in which the syllables comprising a word or a sentence

can be disjoined. It is quite natural, therefore, for the pre-disposed

Vrndavana Gosvamins to find in this verse a prophecy of Caitanya's

appearance and press it into sectarian service. Accordingly, they

agree in splitting up the phrase tvisdkr^nam only in one way, namely,

tvisd akr^am ‘ in brightness not dark ' and making it refer to

Caitanya’s bright and fair complexion ; while the phrase kr^rm-varna

is supposed to refer to the citation of the syllables (va/rna) of Krsna’s

name by Caitanya, although the more subtle Jiva Gosvamin

appears^ to think that the phrase refers to the fact that Caitanya

was inwardly Krsua himself (antah~knma) but outwardly Gaura

or Caitanya, fair in complexion (bahir gaura, with the usual pun

on the word gaura), with an implied allusion to the Prakata and

Aprakajta aspects of the divine sport. All interpretations of the

bhagamia only indicates, apart from any sectarian interpretation, that the mode
was fairly old, at least older than Srldhara who accepts this passage as genuine.

If this is correct, then the SginkTrlana is probably not such an innovation introduced

by Bengal Vai^navism as it is often supposed to he, although it must be admitted

that Bengal Vaisnavism first realized its possibilities and made it into an effective

mode of propagating the mass-emotion of Bhakti.

^ This verse is explained at some length by Jiva at the beginning of his San>a-

samv&dml Anuvydkhyd to his Tattva-samdarbha. The prose passage at the com-

mencement of this explanation states as relevant context that the ^nmad-

bkagavata \'erse eulogises Caitanya. to whom an eulogistic reference is also made.

In this reference of his, Jlva Gosvamin appears to believe that Caitanya in the

Kali Age is an Avatara worthy of worship by the Vaisnava, that he is the presiding

deity of his own Satnpradaya, that by his descent he spread the current of loving

devotion for the Bhagavat, and that hb Bhagavad-bhava has been well establbhed

by the insight of endless believers in the Bhagavat. This is high praise indeed, but

it b not clear if Jiva attempts here at all to establish that, Caitanya himself is the

Bhagavat, as he has in his Krsna-aamdarbha taken pains to establish that Kfcipa

himself b the Bhagavat. On the other hand, Jiva appears inclined to accept Caitanya

as an Avatara of Krsna, but he also uses tlie technical word Avirbhava. The only

other reference that Jiva makes to Caitanya occurs in the Namaskriya to OopdZa-

campu and Samkalpa-kalpadruvia. In 'Iwth these works he employs the same

Namaskriya, which comprehensively includes in one Anustubh verse homage to

Krspa, Krsna-caitanya, Saniitana, Biipa, G^pala-Bhatta and his own father VaUabha
and which can also be interpreted so as to apply exclusively tpj Kp^na. The theme
of both these wmrks is of course K|^pa-lTla. In his Harmamdmfta^vydkaranct there

b a NamaskriyR to but not to Caitanya.
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Bengal school, however, agree that the saifiJdrtana-prdya yajna in

the verse undoubtedly refers to the new mode of emotional worship

by loud singing, music and dancing which the school made so

popular. They also agree that the rest of the verse means that in

this Lila Caitanya had for his weapons (antra) only his companions

like Nityananda (anga) ^ associates like Advaita (upungd)

,

as well

as followers like Gadadhara and others (par^ada) , What value this

interpretation in itself may^be judged to possess, there can be no

doubt that it has an important bearing on the practical creed of

Caitanyaism. But it is at the same time somewhat extraordinary

that, apart from such passing references in the Namaskriyas and

poetical effusions, neither Rupa, Sanatana nor Jiva in the body of

their elaborate and voluminous theological writing ever discusses,

amplifies or illustrates the question from the point of view of this

important bearing.

It is clear, however, from what has been said above, that the

Vrndavana Gosvamins of Caitanj^aism implicitly accept Caitanya’s

identity with Ki'sna, even if they explicitly declare only his Avatara-

tva
;

and, to explain this identity, they indulge in the mystical

devotional fancy of the dual incarnation of Caitanya. The accepted

theory is that Krsna’s dark colour and form of a Gopa sporting

in Vrndavana-lTla are real and eternal, being essential and intrinsic

to his divine selfhood
;
but here, in Caitanya, Krsna has apparently

manifested himself differently. Here we have none of the mighty

divine qualities of Krsna but only the rapture of erotic mysticism.

These facts present theological difficulties which have to be explained.

They are explained by this curious fancy of the external Radha-

incarnation containing in itself the internal Krsna in essence. This

fancy became a creed in the next generation, and the cult of

Caitanya-worship became an inevitable result. It would seem

strange indeed that these devout minds should exercise themselves

so much on the question of colour and complexion, but this is in

perfect accord with the scholastic spirit of the age, as well as with

the theological position of the school. The colour and complexion

of Kfsna was regarded as a part of his divine essence, and any

anomaly in this direction in his subsequent appearance had to be

scholastically explained. The task was to establish the supreme

godhead of Caitanya, and all the theological difficulties arising out

of the sacred authoritative texts must be settled by the proper

scholastic method. The fact of Caitanya’s fair complexion and
display of ecstatic feminine emotions, which were absent in the

legendary Kr?ita, thus gave an opportunity of establishing, as a

doctrine, the theory of dual incarnation, which was indeed suggested

48
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but not fully developed by the recognized theological authorities of

Caitanj^aism.

So much about the views of the Vrndavana Gosvamins and

their disciple Krsnadasa Kaviraja. When we turn, however, to the

Bengali writings of the followers of the NavadvTpa circle, which

(with exception of a few Padas apparently composed in Caitanya’s

life-time) were contemporaneous with the theological and poetical

productions of the Vrndavana Gosvtoins, we find that they regard

Caitanya as the Parama Tattva of the Bengal faith. We have

already indicated their attitude briefly above^ ; but the Gaura-

ptomya-vada, though implicitly accepted without question, is

hardly discussed from the theological point of view, in the same way
as the Vrndavana Gosvamins discuss the Krsna-paramya-tattva.

The Bengal writers are concerned more with practical faith than

with theological exposition, more with Lila than with Tattva ; and

they scarcely think it necessary to examine a question critically which

was devotionally or intuitively accepted as a matter of unquestioned

faith. The records, however, reveal that the divinity of Caitanya

was only gradually established. Murari-gupta tells us that

Caitanya revealed himself as an Avesa of the supreme deity, not

consistently from his birth (as Vrndavana-dasa, Locana and others

believe) but occasionally (ii. 4. 4 ; ii. 5. 14, etc.) before his pilgrimage

to Gaya
; but after his return and transformation into an ecstatic

Bhakta (ii, 12. 5-26), he became the acknowledged centre of

devotion of the Navadvipa circle. Nityananda saw him as the

six-handed (Sad-hhuja) Visnu (ii. 8. 27), and one day Caitanya, in

divine inspiration, sat on the throne in Srivasa’s chapel (ii. 9. 18) ;

Murari, Kavikaimapura (Drama Act i; Kavya vii. 30-35) and

Vrndavana-dasa (ii. 6) record the incident and describe how
Advaita and others worshipped Caitanya, for the first time, as the

Bhagaval himself. The second declaration of Caitanya’s divinity

is set forth in the description of what is called the Mahapraka^a-
bhiseka incident in Srivasa’s house before a large assembly of his

NavadvTpa followers (Murari ii. 12. 12-17 ; Vrndavana-dasa ii. 9

;

Kavikarnapura, Kavya v. 38-125). But it was after his Samnyasa
that his followers looked upon him as the supreme deity

;
and it is

interesting to note that such Avesas became rare thereafter, and he

himself deprecated such ascription of divinity to himself on many
occasio-ns. One such occasion was the public Samklrtana of the

name of Caitanya (find not Krsna) organised by the followers at

Puri, whicn is apparently Ihe first more public and wider declara-

See above pp. 174-176.
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tion of Caitanya’s divinity
;
and Advaita appears to have been,

here also, the most prominent figure (Vrndavana-dasa iii. 10. 504 f

;

iv. 10. 16-20) . All this the Vrndavana Gosvamins did not witness ; but

the descriptions would indicate how Caitanya appeared in the eyes of

his Na\advlpa followers, and how their adoration and worship of

him as the supreme reality of the faith was implicitly accepted and

widely declared. The Vrndavana Gosvamins saw Caitanya for the

first time as a Samnyasin, in what they extol as his Yati-vesa (garb

of an ascetic)
;
but his Navadvipa followers hailed him as the

centre of their devotion even before his Samnyasa. The respective

differences of tradition and attitude, therefore, are intelligible. It

is only among Caitanya’s Navadvipa devotees that views like

Gaura-nagara-vada or Gaura-pararaya-vada could develop ; and

Caitanya worship as a cult (along with Krsna-worship which the

Vrndavana Gosvamins encouraged) could establish itself in a highly

devotional environment, which led to a rapid deification even

during Caitanya’s lye-timc, even before he left Navadvipa for

Puri.^

^ A uirioiis nu'lrical work in Palalas. calleci Bhakti’Caiuh'ikd (ed.

Rj.khalananda Sa'sfri of ^riklianda, Salvaratim Press 1920), ascril)ed lo Lokananda

Acar.>a and pnrportinj? to embody the direct inslruclion of Naraliarai Sarakara of

l^rlklianda, has for iks frencrul theme the worship of Caitanya and the mode of

inliation into the Caitanya Mantra. It coutiiins a great deal of ritualistic matter

e.g., on Mailt ra-suddlii and Maiitroddliara generally {i-iii), Diksii (iv, mostly

Tfintric!), Slolra to Caitanya (ascrilied to Advaita by the modem author of

the accompanying commentary !) , Purascarana and \ nrioiis kinds of Bija.

The profusion of Taiilric rites and forniul.as is a noteworthy feature. We arc

told (iv. 21. 21) that in the six corners of the Tanlric lotiKs-grple (Mandala), the

various follow'ers and associates of Caitanya are lo lx? worshipped—Gadadhara

Pandi'ta in front, Svanlpa and Narahari (!) on the right and left respectively,

and so forth. Narahari is given the fi»rcmost place of honour in the inner region

of the Mandala, hut men like Nilyananda, Advaita and Madhavendra Puri are

allowed place on the outer cin le ! The work is not mentioned or quoted anywhere,

and comment is needless regartliug its gemiiiicness. See alwve p. 104, footnote.



CHAPTER VI

THE RITUALISM AND DEVOTIONAL PRACTICES
OF BENGAL VAISNAVISM

1. The Hari-bhakti-vilasa

The entire body of the ritual and devotional practices of

Caitanyaism has been codified by Gopala Bhatta,^ one of the six

Vrndavana Gosvamins, in his elaborate and erudite Hari-bhakti-

vildsa. We have already spoken !>riefly of its scope and extent

;

but since it is an almost exhaustive metrical compendium of the

corpus of Vaisnava Acara and Anusthana, which aims at an authori-

tative exposition of most of the compulsory and occasional rites

and ceremonies of the cult, a more detailed account of its content

is necessary to indicate the ceremonial requirements connected

with certain aspects of the faith. Although the highest form of

Caitanyaism dispenses with mere Sastric rule and outward ceremony,

and lays stress upon an inner and more esoteric way of realisation,

the faith does not at the same time ignore the impulse to devotional

acts which comes from the injunction of the Vaisnava Sastra and

outward forms of piety. The comparatively mechanical process of

the Vaidhi Sadhana-bhakti, which depends upon Vidhi or injunc-

tion of the Sastra, is an important step to the highest type

of spontaneous Prema-bhakti and as such it demanded the iitten-

tion and careful treatment of the professed theologians of the sect.

An elaborate scheme of devotional acts is, therefore, to be prescribed

for the less enlightened and larger mass of devoted followers ; and

the task was accomplished with such success by Gopala Bhatta, in

collaboration probably with Sanatana, that this stupendous compila-

tion is now regarded to be the highest ritual authority of the Bengal

school of Vaisnavism.

As the Hari-bhakti-vildsa, the ‘ Charm of Devotion to Hari,’

epitomises Vaisnava Acara, it naturally includes in its scope a great

deal of Smrti topics; and in this sense it may be regarded as the

most important Smrti work of the Bengal school of Vaisnavism.

The name of the work itself may have been suggested by that of the

Fsarasvatt-vUdsa of Gajapati Prataparudra ; but in its content,

On the authorship of the work, see above pp. 102-6.

See the concluding remarks of our author, below.
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method and treatment, it differs a great deal from this and other

orthodox Smrti works.* It professes to follow the Sruti and the

Smrti, blit since the theology of th(‘ Bengal school places a some-

what different interpretation upon these terras, it draws very

largely upon the Puranas, especially upon Piirilnas which are regarded

as canonical sources by this school. Little heed is paid to the

orthodox Smrti tradition, for it evolves a Smrti of its own on the

basis of its own sectarian scriptures, although it agrees with the

later orthodox Smrti-Nibandhas in accepting the Puranas as an

authoritative source. Like the orthodox Smrti, again, of Bengal,

which absorbed very largely Tantrie ideas, rites and formulas since

the time of Bagluinandana, most of the rituals and ceremonies of

this Vaisnava Smrti appears to have been profoundly influenced by

the tenets and practices of Tantra, which must have been widely

and deeply spread in Bengal at this time.

The work consists of twenty chapters or Vilasas, and the

distribution of subject-matter given below will sufficiently indicate

its general scope and object. The chapters deal in their order with

the following topics : I. The Preceptor, Disciple and Mantra, II.

Initiation or Dlksfi, III-IV. The Daily Devotional Acts, V-VI.

Daily Morning Worship, VI I. Offering of flowers, leaves, etc., in

worship, VIIT. Use of incense, ringing of bells and other rituals

connected with worship, IX. Midday Rites and Duties, and

Partaking of the Food-offering (Mahaprasilda) dedicated to the

Deity, X. The Characteristics of the Vaisnava devotee and

Vaisnava religious practices, XI. The Evening Service, Rules of

pious conduct and Efficacy of the sacred Name and of Bhakti, XII.

Fortnightly Fasts and Observances, XIII. Rites and Duties con-

nected therewith, XIV-XVl. Monthly Observances throughout the

year, including Festivals. XVII. Purascarana (preparatory ritual)

and its initiation, XVIII, Construction of Images, and XX.
Construction of Temples. It will be seen from this enumeration

that the topics of the work arc peculiar to itself, and differ from

those of an orthodox Smrti treatise. It is of the nature of a

guide-book to the Vaisnava devotee rather than a work on social

and legal customs and usages. While it enumerates the compulsory

and occasional duties and ceremonies, as well as the rules for

everyday service, it omits, for instance, all treatment of the

Smarta purificatory rites, known as the Sarnskaras (even of the

Vaisnava form of the Sraddha or funeral ceremony) ; but it devotes

one chapter to the peculiar Vaisnava rite of Initiation or Dik^.

As Festivals forjn an important part of the religious practice, they

are treated fairly fully, although it is remarkable that while the

non-Vaisnava Siva-ratri is included, no reference is made to the
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important Vaisnava festival of Rasa-yiitra. It has nothing to say

about Caitanya-worship or worship of Caitanya’s images which

became a remarkable feature of the later development of the faith.

Of the worship of Krsna as such, or construction of images of

Riadha and Krsna, it has equally little to say.^

The work is composed in the usual Anustubh Sloka metre, but

each rule or prescription is supported and illustrated copiously by

long quotations from the Puranas and other scriptures. The main

contents of the work can be summarised briefly, but the quotations

swell the work into an enormous bulk. The second of the four

opening stanzas of the work names Gopala Bhatta, a disciple of

Prabodhananda, as compiling it to satisfy Raghiinatha-dasa, Rupa
and Sanatana. The fourth verse refers to the venerable Vaisnavas

residing in the circle of Mathura and to Kiasisvara and Lokanatha

then living at Vrndavana. This is followed by a synopsis of nearly

140 heads of subjects dealt with in the work, after which the first

Vilasa begins w’ith the topic of Mantra-Dlksa or initiation of a

Vaisnava. The running commentary on the work, entitled

Digdarsanly is attributed to Sanatana Gosvamin, but no name of

the author is found in the commentary itself. We give below a

brief survey of the principal contents of the work, chapter by
chapter, and it will fairly indicate the peculiar character of the

various religious practices of Bengal Vaisnavism.

Vildsa I

The subjects dealt with in the first Vilasa are : the necessity

of a Guru or Preceptor ; the qualifications respectively of the Guru
and the Sisya or Disciple ; the greatness of the Bhagavat who is

the supreme object of worship
; the efficacy of the Mantra or

mystic formula which has the Bhagavat for its object
;

persons

qualified to receive the Mantra ; the method of finding out the

nature of the particular Mantra, to be imparted by the Guru to

the Sisya, and the purification of particular Mantras.

The first qualification that a man requires for becoming a

Vaisnava is Mantra-Dlk.^ or Initiation for the purpose of receiving

the proper devotional formula of the sect from the qualified Guru
or Preceptor. For the acquirement of Bhakti to Krsna, which is

regarded as the highest object of life, a worthy preceptor is of the

greatest importance, for without resorting to the feet of the preceptor,

people become overwhelmed by hundreds of perils, like merchants

without a pilot in the sea. A long list of the characteristics of a

’ See above pp. 108-4.
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good preceptor, such as good descent, purity, worthy conduct,

continence, vast learning, clean dress, young age, physical beauty,

knowledge of ritualistic practices (prayoga-vid)

,

skill in worship

(arcdsu krta-dhlh) etc., is compiled from such works as Mantra-

muktdvaW, Agastya-aarrihitd and Vimu-smftL The Guru is to be

preferrably a householder (grhastha) . He should be versed in Tantrie

lore, capable of Mantroddhara and Mantra-samhara, must have a

deep knowledge of mystic diagrams and spells, and should know how

to perform Purascarana and Homa. A Brahman preceptor who can

impart the Mantra to all castes is highly desirable. In his absence,

worthy people of the Ksatriya and Vaisya castes may act as

preceptors to men of their own or low^er castes respectively, while

a Sudra preceptor can initiate only a man of his own caste. Thus,

Anuloma initiation is permitted, but Pratiloma initiation is

expressly prohibited (pratiloinyam nu diksayet) on the authority

of a text cited from the Ndrada-pancardtra. In other words, a man
of a higher caste can never accept initiation from a man of a lower

caste. In expressing this view, the author of the Hari-hhakti-vildsa

recognises the implications of the Vaniasrama-Dharma, although

his attitude is liberal enough to permit persons other than Brahmans

to act as* preceptors to men of his own or lower castes.^ The
author, however, is clear in stating that in no case, even a

Brahman, who is not a Vaisnava, should be accepted as a preceptor.

On the authority of the Padma-purdm a Vaisnava is defined as one

who has taken the initiation relating to Visnu (Vimu-dikad) and

who is devoted to the worship of Visnu. Here, as well as in

what follows, our author is somewhat singular in emphasising devo-

tion to Visnu, which form of the deity is apparently exalted even

over that of Krsna. This fact is noteworthy, because the other

Gosvamins and followers of Caitanya regard the form of Visnu to

be a lower manifestation than that of Krsna, who in its fundamental

creed is the exclusively highest deity and the only object of worship.

This partiality for Visnu, which is distinct throughout this work,

is presumably due to the lingering influence of the Southern

Vaisnavism of the Srlvaisnava sect, to which Gopala Bhatta, hailing

from the South, is said to have originally belonged. If this surmise

is correct, then the authorship of this work can hardly be ascribed

to Sanatana, whose attitude towards Visnu does not agree with

what is expressed here so distinctly.

' Caitanya himself does not appear to have encouraged monopoly by any

particular caste or person of the function of a spiritual teacher. He was willing

to learn from Ramananda-raya, and himself selected Raghunatha-dasa, a

Kayastha, and Rupa-Sanatana of doubtful social status, to become the highest

spiritual teachers of the faith.
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Disciples are also to be carefully selected. Their character,

lineage, physical beauty, attitude of deep reverence, pious inclina-

tion, health, youth etc., should be counted. Long lists are furnished

not only of such desirable qualities but also of characteristics which

are undesirable. Persons lacking the desirable qualifications, and

also those who are addicted to the objects of senses, acquire wealth

by evil means or work hard to gain their livelihood (kastavrtti)

,

are to be rejected. The HayaMrsa-fancardtra is quoted to show

that Mantras arc never to be imparted to the Hetuvadin followers

of Jaimini, of Kapila, of the atheist Gautama, of Sugata (the

Buddha) and of Mahavira.

Before people enter into the relationship of preceptor and

disciple, at least one year's constant companionship on their part

is necessary for the discovery of each other's qualities and defects.

During this time the person desiring discipleship should serve and

honour the preceptor by various acts of devotion and service, of

which a long list is given. The name of the Guru is not to be

lightly taken
;
and, in uttering it one must prefix it by om m and

suffix it by the phrase vmm-ydda, in accordance with the direction

of the Narada-yancardtra. When the prescribed period has elapsed,

the disciple should pray to the preceptor to initiate fiim in the

Mantra of Visnu
;
for Visnu is the highest god and the only saviour,

and alone deserves the epithet of the Bhagavat. Vi§nu is incompar-

able, and one who compares him with other deities is a low-born

infidel and is sure to go to hell ! The worship of a god other than

Visnu is compared to saluting a Candala woman rather than one's

own mother, and to taking poison instead of nectar. The SrT-

Vaispava Mantra, therefore, is highly glorified as the means of

attaining all supernatural powers. There are two kinds of Visnu-

Mantra
; namely, the Mantra of eight (om namo ndrdyandya) and

twelve syllables (om namo bhagavate ndrdyandya) respectively.

The former is called the Mantra-raja, because it is highly potent

;

and those who utter it go to the abode of Visnu for good. This

great Mantra is called the essence of the Vedanta ; it is inseparable

from Visnu himself and comprises all lores and gods. The Mantra
of twelve syllables is also highly efficacious. Similar also are the

Mantras of Narasimha and Rama. The &ri-Krsna Mantra of

eighteen syllables (klini kp^ndya govinddya gopt-jana’Vallabhdya

svdhd) is also very potent ; for the real Svarupa of Krsiia is

described in it as revealing the world with the help of Svaha,

which means Mayft. In the Gopdla-tdpanl the universe is mystically

said to have originated from the component parts of this Mantra,

namely, water was evolved from the syllable /ca,' earth from la, fire

from i, the moon from the nasal vindu or antisvdra, and the sun
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frorn its sound (Nada) , the sky from the syllables krsna, air from

the syllable ya, eows from the word govinddya, the fourteen branches

of learning from gopJ-jandya, and the sexes from the word
xmUabhdya !

Before imparting a Mantra to the disciple, the preceptor should

be guided by several considerations. Of these the selection of

worthy recipients is of primary importance. Gopala Bhatta holds

that chaste (sddkvl) woimm and noble-minded {sad-dhl) Sfidras

are entitled to receive initiation into Tantric Mantras, and
quotes several authorities from the Puranas and Samhitas to support

this view. People of mixed or low castes, including even the

lowest Candala, can also enjoy this privilege. The preceptor should

also find out the suitable nature of the Mantra to be imparted and
determine whether it is favourable or not, in accordance with the

Tantric principle of a Mantra being of twenty types, such as Siddha,

Sadhya, Susiddha. etc.’ This is to be accomplished by the purely

Tantric method tlescribed in the Sdradd-tilaka, by means of a

rectangular Mandala. in the sixteen Kosthas of which the letters

of ihe alphabet arc to be written.- Some of the Mantras are

declar'd to ho boinficent and some harmful, while others are

deficient and impure. The latter kind, therefore, requires Samskara
or purification, which consists of the ten operations of Janana,

JTvana, '^Padana, Rodhana, Abhiseka, Vimallkarana, Apyayana,

Tarpana, Dipana and Gupti, described in the Sdradd-tilaka, which

work is again quoted extensively. But there are, of course, certain

Mantras which are beneficent in themselves and do not require any

Samskara.

Vildsa JI

The second Vilasa deals with the mode of initiation or Dlk^,
in accordance with directions, we arc told, of the Krama’dipikd,

A man without initiation is not entitled to worship, for the act of

initiation destroys all sins and bestows divine knowledge.

For initiation careful choice of the proper month, day, planetary

influence and so forth is essential. The months of Jyaistha, A^dha
and Bhadra should generally be avoided. No initiation should take

place on an intercalary month (Malamasa) , during which religious

ceremonies are forbidden. Tuesday and Saturday are inauspicious.

^ The twenty kiiiUs ore; Siddha, Sadhya. Susiddha, Ari, Siddhasiddha. Siddha-

sadhya, Siddha-susiddha, Siddhari, Sadhya-siddha, Sadhya-sadhya, Sadhya-siisiddha.

Sadhjari, Susiddha>sid<lha, Susiddha-sadhya, Su‘<iddha-susiddlia, Susiddliari, Ari-

siddha, Arl-sadhya, /^rli-siisiddha and Ari-ari

!

“ The method, with a diagram of the Mandala, is explained in Syanmt‘harnn

Kaviratnn’s ed. of the llari’bhakti^t'ildsa (Calrulta 1911-12). p. 40-41.
1

44
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The stars, such as Rohinl, Sravana, Ardra, the three Uttaras (Uttara-

phalguni, Uttarasadha, Uttara-bhadrapada) , Pu§ya and Satabhisa

are declared to be auspicious ; but some add Asvini, Svati, Vis&kha,

Hasta and Jyestha. With regard to the Tithi or lunar day, the second,

fifth and sixth days of the fortnight are specially favourable ; but the

Dlksa can also be performed on the twelfth and the thirteenth day ;

while some authorities prescribe also the seventh and the tenth day,

as well as the day of the full-moon. In holy places, during eclipses,

in the Tantu-parvan in Sritvana and Dtoana-parvan in Caitra, and
on the aquisition of a worthy preceptor, who is rare in this world,

no discrimination of time is necessary. The direction of the Guru
regarding all these should be strictly followed : for if the Guru
permits, any day, month or place is auspicious.

The fsaradd-tilaka enjoins four forms of initiation, namely,

KriyavatT, Kalatma, VarnamayT and Vedhamayi. Of these Gopala

Bhatta is now concerned with the form called KriyavatT. For the

purpose of this ceremony a Mandupa, measuring seven cubits and
having an altar (Vedikfi) in it, is to be built. It must have eight

flag-staffs with flags in eight directions, four doors, four portals

(Torana) consisting of Ksira-planls like Plaksa ; and it should be

encircled by a thricely corded string of Kusa-grass. On the north

of this Mandapa a square pit (Kunda) with three enclosures or

girdles (Mekhala), one marking line called neck (Kantha) and a

cavity or Yoni, is to be dug. The measurements of the depth of

the pit and of its KaiUha and Yoni, as well as their position in rela-

tion to each other, are also given. But the size of the pit or Kun<Ja
should vary according to the number of Homas to be performed
in it. In constructing the Mandapa, the directions of the Sastras

are to be strictly followed to avoid calamity. The Mandapa is

then to be sprinkled with Pancagavya (milk, sour milk, butter,

cow-dung and urine of the cow) and with fragrant water. On the

altar or Vedika of the Mandapa is to be drawn a Dlk^-mandala,
consisting of the figure of an eight-petailed lotus bounded by three

circles, twelve Basis (zodiacal signs) , a four-footed seat (Pitha)
,
four

paths and doors embellished with Sobha, Upasobha and Kona. After

performing his morning duties, the Guru should place the conch-
shell (Sahkha) and the things necessary for the ceremony in

their proper places as described below. Then the Guru should
worship his own Guru and Ganesa, as well as the Pitha itself. He
should then place Kusa-grass and ftali rice on the figured lotus, the

ten Kalas of the fire' (symbolised by the letters beginning from y

^ The names of the ten Kalas are |?iven as DhumrSreis, Usma, JvalanT,

Jvulini. Visphulinp’T. Susrt, Surupu, Kapila, Ifhvyavalm and Kavyavaha.
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and ending with /cH'?)on the Kusa with appropriate Mantras, and the

Kumbha or consecrated pitcher as directed. The twelve Kahis of

the sun^ (symbolised by the letters k to fk and the letters bh to d

in the reverse order) arc then to be placed on the pitcher with

certain incantations, and the pitcher worshipped. Then white

flowers with sugar, rice. gold, gems and Kusa-grass should be

thrown into it. Filling it with holy water from some holy place,

the sixteen Kalas of the moon- (symbolised by the fourteen vowels,

the Anusvara and the Visarga) are to be placed and worshii)pcd

in the water. Mystic operations of the same nature are also to be

performed in placing the eonch-shell (Saiikha-sthapana) . Some
water mixed with eight kinds of perfume, favoured by the deity, is

to be taken into the eonch-shell and poured into the pitcher, its

mouth being then closed with a flat lid (Sarfiva) and covered with

flowers, twigs of the mango-tree and two pieces of cloth. The

Bhagavat is then to be worshipped in the pitcher with various

kinds of Nyasas,’^ with the exception of Karana-nyasa and Pltha-

nyasa. The Diksa-honia (sacrifice or ol)lation appropriate to the

DJk§a) is then to be performed 1,008 times in the Kunda after

placing in it fire, wliich is also worshipped elaborately in the Tantric

fashion. Details of this worship and a list of things necessary for

such Homa, as well as quantities required, arc also given. The

preceptor should then allows the disciple, who has fasted and taken

ihe vow, into the Mandala, and, i)crforming the Matrka-nyasa on

his body, give him instructions regarding this Nyasa. The Guru
will then contemplate the deity in the pitcher, perform 1,008 Japas,

and after eating something, will lie down to sleep. The fiisya also,

contemplating his Guru and doing the Japas, should lie down by the

side of his Guru on a piece of deer-skin placed on Kusa-grass. All

these are preliminaries to be performed on the day preceding that

fixed for the actual Dik.^.

On the day of the Diksa the Guru should, again, worship the

pitcher, his owm Guru and various deities (such Ganesa, Visvaksena,

etc.)
; and, after performing Homa and Samhara-mudra,^ he should

sprinkle and consecrate (abhi^eka) his disciple, and purify his

^ The twelve Kalas are Tapaiu, Tai«mT, Dhuinra, Blirarnari. Ruci,

Suaumiia, Bhoi^^nda, Visvu, BodhanT. Dhariin and K^nia.
" The sixteen Kalas ai^e Amrta, Maiiada, Piisa, Tusti, Piisti, Rati. Dhrli.

^sinl, Candrika, Kanti, Jyotsna, Sri. Prili. Aiiirada, Purna and Purnamrta.
* It is difficult to translate this Tantric word. It has l)cen describeil

generally as the mental avssignnient of the various parts of the body to the

divinities, accompanied by Japa (muttering of formulas) and gestures.

* A Mudra consists of particular positions or intertwinings of the fingers

in number) practised In religious worship (chiefly Tantric).
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body by Bhula-suddhi and by various ceremonies, Nyasas and

Mantras. Then, solicited by the disciple, the preceptor should

dedicate the disciple to Krsna, place sectarian marks, garlands etc.,

on his body, whisper the Mula-Mantra thrice in his right ear, and

infuse his own power into the disciple. The preceptor should then

offer to the disciple the Mahaprasada or food consecrated to the

deity, and bless him. The disciple should repeat the Mantra

imparted to him one hundred and eight times, and receive from

the preceptor instructions with rt'gard to his conduct and the

conventions (Saniaya) to be followed. The instructions arc inviol-

able. Among them, secrecy regarding the Mantra, reverence to the

Guru and to all Vaisnavas, painting of sectarian Tilaka marks on

Ihe body, avoidance of all kinds of unclean food (such as fish

and flesh), observance of the Ekadasl and other fasts, daily reading

of or listening to the Puianas, performance of such rites as TantrikT

Samdhya, Bhuta-suddhi and various kinds of Nyasas, avoidance of

all acts concerning deities other than Visnu, as well as of such Tantric

Abhicara acts as Uccalana, Vasikarana. etc., are noteworthy. A
list of 104 duties is compiled from the Vinni-yCimala in this connexion !

The Diksa is completed with the disciple doing obeisance by
falling prostrate (Dandavat Pranama) at the feel of the preceptor,

with the offer of money and things as fee (Daksinil) to the

preceptor and with feeding of Brahmans and friends.

The above mode of Dlkwl is mainly Tantric, and Goi>ala

Bhatta also admits it.

But another kind of Diksa, called PauranikI Diksa, is also

mentioned, the main outlines of which an* thus summarised from

the Vardha-'p^irdria :

Testing of the disciple for one year ; the disciple’s prayer for

Diksa, and lying down by the side of the Guru on the bright tenth

day of the month of Karttika : determination of the good or bad

effects of Mantra by the nature of dreams dreamt by the disciple ;

fasting on the next Ekadasl day and visiting the temple on the

next Dvadasl morning after a bath ; the drawing of a mystic

Mandala, Sodasara or Na^miabha Cakra (circle having sixteen

spokes or nine naves), or an eight-petalled lotus; worship of Visnu

with other deities
;
placing of eight pitchers in eight directions with

a ninth dedicated to Vi.snu ; sprinkling of the disciple with water

from one of the nine pitchers, preferably from the ninth ;
making

him enter the Mandala (mystic circle) with his eyes covered, and

purifying him with Bhuta-suddhi and Tattva-nyasa
;
performing of

Homa with the incantation orn namo bhagavate vi^nave sarva-

rupine hunt svdhd, and of the various Smarta Sarnskaras or sacra-
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ments; uncovering the eyes of the disciple and whispering the

Mantra into his ears; and lastly, the offer of Daksina to the Guru.

It should be noted that although Gopala Bhatta prescribes

this Puranic initiation on the basis of the Vardha-jmrdna, the

ceremony in its employment of Tantric operations and incantations

is not free from obvious Tantric influence.

In case of inability, elaborate ceremonies are dispensed with,

and shorter ways are prescribed for what is called Samksipta-Dlksa.

The Mantra, for instance, may be imparted to the disciple after

sprinkling him with water from a pitcher placed in a Sarvatobhadra

Mandala, or with water from a consecrated lotus, or after

performing Iloma willi grains, or even with words only.

The chapter concludes with an enumeration of the merits of

the Mantra-Diksa.

Vildsa III

The third Vilfisa deals with the conduct and daily pious duties

(saddedra) of the initiated Vaisnava devotee.

Waking up in the Briihma-muhurta ((‘arly dawn, between the

4th and 2nd Ghatika before sunrise) with tlie name of Krsna on

his lips, the Vaisnava devotee should wash his face, hands and

feet, cleanse his teeth and change his clothes. He should then

contemplate the feet of his spiritual preceptor and think of Krsna.

This meditation is called mental bath (Manasa Sufina) ; it produces

the merit of bathing in all the places of pilgrimage, and is, therefore,

the best of all holy baths. He should utter verses from Srhnad-

bhdgavata (such as x. 00, 24 ; x. 40. .S5, etc.) in praise of Krsna.

These verses arc said to be very efficacious; but our author adds

that although this is the prevailing custom, one may contemplate

the deity in his own way in the form most desirable. Then he

should perform morning obeisaiu’c (Pratah-Pranama) no less than

four times to the deity. This mode of morning prayer and con-

templation (Pratar-Dhyana) and its effects are described in detail

by means of quotations from the Pahcaifitra and other scriptures.

The form of the deity to be conteniplatetl should, according to

one’s inclination, be such as is described in tho Gopdla-tdpanh the

Sdradd-tilaka and other sectatrian and Tantric works.

Then the devotee should go to the temple and rouse the deity

by ringing the bells and citing verses from the Bhdgavata. After

performing Nirajana (lustration or waving of lights as an act of

adoration), he should remove the remains of the previous day’s

offerings (Nirmalya-apasarana) ,
with the exception of the offering
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of Tulasl leaves. If this is not done properly, atonement for the

consequent sin is to be performed by Japa and Purascaraiia. The

face of the deity is then to be washed by offering all the requisites

for the purpose, namely, tooth-brush, tongue-scraper, earth for

cleansing the hands, water, towel and Tulasl leaves. Then, the

Aratrika (adoration by waving of lights etc.) is to be performed.

As soon as the sun rises, the devotee, singing Krsna’s name,

should go out to a sacred bathing place. After answering the call

of nature and cleaning himself with earth and water, about which

elaborate directions are given, he should do the Vai.snava Acamana

(sipping of water from the palm of the hand) , wash his hand and

feet and cleanse his teeth with appropriate Mantras by means of

the twig of some sappy tree. The choice of such tooth-brushes

and the avoidance of particular kinds on particular days are

important. After this, he should do the Acamana again, arrange

and tie up his long tuft of hair (Sikhii) and take his bath which

is compulsory, as well as necessary, for purity and health. One
may bathe in a river, lake, pond, hill-stream or even with water

drawm from a well. Placing fresh clothes, Kusa-grass and Mrttika

(earth) on the bank, the devotee should again wash his hand and

feet, and having done Acamana again, he should contemplate the

sacred river, Gahga, and make offerings with proper Mantras to

the Tirtha or place of bath. He should then enter the water,

facing the current in the case of a river, or facing the sun in other

cases. He should then invoke the Gahga from the orb of the sun,

and holding Kusa-grass in hand, he should perform Pranayama
(the three ‘ breath-exercises,’ Pfiraka, Recaka and Kumbhaka)

,

meditate upon Krsna’s name, repeat the Miila-mantra (om naTUO

ndrdyamya) and immerse himself in water t>velve times. Gopala

Bhatta tells us that the mode of bath described above is partly

Vcdic and partly Trmlric, and then goes on to mention some other

special modes in accordance with the Padnia-purd/m and other

texts. For instance, the devotee may, after invoking the Gahga in

a square Mandala, bathe with the repetition of certain Mantras.

He may hold on his head the water with which the feet of his

preceptor, his })arents and Brahmans have been washed, or water

with which the sacred Salagrama stone has been washed and which

i.s fragrant with Tulasl leaves. He may take water in a conch-

shell, and after drinking it a little, throw a portion of it on his own
head ; he may then pour water on his head with the Kumbha-Mudra
and with offer of libations of water to the gods.

After finishing his bath, the devotee should dry his body with

a piece of cloth, and putting on fresh clothes he should sit down
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and do Acamana again. He should put proper sectarian Tilaka

marks on his body and perform Samdhya (religious act to be

performed at the three divisions of the day), according to the

Vedie and Tantric modes. In the case of the former mode, he

should sit on a seat of Kusa-grass facing the east, perform

Pranayama thrice and repeat the Gayatrl a thousand times, or a

hundred times, or even ten times only. In the case of the latter

mode (Tantric)
,
he is to offer libations of water thrice to Krsna

with the utterance of the Mula-Manlra, and make offerings to

Krsna, residing in the orb of the sun, with the citation of the

Kama-gayatri (klim knma-dei)dya vidniahe, pmiHi-bdndya dhhnahi,

tan no^nangah pracodayat)

.

Leaving off with the word ‘forgive
’

(ksamasva)

,

he should then make offerings to the sun. There is,

however, according to some authorities, a different mode of the

Tantric Samdhya. The devotee in this case should attain inner

and outer purity by uttering the Hrdaya-mantra (namah)

,

the

Netra-mantra (vaust) , and the Astra-Mantra (phaf) . Then liba-

tion of water is to be offered thrice to Krsna, residing in the orb

of the sun, with the citation of the Gopala-gayatri {gopd-jandya

vidmalie, gopijandya dhlmahh tan nah krmah pracodaydt)

.

The
six parts of the Mantra are to be placed on the six limbs, namely,

head, forehead, two eyes, two arms, two feet and the whole body.

Contemplating Krsna as enjoying the Rasa-sport in the orb of the

sun. the Vaisnava should then extend his two hands and repeat

the Gopiila-gayatrT for a while. He should perform the Sad-ariga

Nyasa, Mudras like Dhenu-mudra, utter the PTtha-mantra and

offer libations of water (Tarpana) one hundred and eight times,

first for the satisfaction of the god and then for the whole world,

including other gods, Pitrs, saints and sages.

The merits of the holy bath arc many, but its effects are

enjoyable only by those who have faith in it. Otherwise, it becomes

fruitless like the diving of fishermen.

Vildm IV

This Vilasa continues the topic of daily devotional acts.

After performing the Samdhya, the devotee should cleanse the

temple, sprinkle and besmear it on all sides with cow-dung, earth

and water. He should adorn it by drawing various kinds of figure,

such as Mandalas of lotus and Svastikas, with earth, Dhiitu-raga

(coloured mineral), Varnaka (pigment) and powder of various

colours, placing flagstaffs and flags, fastening garlands and planting

pillars of plaintnih trees. The methods and results of these pious

Jicts are described in detail. Then, after cleansing the utensils,
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clothes and seats of Visnii in the manner described in the scriptures

and Smrtis. he should gather TiilasT leaves, flowers, twigs etc.,

necessary for worship. Regarding the plucking of flowers, Harita

is of opinion that flowers, which are plucked before one takes one’s

bath, arc never acceptable to the gods, but Gopala Bhatta thinks

that Htlrlta’s remark is applicable only to the midday bath.

Gopala Bhalta also differs from the Padma-purdna in the

view e^ pressed in the work that Tulasi leaves plucked before bath

cannot be used in the worship of gods, unless they are sanctified

by the Pancagavya : for he thinks that there are other texts to the

contrary.

Gojiala Bhalta then lakes up the topic of bath at home (Grha-

sriaiia) and ceremonies connected with it. Both cold and hot water,

mixed with Tulasi leaves, may be used in house-bath, the former

on the special occasion of Naimiltika or Karnya Snana and the latter

on all occasions. The efficacy of hot bath is supposed to lie in the

fact that contact with fire lends additional sanctity to the water.

Before bath, AmalakI (Emblic Myrobalan) , Tila (Sesamum) and

Taila (Oil) should be listed, exccyil on forbidden days. The

Vaisnava should perform Acamana, Pranayama and Nyasa ;
and,

summoning all the holy waters or Gahga in the reservoir of water,

he should think of self-jnirification by the holy Ganges proceeding

from the feet of Krsiia. Then he sliould put on fresh clothes;

elaborate inslructions arc given regarding the kind of clothes to be

worn. He should then sit down in due form on a seat made of

prescribed kinds of wood, besmear his body with the preparation of

sandal-paste and Gopl-candana, and paint Tilaka marks, consisting

of IJrdhva-pundra (upright and perpendicular mark on the fore-

head), Narayani Mudra, figures of Vaisnava Avataras (the Fish,

Tortoise ('tc.)
,
or of the Vaisnava weapons such as Sankha, Padma

etc., on twelve different parts of the body. The method and merit

of drawing these marks, especially the distinctive tJrdhva-pundra,

are dealt with in some detail, possibly because in later Vaisnavism

these became the peculiar sectarian marks. Gopala Bhatta cites a

large number of texts to eulogise them and their proper wearing,

but he allows freedom with regard to the drawing of different

figures, and says that these may be worn, as one wishes, in accordance

with the established sectarian usage (Sarnpradayika Si§tacara)

.

The next topic is that of the wearing of garlands, made of

Tulasi leaves, Tulasi beads, lotus seeds or Amalaki fruits, after

dedicating them to Krsna. These .should be purified with the

Pancagavya, with the uttering of the Mfila-mantra over them, and

with repeating eight times the GayatrT, accompanied by certain
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eulogistic formulas addressed to the garlands themselves. With

the garlands on, the devotee performs his prayers and offers

libations of water to the deity. He can attain supreme merit even

by merely wearing them.

The devotee should worship his spiritual preceptor (Guru)

first, because the 3astras ordain that the worship of a preceptor

should precede that of the gods, inasmuch as the preceptor is the

representative of all the gods, and calamity is bound to befall one

who docs not observe this duty. The chapter ends with the eulogy

of the spiritual preceptor ; but it is laid down in this connexion that

the Mantra should be taken preferably from a Vaisnava preceptor,

although a preceptor once accepted, even if he is a non-Vaisnava,

should not be given up.

Vilasa V

In this Vilasa Gopala Bhatta proposes to describe mainly the

Tantric method (pnh/akis fdnirlko vidhih) of daily morning worship

of Gopala*deva, as given in the Krama-dipika, by means of the

Mantra of eighteen syllables (mentioned above) pertaining to the

deity. We arc informed that this method is followed even by
Brahmans ; for in the Kali-yuga worship is possible, according to

the Vimu-ydinala, only through the way of the Agama. and not

by the Sraiita or Vedic method.

The chapter begins with the worship of the Attendants

(Pfirsadas) of Krsna, namely, Garuda, Dvara-laksmT, Canda and

Pracanda, Dhfitr and Vidhatr, Jaya and Vijaya, Bala and Prabala,

Vastu-purusa, Gangji and Yamuna, 3ankhanidhi and Padmanidhi,

Ganapati, Durga, Sarasvatl, and Ksetraiwilas at the door and at

different parts of the temple. The worshipper should then enter

by putting his right foot forward, and without touching the thres-

hold with his feel. lie should then worship Brahma and the

Vastu-purusa, as well as the .special Parsadas of Krsna ipside the

room. He should throw some rice and flower with appropriate

Tiintric Mantra before the image, and take his .seat in the

Padmasana or Svastikasana po.sturc after greeting (Amantrana)

and worshipping (Arcana) the deity with proper formulas. If there

is an image he must sit facing it ; otherwise, he should turn his

face towards the east in the day-time and towards the north in

the evening. The seat (Asana) may be made of various materials,

c.g., bamboo, stone, wood, earth, Kusa grass, leaves etc., of which the

skin of antelopes and tigers, woollen blankets, or mats of Kusa

grass are preferable. Thus .seated, he should place the requisites

of worship, such as conch-shell, the plates and pots for Arghya,

45
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Padya, Acamaniya and Madhuparka, the basin for Tulasl leaves,

sandal and flowers, the pitcher filled with water, ghee, oil, lamps

etc., in their respective places. The utensils may be made of gold,

silver, earth and bell-metal, but copper is the most desirable material.

In this connexion Gopala Bhatta refers to the view of some people

who prefer other metals to copper for holding the Madhuparka, on

the ground that copper wares arc spoiled by the products of cow’s

milk. Some like to use the conch-shell as the receptacle.

The auspicious pitcher (Mangala-ghata)
,
properly filled with

water and accompanied by a piece of stone, camphor and fruits, is

to be placed before the deity. Directions are also given for placing

sandal, flowers, rice, Kusa grass, honey, milk, water etc., in the

different utensils for the offering of Arghya, Padya, Acamaniya and

Madhuparka. Each of these utensils should be protected by mutter-

ing the Mfila-mantra eight times and performing the Gakra-mudra
on them. After reciting the Mangala-^nti Mantra and the Astra-

mantra (astrdyn phaf) for averting evils and accidents, clapping

the palms of one’s hands thrice and doing obeisance to the Guru
and the different gods and other preliminary ceremonies, the devotee

should perform the Bhfita-suddhi (purification of the five elements)

in the Tantric manner, practise contml of breath (Pranilyama) and
engage himself in the contemplation of Krsna. Next comes the

repetition of the Mula-niantra ; but unaccompanied by the Nyasas,

the repetition is fruitless. The process of performing such Nyasas
as Matrka-nyasa, Kesavadi-nyasa, Tattva-nyasa, Pltha-nyasa,

Anga-nyasa, Aksara-nyasa, Pada-nyasa and Rsy»”'di-nyasa, as well as

the description of the forms, Saktis and Dhyanas, are then given in

some detail. For instance, in the Matrka-nyasa all letters of the

alphabet from a to ks are to be placed on the petals of the six lotuses

in one’s body, as well as on the different limbs. In the Kesavadi-
nyiisa, the letters are to be placed with the fifty-one forms of Krs^ia

and his Saktis. Regarding the use of the different parts of the body
in the different Nyasas, Gopala Bhatta does not find any objection in

placing them on such forbidden parts as the feet or anus, because
they all get sanctified by the process of Bhuta-suddhi. Then the
devotee proceeds to perform the five kinds of Mudra, dear to the
Lord (namely, Venn, Vanamala, Srivatsa, Kaustubha and Bilva)
and meditates on Kr^^ia with the Mudra, called Kara-kacchapika,
by placing the hand with palm upward on his lapi .This meditation
or mental worship (Antar-yaga or Manasa Puja) consists of various
operations ; «ahd the various articles of worship, which are employed
in the external Worship, may also be utilised in the internal.

,

The objects of outward worship are the imltge of the deity

and the SalagrUma stone. The image (MQrti) may be of various
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kinds according to the material out of which it is constructed,

namely, stone, wood, metal, sand, jewels, paint and drawing material,

besides being purely mental (Manomayi). The special character-

istics, which confer upon an image the names of Vasudeva, Kesava,

Naraya^a etc., are then enumerated ; and twelve principal varieties

are distinguished, some authorities like the Siddharthorsaijihitl

giving as many as tweny-four varieties of the image of the deity.

The special kinds of dark-coloured stone found in the region

round the banks of the Gaiidaki are termed Salagrama. They are

distinguished according to their size, colour and other character-

istics, but the merits and demerits are spoken of only in cbnnexion

with Sakaina worship meant for the attainment of some mundane
object ; for, however defective a Salagrama stone may be, it possesses

in itself sanctity and merit. They are also termed Vasudeva,

Kesava, Narayana etc. in accordance with the special signs or

characteristics they possess. These signs are enumerated in detail,

and the list of names include most of the well known names of

Krsna, his Associates and Avataras.^ The smaller the stone in size,

the more auspicious it is. The worship of one Salagrtoa is said to

be more efficacious than that of thousands of Sivalihgas. The
purchase and sale of Salagrama are strictly forbidden. Its worship

is compulsory (nitya)
;
and even women and Sudras^ arc entitled to

worship, the prohibition being applicable only to those who are non-

Vaisnavas. Greater merit may be attained by worshipping the

Salagrama along with the symbolical stone known as Dvaraka-sila.

The latter is characterised by the thirteen names of Krsna and his

Associates, such as Sudarsana, Laksmi-narayaria, Trivikrama,

Janardana, Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Baladeva, Purusottama. Nava-

vyuha, Dasa-murti, Aniruddha, Dvada^tmaka and Ananta, according

as the stones possess increasing number of circular lines or Cakras

from one to thirteen or more. The merit of their worship may vary

with variation in their size and colour.

Vildsa VI

This chapter deals with the operations relating to the daily

morning worship of the image of the deity and its bathing and

’ The names ai*e ; Vasude^’a, Samkarsana. Pradyumna, Aniruddha. Ke^va.

Xiirayaiia, Hfuri, Paramesthiii, Visiiu. Kapila, Narasimha, Varaha, Matsya, Kurma,

Hayagrtva, Vaikunt:ha, Sridhara, Vamana, Siidarraiia, Dumodara, Ananta, Yogesvara,

Padmanabha, Hirapyagarbha, Hr§ike^, Laksml-nfsimha, Trivikrama, Ky^na,

Caturmukha, Vi^nu-panjara, Garuda, Janardana and Lakpcil-naraya^a.

* This view \» endorsed in the commentary, ascribed to Sanatana, which

explains : bhugavuc^kikm^prabhdvena iudradlnam api vtpra-sSmyam aiddham eva.

But a Sfidra in Bengal never received the right of worshipping the ^agramal
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washing. Though the Salagriima worship is declared to be superior

to image-worship, yet the latter has its importance, because it

attracts the mind easily by its form and beauty. The images are

self-revealed {svayam-vyakta) or established by some pious devotee

(sthdpita), of which the former is rare.

The process in its different stages is then described in detail.

First comes the Samskilra of the image. This is done by washing

it with water, if it is of a kind other than Lepya or Lekhya (i.e.,

meant to be besmeared or painted) ; and the Mula-mantra is to be

H'peated during the act eight times. This is called Murti-suddhi or

])urification of the image : but the ])urification may also involve

{i) self-purification (Atnia-suddhi) , which follows as a direct result,

(it) purification of the place of worship (Sthana-suddhi)
.

(in) puri-

fication of the articles employed in worship (Dravya-suddhi)

,

(iv) purification of the formula of incantation (Mantra-suddhi) and

(d) purification of the mind (Citta-suddhi) by the relinquishment

of every other thought. These six forms of Suddhi are permissible

as auspicious, and they are to be preferred according to the custom

of one’s own sect. After this, comes the Pltha-puja or consecra-

tion of the seat of the image. In a square drawn on the seat,

which is made of copper, should be painted a lotus of eight petals.

On the left and right side of the divine seat, the devotee should

perfoiTU Tiiiitric Nyasas and worship the Pfirva-gurus and their

footwears, as well as Narada and the great Vaisnavas, Durga,

Ganesa. Sarasvatl, the Adhara-saktis and the Mandalas of Sun.

Moon and Fire. The worshipper should then place the image on

the seat with the citation of the Mfda-mantra and offer of flowers.

Then mentally identifying the image with the X)articular deity he

adores (Ista-devata) , offering flower three times and placing his

foot on the ground, he should perform the eight operations, called

Avahana (invocation), Sthapana (establishment), Sarpnidhapana^

(showing complete surrender by the words ‘ I am yours ’)
,
Saipuiro-

dhana* (restraining the deity till the end of the worship),

SakalTkarana" (displaying all the limbs of the deity), Avagunthana^

(display of great joy), Amrtlkaraiuv’ (restraint by all the limbs) and

Paramikaraiui’* (accomplishment of the desired object), with their

Cuitanyft himself, however, is said to ha>e entrusted a Govardhaiia-sila to his

Sftdra disciple, the Gosvamin Rafi;hiinatha-dasa (see above p. DO).

^ lavasmlfi 'tva^hjaiva-darmnam. ~ iriyu-samapti-paryantam sfhapanam.

“ iat-sarviifiga-prakaiaTUim, exi^ahied by commentary, which adds kecic ca—

'

’ ttnj/air evailga-vinijdsam sakaHkararMm ridur* ifi vacmapeksayd mmad’angesu

maHiranga-nydsam sakalikaramm manyante. '

* anauda-ghafatyanta-prakttsah. ® sarvmr evdrigatr avaruddkata.

” abhlsta-sampddanam.
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respective eight Mudras (called Avrihanl, Sthapanl, etc.) Accord-

ing to the custom of his sect, he can also, with his fingers besmeared

with sandal, show seventeen other Mudras, named after the weapons,

ornaments and appendages of the deity, namely, Sahkha, Cakra,

Gada, Padma, Musala, Sarriga, Khadga, Pasa, Arikusa, Garuda,

Srivatsa, Kaustubha, Venn, Abhaya, Vara, Vanamala and Bilva,

which are elaborately explained in the commentary.

After throwing three handfuls of flowers, the Asana or seat

should be formally offered with appropriate words and Mudras.

Then the deity should be offered the Padya, Arghya, AcamaiiTya,

Madhijparka and Punar-ileamaniya ; hut, according to others, the

sixteen Upacaras are Avahana, Asana, Padya, Arghya, Acamaniya,

Sniina with Aeamana, Vastra with Acamana, Abharana, Upavita

with Acamana, Gandha, Piispa, Dhupa, Dipa, Naivedya, Vandana
and Punar-AcamanTya. The different methods of offer of these

are then described, with the details of each of these ceremonies,

their merits, and the articles necessary for their performance.

The bathing of the image (Snana) is then dealt with. After

soliciting permission and offering a pair of footwear, the worshipper

should take the image to the bathing place, and exhibit the

Amrtlkarana-Mudra after placing Asana. Padya, AcamanTya etc.

The image is, then placed on a copper-plate (for the purpose of

collecting the sacred water after washing) , or on the leaf of lotus,

banyan or plantain, besmeared with unctuous substances (Abhyahga-

dravya) and bathed with five nectars (Pahearnrta), namely, milk,

curd, ghee, honey and candied sugar (Sarkara). During the bath

of the deity, incense is to be burnt. After removal of oil and dirt

by means of imwdered wheat, barley, Kurca (bundle of Kusa grass)

or other cleansing substances, the image is to be bathed with the

citation of proper formulas, first in warm and then in cold water,

purified with Tulasl, camphor and various herbs and scented with

Aguru (the fragrant Aloe), sandal and perfumes. A bath with the

holy water from a conch-shell is said to b(‘ very desirable. Those

who bathe the deity in the. above manner become free from all

sins and earn the merit of heavenly bliss. Incense is then to be

burnt, and bells, conch-shells and musical instruments arc to be

sounded with the pronouncing of appropriate Mantras. Singing

i^nd dancing should also accompany the performance. The thousand

blessed names of the deity and famous hymns should be recited

;

and the Bhagavad-gitd and the Vaisnava Purilnas should be read.

Then, with the ^exhibition of the Snana-Mudra, the body of the

image should be dried by means of a piece of fresh fine cloth. With

the Vastrarpapa-Mudra, it should then be dressed in a pair of
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garments or with special dress for special images or occasions,

and invested with the sacred thread. Blue garment is forbidden.

After offering ornaments and besmearing the image with sandal and

other scented pastes (the forbidden pastes being Padmaka, Bakta-

candana and Usira) , the image should be fanned with Camara
(chowry) or with a fan made of palm leaf. The merit accruing

from all these acts is also described elaborately.

VMsa Vll

This Vilasa, called Paiispika or Puspa-karmaii. begins with the

topic of offering of flowers in worship, and gives long lists of

commendjible and forbidden flowers, as well as a description of

their merits and demerits with reference to their species, colour,

smell and season of growth. Flowers which blossom in the forest,

or in the city, or in one’s own garden, which arc fresh, uninjured

(acchinva) y purified by sprinkling (proksiia) and free from insects

and impurities, and which have colour, smell and grace, oven if they

have thorns, arc the best for Vai.snava worship. Long lists of such

flowt'rs are compiled from the Puranas (chiefly the Vdmdha, SIcanda

and Ndtadhja) , Vimudharmottara, Hdnta-sjjvfti and other works ;

and the merits of the offering of different kinds of flowers at

different seasons are detailed. The dedication of an arbour

(Mandapa), umbrella (Chatra), canopy (Vitana), swing (Dola)

and bed (Sayya), all made of flowers, is prescribed; and artificial

flowers, made of gold and set with precious stones, may be offered

by rich persons. The forbidden flowers are those which grow in

places where dead bodies arc burnt and on wayside trees

(Caitya-druma) which people worship, those which are fallen on

the ground or I hose which arc no more than buds (Kalika). White
flowers alone are preferable ; but of red flowers (e.g. Jaba)

}

as

wedl as flowers which have thorn (e.g., Ketaka),- those that

})Osscss sharp smell or no smell, or blossom out of season, those

which are specifically approved in the scriptures, may be offered.

The flowers specially forbidden in Vaisnava worship are Karavi,

Dhustura, black Kutaja and Arka, but some add Jhinti, Girikarnika,

Kantakarika, SalmalT and S?»irisa. The undesirable flowers can,

howevei-, be used if the commendable flowers arc unavailable, but

not those which are expressly forbidden ; and it is curious that

some authorities permit stealing of flowers for purposes of worship.

^ The Jaba. favoured by the ^kti-worshipper, is pernfltted by the Vi^U'
rahanya. Some uiithorities also permit the offer of buds of certain flowera.

® It is forbidden by the Vamana-purdna, but allowed by other authorities.
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if they cannot be obtained otherwise. The flowers can, however, be

substituted by the leaves of Durva and Kusa grass, of Apamfirga,

Bhrngaraja, Bilva, Baka-vrksa, Tulasi, Amra and Jamblra ; but of

these, the five (beginning from Apfimarga and ending with Tulasi)

ore the best and possess successively higher merit. In any case,

the offering of Tulasi is obligatory, being declared the most efficaci-

ous and sacred in the scriptures, and all Vaisnava worship being

fruitless without it. In the recounling of the merits of Tulasi,

which arc innumerable, Gopala Bhatta compiles a large number of

texts ; its power of removing sin and destroying enemies, of giving

prosperity and happiness here and hereafter, of producing religious

merit and devotion to the deity and of conferring emancipation is

endless.^

After the worship of the supreme deity, conies the Anga and

Upfihga Puja, with reference to the Mantra, Varna, Pada, Venn,

Mila, Srivatsa and Kaustubha of the deity at the particular place

of Nyiisa on the image, and to his attendant deities (Avarana-

devata), retinue, weapons and parapharnelia. This worship must

be performed, with his permission, by means of bath, flower-offering

and appropriate Mantras. The lists of such subsidiary objects of

worship include the friends (Sakhi) of the deity, such as Dama,
Sudama and Vasudama ; his wives sueh as Rukmini, Satyabhania,

NagnajitI, Sunanda, Mitravrnda, Sulaksana, Jambavatl and SusTla ;

such relatives as Nanda, Yasoda, Balarama, Subhadrii, the Gopa-

Gopls (but Radha is not explicitly mentioned !) ; the eight Dik-

palas ; the five sacred trees (Mandara, Parijata, Kalpa-vrksa,

TIaricandana and Sarntana) : his eight weapons and ornaments

(such as Vajra, ^kti, Danda, Khadga, Pasa, Anku^i, Gada,

Trisfila, as well as Cakra and Padma) ; and lastly, his eight sacred

names, Krsna, Vasudeva, Narayana, Devaki-nandana, Yadu-srestha,

Varsneya, Asurakranta-bhara-harin and Dharma-sthapaka. Gopfda

Bhatta adds that those who are unable to go through elaborate

ceremonies may worship with these eight names alone, which are

e>|iially efficacious.

Vilma VIII ^
This Vilasa continues the topic of morning worship (Patar-

^rcS). It begins with a description of the burning of fragrant

incense (Dhupana), accompanied by the ringing of a small bell

’ The topic of^ TuIasi-mMiatmya is again laken up and elalwratcd in Vilasa

IX below. The veneration of the Tulasi plant long antedates the Caitanya

movement.
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carried in the left hand, and by proper Mudra and Mantra. The

usual ingredients of the incense are Ruhika, Kana (Guggula) , Daru,

Sihlaka, Aguru, Sita, §arkara and Jati-phala, but some add ghee,

honey and sandal. No animal product, except musk, is to be used.

The Yak.^-dhupa, prepared from the exudation of Sala trees, or

incense, made from the Usira grass and Salka-rasa, is forbidden.

After offering Dhfipa to the deity, one should fumigate oneself with

the remainder fume. The burning of incense before the deity is

highly praised in the Puranas, and it is said that it qualifies one

for the Sarupya form of emancipation.

Next comes the offering of light (Dipana) and waving it in

adoration before the image of the deity, directing the illumination from

its feet to its eyes, with proper Mudiii and Mantra. In the light, which

must be kept in a metal (and not earthen) receptacle (Dlpa-vrksa)

,

and never on bare ground, one may use camphor, ghee or scented

oil. The offer of big lights (Mahadipa), containing 108 Palas of

oil and a wick of untorn cloth {vdmsd tu samagrena), is highly

approved. The wick should not be double (ayugma) ; but red or

))li:e wick is to be avoided, and torn, dirty and used cloth should

not be employed in preparing it. One who reverentially illuminates

the deity or his temple in the manner described acquires great

religious merit, but one who wantonly puts out the light is liable to

great sin and calamity.

The offer of the Naivedya (food), which follows, is elaborately

described. Besides Naivedya-mudra, different kinds of Mudra (such

as Cakra-mudra
; Dheiui-mudra ; Grasa-mudra ; the five Mudras,

called Prana, Apana etc., explained in the commentary) are to

be employed at different stages of the ceremony, with the muttering

of different Bijas (mystical letters or syllables which form the

essential part of a Mantra), such as Vayu-bija {yam) y
Vahni-bljn

(rim) and Amrta-bija {thnm) ;
the procedure thus indicating that

the entire ritual is Tantric. Long lists of different kinds of food,

which should constitute the Naivedya are compiled from the

different Puranas ; but the Bhdgavata briefly and simply mentions

Guda. Payasa, Ghrta, Saskuli (cooked in oil, as the commentary
explains), sweets like Apupa (—Mandaka), Modaka and Samyava
(oblong wheaten cake fried with ghee and milk, sugar and spice),

ILadhi (coagulated milk) and Supa (broth or sauce), and whatever

is most desirable and tasteful to oneself. A long list of fruits is

also given from the Vardha-purdna. The forbidden food is that

which is unclean (like meat, fish and wine) and which is not fit to

be taken (like ghee made from the milk of buffalo, sheep or goat

;

certain vegetables like Vartaku, Udumbara, Mulaka and ^Alabu

;
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potherbs like Kalambi, Jalika, Kusumbha and Asmantaka
; lentils

like Masura; an4 garlic, Lasuna). After describing at length the

religious merit accruing from the proper offer of the Naivedya, the

author gives a list of sweet and fragrant drinks compiled from the

Vi^udharmottxim. Drawing a curtain before the image, the

worshipper should contemplate outside, with the muttering of

prayers (Japa), that the deity is accepting the food and drink

offered. Some perform Iloma in the manner described in the chapter

on Diksii, but those who are unable to do it should mutter Japa

four times. He should then offer water to the deity for rinsing the

mouth (Gandilsika)
; and finally, with Samhara-mudra, he should

make the divine halo, whieh came out to accept the food, re-enter

the mouth of the deity !

Removing the curtain, the worshipper should offer a pari of the

Naivedya to Visvaksena and to such Vaisnava devotees as Bali,

Bibhisana, Kapifa, Narada, Arjuna, Prahlada, Ambarisa, Vasu,

Hanurnat, Siva, Uddhava, Akrura, Sanaka, Suka and others, famed
in the Puranas. Having besmeared with cow^dung the ground on

which the Naivedya was offered, the worshipper should again place

water for rinsing the mouth and a tooth-brush, Acamanlya water

for sipping and washing the hand, and a towel for rubbing the

body. He should then rub the image, clothe it in a new^ garment,

offer another seat and water for w'^ashing the feet (Padya)
,
and

perfume the hands of the deity wdlh paste of sandal and aloe, his

mouth with Tula si leaf and fragrant eamphored betel. Again offering

perfumes and unguents, he should besmear and paint Tilaka marks

on the body of the image, offer regal dress, chowry, umbrella

and footw^ear, and place a mirror before the deity. For the

pleasure of the deity the worshii)per should then have music, song

and dance, preferably of the type introduced by the sage Bharata.

The deity is then to be lustrated again with a light and with a

conch-shell contaming water, and honoured with the chanting of

hymns derived from the sacred scriptures or composed by later

poets. The w^orshipper should then prostrate himself before the

deity like a log of wood (dandavat) and offer homage with the

proper Mudra.

All this is followed by a series of devotional acts which complete

the ritual
; namely, circumambulation (Pradaksina) from the left to

the right of the divine image ;
dedication of self in the spirit of a

servant (Dasa-bhava) ; muttering the Mula-mantra 108 or 1,008

times wdth the performance of Pranayama
;
prayer for the attainment

of Bhakti and absolution from thirty-two kinds of sin ; and lastly,

reverentially placing on one’s head the remains of the offering

46
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presented to the deity (Nirmalya). Then the worshipper should

take leave of the deity with the Visarjam Mudi$ and the prayer

that the heart of the worshipper should become the resting place

for the deity, accompanied by LaksmT.

Gopala Bhatta concludes with a few general remarks on the

mode of worship, which, in his opinion, is a means of Bhakti, meant
for the perfection of Mantra and Japa. He lays dowd distinctly

that the Bhiigavatas should proceed with devotion always in

accordance with the views of his own Sampradaya {sva-sva-

mmpraddydnumratah) , for every act is fair and fit if performed with

due devotion (hhaktau sarvam hi sobhanam)

,

In a temple the

worship is either compulsory or occasional, and all ritualistic details

should be carefully observed
; but in one's own house the worship

is compulsory, although one may follow one’s own fancy in the

matter of details.

F^7d^^a IX

This Vilasa purports to deal with the Mahaprasada or the

‘ great favour ’ of the food-offering, accepted by the deity and then

distributed among devotees and people present at the worship ;
but

in reality the chapter digresses into various connected topics.

The water in the conch-shell (^nkhodaka) , sanctified by the

sight of the deity, should first be given to the Vaisnavas and then

held on his own head by the worshipper. By doing this, he can
reap the fruit of a holy bath in the Ganges. lie should then offer

the Padodaka (water used for washing the deity’s feet) to the

Vaisnavas and himself drink it, placing a few drops on his own
head. The house, which is daily sanctified l>y the Padodaka of the

deity, remains free from all sins and calamities. In the eloquent

and lengthy series of eulogy of the Padodaka, culled from the

different Sastras, Gopala Bhatta remarks in conclusion that it is

possible to count the waves of sea, but it is not possible to exhaust

the enumeration of the endless virtues of the divine Padodaka. It

is added that the Padodaka mixed with the sacred leaves of the

Tiilasi is specially efficacious.

The worshiY)per should then go to the Tulasl grove, and worship
the shrub which is Hari’s darling, with perfume, flowers and rice,

bow down before it with complete prostration of the body, and
pray with appropriate Mantra and Stava for its favour. A large

number of Piirapa and other texts supplies exuberant and endless

eulogy of the sacred Tulast. Sometimes the laudation is extravagant,
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hut nothing appears exaggerated to the devotional mind, which

even believes, among other things, that if one sits even for a single

moment under the TulasI shrub, the sins of one crore of re-births

melt away ! In this connexion the religious efficacy of the Amalaki

tree is also glorified. By carrying an Amalaki fruit, a man
purifies himself ; by eating it, he becomes equal to Narayana ; and

by keeping it in the house, he remains untouched by sin !

After finishing the worship, the members of the three higher

castes, especially the Brahmans, should study the religious books

(foistras) themselves or teach others : for the Sruti and the Smrti are

said to be the two eyes of the twice-born. After daily study, one

should make an effort to earn one’s livelihood
; but if this is not

necessary, one should join the assembly of good men and listen to

their virtuous talk. The various modes of earning livelihood are

classified in the Bhdgavata (vii. 11. 18-19) as (/) Rtamrta, gleaning

things here and there (unchcmla) and receiving them unsolicited

(aydeita)
,

(ii) Mr! a, constant begging (Nitya-Yacna)
,

(Hi) Pramrta,

agriculture (Karsana), (iv) Satyanrta, merchandise (Vanijya)

.

A Vaisnava should prefer these to waiting upon a low and wicked

person, which is rightly called ‘dog-subsistence’ (Sva-vrtti), fit

only for a low toady. But the really pure livelihood (feukla Vrtti),

foi a Brahman, consists of gifts (Pratigraha) , receipts from priestly

service or presents from a worthy disciple : for a Ksatriya, it consists

of military service ( Yuddhopakilra) , application of power (Danda)

and legal practice (Vyavahara) ; for a Vaisya, the worthy means

are agricultui'c (Kf^i), merchandise (Vanijya) and preservation of

cattle (Go-rak^a) ; for the Stidra, service to people of higher castes

is the best way of livelihood. The best wealth is that which is

inherited, which has been received by friendly gift or which comes

with the wife as the dowry. In this connexion it is laid down that

food and certain things should not be accepted from the &udra.

The Vaisnava should accept food from a Vaisnava, but not from a

non-Vaisnava, even if he is a Brahman. It will be seen from all

this that the system of caste and consequent restriction of food and

gift are not altogether rejected. If it is impossible to support

oneself in the ways described above, one may accept things from

men of those castes and professions from whom acceptance is not

disallowed by the Sastras. Some authorities advise muttering of

the Mula-mantra with firm faith in the deity without caring for

livelihood.

Of the midday rites and duties, the foremost is the midday

worship, performed after an actual or symbolical (by means of

Mantra) bath in the same manner as described above. In the
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sixth part of the day one should perform, with rice dedicated to

Kr|*na, the five ** great ” Grhya sacrifices (Panca Mahayajha)

,

namely, Deva-yajna (sacrifice to the gods by means of Hoina or

offer of oblations), Bhuta-yajha (offer of food, Bali, to all created

beings), Pitr-yajna (dedication of oblation, Pinda, to the dead

ancestors), Maniisya-yajna (entertainment of guests) and Brahma-

yajha (study of the Veda or Purana) . In this connexion Gopala

Bhatta makes some incidental remarks on the ceremony of

Vaisnava ferfiddha, the daily or periodical present of food and

water to the dead ancestors. It should be performed with food,

first dedicated to the Bhagaval and mixed with Tulasi. The
Vaisnavas are to be fed, but. while eating, non-Vaisnavas should not

be allowed to sit on the same row. Regarding things which should

be dedicated to the Bhagavat, it is said that such food, light,

flower, water, and so forth, as are meant for any other deity, should

not be offered to the Bhagavat. A Vaisnava should not eat until

the worship of the deity is finished, or without first offering what

is meant for oneself to the deity.

The mode of taking and distributing the Mahaprasada is then

described in detail. After respectfully saluting the Mahaprasada,

the worshipper should consecrate it with the name of his I^ta-deva

or tutelary deity (with Gayatri, according to the commentary)

and seven limes with the Mula-mantra. Keeping aside portions

meant for Yama and the Pitrs, it should be sprinkled with the

Padodaka and Tulasi leaves, and some verses are then to be

recited. After dedicating the '^ood to the Panca Pranas, the

worshipper should distribute portions to Vaisnavas (but in no

case to non-Vaisnavas !) and himself partake of it, in front of the

deity, with his face turned towards the east. The ceremony of

eat'ng also has an elaborate set of pious rules, but it is not

necessary to summarise them here. The Vilasa concludes with the

glorification of the Mahaprasada by quotation of te^ts on its

IMahatmya.

Vildsa X

This Vilasa is devoted entirely to the characterisation of the

Vaisnava devotee and Vaisnava religious practice, and gives an

epitome of social and religious usages known as Vaisnava Sad-acara.

After peiiorming the rites and ceremonies described above, a

Vaisnava should adorn himself with sectarian Tilaka marks and

repair humbly to the assembly of Vaisnava devotees. The charac-

teristics of a Vais^iava devotee are then enumerated and illustrated
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by the cittilion of a larj^c number of authoritative texts. The
general definition is that one whose deity is Visnu is a Vaisnava.^

Even those devotees of Siva, who do not make any distinction

between Siva and Krsna, and observe Vaisnava usages are good

Vaisnavas, After mentioning the general excellences of piety, good

!>irth. learning, devotion, humility, compassion and good conduct,

GopaJa Bhatta deals with the special qualities in detail. They are :

{i) attachment to the Bhagavata Sastras and Bhagavata religion

(Bhagavacchastra-dharma-paratii)
,

(it) paying honour to the

Vaisnavas (Vaisnava-sammana-nistha)
,

(Hi) devotion in the service

(»f TulasI (Tiilasi-seva-nistha)
,
(iv) joy in the sacred names (Naman)

and in the recollection (Smarana), meditation (Dhyana) and

worship (Puja) of the deity, (t;) exclusive devotion (Ekantikata)

,

causing undivided iiitentncss (ananya-jtaratd) by the knowledge

(vijndnena) of the Bhagavat. This exclusive devotion presents

four aspects, namely, faith in the religion indifference to other

things like JMna and Karman, deep affection (Manorati) in spite

of hindrance (vighndJmlafve'pi)

,

and absoluteness of love for the

deity (Premaika-parata) . There arc three grades in this love or

Preman. That love is superior which sees the deity in all creatures

and all creatures in the deity, and attains the consciousness of

identity (Ahheda-jfiana) . That love is middling which is devoted

to the deity, friendly to his devotees and compassionate to the

ignorant, but which disregards the hostile and thus adopts an

attitude of distinction (Bheda-jiiana) . That love is inferior and

common (Prakrta) which concerns itself only with the worship

of the deity and docs not respect his devotees nor regard anything

else.

'this is followed by an elaborate glorification of the Vaisnava

devotee and the supivmc benefit of his devout company, each

statement being illustrated, in the usual manner, by the citation of

a large number of texts. The company of the Vaisnava devotee

(Bliagavad-bhakta-sanga) is said to destroy all evil (Anartha-

nivartakata) , turning all evil into good (Anarthasyiipyartha-

padakata) , accomplish the attainment of all desired objects

(Sarvesta-sadhakata) and absolution from all sin (Sarva-pataka-

mocakata), sharpen the intellect (buddhrni visadayati)

,

produce

devotion (Bhakti-sanipadakata) , make one forget everything about

the Deha (body) and Dehin (soul), bring joy to the whole world

fJagad-anandakata) and lead to emancipation (Moksa-pradata)

.

It is indeed superior to taking baths in all holy places (Sarva-tirtha-

dhikata) and higher than all pious deeds (Sarva-satkarmadhikata) ;

^ vimur era hi yasyai.^ devata vaisnavah smrtah.
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in fact, it is the essence of everything (Sarva»sarata) . The evils

of bad company (Asat-sahga) and of reviling the Vais^ava

(Vai^iiava-ninda) are then dealt with in detail, as well as the mode
of approaching the holy company of the Vaisnavas (Vaisijava-

samagama-vidhi) . If a Vaisnava meets a devotee of Visnu, he

should welcome and embrace him, greet him with sweet words,

and salute him by falling prostrate at his feet (daji4avat)
;

for

Visnu resides in the heart of all Vaisnava devotees. In this

connexion Gopak Bhatta describes at length the merits of praising

and paying respect to the Vaisnava and of reading or listening to

their scriptures (Sastras), of which the most sacred and purifying

is the great Smnad-bhdgaimfa. By listening to the deeds of

Srlkrsria described therein, both the speaker and the hearer ensure

the highest religious merit for themselves by the removal of their

sins, gratification of all desires, and awakening of resignation and

love for the deity.

Gopak Bhatta now proceeds to explain in detail the general

characteristics of the Bhagavata religion (Bhagavad-dharma) , which

leads to the love (Rati) of the deity. The subject is approached

more from the point of view of religious practice than theology and

philosophy. Besides general qualities like kindness, friendship,

reverence, piety, penance, compassion, restraint of words and deeds,

study, simplicity, continence, power of endurance, contentment and

so forth, the list of special characteristics includes such overt acts

of piety and observance of vows, rites and usages as are enjoined

by the Vaisnava Sastras. These are, for instance, the observance

of the eleventh day of a fortnight (EkadasT) , on which day fasting

is considered indispensable and efficacious, celebration of certain

nights with vigil, daily worship, reciting of the thousand sacred

names, keeping vows on the MahadvadasT days, constant use

of TuksI garland, TuksT paste and Tuksi leaves in all religious acts,

holding the Padodaka on one’s head and partaking of the sacred

food-offering (Naivedya), annual visit to Mathura, listening to the

scriptures and singing the glories of the deity, dancing and music

on the nights of vigil and a series of similar pious acts which foster

devotion to the Bhagavat. The chapter concludes with a descrip-

tion of the merits of celebrating the glories of the deeds and sports

(Lila) of the Bhagavat.

Vildm XI

This Vilasa deals with worship in the evening and at night,

and contains incidental remarks on certain rules of virtuous conduct

and on the efficacy of repeating the sacred names.
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According to the Visrm-'purdm, the proper time for evening

worship comes when the sun is half set. Punctuality is necessary,

but if one is possessed of the highest devotion, no sin will accrue

if one fails to be punctual., The religious rites are not indispensable

for a man who has reached the highest stage of devotion, and the

question of Patitya (degradation) does not arise on account of

unintentional mistake, which is always pardonable.

There are rules, given by the Gautamiya Tantra, for different

modes of meditation and worship at the three junctures of the day

(Tri-samdhya) . In the morning Krsna shoTild be contemplated as

seated among Gopa-Gopis under the shade of the divine Wishing

Tree (Kalpa-vrksa) at Vrndavana, and worshipped with sixteen

kinds of gifts (Sodasopacara, to be mentioned below), and with

the offering of milk and curd (Dadhi) in a golden plate to Krsna

and in a plate of bell-metal to the Gopas respectively. At midday,

Krsna should be contemplated as seated in the Padmasana posture

at the foot of a golden mountain adorned with lakes, lotus, birds

and trees, and worshipped with the offer of Jati flowers and with

rice-food placed in a silver plate before Krsna and his companions.

In the evening, Krsna should be contemplated as seated in an

arbour of jewels under the Kalpa tree and adorned with sandal

decorations, garlands and ornaments, and worshipped with fragrant

flowers and offer of pure boiled milk in a silver cup. All these

three are really menial modes of worship (ManasT Arcana) and

should be accompanied by the muttering of the Mantra one

thousand and eight times (or, for brevity, one hundred and eight

times)

.

The worship at night follows by an offering of oblations (Homa)
in accordance with the usage of particular Sampradayas. After

some music and dance, the worshipper should pray to the deity to

retire to bed, take the image there, offer thick sweetened milk,

camphored betel, unguent and garland, and leave it to rest after

dedicating mentally all his own acts to the deity. Wealth properly

acquired receives its fruition in elaborate ceremonial worship, but

those who are unable to undertake it should offer the minimum
requisites of gift, or may only witness the performance. The
witnessing of the worship or the sight of the image is in itself

productive of the highest good.

Gifts to the deity are never wa.sted, but they always produce

the highest merit. Special gifts are specially efficacious. Among
such gifts are mentioned the offer of a black milk-cow with a calf,

the dedication of a pond and garden, the construction of market-

avenue (Apana-vlthika) , the building of a city, the gift of
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palanquin, horse, elephant, ringing bells, pitchers, stands or

icceptacles for incense, light, garland and perfume, metal utensils,

various kinds of jewels, dress and ornaments, flower and fruit

trees, religious books (like the ^rlTwad-hhagavata)

,

dancing girls

and maid-servants, musical instruments, and lastly, the construction

of altar (VedT), portal (Torana) or temple (Mandira).

Regarding the requisites of worship, Gopala Bhatta states that

though the number of Upacaras is not limited, the Tantric

Vaisriavas have grouped them into three classes to suit the means

and convenience of different kinds of worshippers. The group of

five Upacaras consists of perfume (Gandha), flower (Puspa), incense

(Dhupa), light (Dipa) and food-offering (Naivedya) . The second

group consists of ten Upacaras, namely, the five just mentioned

and Arghya (reception-offering of rice, Durva-grass and flower, or

water onlj^), Padya (water for washing the feet), Acamaniya

(water for purifleatory sipping), Madhuparka (offer of milk and

honey), and Punar-Acamaniya (water for sipping again). The third

group of sixteen Upaeilras comprises all these ten, and Svagata

(word of welcome) , Asana (seat) , Snanlya (water for bathing)

,

Vasana (garment), Ahharana (ornament), and Candana (sandal-

paste) } But there is also a long list of sixty-four Upacaras, which

is also enumerated, but we are told that they are differently given

in different books. If these requisites of worship are not available,

simple procedure is prescribed. In such a case, one may offer

flower and unhusked barley-corn (Aksata-yava) or pure water, or

a piece of Tulasl leaf only. Whatever is unavailable may also be

imagined and offered mentally.

In this way is completed the perfect day of the Vais^ava

devotee. After saluting the deity with prostration of the body,

he should take his meal, retire to bed and fall asleep with the

remembrance of the deity and with the muttering of prayers and

sacred names. He should wash his hand and feet and perform

Acamana before retiring to bed and lie down with his head either

towards the east or the south. In this connexion Gopala Bhatta

lays down, for the benefit of householders, certain rules with ^

regard to sleeping with one’s own wife.

The rest of the chapter is devoted to the glorification of

Vaisnava worship of the Bhagavat, its necessity and efficacy, and

* In this last, enumeration some substitute Pradak^ina (circumambulation)

,

Namaskara (olieisance) and Visnrga (parting) for Punar-Acamanlya, Madhuparka

and Candami. Gopalii Phatta speaks of local custom in the enumeration of

Upacaras.
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dwells at length on the cultivation of the devotional attitude of

Bhakli and the supreme merit of uttering the various sacred names

of the deity. The woi;5hip of the Bhagavat is the highest good and

brings all bliss and blessing in this and next life. This thesis is

illustrated in various ways by the testimony of a large number of

authoritative texts, which speak of its wonderful virtue and itsv

obligatory character. Even worship performed negligently does not

become fruitless ; i1 is much more meritorious than, for instance,

Ihe study of the Vedas or offering of oblations. But the best form

of worship and devotion in the Kali Age is the recollection and

uttering of the blessed names. A list is given of the various names
to be uttered at different times and in different situations ; for the

Sastras declare the utterance of particular names for the accomplish-

ment of particular objects. For instance, the name Visnu is

appropriate at the lime of taking medicine ; Janardana at meals ;

Padmanabha when one retires to bed ; Prajapati at the time of

sexual enjoyment : Cakrin in the battle-field : Varaha in water and

Jala&lyin in fire ; Narasimha in the forest and Raghunandana in

the mountain ; Govinda in case of bad dreams ; Narayana at the

time of inauspicious sneezing : Garudadhvaja to avert the effects of

poison ; Vasudeva in bathing, worship, Homa and Pradaksina
; at

all times Madhiisudana and in all acts Madhava ! Different results

can be obtained by uttering the different names in different seasons,

months, fortnights, days and Tithis.

Gopala Bhatta refers to the dogma, which we have already

mentioned,^ that the name (Naman) and the possessor of the name
(Namin) arc in the ease of the supreme deity identical. From this,

the .supreme efficacy of taking the divine names, which is not

mere eulogium (Arlha-vada) , necessarily follows. It is said to have

the power (/) to destroy all sin (Akhila-paponmul.ariatva)
,

(?V) to

remove all misery (Sarva-duhkhopasamanal\^)
,

[in) to take away
the evil effects of Kali Age (Kali-biidhupaharitva)

,
(w) to rescue one

destined for hell (Narakyuddharakatva)
, (tO to demolish the effects

of Prtobdha Karman- (Prarabdha-viivisitva)
,

{vi) to dispel all

offence (Sarvaparadha-blianjanatva) ,
(vii) to act as a complement

to human effort (Karma-.sampurti-karitva) ,
{inii) to be more than

all the Vedas, all holy bathing and pilgrimage, and all good acts

(Sarva-veda-llrtha-satl^arniadhikatva)
,

(/a*) to bestow all desired

objects (Sarvartha-pradatva) ,
(.t) to be all-powerful (Sarva-

saktimattva)
, (.r/) to bring joy to the whole world (Jagad-ananda-

katva), {xii) to make one universally adorable (Jagad-vandyata-

’ See aboA^e p. 210.

47

“ See above pp. 127-28.
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padakatva)
,

(xiit) to be the only way to those who have no other way

(Agatyekagatitva)
,

(xiv) to be practised always and everywhere

(Sada sarvatra sevyatva), (xv) to make ojje attain emancipation

(Mukti-pradatva) and the Vaikuntha-loka where the deity resides

(Vaikuntha-Ioka-prapakatva) ,
(xvt) to please (Prmanatva) and

bring the deity himself under the control of the devotee (Vasikaritva)

,

(xvh) to be in itself the highest good (Svatah parama-purui^r-

thatva), and, lastly, (xviii) to be the highest form of Bhakti or

devotion (Bhakti-prakaresu sraisthyam). Of all the sacred names,

there is a special efficacy in taking the name of Krsna. The

Namaparadhas^ or offences relating to the sacred names are then

briefly dealt with, and it is laid down that the taking of the name
itself is an expiation of such offences.

The next topic is the rarity (Durlabhatva) and efficacy

(Mahatmya) of the devotional attitude called Bhakti. It cannot

be had on demand, but it is the fruit of merit acquired in succession

of births. It may be acquired by knowledge, meditation, worship

or penance, but it is the grace of the deity alone which awakensi

it in the minds of men. It destroys sin, removes the necessity of

activity (Karmadhikara-nirasanatva)
,

])urifies and makes the mind
serene, stimulates all good qualities, strikes at the root of egoism,

pleases and subjugates the deity, effects union with him, makes one

attain all desired objects and reach the Vaikuntha-loka. It is the

highest duty, the highest path : it is higher than Moksa or mere

emancipation : it is in its very nature the highest good.

The outward acts of piety,- such as Sravana, Kirtana, Smarana,

Pada-seva, Arcana, Vandana, Dasya (=:Karmarpana, according to

the commentary), Sakhya (=Trust) and Atma-nivedana, determine

the characteristics of Bhakti ; and such Ahgas or means may be

eight, nine or sixteen. They may include initiation (Diksa) into

the Vi.snu-Mantra: taking of the Padodaka and Mahaprasada, wearing

the sectarian marks, doing service to Vaisnavas, worship of the

Tulasi plant, observing the fast days and night vigils, singing,

dancing or enacting a religious play (on the divine Lila) before

the deity, visit to Mathura and so forth. Some of these acts are

obligatory, but some optional ; and of all these, as well as of the

characterisation of Bhakti into three grades as Tamasa, Ilajasa and
Sattvika according to the nature of the devotee, we are told that

detailed information will be found in such works as the Muktd-'phala

(of Vopadeva) and (the commentary adds) the Bhakti-msamfia-

sindhu.

See above p. ISO. See above p. ISO.
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The highest form of Bhakti, however, is what is called the

Prema-Bhakti or loving devotion for the deity, which dispenses

with the necessity of overt acts and brings the Caturvarga (Dharma,

Artha, Kama and Moksa) under the unsolicited control of the

devotee. The inner and outer springs of the Prema-bhakti, such

as complete detachment from objects of senses, tears, thrilling of

the body and mind, singing, dancing, laughing, crying, melting of

the heart, and so forth, are described. Such a devotee is neither

sane nor insane. He is above all fear, all shame- and all misery.

The attitude consists of complete surrender of self (Saranapatti)

to the grace (Prasada) of the deity, who thereby reveals himself

to the devotee in all his self-surrendering charm. The necessity,

chcracteristics and effect of Saranapalti are Ihen dealt with in

detail.

The chapter concludes with a list of rules of virtuous conduct

and traditional usages for Vaisnava householder (Sadacara),^ but

it is too long and detailed to be summarised here. It is noteworthy,

hoAvever, that in addition to the Puranas, the orthodox law-books

of Visnu and Atri are also drawn upon. Some injunctions are

noteworthy. For instance, one should expiate by looking at the sun

if one comes across the sight of a low-caste Candala, an atheist or

a Yavana ! It is forbidden to receive any gift from a Sudra. These

and similar injunctions jwint to a regard for Varnasrama-Dharma
ns a curious feature of this Vaisnava faith.

Vildsa XII

This Vila.sa, called the Ekadasl-nirnaya, deals with the topic

of fasting on the eleventh (and also the twelfth) day of the fort-

night, and opens with a salutation to the Bhagavat, to whom
these days of fasting are said to be very dear.

Of the necessity of fasting on tlie eleventh lunar day or the

Ekadasi Tithi, four reasons are given, namely, satisfaction of the

Bhagavat (Bhagavat-prTnanatva) , observance of feastric injunction

(Vidhi-praptalva)
,

prohibition of eating on that day (Bhojana-

nisedha) and liability to sin resulting from non-observance

("Pratyavaya)

.

No distinction should be made between the Ekadasi days of

the dark and the bright fortnights respectively, and fasting on

both days produces the same result. If the Ekadasi falls on a

^ Some of fhc rules are almost similar to those prescribed for the Snalaka

in the Dbarma-dastra.
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Sunday" or on the day of the sun's zodiacal passage (Samkraiiti)
,
it is

specially effective. Jaimini expresses a contrary opinion and

forbids fasting on these days, as well as during solar and lunar

eclipses ; but Gopala Bhatta thinks that the prohibition is applicable

to what is called Kainya Upavasa, that is, optional fasting for the

attainment of a particular object, and not to fasting on the EkadasI

which is compulsory. The Ekadasi should be observed even during

the period of impurity (Asauca) consequent upon birth and death.

The Sraddha day, which might happen to fall on the Ekadasi,

should be shifted to the following day in order that the Ekadasi

fasting may be observed duly.

Every one, without distinction of caste, sex, creed, or station

in life, is entitled to fasting ; but those whose age is below eight and

above eighty, need not fast. A householder (Grhastha), a student

(Brahmacarin) , a sacrificer (Ahitagni) or a hermit (Yati), as well

ns a Vaisnava, ftaiva or Saura, should, therefore, observe fasting

on the Ekadasi day. In case of inability, a substitute, who is a

near relative (son, wife, brother, sister, or any Brfdiman) and who

is not paid for the purpose, may be appointed : but the substitute

appropriates to Jiimself a large part of the merit of fasting. Or.

one may, in lieu of fasting, offer gifts to good Brahmaps. If he is

very old or very young, or afflicted with disease and disability, he

may eat once at night or live on milk, fruit and water. But in no

circumstances should a Vaisnava eat on those days when the deity

goes to sleep (Sayana-Ekadasl, the eleventh day in the light half

of the month of Asadha), or when he rises from sleep (IJtthana-

EkadasI, the eleventh day in the light half of the month of

Karttika), or when he turns on the other side in his sleep (Parsva-

parivartana-EkadasI, the eleventh day of the light half of the month

of Bhadra) . The merits of Ekadasi fasting are then exuberantly

detailed ;
we are told, for instance, that such fasting is superior in

merit to the performance of thousands of horse-sacrifices or of the

Vajapeya.

The Tithi (lunar day) of Ekadasi may be Viddha (Mixed) or

Saippurna (Pure) . It is Purva-viddha when touched in the forepart

by Dasainl, and Uttara-viddlia when touched in the latter part by

Dvadasl. Of these two, fasting on the Puiva-viddha day is to be

avoided, although it is generally stated that fasting on the Viddha

Ekadasi day is highly inauspicious. In this connexion four kinds

of Vedha (namely, Vedha, Aii-vedha, Mahavedha, and Yoga) arc

distinguished : and Madhava’s interpretation of these terms is

quoted. It is explained that other Tithis are called Sampurna

when they last from one sunrise to the next sunrise ; but in the case
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of Ektldasi, if it lasts for two Muhurtas^ before sunrise it is

Sampurna, and a Vaisnava should fast on that day. The term
‘ sunrise/ or, strictly speaking ‘ dawn ’ (Arunodaya)

, is explained as

the time consisting of four Dandas before the actual sunrise ; while

a ‘ Vaisnava ’ is described as one who has accepted the Visnu-Mantra

and worship of Visnii and who is very particular about his duties

and observes fasting on the Ekadasi day.

AH this is more or less technical discussion, but it is necessary

to determine the exact time and period of fasting as a vow.

Various types of Ekadasi are distinguished. If the Sampurna
Ekadasi begins at dawn and remains up to the next morning, the

fasting, which is called Unmilani, should be observed on the

Dvadasi. If a portion of the Sampurna DvadasI, which is preceded

by a Sampurna Ekadasi, falls on the thirteenth day (Trayodasi),

then both the fasting and its break, which is called Vahjuli,

should occur on the Dvadasi. If the three lunar days, the

Ekadasi, Dvadasi and Trayodasi, fall on the Dvadasi, it is

called Tri-sparsa
; the fast, beginning on the Dvadasi, should be

broken on the Trayodasi. It is said to be one of the most efficaci-

ous fasts. If the Sarripurna Pfirnima (full-moon) or Amavasya
(new moon) covers a portion of the next day (Pratipad) , then

one should not fast on the preceding Ekadasi (even if it is

Sampfirna)
, but on the Dvadasi, which vow is called Paksa-vardhani.

The conjunction of stars also gives us four divisions of the Dvadasi,

namely Jaya, Vija5^a, Jayanti and Papa-nasani, but the details are

(.•onsidered in the next Vilasa. Gopala Bhatta concludes the subject

v/ith the remark that the correct ascertainment of the Ekadasi

Tithi is difficult. In case of doubt, learned and pious Vaisnava

Brahmans should be consulted ; but those, w'ho pay no attention to

the Veda, Tantra and Dharma-sastra, or have no regard for

their preceptor, Mantra and Vaisriava scriptures, should be
avoided.

Vilma Kill

In this Vilasa the connected topic of the rites and duties of

the days respectively preceding and following the Ekadasi fast is

dealt with.

On the tenth day of the fortnight (Dasami), the Vaisriava

should take his morning bath, put on a fresh garment, and take a

solemn vow with the Samkalpa-Muntra of performing it for three

days with effect from the Dasami and completing it without hitch

* A Muhurta is said to be 80th pari of a day, a period of 48 minutes.
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by the grace of the deity. During this time it is not necessary to

bathe again, even if he comes in contact with one who is not

touchable. At midday he should take his meal consisting of

Havisya and K^ra, the ingredients of which are described in detail.

Without taking any food at night, he should lie alone on the

ground, thinking of the deity. The use of certain things are

forbidden on this day
;

bell-metal utensils, meat, the lentil or

pulse called Masura, the chick-pea (Canaka), honey, eating twice,

physical labour, speaking untruth, gambling, sleeping at daytime

and society of women.

On the day of fasting the Vaisnava should bathe in the morning

and worship the Bhagavat ; then, facing the north and holding a

copper pot, filled v/ith water, he should take the vow (Samkalpa-

Mantra) of fasting for the day and taking his meal on the following

day. Offering flowers to the deity, he should drink the water thus

sanctified by the Mantra. If the Dasaml extends beyond midnight,

the vow (Samkalpa) should be taken after the first four Praharas

(Prahara=about three hours) of the EkadasI elapses. The Upavasa

(Fasting) is characterised in the Grhya-panMsta, Katydyana-^mfti,

Vimu-dharma, BrahTiia-vaivarta and other works. It is said to be

association (Vasa) with virtue by the avoidance (Upa=:Upavrtya)

of sin. As a form of continence, it consists chiefly of the discard-

ing of all objects of luxury or enjoyment (Bhoga)
,
such as ornaments,

garlands, perfumes, unguents, betel, collyrium, fine dress and even

tooth-brush ! In addition, one should avoid gambling, untruth,

sleep by day, meat and drink, sexual enjoyment, and the sight of

unbelievers, which last act entails an expiation. The virtues that

should be cultivated are forbearance, truth, kindness, silence, purity,

control of the senses, worship of gods and fire-sacrifice, contentment,

avoidance of anger, injury and theft, as well as meditation, recollec-

tion and repetition of Krsna’s name. After performing evening

worship, the Vaisnava should observe vigil at night (Jagara)

.

This may be done by worship, prayer, dance, music and other

entertainments for the pleasure of the deity, listening to the

Piiranas and so forth,—twenty-six different kinds of acts being

prescribed foi the purpose. The vigil is obligatory, as well as

dance and music ; and the glory of observance and sin of

non-observance are described in detail on the testimony of the

scriptures.

The bi’eak of fast (Paraiia) has also a set of rites and duties.

After morning worship, the vow is to be dedicated, with appropriate

formula, to Hari ; but, in the opinion of sonic authoritative

Vais|?avas, the Upacaras need not be offered at this worship,
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the image of deity should not he bathed. After finishing his

daily duties, the Vaisnava should feed the Brahmans and eat a

few TulasI leaves before breaking the fast. The Dvadasi should

never be allowed to pass. If the Dvadasi lasts for a short period,

the morning and midday duties mast be performed early in the

morning. If this also becomes impossible, then they should be

completed before daybreak. In case of difficulty even in this period,

the fast should be broken with w.atcr only, and then the duties

performed in due course. The first quarter of the Dvadasi is

called Hari-vasara, or Hari’s day ; it should be allowed to elapse

before fast is broken. Regarding choice of food, the same rules

about permitted and forbidden food as ii'cntioned under DasamI
should be observed.

The rest of the chapter is taken up with a detailed account of

the eight kinds of Dvadasi, ali‘'*ady mentioned, namely, the

quartet depending on Tithi (UnmllanT, Vanjuli, Tri-sparsa and

Paksa-vardhani) and the quartet depending upon certain stellar

conjunction (Jaya.^ Vijaya, Jayantl and Piipa-nasanl) ; their merits,

method of observing vows and rules of worship on these special

occasions ; determination of time for obse rving and breaking fast

by consulting such works as the Nrsirriha-paricaryd ; and topics

connected with these rites and observances.

Vildm XIV

This and the two following Viliisas deal with the subject of

monthly religious ob.servanccs, occurring throughout the year, and

rites and duties connected with them, and includes a treatment of

the various Vaisnava festivals. The present Vilasa is devoted

particularly to those occurring from the month of Agrahayana to

that of Caitra.

The month of Agrahayana or MargasTrsa is the most important

and foremost of the months, during which the rites and ceremonies

mentioned below confer much merit. One should worship the

Bhagavat under the TulasI shrub with dance and music. The

performance of Nakta-vrata (nightly vow), that is, fasting at

daytime and taking lood once only at night, worship of the Fish-

incarnation (the othei nine incarnations to be worshipped successively

in the following months) , morning bath, Japa and Homa, offer of

Payasa (a preparation of milk, rice and sugar) as Naivedya, and

gift of warm clothes for protection from cold, are acts of piety

approved in this month.' The only Vrata that may be undertaken

is the K«tvaya*ni Vra^la, which the Gopls, living on Havisya,

performed for the pleasure of the deity.
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In the month of Pausa, a pious Vaispava should sleep on the

ground, bathe and worship thrice daily up to the twelfth day of

the bright fortnight. This may be observed for the whole month or

for a fortnight or for ten or five days. He should complete, with

dance and music, the act of worship by the Festival of Curd and

Rice (Dadhyodanotsava) , and besmear the image of the deity five

times with five seers of Ghee.

The month of Magha is said to be highly auspicious from the

devotional point of view. Besides worship of the deity three times

daily in the manner already described, placing of gifts of light,

blankets, fuel, garment, footwear, oil, sheath of cotton, cotton tree

and cotton covering,- distributing painted piece of cloth and rice

and feeding of Brahmans, are mentioned as praiseworthy. The

most meritorious and obligatory function in this month is the daily

morning bath (Magha-snana) , barc-bodied, in the Ganges or in a

pond, to which every one, without distinction of caste, creed, sex

or age, is entitled. The three festivals and Vratas in this month
are the Vasanti Paficaml, Bhlsma-AstamT, Bhlma-Ekadasi, and

Varahl Dvadasi. The first, the early Spring Festival, occurs on the

fifth day of tlie bright fortnight, during which there is great

worship with fresh flowers, leaves and unguents, songs sung in the

Vasanta Raga, dance, music and lustration. The second occurs

on the eighth day of the bright fortnight,' during which libation of

water is to be offered to Bhisma, the best of Bhjigavatas, and fast

is to be observed. The BhTma-EkadasT and Vara hi Dvadasi follow

on the eleventh and twelfth days respectively.

In the month of Phalgiina, worship of the deity with Campaka
flowers, mango-blossoms, incense and perfume, as well as offer of

libation to the Fathers, is prescribed. Among the chief festivals w^e

have the ftiva-rfitri to be observed on the fourteenth day of the

dark fortnight. Though it is not compulsory for Vaisnavas, it is

mentioned in accordance wdth the jiractice of good Vaisnavas, who
should not be indiflercrit to it but observe it for the pleasure of

Kr§na.^ On this particular night, it is necessary to fast, worship

Siva and keep a wdiole-night vigil. If the twelfth day of the bright

fortnight is connected with the Piisya asterism, it is called Govinda-

dvadasT. It involves fast, vigil, and worship, and is observed after

the manner of the Papa-nasani Vrata mentioned above ;
it is also

called Amar^JakT Dvadasi, as the worship of the deity is prescribed

under tlu Amardaki tree. On the day of full-moon, there is the

’ According to the theology of this school, Aiya is a devotee (Bhakta) of

Krsria. In Krsnadasa Kaviraja’s biography we are told that Caitanya visited

^aiva temples in his South Indian pilgrimage.
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Vasanta-Utsava (Spring Festival), which consists of the worship of

Vasanta (Spring) , Krsna’s favourite, with mango-blossoms ; the

method.of worship is described in the Bhavisyottara Piirana, revealed

therein to Yudhisthira by the Bhagavat himself.

The three important observances in the month of Caitra are,

dui’ing the bright fortnight, the Rama-navaniT on the ninth, the

Dola-yatra on the eleventh, and the Madanarpaiia festival on the

twelfth day. The first of these consists of fast with worship of

Rama and the five series of his attendant deities (Avarana-devata)

,

such as Kausalya, Hanumat, Bliarata, BibhTsana and so forth.

The accomplishment of the vow (Vrata) abounds with Tiintric

practices of Mudra, Nyasa, Mandala etc. The Dola-yatra is an

important Vaisnava festival. In the opinion of some Vaisnavas, it

may be held on the third day of the bright fortnight ; if possible

it should be continued uninteriuptedly for the rest of the month.

The image of the deity, with its face turned towards the south, is

placed on a swing and moved to and fro wdth the celebration of song,

dance and music. Lustration, worship, night-vigil and other usual

rites are to be duly performed. The other Vaisriava festivals of

Snana-yatra, Candana-yatri and ILitha-yritrfi, like Dola-yatra, ar.i

to be celebrated on the days and after the manner of those of

Jagannatha at Puri. The Madanarpaiia or Damanaka-ropana
festival consists of the planting of an Asoka tree with appropriate

Mantras and ceremonial ivorship, being really a devotional service to

the love-god, whoso symbol is the red Asoka. On the preceding

night the Asoka plant should be placed in a Sarvatobhadra Mandala
in front of the deity ; and on the eight quarters the love-god is to

be invoked, with appropriate Blja and Mantra, as Kama-deva,

Bhasma-sarira, Anahga, Mamuatha, Vasanla.-sakhi, Smara, Iksu-

eilpa and Puspa-bana, and worshipped with flowers and with the

repetition of the Xama-gayatri 108 times.

In the month of Vaisakha, various devotional acts, known
collectively as Kesa^'a -vrata, are })rescribed, such as bathing twice

in a river or pond, living on Havisya, practising continence, lying

on bare ground, worship of Visnu and LaksmT at the three Samdhyas,

offer of sesamum, Ghee, water, vice, candied sugar and a real cow or

a sesamum-cow (to be specially offered by the rich devotee), and

gift of gold, food, clothes, footwear, umbrella and other things to

worthy Brahmaps. Of special merit are the acts of morning bath,

worship, gift, fasting, living on Havisya and Brahmacarya, to which

is added feeding of Brahmans. Thc.se are to be specially observed

on certain days, •namely, the Aksaya-trtlya (the third day of the

bright fortnight), the day on which the Yugas and the Vedas

48
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commenced
; the Sukla Saptami (the seventh day of the same)

,

celebrating the drinking up and releasing of the Jahnavi (Ganges)

by the sage Jahnu ; and the full-moon day which commemorates the

commencement of the Varaha-kalpa. The festival of Nrsimha-

caturdasl, on the fourteenth day of the bright fortnight, deserves

special observance as the day on which the Man-lion incarnation

appeared. It includes elaborate worship of the deity and his

devotee Prahlada. Gopala Bhatta concludes the chapter with the

remark that those who arc unable to undertake all the rites and

ceremonies of the month of Vaisakha need only observe morning

bath and worship (to be performed according to capacity) on the

thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth (full-moon) day of the bright

fortnight, or only feed ten Brahmans.

ViUisa XV

In this Vilasa Gopala Bhatta continues the subject of monthly

festivals and observances, and deals with those which occur from the

month of Vaisakha to that of Asvina.

From the full-moon day of Vaisakha to that of Jyaistha, the

worship of Krsna reposing in water is the most important rite. This

may also be performed in Asadha or Sravana, if there is no rain to

allay the heat of the season. The image of the deity, consisting of

the dark Salagrama stone, is to be placed in a receptacle of gold,

silver, copper or even earth, which is filled with cool and fragrant

water
;
and daily worship is to be peiformed in the usual manner.

In the evening, after the image is annointed with unguent and
perfume, it should be placed on a throne and honoured with the

waving of lights (Nirajana) and other forms of worship (Aratrika);

this should be specially performed on the DvadasI night. It is

highly efficacious on the days in which the sun stands in the

zodiacal sign of the Cancer (Karkata) or of Gemini (Mithuna)

.

In the month of Jyaistha, when the sun stands in the signs of

Taurus or Gemini, on the eleventh or Ekadasl day of the bright

fortnight, one should undertake the vow of what is called ‘waterless

fasting ’ (Nirjala Ekadasl) , in which one should avoid even a drink

of water from sunrise to sunrise. It is said that those who are

unable to keep periodical fasts, this one fast is enough io cover the

deficiency. At night, the deity is to be worshipped with the usual

rites and bathed in milk
; and an all-night vigil is to be observed

with dance and music in front of the image. After a bath next

morning and worship of the Trivikrama form of the deity, the

worshipper should make gifts of gold or of pitchers,® filled with water,

to Brahmans, and then break his fast after drinking water.
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On the twelfth day of the bright fortnight of A^dha when the

Bhagavat goes to sleep, the worshipper, after breaking his fast,

should wear Visnu’s marks (eonch-shell, disc, mace or lotus, Sahkha,

Cakra, Gada or Padma\^ burnt on the skin with red-hot iron. This

is meant to be a sign of the devotee's ardent love for the deity,

and should never be ridiculed on the pain of punishment in hell

!

Krsna is to be worshipp(*d on the occasion with five Upacaras

and the emblems, Sankha, Cakra, Gada and Khadga, of the deity

are to be invoked, propitiated and worshipped with appropriate

Mantra and Tiinlric spells (Bija) like om ram ruim mam
narri pdiicajanydya namah or om rain kham cam pharn sarn

(jaddyai namah, and so forth. The worshipper should get these

tokens made of gold, silver, copper, bell-metal or iron as amulets,

and wear the feuikha and Cakra on his two arms, the Sarriga on the

head, and the Khadga on the heart. The chief festival of this

month is the SaynnT-ksirabdhi-mahotsava, and the chief Vrata is

the Caturmasya. Fhe first is to be celebrated on the eleventh day

of the bright fortnight, which is known as ^ayana-Ekadasi,*'* and

the second on that day, or on the passage of the sun to the sign of

Cancer (Karkata-samkranti) . or on the full-moon day. The first

festival, with its attendant ceremonies, is described in detail. The
image of the deity, after lustration, should be carried in a palanquin,

with song and music, to a saeied lank ; and after due worship, it

should be reqiiesUd, with propt'r prayer and Mantra, to lie down
and sleep on the water. The Calurmiisya vow, lasting for four

months during which the deity sh'cps, may be taken immediately.

During this period the Vai.snava should practise restraint in every-

thing, bathe daily, observe pious rules of conduct, take his meal

only once daily but avoid certain edibles, lie on the bare ground,

preserve nails and Iniir, and keep the Candrayana fast regulated

by the course of the moon (the food being diminished every day by
one mouthful for the dark fortnight, and increased in like manner
during the bright fortnight) . Besides his favourite fruits, he should

discard potherbs in Sravana, coagulated milk (Dadhi) in Bhadra,

milk in Asvina and flesh or fish in Karttika.

In the month of Sravana, the only imi>ortant ceremony is the

Pavitraropana, for which authority is quoted not only from Vaisnava

and Tantra texts, but also from recognised Sinrti works like those of

Bodhayana and Manu. It is to be observed on the bright DvadasI

^ As iCsword) and Sari'ijja (Visnus bow) are also menlioiicd. the

Rix-armcd Visnu is probably meant.
* See above p. 368. ® See above p 372.
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or the full-moon day. It consists of the investiture of the image of

Ki’sna v.ith the Pavitra (or Upavlta, sacred cord), and offer of the

cords also to the retinue of the deity, to Fire, to the spiritual

preceptor, to good Vaisnavas and to self. The cord is to be prepared

with threads of gold, silver, copi)er, silk, lotus-fibre, cotton, Kusa or

Kasa grass. If only simple cotton is available, the thread should be

spun by unmarried Brahman girls, should be folded and re-folded

thrice. After sprinkling it with Pancagavya and washing with

pure water, one should sanctify the cord with the repetition of the

Mida-maiitra one hundred and eight times. There are three kinds

of cord, according as they contain 108, 54 or ^17 such threads and 30,

^4 or knots : and their length •should respectively reach the knee,

thigh or the navel of the image. If the cord is made of 1008 pieces

of thread and 108 knots, it is called Vanarnala, and it extends from

the crown on the head of the image to its feet. For the attendant

deities, the cord should consist of 27, 16 or 12 pieces of thread ; for

the Guru and x^gni, 27 threads folded nine times ; for himself,

26 folded nine times
;
for others there is no definite rule. On the

previous day the threads should be coloured and iwrfumed with

saffron (Kuhkuma), fragrant aloe (Agaru) or Gorocana (a bright

yellow orpiment prepared from the !>ile of cattle): and the cords

should be covered with cloth and placed in a basket. On the day of

investiture, the cords should be placed on full pitchers, in a Sarvato-

bhadra Mandala, for preliminary purification by the invocation and

worship of the twenty-one presiding deities of the cords, threads

and knots. The cords should then be dedicated with appropriate

Mantras and ceremonies, with worship and lustration of the image,

and with all-night vigil of song and dance. The cords are to be

worn for a month, for a fortnight, for three days and nights, or for

one day and night.

In Bhadra, on the eighth day of the dark fortnight, comes the

Krsna-janmastaml, or the Birth-festival of KrvSna, one of the most

famous of all Vaisnava festivals. Its mythical origin, as detailed in

the Bhaiisyottara, is quoted at length, and the method of deter-

mining the exact time and period of the vow and its great efficacy

are discussed and described. In this connexion the authority of the

Gautamlya Tantra, which is said here to be the exclusive Sastra on

Krsna-worship, is quoted and followed with great respect. The
festival consists of the construction of a lying-in chamber of Devaki
and insta%tion therein of her image and that of the infant ICrsna

sucking at her breast. There should also be placed the images of i

large number of attendant deities, including that of SasthI, th<‘

goddess presiding over child-birth. Then follows an elaborate course

of ceremonial worship and adoration, accompanied by fast and vigil.
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and enlivened by song, music and dance. On the eleventh fast day

of the bright fortnight of Bhadra is also to be celebrated the Parsva-

parivartana or Kati-dana-TTtsava of Visnu, in which the image

should be taken, after the manner of ihc Sayana-Utsava described

above, to a tank, laid on the water and made, after due worship, to

change its side from left to right. If the next following Dvadasl

day is connected with the asterisni Sravana, the Sravana-dvadasi-

vrata is to be undertaken wdth a bath at the confluence of rivers,

and with fasting and worshipping of the Vamana incarnation of

the deity. If one is unable to fast on such two consecutive

days, he may fast only on such a Dvadasl. If this Dviidasl

touches the preceding EkadasT, the eonjunction forms the Visnu-

srhkala-yoga. and fasting on such a day is declared to be highly

meritorious.

In the month of Asvina, on the tenth day of the bright fortnight,

one should observe the Vijayolsva festival, which Rama is said to

have performed under a Sami tree after TTannmat brought back the

message of Sila. In this ceremony, Rama is to be worshipped with

kingly honour under a SamT tree, which also should receive proper

w^orship.

ViUisa XVI

This Vilasa is devoted entirely to the month of Karttika, which

is notable for a seric's of religious vow's and pious obscTvances involv-

ing fast, daily bath, continence, worship, vigil, distribution of gifts

and festivity.

The lites and ceremonies for this month are dealt with in detail

in Shemda, Padma and other Puranas ; Gopala Bhatta purports to

summarise them in this cliaiiler. The general acts of piety, >vhich

are obligatory in this month, are daily bath in the river, living on

Havisya w'hich should be taken in silence on Palasa leaves, associa-

tion with pious men and listening to pious words, gifts of various

things (especially of Tila or sesamum) , tending the Tulasi shrub,

keeping vigils at night by lying on bare ground, and general worship

and adoration. One of the special observances is the placing of

lights (Dipa-dana) inside and outside the temple, on its pinnacle

(Sikhara-dipa)
, the lights being fed with Ghee, sesamifni oil or

camphor. Lights may also be })laced on streets, cross-w^ays, in water,

in the house of Briihmans, under trees, in cow-pens, and on difficult

roads through forests or wilderness. Of great efficacy is the posting

of lamp on an elevated pole in the air (Akasa-dipa) , and the

nocturnal illumination with rows of light (Dipa-mfilikii) on the

dark new-moon evening (Amavasya) after due w'orship of LaksmL
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The vows of Karttika are to be taken from the eleventh fast day

of the bright fortnight of Asvina. Certain articles of food are to

be avoided in this month, of which a list is given (including honey,

fish and flesh) ; one should not use oil or unguent, sleep on others’

bed, take others’ food or associate with others’ women. The special

worship of lladha and Damodara in this month consists of the

usual ceremonies, but a Brahman and his wife should be made to

represent the deities and worshipped with garment, ornament and

feeding. On this occasion the eight stanzas on Damodara
(Damodarastaka) from tlu* Padma-ptirana are to be recited. Other

pious riles and acts of worship are : bath in the spring or well,

called Radha-kunda, on the eighth day of the dark fortnight

(Krsnastam!)
;
offer of light to Yama placed onlside one’s house on

the thirteenth night ( Krsna-trayodasI) : worship of Dharmaraja or

Yama the next day (Krsna-caturdasi) ; nocturnal illumination

(Dlpali) , mentioned above, on the new-moon night (Aniavasya)

,

and fasting ; worship of the Govardhana hill, represented by an

artificial hillock of eowdung, on the first day of the bright fortnight

(Sukla Pratipad) , accompanied by worship of cows (Go-puja)

,

and by their sport (Go-krlda) ; worship of the mythical king Bali

and his wife VindhyavalT, represented in a picture, the same evening ;

worship of Yama, bath in the Yamuna and taking of meals served

by one’s affectionate sisters the next day ( Yama-dvitTya or Bhratr-

dvitlya) , a well known observance in Bengal
;
worship of cows on

the eighth day of the bright fortnight, called Gopastami : and so

forth.

One of the important festivals of this month is the Prabodhaiu

or awakening Visnu from his sleep, on the twelfth day of the bright

fortnight, to be conducted in the same manner as the Sayana and
Parsva-parivartana ceremonies of Visnu mentioned above. The
image is to be taken to a tank, laid there and roused after due

prayer and worship. In the night, it is to be brought back to the

temple in a chariot, with song, dance and music, along roads

brightened by garlands of light. It is highly meritorious to follow

the chariot, look at the deity and sing and dance in the procession.

A night- vigil, with worship, is to be observed.

The Caturmasya is to • be completed on the same day with

proper observances and with the feeding of Brahmans. As parts

of the Caturmasya are mentioned various Vratas, such as Krcchra,

Tri-ratra, Ekantaropavasa, Eka-bhakta, Nakta, Vastra, Ayacita,

Phalahara, Payas, evakahara, Taila-tyaga, Ghrta, Dadhi-varjana,

Ksira-tyaga, Apupa, Vrihi, Dhanya, Lava^ia and Afihyafljana, most

of which, as their names imply, relate to restriction or taking, of
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particular kinds of food, as well as to distribution of particular

gifts prescribed by the Sastras for particular vows.

A Vaisnava, if capable, should observe the vow of Bhisma-

pancaka for five days beginning from the Ekadasi, the Dhiitrl-vrata

on the full-moon day, and Aksaya-navamT-vrata on the ninth

bright day. If the intercalary month (Mala-masa) occurs, the

Vaisnava should offer gold and thirtj^-three pieces of cake, made
with Ghee, to a pious Brfihrnan houschokh r.

Vilma XVII

After having dealt with the daily, fortnightly and monthly

practices, Gopala Bhatta proposes in this chapter to deal with

occasional observances. The subject is mainly Purascarana (pre-

paratory rite), the rules of which the author purports to derive from

the Krama-dlpikch which, in his opinion, is the essence of all works

on the worship of Gopala-Krsna.

The Purascarana, which is described as unavoidable for the

complete attainment of the Mantra (Mantra-siddhi) , is a preparatory

procedure which consi<?ts of five heads of pious acts^ daily performed,

namely, worship of the deity at the three junctures of the day

(TraikalikT Pujii), repetition of the Mantra (Japa), offer of libations

(Tarpana), sacrifice with oblations (Homa) and feeding of

Brahmans (Brahmana-bhojana) . It is necessary, in the first place,

to select a spot suitable and solitary for the purpose of undisturbed

and intensive performance. A long list of such places is given ;

temple, cave, mountain-top, cow-pen, river-bank, Tulasl-grove, one’s

own house, Agni-sala, lonely garden, confluence of rivers, the

proximity of one’s si)iritual preceptor, seaside, the foot of an

Asvattha or AmalakT tree, or any holy place which leads to

purity and concentration of the mind : but the selection should be

made with an eye to the best i)Ossible result. Directions arc given

regarding preparation of the place, the orbit of which should be

imagined to extend to two or four miles. Eight pegs, measuring

twelve fingers’ breadth, made of the wood of some sappy tree

(Ksira-vrksa, a common name for four trees, Nyagrodha, Udumbara,

.Asvattha and Madhuka), are to be consecrated with the Astra-

mantra (phat) ten times, an<l fixed on the ground respectively

towards the eight quarters by an invocation of the eight Dik-palas.

A Tantric circle, in the form of a tortoise (Kfirma-cakra) , which is

described in detail, is to be drawn ; and the worshipper, sitting on

* paricdngopnsana siddhyai puras e.mtad vidktyaie.
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the figure which represents the head of the tortoise, should practise

repetition of his Mantra (Japa) . During Purascarana, light food

should be taken, and forbidden food (especially such as cause

excitement of the senses) avoided
;

all luxury, such as music,

unguent or garland of floAvers, as well as association with women,

should be strictly discarded. Certain rules of conduct should be

observed, such as daily ba thing and worship, sleeping on a mat of

Kusa grass, restraint of body, mind, speech and act, putting on

clean clothes and associating with pious people. In accordance with

the result desired (such as success, knowledge, removal of misery or

disease) , tlu' seat or Asana should consist of the skin of a tiger or

deer, cotton, cane, silk or wool. The rosary for counting muttered

prayers or spells requires elaborate directions Avith regard to its

material construction, length, number of constituent beads, and

suitability for different kinds of worshippers, as well as its consecra-

tion (Sariiskara) , method and number of counting for different

purposes, rules to be obsei’A'cd and things to be avoided at the time

of counting, atonement for deficiencies, and the merit and efficacy

of the act. These details need not be summarised here, but certain

broad features may he indicated. The beads may be made of conch-

shell, gold, silver, seed of lotus or night-lily, jewels, pearls, Rudraksa

(berry of Elaeooarpus Ganitrus), Kusa grass, seed of Putranijiva

(Putramjiva lloxburghii) , AmalakI (Embiic Myrobalan) or wood

of TulasT ; and the number may be 108, 50 or 25. The result is said

to differ according to the material or number of beads ; and for

persons of different castes or of different motives, the different kinds

are prescribed. The best and most efficacious for a Vaisnava is

the rosary of Tulasl Avood, The muttered prayer with the rosary

may be loud (Vaeika) , whispered (Upamsu) or mental (Manasa),

the last mode being the best. There are directions also regarding

the number of Japas and the fingers to be employed in different

modes. The rosary should be hidden from sight at the time of Japa

by a piece of cloth or by the upper garment
;
and the Japa should

be performed in solitude Avith a contented, coAT^ered and clean body

and a continent, undisturbed and undivided mind. If any breach

of rules occurs, atonement is available by sipping water (Acamana),
bathing, repetition of the Visnu-mantra, Yogic breathing exercises

(Pranayama) or Taiitric Nyiisas. If the Mula-mantra is muttered

with different Tantric spells (Bija), different results are obtained.

Thus, if the Kama-blja (kllm) is prefixed, the whole world comes

under control ; with MayS-blja (hrJm ) , the eight sui)erhuman

powers (Astaisvarya) are attained ;
and so forth. But all Japa

eventually should be conducted in accordance wirti the particular

usage of one’s own Saippradaya.
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The Homa should be performed, in accordance with the rules

laid down in the section on Dik^, with the offer of red lotuses

besmeared with honey. Ghee and treacle (or simply boiled rice

mixed with lumped sugar and Ghee) . The number of such offers

should be one-tenth of that of the muttered prayers or Japas. In

case of inability, the Japa may be a substitute for Homa.

Libation of water (Tarpana), mixed with flowers and unhusked

corn (Aksata) and sanctified with Japa, should then be offered to

Krsna, the number of such libations being one-tenth of that of

Homa. When this is done, the \Aorshippcr should sprinkle handfuls

of water on his own head, the number of such sprinklings being

one-tenth of that of libations.

The feeding of Brahmans (Brahmana-bhojana) , with offer of

Arghya, Padya and other requisites of worship, comes next. The
Brahmans should be also satisfied with the offer of perfume,

garland, garment and suitable fee (Daksina). Alms and food should

then be distributed to the people deserving charity. Then the

spiritual preceptor, the Guru, should be honoured with gifts of cow,

land, gold and clothes. The whole ceremony is concluded \^ith

the taking of sweet and savoury food with one’s relatives and

friends.

If any mistake is committed in the Purascarana, it may be

atoned for by Japa and obeisance (Namaskriya) , or by the feeding

of Brahmaiys.

There are also shorter modes of Purascarana, but they arc

meant for those who are unable to follow the elaborate process

described above. The man, who succeeds in attaining the Mantra,

is said to receive supernatural powers, as well as joy, beauty and

energy Even such a person should worship Krsna thrice daily

and mutter the Mantra 108 times.

The chapter concludes with describing the method of

preparing a Yantra or amulet with mystical diagrams and Tantric

spells, written on a leaf of gold, silver, copper, Bhurja, silk or

finely w^oven cloth. It is said to have the power to make the

wearer very powerful, attractive to women, endowed with occult

energies, defiant of all evil spirits
; and he can attain emancipation

and paradise with gi^eat ease

!

Vildsa XVIll

The construction, from diverse materials, of different kinds of

images of the tarious forms of the Bhagavat, as well as their

characteristics, defined in the Astras, forms the subject-matter of

40
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this Vilasa, in which, as usual, Gopala Bhatta supports his statements

by copious quotations from the Puranas and from Tiintric and

Vaisnava texts.

The account begins with the statement that it is necessary to

construct images of the deity, bcciaiisc Vaisnava worship depends

on them and derives as much happiness from their sight as from

the direct beatific vision. The characteristics of the appearances,

as revealed to great devotees and recorded in the Sastras, should

be strictly followed. The main features of the Visnu-image and

the measurement of its various limbs are then described in detail,

chiefly on the testimony of the Matsya and the Ndra(Mya Purana.

The number of arms of the image may be eight, four or even two ;

and various weapons and emblems are to be placed accordingly

In the eight-armed image, the Xhadga, Gada, feira and Padma are

to be assigned to the four hands on the right, and ^Irnsra, Carman
(shield). §ankha and Cakra to the four on the left. If it has four

hands, Gadsi and Padma should be placed on the right and Sankha

and Cakra on the left hands. If it represents the two-armed Krsna,

then Sankha and Cakra (and not Venn !) may be assigned to the

two hands without any discrimination. Below, between the two

feet, the image of PrthivT (Earth) should * be inserted. On thc

left side of the Visnu -image, there should be Garuda and on the

right the beautiful Laksrni with lotus in her hand ; and on the

two farther sides there should be Sri and Pusti. On the arch

overhead the Vidyadharas and the adoring godlings should be

imaged. The Gop^ala-image has some variations. It should be

dark-colourcd (Ghana-syama) , two-handed (Dvi-bhuja) , decorated

with a chaplet of peacock feathers (Barhapida), and engaged in

playing upon his flute (Venu-vadana-tatpara) . But the most

remarkable omission is that the Krsna-image as such, with that of

Radha, is not de.scribed at all by Go}>aIa Bhatta.

The height of the image should vary according to the accomoda-

tion of the place where it is to be installed. When intended for

one’s own house, it should not be smaller in size than a joint of

the thumb (Angustha-parvan) and bigger than one Vitasti

(12 Angulas or about 9 inches). In a temple, its height should

fluctuate between one and sixteen cubits.

After describing in some detail the construction and measure-

ment of various limbs of the imjigcs of female deities, the author

proceeds to give an account (which lakes up a large bulk of this

chapter) of the Sastric features and measurements of particular

images representing different forms of the deity,** namely, Maha-
vari^ha, Nrsimha, Trivikrama, Mahayisnu, Loknpala-Visnu, Vasudeva,
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Sariikarsana, Pradyumiia, Aniriiddha, the ten Avataras (including

the Buddha !)
^ and nine Vyuhas, Nara and Narayana, Hayagriva,

Kapila ^with his four pupils, Sumantu, Jaimini, Paila and Vaisam-

}>ayana) Valmlki, Dattatrcya (rarely worshipped in Bengal !)

.

Laksml-Narayana, the eight-handed Trailokyamohana with Laksmi

and Sarasvatl, Purusottaina, Visvarupa and Jalai^yin. Of the

attendant deities, the images of Laksmi and Garuda are described

in detail. As the quotations are lengthy and the treatment is

elaborate in its detail, it i.s not possible to summarise briefly
; but

there can be no doubt that the chapter is highly interesting to

students of mediaeval Vaisnava iconography.

The images may be of four kinds, in accordance with the

])articular material used in its construction, and they have different

degrees or kinds of efficacy from the devotional point of view. They
may be painted on a canvas (Citraja), moulded in plaster or earth

(Lepya) , cast in iron (Pakaja) or carved from wood or stone

( Sa strut klriia ) . Re sides these, mention is made of images made
with gold, silver, je\^*els, brass, copper, flower and saffron.

Detailed direct ions arc given regarding the selection of stone-

slabs and the ceremonies attendant upon the process of fetching

and carving them. Stones jmsses.sing special and auspicious

characteristics and found in particular places, arc to be chosen

carefully. Slabs, for instance, which contain salt or acid, or which

are found in a town, cemetry, cross-road, ant-hill, waste land or

disreputable place s, or which are used for other purposes or for

the making of tlie images of other gods, or which have been brought

by undesirable persons, are to be avoided ; but those found in holy

and desirable places and do not possess such deficiencies are accept-

able. Before starting to bring the slabs, the spiritual preceptor,

who wants to install the image, should worship Nrsimha, accompany

the sculptor to mountains like the Trikuta or Sriparvata where the

desirable stones are generally found. lie should inspect and select

an unbroken and one-coloured piece with certain rites in which,

among other things, the sacrifice of an animal (Krura-bali) is

enjoined. Next morning, he should again perform ceremonial

worship of the slab of stone, as well as of the implements of the

sculptor, and have it cut out, brought to a hut nearby and given

the intended shape. The actual carving comes later, but it should

be preceded by proper worship of the stone-slab again. During the

carving the sculptor, well versed in the art, should live a life of

' The BiKhildn is aeknowlwlged by the BhAgavuta list of incarnations and by

Jiva Gosvamin (see a!K)\’e p. but the teachings of the Buddha are ridiculed

by the latter,
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purity and be extremely careful in his work. Defects in the image,

aesthetic or otherwise, which are described in detail, are said to be

productive of evil and disaster.

The method of constructing wooden images is almost identical

with that of stone-images describe<l above.

In the case of earthen images, equal care is necessary. The
preparation of plastic earth is of great importance. It should be

procured from a holy and suitable place, and mixed in equal parts

with the dust of iron, stone, and nodules of limestone (Karkara,

found in Bengal under the name of. Kahkara). It should then

be beaten with a fltick of Ka«lya (Grislea tomentosa) , Khadira

(Acacia Catechu) or Arjuna (Tcrminalia Arjuna) wood, and stirred

up with th(' resin of Sarja (Vatiea Robusta) and ferivesta (Pinus

Longifolia), with exhudalion of Kutaja (Wrightia antidysentarica)

and with unctuous substance.s, saffron, milk, Dadhi and Ghee. This

should be done for a month before the preparation is used for the

construclion of an image.

The Vilasa eoncludes with a d(‘scription of the mode of

'xmstructing the scat or staiul (Pltha) of an image.

Vilasa XIX

This Vilasa dcaN wilh the installation and consecration of

images. The rites and ceremonies connected therewith are so

elaborate and (he various stages of the procedure arc treated so

lavishly with long quotations from authoritative texts^ that only a

bare summary is possible hero. But the interest consists mainly

in the details of ceremonial worship, which is undoubtedly

interesting to students of mediaeval religious practice of the Vaisnava

sects in general, but of which enough has been already said above

to give a rough idea.

The account begins with the glorification of the pious deed of

installation and consecration of images, but no image of Vi^nu

should be set up without that of his consort Laksmi. The account

passes on lo the rules for determining proper time and place without

which no pious deed can be auspiciously accomplished, and to the

enumeration of classes of persons who arc entitled to perform it.

The months of Phalguna, Caitra, Vai^kha and Jyaistha are

preferable, as v/cll as certain auspicious conjunction of stars and

lunar days (Tithis) ; but the act should be avoided during the

' The quotations are chiefly derived from the Puratia,s but also from such

»vorks as Visnu-dharma and Hai/aiir^a-pancardtra.
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time of the deity's going to sleep from the eleventh daj^ of the

bright fortnight of Asaelha to the eleventh day of the bright

fortnight of Karttika. Regai'ding place of installation, any holy

place, riverside, or the bank of a pond are suitable ; but the image

should not face the following cardinal and intermediate points of

the compass, namely, Agni-kona (south-east), Nairrta-kona (south-

west) and Vayu-kona (north-west). Undesirable persons, such as

a Saiva, Saura, Naisthika (a class of Buddhist), naked mendicant,

a hypocrite or an atheist, one who is ugly, impure, diseased, of

mixed birth, wicked or hostile to the Astras, the son of a widow and

of an unmarried or twice-married woman, a bastard, the husband of

a 6udra woman, one whoso livelihood is acting, dancing or music, a

physician, and so forth, are not privihged for the pious act.

Before the actual work of consecration, (^anapati and the

sixteen Miitrkas^ are to be worshipped, and the Acarya and the

priests honoured after NiindT- or Vrddhi-sraddha.- There should

I)e present four each of Brahman, Hotr and Dvara-japaka (mutter-

ing Japa at the door) priests, five Garbha-japakas (muttering Japa

Inside the Mandapa), one Miirti-dhara (who protects the image)

and one Purana-pfithaka (who reads the Puranas), for uttering

Pimyaha (‘happy day’) and Svasti (welfare). A shed or pavilion

(Mandapa), for which directions are given, i^ to be constructed,

including a Mandapa for bathing the deity (Snana) and for

preliminary purification (Adhiviisa) . The latter should have an

altar (Graha-vedi) and four pits (Kunda) on its four sides. All

the Mandapas should lie furnished with arches (Torana) and

awning (Candratapa) an<l decorated with fresh twigs, coloured rags,

flowers and festoons, while the floor should be cleaned and

besmeared 'with the holy cow-dung. The Yajamana, with his wife^

and family, sJiouId enter, with the priests, through the western

door and T)lace two pitchers, filled with water and a piece of gold

and covere'd with twigs, a I each of the four doors, putting it on

barley-corn (Yava) slrewn on the floor. The flags and other

things should then be dedicated and the Dik-])alas worshipped with

proper prayers and formulas.

The elaborate eerenioiiy of consecratitin then commences.

After consecrating !he Mandapa and himself by a series of preliminary

Mantras and religious acts, the chief priest (Acarya) should

perform purification of the pitchers (Kalasadhivasana) to be used

^ The names are : Gauri, Pudma. Saei, Medlia. Savitrl, Vijaya, Jaya.

Devasena, Svadha, Svaha, Matr, Loka-mair, Dhrti, Pu.sti, Tusti, and Sva-kula-

devata (the tutelary deity of one’s family).

* Offering to ancestors on any auspicious occasion.
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for bathing the image, place lh<* various articles to be offered in

worship (Arghya-dravyadi-sthapaiia ) . make the image enter the

place of bathing (Snana-mandapa-pravesa) and bathe it with a

prayer to become pure and free from the defects which might have

been caused by the* artists, as well as with appropriate rites and

Mantras. The artists should also be honoured and duly rewarded.

Then comes the ceremony of cemferring benign (Saumya) sight to

eyes of the image (Nctronmilana) , of putting collyrium and unguents

to the eyes (Nctrahhyanjana) , of offering Arghya and other requi-

sites of worship (Argliyadyarpana) , of invoking auspiciousness

(MahgaJyararana) by rewarding the priests and Brahmans with

gifts, and averting evil (Amaiigala-nivarana) , of specially bathing

the image again (Vi.sesatah Snapanam) with Pancagavya, various

herbs, milk, honey, Dadhi, Ghee, earth of various places, and with

holy water made fragrant with sandal, flowers and other ingredients,

each act being accompanied by its appropriate spells and prayers.

The image should then be lifted (Utthapana) and carried in a

suitable conveyance* borne by Brahmans to the Adhivasa-niandapa.

It should then be installed (Sthapana) on a bed of Kusa grass,

twigs of bamboo and flowers, and covered with fine garment. The

priest then performs the purification ceremony (Adhivasana) of the

ima,ge by means of Bhiita-suddhi and Nyasas, inspire it with life

(Prana-pratistha)
, and w'orship it, along with its attendant deities

(Ahga- and Parivaia-devatas) , in the manner proscribed in the

HayaMrsa-poncamtra, to which one should refer for particulars.

In the Mandapa, the chief priest (Acarya) should appoint four

Brahmans to protect the image, four Hotrs, four Rtvijs, four

Japakas and one Sukta-japaka (the Sukta being the Vedic Purusa-

siikta)
,

as well as four sentinels respectively at the four doors.

There are special rules for the Japa and recitation of special Suktas,

Mantras, Stotras, and chapters of sacred texts. Then comes the

Homa in which the various priests take part, bathing of the image

again with the water cofitained in the auspicious pitcher of peace

(Santi-ghata) wdth various rites and prayers. After honouring the

Brahmans with precious gifts, the ceremony for the time being is

completed, and the night should be passed in vigil and in great

festivity with the sounding of conch-shcll, auspicious rejoicings, song

and music.

Next morning, a pit is to be made in the place where the image

is to be housed. The pit should be divided into four parts,

respectively called Brahma, Daiva, Manusa and Paisaca ; and after

some special stones are laid, different objects like corn, gem, metal,

iron, sandal, perfume and so forth should be thrown into the four

paJ'ts of the pit, with their respective Mantras. On these, a
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^?pecially constructed slab of stone, which will serve as the seat

(Pindiku) of the image, is to be laid. The image, bound by a piece of

rope, is to be carried from the Adhivasa-mandapa with the sound

of Sv^asti, bathed by four women whose husbands are living, and

placed on the seat at an auspicious moment with music and offer

of flower and perfume. It should be bathi^d again in Ghee and wor-

shipped. The priest should touch six parts of its body (namely, right

and left sides, back, head and two feel) with appropriate Mantras

;

and, with the reeilatioii of six Vedic Suktas (reference to which is

given), he should place his hand on the head of the image and

contemplate the deity, muttering special Japas. The whole procedure

is completed by the celebration of Mahapuja or great worship, in

which Avahana, Sthapana, Samnidhapana etc.^ are to be performed

in the manner described in Vilasa vi, but with different Mantras.

The Acarya, along with the priests and Vaisnavas present on the

occasion, should then be honoured by fees (Daksina) in the form

of gifts of gold, silver, clothes, cows or pieces of land.

Those who are able may continue the festivity and act of

worship for one day or several days, the procedure of which is

then described by our author. The method and merit of decorating

the temph' with flags, the process of worship on particular days or

occasions, the duties of the priest during ceremonies like Avabhrta-

snana, Vyahrti-homa and Yajamanilbhiseka, are then dealt with in

detail.

All these rules apply to the installation and consecration of

immovable images (Sthira-mfirti) , bul moveable images (Cala-

murti)
,
meant for family worship, have their own set of rules.

Two methods of installing and consecrating moveable images are

now described at length, respectively in accordance with the views

of Bodhiiyana and the Haya^lrsa-pancamtra, No laying of the

seat (Piudika) is, of course, necessary in this case ; but the methods

are almost similar, if less elaborate, to those described above, Jind

need not be summarised here.

In the mode of installation called Ekadhvara, no Kunda,

Mandapa or Vedi is necessary. After performing the Vrddhi-

sraddha, the Yajamana is to appoint only one priest who will cook

Cam (an oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled with butter and

milk), bathe the image with Pancagavya and pure water, and put

it on a seat placed in a Sarvatobhadra-mandala. This is to be

followed by the acts of Dipa-dana (offer of lights) , Caksur-unmllana

(conferring of eye-sight) ,
Homa (to be performed 108 times) , worship

^ See above p. 356.
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of the deity and of attendant deities, feeding of Brahmans and

Daksina. It is meant to be a much simpler and briefer process.

The VilasR concludes with elaborate directions regarding re-

consecration or re-installation of the image in case it is displaced by

wicked people, desecrated by the touch of undesirable persons,

destroyed by fire and flood, defiled by wine or blood, or decayed by

age. This process is necessary, because the deity never resides in

an image which is thus rendered unfit for its holy habitation.

Vildsa XX

This Viliisa is concerned with the rites and duties connected

with the construction of temples, the quotations in it being derived

chiefly from the Puranas (especially the MaUya) and the HayaMrsa-

qmncaTdtra,

The sacred texts declare that it is a work of great piety to

construct and dedicate a temple in accordance with the rules laid

down in the Sastras. It may be built with earth, wood, stone,

iron, silver, gold or jewels, and each is successively more efficacious

from the point of view of bringing religious merit to the builder. It

should be commenced in an auspicious hour and constructed in a

desirable place. The rainy season, Sunday and Tuesday are not

auspicious, nor are the months of Caitra, Jyaistha, Bhadra, Asvina

and Pausn. Auspicious astcrisni and lunar day should be selected,

the details of which are described. The selection of a place has

already been discussed in connexion with the ceremony of installa-

tion in Viliisa xix, but it is added that the new building should not

butt upon or disturb, cither in height or proximity, an already

existing structure. The selected piece of ground should be pleasantly

situated, nicely wooded, soft to work, solitary, and auspicious in

the various characteristics which arc described in the Sastras
;
but

it should be cleaned, sanctified by Pancagavya and other holy

substances, divested of the influence of evil spirits by the offer of

Masa pulse (Phaseolus Radiatus)
,
powdered turmeric, fried or

parched rice (Laja) mixed with coagulated milk (Dadhi) ajid

groats of corn (Saktu). The place should be restricted by the

planting of eight pegs (§anku) in eight directions. An oblation

(Homa) with Ghee is to be performed, the ground sprinkled and

tilled, bones of animals removed and four pieces of brick or stone

placed in four directions. Twelve Brahmans are to be fed on the

occasion. The plot on which the building is to be erected (Vastu-

mapdala) undergoes a similar process of being cleaned, levelled,

sanctified by Pancagavya and herbal water, measured with a white

thread, and marked out into eighty-one divisions with a gold pin.
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Within and outside this enclosure forty-five deities should be duly

worshipped. The elaborate ceremony of Vastu-puja (worship of the

site) now commences, with the offer of a large number of articles

(of which a list is given) in different directions to various deities,

demons, mythical beings and animals, and with the performance of

Homa in a pit (Kunda) furnished with three girdles (Tri-mekhala)

.

Then the foundations are to be dug with similar rites
; and four

pieces of stone or brick, of which special and auspicious characteristics

are given, are to be carefully laid after proper measurements.

The names and characteristics of various kinds of temple-

structures are then given m a long extract quoted from the Matsya^

purdna, while description of different parts of the structure and
their measurements are given in a quotation from the Hayamrm-
paficardtra. The characterisations are general and do not enter

into technical details
;

but the names of the different kinds of

structures are given as Morn, Maiidara, Kailasa, Kumbha, Simha,

Mrga, Vimanac(ihandaka, ^rTvrksa, Mrgadhipa, Valabhlechandaka,

Vartfila, Sarvabhadraka, Gaja, Candana, Nandi-vardhana, Hamsa,
Vrsa, Suparna, Padinaka, and Samudgaka. Every temple should be

furnished with a Mandapa, which may be built, according to the

Matsya-imrwm, again, in any one of the twenty-seven forms, namely,

Puspaka, Puspa-bhadra, Suvrtta, Amrtanandana, Kausalya, Buddhi-

samkuTia, Rajabhadra. Jayiivaha, Srlvrksa, Vijaya, Viastukirna,

.^rutimdhara, Yajiiabhad*’a, Visala, Sunislista Satrumardana, Bhaga-

panca, Nandana, Manavi, Manabhadra, Sugriva, ITarsana, Karni-

kara, Padardhaka, Simha, Syilmabhadra, and Subhadra ; the main
distinction between tlu' different types consisting of the number of

constituent })illars which may vary from fourteen to sixty-four.

The features of doors and height of the surrounding walls form the

next topic. Round the temple, fruit and flower trees of various

kinds (including the sacrcil TiilasI shrub) are to be planted and

tanks excavated.

Gopala Bhatta concludes this Vilasa with the remark that the

elaborate ceremonial worship described by him in this work is not

necessary for those excludve devotees (Ekantin) who have attained

the highest stage of indifference to the world and loving devotion

to deity (Prema-bhakti) , and who can, therefore, dispense with

mechanical acts of devotion (Vaidhi Bhakti) ; but the rites and
duties are meant for those good householders who have wealth

and attachment enough to undertake them to their own advantage.

He informs us that some rites and duties, which have been described

as Sadacaras in fhe Sastras, have been omitted by him, because

there is no earnest demand for them ; but whatever has been

5Q
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omitted must be learnt from the Sastras or from ‘ one’s own
Guru.

The rapid survey which we have given of the contents of this

extensive work will give some idea of its importance ; but in spite

of its vast bulk and minute treatment of certain acts of worship,

its incompleteness is sui'})rising. Although it purports to be an

epitome of Vaisnava Sadacara, it has little to say on social usages,

and we have already remarked upon its omission of ordinary

Smrti topics.’ Since the author appears to have great faith in

Varnasrama Dharma in his general acceptance of the system of

caste, in his exaltation of Brahmans and depreciation of Sudras, it

may be presumed that Vaisnavas, in his opinion, are to be governed

by ordinary Smrti rules in their social duties and relations, unless

one believes that the Sat-krlyd-sdra-cllpiled

,

which purports to

remove this deficiency, is a genuine work of his. As it is, the Hari-

bhakti-vildsa is more a guide-book to Vaisnava piety and its modes

of worship than a regular work on Vaisnava Smrti. Although it is

often said that Vaisnavism is entirely unritualistic, this extensive

compilation itself will indicate the minute ceremonial requirements

of its religious practice. The Vaidhl Bhakti, having its root in

overt acts of piety, may imply a comparatively mechanical process

of spiritual realisation, but it is acknowledged as an important stage

for the ordinary devotee*, who cannot yet pass beyond outward

rule and form to inward meditation. The attitude of Bengal

Vaisnavism towards traditional piety and towards established social

order is not so radical as one might imagine, and the limitation of

caste or sex is still acknowledged in the spere of ceremonial

worship. This conservatism is noteworthy
;

it could never have

proved a solvent to social exclusiveness or caste-rigidity in the

history of the faith. In the higher stage of devotion, the offering

of love needs no priest nor ritual ; for the grace of God is

in no man’s keeping, noc attainable by anything else but devo-

tional love and self-surrender. But it would not be correct to say

that Caitanyaism sought to remove religion entirely from carefully

guarded ritual or sacerdotal sanction, and throw its privileges to all

men and women without di.scrimination. No doubt, Caitanya

himself is reported to have admitted into devotional fellowship

low-casle men, as well as Muhammadans
;
but his biographical

records alsq indicate- that he never altogether repudiated traditional

piety and traditional social usage."

* See above p. 341.

* See above pp. 80-81.
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The work undoubtedly reveals its author's erudition in Vaisi.iava

devotional literature in general and in Piiranic literature in

particular, from which sources its endless number of quotations,

large or small, are patiently and laboriously compiled. Of the

Puranas, the Hnmad-hhdqavata, Padvia, Skanda and Maisya supply

the largest number of quotations
; next to these come, in frequency

of quotations, the Bhouisya and Bhavisyottara, Ndrada and

Brhnnndradiya, Garnda, Narasimha, Kurina, Brahma, Brahma-
vawarta and Vmm. Of Vaisnava and Tantric texts, the

Hayaslrsa-pahcar(lira, Gautamiya-Tantra, Sdradd-tilaka , Krama-

dipilod, Vimudharma, Visnudharmottara and Vipiurahasya arc

very largely utilised or quoted. We give an index of quotations in

this huge compilation, whjch will give an idea of the sources which

are liberally drawn npoii.^

Agastya-Sumliitrr I. 19, ^5-26, 49-51, 04-65, 336-337, 350-351. 519, 585, 659,

663-664, 066-668, 670, 671, 849, 855, 863-864, 874, 1154-1156, 1177,

1195, 1202-1203, 1307; III. 60-64; IV. 3-4.

Agiii-rurana (also called Agnt'yft *nid Valini-Puruna) I. 163-465, 536-537, 546,

583-584, 586, 052-653, 697, 911-912, 1157, 1237-1238; II. 3, 4, 21, 52-53;

III. 144-145, 209-210, 211, 219, 225. 226; IV. 22, 51, 414-415, 486.

Angiras I. 297, 890, 1191; Alri I. 295-296; Atri-Smrti I. 199, 229, 293,

890, 1401, 1402; AOiarva-pari.sista III. 142; Atharva-Veda I. 321.

Anye I. 511 ; Aiiyatra J. 33, 39-40, 87, 105-166, 219, 274, 297, 298, 299,

305, 330. 344, 347, 349, 360, 391. 472, 473, 488, 528, 556-557, 602, 646,

606, 669, 695, 706, 724, 735, 774, 795-796, 798, 822, 847-848, 869.

890-891, 906-907, 922-923, 928-929, 1274, 1292; II. 30, 110; III. 43, 46,

55-56, 77, 392-395, 401-402; IV, 6-7, 16-19, 25-27, 29-35, 41-42, 44-45,

53-54, 61, 04.

Avanllkhanda I. 853-854.

‘ For oilier ritualistic works of minor importance, .sec above p. 103, footnote.

Nothing is known of the Krma-janinq-tithi-vidhi and the Kmmrcajia’dipikd, ascribed

respectively to Rilpa and Jiva Gosvamins ; they are not yet recovered or published

(see above pp. 115, 117). Inf'^rmation, howc^e^, is supplied by Srijut Ilaridas Das

of Naviid\'lpa. that a MS of a Brhat-Krmdrvana-dipikd by Jha Gos^’anlin is in

his possession. It purports to establish with elaborate argumentation and citation

of authoritative texts the joint worship of Radlui and Krsna. There is also a

summary of the work, also called Kr,vmrrana-dlpih’d, in nine Prakasas, by one

Kfsnadasa, available to him in MS, the dale of copying being Samvat 1714

(=1668 A.D.). Another brief anonymous ab.stract, entitled Suk^md Krsndrcana-

dipikd is also available in MS, the ilate of its composition being §aka 1618

(=1706 A.D.). The original work has no d!\'ision into Prakaias, but the subject-

matter does not differ from that of the summaries.

“ The index follows the text published in Bengali characters by Ramnarayan

Vidyaralna from t|ie Ranbaram.^n Press, Berhampore. (The book is printed in four

parts, the first part containing Vilasa I-XI ; the second, Vilasa XII-XIII ; the

third, Vilasa XIV-XVI and tJic fourth, Vilasa XVII-XX. These four parts are
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Agama I. 41*43, 79, 82*83, 154-155, 267, 516-519, 548, 552, 582-583, 750,

789-790, 807-809, 811-813, 1170-1171, 1178-1179; III. 110-114; IV. 2-3,

8-9, 21-22.

Angirasa Puraiia I. 1268-1269 ; Adilya-Puraim I. 320, 347 ; IV. 418

;

Adi-Purana I. 983-985, 1145, 1187, 1271-1272, 1279-1280; Adi-Varaha

I. 366-367, 1305-1306 ; Apastamba I. 351.

Ilihasa-sanuiccaya I. 978-982, 1306-1307
;
IlihasoUama I. 1233, 1242, 1283,

1285-1286, 1203.

Rk-parisista III. 149^, Rgvcd«yasvalayaiia-8akha III. 111.

Kanva II. 3, 84 ; Kapila-pafiraratra I. 503-505.

Katyayana I. 216-219. 226; II. 138, 178, 185-186; III. 15; Katyayana-

Sarrihiiri I. 1293-1294, 1297; Katyuyaiia-Sinrti II. 10, 16, 22, 25-26,

133.

Kalika-Puraiia I. 697, 70*.. 718; IT. 11, 101-105. 185.

Kasl-Khaiida I. 157-158. 167, 179-180, 206-209, 212, 217, 221-223, 227,

230-231, 254-255, 315, 318, 319, 669-670, 762. 860, 975-976. 1123-1125,

1193. 1220, 1281-1282, 1400-1401.

Kiusyapa-pafiraratra II. 29.

Kurma-Purana (also called Kaunna) I. 28-30, 171, 205-206, 213-216, 222-223,

227, 229-230, 243, >88, 351, 648, 734. 801-802, 885-886, 889-890, 892,

897, 908-909, 910-922, 1159, 1184-1185. 1212-12JS, 1232, 1390-1400;

II. 11, 14, 27, .59, 71-74, 76-77 , 95. 102, 107, 120-121, 127-128, 181-182;

III. 45-46, 371, 372.

Krsnudevacarya HI. 219 ; Kecil IV. 55-56, 59 ;
Kautsa II. 92,

KramadTpika I. 15-16. 28, 71. 78, 3,53, .397-398, 405-406, 519-520, 728;

IV. 5.

Kvacil I. 83, 85, 86, ,380, 468, 470, 471, 1171; II. 187, 188; III. 259,

IV. 5-6, 10, 11, 12, 32, 34.

Ganula-Purana (also called Garuda and Saiipanm) I. 47, 169, 181, 186,

241, 294-295, 316-31 S, 319, ,320, 330, .3.39-341, 489, 502, .546, 581, 583,

585, 588-590, 592, 612-614, 656, G57-658, 069-671, 673, 676, 679-680,

681, 724-725, 728, 778, 822, 850-851, 854-8.55, 865, 872, 876, 912, 947,

959, 970-971, 994-995, 1053, 1078-1079, 1223-1224, 1249, 1260, 1269-1270,

1289-1290; II. 14-15, 52, 61, 83, 84-86, 89, 91, 99-100; III. 16-17,

125-127, 137, 145, 228.

Gargya I. 505-506; Galana I. 505-506; Grhya-parisisVa II. 133; Gobhiia

I. 296 ; II. 76, 88, 114-115,

referred to in llie index as I, II, III and IV). See above, p. 102, footnote 1. The
verses being irregularly n\itnbercd, the references are by pages.—^For the preparation

of this index we are indebted to our former pupil and present colleague,

Dr. Rajendrachandra Hazra. There is aiiother, and much better printed, edition

of the work, also in Bengali rliaracters and with a running Bengali translation, in

one volume, by SyamacharaJi Kaviralna (Gurudas Chatterji; Calcutta, B. E.

1318c=191M2).
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GaulamTya I. 83-84, 330-331, 47.3, 703; III. 44, 60, 164, 285; IV. 21, 30,

32-33, 67, 184-185.

Gautamlya-Taiitra 1. ,38, 192, 230. 237, 432-435, 462, 913. 1146-1150, 1208,

1344; II. 9-10; III. 4, 220-223; IV. 100-102.

Chandoga-parisisto III. 141.

Jubali-Samhita I. 1285 ; Javniini II. 17 ; Jaimiiii-Samhita I. 1298 ; Juana-

mala I. 642, 644-643, 655.

Tattva-sagara I. 23, 82; II. 15-16, 30-32; Tallva-sara I. 87-88, 151, 518.

Taiitra I, 70, 1176-1177; III. 18,3-184; IV. 12; Taulrikah I. 92-93.

Tapaniya-Sruti I. 47-49, 51-60, 189 ; Tejodravina-paficaratra I, 848, 1050,

1060 ; Trikaiida-maiidala II. 1 16.

Trailokya-niobana-pancariitra II. 179 ; Trailokya-sainmohana-pancaratra I.

297; Trailokya-samniohaiia-Taiilra I. 00-02, 71-73, 377-378; IV. 39-40,

46-49, 58, 60.

Daksa 1. 210, 211-212, 226-227; Daksa-Sinrti I. 209-210; Dt^ala I. 275;

11. 10-11, 18, 130-111, 138-139, 183; III. 360, 361.

Devi I. 6,39; Devl-Purana I. 362. 725-726; III. 86-87; IV. 190-191,

193-194, 410-411, 423, 480; Devl-raliasya II. 40, 182; Devyagama I.

SO-,31.

Dvaraka-mahalniya I. 503, 539-510. 559-560, 572, 574-575, 661, 675-676. 733,

701, 708-709, 777, 779, 977-978, 982, 1057-1068, 1078. 1098, 1288, 1313;

II. 50-51, 66-68, 109 110, 219-220.

Dliruva-carita I. 860.

Nandi-rurnna I. 576, 578, 1269.

Nnrasindi,*i-Piiruna (also called NTr-siinlm-Puruna and Narasimha) I. 37. 199,

240. 257-258, 259, 263-264, 265, 271, 517, 529, 538-539. 541, 544-545, 572,

580-581, 585-586, 596-507, 605-606, 607; 608-610, 651-652, 698, 707, 736,

747-748, 757-758, 786, 791, 797, 796, 798, 817, 1019-1021, 1162, 1196-1197,

1236, 1241-1242, 1280, 1329, 1361 ; IV. 42-43, 78, 184, 417.

Navaprasna-pancaralra III. 151.

Narada I. 450, 510-511
; II. 17. 55-56, 100.

Narada-Tanlra I. 85; Narada-pancaratra I 20-22, 32. 3 4, 44-45, 123-125,

151-152, 199-201, 233. 286-287, 359, 360, 361. 362, 363, 436, 449, 552,

790, 822, 1087-1088, 1352', IV. 13, 20, 24-25, 28-29, 35-36, 41, 52-53,

54, 68-69, 175-170; Naradiya-paficaratra 1. 187; III. 136.

Narada-Purana (al&o called Naradiya) 1. 266, 3.37, 584-585, 600-601, 642;

659; 664; 713; 760; 794, 893, 906, 909, 969, 971. 1187-1188, 1209,

1262-1263, 1265-1266; II. 4, 6. 10, 11, 22-23, 32-35, 59, 61, 74, 76, 106,

125, 132, 183; III. 37, 142-143, 274, 275, 276, 282, 324; IV. 84,

97-98.

Narada-Smrti TI. 13 : Narudlya-kalpa I. 704.

Naraya^ia-vyuha-stava I. 797, 803, 1027, 1028, 1251-1252, 1256,

Nigama III. 359 ; Nirnayainrla Ul. 358-359, 360, 362, 364 ; Nrsiipha-

paricarya 11. 197.
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Paiicaratra I. 30, 145-120, 407. 349. 745-746, 777-778; III. 5-6.

Padraanabhlya IV. 45.

Padma-Purana (also called Padma) I. 22, 36, 37, 38, 42-43, 45, 64, 166,

174, 170, 11)5, 227-229, 234-236, 238-239, 245, 250-253, 255, 284, 286,

295, 301-315, 318, .321, 346-347, .382-397, 469-471, 473-481, 489-491,

493-494, 496, 508. 547, 508-569, 580, 614-615. 617, 625, 643, 656, 660-665,

670, 672, 674,, 677, 678, 681, 700-702, 707, 794-795, 798, 810, 819,

834-839, 849, 850, 860-863, 893, 898, 910-911, 936, 958-959, 991-993,

1021-1022, 1030-1032, 10.35, 1037, 1038, 1050, 1063, 1070-1071, 1077-1078,

1109, 1121-1122, 1145, 1156, 1157, 1158-11.59, 1180, 1201-1202, 1227-1228,

1240, 1246-1247, 1250-1258, 1261. 1206-1207, 1272-1273, 1278, 1282, 1284,

1289, 1290, 1294, 1299-1303, 1309-1310. 1311, 1317. 1.323, 1337-1338,

1346-1351, 1361-1362; 11. 4, 5, 9, 19-22; .38-12. 68-70, 88-91, 97-101,

103, 109, 120, 136, 142, 149-1.50, 174, 179-181. IS.3, 193, 197-216, 220-235 ;

IJI. 6-10, 12-14, >3-,37, 4.5, 74, 75. 87-101 118-121, 128-131, 137-1.39,

142, 143, 146, 212, 214-218; 296, 301-302, 306, 31.5-317, 324. 329-335;

339-340, 343-358, 364-372, 376, 378-379, 381-382, 389, 405-408, 410,

415; IV. 259-260.

Parasara III. 50; Parasara-Samhitu I. 1237.

P.indava-j?Tta I. 174, 810 ; Piiamalia II. 74-75.

Purana-sainucca^a III. 361-363.

Puraiumlaru I. 868-869, 875-876, 880.

Pulastya I. 1194, 1216; Pulaha I. 1194.

PiLskara-Puraiia III. 384 :
Pun'a-tripaiilva-.^ruli I, 780-782

;
Paithinasi I. 220,

II. 54; PraliiSt-lia-nclra IV, 400; Prapafica-srira I. 136, IV. 57;

Prabliiisa-Puraua 1. 1290.

Prahlada-iianc'amtra I. 907 ; Prahlada-Saniliita I. 501 -.502, 505, 590-591, 700,

707, 872-873; II. 150 174; 175-176.

Bahvpca-parisista I. 299-300, 695; III. ' 47, 105; Brluiochatatapa-Smrli I,

192-193.

Brhad-GautaTinya I. 51-52, 73-75.

Brliod-Viisnii-Puraiia I. S32, 927-928, 1232-1233, 1238, 1282-1283.

Brhaii-Nara&imlia Piiiaiia (or Brhan-iiarasimha) III. 101-111, 115-118.

Briian-Naradlya I. 171 ; 17.5-178, 193, 194, 208, 209, 449, 490, 509-570,

656-657, 672-673, m, 758-759, 775-777, 798, 799, 801-803, 845-846,

855-856, 866-868, 871-872, 875, 045, 947-950, 98a-991, 1025-1026, 1029-1030,

1037, 1041, 1052, 10.74-1055, 1060, 1068-1070, 1089-1090. 1122, 1197-1201,

1208-1209, 1226-1227, 12.37, 1240-1241, 1214, 125.5-1256, 1262, 1266,

1270, 1277, 128.5, 1303-1304, 1306, 1322-1.323, 1332-1333, 1362, 1365,

1382-1383; JJ. 3, ,5, 6, 51.

Brhaspati I. 280; 282-283 ; 291. II. 188.

Baudlmyaiia I. 280, 281 ; 111. 166, 108. 184 ; IV. 67, 374, 395 ;
Baudhayana-

Samhita I. 1249; Baudbayana-Smrti I. 245, 727; II. 26-27, 103.

Brahma-Purana (or Brahma) I. 179, 210, 272, 274-275, 282, 300, 321-322,

327-330, 465-472, 500-501, 534-535, 665-666, 674, 883-884, 904, 1070,

1260-1261, 1365, 1401; II. 56-58, 77, 139-141, 192, 235, 236, 240,

248-249; III. 57, 38, 200-202, 251, 387-388; IV. 405-406.
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Brahmavaivarta I. 172, 347-S49, 796, 1162, 1188, 1196, 1238, 1267, 1284-1285,

1288-1289, 1360, 1362: II. 7-8, 20-21, 35-38, 60-61, 71-74, 86-88, 91-92,

96-97, 110, 129, 133, 188-193, 210, 217-219; III. 21-22, 215-216, 22S,

260-268, 289-292; IV 493-494.

Brahma-Samhita I. 403-405, 1297-1298.

Brahmanda-Purana (or Brahinanda) I. 309-310, 839-842, 899, 910, 928,

993-994, 1234-1235, 12.54, 1287-7 II. 187-188, 253; III. 136, 145-146,

205-206.

Bhagavad-gita I. 180, 361, 995-997, 1204, 1251-1255, 1308, 1335-1.3.36,

1358-1359.

Bliaradvaja-SiTirti I. 213.

Bhavisya-Purruia (also '.illed Bhavisva) I. 45-47, 365-366, 543, 571, 728,

754; II. 2, 14, 27-29, 47-48, 59-60, 71. 83, 89, 93, 102, 105-106, 108-109,

136, 141, 182, 183; III. 1,54, 163, 210-211, 213, 244-251, 329, 381;

IV. 183-184, 190, 204-205, 212, 214, 215, 2.31-232, 235, 237, 243, 247-250,

254-258, 261-263, 268-271, 275-276. 280-281, 285-287. 293-295, 298-300,

,301-309, 311, 312, 318-.321. 328. 332, 33.3, 335-330.

BhavisvoUara I. 156. 158-159, 25.5-256, 704. 705, 797-798. 1388-1390; II.

113-114, 253; 111. 10-12, 14-16. 60. 157-1G4. 186-190, 190-199. 211-212.

229-244, 264-265. 269-272, 274, 276, 289, 292, 363-364, 389-392. 398-401.

409-416.

Bhagavala I. 13-17, 24, 35, 36, 43. IIG, 161-164. 172-17I, 176, 180-183, 195,

190, 198, 258, 259, 312-341, 346, 359, 451-453, 543, ,571, 627, 628, 629-030,

661-662, 090-691, 726, 727, 766-767, 782-785, 788, 789, 796-797, 804,

805. 823, S87, 905-900, 912, 913, 915-916, 929, 937, 938, 939-945, 949,

954-956, 959-969, 997-1017, 1026-1028, 1032-1059, 1003-1066, 1071, 1072,

1078-1087, 1090-91, 1093-1119, 1125-1140, 1152-1154, 1177-1178, 120.)-

1208, 1228-1231, 1230 1238-1239. 1242-1245, 1249-1250, 12.52-1253, 1259,

1263-1265, 1268, 1269, 1276, 1277, 1286, 1293, 1307-1346, 1,353-1374
;

III. 4-5. 18. 387 ; TV. 178, 493.

Bhfigavaladi-ianlra II. 106; Bliarala-vibliaga I. 1262. 1291-1292; Bhojarajlya

JIT. 223.

Matsya-Puraua or Matsva I. 460, ,571, 1261; II. 2, 128; III. 40-42, 99,

275, 277-278; IV. 78-81, 83-84, 102, 109, 111-114, 147-150, 168, 171-175,

179-180, 185-187, 194-196, 205-206, 212, 214-217, 235-239, 242-247, 254,

258, 263-268, 271-273, 276-27S, 281-282, 284, 285, 287-289, 295, 304, 309,

313-316, 319-320, 327-328, 331-332, 334, 337-339, 345, 346-347, 358-359,

418-420, 423-425, 431, 433-442, 445-452, 461-465, 468-473. 478-480,

482-485.

Miinu I. 218, 273, 276, 279-280, 283, 920; Mauu-Sinrti I. 31-32, 243-244,

283, 345, 891-892, 1402.

Mantra-laiitra-praknsa III. 185; Maulradeva-prakfisini IV. 52; Maiitra-

muktavali I. 17-18, 24, 27; MaiiLraniava IV. 34-.35, 37-38, 40-41, 44,

Mahabhiirata 1. 38, 186, 228, 704, 705, 780, 976-977,. 1208, 1271, 1363;

II. 29; III. 408-409.

Mahasamhita III. 166-167 ;
Madhaviya II. 87-88.

Markandeya-P^riiiia or Markaudeya I. 155, 271-272, 290-291, 352, 922,

1383-1388, UOHl; II. 26, 71, 116-116, 131, 175, 193, 236; III. 273.
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Mulagama I. 696 ; 775 ; MrlyUfijaya-Samhita 1. 189.

Yama I. 278, 279, 288-290; III. 42-43, 273; Yama-Smrti I. 208.

Yajnavalkya I. 291, 544- ; II. 122 ; III. 227 ; IV. 7, 43 ; Yajfiavalkya-

Sanihit.a IV. 38-39, 45 ; Yajnavalkya-Smrti I. 212 ; III. 218.

Yaraala I. 735 ;
Yoj2fa-va.sistha I. 1305 ; Yoga-sara III. 165 ; Yogi-yajfm-

valkya I. 292-293.

Ramayana I. 1301; Rf.marrana-eandrika I. 224, 253-254, 708-709; Rudra-

yamaia I. 86

Laghu-bliagavata I. 1231-1232, 1235, 1248, 1283.

I.iriga-Pnrana (also called Lainga) I. 45. 759. 932-933, 930-937, 946-947, 957,

1070, 1265.

Lokak^i III. 50.

Varaha-Purana (also called V^araha and Varahl) I. 136-149, 218, 260-263,

326-327, 303, 502, 512, 551-552, 583, 706, 729-731, 733, 763-705, 769-770,

795, 813-817, 924, 1252, 1259-1260, 1270, 1287-1288; II. 11-12, 19,

24-25; in. 135, 145, 149-150, 376-378, 380-384; 386; IV. 19-20, 81,

148-149.

Var?a^.vani II. 55; Wsislha I 342. 994, 1032, 1194-1195; II. 56; Va«istha-

Samluta I. 118-119, 584; Vamana-kalpa I. 845.

Vamana-Purana or Vamaiia I. 173-174, 178, 184, 597, 652, 696, 727, 755-757,

1225, 1247, 1268, 1330, 1364-1365; III. 289; IV. 413-414.

Vayii-Purana or Vayavya I. 272, 312-313, 657, 679, 778 ; II. 24, 28, 49-50,

62; in. 136, 229.

Vi-svakarma-^stra IV. 127-129; Visvamitra-Samhita I. 1247-1248.

Visnii I. 280, 544.

Visnu-dharma I. 169-170, 193, ,346, 366, 537-538, 655, 713, 717, 762-763,

775, 785, 788, 903-904, 906, 911-912, 1008, 1103, 1222, 1257, 1272, 1289;

II. 133, 135-137: 111. 3, 199, 210-211, 225, 294, 395-398; IV. 180.

Vlsim-dharinollara I. 179, 184-186. 201-202, 259-260, 263, 264, 270, 338,

529-530, 533-534, 336, 540-542, 545-547, 554-556, 560, 573-575, 578-580,

683, 584, 586-588, 591*595, 597-599, 601-605, 610, 617, 618, 636-639, 641,

642, 645, 650-651, 681, 688, 696-697, 699-700. 705, 709-712, 714-716, 725,

733-734, 736-743, 749, 751-755; 767-768, 770, 771, 785, 786, 791, 793,

817-818, 826-827, 842-843, 872-873, 888-889, 907-909
; 928, 977, 1054,

1058, 1121, 1158-1170. 1202, 1209, 1213-1222, 1224-1225, 1234, 1239-

1241, 1246, 1251, 1257-1258, 1270-1271, 1273, 1290-1291, 1307; II. 8,

13, 14, 23, 52, 113, 137, 186-187, 237 ; III. 208, 268-269, 279-280;

IV. 77-79, 99, 114-127, 415-416, 485-480.

Visnu-Purana or Vaisnava I. 44, 157, 170-171, 173, 176-177; 181, 186, 193,

204-205, 207-208, 210-211, 225, 530, 629, 734-735, 793-796, 809, 916-919,

040, 950.954, 1017-1021, 1143-1144, 1181-1183, 1195-1196, 1276,

1328-1329, J 375-1382; II. 50. 135; II. 209, 276-277.

Vifnu-yamala I. 80, 81, 126-134, 354, 1245; IV 491.

Visnu-rahasya I 80-81, 179, 345-346, 606-607, 624, «31-6SS, 685, 636,

642-648, 655, 658, 659, 669, 672, 905, 1185-1187,/! 273, 1275, 1281 ; II. 4,
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10-13, IS, 18, SO, SO, 103, 117, 119. 130; III. 1S6-1S7, 166-168, 184-185,
192-11)6, 200. 207-20S; IV. 418, 486, 494-495.

Vis^u-Smrti I. 19-20, 33, 188, 799-800, 884-885, 893-894, 911, 922, 1403;
II. 5, 124.

Vrrldha-Manu I. 290; Vrddha-Vasistlia I. 219; Vrddha-Aalalapa I. 276;
III. 362.

Venkatacarya III. 143 ; Vaidika I. 241-242.

Vai^mpayana-Pamhita I. 1261-1262; IV. 15-16, 37; Vaisvaiiara-Saniliit Ti

I. 1258; Vaisnava-cmiamaiii I. 1258-12.59, 1 274, 1 278 ;
Vaisnava-Taiitra

or Vaisnava I. 34, 39, 42, 448-440, 907, 1371-1372; II. 51, 120, 121.

Vaihayasa-paficaratra I. 188, 643-644.

Vyasa I. 219. 221. II. 75, 134; Vyasa-Smrti IV. 36.

,^amkaraoarya I. 803-801.

^aiikha 1. 227, 273-271. 277-279, 281, 289; .^ankha-Smrti I. 209.

^laral-pradlpa I. 913-914, ^atalapa I. 278; II. 133, 134.

fturada IV. 57; ^^arada-li^ka 1. 6,5-70, 75-76, 189-191, .356; feada-Purana
II. 54, 184, 185,

^livadharmottara III. 53 ; ‘>iva-Purana II. 53 ; IV. 22-23 ; Siva-rahasya II.

83; 6ivagama or agama IV. 23-25, 27-28, 31, 406-410.

^ukra-Snirti I. 203.

.^ruti I. 16, 17, 27, 313, ,'’21, 343, 850, 902, 1294-1297; ITT. 139-140. 3F

^altrimsan-mata T. 288, 291-292.

SamLila IV. 13-15; Samglta-^astra I. 770-771.

Saiiatkiiiuara II. 15, 48; III. 153; IV. 57; San}ilkumura-kal}>a. I. 62-63,

246, 435; TV. 58, 71-75: Saiialkiimara-Tanlra II. 16-17; Sanatkurnara-

Samhita II. 9

Samrnohana-Tantm I. 126, 130, 407, 410, 451.

Samvarta 11. 17-18; Samvartaka I. 218; Sara-saragi-aha I. 27, 85; Siddliarlha-

Samliita 1. 457-159 ; bumaiihi II. 134; Sumanlii-Smrti II. 108.

Saura-dhanoa IT. 48: Saura-dhaniiotiara II. 51-55, 119; Saura-Purana- II.

12, 23,

Skandu-Puraiia (also called Skanda) 1, 37-38, 79-80, 82, 84, 152-153, 165-167,

172, 175, 177-178, 194-197, 239-240, 205-206, 268, 30.5, 307. 315, 322-326,

334-336, S3S-S39,
.
364-365, 162-403, 465-466, 481-189, 491-497, 499-501,

503, 531-533, 510-541, 518-551, 553-554, 558-567, 572-573, 577-578, 581,

585, 599-600, 606, 610-612, 614-636, 638-640, 644, 646, 647, 653-655, 658,

661, 662, 665-670, 673-680, 698-699, 705, 706, 725, 732, 735, 736, 740,

758, 762, 772-773, 787, 791-703, 797-798, 818-823, 830-832, 843-845,

849-851, 854-860, 869-871, 874, 876, 877-883, 894-895, 899-902, 904,

924-927, 934-935, 937, 945-946, 948, 956-957, 963-964, 971-975, 1022-1025,

1056-1057, 1061-1064, 1066-1068, 1072-1077, 1089, 1092, 1097, 1101-1103,

1112-1113, 1120-1121, 1137, 1159, 1180, 1189-1194, 1225-1226, 1233, 1237,

1240, 1246. 1247, 1250-1251, 1253-1254, 1257, 1258, 1260, 1272, 1273,

1277, 1304-1305, 1330, 1370-1371; IL 6-7,” 11-13, 20, 23, 4.3-47, 49-.50,

61-66, 74, 77-83, 84, 90, 91, 101-102. 104, 108, 112, 118, 116, 118-119,

121, 127, •iSS, 142-174, 177, 180, 181, 184-185, 187, 193-194, 216-217,

240-241, 246-248. 253; III. 17-21, 48-60, 65. 68-69, 164-166, 191,

61
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202-20.5. 208, 212-213, 219, 221, 262-263, 266, 284, 297-328, 336-343,

356-356, 359, 365, 366, 367, 369-876, 379-380, 382-383, 389, 402-404, 413

;

IV. 180-183, 416.

Snmrtah I. 168-169; Sinrti I. 175, 222, 240, 313, .320, 760, 897, 905, 932;

Smriyaritara II. 128.

Smrti-maharnava I. 342 ; Smrtyartha-sara I. 64, 527-528, 884.

Hayailr^-paficaralra (also called Hayagriva-paficaratra, AiSvasirah-paficaralm,

Hayasirsa and HayaiirsTya) I. 26, 197, 454-457, 546, 910, 1209-1210

;

III. 46-47; IV. 82, 84, 97-99, 109-111, 129-147, 150-171, 171^, 183,

187-193, 196-202, 206-236, 238-241, 250-258, 260-261, 266, 273-275.

278-280, 282-284, 289-293, 295-298, 300-303, 307-310, 316-318, 321-323,

325-330, 389-343, 346-357, 3,59-874, 400-405, 411, 417-418, 420-423,

425-434, 442-445, 452-461, 464-468, 473-477, 480-484, 486-491.

Haribhakti-sudhodaya I. 266-267, 356-357, 509, 673, 702, 707, 741-742, 763,

769, 773-774, 786-787, 794. 798-799, 846-847, 865, 875, 880. 978, 1045,

1188, 1222, 12,36.

Hari-vamsa I. 40.

Ilarlta I. 93-94, 284, 544; Harila-Smrli I. 601, 732-733; IV. 20-21

Anonymous quotations I. 99-104, 106, 110-111, 118, 150, 188, 225, 248, 249,

285-280, 292, 304, 312. 331, 357, 381, 401, 408, 495, 515, 535, 595, OS'r,

640-650, 657, 682, 746-747, 760, 761, 768, 800, 811, 823, 833-8.34, 880,

885, 887-888, 896, 915, 1120, 1151, 1278, 1292; II. 19, 117-118, 131-132;

III. 38, 53, 79, 172-173, 283; IV. 9-10, 58, 63-67, 70, 202-203, 381.

2. The Sat-krty.4-saka- wpika

It is extremely doubtful if the Sat-kr'iyd’Sdra-dipiJcd,^ ascribed to

Gopala Bhatta, can be regarded as a genuine work of our author.-

It is never mentioned as such, nor quoted, in the standard works

of Bengal Vaisnavism. Although manuscripts are available (which

fact precludes the presumption of its being an entirely modern fabrica-

tion), it had been practically unknown before it was printed in

modern times. The opening passages, no mention Gopala

Bhatta as the author, and pay homage to Caitanya, but there is no

account of the author (such as we find in the Uafi-bhaktuvildsa)
;

and neither its contents nor its general trend and style would

support the attribution to our Gopala Bhatta. It is a much smaller

work, written mostly in prose, with occasional verse or verse-

quotations and limited in its scope to the Grhya rites. That it is

^ Published, in Bengali characters, in the Bengali Va^nava journal Sajjani’

iosam, vols. xv-xvii (Calcutta 1906) by Kedar Nath Datta, fyid reprinted by the

Gaudiya Madhva Matha, Calcutta 1935 in Bengali characters.

® Sec above, p. 103 footnote.
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a Bengal Vaisnava work of the Caitaiiya Sanipradaya is made
probable by the opening passages, but it is by no means clear that

it may not have been composed by one of the several Vaisnava

Gopala Bhattas, apparently of the Bengal school, who are known
lo us.^ The fact that the work was forgotten shows that, if it

were a work of our Gopala Bhatta, it never acquired any reputa-

tion or popularity. At any rate, the attribution must be corroborated

by independent evidence before it can be accepted. But, whatever

and however late its authorship may have been, it possesses some

importance as a work of the Bengal school, which was meant to

supplement the much larger Hari-bfuxkti-vildsa of Gopala Bhatta

by dealing with the demesiic rites and ceremonies, the Grhya ritual,

which is omitted therein. Although it commences with a preliminary

Iheological discussion on the supremacy of Krsna as the exclusive

deity, on the superiority of Vaisnava practices and on the inappli-

cability of Smarla rules to a true Vaisnava, it draws very considerably,

as the opening verses also acknowledge, upon previous Smarta writers,

especially upon the Bengal Smrti-Nibandhas of Bhatta Bhavadeva
(whose ordcu’ and arrangement of topics in the KarmdmuitJidna-

paddhati it follows) and Aniruddha Bhatta. This fact is noteworthy

as showing that Caitanyaism did not altogether break away from

the orthodox Smarta tradition in its social and domestic usages.

It would, therefore, be interesting to note the peculiarly Vaisnava

features of the ceremonies as detailed in this work
; and it would

not be out of place to give a brief survey of the work here.

After a salutation to SrTkrsna, the author proposes to deal in this

work, which is practically divided into two parts, with Vcdic

(Grhya) sacraments or purificatory ceremonies (Saniskaras) , with

a view to preserving the religion of the Bhagavat {hhagavad-dharma-

ralcsdrtham) in its characteristic features. He refers to Aniruddha

Bhatta, BhTma Bhatta, Govindananda, Narayana Bhatta, Bhavadeva

and the learned Dravida Pandits as authors of Vedic Paddhatis for

the use of the Karmins ; and he adds that he has drawn upon these

Paddhatis, as well as upon the Veda, Puriina, Dharma-sastra, Agama,

Yamala and other sources. We are told that the author has taken

sufficient care to avoid the worship of ancestors (Pitrs) and

inferior deities so that no offence with regard to the service and

name of the Bhagavat (Seva- and Nama-Aparadha) could be

committed by the Ekantin Krsna-worshipping householders for

whom the work is specially meant. He further adds, as a true

Vaisnava should do. that he records his name as the author of this

work, not through egotism (Ahamkara), but at the command of

' See above, pp. 107-108.
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the pious men of his own order. No such apology or declaration of

modesty, however, occurs in the Hari-bhakU-vildsa,

At the outset the author offers an explanation as to why the

procedure of the different sacraments, described in the body of the

work is oft('ii non-Sinarta, why the Visnu-mantras alone are chosen,

why the worship of Visnu only is encouraged in the rites, ancTwhy

the worship of the Pitrs (i.e. Sraddha, etc.) is omitted. On the

strength of the testimony of such works as the Nardyanopani^ad,

he attempts to establish the supremacy of Krsna over Brahma,

Siva, Mahavisnu (of Vaikuntha) and Visnu’s different incarnations.

He takes Kxsna, Narayana and Visnu as identical, and shows, by

quoting the Nardyanopantsad, Mahdbhdmta, Blidgavata and other

works, that Narayana not only comprises the whole universe but

transcends it, and that all other gods are born of him at creation,

live under his protection and enter into him during Mahapralaya.

Narayana is, therefore, the only eternal lord deserving worship even

from Brahma and others. He is identified with Brahman, but he

can be realised by those who are initiated into his worship by
worthy preceptors (Sad-guru). Thus, the initialed Yogins, desiring

Sayujya, attain Avyaya Visnu ; those desiring Sarupya attain

Parama Visnu
; those desiring Salokya attain Pada Visiui (i.e.,

Vaikuntha) ; and those desiring Samnidhya attain Para Visnu

(i.e., the state of his Attendants).

According to the author, the practice of the Bhagavad-dharma

is much superior to the worship of inferior gods and ancestors and

to the performance of all acts indispensable (Nitya)
,

occasional

(Naimittika) and optional (Kamya), so much so that the methods

followed in the Bhagavad-dharma of performing the Vedic rites is

much superior to those followed by the Karmins. Thus, in case of

committing one or more of the sins (Patakas) , the exclusive

devotees of Krsiia (or Visnu) are bound, not by the Smarta rules

of expiation, but by the Satvata practice which requires that the

sinner should be re-initiated, with five purifactorj^ rites (Samskaras)

,

to the Mantra of the Bhagavat by his preceptor, or the preceptor s

wife, or his son, or any of his disciples who is a class-mate of the

sinner
; and thus purified, he should worship Visnu and perform

Vaisnava festivities (Mahotsavas)

.

On the strength of quotations made from various Puranas and
Vaisnava texts, the author shows that neither the Vedas nor the

Dharma-sastras, Agamas, Puranas, Smrtis and local customs pres-

cribe the worship of ancestors and inferior gods for the exclusive

devotees of Krsna, because of their liability to Sfeva- and Nama-
Aparadhas. Though from very birth men have their duties to
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gods, ancestors, sages, men and animals, the pure and selfless

devotees of Krsna are not bound by these obligations, because

service to Krsna is superior to all other acts. Moreover, even by
duly and .meticulously performing their duties to gods and others,

men cannot escape rebirths, but attain, for a certain definite period,

the respective divine regions from which return is inevitable. Hence

the devotees of Krsna should serve their fathers when living, and

after the latter’s death, should offer only Mahaprasada and Padodaka
to the deceased ancestors, as well as food and drink, procured easily,

to all men, especially to the Vaisnavas. This explains why it is not

necessary for the Vaisnava to observe the Rmarta rites of Sraddha,

although the Hari-hhakti-vildsa does not altogether prohibit regular

offerings and libations to Yama and the Pitrs, including Nandi-

h’uddha.i

By quoting the Brhad-visnti-puramc, Smti, DevJ-purdna, Rudra-

ydmala and other texts, the author shows that the Karmins, who
lay special stress on ritualistic acts, are required, for the perfection of

their rites, to worship individually on all occasions all the innumerable

gods and ancestors and to honour separately one’s own friends and

i datives. This is a task which is practically impossible ; and if any one

of these gods, ancestors or relatives is left out or is not duly wor-

shipped, the whole function becomes defective and fruitless. Hence,

every one, whether an exclusive devotee of Krsna or not, must worship

only Hari (i.e. Kr^na), who is lord of all and who can liberate his

devotees from rebirths and thus fulfil their desires. This supreme

deity alone deserves absolute devotion, which requires that one

must not worship, praise or censure any other god, even mentally,

through ignorance or mistake, nor partake of the food offered to

•^uch gods 01 seek the company of their worshippers. Not to

speak of the initiated Vaisnavas, even those who are outside the

pale of Vaisnavism are said to be guilty of great offence

(Mahaparildha) by worshipping gods other than Visnu ! The

author further shows by a series of quotations that the worship

of Narayana (i.e. Kfsna) is equivalant to, and even greater than,

the worship of all other gods in the universe and to the performance

of all the acts prescribed by the Astras. By giving up all other

activity prescribed by his caste, station or stage of life, a whole-

hearted worshipper of Krsna, therefore, does not incur sin thereby

but attains liberation.

In connection with the requirement that the devotees of Krsna

should invariably follow the Sat, the author brings out the

^ See above, pp. S82, S89.
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different meanings of this word by quoting the Bhagavud-gita

according to which it is employed, in his opinion, to mean

(0 Sad-bhava, (n) Sadhu-bhava, (Hi) Prasasta Karman and

(iv) invariable practice of all acts concerning Yajha, Tapas and

Dana. He further explains these different meanings, and shows

that they refer cither to Krsna himself, his different forms and

incarnations, his abode (Yrndfivana) , his devotees, and the preceptors

who initiate people into his Mantra or into all literature dealing

with the Bhagavad-dharma, to all acts and services meant for him
or for his devotees, and to till feasts and festivals arranged in his

lionour. The author, therefore, concludes that all devotees of Krsna

jnust worship Krsna alone on all occasions.

In explaining a verse from the Skanda-purdym, which extols the

devotees of Visnu as the best of the best (Sarvottamottama)

irrespective of their caste, the author enumerates eleven classes of

Sudras and twelve qualities of Brahmans, and maintains the

comparative superiority of the consecutively higher castes ! Of the

different stages of life, he explains Samnyasa as the renunciation of

all acts, whether obligatory, occasional or optional (Nitya-naimittika-

kamya-karmadi-nyasa)

.

Thus explaining the special features of the Vaisnava rites, the

author next proceeds to deal with the methods of performing the

different Samskaras which are, as found in his work, fourteen in

number, namely, Vivaha, Garbhadhana, Pumsavana, Slmantonna-

yana, SosyantMioma, Jatakarman, Niskramana, Nama-karana,

Paustika-karman, Anna-prasana, Murdhabhighrana, Cuda-karana,

Upanayana and Samavartana.

The per<^ormance of all the Sacraments should be preceded by

an auspicious ceremony (Mahgalacarana) , which requires the con-

struction of a square altar of particular dimensions with a canopy

on it. This is followed by salutation to the Bhagavat and uttering

of his different names, citation of auspicious Vedic and Upanisadic

Mantras glorifying Visnu, Svasti-vacana with the citation of verses

from the Upanisad, Tantra etc., and Mangala-vacana by citing

verses from the Puranas, Gita, Tantra etc.

The details of the Vivaha or marriage ceremony, which occupy

much larger space than those of the other rites, consist mainly of

Adhivasa (preliminary ceremony of purification) , Vasudev,a-puja

(worship of Va'^udeva) and Vivaha-karman (actual marriage)

.

In the Adhivasa, which should be performed either at dusk on

the previous day or in the morning on the day fixed for marriage,

the twenty-six requisites (e.g. earth, scent, stone, phddy, vermilion,

conch-shell, thread, etc.) should first be used, with the citation of
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relevant Vedic Mantras, to consecrate Visnu
; and then the bride-

groom and the bride are to be touched with them separately and
collectively. The use of the thread has the peculiarity that a

Vaisnava Brahman should tie a piece of it ninefold round the wrist

of the bridegroom
; mkI a Vaisnava woman, whose husband is living,

should do the same with respect to the bride. The bridegroom and
the bride should be adored with the waving of four, five or seven

lamps
;
no NaiidT-sraddha should be performed, if Namaparadha is

to be avoided
; but for the satisfaction of the ancestors, Mahaprasada

should be offered to them, and the series of spiritual preceptors

(Purva-giirus) should be worshipped
;

gifts should be made
;
and

Cedi-raja, a great devotee of the Bhagavat, should be worshipped

after drawing with Ghee five or seA^en lines (Vasu-dhara) on

the wall.

On the day of marriage, the duly initiated bridgegroom—to

whatever caste (Varna) he may belong—should bathe in the

morning, perform his daily duties, and worship Visnu in a ^lagrama
stone with relevant Vedic or Tanlric Mantras. He should carefully

avoid the worship of the five Smarta deities (Paheopasana, namely,

Gnnesa, Siva, Durgil, Surya and Visnu) , the nine planets, the Loka-

palas and the sixteen Matrkas ; })ut he should, in their stead, worship

the five Mahabhagavatas (namely, Visvaksena, Sanaka and others),

the nine Yogindras (namely, Kavi. TIavi, Antarlksa etc.) , the best

Bhagavatas (namely, Brahma, Sukadeva, Sadasiva, Garuda, Narada

and others) and the VaisnavTs (namely, Paurnamasi, Laksmi,

Antaranga, Gangii and others). If he is a worshipper of Radha
and Krsiya oi of any of the incarnations of Visnu, the attendant

deities should be chosen for worship accordingly.

The actual marriage-rite consists of Juati-karman, Sampradana,

Kusandika, Pani-grahana, Uttara-viviiha, Bhojanadi-Dhrtihoma,

CaturthT-homa and Udicya-karman.

In the Jnati-karman, the bride’s kinswomen should bathe her

first with relevant Mantras and with water containing a leaf on

which the name of the groom is written. Next comes the

Saippradana (ceremony of giving away of the bride) in which the

presence of a cow is necessary ;
the giver (Sampradatr) of the

bride is to honour the bridegroom with Padya, Arghya, etc.,

offered with the citation of relevant Mantras; the groom is to

place the right palm of the bride on that of his own ;
a lucky woman,

whose husband and sons are living, should tie their palms with a

cord of Kusa grass ;
and the giver should give away the bride

and offer a fee ^Daksina) with the citation of Mantras containing

the names of Riidha and Krsna. After duly accepting the bride
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and the fee, the bridegroom should repeat the Vaisnavi Gayatri and

think of Radha and Krsna, or of his own deity (Istadeva), or of

the different forms of Visnu. The dowry should then be handed

over to the bridegroom ;
the ends of the garments of the bride and

the bridegroom should be tied (Granthi-bandhana)
;
the cow should

be let loose by a barber ; the giver should cite Mantras for the perfec-

tion of the ceremony, and bow down to Visnu, the Guru (preceptor)

and others for their favour.

The Sampradfina is to be followed by the ritual of Kusandika

(consecration of the sacred fire), which should be performed by

the bridegroom in the nuptial fire, specially named Yojaka (one who
yokes or joins together) . The main operations in the ceremony are

the following : (i) Drawing of five lines of five colours (yellow,

r^d, black, golden and white) on a specially constructed altar and

identifying them mentally with the VaisnavTs, namely, Earth, Cow,

Kalindl, Sri and Sarasvatl
;

{ii) Removal of rubbish (Utkara-

nirasana) ; (vi) Sprinkling the lines with water (Rekhabhyiiksaria)
;

(iv) Preparation of the fire (Agni-samskara)
;

(t;) Placing of the

fire (Agni-sthapana) on the black line and invoking it as the Yojaka

fire with relevant Mantras
; (t^O Seating a Vaisnava Brahman or

a Brahmaii made of Kusa on a seat of Kusa grass and worshipping

him as Brahmii (Brahraa-sthapana)
;

{vii) Muttering of the Mantra

Om paramesthi vmiuh etc. after placing the palms of the hand on

the ground (Bhumi-japa) ; (vUi) Propitiating the fire for its

favour (Agni-sarnmukhTkarana)
;

(ix) Purification of straw etc.

(Tmadi-sodhana) ; (x) Drawing of the Svastika sign on the

Kusa grass spread threefold (Svastika-nivedana)
;

(xi) Performance

of Homa with twenty pieces of Khadira, Palasa or IJdumbara wood
(Vimsati-fcasthika-homa) ; {xii) Purification of Ghee for Homa
(Ajya-samskara)

;
(xili) Purification of the laddie (Sruva-samskara) ;

(T2tj) Pouring of water round the fire (Udalcanjali-seka) ;

(xv) Muttering, tvith the left palm of the hand placed on the

right, of the Mantra Opi prajdpatih etc. containing a prayer to

Virupaksa, a devotee of the Bhagavat (Virupak^-japa)

.

The Kuimndika is to be follow(jd by Pani-grahana (the

ceremony of hand-taking) in which two of the bridegroom’s

friends, one witli a pitcher full of water and the other with a stick

(Parcanika), should stand prepared for bathing the bride and the

bridegroom. After performing Mahavyahrti-homa and Ajya-homa,

the bridegrt>om should take the bride by her joined palms and make
her step on a flat slab of stone furnished with another smaller piece

(Saputra Sila). The bride should then offer to fire oblations of

parched grain mixed with Ghee, and be taken roun& the fire by the

bridegroom, who should then make oblations with Ghee and parched
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grain placed on a winnowing basket (Surpa) . The bridegroom should

go seven steps with the bride (Saptapadina) , each time placing

their steps in a circle drawn beforehand ; and, with the palms of

the bride in those of his own, he should cite Vedic Mantras. The

bride should then take her seat on the left of the gridegroom, and the

latter should perform their first Grhya Homa.

Next comes Uttara-vivaha, which is always to be performed at

nightfall. It consists of the performance of Homa by the bridegroom,

his pointing oiA the Dhruva (Pole Star) and Ariindhati to the bride,

the bride’s salutation to the bridegroom by mentioning her father’s

Gotra, and so on.

In the Bhojanadi-Dhrlihoma the bridegroom should take Maha-

prasada, give the remnants to the bride, take her home on the

following da3% perform Homa in the fire which is called Dhrti, and

make the bride salute the elderly relatives.

In Caturthi-homa, wliich is to be performed on the fourth day

of marriage, the Homa is to be performed in the fire, named Sikhin,

and the newly married couple is to be bathed on the north of the

fire by women who Jiavc sons and husbands.

The UdTcya-karrnan consists of the perfoimance of a few Homas,

namely, Mahavyrdirti-homa, Prayascitta-horna, Vaisnava-homa (the

Vaisnavas being Visvaksena and four others, the nine Yogmdras,

Nilrada and nine otlu'rs, Svayambhuva ami othcTS, Srikrsna-caitanya,^

PaurnamrisT and the oth(‘r beloved (h)pTs of Krsna, and so forth)

,

Darbha-jutikri-honia and Pfirna-homa. All these Hoimis are to be

performed in the tirt named Vidhu, ami they are to be followed by

.^anti-dana, offer of llaksina, recital of Mantras for the removal of

impediments and pi'rfectioii of the rite, Satnk?i*tana of Krsna s name

and other ceremonies.

In Garbhadhana (ceremony of impregnation), which comes

after marriage, the husband should perform his daily duties after

taking a bath in the morning, worship Visnu (or Narilyana) and

the Vaisnavas both im the morning, and after dusk ;
and in propei

time he should .appioach his wife after putting on fine clothes and

using flowers and perfumes.

The Pumsavana ((‘cremony for obtaining a male child) is gene-

rally performed on an auspicious day at the beginning of the third

month of gestation and before the period of quickening. In it the

husbapd and the wife are to bathe in the morning, and the former

is to worship Visnu and the series of preceptors (the worship of

^ III 110 ritual mentioned in the IlarMakfi-vifma, the name of Cailanya

occurs

!
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the preceptors being called Sattvika-vrddhi-sraddha)
,

perform

Ku^ndikS, in a fire named Candra, perform Mahavyahrti-homa,

S&tyayana-homa, "etc., with his wife on his right side, and offer fee

(Daksi^) to the Pancaratra priest.

Though most oi tlie remaining sacraments have many rites in

common with Piimsavana (namely, morning bath, worship of Visnu,

performance of Sattvika-vrddhi-sraddha, Vyahrti-homa, Satyayana-

homa etc., ending with offer of Daksina to the Pancaratra priest)

,

there arc some special characteristics which deserve notice. These

may be given below.

The Simantonnayana (ceremony of the parting of the bride’s

hair) is to be performed on the fourth, sixth or eighth month of

first pregnancy ; and it must be preceded by Garbhadhana
and Pumsavaiia ceremonies if these two have not been performed

in proper time. In it the fire, named Mahgala, is to be used, and

the husband is to tie to the neck of the wife two figs having a

common stalk, the footprints of Vasudeva, barley-grains made of

gold or any other metal according to the prevailing custom, and

Nimba, mustard etc. for protection. He should also perform

Simantonnayana (parting of hair) of the wife with two blades of

Kusa grass (Darbha-pijhall) , an arrow (Bana), a spindle (Tarku)

or the quill of a porcupine (Salali). Towards the end of the rite,

women, who have their husbands and sons, should bathe the bride-

groom and the bride, and the latter should cat a dish of spiced rice

and peas (Krsara).

In Sosyanli-homa, which is meant for easy delivery, the fire

used is named Mahgala ; and in performing Homa, the coming child

is to be given a name signifying that he is a servant of Visnu

(Visnu-dasa)

.

In the Jata-karman (birth-ceremony), wliich does not require

the performance of Srittvika-vrddhi-srriddha,^Kusandika and Homas,

the father of the child is to salute and eulogise the preceptors

(Srlgurun) before worshipping Visnu. Next, he should besmear

the tongue of the child, first with the powder of rice and barley

prepared by a Brahmacarin, a virgin girl, a pregnant woman or a

Pancaratra Vaisnava versed in the Vedas, and then with Ghee

mixed with gold. He should then purify himself by a bath.

The Ni^kiamana (ceremony of taking the child for the first

time out of the house) should he performed on the third lunar

daj' of the third bright fortnight after the birth of the child. It

has this peculiarity that the parents should take Ihe child to the

temple of the Bhagaval and show it the image of the deity.
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The Naina-karana (ceremony of naming a child after birth)

should be performed, according to custom (Aciira), on the 12th or

101st day or on the first anniversary of birth, though the Grhya
rules I'eqiiirc otherwise. In it the fire used is named Parthiva and
the child’s name is to end in the word ‘ dasa ’ (servant)

.

The Paustika-karman (ceremony for growth or welfare) is to

be performed on the Janma-tithi or Piirnima-tithi of every month
during the first year of the birth of the child, and it requires a fire

named Balada for the performance of Homas.

In the Aniia-prasana (ceremony of putting rice for the first

time into the child's mouth), which should be performed on the

iixlh or eighth month in the case of a son and on the fifth or

seventh month in th(‘ case of a daughter, the Homas should be

performed in a fire named ^uci, and the child should be fed five times

wilh the food dedicated to the deity (Mahaprasadanna)

.

The Putra-mfirdhribhighrana (ceremony of bringing the nose

close to the son's heed in caressing or as a token of affection) should

be performed at a time when the child is capable of knowing the

father as its father, or when the father returns after long absence

from hoiiK'. It may idso be performed after XJpanayana.

The Cudfi-karana (ceremony of tonsure) .is to be performed in

the first, third or fifth yeai according to the custom of the family.

The fire required in it is named Satya. It includes the ceremonies

of fetching a barber, looking at a glass, tonsuring with a razor,

placing the hair on cow-dung and throwing the whole in a forest

or fastening it to the brainrli of a bamboo, and lastly, the ceremony of

piercing the ear to icceive ear-rings (Karna-vedhana)

.

The ceremony of Upanayana (initiation of the boy into

study, as one of the twice-born classes, by investiture with the

sacred thread), which is to bo performed on the 8th year from

the day of impregnation or birth of the child, has been described

by the author at length ; but it has very few noteworthy

peculiarities. In it, the fire required is named Samndbhava, and

the father or any other person appointed by him or by the bo,"

may serve as the preceptor (Acarya)

.

Besides Visnii-worship and the performance of Sattvika-vrddhi-

sraddha and Homa in a fire named Tejas, the Samavartana

(ceremony performed on the completion of study, when the student

returns home from his teacher’s house) includes the following opera-

tions : {%) pouring by the student of water on the ground from the

palm of his hftnds ; (ii) sprinkling himself with water taken in his

palms
;
(m) looking at the image of Narayana

;
{iv) throwing of
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the staff into the fire ; (v) throwing away of the girdle
;

{vi) putting

on new clothes iaid ornaments after shaving and bathing

;

(vii) wearing shoes and holding a long staff; and {viii) starting

home on a cart after satisfying the teacher with fees.

It is noteworthy that some of the sacraments are called

Samavediya, and in almost all of them the Tantric, as well as Vedic,

Mantras have been used profusely.

8. Ethics of Bengal Vaisnavisat

No account of the Bengal Vaisnava faith vvould be complete

without some idea of its ethical outlook on life. But there are

difficulties in the wae of a critical examination of the subject. There

is nowhere in the authoritative works of the Bengal school a

systematic exposition of its ethical position, although moral rules

are inculcated and aberrations eondeinned. As we find it in the

general history of Indian thought, ethics is not a subject of

independent speculation ; and ethical ])rinrii)h\s, which underlie

theory and practice, are expressed, in the main, only incidentally

in connexion with religious and theological exposition. Morality is

regarded as necessarily religious and religion as necessarily moral,

so that the bearings of religious doctrine on moral life never receive

independent or adequate treatment. Since ethics, in this theistic

system, is regarded as a divimdy inspin'd inslilution, the question

of right or wrong dot's not seriously arise ; for it is solved in the

terms of the postulate. The 'ethical and the devotional arc

inseparable ; right is right because it is divine, there is no further

need for a search of its basis or sanction. This peculiar merging

of religion and ethics is a feature \^hich Bengal Vaisnavism shares

with the general trend of Indian religious thought
;
but it renders

difficult the disentangling of the strands of ethical and religious

speculation.

The difficulty i^ inereas(‘d by the fact that Bengal Vaisnavism

inherits and blends into its texture much of the recognised ethical

and social ideas of larger Indian thought. Although evolved within

the fold of orthodoxy, the Bengal faith is not strictly orthodox;

but it is not heterodox in the sense that it /ejects the Veda or ignores

the institution of caste or Karman. If it does not accept Vedic

rites and deities, it is because they have long since been replaced

by those of Pu^anlc worship and mythology. But it still accepts

the social prestige and divinely appointed duties of caste, although

its rigidness is bmipered, at least in devotional matters, by a

growing sense of equality and fellowship and by a belief in the

levelling grace of divine mercy. The doctrine of Karman and
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rebirth also niitigalcs the sense of injustice in human relations
; for

It is no longer regarded as a blind and mechanical dogma, but as

.111 intrinsically ethical idea of a cosmic, !)ut divinely directed,

power of righteousness, devotion alone bi'ing regarded, thcistically,

as supremely capable of iinllifying the inexorable fruits of action.

Although emotional and ecstatic devotion and worship are exalted

over cverythiiig else in human endeavour, the necessity of morality in

religious life is not denied, both for its preparation and continuance.

There is, therefore, a great deal of positive moral precepts. The uni-

versally accepted principles of right living and the lauded virtues are

admitted without Question, and long-recognised errors of eonducl

are deprecated. We. have a fairly long list of such cardinal virtues

as alms-giving, hospitality, reverence for parents and ciders, grati-

tude, faithfulness, service, humility, kiudiu'ss, non-injury, liberality,

beneficence shouai in public works for gtiieral good, cultivation of

gentle and amiable qualities, practice of self-restraint and frugality,

truthfulness, tranquillity, contenlnient, uprightness, resolution, purity

of body and mind, and so forth. On the other hand, one

shoidd avoid the six forms of passion (anger, lust, delusion, greed,

arrogance and jealousy), theft, gambling, drunkenness, murder,

violence, adultcuy, as well as negations of the virtues mentioned

above. In a well known passage Krsnadasa Kaviraja briefly

indicates (Madhya xxii) the qualities of a true Vaisnava thus:^
“ These excellences are the signs of a Vaisnava ; they are indicated

only, as they cannot ])e exhausted : compassionate, free from spite,

being of the essence of truth, equable, faultless, generous, gentle,

pure, possessing nothing, doing good to all, tranquil, wholly

surrendered to Krsna, desireless, harmless, steadfast, victorious over

the six passions, eating sparingly, never unbalanced, honouring

others, not desiring honour for himself, grave, tender, friendly, poetic,

skilful and silent.” The inspiration of the ideal is clearly the life

of Gaitanya as idealised by his followers. There is also a well

known Sanskrit verse,- attributed to Gaitanya himself, which briefly

summarises the outstanding moral excellences of a Vaisnava by

stating that a true devotee should be mor' humble than a blade

‘ ij^r |sjir«i5Rni[ i ^ simrq ii

wfl’a nr*!’? wnsft i ?3r nVt ii

For the characlerLstics of a Yaisna\a, see also Gopala Bhatta’s llari-bhaktu

vildsa, X, summarised alx)ve p. 3C5.

^ tnidd apt mnfeena iaror iva i!ahimund\

amdnind mdnadena kirtanlyah mdd hanh\\
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of grass, forbearing like a tree, not caring for honour himself but

rendering honour where honour is due. All this, no doubt, implies

an exalted moral ideal and must have helped to promote some of

the traditional, but great, virtues of the human mind. It is recog-

nised that moral training is an essential requisite for purifying

oneself in order to attain the supreme being, who is presupposed to

poswsess all moral excelleuc(‘s and to be absolutely pure and free from

moral defects It is believed that, however imperfect, man is

essentially divine, and can, by divine grace, as well as by his own
exertions, mental and moral, enter into communion with the divine

being. The faith is, therefore, not inconsistent with an elaborate

ritualism of worship, in so far as ritualism tends to the discipline

and purification of the mind and body, and becomes a step to the

attainment of a higher devotional attitude which discards outward

form and ceremony.

All this is in accord with the general trend of traditional piety

and morality, but the theistie system brings in peculiar modifica-

tions. Morality, in this system, is recognised only as a means, and

not as an end in itself. It is, therefore, not imperative nor

indispensable, at h'ast in a stage in which one' attains the spirit of

true devotion, nec.'essarily involving a moral attitude
;
what is

indispensable is divine grace, which no amount of morality or

immorality can sup(‘rsede. It is maintained that the fully

emancipated cannot but be moral: even at a lower stage, one may
dispense with morality if one is blessed with divine grace, which

instantaneously brings salvation. If sin is a stain and morality is

a process of cleansing, the attainment of divine grace (Prasada) by

self-surrender (Prapatti) is a much quicker process and does not

necessarily presuppose moral training or purification. It should be

note<l in this connexion that, sin being regarded as the effect of

divine Maya, human responsibility is reduced to the minimum ;
it

is merely a fetter or an obscuration which the motiveless divine

grace alone can remove in order to manifest itself in its blissful

omnipotence
;
human ' sinfulness, therefore, is hardly an ethical

problem. It follows that religious deeds /jcr sc are more important

and more potent than moral acts. This point will become clear if

we consider, for instance, one of the fundamental dogmas of the

Bengal school, namely, the power of the blessed name.^ A profession

of faith by a mere mention of the divine name is enough to efface all

sins, somewhat in the manner of Christian death-bed absolution,

even though the person affected is indifferent to morality. It is

lime that mere mechanical performance of ritual and observance of

^ See above p. S19.
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outward forms of morality, though acknowledged as necessary at a

certain stage and up to a limit, are never taken to possess the

highest efficacy, exclusive stress being laid on inward realisation

of the deity in the individual consciousness; but it is also clear

that the idea of divine grace ousts, if it does not negate, the moral

idea or the categorically imperative necessity of morality. In a

religious system, which believes in an all-exclusive and essentially

emotional devotion to the absolute power of a personal god, it

cannot be otherwise. Moral earnestness, like intellectual conviction,

can never have its jiroper place in a religious attitude of emotional

excess. The moral results of the devotional attitude are taken for

granted, but morality is not the j>rimary interest. It is believed

that by his esctatic devotion a man can rise above all activity and

all moral obligation. Ail ethic.s becomes lost in religious rapture,

and no act, except devotional act, counts.

It may f>e conceded that the Bengal Vaisnava faith firmly

believes that happiness, in the sense of earthly enjoyment, can

never be the end of life, but that self-realisation, in the form of

devotional joy, is alone tlie summum honum. Not mere Vaidhi

Bhakti, which derives its authority from Gastric injunction and can

therefore be transcended, but Prema-bhakti, which arises spontane-

ously through man’s surrender and God’s grace, is the exclusive

object of all human activity. It may be urged that all this

necessarily implies an ethical attitude, for service to divinity is as

much a moral as a religious necessity. But it should not be

forgotten that self-realisation, as well as happiness, is understood by

Caitanyaism in a peculiar sense. It is not meant to constitute the

foundation of a higher or larger ethical life, but to imply an exalta-

tion of purely individual religious emotion as the entire goal of

human existence. The highest mode of spiritual emotion un-

doubtedly implies purity and intensity of faith, but the Prema-

bhakti resolves itself into a form of religious sentimentality, .a

continuous frenzy of divine madness (Divyonrnada) , an all-engross-

1

ing mystic state of yearning, trance, rapture and vision, which may
remain morally pure but ethically insufficient. This emotional,

even sensuous, realisation may be harmless and beautiful in its

mystic form, but it is entirely individual and self-centred ;
and

being extremely personal in ardour and concrete in expression, it

tends naturally towards a devout orgy of ecstatic excess. It is not

an escape from the bondage of the senses because it lands one in

another kind of refined sensuousness.

For, in this^attitude of devotionaj rapture, intellectual satisfac-

tion is not considered essential. It is said to be an escape also
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from the bon<lage of Karman, and it takes no interest in socialised

human life. It is described as a kind of mystic intuition, not of

Ihe nature of IJpanisadic Jnana or Yoga, but derived essentially

from detached emotional exaltation. Its feelings and ecstasies are

all inward
; they live in and for themselves. But being unrelated

and isolated, they lose virility, and become liable to delirious

abandon and consuming excess jof passionate sentimentality. Emo-
tion in itself i‘: not lo be deprecated

;
it should take its proper place

in every religious system
;
but, to save it from morbidity, it must

be related to will and intellect, to life and reality. There is enough

of intellectual subtlety in Cailanyaism,- but not much intellectual

virility
; the fundamental motive to will and fuller living seldom

vitalise its capricious and subjective joys of mj^stic vision. We are

not concenied here with tiie question whether emotional elation is

right or wrong in itself, or whether it can become a mystic channel

of communion with the divine ; but it should be admitted that no

full and rounded type of religion can be broad-«l>ased on emotional-

ism alone, inasmuch as it fails to satisfy the entire personality

of man.

It is believed that the ultimate source of this devotional

attitude of Bhakti Is divine grace (Prasada)
;
but since the human

self is said to have affinities with the divine, a limited freedom of

will and action is not denied. But the idea of complete surrender

(Prapatti) to divine will and grace, to which man is, by his very

nature, taken to be predisposed, make.s this freedom only nominal

or illusory by divesting it of its power of fully asserting itself.

Individuality is indeed acknowledged, but individuality ^s regarded

as a limitation which should be transcended, not by intellect or by

will, in which lies the root of all evil, but by emotional susceptibility,

which is inborn, but which can operate only through divine grace,

incomprehensible (Acintya) in its divine sportiveness (Lila) . The

divine grace, again, is not connected with any ethical purpose, or

ethical conception of sin, .suffering and forgiveness ; it is merely an

act of divine omnipotence. It is, therefore, clear that the idea

of divine sportiveness (Lila) and divine grace (Prasada)
,

as

umterstood by the Bengal school, leaves little room for moral

activity, if the term moral is taken in its wider application, and

not identified with the term religious. There is, no doubt, the

belief in the ultimate rationality of a well ordered universe, but

what is conceivably well ordered need not be morally constituted.

From the ethical point of vjew, such an attitude of devotion is not

immoral but unmoral, being essentially negative, except in its

relation to the deity. It is not outright passivisifi, but it fails to

furnish the motive for any strenuous social or individual morality.
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There are indeed frequent admonitions to exert oneself, to overcome
evil, to engage in good works

; but it is difficult to reconcile ecstasy

“with activity, the emotional aspiration ‘ to be ' with the volitional

effort ‘ to do, ^ the doctrine of non-resistance and surrender with

the exercise of personality, which is not personal, and incentive

to worldly ^lctivity, which is not worldly. The injunctions to

service are indeed not futile, nor in actiml practice does the

spontaneous spring of human sympathy ever run dry
;
but the

trend of a doctrine of devotional exaltation of emotion, which
believes that all activity, except religious activity, is misery, is

towards an unmoral, if not positively immoral, isolation.

But the doctrine is not unmoral in the sense that it predicates

an unmoral or attributelcss deity. The Bengal theistic faith

conceives of its personal god as possessed of divinely human
qualities, and fashions its man-like god in the light of human
relationships. The Bhakti, in this system, is not an austere concen-

tration of the mind on absolute reality, but the loving contemplation

of a benign and blissful personal god, who is felt to be remote, but

whom the worshipper desires to bring nearer to his feeling than to his

understanding. It is also an experience capable of ascending scale

of emotions. From this point of view, the mystic feeling resolves

itself into a scries of exceeding familiar and authentic sentiments

of a human being as a parent, friend, servant or lover. But the

danger of such ftn attitude is also clear. If the object is the

attainment of some kind of intimate relationship, whatever the

nature of the relationship may be, it is a matter of great importance

how the god is conceived. The problem is not merely religious but

also ethical. In other words, the god should be fully ethicised, and

not merely placed in a sportive surrounding of merely emotional or

sensuous appeal.

It cannot be said that Krsna, as conceived by the emotional

Bengal faith, is fully ethicised in this sense. The precarious Radha-

Kr^na legend, on which its whole system of devotion is based, is

taken not as a symbol but as a reality, not as religious myth but

as religious history. A strenuous attempt is, therefore, made to

explain and fit in all its details and implications ;
and theological

justification for it is found in the dogma that the Vrndavana

sports are those of the supreme deity, viewed as the Saktimat, with

his own energies, viewed as the §akti. But the detailed working

out of the Vrndavana-llla, both in the theological and poetical

works^ of the sect, clearly shows that it is never taken in the sense

* See below, ch. vii.

as
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of an aliegory (which modern thought would delight to find in it)

but in a vivid and literal ^sense. These blissful, but purposeless,

sports are supposed to go on eternally; but the deity, who cannot

be anything but blissful, is made entirely engrossed in them. It is

a delightful devotional fancy, but it is wholly unethical. The
slaying of demons in the divine Lila indeed implies the upholding

of a moral order, but it is only a diversion, which, we are told,^ is

accomplished not by the deity’s self but by the countless Avataras

who appear simultaneously with him. His essential erotic Madhurya
is not to be obscured by such acts of heroic Aisvarya. The Krsna

of Vrndavana alone counts ; the Krsna of Kuruksetra is deliberately

effaced. The heroic acts, in the theory of the school, are justifiable

only because they evoke softer sentiments ; for instance, they

excite parental affection in Nanda and Yasoda, friendly solicitude

in Krsjaa’s companions, and, above all, erotic feelings in Radha and

her Sakhis.-

Although the devotional sentiments admit of gradation in the

form of the feelings of servitude, friendship or parental affection,

there can be no doubt that the erotic alone is canonised by the

Bengal sect. The mystic experience of the divine sports is almost

entirely governed by the erotic feeling and wholly steeped in it,

the other sentiments only touching its fringe. The highest object

of religious adoration and worship is conceived and moulded, after

the Puranic legend, in a frankly erotic cast, and’ there is nowhere

any suggestion of allegory in the circumstantial working out of its

minute sensuous details. The glorification of the sex-impulse is

supreme. In the gorgeous expansion of the legend, for instance,

in the Kavya, Nataka and Campu of the sect, composed by its

venerable teachers, there is nothing but a series of erotic situations,

described with the evident relish of sensuous enjoyment, and never

symbolised into spiritual truths. It is plainly and emphatically

the language of the senses', even if one may make a desperate

attempt to read a supersensuous meaning into it. The spiritual

foundation is too flimsy for its overwhelming excess of palpable

eroticism. The cult of the infant and adolescent Krsna need not be

sweepingly characterised as vulgar’^ or immoral,^ nor need the

emotionalism of the Vaisnava devotee be superficially deprecated as

^ Sec above p. 843.

This is the interpretation of Visvanatha Cakravartin in his Rdga-^artma*

candrika (Prakorana ii), but it is also implied by the treatment of the legend

Rfipa's dramas ai d Jiva’s Campu. >

** E. Washburn Hopkins, Ethics of India, Yale University Press, New Haven

1924, p. 200.

* John McKenzie. Hindu Ethics, Oxford University Press, 1922, pp, 177, 178.
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sensual delirium’ or serenity induced by exhausted passion-
;

but

such strong language of critics undoubtedly implies, not without

reason, that the conception and the attitude, in spite of scriptural

or metaphysical justification, possess dangerous possibilities or

demoralising tendencies. It may be suggested that it does not

matter about the deficiency or questionable character of the means

so long as it leads ultimately to the end
;
but, granted the spiritual

end, can it justify the sensuous means ?

It is not always true that religious rapture, however erotically

inclined, lends lo moral default ; it is also admitted that in a

mystic attitude of emotional exaltation, evtai of the erotic type, the

senses and the s{)irit can meet ; but there can be little doubt that

eroticism as a devotional principle is perilously liable to religious

and moral excess. The erotic apotheosis of the legendary Krsna

and Radha in a background of highly sensuous charm is given a

mystic, and even an austere, significance ; and, however much the

mentality of such erotic emotionalists be criticised, the devout saints

of Vaisnavism have been, in actual life, morally irreproachable.

Caitanya himself was suscejjtible to such emotional rapture, but

personally he held to an ascetic type of morality and expressed

strict views regarding sexual relationship. All this is freely admitted

;

but it should also be admitted that the danger comes not so much

from erotic portrayal of the divine sport, which may be (but is not)

symbolically understood, as from the excess of exclusive emotional

strain involved in the imaginative experience of the erotic sentiment,

and from actual practice of erotic situations a.s a religious rite. The

Bengal school of Caitanya, no doubt, condemns direct erotic practice,

but it encourages vicarious erotic contemplation. It emphasises the

inward realisation of the divine sports in all their erotic implications

as the ultimate felicitous state, and thereby promotes the abnormal

satisfaction of a highly refined erotico-religious sensibility. The

dogma is implicitly accepted that Krsna is the only male in the

universe, and that the highest ideal of the devotee, like that of

Radha, is the desire of a woman eternally seeking to satisfy her

lover, who frankly, but divinely, thirsts after womanly charms of

adolescence and youth. If this were only a symbol or allegory of

the soul’s longing foi the divine lover, it would be a legitimate use

of erotic imagery and erotic impulse in the service of religious

symbolism. But the works of the sect make it quite clear that the

^ Barth, Religions of India, p. 228.
. . «

^ Melville T. Kennedy. Chaitanya Movenienf, Oxford University Press, 1925,

p. 256. The phrase is actually used by Hopkins, but Kennedy speaks cf

“sensuality and lust.”
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erotic contemplation is not merely symbolical or figurative but, as

we have said, vivid and literal. The dogma is carried further when
the devout attitude becomes identical with that of l^dhS’s

^companions,^ the highest mystic experience being in this case the

detailed imaginative participation, in a vicarious mood, in the erotic

sports of the deity. All this has been severely condemned by some

critics as an emasculated ritual of emotional debauchery ; but

without going so far, it should be admitted that the intimate

subtilising of erotic details, however mystically transfigured, is bound
to be characterised as a psychological and ethical aberration rather

than as a healthy ennobling religious mood.

It may be properly urged that even if the actual or implied

ethical teaching of Caitanyaism is scanty and unsatisfactory, the

spirit of Caitanya’s life, which inspired saintly and selfless men to

great devotion, stands above the body of its tenets. There is indeed

a great deal of religious appeal in Caitanya’s devotional personality,

in his passionate and sincere adoration ; but it must be said that

the excess of mystic emotionalism and the ardent pursuit of a

sublime erotic fancy, which left him almost a nervous wreck in his

later years, do not bear witness to great service. Nor could they

have been a great ethical force, inasmuch as his practice of the

devotional faith, ns it is recorded, was essentially an individual, and

not a social, experience. Caitanya, in these years, lived entirely

in and for the ecstasies, trances and visions of Bhakti ; they, as

well as his dally worship and adoration, consumed all his energies.

There is no evidence of restraint, no fear of excess, no self-criticism,

no rational test, nor ethical consideration in these mystic indulgences,

occurring continuously day after day and marked more and more

by n€*rvous unsteadiness and suggestibility. All this may be the

consummation of the spiritual aspiration of the faith, but from the

ethical point of view, Caitanya’s life of ‘ divine madness ’ at Puri

is singularly empty. No larger problem of the welfare of man and
the world impinges upon his ecstatic consciousness ; his devotion is

unworldly also in the sense that it moves in a world unconnected

with all that we mean by the term ethical. Modern knowledge tells

us that there is nothing mysterious or miraculous in such trances,

visions and ecstasies; they are phases of nervous sensibility, rather

than of spirituality, even if induced by spiritual causes; they are

.
^ A]mrt from actual practice, this is made clear by the important r6le played

by Radha's SakhTs in the detailed amplication of the legend in the poeticfd works of

Kapa, Kaghunatha, Jiva and Kpspadasa, as well as by ^aboration of the dognuk

in the hagiology of the sect to the effect that the great Vaifpava devotees are

incarnations of various SakhTs in the Vpidivana-lUl, See above p. 131, 133 footnote.
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found, more or less, in all excessively emotional religious practice

of all ages and climes. But even assuming their spirituality, one

must face the fact that they do not satisfy the ethical demand.

The experience of divinity, which is only possible in mystic trances

and raptures, is of little value to mankind, however much it may
spiritually stimulate the mystic himself ; and the question may be

legitimately asked whether a religious attitude should entirely

consist of such erotico-mystic susceptibilities.

Except to an extremely pious imagination, the records of the

sect undoubtedly give the impression that neither the movement
nor its leaders possessed any social vision or idealism, any other

absorbing concern than emotional worship and adoration. Caitanya

himself never pretended to be a moral teacher or social reformer,

but he considered himself to be only a seeker after Krsna.^ If

Caitanyaism removed the barriers of caste in matters of worship

by the free and unritualistic reciting of the divine name, and

effectively utilised group-emotion by its lusty and contagious method
of Samkirtana, it is by no means correct to state that Caitanyaism

taught or practised universal, or even democratic, brotherhood.

It is true that it tried to create a new grouping of men united by

a common religious impulse ; it certainly gave, at least in its

earlier stages, a larger place to women and outcasts by recognising

their inherent religious capacity : but it never aimed at nor

attempted any dissolution or change of the established social order.-

It did not break through conventional priestcraft, nor did it depart

from orthodox social duties. In its earlier stages, it brought

religious freedom and fellowship in a certain measure, but hardly

social freedom and fellowship. Its social conservatism is distinctly

shown in its retention of caste restriction in ritualistic worship,® as

well as in social usages and relations ; and even in religious matters

it did not show much toleration towards non-Vaisnavajs or

Vaisuavas of other sects. Hedged in by such limitations, its

doctrine of good will and humility becomes merely negative, and

the vision of fellowship extremely provincial. The social insuffi-

ciency of Caitanyaism may be one of its religious assets in its

‘ unworldliness,’ but it is,
„
precisely for that reason, one of its

ethical weaknesses. The fundamental conception of a world-order,

^ Even a very enthusiast ic modem follower of Caitanya admits this

:

“ Lord Gauranga never posed as a teacher, but only one among his fellows, seeking

Krishna . . . His followers never preached moral doctrines to their fellows,

knowing full well that moral life mtist follow a religious life** (Shishir Kumar GJIiosh,

Lord Oauranga, \ ol. ii, App. xx, note)

.

^ For a reference to Ciutanya*s social ideas, see above pp. 80-81.

“ See above pp. 348, 894.
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viewed as the jiianifesiatioii of divine sport which is essentially

erotic in character, can hardly form the foundation of any healthy

and free ethical endeavour. While the erotic symbolism, presented

as a fact, becomes an uncomfortable creed by its direct conflict with

the sober ideas of established society, there is also a self-centredness

about the conception and a lack of moral purpose which, as we

have pointed out, leave little scope for the moral struggles and

aspirations of mankind. The whole literature of Caitanyaism, its

elaborately composed theology, poetry and drama, is callously

unmoral in ignoring this aspect of humanity, with the result that

the larger humanity in its turn has practically ignored it. In the

literary productions, there is, no doubt, a curious blend of tho

personal and the mystic, but we have pictures only of ordinary

human emotions of the softer and more luscious kind ; of

sterner virtues there is not a trace, nor is there any tremendous

spectacle of thfe spiritual struggles of the human soul and its deeper'"

agonies. The groat precepts of deliverance, redemption or salva-

tion become meaningless from the ethical standpoint, being emptied

of their ethical content and undirected towards an ethically

conceived world, man or god.



CHAPTER VII

THE LITERARY WORKS OF BENGAL VAISNAVISM

1. Their Extent and Importance

One of the remarkable features of the Caitanya movement
is its extraordinary literary activity, the power and vitality of its

inspiration being evidenced by the vast literature which it pro-

duced both in the learned classical tongue and in the living

language of the province. As, on the one hand, it enriched the

field of Sanskrit scholarship by its more solid and laborious pro-

ductions in thcolbgy, philosophy, ritualism and Rasa-i^stra, so, on
the other, it poured itself out lavishly in song and story, almost

creating, as it did, a new literary epoch by its fruitful contributions

of great diversity and charm.

The movement, thus, permanently enshrined itself in the

abundant and versatile literature it produced. In its earlier stages,

with which we arc directly concerned here, this literature expressed

itself chiefly in Sanskrit, and took various forms. The only Bengali

Caitanyaite productions of this period comprise a number of Bengali

songs and lyrics (Padas) and the biographical and narrative works,

of which we have already given a brief account.^ There can be no

doubt that they constitute one of the most important and influen-

tial aspects of its literary energy ; for both lyric and biography are

distinctly new literary genres, which Caitanyaisni created for the first

time in Middle Bengali, and through which its passionate appeal spread

widely and rapidly. But even allowing that the best mediaeval Bengali

biographical records belong to this period, the really creative epoch

of the resplendent Bengali song and lyric, inspired by Caitanyaism,

comes a little later.- At the same time, the purely literary efforts

of Caitanyaism in Sanskrit arc by no means negligible. While its

attempts in biography and narrative are represented in Sanskrit by

the works of Murari-gupta and Paramananda Kavikarijapura, the

richer emotional and poetical sensibilities of this movement, which

exalted emotion over reason and fancy over fact, arc expressed in

a series of mystically, but gorgeously, impassioned stories, poems,

dramas, Camptis, lyrics, hymns, songs, and panegyrics composed by

Kavikar^apura, Ramananda-raya, Raghunatha-dasa, Rupa, Jiva,

See above pp.
^ We have therefore, omitted consideratioii of them in this chapter.
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Krsnadasa Kaviraja and others, as well as by a host of minor poets,

whose devotional verses are collected together in Rupa’s anthological

survey of the Padyavail. It would seem, therefore, that the religious

revival must have supplied an emotional inflatus which produced

wonderful results in Bengali poetry for more than a century, but

it also led to a fervent expression of devout feelings even through

the more diflScult, but perhaps more rich, medium of Sanskrit.

2. Biographical Works

We have already givcn^ a brief description of the early Sanskrit

biographical works of Murari-gupta and Paramananda Kavikarna-

piira, which became the precursors of the voluminous and exuberant

Bengali biographical narratives, and indicated their value as

historical documents. Apart from the fact that they are all

written from the excessively zealous devotional point of view, the

credulity of which is amazing, it is well known that factual or even

ideal accuracy was never a sine qua non of this type of composition

in Sanskrit.- There never prevailed any tradition of meticulous

chronicling or critical appreciation and interpretation of historical

facts as such. These writings undoubtedly contain historical

material, but the extent and value of such material are immensely

variable. Meant more for literary edification than for sober

knowledge, they could never divest themselves of their legendary

and poetic associations ; and this is seen in their complacent con-

fusing of fact and fiction, in their general indifference to the realities

of characterisation, in their intermingling of divine and human
action, in their unhesitating belief in magic and miracle and in their

deep faith in incalculable human destiny. Apart from an attractive

philosophy or artistic setting, ordinary history or biography is,

indeed, a rather prosaic idea. As a matter of research, it aims at

knowledge of facts; as an idea, it professes to bring out larger

principles governing human affairs ; as a method, its leaning is

towards objective accuracy. It is, thus, entirely out of harmony
with the super-individual spirit of Sanskrit literature, and could

not be disciplined by its formal conception of art. The writers,

therefore, never felt uneasy ; because the tradition never ordained

any deep or objective interest in mere fact or incident, but it even

authorised unrestrained fancy or overdressed fiction. Both theory

and practice established that works, which dealt with facts of

’ See above pp. 27-84. ,,

* See S. K. De, History of Sanskrit Literature, ch. vi, under Poems with

Historical Themes, p. 345 if.
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experience or had a biographical and historical content, did not
require any specialised form or method, but should be considered

only as types of the Kavya and be embellished with all the charac-

teristic graces, refinements and elaborate elegancies The fact of

having an historical or biographical theme seldom makes a difference ;

they are Kavyas, poems or dramas, in all essentials, and should be

regarded as such. The authors, therefore, claim merit, not for

historiography, but for poetry. As poets, they need not keep

within the limits of ascertained or ascertainable verities, nor need

they worry if the slender thread of actual history is buried under

a mass of luxuriant poetry or poetical exaggeration. The incidents

and characters are all lifted from the sphere of matter-of-fact

knowledge to the region of fancy and fable ; and we have here, in
*

the normal tradition of the Elavya, the same general scheme and
method, the same descriptive digressions and the same ornate

manner and diction. Even if an historical personage is taken as

the central figure, the laudatory accounts poetically magnify and
surround him with all the glory and glamour of the legendary

hero.

This attitude becomes naturally more prominent when the point

of view is devotional and the hero is a saint or is regarded as the very

incarnation of the divine being. All the resources of the poetic art

and imagination strive to glorify the picture ; the historical narrative

becomes only the occasion, the elaborate fancy woven around it

becomes alone essential. The limitations are natural and obvious, but

they do not permit the poets much freedom to exercise their gift

for historical narrative, which most of them undoubtedly possess,

nor attain impartiality and precision with regard to incident or

characterisation. They content themselves with the application of

the traditional form and method of the Kavya to an historical

subject, in order to evolve an embellished poetical picture, rather

than compile a faithful record of facts and incidents. The works

produced under these conditions consequently become kinds of

heightened fairy tale, with just enough background of reality, and

probably as such, constitute gratifying homage or compliment.

The Sanskrit biographies of Caitanya share most of these

general characteristics of Sanskrit biographical or historical litera-

ture ; but since they record contemporary impressions felt, witnessed

or believed with intense faith, they represent, to a greater extent,

a proper step towards biographical writing. The picture is, no

doubt, much exaggerated and obscured by credulous legends, and

luxuriously poetibal descriptions are freely inserted, but the general

outline is clear and vivid. The life which they deal with is rich

54
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in inv/ard religious passion rather than in external acts and incidents,

but it affords opportunities of really impassioned and poetical treat-

ment. With great zest, therefore, they concentrate upon the inward

life of Caitanya and elaborately describe its passionate expression in

devotional ecstasies, trances, visions and frenzies.

The Caitanya-cariUimrta} of Murari-gupta, the earliest known

sj^stematic biographical work, is offered as an extensive Kavya of

four Prakramas, seventy-eight cantos and, according to its own
computation (iv. 26. 21), nineteen hundred and twenty-seven

stanzas ; but its length is hardly commensurate with its literary

merit or with the slenderness of its theme. The first Prakrama of

sixteen cantos ends with Visvambharas journey to Gaya, and

describes the occasion of the work, the necessity of Caitanya’s

descent along with his disciples : his birth, his parents (his father

is described as belonging to the Vatsya-gotra) ; his elder brother

Visvarupa who crossed the river and left home for Samnyasa at

the age of sixteen
; his childhood, boyhood and youth ; his studies

;

death of his father; his marriage to Laksmi (i. 9, 10) ; his journey

to East Bengal
;

death of Laksmi
;

Sad’s lament in one whole

canto (i. 12), couched in the Viyogini metre in the approved Kavya
manner ; his second marriage to Visnupriya (i. 13, 14) ; his journey

to Gaya and meeting with Isvara Purl (i. 15, 16) . The second

Prakrama of eighteen cantos continues the story up to Caitanya’s

Samnyasa. The incidents narrated are not many, for the greater

part of this section is taken up with the description of Caitanya’s

Bhava or devotional passion and ecstatic acts consequent upon it

after his return from Gaya. It describes his Varaha-Avesa (ii. 2)

and Balabhadra-Avesa (ii. 14), his Mahaprakasa and Mahabhiseka

(Great Manifestation and Consecration) as the supreme deity at

the house of Srivasa (ii. 12), his passionate realisation of the sports

of Krsna and Bladha, and his continuous rapture of dancing,

singing and Kirtana. He listens to Murari’s Rumd^taka, a panegyric

of Rama in eight stanzas (ii. 7. 10-18), but admonishes Murari’s

leaning towards Advaita Vedanta, learnt from Advaita Acarya, and
makes him a Ndevotee of Krsna by deprecating the worship of all

other deities. In Caitanya ’s first meeting with Nityananda (ii. 8),

who was at that time residing at the house of Nandana Acarya at

NavadvTpa, the thcophanic forms of Caitanya as the six-armed, four-

armed and two-armed Kr§pa are successively revealed. A curious

explanation is given of Caitanya’s motive for Samnyasa by the story of

^ See above, p. 27, The bibliographical references to editions of the works,

surveyed in this chapter, will be found in their proper places in. ch, ii and iii

above.
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a curse pronounced by a Brahman (ii. 13, 18-22) , who was refused

admission into Caitanya’s presence by the stupid door-keepers

;

but we are also told later on that Caitanya was inspired by a

dream to take to Samnyasa (ii. 18. 1-2). Kesava Bh'arati, who
visits Navadvipa, eulogises Caitanya as Suka, Prahlada and even

as the Bhagavat himself (ii. 18. 12), the Samnyasa occurring

immediately afterwards at Kantaka-grama (Katwa)

.

The third Prakrama. also of eighteen cantos, covers all incident?

up to the end of Caitanya’s return to Bengal on his way to

Vrndavana. The first two cantos continue the story of Samnyasa
and the next two cantos his return to Advaita’s house at Santipur,

where after taking farewell from his mother and assembled admirers

from Navadvipa he declares his intention to proceed directly to

Puri (iii. 4. 25). His mystic emotions after his return from Gaya
are^ described (ii. 1. 19-28) vividly by IMurari at some length :

kvacic chrutvd barer udma gitam m vihvalah ksitau\

patati huti-matrena dandavat kampate kvacit\\

kimcM gdyati govinda krsna kmneti sddaram\

sanna-kanthah kvacit kampa-rorndneita-tanur hhrmm\\

Similar description of his emotions is repeated after his Samnyasa
(iii 3. 16) :

hamti skhalati kvdpi kampata gdyati kvacit\

roditi vrajati kvdpi patati svapiti k^itau\\

Such emotional state becomes from this period a constant feature

of his daily life of devotion at Puri, as well as during his pilgrimages

;

and several cantos are devoted in this and the succeeding section

to similar descriptions in a more detailed form. Caitanya’s journey,

through Jajpur and Bhuvane.svar and arrival at Puri are then

described in six cantos (iii. 5-10). At Puri he goes straight to

Sarvabhauma’s house
;
and accompanied by Sarvabhauma's younger

brother, he visits the temple of Jagannntha, where, his emotions

overcoming him, he falls senseless and is carried back and revived.

At Sarvabhauma’s place the old scholar wants to teach Vedanta

to the young ascetic, but Caitanya is described (iii. 12. 12-13) as

expounding the true meaning of the Vedanta. No elaborate Sastri^

di'^putation is mentioned, but Caitanya’s exposition struck the

great Vedantist with so much wonder that he at once recognises

Caitanya as the Bhagavat, falls at his feet, and recites two stanzas

(iii, 12. 17-18), which are traditionally ascribed to Sarvabhauma’

^ Said to be included in Sarvabhauma’s Caitanydstaka. See S. K, De in

Indian Ctdture, i. pp. 2S-24 and above p, 322, footnote.
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and which are incorporated by Murari into his own text. The next

four cantos (iii. 13-16) describe Caitanya’s journey to the South up
to Setubandha. his meeting with Ramiananda Raya, Trimalla Bha^ta

and his young boy Gopala Bhatta, and others, and return to Puri.

The remaining two cantos deal with Caitanya’s return to Bengal on

his intended, but frustrated, journey to Vrndavana (in which

connexion wc are told that liis object was lupta^tlrthasya prdkatyam)

,

his meeting with Sanatana and Rupa at Rsamakeli and return to

Puri. The chief features of the last Prakrama of twenty-six canto?

consist of elaborate description in eleven cantos (iv. 2-12) of the

various places at Vrndavana and Mathum, which Caitanya visits, and

which recall scenes of Krsna’s sports and awaken extraordinary

emotions in Caitanya, as well as of his last years of devotional acts

nnd emotions spent at Puri. In the course of his northern pilgrimage

are described his meeting with Tapana Misra and his son Raghu-

natha Bhatta at Benares (iv. 1. 15-17), with Rupa at Prayaga and

Sanatana at Benares (iv. 13. 6-20),^ with his mother (iv. 14. 4)

on his Avay back to Bengal, with his wife Visnupriya (iv. 14. 8),

who makes an image of Caitanya for worshipping,^ and, lastly, the

homage of Gajapati Prataparudra on Caitanya’s return to Puri.

The last two cantos give, after the manner of the Puranic works,

a list or Anukramanika of the topics dealt with and the total

number of Prakramas, Sargas and Slokas.

Although offered as a Kavya, there are many features which

indicate that in its narration Murari’s work follows the method and

manner of the Puranas. We are told at the outset that the work
was undertaken at the direction of Srlvasa (i. 1. 9), but the general

framework (which is not consistently kept up, but resumed at

various points in the course of the narrative) consists of the device

of a narrator (Murari) and a listener (Damodara Pandita) common
enough in the' Puranas. The Sloka metre predominates, being used,

for running narrative, exclusively in as many as thirty-seven cantos

(i. 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14 ;
ii. 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11-13, 17, 18 ; iii. 3, 7, 9, 1$,

14, 18 ; iv. 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 17-19, 22-26) and partially in twenty-six

cantos (i. 1, 3, 5, 7, 8 ; ii. 3, 4, 7 ; iii. 4-6, 11, 15, 17 ;
iv. 1, 2, 5-7,

10, 12, 14-16, 20, 21) . The other metres used in the remaining

fifteen cantos, for the purpose of narration or description, are

generally metres of eleven or twelve syllables of the Tristubh-Jagat!

family, such as Sundari or ViyoginT, Vamsathavila, Indravajra,

Upendravajra or Upajati, and Rathoddhata. It is only sporadically

that the fourteen-syllabled Vasantatilaka is employed, while longer

' But no instruction in the Sastras is mentioned in thiSq^connexkm,
* This is perhaps the first image made of Caitanya for worship. See above p.

9SS, footnote,
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metres like Sragdhara are found five times (i. 1, 9. 19, 20 ; i. 7, 4

:

Iv. 21. 5), Drutavilambita occurs only twice (ii. 7. 1-6; ii. 18. 33),

and Sikharmi (i. 1. 25), Prthvi (iv. 10. 21-22) and Mandakranta
(iv. 10, 23, but the first Pada is ferdulavikridiia I) are used only

once each. No opportunity is missed for introducing the usual

descriptive Kavya-topics in the approved embellished manner,

diction and metre (e.g, Laksmi’s marriage in Vamsasthavila

•ind Upajati, i. 10 ;
Gael’s lament on Laksnii^s death in Viyogini,

i. 12 ; men and women thronging to have a sight of the young ascetic

at Kantakapuri (Katwa) in Upajati, iii. 1, etc.)
; but the work is

ostensibly modelled on the Vaisnava Puranas, and its poetic preten-

sions are hardly of a high order. Nevertheless, Murari possesses

considerable narrative skill and metrical facility, and his simple

descriptions are often vivdd and i)icturcsque. His manner is very

often direct and forcible, and wisely avoids the rhetorical elabora-

tion of the later Kavya.

Although professing to draw its inspiration and material from

Miirari’s work,^ the Caitanya-cariidmrtd^ of Paramananda-sena

Kavikarnapura is an elaborate and ambitious work, which conforms

more deliberately to the full-fledged mode and diction of the Kavya.

It consists of twenty cantos, and (according to the computation of

its editor) of nineteen hundred and eleven stanzas, being thus of

nearly the same extent as Murari's work. After a preliminary

homage to Caitanya and description of the sorrow of his disciples

at his passing away in the first canto, the poem proceeds in the second

canto to describe Navadvipa and incidentally Advaita and Srivasa.

The rest of the canto is occupied with Caitanya’s parents, loss of

their eight daughters, Visvarupa and birth of Visvambhara,

Visvainbhara’s infancy and manifestation of divinity which filled

his parents with wonder, Visvarupa’s Samnyasa and death of

Jagannatha Misra. The third canto is taken up with Visvambhara’s

going to school to Visilu Pandita, Sudiarsana® and the grammarian

Gahgadasa, his marriage to Laksmi (iii. 6-81), journey to East

Bengal and leaching pupils there, Laksmi’s death, and his second

naarriage to Visnupriya (iii. 127-144). In the fourth canto, we have

the story of Visvambhara’s vi.sit to Gaya, his Mantra-dik^i by

Isvara Puri, his return, his manifestation of divine Avesa and

^ ' a-saisavam prabhu'Caritra-vildsa-vijnaih

kaiscin murarir iti Tnangcdoriminadheyaih]
.

yad yad t>ild$a4(ditam samalekhi

tad tad vilokya vUUekha simh sa efak\\ (xx. 42).

* See above.^p. SS.

® But the text says : vimu-ndmnah sudarsandt (iii. 2) , although they are

different persons.
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Klrtana from the beginning of the month of Magha. The four

cantos from the fifth to the eighth continue the description of

A^isvambhara's ecstatic devotional acts and fits of singing and

dancing for eight months from Jyaistha to Pausa ; his Varaha-Avesa

at the house of Murari (v. 16-21 ) and his own Abhiseka suggested

by himself (vi. 40-52) ;
his meeting with Nityananda (vi. 108-123),

who is described as an Avadhiita and declared to be an incarnation

of Balarama (vii. 24) , and to whom Caitanya reveals the theophanic

Sa^-bhuja, Dvi-bhuja (vi. 122) and also Catur-bhuja (vii. 19)

forms his Nrsimha-Avesa (vii. 80-85 ) and parading the street as

such; and lastly, his Balarama-Avesa (viii. 19 -28). His Krsna-

bhava now begins ; it is strengthened by Srivasa's elaborate descrip-

tion of Krsna’s Vrndavana-llla in the next two cantos (ix-x)

,

which gives the *anthor an opportunity of indulging in a highly

emotional poetical excursion. In canto xi, the thread of the story

is resumed by the description of Caitanya's Samnyasa at Katwa,

hi.s return to Advaita’s house at Santipiir, his resolve to leave for

Puri (there is no allusion to his mother’s request to that effect),

his journey and the breaking of his staff on the wiay by

Nityananda. In canto xii, Caitanya reaches Sarvabhauma’s house

and explains Vedanta by refuting Advaita-vada and establishing

his own views about Bhakti (xii. 22-27),- in the course of which

exposition he quotes and explains two verses from the Bhdgavata,

each in nine different w'ays (xii. 81 ), and ultimately reveals his

theophanic Catur-bhuja form to Sarvabhauma. Sarvabhauma’s

two eulogistic verses on Caitanya^ are quoted (xii. 86 , 87), but

<!’aitanya is said to have torn to pieces the paper on which they

were written (so also in Karnapura’s drama, vi. 43-44) . His

Southern pilgrimage now begins. He is requested by Sarvabhauma
to see Ramananda Raya on his way, but on his outward journey

Caitanya avoids meeting Ramananda. The Vildpa-mald of a

Bi’ahman, named Kurmuj at whose house at Kurmaksetra Caitanya

‘ Caitanya is made to declare ; tad dvaibhujam varam Hi pratikiriaya tvam

(vi. 38) , while in Kavikarnapura’s drama, Caitanya declares : aicckikam bhagavatas

caturbhujatvam, smbhdvikam hi dvibkujatvam eva, and quotes the verse : nardkrti

param brahma (Act i). The Nama-mahatmya is said to be not mere Arthavada

(vi. 50). The Ramastaka of Murari is referred to in vi. 100.

* advaitorvadaij* vinira^tya bhakii-\ minsthapakam svlpa-matam jagada\\.

” vairdgya-vidyd-nija-bhakii-yoga-iikfdrtham ekah purusah puramhl

sri-ktsTm-caHanya-iarlradhari krpdmbudhir yas iam aham pfapadye\\.

keUdn nastam bhakti-yogam nijam yah praduskarturp kr^-caitanya-ndma]

dvirbhutas tasya paddravinde gddham gddham liyatdni ^tta~hhrngah\\.

These verses are said to belong, to Sarvabhauma s Caitamyd^faka

;

see

above pp. 427, and 65 footnote.
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ftayed for a few days on his way, is mentioned and quoted (xii.

114). In canto xiii, the narrative of South Indian pilgrimage

is continued. At Srirangam Caitanya stays and performs Catur-

masya at the house of Trimalla Bhatta (xiii. 4, 5), but there is no
mention of Gopala Bhatta. Caitanya’s only companion Krsnadasa

is lured away by unbelievers (xiii. 23), but Caitanya later on

repudiates him (xiii. 54) . On his way back Caitanya meets

Bamananda (xiii. 34 f) and stays with him for four months
(xiii. 60) . During Ramananda’s exposition of Bhakti, Caitanya

exclaims : bdhydtibdhyam bata bdhyam etai, until Ramananda
comes to the essence of Bhakti. Ramananda’s Sanskrit verse

ndnopacdra-krta-]mjanhm (cited in the Padydvali no. 13) and his

Brajabuli song pahilahi rdga (cited in Pacla-kalpataru no. 576) are

quoted in full.^ After Caitanya’s return to Puri, his favour to

Gajapati Prataparudra and meeting with various Bhaktas, including

Paramananda Puri (a disciple of Miadhavendra Purl, who is

mentioned as visnu-hhakti-ram eva sarin, xiii. Ill) arc described

in the same way as in Karnapura’s own drama.

The remaining seven cantos, which deal with Caitanya s devo«

tional life and ecstasies at Puri (xiv to xviii) and his visit to Vrnda-

vana and return (xix-xx)
,
possess little narrative interest, but are rich

in impassioned poetical descriptions. We have vivid pictures of

Snafia, Dola and Ratha festivals of Jagannatha, in which Caitanya

and his followers took prominent part by their frenzied singing and

dancing, as well as of Caitanya’s cleaning and sweeping of the

Gundica house and other devotional acts. We are told that

Caitanya met the throe brothers, Sanfitana, Rfipa and Anupama
(who are described as ram-sd/ra-sindhava iva) at Puri (xvii. 7-24)

.

For twenty years, on the annual visit of his followers, Caitanya

is said to have danced, with KTrtana, in front of the Car of

Balarama (xviii. 61) :

Hi virpsati-hdyanaih pTabhur\ baiadevasya rathdgrato muhuh\

natandrd vidhdya Jarfanair] idam eiad vyakiraj jaffat’tale\\.

It is curious that the description of Caitanya’s visit to Vrndavana

in canto xix is utilised as an opportunity of displaying the author's

skill in various kinds of verbal tricks of the so-called Citra-kavya,

which is a characteristic of Sanskrit poems since Bharavi’s time.

He employs, for instance, Ekaksara (employment of one letter, n

in xix. 37), Dyaksara (i.e. employment of two letters v and bh in

xix. 17, I and n in xix. 41), Asamdhyaksara (employing no diph-

thongs, in xix. ^9) , Nirausthya (no labials, in xix. 55) , as well as

See above, pp. 60, 70, footnoir
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Gomutrika-bandha (xix. 21) , Muraja-bandha (xix. 29) ,
Pratilomanu-

lorna (xix. 45, 53), Slokavrtti (repetition of the same verse twice

with different meanings, xix. 49-50), Padavrtti (two halves of the

stanza having the same succession of letters, xix. 33) , various kinds

of Yamaka (Antya-yamaka also in xv. 109), Anuprasa and other

verbal figures.

It will be seen at once from this brief summary of the contents

of the poem that, while ten cantos are devoted to the depiction of

Caitanya’s life before Samnyasa, the remainder of his life takes up

an equal number of cantos. The treatment of the two parts of the

theme, therefore, is not disproportionate. Apart from the paucity

of incidents which is inevitable in a life of pure religious rapture,

^he narrative interest is not entirely sacrificed to luxurious poetic

descriptions
;
but Karnapura, in accordance with the established

convention of the Kavya, cannot resist the temptation of introducing

long descriptive cantos
; as, for instance, SrTvasa’s description of

Vrndavana-llla in two cantos and the topic of Gundica-marjana or

of Caitanya’s ecstacies, dancing and Kirtana at various festivals at

Puri in several cantos. These would seem to take up dispropor-

tionate space, but they are essential in any account of Caitanya’s

life of religious Bhava, and they are not baldly or prosaically

depicted. For a boy in his teens, who calls himself a Sisu, the work

is indeed a notable literary achievement
; but its immaturitf- is

obvious, and one cannot assign to it high poetic merit. Kavikar^a-

pura possesses indeed a sufficient command of conventional poetic

vocabulary, enough rhetorical and verbal skill and considerable

metrical facility, and one must admit that his practice, comparatively

speaking, is not altogether devoid of moderation ; but of higher

flights or rarer touches of poetry there is not much in his elaborate

l)roduction. On the other hand, he succumbs very often, in his

youthful enthusiasm, to the temptation of rhetorical display in

general and of committing the verbal atrocities of Citra-bandha in

particular, while his conscious employment of varied metres^ is an

' With the exception of cantos xiii. xvi, xvii, which are deliberately meant

to illustrate the poet's skill in a large variety of metres, each of the remaining

cantos employ only one metre, although at the close of the canto the poet follows

;he usual convention of a break and change into other metres. The metres in

each canto are apalijitsed below (with the serial numbering of verses in figures),

and the metre of the concluding verses are given in enclosing brackets (with

number in figures) : Canto I Haiidakranta 1-24 (.^ikharipl 5). II VamSasthavila

1-119 (Viyoginl or Sundarl 8). Ill Indravajra, Upendravajra and Upajati 1-142

(Prahar^^ipl 2). IV Dnitavilambita 1-75 {.^ikharipi 1, Vamsasth|.vila 1). V Praliar-

^ipl 1-125 (l^ikharipl 1,' Sardfilavikridita 1, Drutavilambita 2). VI Vasantatilaka

1-121 (^Ikharin! 2). VII Pramitak^ra 1-97 {^dulavikildita 1, Upajati 1,
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fispect of the prevailing tendency of his time towards laboured

artificiality. Nevertheless, the poem, in spite of its length and not
inexcusable enthusiasm, is simple enough to be readable

; the

diction is conventional, but not heavily ornamented : and there is

not much intrusion of theological or doctrinal matter to hamper its

fairly smooth and pleasant progress.

With regard to Kavikarnapura’s much better known and much
better composed drama in ten acts, entitled Caiianya-candrodaya^

one need not be wholly apologetic. It is a regular dramatised

account of the chief incidents of Caitanya’s life, which are set forth

more elaborately in his poem, the first five acts (like the first

eleven cantos of the poem) bringing the story down to Caitanya’s

Samnyasa and departure for Puri, and the last five acts dealing

with the latter part of Caitanya’s life spent chiefly there. In the

Prologue the Sutradhara informs us that the Caitanya-candrodaya

was composed by Paramilnanda-dasa, son of §ivananda-sena and

pupil of SrTnatha- and staged at the command of Gajapati Pratapa-

Tudra of Orissa at the Car festival (gundicd-ydtmydrn) of Jagannatha

at Puri. In the first Act, Kali and Adliarma appear and gloat

Praharsi'nT 1, VasantatUaka 1, Upajilli 1, Aaliiii 4 and SraRdhara 1). VIII ^>loka 1-60

(^ikharinT 1, Vasantatilaka 9). IX Svagala 1-93 (Prabarsinl 1, Mandfikrantii 1).

X Svagata 1-73 (MalinT 7). XI ^ikaarini 1-80 (Mandakranlu 3). XII Upajati

1-Jf€ (Maiiiil 9). Xlil VanV*v of metres: ITf)ajati 1-41, Vasantatilaka

no. ^9, Upajafi nos. 43-03, Svagata nos. 64-77, Rathoddhata nos. 78-81,

Svagala and Rathoddhata nos. 8^-1 14. Viyogini or Sundarl nos. 1 15-125,

Tlpajuti nos. 126-127, Viyogini nos. 123-134, Upajati 13.5-137, Viyogini 138-11(4,

S»lrduluvikridita liO. 145, Vasantatilaka no. 146, Upajati no. 147 and ,^ardula-

vikrldita no. 148. XIV Sloka 1-129 (^rdiilavikridita 3, Upajati 1 and Saj-dulavikridita

XV Puspita/va 1-104 (Sragdliara 1, 6ardula\ ikridila 2, Prthvi 1 Harini

Maliiii 1). XVI Variet> of metres: Maliiii nos. 1-3, Mandakrunta no. 4,

Maliiii no. 5, Vasantatilaka nos, 6-8, l^ardulavikridita nos. 9-11, Sragdliara nos. 12-16,

Prthvi nos. 17-18, HarinT nos. 19-21, ^ardiilavikridila nos. 22-23, Sragdharli no. 24s

Praharsini no. 25, Sardulavikridita nos. 26-27, Sragdhara nos. 28-30, Prthvi no. 31,

Shrdulavikriditu no 32, Vii.santat;;aka nos. 33-36, Bhiijangaprayata no. 37-47.

Mandakrania no 48, Aardulavikridita no. 49. XVII Variety of metres : Manju-

bhasinl nos. 1-14, ^loka no. 15. Manjubhasini nos. 16-24, Mandakini or Prabha

nos. 25-29. Candravartman nos, 30-42, Mattamayiira nos. 43-44, Kalahamsa no. 45,

Bhramaravilasita no. 46, Dodhaka no. 47, Salinl nos. 48-49, Upajati no. 50,

Rathoddhata no. 51-52, Vasantatilaka no. 53, Sasikala no. 54, Unidentified metre

no. 55, Lllakhela no. 56, Lola no. 57-62, Sardulavikridita nos. 63-60. XVIII

Viyogini or Suiidari 1-62 (Sardulavikridita 11, XIX Sioka 1-09 (Mandakrania 1).

XX Salini 1«36 (^dulavikrl^ita 1, Mandakrania 2, ^ikharini 1, Salini 1, Vasanta-

tilaka 4, Malini 1, Sardulavikri^ita 1, Mandakrania 1, VasantatUaka 1).

^ See above, p. 34.

* The nan^ of the poet’s Guru occurs also in his Ananda-vrnddvana Campn,

as well as in the Gaura-ganoddem ascribed to him.
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over the triumph of unrighteousness in the world
;
but Kali speaks

of the advent and activity of Caitanya which imperil their power.

From their conversation we learn of his birth, his elder brother

VisvarQpa, his marriages to Laksmi and Visnupriya, his Dlksa by

Isvara Purl at Gaya, his chief associates at Navadvipa and the

festival of his grand consecration (Mahabhiseka-mahotsava) , which

is being celebrated. Visvambhara enters with Advaita, Srivasa,

Sac! and others, and a theological discourse ensues on Bhakti-rasa

and the superiority of the humanised Dvi-bhuja form of Krsija.^

All those who are present, including Sad, recognise the divinity of

Caitanya, which he himself graciously relishes and acknowledges:

and, addressing Advaita, he speaks of his descent from Goloka by
the force of Advaita’s praj^er and appeal (goloJcdd avatdrito^smi

bhavatd) . The Act is appropriately entitled Svanandavesa. In the

second Act, which is called Sarvavatara-darsana, we have a long

conversation between Viraga and Bhakti, in which Viraga laments

over the desperate condition of the country infested by Bauddhas,

Tantrikas, Mayavadins, Jainas, Kapalikas and Pasupatas, as well :rs

by the followers of Kaiiada, Kapila, Patanjali and Jaimini
; but

personified Bhakti, who has recently descended at Navadvipa,

enters and brings the good tidings of the advent of Caitanya as

the Bhaktavatara {hfiaavadd avaddro kido hhatta^veseim) ? This

is followed by the description by Bhakti of Caitanya^s ecstatic

emotions, his Samkarsaiia-Avesa at Murari’s courtyard and Dvi-

bhuja, ^d-bhuja and Catur-bhuja appearance to Nityananda, and
other acts of devotion and miracle. Caitanya himself, who now
enters with Advaita and other followers, gracefully deprecates all

this, and modestly describes his own condition as Unmada-da^,
but Srivasa replies that madness of other people is a disease, while

Caitanya’s madness, for the listener and spectator, eradicates all

disease {anyonmadas tu vyddhir eva, ayani tu tavonmado dra^tr-

hfoirndm api vyddhi-nirmulahah) !

The third Act, entitled Dana-vinoda from the theme of the

inset play, is characterised by the interesting device of a play within

a play (Garbhahka) . Maitrl and Premabhakti enter and indicate

that a short play^ is going to be enacted, at the suggestion of Narada,

on the Dana-lilin (iii. 23) of Radha and Krsna, in which Haridasa

^ There is an incidental reference to Murari’s belief in Advaita-vada and

Voga-vasi^tha, which Caitanya is made to deprecate. Cf. MniSxi ii. 4. %% i,

^ In Act iii, Premabhakti says : ayam kfsna ev^vatirnah.

® It is described as a Bhk^a or Vyayoga, but technically it is not so. Possibly

BCipa’s work on a similar theme, -which is a Bhaiiika, suggested description that

it was a BhS^a!
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will act as Sutradhara, Mukunda as Pariparsvaka, Srivasa as Narada,
Nityananda in feminine role as Yogamaya, and so forth. With
some variation the theme is the same as that of the Ddna-Mi--
kaumudt^ and Ddna-keli-cintdTrumi of Rupa and Raghunatha>dasa
respectively. Radha, with her companions and an old woman,
comes to pluck flowers to worship Goplsvara Siva, but Ki*sna and
his companions demand a price for the flowers plucked from their

forest. A playful dispute, with erotic repartee, ensues ; but as Krsna
boldly goes up to exact his dues forcibly from Radha, the play abrupt-

ly ends- by the old woman, who is none other than Yogamilya,

concealing Radha and revealing herself, to the surprise of all, bodily

as Nityananda himself ! In Kavikarnapura’s Kavya, we have

a Jong description, extending over nearly two cantos, of the

Vrndjavana-llla of Krsna, given by .^rTvasa ; the present brief

episode in the drama is apparently meant to be a counterpart

suggested also by Snvasa, who takes up the role of Narada.

The fourth Act is named Samnyasa-parigraha. We learn from

the sorrowing devotees that Visvambhara has gone to Kesava

Bharat! at Katwa (kdtoyd-ndrrvdnam grdmam asadya kesava-

hhdratim upasedkmv) for being initiated into Samnyasa, an account

of which is given by Candrasekhara Acaryaratna, who returns from

the journey and invites them all to Advaita’s house at Santipur, where

Caitanya has gone with Nityananda. The next Act, called Advaita-

pura-vilasa, describes how Caitanya wanted to go straight to

Vyndavana but was directed by Nityiinada to Advaita’s house at

Santipur, where Caitanya meets his followers, stays for three days

and takes a pathetic farewell from his mother.

The sixth Act (Sarvabhaumanugraha) begins with a narration,

by Ratnakara (the ocean) and his spouse, the river Gahga, of

Caitanya’s journey to Puri,*^ and proceeds with the theme of Caitanya’s

meeting with the Vedantist Sarvabhauma, who recognises his divinity

and accepts his views about Bhakti and worship of Krsna. In the

seventh Act (called Tlrthiitana), Caitanya is represented as having

already set out on his South Indian pilgrimage. He meets

Ramananda, and the entire Bhakti-catechism, of which Ramananda

^ The expression Dilna-kaumudi is used in iii. 20 (prose) ;
probably Kavi-

karpapiira knew this work of Rupa.
* The contrivance of a play witliin a play is not new, having been already

employed by Bhavabhuti, Harsa and RajaiSekhara. Tlie sudden interruption, as

in flarnleU is a part of the device, and is represented as being brought on by

its vivid realism.

* We are tq)d that the journey, on account of war b^ween king Gajapati

of Orissa and the Muslim ruler of Gauda was not safe {iddnlm gaudddhipater

Ifetvuna-bhupdldsya gajapatind saha virodhe gamcinagarnanoM eva na vartaie)

.
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gives an exposition in the course of their conversation, is given thus

in two dialogue verses (vii. 8.10) :

ka vidyd han-hhakiir eva, na pvnar vedddi-nipidtutd,

kiriih kd hhagavat-parodyavi iti yd, khydtir na danddijd/

kd ms tat‘priyatd, na vd dhana-jana-grdmddi-bhilyi^thatd,

kirri duhkharri bhagavat-priyasya viraho, no hrd-vraniddi-vyatM/

/

krrri geyarri vraja-keli-karma, kim iha sreyah satdni samgatik,

kim smartavyam aghdri-ndma, kim anudhyem murdreh padam/
kva stheyarp vraja eva, kim sravanayor anandi vrnddvcma-

krldaikd, kim updsyam atra mahasl sn-krsna-radhdbhidhe// .^

Caitanya on his return, in the eighth Act, recounts in a few words his

impression of devotion in Southern India by saying that the few

Vaisnavas that he found were devotees of Narayana ;
the rest were

Tattva-vadins, whose views were not above reproach ; but there were

also Saivas and a large number of very powerful Pfisandas (atheists)

;

Ihe only views he liked were those of Ramfinanda.- Caitanya nw'ets

at Puri his friends and followers and some devotees
;
but the main

theme of this Act (which is entitled Prataparudranugraha) is his grace

towards Pratapariidra, who falls at his feet during the Ratha-yatra

festival. In the ninth Act (Mathura-gamaiia) , we hear of Caitanya’s

visit to Mathura, first from a Kimnara couple and then from Gajapati

and Sarvabhauma, to whom a messenger brings news. The poet takes

care to inform us that Caitanya visited the house of the poet's own
father Sivananda on his way. At Prayaga Caitanya met Rupa** and

Anupama, while at Benares Saniitana came to him, but no instruction

in the Sastras is mentioned. At Benares, we are told that some of the

great Samnyasins did not, out of jealousy, see Caitanya or come to

him.^ The tenth and last Act, called Mahamahotsava, describes

‘ These >’erse.s are quoted i» Kaniapnra’s own rlietorical work, Alamkara-

kaustubha.

® Elsewhere (vii, ad 2, p. 12^5) we learn from Sarvabhauma that Eam^anda
was a Sahaja Vaisriava. If a reference is meant to the Sahaja or Sahajiya cult,

it ils unfortunate that we possess little information regarding its prevalence before

or during Caitanya's time. But it is probable that other, but similar, erotico-

religious tendencies must have existed before the ^rlmad-bhfigavata emotionalism

was firmly established by Caitanya; and ixjets like Jayadeva and Vidyapati, with

whose works Urunaiianda was undoubtedly familiar, derive their inspiration from

such traditions (see tbove pp. 7-10). It is noteworthy that the Post-Caitanya

Sahajiya sect of Bengal regards Jayadevft as its Adi-guru and one of its nine

Easikas.

® Of Rupa we are told in high terms

:

priya-svarupe dayita^warupel piema-avaiape sahajdbhinypel

nijanurupe prabhur ekarupe\ tatSm rupe 9VQ^%l&^pHrup€\\.

^ rmtsaraih katvpaym yat%‘mukhymf\ eva tatra na gatarp na sa dffpa^t ix. 32.
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Caitanya’s devotional acts and ecstasies, in company with his

followers, during his remaining years at Puri at the Snana, Dola, Ratha
and Gundica-inarjana ceremonies, which are depicted in greater detail

in Kavikarnapura’s Kavya. There is one interesting passage in

which Sivananda is represented as bringing his own son, apparently

the poet himself, before Caitanya (x. 7) and exclaiming in adoration

in a Mandfikifinta stanza :

'pasya pasya, ayam ayarti

vidyud-ddma-dyutir atisayotj^antha-Jeanthi-ra vendra-

hrid>d-gdml kanaka-parigha-drdghimoddama-Imhuh/

sirpha-gn oo nava-dmakara-dyota- vidyoti-vdsdh

srhgaurdngah sphurati puraio vandyidm vandyatdm bhoh//

It is said that a child as he was a I that time, the po(‘t himself was

inspired to utter this verse, but there is no indication Iktc of the

legend of infant precociousness.^

Although it calls itself a drama, it will be s('en that the Caitanya-

candrodaya merely presents the chief incidents and episodes of

Caitanya 's religious life and experience in the dramatic form, without

an attemiDt to convert the whole into a real drama. TIktc is in-

credibly little action, and not much convincing characterisation, in

a work which presents itself as a drama : and most of the incidents

are reported instead of being rej)resented. The treatment does not

indeed lack vividness and coherence, inasmuch as much of what is

described was actually felt and was still within living memory ;
hut

its dramatic inadequacy is obvious. The w^ork, no doubt,

constitutes a departure in not selecting the time-w^orii legendary

themes, but the theme it selects, being devoid of action, presents few

dramatic possibilities. There are perhaps more possibilities on the

poetic side, but it cannot be said that Kavikarnapura was more

than a mediocre poet. In fairness it must be said that in every-

thing he writes he is facile and never ungraceful ; he possesses con-

siderable literary skill and a decided ability to handle sonorous

metres ; but here the praise should end. Kavikarnapura wTites for

purely literary effect with a consciously affected, but conventional,

diction, and is often indifferent to the realities of life or drama ;

while his religious ardour is not passionate enough nor his poetic

fancy enchanting enough to inve.st his drama with a higher poetic

naturalness. The religious sentiment is real, but the usual para-

phernalia of theology makes its presentation often too stagey.

Obviously composed in the interest of a sect, the dogmas and doctrines

often intrude, a|pd we have long theological discourses, for instance.

^ See above, p. 32.
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between Caitanya and his followers in Act i and ii, between Prem-
bhakti and Maitri in Act iii and Sar\^abhauma’s elaborate exposition

of dualistic Vedanta, fortified by the citation of sectarian texts, in

Act VI. While these do not adequately bring out the deeper spiritual

significance of Caitanya’s life, they are not a gain from the literary

or dramatic point of view ; they certainly interrupt and impede the

smooth progress of the narrative. The device of a play within a play

is an interesting feature, but the inset play is not presented as an

integral part of the action, while its sudden interruption is not

conceived as dramatically as it fs, in a different situation, in

Harsa’s Priyadarsilm or Rajasekhara’s Bdla-ramdyana. Even if

Kavikarnapura introduces allegorical and mythical characters, and
names his drama after Krsnamisra’s Prabodha-candrodaya, it would

not be correct to regard it as an allegorical play
; for the action does

not hinge upon the allegorical clement. The allegorical figures are

rather doctrinal formulas than living entities, rather abstract ideas

with neat labels than actual beings of flesh and blood. They do not

affect the character of the drama, but they merely furnish the

concrete historical figures with a surrounding of abstract personifica-

tions. The dramatic or poetical merit of Kavikarnapura’s work,

therefore, need not be unduly magnified ; and even if it is more mature

and better composed than his Kavya, it is not a real drama but a

narrative in the dramatic form, giving us merely a string of

insufficiently motivated incidents and episodes, which do not grow

out of one another nor create any dramatic situation. Nevertheless,

Kavikarpapura can write elegant verse and clear prose, and his

presentation of the life of Caitanya is vivid and eminently readable.

Notwithstanding its deficiencies, the Caitanya-candrodaya is by no

means an insignificant work, but it is difficult to agree with the appre-

ciation of Sylvain Levi that it is an “original and powerful drama”.^

3. Dramatic Writings

The Caitanya-candrodaya of Kavikarnapura makes our transition

easy to the dramatic writings of Ramananda Raya and Rupa, which,

however, deal exclusively with Krsna-llla, and not with Caitanya-lila,

with legendary and not with historical themes. With the exception

of Ramananda’s small operatic sketch, the other works are elaborate

compositions, meant deliberately to convey religious edification or to

glorify sectarian theology. They do not fail entirely on the literary

side, but as specimens of dramatic writing they reveal little sense

of what a drama really is.

ifi

^ Foreword to Dinesh Chandra Sen’s Caitanya and his Age (Calcutta

University, 10S9;, p. xii.
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The Jagannatha-vallabha} of Ramananda begins with Namaskriya
to Krsna but contains no reference to Caitanya or to the peculiar

tenets of Caitanyaism. It is not known whether it w.as composed
before or after Ramananda met Caitanya, and it is difficult to say

if it really belongs to the body of works composed for the Caitanya

sect. The play is not quoted in the Padydimlt, but two quotations

are given in the Ujjvala-nllamani of Riipa, and Krsnadasa Kaviraja

distinctly refers to it as the Nataka-glti of Ramananda Raya, which

Caitanya relished greatly, as he relished also the Rrsna-karnarnrhi

and the Glta-govinda^ as a means of his ecstatic devotional emotions.

The Prologue to the work calls it Jaganndtha-vallabha, and describes

it as a Samgita-nataka of Ramfinanda-raj^a, son of Prthvisvara

Bhavananda-raya, composed and staged at the direction of Gajapati

Prataparudra, who is eulogised in one stanza (i. 10) as the conqueror

of Sekandhara, of the Kalavarga chiefs and of the kings of Gurjara

and Gauda.

The Jaganndtha-vallabha deals, in five Acts, with an episode of

Krsna-llla, in which are described the first love and union of Krsjna

and Radha in the groves of Vrndavana. The theme is simple, and

the Acts are short. The first Act (Purva-raga) depicts the first

meeting of Krsija, accompanied by his jester friend Ratikandala^,

and Riadha entering with her companion Madanika. They fall in

love at first sight, and in Act ii (Bhava-parik.^) Radha^s companion

§asimukhl approaches Krsna with a billet-doux (Anahga-lckha) from

Radha, containing only one Prakrit verse on her lovelorn condition :

suiram vijjhasi hiaairi lamhhai mevano kkhu dujjasam baliam/

dlsasi saala-disdm tumam dtsai maano na kuttdvi//,

but Krsna, to test her love, playfully pretends to be shocked and

indifferent to the solicitation, and rudely advises Sasimukhi to

dissuade Radha from such improper sentiment. In Act iii we

find Radha in Viraha, filled with love and longing ;
and when Saii-

mukhi delivers her message, Radha, distracted by feelings of love,

shame, self-pity and despair, resolves to die. But another companion

Madhavi enters with a tablet for painting (Citra-phalaka) , on

which is inscribed a Sanskrit verse containing Krsna’s apology and

declaration of love. The Act iv (Radhabhisara) , in its turn, des-

cribes Krsna in Viraha,. love-sick and penitent in the Bakula-bower,

where Madanika comes and, on his confession of love, goes to fetch

Radha ; and they unite in the boAver during the night. Next morning.

* See above, pf 69.

• And not MadhumaAgala of Rupas dramas and Jtva’s CampCI.
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in Act V (Radha-sajngama) , Madanikii and Sasimukhi approach the

bower and talk among themselves of what they have seen of the

sports of the young couple at night ! Krsna enters with the shame-

faced Radha, but the advent of the bull-demon Arista breaks up the

party. Krsna rushes forward, kills the demon with much bravado

behind the scene and comes back in triumph. The Act ends with

the reunion of the lovers.

In the Prologue, the author claims that his play is entirely novel

(ahhinava-krii) and original (anya-cchdyayd no nihaddham)
,
but

it is clear that neither the theme nor its treatment displays much
variety or originality. It is a pretty little amourette, modelled

obviously on the Niitika type of Sanskrit plays. But perhaps in

these idyllic and romantic little plays, which aim at nothing more

than picturing the pretty sentiment in a pretty environment, elegance

was more expected than originality, and poverty of invention need

hardly be regarded as a defect. The work employs the familiar

motifs and devices common to such erotic playlet (the romantic

commonplaces, for instance, of love at first sight, pangs and

sentimental longings of separated lovers, love-letter, dream-vision,

painting-tablet, minute portraiture of the personal beauty of the

lovers, and their ultimate union etfeeted by the effort of their com-

panions), and makes use of conventional words and imageries to

depict them. Here is, for instance, pure rhetoric in Krsna’s

description of Radha ’s lovely face :

yad api na kavialarn nikikaro vd

bhavati mukha-pratimo inrgelcsandydh/

racayati na tathdpi jdtu tdbhydm
upamitir a7iya-padc padam yad asya//.

Similhrly conventional but elegant is the description of Radha’s

Viraha :

yadd mlsau dosam ganayati gnmndm ku-imcane

na vd tosam dhatte sarasa-vacane narina-suhrddm/

vi^hham snkhandam kalayati vidhum pavalca-samain

tad asyds tad-i^rttam ivayi gaditum atrdham agamam//.

Krsna^s Viraha and his lamentations are also in the same approved

manner and style of the conventional hero of the sentimental type.

But, at the same time, it cannot be said that the little play is not

fluent and graceful. The situations arc trite and stale, but they are

not over-embellished ; and in the emotional or descriptive comments,

the poetical stanzas are neither tediously profuse nor inappropriate.

Perhaps the play was meant as a musical and spe#ttacular entertain-

ment, its characteristic feature being the introduction of Padavalis or
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songs, set to different tunes, after the manner of Jayadeva’s Gifa-
govinda. It invests the play with a delightful operatic atmosphere,
and justifies the description that it is essentially a small Saingita-

nataka. The number of such songs is twenty-one, there being four
in each Act, excepting five in Act iv ; and each song contains the
author’s hkanitd and the name of his patron Gajapati Prataparudra.
We give here one of the songs, which describes the youthful Krsna,
as a specimen (Act i) :

(Keddra-rdgena)

7)yrdutara-mdruta^veilita-pallava-valli-valita-sikhari^am/

tilaka-vidamhita-marakafa-mani-tala-himhiia-sasadhura-hhaTidam//
yuvati-'inanohara-vemm/

kalaya kald~nidhim iva dharanim anu parivata-rupa-vi^esam/

/

(Dhruva)

khcld-doldyita-mani-kundala-ruci-Tucirdnaiia-sobham/

helddaralita-rnadhura-vilocana-jamta-imdhujaiia-lohham//
gaiapatinidra-narddhipa-cetam janayatu mudam anuvdram/
rumdnanda-rdya-kavi-hhanifaw madhuripii-rupam uddram//.

One should recognise that this is not a mean imitation of Jayadeva’s

music and manner.

The dramatic works of Riipa Gosviimin arc more serious

compositions of an entirely different character, although all of them

deal with certain aspects of Krsna-lila and its mystic-erotic possibi-

lities. The old Krsna-legend is daringly modified in details, in the

light of the peculiar dogmas of Bengal school ; and the works arc

delibenitely composed in conformity with its Rasa-sastra, in order

that they may illustrate the hundred niceties of its elaborate scheme

of devotional sentiments. It is natural, therefore, that profuse quota-

tions are givei*. from these works in the two Rasa-treatises of Ruj^a

himself by way of illustration. The works are rightly held in high

esteem by the devotees of the faith, and are marked by considerable

and careful literary effort ; but there is no high merit in them aS

dramatic pieces, nor are they remarkably brilliant on the poetic

side. Nominally dramas, they are a peculiar type of composition

in which the Vidagdha and the Vidvat combine with the Rasika

and the Bhakta.

Of the three dramatic works of the Rupa Gosvamin, the

Ddna-’keli-kau'fJiud^

}

vvhich calls itself a Bhanika,^ of the Uparupaka

^ See abdve.ip. 114.

® Rupa Gosvamin wrote his dramaturgic work, Ndfalcn-eandfikd, chiefly lo

56
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class^ is the shortest, being in one Act. The theme is slight, but the

working out is elaborate. Vasudcva is performing a sacrifice.

Radha, with the Gopis, is carrying fresh Ghee in pitchers to the

sacrificial ground near the Govinda-kuiida
; but Krsna with his

companions is up to his usual youthful pranks, obstructs the way
and playfully demands his toll (Sulka) , as he is the lord of the forest

through which they pass. There is a dispute regarding the right of

demand, amount and method of payment and offer of ransom, until

the elderly go-between Paurnamasl intervenes and settles the lively

dispute by the equally lively offer of Radha herself as the most

handsome and appropriate Sulka to Krsna. The advocates on

Radha ’s side are her companions Lalita and Visakha ^to whom also

Krsna’s audacities extend !) , while Krsna’s case is put by his friend

Subala and the jester Madhumahgala. There is no action, no

."Iramatic situation, nor any diversion of song and dance, but there

is only a series—rather a tirosomcly lengthy series—of erotic dialogues

in prose and verse, with clever, but audacious, innuendoes and

punning repartees. Some of the verses arc fine, but most of them

are laboured and employ conventional expressions, imageries and

conceits. The opening Mahgala-ver.se in SardulavikrTdita metre :

antah-sinemtayojjvald jala-kavd-vydklrna-paksmdnkurd

khncit-'pdtalitd'ncald rasikafotsiktd purah kuncatl/

ruddhdyak pathi rnddhavena rrmdh^ira-vydhhugna-tdrottard

rddhdydh kdakweita-stavakim drstih sriyam vah kriydt//

is, in .spite of its laboured ingenuity, n typical in.stance of Rupa's

gracefully refined composition. It describes the loving glance of

Radha, when Krsna bars her way, by an implied comparison to a

full-blown flower (stavakim)

,

with its lovely bunch of seven con-

flicting emotional expres.sions (as a result of feminine pride, desire,

jealousy, fear and anger, accompanied by smile and tears), which

explain and illustrate the various features and elements of his own dramatic work.s,

from which a large number of illustrative quotations are given ; but he does not

define Bhanika. Vtsvanatha exphiins its rhuracteristics as an Uparupaka in his

Sdhitya-darjHnm, vi. 308-12, to which, however, Rupa's play does not strictly conform.

On the other hand, it agrees more with the definition of Saradatanaya in his Bhdva-

prakd^ana (ed. Gaekwad’s Orient. Series, Baroda, 1930) p. 262, in having Hari-carita

as its subject-matt r, the erotic as the chief sentiment in a small theme, song and
dance as its dements, and creating excitement by clever turns of speech (see D. R.

Mankad, Types of Sanskrit Drama, Karachi 1936, pp. 107-8). —^The Ndfaka-
candrikd, however, is a w(#k notable for the enthusiasm with which its author grafts

on a compilation of commonplace definitions a long series of ffrvent «'otic verses

on Kf^;ia4ila, as he also does in his Bkakfi-rasdmrta^sindhu and Vjjvala^nUamani.
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complex combination of erotic gestures is defined in rhetorical works
as Kilakincita’.

The Vidagdha-mddhava^ is a more extensive work. It is

a regular Nataka in seven Acts, which is meant to present in a

dramatic form the entire Vrndavana-lTla of Radha and Krsna,

beginning with Purva-raga and ending with Samksipta Samkirna

Sambhoga,^ from first love to first union, as defined and described in

]tupa's Ujjvahi-nllamani. In a sense, the theme is the same as that

of Ramananda’s little play, but it is more elaborately worked out.

It pays homage to Caitanya as Sacl-nandana (i. 2) in a famous
verse and we are told I hat Riipa was inspired in a dream by

Samkara-deva* (the GopTsvara Siva of the temple at Brahmakup<la,

as* the cornmenttor Visvanatha Cakravartin explains) to compose
tlie drama. It is noteworthy that the Pariparsvaka, in the

Prologue, ascribes the work to the Sutradhara, wdth the obvious

implication that Rupa himself must have taken the role of the stage-

director in the enacting of the play at Vrndavana.

In Act T we learn that Radha, with Lalitii and Visakha, is going

to worship the sun-god Surya, while CandravalT, with Padma and

.^aivya, is preparing to go to Gaiin-tirtha to woi\ship Candika there
;

but the elderly, resourceful and kind-hearted Paurnamasi, who intends

to promote their love-affairs, is scheming to effect the secret union

of Krsna and Radha. From her Krsna hears of Radha, united

already by a semblance of marriage to Abhimanyu ; while the sweet

and tnchanling music of his flute, from which the Act itself is called

Venu-nada-vilasa, as well as a picture of Krsna shown by Visakh i,

fills Rladha with the longings of Purva-raga. In Act ii, we have the

wails of love and separation of Radha, as well as of Krsna in the

approved Kavya manner. Paurnamasi suggests to Radha the com-

position of a love-letter to Krsna (from which central incident the

.\ct is entitled Ananga-lekha) with the petals of Karnikara flowers

The letter, as well as a garland of black-and-red berries of Gunja

* This is ill ai'cordauce with Rup I's own definition (Vjjvala^, p. 255) garvdhhi-

Iflm-rudita-smUdsiiyd-bhaya-kmdhdm/ samkarikaranam harsdd ucyate kilakincitani

,

where the present verse of hi« own is quoted as an illustration. But it is defined

thus in the Sdhitya-dnrjmna (iii. 101) ; smita-stLskarudita-hasita-trdsa-krodha-

humadindm / mmkaryam kilakincitvm abhisfatama-sangddijdd-karsdt, and th«*

Dasa-rupaka states briefly: krodhdkrn-harm-hhifyddeh mmkarah kilakincitam (ii.‘

37a) , whi(*h is paraphrased as : 8oka-rosd»ru~karmdeh samkarah kilakincifdTn in

Rasarnava-mdhakara

.

“ See above, p. 114,

^ yatra mmklryamdimh syur vytdtka-^maranddibhih/

upaedrah^sa samkirnah kimeit taptehrurpescUah//.

(U^jvala^t p. 468).
* Quoted above p. 327, footnote 1.
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(Abrus precatorioiis)
,

is delivered by Lalita, but Krsria pretends to

spurn them and displays mock-righteousness, although in the end he

gives in return a garland of Rafijana flowers to Lalita. Ky^na's show

of indifference makes lladha desperate, and she wants to throw

herself into the Yamuna. Krsna overhears all this, and makes his

appearance on the scene, but the chance of a pleasant meeting is

spoiled by the old duenna Jatila (Radha’s mother-in-law), who
suddenly arrives and breaks up the party. The third Act, called

Radha-samgama, describes the union of the lovers through the con-

trivance of PaiirnamasT, aided by Lalita and Visakha. The fourth

Act introduces the motif of jealousy by describing the Purva-raga

of Radha’s rival Candravall ; and we have a series of picture of

Radha’s moods and situations as Abhisarika, Vasakasajja,

LHkanthita, Vipralabdha and Khandita heroine, depicted in accord-

ance with the prescriptions of Rasii-sastra. But the main theme of

the Act, which is called Venu-harana, is the playful stealing of

Xrsna’s mischievous flute by Rfidhii, a feat wliich, we are told, no

o’:her Gopi could perform. This completes the morning sports aftei*

union overnight. The fiftli Act proceeds to describe the midday

sports and to depict Radha as a Kalahantarita herione, separated

by a lovc-quam‘1. her Mana axnd propitiation by Krsna, and the

erotic sports in the forest involving the Prema-vaicittya Bhiiva

(loving apprehension of separation) of Radha.^ The sixth Act, as

its title ‘indicates, is concerned with the Sarada-vihara, not as the

commentary explains, with the entire autumnal Rasa-lila described

in the Bhdgavata, but only with a part of the sports at night, chieflv

with Radha. . The seventh and last Act, entitled GaurT-tirtha-

vihara, deals with the secret meeting with Candravall who had gone,

with her companions Padma and Saivya, to Gauri-tlrtha ostensibly

to worship Candika
;
but the meeting is frustrated by Paurnamasi

who sends Radha there with Lalita. Candravall is forced to retreat

by the intervention of the old duenna Karalika, Candravali’s grand-

mother, while Krsna disguises himself as the goddess Gauri, deceives

Radha’s chaperon, the old Jatila, and ultimately unites with his

beloved Radha.

The Lalita-mddhava,^ a more extensive drama in ten Acts, is

more complicated in theme and plot, although it is, like the other

works, more narrative than dramatic in conception and execution,

there being a great deal of talk but little incident. This work was

^ priyasya samnikarsepi premotkarsa-svahhatah

/

yd vUle.m~dhiy&rtis tat prem-a~vaicittyain ucyate/f

{Vjjvala*^, p. 449). See above, p. 165.

* See above, p. 114.
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nJso inspired in a dream hy Goplsvara Siva, and was enacted to

entertain an assembly of Vaisnava devotees, gathered at the temple

of Madhavi-madhava on the Radha-kimda at Vrndavana, on the

occasion of the worship of the Govardhana hill during the Dipavali

festival. There arc Namaskriyas to Caitanya as Saci-suta, and to

Sautetana as the incarnation of the mythical sage of the same name.

The commentary, which is anonymous, explains that the object

of the drama is to illustrate the main features and characteristics of

Samrddhimat Sarnbhoga defined by Rupa in his UjjiHila-iulaTnani ^

hut the Vipralambha aspect of the erotic Rasa is as prominent in it

as the Sarnbhoga is in the Vidagdha-mddhaim. It describes not

merely the episode of Krsna's erotic sports at Vrndavana (Acts i-iii)

,

but also comprehends Krsna’s erotic career at Mathura (Acts iv)

and Dvaraka (Acts vi-x) . But since the thdalogy of the Bengal

Vaisnava school regards the njoments of the Vrndavana-llla and

Krsna’s sports with the Gopls to he of supreme importance, a com-

plicated scheme is ingeniously evolved, by a daring modification of

the old legends and by the employment of the familiar Katha-devicc

of rebirth and change of personality, to prove that Candravall, Radha
and other GopTs of Vrndavana were no other than RukminT, Satya-

bhama and other princesses, whom Krsna abducted and made his

queens at Dvarakti

In Act I, we have a preliminary scene in which PaurnamasT,

mother of the sage Samdipani and disciple of N<‘irada, reveals the

mythical origin of Candravall and Riidhii who, as two daughters of

the Vindhya mountain, are related as sisters, a fact of which they

were themselves unaware. The infant Candravall having been stolen

by the demoness Putana, an emissary of Kamsa, fell from her hands

into a stream and became the daughter of Bhlsmaka, king of

Vidarbha, being recovered as Rukminl ! Radha’s story is related

later on. Of the sixteen thousand and one hundred Gopls, who

worshipped the goddess Katyayanl and Kamakhya of Kama.r'upa

and received the boon of obtaining Krsna as their husband, we are

told (iv. 7) that the five chief Gopls, Padma or Nagnajitl (daughter

of king Nagnajit) , Bhadra or Laksana (daughter of the king of

KeUaya) , Saivya (daughter of the king Saivya) , Syamala or Madrl

(daughter of the king of Madra) , as well as Lalita, were all originally

jmneesses, while Vi^kha was the incarnated river Yamuna, daughter

of the sun-god ! We arc also told that there was regular marriage

of Candravall and RadhS, with Krsna ;
their being the wives

‘ durlabhdlo^yor yunoh paratantryad viyuktayoh/

upabhogatireko yah kirtyate sa mmrddhimdn// (p. 472)

.

The T,alita-inddkava is cited in illustration. See above, p. 165,
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respectively of the Gopas, Govardhaiia and Abhimanyu, is described

as the effect of Maya (Maya-vivarta) . This is also true in the case

of the other Gopis, whom their so-called husbands, the Gopas, could

never look upon as their wives The object of the Act, however,

which is entitled Sayam-utsava (cA^ening festival)
,

is to describe

Purva-r&ga, chiefly with reference to Candravall and Radha. It

depicts the return home of Krsiia in the evening after tending cows

all day, and his meetings, separately, with Candravall and Radha
;

but both the meetings are interrupted by the vigilance of their res-

pective moth('rs-in-law, Bharunda and Jatila. The next morning

opens, in Act ii, with a reference to Krsna's nocturnal sports with

the Gopis, and gives the poet an oy)portimity of presenting Padma
and Syamala, the two companions of Candravall, as Vipralabdha and

Svadhina-bhartrka Ijproines respectively. In the meantime, the

demon Saiikhacuda is sent by Kamsa to carry away R'adha, who is

reported to have been married to Krsna, and who is enthroned as

the chief of the Gopis. She goes to worship the sun-god
;
Krsna,

in disguise, appears as a Brahman priest to officiate at the ceremony

;

but the little comedy is upset by the reported arrival of Sankhacuda

whom Kfsna duly kills behind the scene. This is the only demon-

killing in the play, and the Act is called Sankhacuda-vadha from

this incident. In Act m, Akrura comes to fetch Krsna and Balarama

to Mathura, and the sorrows of the various Gopis at their departure

are described ; but the main theme of the Act, which is called

Unmatta-radliika, consists of Radha’.s w’ailing and mad search after

Krsna, .somewhat after the manner of Pururavas^s demented search

after UrvasT, Radha’s condition ])eing described in the Vaisnava

Rasa-sastra as Divyonmadamayi Udghunia Dasa.- She jumps into

the river Yamuna and becomes lost wdth Vi^kha, but a voice in the

air reveals that she has gone to the other world by passing through

the orb of the sun. Lalita, her other companion, also jumps from

the top of a hill to kill herself.

The fourth Act changes the scene from the joyless Vyndavana

to Mathura, and reveals the corresponding sorrow of Krsna at being

separated from Candravall, Radha and his beloved Gopis. In the

meantime Candravall, who is really Rukmijii, has been carried away

!»y her brother Rukmin, who is ashamed of her being brought up

at Vrndavana, in order that she, a princess, should be suitably married

to Aisupiila, kmg ©f the Cedis. The sixteen thousand one hundred

Gopis were also forcibly abducted by the demon Naraka, so that one

^ patimvfianydnam vaUawndm mamatd-mairdvoiefd kufj^rtsu ddratd yud

prek^ayxim apt tabhir aii’dwghaiam^
^ See above p. 103.
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must imagine that Vrndavana was by this time desolated ! In order

to entertain the sorrowing Krsnaj Paurnamast arranges the enacting

of a play wi ich Krsna witnesses the theme of the inset play

(Garbhahka) justifying the naming of the Act as Rildhabhisara

;

but the device of a play within a play is not very effective here. It

describes an episode of Krsna-Illa at Vrndavana, in which Krsna
manages to deceive Jatila by assuming the disguise of Abhimanyu,
her son and Radha’s husband, and obtains her permission to sport

with Eiadha ! The Act v (Candravali-labha) gives a new version

of the abduction of Rukmini (^Candnivali) at Kundina-nagara,

contrived by the scheming Paiirnainasi. Krsna, accompanied by
Garuda, enters the palace in the disguise of an actor, and abducts

RukminT wdth the connivance df her father but against the opposi-

tion of her brother.
^

The sixth Act is entitled Lalitopalabdhi (the winning of Lalita,

who is reborn as Jambavatl, daughter of Jambavat) , but it is con-

cerned chiefly with a new version of the winning of Satyabhama.

daughter of Satrajit, and recovery of the Syamantaka jewel. Satya-

bhama, we are told, is transformed Riidha, w^ho, along with the

Syamantaka jew^el, was given by the sun-god as a reward of devotion

to Satrajit. Visvakarman, father of the sun-god\s wife Samjnia,

builds a Nava-vrndavana at Dvaraka, where Rukminl-Candriavali

is installed as the queen, and Satyabhama-Radha is left in her pro-

tection in the manner of Vasavadalta left to the care of Padmavatl.

The idea of a token or Abhijnana is also introduced, for Satya-

bhama would not be recognised as Radha until Krsna presents her

with the Syamantaka jewel recovered from Jambavat, along with

his daughter Jambavat! (rrLalita) . The seventh Act (Navavrnda-

vana-samgama) describes, after the familiar plot-device of the

Natika, the secret meeting of Satyabhama-Radha with Krsna, who
shows her a speaking image of Radha constructed by Visvakarman,

but Rukmini-Candi^avall, of course, comes upon the scene and in-

terrupts the meeting. The eighth (Navavrndavaiia-vihara) and

the ninth (Citra-darsana) Acts continue the love-affairs at Dvaraka

in a new atmosphere. The eighth Act arranges a little comedy of

errors, based upon Rukraim-CandravillPs jealousy of Satyabhama-

Radha, by the exchage of two caskets of ornaments made by Visva-

karman for the two ladies. Incidentally is related the rescue of

Vi^kha, reborn as a woman ascetic, by Krsna who brings her to

Dvaraka. The ninth Act reports similar rescue of%*adiiia, Bhadra

and Syamala, as well as of the sixteen thousand one hundred Gopis

;

but its principal theme is. the depiction of reminiscent love (after

the manner of Bhavabhiiti’s Cit'*a-darsana scene) by Kr^^ia’s showing

to Satyabhama-Radha a series of cave-frescoes, made by Visva-
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karman, bearing on the VrndSvana-lila The tenth and last Act

(PQr^a-manoratha) describes Ihc denouement with an all-round

happy ending. The Syamantaka jewel at last arrives, sent by
Satrajit. Krsna enters in the disguise of one of the maids sent by
the king with the jewel, but the trick is discovered. This brings about

Candravati’s recognition of Radha and graceful acceptance of the

situation, in Ihe approved stjde of similar situations of the Natikii.

The play ends with reunion eifected with Nanda, Yasoda and others

who come to Dvaraka, which is now converted into a really

new Vrndavana.

In spite of an elaborate effort to bring about variety by bold and

ingenious modification of the simplicity of the original legend, it will

be seen that the construction of the drama, complicated as it is, reveals

little originality or ^vention ; for most of the motifs and devices,

though cleverly applied, are literary commonplaces clearly borrowetl

from the Natika and the Katha. Riipa Gosvamin certainly possesses

considerable literary^kill, and is alvrays elegant, often picturesque, and

sometimes touching ; but the general artificiality of his style and treat-

ment cannot be mistaken. The central idea of the superiority of the

Vrndavana-lTla, no doubt, supplies a dramatic motive ; but, in spite

of the unity of action which it imparts, the works are really a series

of narrative episodes loosely strung together by a semblance of

dramatic form. Here, as elsewhere, most of the important incidents

are reported instead of being represented. In a narrative we arc told

what occurs, in a drama we see the actual occurrence ; in Rupa’s

so-called dramas, comparatively little happens, though much is said.

The poverty of action and weakness of characterisation are character-

istics common enough in the later decadent Sanskrit drama, but

Rupa Gosvamin, out of respect for texts and traditions, writes more

for literary and theological, than really dramatic, eflFect. Even if ho

is a poor dramatist, he adheres laboriously and conscientiously to the

prescriptions of Natya-^lstra and Rasa-sastra
; but Sastra is, of

course, neither drama nor poetry.

There can be no doubt, however, that if he is not a real dramatist,

Rupa Gosvamin is certainly a poet, and not a mere pedant; a

devotee, and not a mere dogmatist. But deliberate pedantry and
dogma very often get the upper hand and impair the value of his

poetry. Witness, for instance, Krsna’s flattering witticism to Radha
{Vidagdha-madham, in, p. 234) ;

muktdimrn, upalahhyam eva kucayoh salokyam dlokya te

hitm sangam ahanri samasta-svhTddin kftivalyam dsedivdn/

vai^amyaTTi tilam apyandsfitavatoh sdndrdmrta-syandibhir

mam purnam kuru tanvi turriam anayafi sdyujya-ddnotaavaifji,//,
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which, in its Sle§a on the words muktdndm, sdlokyam, kaivalyam and
sdyujyam, is witty indeed, but the wit consists of a theological

conceit ! Or, take, for instance, Krsna’s clever compliment, where
the conceit of the ten incarnations is ingeniously employed
(iv, p. 299) :

radhe, tavadhlno ndham eva kevaWsmi, kini tu me
da^iwatdm^ ca, tathd hi :

cahcan-mlna-vilocandsi, kartiathotkrsfa-stani, samgatd

krodena sphuratd, iavdyam adkarah prahlada-sairtvardhanah/

7nadhyo*sau hali-bandhano, mukha-rucd rdmds tvayd nirjitd

lebhe sn-ghanatadya mdnini manasyahgikrtd kalkitd//,

to which Riadha makes an equally clever retort by a variation of

the same idea in a verse which is perhaps more recondite

:

vanydntar guru-cdpalam kathinatd go^sarrigatih pdnija-

lamiryant dambha-mci su-candima-dhurCdankesa'Vidhvamsanam /

ah'dntonrrvdda-laulyam wta-kadam nistnyisadilonnatir

mtnedrddyavatdratah sphutam ami bhrdjanti bhdgas tvayi//,

I’o Sisupala's suit, again, in his metrical epistle (Lalita-mddhava, v.

pp. 256-257) :

prapayo damigho^a-nandane sisupdle tava yauvandheite/

naradeva^vare srutaAra vo-h rdaydnandi-gune vijrmbhatdm/

/

similar ingenuity is shown by Rukniini’s reply, which consists of the

change of a few syllables in the verse :

pranayo mdma gho^a-nandane pasupdle nava-yauvandneite/

para-deva-vare druta-sravo-hrdaydvandi-gune vijrmbhatdm//

;

but such facetious witticism hardly befits a lady in distress !

Even when Rupa Gosvamin rises above his literary and theo-

logical prepossessions, he is seldom natural, but produces verses of

the usual artificial kind. Here is a purely rhetorical description of

Radha's lovely face by means of a well-worn^ conceit (Lalita-

mddhava, i, p. 68) :

aamiksya iava radkike vadana-bimbam udbhdsuram

trapd-bhara-panta-dhih srayitum asya tulya-sriyam/

aasi kila kr^bhavan suiadhunt-iarangoksitas

tapasyati kapardinah sphufajapipivtm dsritah/^

^ Ct fAvlndra-vacana-satniiccaya, ed, F. W. Thomas, Bibl, Ind., Calcutta

1012, no, 208.

57
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Uhe same remark applies to Radha’s wailing as an Utka^thiti

heroine by means of Anyapadesa (Vidagdha-mddhava, in, p, 176) :

mltkimm nisi ghanothalikdm {isankaifi

ksiptvdvrtir atanu-vanyagajah ksunatti/

atranuraghti cirfid udite'pi bhdnau

hd hanta kirp sakhi sitkham hhaintd Dardhyah//

.

It is not vei\ often that Rilpa Gosvamin divests himself of con-

scious rhetoric and rant and writes simply and finely as follows

(Vidagdha-mddhava, iv, p. 818) :

mudrurn dhairyamayim Jcsanaifi vitanute tdrunya-lak^mtm ksanam

sopeksdh k^anam dtanoti hhaniUr autsukya-hhdjah ksanam/

suddhani drsfim itah ksanarri pranayati prenkhatdcafdksani Jesanam

Tosena pmnayena cakidiia-dhl radhd dvidha bhidyate//

.

It is needless to multiply examples, for the poet has verses enough

for anything. The verses have often the fascination of sonorous

sound and sentimental sense, but their frequency and extravagance

become undramatic and tiresome. Sometimes they have resonance

but no melody
;
and being industriously multiplied with set phrases

and conceits, they have, when they are not deliberately recondite,

little originality in idea and expression. The prose and the dialogue

contain much smart repartees and witty erotic suggestions, but they

have hardly any dramatic quality, for the simple reason that every-

thing of importance, according to the established dramaturgic

tradition, is expressed in verse. In the leisurely progress of the

elaborate verse and diligently witty prose, the action and the plot,

for which the themes do not afford much scope, are left to take caro

of themselves ; dramatic motive or unity is of little concern ; a pano-

rama of painstaking pictures or a loosely connected series of narrative

incidents is supposed to be sufficient. The devotees of the faith think®

highly of these productions of Rfma Gosvamin ; that is perhaps not for

their dramatic or poetic excellence, but chiefly because they are deli-

berate scholarly attempts to illustrate the doctrinal nuances of the

emotional Bhakti in terms of the freshly and ingeniously interpreted

Krspa-legend. The works undoubtedly constitute a departure, and
are inspired by a strange combination of acute scholastic learning,

literary dexterity and great devotional fervour of a refined erotico*

religioiis character
; but their real interest is other than literary, and

they have little pi’ctension either to the dramatic or the poetic in

the proper ^^ense.

4. Kavyas and Campus

If the dramatic writings of Caitanyaism deserve such measured

praise, its elaborate poetical productions, in spite of their stylistic
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elegancies and sentimental subtleties; cannot be rated at a much
higher value. All of them select Krsna-lTla, especially the Vrndavana-

iJla, as their theme, and present different aspects of it in a back-

oround of highly sensuous
, charm ; but whatever may be their

([(wotional value, Ihey are laborious products of artificial and erudite

fancy, rather than poetic creations of spontaneous inspiration. In

their highly impassioned treatment of an erotic-mystic theme, thes'^

vlevotional poems pass through the whole gamut of erotic motif,

imagery and expression, and no one can deny the exquisite verbal

melody and pictorial fancy which they often attain ; but, apart from

the fact that they are composed with a deliberate doctrinarian

purpose, they do not escape the taint of artificiality which, with the

general subsidence of the creative impulse, characterises the entire

Sanskrit poetry of decadence. The vivid exuberance of the erotic-

mystic fancy and the emotional iiiflatus which the legendary and

romantic (home supplies, no doubt, affonl great poetic possibilities

and make these works stand apart : but it is unfortunate that they

««eek and reccis e applause more by a meretricious display of rhetorical

aud emotional contrivances in the conventional form and diction,

than by genuinely emotional and poetic quality of an independent

and original character.

We have already noted that these devotional poems, dramas and

Campus of Caitanyaism give expre.ssion to a phase of the mediaeval

Hhakti movement, which was essentially emotional, and base the

religious sentiment, mystically, upon the exceedingly familiar and

authentic intensity of transfigured sex-passion. There can be no

doubt that such an attitude brings about a new development in

Sanskrit religious poetry, which bad hitherto confined itself to a more

staid and sober kind of speculative emotion, and relate it very closely

to erotic poetry. This is done to such an extent that poems like

Jayadeva’s Ctta-govinda would appear, from different aspects, both

as a religious and an erotic work. The new standpoint vivified

religion, as well as its poetry, with a human element by lifting one

of the most powerful impulses of the human mind into a means of

glorious exaltation. It involved an assertion of the emotional and

aesthetic in human nature against the hard intellectuality of dry

dogmas and doctrines. But we have also seen that the new move-

ment, in its turn, created its own dogmas and doctrines ; and if its

ecstatic emotional inclination precluded intellectual virility, it was

certainly marked by great intellectual subtlety, which was charac-

teristic of the scholastic age. Along with its philosophy and theology,

th(j sectarian devotionalism elaborated its appropriate system of

emotional analysis its refinements of psychology and poetics, its

subtleties of phrascolog5% imagery and conceits. As the sentiment
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Ihe same remark applies to T^adha’s wailing as an Utkapthita

heroine by means of Anyapadesa (Vidagdha’Tnadhava, iii, p, 176^ :

ndltkimm nisi ghanotkalikdm asankaiffi

kmpt/mvrtlr atami-vanyagajah ksunatti/

atranurdgiiti cirfid udite'pi hhdnau

hd hanta kini sakhi sukham hhavitd varakyah//

.

It is not ver\ often lhat Rupa Gosvamin divests himself of con-

scious rhetoric and rant and writes simply and finely as follows

{Vidagdha-madhava, iv, p. 318) :

mudrdm dhairyaTnayini It^anarn vitanute tdrur}ya‘lak>,pnwi ksanam,

sopek^dh ksanam. dtanoti bhaniUr autsnkya-bhdjah Jesanam/

suddhdm drsfivi itah ksanarn prapayati prenkhat-katdksam ksanam

Tosena pranayena cdkidiia-dhl radhd dtndhCt bhidyate//.

It is needless to multiply examples, for the poet has verses enough

for anything. The verses have often the fascination of sonorous

sound and sentimental sense, but their frequency and extravagance

become undi.i>natie and tiresome. Sometimes they have resonance

but no melody ; and being industriously multiplied with set phrases

and conceits, they have, when they are not deliberately recondite,

little originality in idea and expression. The prose and the dialogue

contain much smart repartees and witty erotic suggestions, but they

have hardly any dramatic quality, for the simple reason that every-

thing of importance, according to the established dramaturgic

tradition, is expressed in verse. In the leisurely progress of the

elaborate verse and diligently witty prose, the action and the plot,

for which the themes do not afford much scope, are left to take care

of themselves
; dramatic motive or unity is of little concern ; a pano-

rama of painstaking pictures or a loosely connected series of narrative

incidents is supposed to he sufficient. The devotees of the faith think

highly of these productions of Rumi Gosvamin
;
that is perhaps not for

their dramatic or poetic excellence, but chiefly because they are deli-

berate scholarly attempts to illustrate the doctrinal nuances of the

emotional Bhakti in terms of the freshly and ingeniously interpreted

Krsria-legend. The works undoubtedly constitute a departure, and

are inspired by a strange combination of acute scholastic learning,

literary dexterity and great devotional fervour of a refined erotico-

religious character ; but their real interest is other than literary, and
they have little pretension either to the dramatic or the poetic in

the proper sense.

4. Kavyas and Campus

If the dramatic writings of Caitanyaism deserve such measured

praise, its elaborate poetical productions, in spite of their stylistic
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elegancies and sentimental <;ubtletics; cannot be rated at a much
liigher value. All of them select Krsna-lila, especially the Vrudavana-

hhi, as their theme, and present different aspects of it in a back-

ground of highly sensuous . charm ; but whatever may be their

devotional value, they are laborious products of artificial and erudite

fancy, rather than poetic creations of sixuitancous inspiration. In

th(‘ir highly impassioned treatment of an erotic-mystic theme, these

devotional poems pass through the whole gamut of ('rotic motif,

imagery and expression, and no one can deny the exquisite verbal

melody and pictorial fancy which they often attain
;
but, apart from

the fact that they ar(‘ ecuuposed with a deliberate doctrinarian

purpose, they do not escape the taint of artificiality which, with the

general subsidence of the creative impulse, characterises the entire

Sanskrit poetry of decadence. The vivid exuberance of the erotic-

mystic fancy and the emotional inflatus which the legendary and

romantic theme supplies, no doubt, afford givat poetic possibilities

and make these works stand apart ; but it is unfortunate that the/

seek and rceeb e applause more !>v a meretricious display of rhetorical

ajid emotional contrivances m the conventional form and diction,

than by genuinely emotional and poetic quality of an independent

and original character.

We have already noted that these devotional poems, dramas and

Campus of Caitanyaism give exprc.ssion to a phase of the mediaeval

Bhakti movement, which was essentially emotional, and base the

religious sentiment, mystically, upon the exceedingly familiar and

authentic intensity of transfigured sex-passion. There can be no

doubt that such an altitude brings about a new development in

Sanskrit religious poetr3% which had hitherto confined itself to a more

staid and sober kind of speculative emotion, and relate it very closely

to erotic poetry. This is done to such an extent that poems like

Jayadeva’s Cfita-govinda. would appear, from different aspects, both

as a religious and an erotic work. The new standpoint vivified

religion, as well as its poetry, with a human element by lifting one

of the most powerful impulses of the human mind into a means of

glorious exaltation. It involved an assertion of the emotional and

aesthetic in human nature against the hard intellectuality of dry

dogmas and doctrines. But we have also seen that the new move-

ment, in its turn, created its own dogmas and doctrines ; and if its

ecstatic emotional inclination precluded intellectual virility, it was

certainly marked by great intellectual subtlety, which was charac-

teristic of the scholastic age. Along with its philosophy and theology,

the sectarian devotionalism elaborated its appropriate system of

emotional analysis? its refinements of psychology and poetics, its

subtleties of ph^aseolog3^ imagery and conceits. As the sentiment
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of Bhakti or religious ‘devotion is apt)roximated to the sentiment of

literary relish/ called Rasa, the whole apparatus of Alamkara, as well

as KSma^iiastra, and their technicalities are ingeniously utilised and

exalted. The new application becomes novel, intimate and inspiring

;

and the erotic sensibility in its devotional ecstacy often rises

above the formalism of its rhetorical and psychological banalities,

of its metaphysical and theological niceties. But this is more

true of the detached poems and Stotras, of which wc shall

speak presently and which perhaps afford greater scope for personal

feeling, than in the artificially sustained Kavya works, with which

we are at present concerned, and which conform deliberately not

only to their own mass of newly created conventionalities, but also

to the entire literary resources of the older traditional Kavya-

terhnique in their method, manner, form and diction.

The spirit and outlook were changed, but the new movement,

even with the accession of romantic, emotional and legendary

material, failed to break away from the extreme and affected

classioality of the decadent Sanskrit Kavya and evolve its own

independent and appropriate form of expression. The attempt was

obviously discouraged by the older recognised Kavya tradition, which

had its estabbshed modes and models, laws and means
;
and it was

certainly not assisted by the creation of a fresh scries of rhetorical

and psychological formulas and dogmatic theological shibboleths.

There was, therefore, no freedom of conception and treatment, but

a methodical practice of conventional art and artifice, as well as

conformity to an elaborate system of sectarian commonplaces and

conceits. Suckled in a poetic creed outworn, as well as in a theo-

logical creed newborn, the writers seldom create new poetic forms,

which would admit of beautiful expression of memorable poetic thought

and feeling. With inherited affluence and considerable talent for

elaborate composition, they are assiduous, erudite and conscientious

;

but the greatest of them is scarcely a poet
; he is a consummate

versifier who sums up all the tradition of poetic art that can be

learnt by a clever and industrious artisan. They suggest craftman-

ship rather than creation, facility rather than freedom, immense and

varied learning rather than vigour and versatility of spontaneous

inspiration.

It would seem, therefore, that, apart from a certain dubious

gain in emotional content, the Vaisnava devotional Kdvya, from the

point of view of literary form and expression, does not mark any

See abom p. 183 t
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striking departure from the time-honoured tradition of the literary

Kavya. Its treatment, therefore, of the new theme and shaping of

the new emotion are narrowly conditioned by inherited ideas of

pseudo-classicism, for the deadly weaknesses of which the romantic

subject and sentiment could hardly prove a solvent. The passion in

these poems is genuine, but is too often artistic, rather than personal

;

the pictures possess delicacy of feeling and gracefulness of touch,

but the reality and richness of the emotion is too often obscured by

a deliberate load of bad pedantry and worse rhetoric, and the

elegance is too often the product of mechanical adroitness. There

are, no doubt, abundance and variety of talent and effort, but there

is also a strange combination of elaborate pains and insufficient

accomplishment, of interminable ingenuity and endless dreariness.

With ready-made words and ideas, forms and themes, it is not diffi-

cult to acquire impressive facility and respectable workmanship ; but,

being fashioned after a standardised pattern, the productions are too

much alike, the subjects have too little variety, the treatment is

glaringly similar, and the style and diction employ the same system

of decorative devices, the same commonplaces of words, ideas,

epithets and conceits. It cannot be denied, however, that in the

extraordinary command of a rich and recondite vocabulary, in the

grace and fluency of phrasing, in the elaborate adjustment of sound

and sense, in ingenious and incessant rhetorical ornamentation, in

the skilled use of difficult and diverge metres, in the elegant wielding

of a weighty, embellished and complex diction, the Vaisnava Kavya,

like the average Sanskrit Kavya, reveals a degree of massively and

mechanically finished efficiency, which is indeed astonishing. But its

method and manner are too favourable to literary pedantry not to

be perilous to limpid poetry.

That the Kavya of this period, devotional or otherwise, is the

product of high cultivation, meant for a highly cultivated audience,

is, as we have already said, a natural corollary of the fact that it

flourished in an age in which the scholastic cultivation of learning

was almost universal. The really creative age in every sphere of

knowledge or of art was over ; it was now a stage of critical elabora-

tion, of fertile but fruitless erudition, of prolix but uncreativc

subtleties, and of endless but wearisome acumen for trivial niceties.

.Ml these learned and laborious tendencies reflected themselves in

the literary works of the priod. At no stage of its history, indeed,

the Sanskrit Kavya was a spontaneous product of poetic inspiration ;
-

much culture and practice, aijd not inboni gift alone, went into its

making ; it was wholly dominated by a self-conscious idea 'of art* and

method and was* not meant for undisciplined enjoyment
;

its super-

normal or super-individual character is recognised both by theory
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and practice, which rule out personal interest and emphasise purely

artistic emotion. But the assiduous cultivation of the cult of style,

which believes that nothing great can be achieved in the ordinary

way, becomes naturally concomitant of a scholastic age, in which in

dustry was reckoned higher thaii inspiration, and in which a normative

doctrine of technique replaced free exercise of the poetic imagination, a

rci?])ect for litetary convention ousted individuality of poetic treatment

The result, on the one liand, was a severe restriction of poetic imagina-

ii ju and cxpic.^sion by a ponderous establishment of its unalterabh^

norm and mcLhanism * on the other hand, there was a correspondingly

high proficiency in the attainment of mechanical excellence. There

is, therefore, much excellent writing in this period, but not much
excellent poetry. The works will perhaps never lack their fit readers,

though few, but it will never possess a wider appeal nor attain more

than a limited currency.

In spile of its romantic charm and lyric affluence, the general

theme of the devotional poetry of Caitanyaisni lacks variety and

strikingness of inventive thought. The general poetic spirit of a

newborn religious enthusiasm may be admitted, but the exaggerated

consciousness of art and the monotonous sameness of characteristics

inevitably suggest a sense of artificiality. There are indeed some

variations in the detailed working out of the Vrndavana-lila of Krsna

and Radha, but the form and expression arc not sufficiently varied.

We meet over and over again with the same set of situations and

descriptions, the same subtleties and refinements, the same tricks of

^'xpression, the same strings of nouns and adjectives, the same group

of conceits and the same system of emotional analysis. Two aspects

of the Vrndavana-lTla, however, are generally distinguished, namely
I be perpetual or Nitya and the occasional or Naimittika sports;

and the two aspects of the erotic sentiment, namely, the Sambhoga
or love in union and the Vipralambha or love in separation, find

expression in the Nitya sports, the Sambhoga alone being prominent

in the Naimittika. The theme of the Nitya sports is generally con-

cerned with what is called the Asta-kalika-Lila, or sports and
pastimes during the different parts of the day, beginning from the

morning to the end of the night. The eight parts of the day, accord-

ing to the Vai^pava theology, are : Pratar (morning) , Piirvahna

(forepart of the day) , Madhyahna (midday) Aparahna (afternoon)

,

S^yShna (evening), Prad^i^a (first part of the night), Madhyaratra

(midnight) and Nisanta (end of the night) . The Naimittaka sports,

on the other hand, comprises such occasional or detached erotic

episodes as Dana-lila or Pu^pa-haraiia.

The Nitya-llla of the Asta-kSlika typo forms the subject-matter

of the Kn^dhnka-kmmudi of Kavikarnapiira and the Oovmda^
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Uldmfta of Krsnadasa Kavimja, as also of the much later Rrmci-
hhnvwmmfta of Visvanatha CakravarHn. We have seen' that the

uninterrupted recollection (Smarana) and contemplation (Bhrivana)

of Krsna's erotic sports yvi\h his beloved GopTs form the essence of

the Raganuga Bhakti ; the present works intend to supply the basis

of such recollection and contemplation by a minute portraiture oi

the sports occurring interruptedly for the whole day and night. A
brief outline of the Astakalika- or Naityaka-Lila is given in the

Patala-khanda of the Vadma-purdna? But it was the Smarava-

Tnangala of Rupa Gosvamin which, in eleven verses, formed the

rubric developed by Krsnadasa Kaviraja in his extensive Kavya in

twenty-three cantos. It is, however, not known if Kavikarnapilra,

who for the first time appears to have composed a regular Kavya on

the subject, was aware of this hint .supplied by Rfipa Gosvamin.

The Kr.Hndhmlca-kaumudi^ of Kavikarnapura is a comparatively

short Kavya in six Prakasas and 705 rhymed stanzas. The first

Prakasa, in depicting the Ni^nta-lihi, describes the awakening of

lladha (st. 1-16) and Krsna (17-29) by talking parrots (sent by

Vrnda) . who for that purj^ose recite twenty-one luscious verses

;

llildha’s deshabille appearance a^ter tlec nocturnal sports, her indolent

erotic gestures (Rasalasa) and leaving of the bed (30-37), which

bears evidence of their sports (38-39) ; their leaving of the grove

in which they lie and return to their respective houses (40-45) . The

entire canto, which is, however, the shortest in the poem, is com-

posed in the Malini metre, and each stanza attempts Pada-

madhyantunuprasa, in which the middle and end of each foot rhyme

together, thus ;

rajani-carama-ydm e stoka-tdrdbh inim

e

kim api kirn api vrndddesa-jdtdbhinandd/

vitaiir akrta rddhadermayoh svfipa-bddhd-

maii-mrdu- imcaivdmlm sdrikdmhn hikdndrn//

' See above, pp. 130-131.

* Ed. Aiianda.%mia, Poona 1894, Pt. ii, Patala-khanda ch. 83, pp. 634-626.

® See above, p. 115. If il really contained ele^’en verses, as the Bhakti-

ratn&hara stktes, then it cannot he identified with Haraprasad Saatri’s MS which is

said to contaiii thirty-five verses, but the Vaiiglya Sahitya Parisad MS {Catalogue, p.

385, no. 108/1116) contains exactly eleven verses. For the text of this unpublished

work, edited fr«n the Jatto: MS, see below, under Additions and Correetiohs.

* See above, p, 85, footnote.
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The second Praka^ is written in Vasantatilaka metre (with a con-

cttiding Pu^pitagra ver.re) composed with end-rhyme.^ It is devoted

to the Pratar-iila, in which Yasoda awakens the boy Krspa, who has

slyly crept from the grove into his own bed at home (1-6) ; maid-

servants attend upon him during his washing of face and other

morning ceremonies (7-19) ;
then we have Krsna’s milking of cows

(Go-dohana) and mock-fight (Malla-yuddha) with his boy-friends,

bath, dress and breakfast (20-46). Similar descriptions follow

regarding Riidha’s morning activities, which are assisted by her com-

panions, involving a somewhat heightened, but interesting, account

of the lady’s dress, ornament and decoration (47-79). Radha,

summoned by Yasoda, goes to Nanda’s house ; she assists (80-85)

Rohinl, like a dutiful daughter-in-law, to cook the morning meal

consisting of a large number of delicious dishes, which are described

In detail with great relish (86-118). It is curious that in the long

list of the various vegetables, we find the familiar modern dialectical

names of dZv, kacu, patola, moor?, dmdisa ( V^fur). karkarola

( ) aJid varavatl ( )» as well as the words tarkdrl

(vegetable)
,
kharcura ( ) and dadhi-ghola-vadA ! The third

Prakasa, composed in the long and sonorous, but end-rhyming,

Sfirdulavikrldita metre, completes the Purvahna-lila, and just

commences the Madhyahna-llla. The Purvahna-llla comprises the

topic of serving of the morning meal to Krsna and his companions,

after which Radha and others eat (1-14), and Krsna’s going out with

his friends to tend the cows, followed by a description of their dress

and various sports (15-36). The Madhyahna-lila begins with a

description of the bewitching sweetness of Krsna's flute and of the

beauty of the forest (including a pedantic list of the names of trees

in five verses !) in the six seasons (37-56) and ends with the topic

of sylvan sports (57-73).

The fourth Prakasa, in which the Svagata metre is employed

with end-rhyme, continues the topic of the Madhyahna-lila in 298

stanzas. It is the longest canto in the poem, which depicts in detail

and with great zest Krsria’s midday erotic sports with Radha and

the Gopls. It describes Krsna’s youthful beauty of limbs (4-34),

the Abhisara of Radha accompanied by the GopTs and their witty

orotic raillery (35-70), Krsna’s playing on his flute which brings on

^ As for (ii 70) :

maulau habandha kaiama mmani’pravekam

san*mdlati-ku8umargarbhaka-hdnti-sekam/

dhammUlam uUoiniadohita-paffa-ddmnd

lamba--pf^mba“yugalena TMjaudra^dhumndp/,

BOpa Gosvamin us^ iniddle-rhyme in liis Mukundchmuktdvuli Stotra (see below).
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sentimental helplessness (Bhava-vaikalya) in the Gopis (71 -8^),
Krsna's pleasantries and sportive dispute regarding the ownership

of the forest, ending with dalliance on land and in water (83
-200),

dressing after hath (201-212), picnic with a detailed description,

again, of the food taken (213-238), and dice-play with erotic jests

and wagers (239-298) . The fifth Prakasa, in which we have Puspi-

tagra metre with end-rhyme, describes the Aparahna- and Sayahna-

lllas. It depicts Krsna’s return home in the afternoon with his

herd of cows ( 1
-14 ) and the consequent sorrow, poetically exaggerat-

ed, of al! animate and inanimate things of the forest at parting from
him ( 15

-23), as well as Krsna’s appearance as he returns (24
-43),

and his milking of cows (44-47). In the Sayahna-llla. we have

Krsna’s change of dress, massage of limbs, bath and rest, assisted

by attendants (48-62) , taking of the evening meal (63-73) ,
going to

the cow-shed (74
-87) and retiring to his bed-room (88

-97). The
six and last canto, in Mandrikrantri metre (also with end-rhyme),

begins with the Pradosa-llla, in which Krsna in bed is tended by his

mother Yasoda, as w^ell as by attendants (1
-11 ) ,

and which is

followed by the Abhisara of the Gopis (12-20) and union with Radhii

(21 -31 ) . In the Naisa-lila the love-sports in the grove (32-37)

b('gin with the drinking of light and sweet wine made from the honey

of flowers (Madhu-pana, 38-65 ) ,
playful stealing of Krsiia’s Syaman-

taka jewel (66-69) , with just a brief concluding reference to amorous

dalliance (70-71 ), which, in the reticent opinion of the poet,^ is

incapable of proper description, and which, therefore, makes him

hush and bless himself with silence !-

Such is the luxuriously sentimental picture of Vrndavana, a

veritable paradise of unalloyed sports, pastimes and pleasantries

—

and of gorgeous feeding ! In depicting it, Kavikarnapura displays

considerable literary skill, but his mediocre poetic powers do not

improve by the selection of a fanciful and romantic theme, nor by

the strenuous application of all the resources of traditional technique.

He is not entirely graceless in bringing out the succulent possibilities

of his highly erotic subject, but they are obscured by a prodigious

^ It is not that the poet is always reticent ; witness for instance, the

fulsome description of erotic acts, gestures and jest in cantos i, iv, and vi ! Or, as

i< particular instance, Radha’s joke in iv. 47, for which even the editor feels that

some apology is necessary \

* There are three concluding verses, two in Sloka and one in ^dulavikridista,

in which the author gives a brief account of himself. The last verse states

:

M-gmrdnga^krpS7napo*vani^tdle srimaC’Chivanandakal^

seno*mba3t/^kulodbkavah suktUbhih s&rdhain soda gauradrk/

tat-putra^ kavikar^pura-rankdcdrpngranlr nUitaJi

M~kr^hnika-kaumuditi viditam kdvyam su-hdvyain vyadhM//,

58
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amount of pedantry and rhetorical refinement. A pleading variation

is introduced by the employment of middle and end-rhyme^ in the

verses, obviously through the influence of vernacular poetry
;
the

stanzas undoubtedly possess swing, smoothness and melody
; but the

interminable use of such rhyming device becomes sing-song,

monotonous and wearisome. Kavikarnapura possesses a considerable

vacabulary of fine words ; he is n clever artisan in the employment
of conventional imageries, expressions, ideas, and conceits ; he is a

tfdented master of verbal and metrical contrivance
; but in verse

alter verse his constant straining after purely rhetorical effect- gives

us a prodigality of literary ingenuity instead of a profusion of poetic

beauty.^

’ The end-rhyme, as well as middle-rhyme. Is extensively used by Hupa
Gosvamin in many of his well-known Stotras e.g. Mukunda-mukfavail, Svayam^

utpreksita4ild, Kunjavikdri^staim, etc*.

“ We must not forget that Kav ikarnapura Avas also the author of an elaborate

rhetorical work, entitled Alamkdra-kaustubha, which deals, not with Bhakii-rasa, but

with Kavya-rasa. It is curious, however, that in his illustrations he does not quote

his ovvn Kfivyas, although two verses of his drama, Cuitanya-candrodaya (cited by

us above at p. 436) are quoted anonymously (e<l. Radharaman Pre.ss, Berhampur
Miurshidabad, 1898, pp. 630-631).

« It is doubtful if the Camatkara-^candrika, which is sometimes ascribed to

Kavikarnapura (see above, p. Sr>, footnote), really belongs to him. Tliere is no
proof of authorship to be found in the body of the work ; and the name of the author

is missing in the colophon of the printed text, as well as of the India Office (Eggeling,

vii, no. 38S2|ll77e). Tubingen (Roth, p. 9), Bengal Asiatic Society (II. P. Sastri

vii, no. 5200), VahgTya Sahitya Parisad (C. H. Chakravarti. p 186) MSS, although

it appears as Kavikarnapura in that of the single MS of R. L. Mitra (vi, no. 2150)

.

The testimony of the fiv*e Dacca University MSS, which w^e cjonsulted, Is conflicting

;

three of them (nos. 2412, 2465, 2770) contain no name of the author; the colophon

of one (no. 2387), which is a modern MS (daled 6aka 1740=1818 a.d.) aiscrilbes

the work to KavikarnapOra-gosvamin ; while that of another (no. 2657) definitely

names Visvanatha as the author. The printed text, according to tradition, ascribes

it to Viwanatha Cakravartin
; and this is more likely. It is, howev^er, a small and

simple KSvya of little importance on some curious love-intrigues of Kr^a and Radha,
divided into four Kutuhalas (of 37, 33, 101 and 55 v'erses respectively=226 verses

in total), the verses being composed in each canto (except canto iii, which is

entirely in Upajati) in a variety of metres. In the first Kutuhala, Krsna stealthily

gets into a box of clothes and ornaments, which YaSoda wants to send to Badha,
and which Radhfi’s husband, Abhimanyu, not knowing, carries on Yaioda’s request

to R4dha’s bedroom to the great amusement of Radha and her companions; the

second Kutuhala describes how Krsna, in the disguise of Abhimanyu, succeeds in

deceiving Ja^ila, Radha> mother-in-law, and obtains her permission to sport with
Radha in her own house; in the tliird Kutuhala, lUdha pretends snake-bite, Kjrsna

arrives in the disguise of Vidyavall, daughter of the sage Garga, who is supposed to

be a snake-doctor, and manages to spend the night with Radha in the art of curing
her; in the fourth Kutflhala, Kr$pa, failing in the disguise of a girl to propitiate

H&dha, deceives Ja^ila into the belief that he is a girl-cousin, *and at her dilution
Radha is obliged to accept his companionship for the night. It is a work of little
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.The Goi)inda-lildmrta} of Krsnad&sa Kaviraja contains a more
extensive treatment of the same theme. It is a long and laborious

production of a subtle pedant, rather than of a sound or even sophis-

ticated poet. Whatever may be its value to the devotee of the

faith, the stupendous work is not a poem but a poetical curiosity of

Sastric knowledge, legendary lore, salacious fancy, technical facility

and uninspired ingenuity'. It is the longest Bengal Vaisnava Kavyi
in verse the number of cantos being 23 and of verses 2488“. It falls,

according to the accepted scheme of day-and-night sports and

pastimes of Krsna and the Gopls, into the following divisions

:

Pratar-lTia i-iv : Purvrihna-lila v-viii ; Madhyahna-lila ix-xviii ; Apa-

lahna-, Sayam-, and Pfirva-nisa-lila xix-xxi, including Rasa-lila xxii

;

and Rajani-lila xxiii. We have already noted that the work was

composed, as the author himself tells us (xxiii. 94) , on a hint supplied

by Rupa Gosvamin in a work, entitled Smarana-m-aYigala but it is

not clear if Krsnadasa also knew Kavikarnaplira’s Krsndhnilm--

kavmudJ. Probably he knew it ; for he certainly utilised Kavi-

karnapura’s biographical poem and drama in his Bengali biography

of Caitanya. The present work was avowedly intended as a

vade-mecum for those who want to practise Rlagiinuga Bhakti

(rdgudhva-sddhaka)
; the descriptions arc, therefore, made deliberately

detailed and circumstantial, in conformity with the dictates of

Vaisnava Rasa-sastra.'’’ But the work was also meant for the con-

scious display of the author’s extraordinary learning and skill in

grammar, rhetoric, prosody, erotics, music, poetics and theology !

It is not necessary to summarise the details of the openly erotic

sports, which arc elaborately and lusciously depicted, Krsnadasa

paetjc meiii or theological pretension, and the somewhat trite stories are not very

amusingly told. •

^ See above, p. 41, footnote J,

“ The figure does not include 2S colophon-verses, rej>eated with some varia-

tions at the end of each canto. These would make the total 2511. In the India

Otfice MS of the w’ork, the numl)er slightlv vaiies in each canto as well as in the

total.

® The actual title of each canto, with the respectwe numlxjr of verses, is as

follows: I Kunja-nisanta-keli-racana 110; II-III Kalya-vilasa-varnana 105 and 113;

IV Pratar-bhojana-lila 77; V-VIII Purvahna-lila 80, 86. 132 and 115; IX-X
Madhy^ia-lila 106 and 149; XI Radha-taiiUrvarnana 146; XII-XVIII Madhyahna-

lila (continued) 105, 114, 112. 146, 110. 68 and 08; XIX Aparahna-keli 109; XX
Sayaip-keli 77; XXI Purva-ni^-vilasa 127; XXII Kasa-llia 101; XXIII Rajani-

vilaaa 96.

* For this work, see below% under Additions and Corrections.

® A reverential mention is made of the Vnidavana Gosvamins, namely, Rupa,

Jiva, Raghunatha-dasa and Raghunatha Bhat^a, whose works the author follows.

As Sanatana is nof directly mentioned, it is probable that he was dead .at the time

of the composition of the work (.see above, p. 42, footnote).
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being not at all squeamish or observing the greater reticence of

Rupa, Jiva and Karnapura ; but some interesting features may be

briefly indicated. The Nisanta- and Pratar-Iilas, in the first two

cantos, include the description of the awakening of Krsna and Radha
from sleep by speaking parrots sent by Vrnda, the raillery of Radha’s

companions, Krsna’s pretended sleep after Radha leaves and formal

awakening by Yasoda, his going out with his companions and milking

of cows, and Radha’s morning ablution, dress and decoration.

The third and fourth cantos on Purvahna-lila continue the last

lopic, but they also describe the cooking of food by Radha and her

companions at Yasoda’s direction,^ Krsna's bath, dress and partaking

of the food and going out again with his boy-friends, after which

Radha and others take their meals. The fifth and sixth cantos

describe Krsna’s Gostha-llla or tending of cows and incidental

erotic adventures. At Jatila’s direction Radha prepares to go to

worship the sun (Surya-pfija) , but she is full of love and longing

for Krsna, makes garlands and betels for him and sends her com-

panion, Tulasi, with them. After partaking of food again, brought

by Dhanistha, Krsna finds TiiIasT and sends a message to Radha to

meet at the Radha-kunda. In the meantime Saivya brings a

message from Candravall, whom also Krsna arranges to meet at

Gaurl-tirtha (this theme, however, the author docs not develop later

on !) , The seventh canto concludes the Purvahna-llla by describing

Krsna’s visit to the Radha-kuiifla, w’hcre he waits expectantly for

Radha
;
and the poet takes the opportunity to describe the Radha-

kunda, as well as the &yama-kunda nearby, and the adjoining grove,

which contains an arbour with a swing in it.

The Madhyahna-lila, which describes the lovers’ meeting and

their various sports, naturally takes larger space for elaborate erotic

descriptions. The eighth, ninth and tenth cantos depict Radha’s

visit, on the pretext of Surya-puja, accompanied by V:rnda and her

companions, her meeting with Krsna, her erotic feelings and gestures,

^ The ingredients of the food, as well as the delicious dishes prepared, are

elaborately mentioned in iii. 4-5, 39-54, 58-59 and 8V-108. We know from C-C that

Krsnadasa never misses an opportunity of giving, with great relish, long lists of

gorgeous delicacies: see, for instance, Caitanya’s taking meals at Advaita’s house

after Saipnyasa, Madhya iii, 43-55; Jagaiinatha’s Prasada sent by Prataparudra,

Madhya xiv, ^5-34; Caitanya*s meals at Sarvabbauma’s house at Puri, Madhya xv,

S07-1218, etc. It is interelting to note that on the last occasion, Sarvabhauma’s

son-in4aw, Amogha, is said to have commented upon the amount of food taken by

the ascetic Caitanya: IP WWIi
n fhe scoffer, ve are told, was consequently afflicted with cholera t These,

as well as Ihe exceedingly salacious erotic passages from the asc^ic Gosv^mtns, will

perhaps afford an interesting study of inhibiiiotis to modem psychologist 1
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and the witty but always erotic jests, innuendos, fun and merriment

with Kundalata and other Sakhis, including the playful stealing of

Krona’s flute; w^hich last incident* gives Krsna an opportunity, on

the pretext of a search for his lost flute, to touch and embrace the

SakhTs individually and ultimately come to Radha in the arbour

for a brief sexual enjoyment. A part of the ninth canto appears to

be intended for a minute and systematic illustration, by a series of

verses bearing on Radha, of the generous set of graces, qualities and
excellences of the conventional Nayika prescribed by the Rasa-

sastra.^ There is also a brief inventory (ix. 35-38), in the form of

a comparison of R/a,dha to the forest, of the delailcd beauty of her

limbs,^ made by Krsna himself ! We have a repetition of the

familiar motif of the sportive dispute with regard to the sovereignty

of the forest, but the author also makes fun of the Smiarta Panco-

pasana (i. e., worship of the five deities, Gancsa, Surya, &iva, Visnu

and Durgii) and the Nava-graha-pfija (worship of the nine planets)

by an unwarranted erotic application in viii. 11 f and 82 f. In the

eleventh canto, Krsna, after enjoyment, replaces Radha ^s displaced

clothes and ornaments and decorates her afresh, while the curious

Sakhis peep with evident pleasure ! We have also an elaborate and

luscious description, which omits nothing, of the beauty of Radha’s

youthful limbs. But the canto is also meant to illustrate serially

the various poetic figures of word and sense, as well as the various

metres, as defined by rhetoricians^ and prosodists,* the object being

^ The author not only illustrates the characteristics, but scholastically

Tuentions them in three verses (ix 3-5), namely, the eight Sattvikas, the

Ihlbhasvaras. the seven effortless (Ayatnaja) graces, the ten natural C?vabhavaja)

and three physical (Ahgaja) excellences, and twenty-two Bluivas or expressions of

feelings

!

® In this, as in everything else, Krsnadasa is not original, for a similar des-

criptive simile of the physical charms of Radha will be found in Raghunatha-dasa’«

Kfsnojjvala-kmuim-kdi Stolra {Stavfwall pp. and i)i Multa-canira, pp.

166-172.

• It is difficult to say what rhetorical treatise Krsnadasa follows. Tlie

commentator, named Vrndavana Cakravartin, who describes himself as a pupil of

Knsinadeva Sarvabhauma, informs us (on xi. 13) that the Alamkaras are illustrated

ill accordance with Kavikarnapura’s Alamkara-kausiubha^ but he refers also to the

interpretation of his own Guru, Kpspadeva.
*

Practically the whole of the Chanda-manjan of Gahgadasa is illustrated,

beginning from metres of two (flfma kre^fha/ citrd cakhyau), three {ndTvnS,m

irvufdha/nyS/ Sri-jyesfhd sdvddlt)

,

four (bh&noh kanydin dhanydm etdm/ sd

pasyant% i usc^ntydkhyat) , five (hdsa-vikdm-iti-rada-panktih/ kfsna-mudc sd

prdha vimkhd) and six {sabkdm 'pnnayantl sakhhri lajjaymtif sva-vdnyd

JeavUd^vadat iungavidyd) syllables, which axe not commonly used, and ending with

every variety of rifetre, common or uncommon, defined by metr'sts ! Not only in this

canto; but a general feature of the work is that the same metre is not employed
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to astonish us with incredible feats of verbal and metrical jugglery.

In the twelfth canto we have renewed dispute about the theft of the

flute and dcvScription of the grove by Vrnda
;
in the thirteenth, we

find Krsna’s description of the six seasons, the play of the talking

parrots, and Krsna’s erotic repartee with Radha ; in the fourteenth,

the topics are RjRlha's Prcma-vaicitlya, the sport of throwing

fragrant and coloured water, the game of the swing (Hindolarohana)

,

drinking of sweet wine (Madhu-prina) ^ and lying down in the grove ;

while the fifteenth proceeds to the natural climax of Sarnbhoga, or

unalloyed sexual enjoyment, in the course of which Krsna, at Radha's

request, assumes multiple forms and enjoys all her companions

simultaneously ! This is followed by sports in water, picnic of fruits

and herbs, and midday sleep. The sixteenth and seventeenth cantos

describe the awakening of Krsna and Radha from sleep, in which

the motif of parrots singing their praise is repeated. The wise parrots,

like the learned author, appear to be well versed in Alamkara-^stra,

and illustrate in each verse of tw^o extensive cantos the different

poetic figures ! They arc also adepts in the art of composing devo-

tional Stotras and recite a Krsnastaka and a Radha^^aka ! The

eighteenth canto illustrates w^hat is known as Bliasa-sama (in which

a verse would read the same in Sanskrit and Prakrit) and all kinds

of verbal trick (Dyaksara, Samaka, etc.) and Prahelika (Kriya-

gupta, Sambandha-gut)ta, etc.) ; but it concludes the Madhyahna-
iTla by describing dice-play with its attendant pleasantries and erotic

wagers. The inevitable spoil-sport Jatila appears on the scene

;

Radha, pretends to be engaged in sun-woivship
;
Krsna deceives

Jatila by entering in the disguise of a priest, and later on of a sooth-

sayer, versed in palmistry
;
and the whole comedy ends by Krsna’s

boy-friends plundering the offerings to the sun-god !

The Aparrihna-llla takes up the nineteenth and twentieth cantos,

in which Krsna and Radhii return to their respective homes and
engage in their usual duties. Radha again prepares various kinds

of delicacies, of which a minute list is given (xix. 50-58), and sends

them to Ki’sna for feeding. But the author cannot divest himself

of his scholastic pedantry. We are told, for instance, that Krsna,

in his boyish conversation, becomes engaged with boy-friends in

Alapa, Anulapa, Pralapa, Vipralapa, Samhlpa, Supralapa, Vilapa and

throughout any canto. There is another series of short-syllabled metres exemplified

in xiii. 73-103.

^ Radha s intoxicated stuttering is imitated in xv. 5 in Drutavilambita metre

:

ma ma ma pi pi pi spr^a imm hare, hi hi kim vidhdtnm ihecchasi/ ia sayitum da

da dehi wama ksarmvi, ka kojlitdksi^ugdsmi ghu ghurnaya//. But this is, again,

not original ; cl’. Kw.^hnika^kaumudl vi. 6* and Kavindra- vaddm samuccaya, no

39.
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Apalapa,^ as well as in the employment of words which are Grasta,

Avispasta, Nirasta, Avajha, Vitatha, Samgata, Sunrta, Sopfilambha,

Sotprasa, Vyaja-stiiti-garbha and Narmailcita-gudha, or character-

ised by Citra-kavya and Samasya-dana-purana—an elaborate

summary of conversational attributes ! The twenty-first canto is

devoted to Pradosa-lila. There is an evening assembly of dancing

and singiilg in Nanda’s place, which Krsna attends, and soon pretends

to retire to sleep; but he really slips away and unites with Radha,

who has gone in the approved style of an Abhisarika to a grove on

the banks of the Yamuna. This, of course, gives an opportunity to

the author to describe the river and its surrounding scenery in the

conventional manner, and furnish lists of trees and shrubs (xxi.

30-36, 50-53) , birds (xxi. 66-67, 89 water-birds) and animals (xxi.

00) ! One would expect that the twenty-sc'cond and twenty-third

cantos, which are concerned with Rasa-lihi at night, would make
the author shed his pedantry and give evidence of poetry

;
but much

of these two cantos is taken up with a dry display of the author's

knowledge of Samgita- and Natya-^stra, in the course of which he

mentions 22 Snitis, 59 Tanas, 21 Murchanas, and 15 Gamakas (xxii.

79-81) ! A discourse on music follows, in which we have a list of

Ragas or melodies (xxii. 85-87), of musical instruments (xxii. 88-90),

gestures and Mudras (xxii. 91-92) and Talas (xxii. 97-101
;

xxiii.

7-14) , as well as of Marga and DesI class of songs. Here is a speci-

men of the dancing Tfda versified :

dhdm dhdm drk drk carta cam nindm narri niMvi narn nirldm mrri

iuk tuk turn turn gudu gudu gtuhi dram dram gudit dram gudu drdvi/

dhek dJiek dho dho kiriii kiriti dho dram drimi dram driini dram

dgatyaivam muhur lha mudu mtnad-ud nanurta//.

After the dancing and singing, feeding follows with a list again of

various delicacies, the whole being rounded off with Ki’sna and Radha

retiring to bed ; which last theme, Krsnadasa, like Kavikarnapura,

does not, demurely enough, work up any further. The end of a

perfect day and night

!

The extremely artificial and learned character of this astonishing

literary atrocity is obvious. When a scholastic mind writes verse,

we can expect nothing better ; and further comment is needless.

The effort is stupendous, but puerile. The frank object is not

narrative, nor poetry, but direct illustration of technical niceties,

highly erotic refinements, and rhetorical and metrical ingenuities.

The imposing magnitude, sheer erudition and profusion of elaborate

•

^ Cf. Amara-kom i. 6. 15-16 and Ujjvain’^mlamani pp. 264-267.
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skill are admitted, but the work also illustrates a curious combination

of the laboured volubility of a bad poet with the clever prolixity of

a subtle pedant. While it is highly artistic in the extremely narrow

sense, and perhaps esoteric and devotional, the work is remarkably

sensuous in spirit and treatment, and suggests nothing but erotic

interest. We are assured that despite apparent sensuousness, the

theme is spiritual. But the glorification of the sex-impulse, which

occurs from page to page, is frank, supreme and all-absorbing. This

remark applies not merely to the present work, which perhaps

deserves it more than any other, but to almost all the literary pro-

ductions of Caitanyaism. The glowing description of erotic acts,

feelings, gestures and repartees, and evident relish in them, make it

difficult to interpret them as mere symbol or allegory. Apart from

the usual portraiture of lovers* dalliance, which is an established

convention in the Kavya, the unveiled succulence of the ubiquitous

and interminable series of erotic passages cannot be taken as mere

practical illustration of the knowledge of Kuma-sastra and Rasa-

sastra. Notwithstanding the grace of a complex diction, the

passages are too often graceless. One may make a desperate attempt

to read a supersensuous meaning, but what we have here is plainly

and emphatically the language of the senses. To justify it in any

other way would be futile ; for the whole Radha-Krsna legend in

these works is treated more as a literal fact than as an elevating

allegory. There is no suggestion in the works themselves that they

are allegories ; they are manifestly presented as religious history. If

one says that all this is, therefore, more than literature, criticism

ends there ; but if there is any spiritual foundation, one must say it

is too insecure for the excessive load of sexual passion. If this

extreme sensuousness be not an acquisition to religion, it may be

urged that it is a gain to literature ; but even from the literary

standpoint, the frank naturalism of physical passion cannot be the

only interest or inspiration in literary works, nor can it possess more

than a limited appeal.

The. Bmjikalpa-hd'padruTtui^ of Jiva deals with the Nitya-lila

(Prakata and Aprakata) at Vrndavana, but it is not so much a

poem as a versified theological summary of the author’s conception

of the Nitya-lila, expressed in his much more extensive Gopala-

cam'pu, both parts of which were composed some time before the

present work (i. 264).^ Krsi:ui is the Kalpadruma or the heavenly

^ See above, p. 117.

® Jiva Gosvamin must have been well advanced in years when this work was

written, for he says (i. 4) :
^

vrnd&ranye jaran jlval^ kasdt prdha manah prati/

Tnrrifate*sampraiam mudha gudh&m et&m sttdMm piba//.
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tree fabled to fulfil all desires ; the roots are his Lilas like birth etc.

(Janmadi-lTla) ; the stem or trunk is his eternal sports (Nitya-lila)
;

the branches are the verses which describe the sports at different

seasons (Tat-tad-rtu-sloka)
; and the fruit is the attainment of

divine love.^ The work is accordingly divided into four parts

;

Janmadi-llla, Nitya-llla, Sarvartii-lTla and Phala-nispatti.

The first part, consisting of 275 verses (of which 264 are in

Sloka), makes a devout enumeration of the incidents of birth and
allied topics in the form of praise (Stuti) , the account being

rounded off with eleven stanzas in Puspitagra metre. The account

is practically a theological resume of the entire career of Krsna, but

it emphasises the Vrndavana-lllri, to which Krsna is said to return

after his Dvaraka-llla in accordance with his promise made to the

Gopis. The second part, in which the Puspitagra metre continues,

is concerned with the eternal sports with the peoi)le of Vraja (Nitya-

lila), which are said to occur in a non-manifest (Aprakata) form
in the manifest (Prakata) Vrndavana. The Vrndavana described

is a divinely sublimated replica of the actual or ideal Vraja with its

cow, cowherd and cowherdess (Go-gopa-gopi) , as well as with the

friends, relatives and associates of Krsna. Here Radha is the fore-

most beloved (prathamatamd khalu tdsu saiva saiva, ii. 33), with

whom Krsna sported alone for a long time during the Rlasa-lTlii. We
are told at the beginning of the work that Krsna is indeed the

husband of the Gopjs from time eternal (amcfi-janvm-siddfidTidm

gopindm patir ei^a sah, i. 2). The erotic acts and feelings of Radha
and Krsna arc described, as well as par(‘nial afPeelion (Vatsalya)

of Nan»ia and Yasodfi and friendship (Sakhya) of the Gopas.

The various sports with the Gopis, tending and milking of cows,

bath, meals,- evening entertainments and union with Radha
and the Gopis are also briefly described. The total number of

verses in this largest section is 315. The third part of the work,

also in Puspitagra metre (131 stanzas), relates a conversation

between Radha ahd Krsna on the effects of the various seasons and

describes their entertainments with the Gopis. The fourth and last

section on Phala-nispatti, consists of ten verses in Sragdhara and two

^ janjnadi4lldsya skandkak syan nitya-lilaid/

iukhd tal tad-rtu4lokdh phalam premwinayl sthitih//

* The question of Ihe number of meals taken by Kr§na api)ear8 to have worried

the dogmatists, inasmuch as somewhat divergent accounts are found in different

works ! Jiva Gosfamin lays down (ii. 172 f) that Ky^aia took four meals in all

:

morning meal served by his mother, the second meal in the forenoon with his com-

59
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in Sardfilavikridita, which constitute a Stuti or panegyric of the

united form (Yugala-murti) of Radha and Krsna ; for Jiva has

already inculcated (ii. 206) this united, and not separate, worship :

spiu hrdaya dimmi rddkikdyanri/

harim ahhisdraya tatra tdm kaddpi/ ,

dvayam idam anu jmjanam tad eva/

dvayam anu yat purusa-tosa-posa-kdn//.

The section is concluded with seven more verses which pay homage

of the author to his two uncles (pitrvya-yugalam) . The work is

written in a much more simple style and diction than what is usual

with its learned author, and its devotional attitude is unmistakable
;

but it would be proper to regard it as a metrical doctrinarian treatise

rather than as a poem in the real sense.

The general topic of Krsna’s sports with Radha in the

Vrndavana-lllc. also forms the theme of the SaTngita-mddhava^ of

Prabodhananda Sarasvatl. The inspiration, however, does not come

directly from the theology of the Vrndavana Gosvamins, but proceeds

from the poetry of Jayadeva, upon whose CnfxL-ycnnnda Prabodha-

nanda deliberately models his lyrical poem. It is, therefore, a relief

to turn from the literary lucubrations of Jiva and Krsnadasa to this

more lively compositon. The work certainly belongs to the Caitanya

sect, for the author pays a concluding homage to Caitanya in a

graceful stanza.^ As against Jayadeva’s twelve cantos, Prabodha-

nanda has fifteen
;
the theme, as in Jayadeva’s work, is, however,

slight. But, while Jayadeva develops his meagre theme through

poetical situations and motifs of separation, sorrow, longing, jealousy,

penitence and joy of reunion, and invests it with unparallelled

min’oris, the thin! meal at midday with his beloved GopTs, and the fourth meal after

dusk with, his elderly relati^’es ! Even such minute details appear to be of

importance ! Jiva gives a list of the food brought by the ladies (ii. 190, 195)

,

but it lacks the variety and richness of Krsnadasa’s description. —^Regarding differ-

ences in the description of details in the day-and-night sports, see the remarks of

the editor of the Krsmknika-kaurnudi,- pp. iv-v, where he points out several discre-

l>ancies in the various accounts of Kavikaniapura, Krsnadasa and Visvanatha

Cakravartin.

^ See above, ^8. The Radha-rasa-attdhdnidhi is wrongly ascribed to

Prabodhmianda, see above, p. 99, footnote S.

* asraughair maka/tanda-bmdu’nivaham nisyandibhift mndaratjt

netrendwaram ddadhat aii’-ptdakbfkafnpa'ni ca bibhrat vapub/
vacas cdpi sagadgadd hafi*harUydnandmlr udgifan

^

ptemdmnda'raitoUavam dihtu vo devah kxi-ntmdanah//

*
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pictorial richness, verbal harmony and lyrical splendour of finely

interwoven narrative, dialogue, song and description, Prabodhananda
is only an ingenious imitator and a poor poet. Even the framework of

his poem is flimsy and unconvincing. Some Sakhi (presumably the

author himself in his Sakhi-bhava !) , singing, in the first canto, the

praises of Vrndavana and of the sports of Radha and Krsna which

occurred therein, is filled with longing, and addresses, in the second

canto, some more experienced companion to relate them to her in

detail. This starts the poem ; but the episodes, described in song and

verse, are really detached, and include such topics as Radha-dasya or

Krsna’s becoming a humble servant of Radha (iii)
;
Mithodarsana

or first sight of each other (iv) ; Sakhyaminaya or entreaty of the

Sakhls (v) ; Radha’s clever repartee (vi) ; the various amatory

conditions of Krsna, love-sick (Mugdha, vii)
,
impetuous Raso-

ddhata, viii)
,
pleased (Mudita, ix) , excited (Uttarala, x) and afflicted

fVihvala, xi)
;
as well as the joy of perfect union and Rasa-vilasa

(xii-xiv). with a concluding expression of the author's own ecstasy

over the beatific sports. The Tium])or of songs (in musical modes)

introduced,’ in the manner of Jayadeva's Padavails, is twenty-eight,

which to a certain extent relieve the monotony of the stereotyped

erotic scheme
;
but they are closely imitative, even if melodious, and

some of them are exuberantly lengthy. The work is readable, and

perhaps enjoyable, in spite of its somewhat cloying and langourous”

eroticism ; but it is the besetting weakness of an unoriginal epoch to

produce literary counterfeits* which seldom become current coins of

poetry.

Of the Naimittika or occasional Lilas of Krsna, the theme which

appears to be highly favoured is the Dana-lillti. or pastime of gift,

which forms the subject-matter of the inset-play in Kavikarnapura's

Caitanya-candrodayar of Rupa’s short play Dana-keli-kaumudl;^

Raghunatha-dasa’s -short poem Ddna'-keli-cmtamani^ and, in a

sense, of his Campu. Muhtd-caritta, of which ’ we shall speak

presently. The incident is slight and the theme slender in such com-

^ Their len|?lh forbids extensive quotation here, but the few oi>ouiiig lines

from a song, openly imitative of one of the famous songs of Jaytuleva (x. 1-8) ,
will

suffice as specimen :

Utva lalita kundalam vidhutorvidhu-manddam edru-mukham amrta-nidki-sdraw

/

final aii mama mdnasam kim apt ratidMasam syandi-^Tdu-hasita-madhu~dhdram/

priyc kvdsi radhe, dehi raayi kim api Subha-drstim/

tmm nmem-kauUiBt kirati mayi ddruno visama visa-sararVTstim/ (Dhruva) . etc

* See above, pp. 434-85, ® See above, pp. 441-49. * See above, p. 99.
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positions, but the most interesting feature—in fact, the only feature—

is the lively picture of Keli-kalaha or pretended love-quarrel between

Kr^na and the Gopls, involving good-humoured pleasantry, light

repartee, and youthful teasing and banter. The ready wit and

smartness of the chaffing dialogues and speeches are often enjoyable,

but invariably the jests are flagrantly charged with erotic words,

ideas, imageries and suggestions, sometimes too vivacious to be

strictly decent. There is, no doubt, delicacy of feeling and ex-

pression, but there is hardly any sense of squeamishness in the

fidsomc acts, gestures, words and innuendos.^

As borne out also by tradition, there can be doubt that

Raghunatha-dasa's Ddna-keli-cmldmani was directly inspired by

Rupa’s Ddm-Jxelhicaumudu It keeps to the same general scheme

and incident, the only notable variation being the slight intro-

ductory framework of jnaking Kundalata, wife of Nanda’s nephew

and Upananda’s son Subadra, the curious enquirer and her

SakhT, SumukhT the narrator of the erotic episode. Bhaguri is

performing a sacrifice on behalf of Vasudeva ; Radha, with the

Gopis, is carrying fresh ghee in pitchers to the sacrificial ground

;

and Krsna, with his array of Gopas, form an octroi (Ghatti-

patta) on the top of Govardhana hill for the levy of toll for passage.^

The usual dispute follows regarding the right of demand, nature,

amount and mode of payment, and the usual erotic railleries in

which Krsna describes the physical charms of the youthful limbs,

not only of Radha, but also of her SakhTs, and ex})ects payment

in terms of lively enjoyment. The Gopls reply with equal zest,

pretend helpless anger and sit down at the foot of the hill. The
elderly NandlmnkhT appears on the scene

;
and through her arbitra-

tion, the dispute is settled satisfactorily by the arrangement of a

meeting next day for gratifying payment in a grove near the Milnasa-

gariga. Raghunatha-dasa can write facile and elegant verses of the

’ With due deference to Vaisnava sentiment, one must say that some of tlr,

dubious acts and jests, which are frank expressions of physical passion, appear out

of place in what is suppose<l to he the witty repartee of a polished and cultured

society. However esoteric the sense may be, they are presented as literal facts, of

which sex, and sex alone, supplies the incentive ; but there is no point in going

beyond the limits of natural modesty. It is extraordinary that such things should

come from the highly pieois Gosvamius. Kmiadasa Kaviraja, who must have known
Raghunatha-dasa quite intimately at Vrndavana, speaks of the severely ascetic days

and nights the Gosvamin spent in study and meditation, his dresshig himself in rags,

avoiding rich food, and spending not even Uiree or four hours in sleep or rest.

• We are told (verse 162) that the Kuridu near the Goyardhana hill where

(his Dana-llla took place' is still called DSiia-HIa-nirvartana Kupda ! Cf. the poet's

Dana-llla-ijirvartana-kun^a^^ka Stotra in his Stavdvall, pp. 4541-59,
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erotic kind, and his metrical skill is considerable the dialogues

and speeches are lively and witty with erotic suggestions
; the small

poem is not too muchjoaded with literary- or theological pedantry
;

but, even admitting all this, one must say that the ideas are often

commonplace, the diction conventional, the narrative inadequate

and unoriginal, and there is little of the enthusiasm and imaginative-

ness of fine poetry to make amends for these deficiencies.

The Mddhava-mahotsat?a^ of Jiva Gosvamin deals with an

entirely different eposide. namely, the Abhiseka or consecration of

Radha by Krsna as the queen of Vrndavana (Vrnclavanosvari)

.

The theme is not new, having been referred to by Raghunfitha-dasa

in his Vraja-vildsasiava (verse 61) and Vildjm-kusumdnjcdi

(verse 87), and described by him in his Muktd-carifra (pp. 184-188) ;

but no one before Jiva made it the theme of an extensive Kavya
of nine catitos and 1164 verses. The work is undoubtedly a

laboured and artificial composition, but it has more poetical preten-

sion and less theological prepossession than any other literary work
of Jiva.

The names of the different cantos, wliich arc. framed after

those of Jayadeva’s Gtta-govlnda, are meant as rubrics for indicating

their subject-matter, although they do not give an idea of the

^ There arc altogether 175 stiinams in the poem in wliieh ii variety of metres

is employed. A metrical analysis, with the serial number of the stanzas, is .i-*

follows : .^ardulavikridita 1, 19, 21, 24, 27. 85, 87. 45, 57, 65, 78, 79, 103, 121, 14-1 ;

Vasantatihika 2, 10, 2,3, ,31, 33, 34, 40-50, 58-00, 02-05, 67-09, 72. 73, 80-90, 92-97,

99, 101, 102, 101, 105, 107-117, 119, 120, 128-131, l.'>0-157, 164, 167, 171, 173; Mandl-

kranla 3-15, 29, 36, 74, 75, 106, 122, 123, 125, 126, 130-13.9, 141 ;
Upajati (mixed

Indravajrri and Upendravajra) 38, 91, 100, 162-103. 165, 166, 168, 170; .^loka 18,

21, 30, 127, 132-135, 140, 169, 174., 175; Indravajra 161; Malhu 20, 61, 70. 76,

77, 145. 1”2; PrlhvT 98, 124, 146-149, 158-160; J^:ikharim 28, 32. 66; Ralho<ldhatri

48, 71, 143; Suiidari or Viyoginl 118. The Vasantatilaka forms the staple of the

I)oem, much of the running narrative Ijeing carried on in this, as well as in the

i^loka, metre.

* And yet lie is not above the use of such conceits as in verse 115 :

turnam hiranyakastpum bkayaran nrsimha

candrvvall-kufu-kucam nakharah viddryaj

prahludam ullasitam ktiru tvavi ityd-

karnyaim vulgu Mlfd-lapitam jahd.sa/

/

Or, the employment of conundrums in the description of Radhii's beauty as in

verse 144 :

yeyam hkrdmyati padmini pkala-yvgam raktam caiuspankajlm

bandkdke bkramurau vidhums ca dadhati sardha-trayovimsaiitn/

dydmendok para-putnsa dvakalandt phuVibhavei sd sadd

8Viya’A)dmv'raver vilokana-bhardn mldnd sphufam tdmyati//.

® See above, p. 117^
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gorgeous wealth of detail which the erudite fancy of Jiva supplies

with its marvellous verbal proficiency. The first canto (Utsuka-

radhika) describes Radha’s longing at receiving the hint of an

assignation to meet Krsna ;
the second canto (Unmanyu-radhika)

depicts her resentment (Mana) on hearing that her rival

Candravali is destined for dominion over Vrndavana ; in the third

canto (Utphulla-rndhika) we find that, through the efforts of Vrnda,

aided by those of Vii^kha and PaurnamasT, Rfidha becomes joyful

when Krsna’s real love for her is revealed ; in the fourth canto

(Tlddyota-radhika)
,
proof of Krsna‘s love is found in the preliminary

preparation (Adhivasa) of the regal consecration which is on foot

;

the fifth canto (Udita-radhika) describes completion of the arrange-

ments and Radha’s appearance in the newly erected pavilion

(Mandapa) ; the sixth canto (Unnata-radhika) is devoted to a

detailed description of the beauty of the groves of Virndavana, the

appearance of the various gods to witness the ceremony and the

beauty of Radha’s eyes ;
with the seventh canto (Utsikta-radhika)

we have the beginning of the Abhiseka (with eight kinds of

successive consecration), songs of Gandharva maidens, sprinkling of

sacred water from consecrated pitchers and lavish description of the

beauty of the youthful limbs of Radha and Krsua ; the eighth

canto (Ujjvala-radhika) is concerned with the details of Radha’s

toilet for the occasion
;
and in the last and ninth canto (Unmada-

rMhika). Radha ascends the throne and sits with Krsna, in the

midst of great festivity, elaborate ceremonial worship and singing

of praise

Jiva Gosvilmin is undoubtedly an adept in the adroit manufac-

turing of standardised poetry ; and marvellous erudition goes hand

in hand with marvellous adorning of trivialities. Like most of his

learned and laborious compeers, he reveals himself in this poem as

a talented master of diction and metre,^ and his workmanship is

massively impressive in its employment of the varied and subtle

resources of traditional technique ; but all the richness and ingenuity

' bike Kr^nadajse Kaviraja, but not to the same extent, Jiva wants to

make a display of metrical variety in this work. In the following analysis, the

respective metres, vith the number of verses, in each canto are given, along with

the metre of the concluding verses in enclosing brackets (also with number in

figitres). Canto I Rathoddbata 1-1 3t) 3). II Indravajra (but also

occasionally Ui)endra\ ajra and XTpajati) 1-103 (MaJini 3). Ill Vasantatilaka

1-116 (Malini 3). IV Praliarsini 1-108 (MalinI 3). V Indravaipsa 1-94

(Malinl 3). VI Drutavilambita 1-144 (Malini 3). VII Malini 1-16^ (Sardula-

vikridita 2, SragtlliarS 1, Malini 8)
^

VIII Sloka 1-160 (SikharS^I 9, Milini 3)

.

tX Variety of metres (the figures refer to serial number of verses) : 1

;

Pramanika Mrgendramukha 3; Dodhaka (1st half) and Svagata (2nd half) 4;
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of his art and erudition can hardly compensate the lack of true

poetic inspiration, as well as of originality and independence of

treatment. The incessant exertion after literary eifect spoils fresh-

ness and spontaneity of feeling
; there is grace, but it is almost

synonymous with strained and strange refinements. Over and over

again these authors traverse the same ground, almost in the same

manner, with the result that monotony becomes inevitable. In

spite of considerable literary ability and emotional inflatus, much of

this literature is doomed to mediocrity, because of the restriction

imposed upon the poetic talent by the very nature of its theme,

which is conflned to the Krsna-legend in general and limited to

certain episodes and aspects of the legend in particular, as well as

by the imposition of a rigid literary and emotional convention. The
subject, scheme, motifs, sentiments, ideas, imageries and expression

are all prescribed ; the language, the very metaphors, similes and

other figures of speech, are all stereotyped : even the nuances of the

erotic feeling, which is the almost exclusive topic of description, are

minutely fixed and classified, with infinite scholastic relish, into

nearly three hundred and sixty varieties in its Rasa-sastra. The
poets, finding no escape, naturally fall back upon assiduous, but

wearisome, elaboration and embellishment of minutiae
; and there is

always a tendency towards unnecessary profusion, display and

expenditure of energy. There is, therefore, no temperance in the

depths of passion, nor perspicuity and inevitableness in its express-

ion. All poetry is strangled by the inexorable tentacles of the

Sastra, whether it be devotional or literary.

Svaf?ala 5 ; Riillioildlialtt 6 ; Svindari or Viyogini 7 ; Drutavilanibita 8 ;
Prabhuvali 0

,

Udgata 10; Puspilagra 11; Priyanivatla 19̂ ; Knlalianisa 13; Suddha-Viraj 14;

Lulitu 15 ; Unidentified 16 ;
Sundari 17 ; Aupacchandasika 18 ; Arya 19 ;

Pajjhalika

(with rhyme) 20; C-'ai’uhasinl 21 ; Galha 22; 6loka 23; Rathoddliata 24; Vain^tha-

vila 25 ; Vasantatilalca 26 ;
Prahaivsmi 27 ; Malini 28 ;

Vusanlatllaka 29 ;
Sragdliara

30 ; \’dtormi 31 ; Harinl 32 ; 5loka 33 ; SarasT 34 ; Iiidravamsa 35 ; Mattamayiira 36

;

Arya 37 ; Malati 38 ;
Pancacainara 39 ; Vaisvadcvi 40 ;

v^ikhariiil 41 ;
MandakinT 42

;

Vamiwsthavi'la and Indravanisa. in two halves 43 ; Apa^a^'aklra 44 ;
Malini 45

;

Arya 46 ; Sloka 47 ; Arya-glti 48 ;
Candralekha 49 ; Viisantatilaka 50 ;

Udgata 51 ;

Naraca 52 ;
Tunaka 53 ; Lola 54 ; NandlinukliT 55 ; Lola 56 ; Vainsasthavila 57

;

Sr.*)gdhara 58 ; ;§Ioka 59 ;
Vasantatilaka 60 ; Bhnjahgaprayata 61 ; v^oka 62

;

S.§rdulavikrTditil 63 ; Sikharinl 64 ;
J^ardulavikrldila 65 ;

Matlamatahga-llla-kara

(27 syllables) 66 ;
.Aardulavikrldita 67 ; i^alinl 68 ; Rathoddhata 69 ; Drulavilambita

70 ; Nandana 71 ; Indravamsa and Vani^thavila, in two halves 72 ; Nardataka 73

;

Fhulladaman 74 ; Sragvini 75 ; Indravam^ 76 ;
Bharukranta 77 ; Indravaipsa 78

;

Unidenti<fied 79 ; Citra 80 ;
CandT 81 ; Prthvl 82 ; Mandakranta 83 ; Citralekha 84

;

Mandakraiita 85 ; ChSya 86 ;
Sragdhara 87 ;

^iardulavikrldita 88 ; Mandakrantfi 89

;

Sragdhara 90 ; MandakrAnta 91 ; Unideiititied 92 ;
Mandakranta 93 ; SragdharA 94-97

;

ik>bhli 98; and Malini 99-102. It will be seen that Jiva uses seN'eral rare metres.
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The three Campiis of Caitanyaism reveal, more or less, the

same theme, treatment and characteristics, having been composed

by the same set of authors with the same literary and theological

prepossessions; but perhaps the uncertain literary form of the

Campu leads to a fresh accession of mannerisms peculiar to itself.

As a type of literature, the Campu is a species of the Kavya in

mixed prose and verse, and, as such, exhibits no characteristics of

matter and manner which are not already familiar to us, in their

best and worst forms, from the regularly composed prose and

metrical Kavya. But the mosaic is bizarre and hardly of an

attractive pattern. The Campu is essentially a prose composition,

but since the relative proportion of prose and verse is undetermined,

the desire to diversify prose freely by verse as an additional

ornament naturally leads to a formlessness or disregard of strict

form, in its indiscriminate and mutually disproportionate use of

prose and verse. The form, no doubt, affords scope for versatility

;

but the Campu-writer, as a rule, merely seeks to copy, on the one

hand, the traditional pomp and brocaded stateliness of Sanskrit

literary prose, and reproduce, on the other, the conventional omatc-

ness and artificiality of the metrical Kavya In the hands of later

practitioners of the type, there was a praiseworthy attempt to

divert the Campii from its narrow groove of stock poetic subjects,

but traditional rhetoric proved too much for the assertion of a

natural vein. The literary form came also to be applied to purposes

other than purely literary occasional description, philosophical

exposition and religious propaganda naturally became some of its

non-literary objectives. Like the Jaina writers of the West who
made it a means of their religious end, the Bengal Vaisnavas

readily availed themselves of the convenient literary form of the

Campu for the expression of their creed and faith in the Kr^pa-

legend, not only by presenting erotico-religious pictures of great

sensuous charm, but also by making it the vehicle of their elaborate

theology.

The Muktd-caritrar Campu of Raghunatha-dasa is a compara-

tively small work, which deals with one of the occasional or

Naimittika Lilas of Krsiia and Radha by telling a fanciful tale of

a particular erotic episode. It is essentially a variation of the

familiar story of the Dana-lila, but the motive is somewhat different.

The theme^ is simple, although it is worked out with the usual

paraphernalia of erotic words, ideas and imageries. Satyabhama

‘ See S. K. De. History of Sanskrit Literature, ch. vi, under Campu, p. 4S8 f.

* See above, p. 98.
*

* For a brief r^sutn^ of the theme, see above, loc, cit.
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enquires, with a somewhat naive curiosity, if pearls grow on trees,

and Kr^na gives an account of his strange experience of having once

grown pearhcreepers, which bore pearl-fruits, at Vrndavana, and
relates in unblushing details his youthful erotic exploit, connected

therewith, in relation to Radha and the Gopis. During the

Dipalika festival on the Govardhana hill, Krsna jestingly requests

Radha and the Gopis to give him some pearls from their ornaments

so that he may decorate his two cows. As they refuse to do so and
laugh at him, he gets some pearls from his mother and sows them
in the field carefully enclosed and guarded. The pearl-creepers

grow and bear fruit to the wonder of all and to the jealousy of the

Gopis. The Gopis make a similar attempt but fail, not because

the rich and heavenly soil of Vrndavana would not grow them, but

because Krsna and his boy-friends secretly remove the pearl-plants

which llic Gopis grow, and replace them with a crop of thorny

creepers. In desperate straits for having spoiled their own orna-

ments, in the foolish attempt, by divesting them of pearls, they

offer to buy Krsna’s pearls with gold, but Krsna wants payment

in kind from each of them. A long and laughing dispute ensues,

with the usual dialogues, witty repartees, erotic jests, acts and

gestures, till NandImukhI intervenes and settles the love-quarrel by
standing security for satisfactory payment. Thus, the entire motif

of Keli-kalaha of the Diina-llla theme is reproduced in lavish detail.

But the work is not merely a recliau^e of the usual theme ; it is

also a recital of reminiscent love, meant to show the superiority of

the first and free adolescent love for Radha at Vrndavana, for which

Krsna secretly longs and languishes, even though he is happy in

wedded love with Satyabhama at D\^araka.^

In spite of inevitable monotony in working out a well worn

theme in accordance with a fixed scheme and stereotyped motifs,

ideas and expressions, the story, comparatively speaking, is simply

and amusingly told. Even though the work is an artificially

sustained effort, Raghunatha’s manner is not impossibly weighted

and ornamented, nor wholly devoid of interest in the matter. The

work is written almost entirely in prose, but the author wisely

avoids the complexities of superflously embellished and enormously

prolonged sentences, although occasionally (as, for instance, in the

gorgeous description of RUdhabhiseka, pp. Ifi4-138), he succumbs

^ Perhaps, in accordance with Rupa’s exposition in the LeJifa-madhavat

Kyfna, overcome with emotion at the end' of the recital, declares to Satyabhama

that she is Radha herself (tvam eva jivdfu-rujm. radhasi) ; but immediately

afterwards we aiif told that Satyabhama, greatly impressed by the story, wants to

set out for Vrndavana with her husband to meet Radlm and fetch her

!

60
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to the temptation of a florid attempt at the extended scale of

luxuriant description. But the rhetorical effect which Raghunatha

often attains is not always tedious, nor his use of words glaringly

atrocious. There are recondite puns in the smart repartees and

innuendos, but there are no endless strings of complex puns ; nor

is there any inordinate love for disproportionate compounds, nor

strained seareh after interminable conceits, epithets and similes, nor

weakness for constant jingling of meaningless sounds. Making

allowance for the usual artificiality and error of taste, the highly

flavoured dialogues and speeches arc often witty and animated, and

the expression is reasonably subdued and elegantly articulated.

There are only two lengthy stretches of verse, one of which,

consisting of thirteen melodious SikharinI stanzas, describes (after

his own Krmojjvala-kusuma-keli Stotra)^ Radha as the very

personification of the Vrndavana forest, and the other is a bodily

insertion of the thirteen Sloka stanzas in praise of Radha from his

own Preindmhhoja'makaranda Stotra.^

In his Ananda-vmddvana-cairi'pu? on the other hand, Kavi-

karnapura adopts a different manner and method ; for he appears

to believe in the construction of spacious sentences, in the wearisome

display of verbal complexities, in the clothing of his prose in a

gorgeous, but heavy, garment of embroidered heap of phrases. As

the name of the work implies, it is concerned with the Nitya-lilii or

the entire life of Krsna at blissful Vnidavana. It is a very extensive

Campu in twenty-two Stavakas, written mostly in prose, the

intersperssed verses being limited in number ; and unlike Kavikarna-

pura’s other works, it affects a stilted and impossibly mannered

diction, modelled after those of Bana and Subandhu. It must have

been composed leisurely in the poet’s advanced old age, for in one

of the opening verses he laments not only the passing away of

Caitanya but also of his great associates and followers, who might

have appreciated the learned skill (Vaidagdhyi) and mode of

erotic sentiment (Pranaya-rasa-riti) which his elaborate poem i.s

meant to depict.^

’ Siavavati, pp. 12-20. * op. cit, pp^ 268-275.

® As we have noted above, the Muktd-caritra i*’ quotwl in Kupa’s Ujjvala-

nUamani (p. 261), bwl it v» cui-ioiis that Radha’s SakhI Campakalata, in the

Muktd-caritra quotes by name Rupa’s work, In which she gives the designation of

a Saqihita. Which work then was written earlier ?

* gate sva-svdbkUtam padam ahaha caitanya-bhagavaU

parlvdre pascad gatavati ca yasmin nija-padami

viluptd vaidagdhyi pranaya’Toachntir vigalitd *

nirdtambo jdtah m-kavi-kavitdydk varimalahf/
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It is not necessary to summarise here the mass of descriptive

details with which this Campu portrays the familiar Vrndavana
career of Krsna. The first Stavaka, entitled Bhagavat-sthana-tattva-

valli-vistara, describes, with lavish fancy and laboured diction,

Vrndavana, its surroundings, its charms and its inmates. Here is

a short specimen of the difficult punning style in which it proceeds :

nirantardUt-viTdjamdna-jyotis-cakram api avikartanam

anisesam ahhanmam vibudharri ajtvam aimvi-gamyam aman-
flam viketu vitamo msitarakam, sva-tejasd tu su-hhdsvat

su~piyusa-kiranam su-mangalain su-hudham su-pvam su-kavi-

gamyam su-hhdnavam su-kelu su-iamuh su-tdralcam, hhti-

visesalmm apt nu bJm-visesakam, sadd sa-ksanam api Icsava-

rahitam, vydpakam apt navydpakam kimcana nikhila-guna'

vrnddvanam vrnddvanam ndma vanam.

And the Gopa-maidens :

tdh kanydh su-kaviid iva siikumdra-pdddh , manovrtfaya iva

ninipama-janghdlatdh, vana imsa-pravrtta-rdma-vdjya-hiya iva

svavarajdnugata-sakola^saubhdgydh, utsava-bhumaya iva gha-

noru-rambhd’-stambhdropdh , dttrfiha-grantha-vrttaya iva pra-

Jcatitattlcdh, bandhu-jana-cirakdldsamgataya iva bandhuro-

dardh, bhagavan-ndma-klrfaya iva saddvartandbikdh, bho^a-

vat-krpd iva dindvalagndh , varsa-sriya iva vava-payodhardh,

hemanta-sriya iva su-t^alitdyata-dosdh, abhiseJea-vasana-sirah-

hiya iva kambu-kandhardh, 7idrdyaria-Jcarasdkhd iva mdrjita-

kamaldnartdh. vasanta-sriya iva tila-kusuma-gamlhavdhdh,

and so forth, progression ad libitum of volleys of pun, simile,

antithesis, alliteration and other verbal tricks, with interminable

heaping of ijhrascs, epithets and conceits in enormously long

sentences,—all of which the extraordinary resources of Sanskrit

permit, but which in their phantasmagoric far-fetchedness go to the

verge of ludicrous fancy and involve unusual torturing of the

language. These methods of verbal dexterity are well known to

students of Sanskrit Prose Katha, but the unwearied assiduity of

the author in weaving them in almost every line of an extensive

production is amazing. He is constantly on the watcli for unexpected

analogies and ingenious turns of expression ; he cultivates astoim-

dingly clever manipulation of words and produces marvellous sound-

effects by alliterative jingle and chiming of syllables ; there are

multifarious ways of splitting up a word or a compound for diversity

of meaning ; the most recondite conceits are discovered ; and the

most obscure# recesses of learned allusions are ransacked. All this

is rhetorical cunning, but not poetical brilliance ;
like tjie conjurer’s
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trick, it is astonishing but puerile. A verbal edifice of magnificence

is conscientiously and laboriously built up, but scholarly ingenuity

masquerades in it under the name of polished poetry and reduces

it to magnificence of futility.

For, these hyperbolic mannerisms pervade the entire work, in

which the manner gets the upper hand of matter. The Stavakas

ii-vii. entitled Biilya-llla-lata-vistara, deal with the childhood of

Krsna and embrace the incidents of his birth {ii)
,
killing of Putana,

lament of Ya‘5oda and Nanda’s return from Mathura {in) , breaking

of the Cart (feakata-bhanjana) and allaying of Tmavarta {tv)

.

Krsiia’s childish pranks, his Nainakarana and theophanic appearence

to Yasoda (v) ^ various exploits of Dama-bandhana, Yamalarjuna-

mocana {vi)

,

the killing of Vatsa-demon, picnic and the humbling

of Brahma's pride (vn) . The remaining Stavakas viii-xxii, entitled

Kaisora-lila-lata-vislara are devoted to a detailed account of the

adolescence and early youth of Krsna. We have description of the

Purva-Frlga of the Gopis, their Kanduka-kridfi and the slaying of

the Dhenuka-demon {viii)
; Krsna's dancing on the hood of the

Kaliya serpent {ix) ; Radha’s invitation to meet her, and her

rooking and serving of food (x) ; th(‘ beauty of the summer
season, the slaying of Pralamba, charm of autumn, playing on the

flute and Krsna ’s sport with Radiia (.r?) ;
the stealing of the

garments (Vastra-harana) of the Gopis (xii) ; Krsna’s favour to

the wives of the Brahman sacrificers (xiii)
;

vernal festivities

(xiv)
; lifting of the Govardliana hill (.r?;) ;

witnessing of the

Brahma-loka (xvi)
; the Rasa-sports (xvii-xx)

;
the stealing of

Krsna’s flute (xxi)
;
and the Dola-festival (xxii)

.

It will be seen that Kavikarnapura includes in his work almost

all the important details of Krsna’s early days at Vrndavana, and

does not (confine himself merely to the erotic episodes or the daily

sports. But it is a pity that he chooses a style of expression which

lacks ease and naturalness, and thinks of nothing else but reproduc-

ing the hard and enamelled brilliance of rhetorical display. In his

scattered verses, which, however, are not too numerous, he ofteiT

attains simple and graceful effect, and stanzas like the following,

which describes the infant Krsna, are by no means rare :

ehychi vatsa pitaT eh^ viamdnka-mfilam

ityukta eva janakena sa Tndtur ankdt/

dgat^a kantham avalamhya jugupsate rmm
mdtd katharp, Imta mrseti kalam jagdda//

As his Caitanya-candrodaya shows, Kavikarnapfira could undoubtedly
write simple and vigorous prose, but in this work hfc seeks to copy
the eccentricities and extravagance of the interminably descriptive,
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ingeniously recondite and gorgeously ornamented prose of the

Sanskrit Katha. It must be admitted that he has a decided talent

for such verbal juggleries, but the element of mere trick impairs

whatever literary value his prose possesses. Even as an imitation

the work is not impressive, and does not repay the exertion of

wading through the tedious length of its brilliant, but hardly

illuminating, elaboration of rhetorical magnificence. It is a triumph

of poetic artifice, but not a poetic creation.

I'o the Bengal Vaisnava author‘d, the Vrndavana life of Krsna

constitutes the essentially Nitya-llla, and the infant and adolescent

Krsna is the supremo object of adoration. There is a departure to

Mathurii and Dvaraka, but this happens only apparently in the

Manifest Sport (Prakata-lTla) , the real Unmanifest Sport (Aprakata-

lila) , to which he is made to return ultimately even in his

Manifest Sport, goes on eternally at Vrndavana. The Epic Krsna
of Kuruksclra, therefore, is d<‘liberately excluded

;
the entire Puraiiic

life of Krsna, as depicted in the Harl-i)anisa and SrJmad-bhdgavata, is

alone accepted in all its tender and erotic implications. It is for

this reason that most of the Vaisnava poets concentrate upon the

Vrndavana-lTia, either in its entirety or in its detached erotic

episodes, in conformity with the erotic-mystic character of the

faith.

In his Gopdla-campu,^ however, jTva Gosvamin ambitiously

comprehends (as Rifipa does in his Lalifa-mddhava) not only the

Vrndavana-llla, but also Mathura- and Dvaraka-lilas of Krsna, the

first i)art or Purvardha ( in Puranas or chapters) being co-exten-

sive with Kavikarnapura’s Campu and dealing with Balya and

Kaisora, the second part or IJttarardha (in 37 Puranas) being

devoted to Krsna’s career' at Mathura and Dvaraka. The bulk of

the work of seventy chapters, in prose, verse and song (covering

in the printed edition 3940 pages ! ) is frightening, but its hard

crust of learning is also depressing and its scholastic pedantry

unsurpassable. The opening verse (which is elaborately explained

by the author himself lest his readers should not appreciate !) pays

homage simultaneously to Krsna and Krsna-caitanya, and mentions,

by means of puns, Sanatana, Rupa, Gopala (Bhatta), Raghunatha

and the author’s father Vallabha. Jiva infoiins us that the nectar of

dogma (Siddhantamrta) , which he has collected in his Kr^a-

sarpdarhha, is now presented in the relishable form of a Kavya. It

is true that he envisages the entire life of Krsna, as Bengal

Vaisnavism understands it, but the legend is freely modified or

^ See above, p. 117.
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interpreted in accordance with its theology. The work is, therefore,

not only a prolix amplification of the Bhagavata legend of

but also a learned Siddhanta-grantha, which is held in high esteem

by the sect. There are quotations and systematic comments on

sectarian and Purana texts, as well as theological discussion and

exposition. If it is an extensive poetic endeavour of conscientious

effort, massive craftmanship and high pretensions, in the ornate

and difficult Kavya manner, it is also a stupendous work of endless

divagation, description, argumentation and eroticism. It is, in fact,

a nondescript production, consisting of a curiously laborious jumble of

poetry and theology, scholasticism and romance, eroticism and

devotion, reason and credulity.

It is not possible within the limits of space at our disposal, to

give anything more than a rapid survey of this enormous work

;

but it is not necessary for us to do so, for apart from its devotional

or doctrinal value, its purely literary importance need not be

cxagg?raled. The work opens with the usual lavish description of

Vrndavana, along with its surrounding sceneries and appurtenances,

iike the Govardhana hill, the Sytoa-kunda, the Radha-kunda, the

river Yamuna, the Bhandlra-vana, the palace of Nanda and the

abode of cows and cowherds. It is the actual, as well as the ideal,

Vrndavana, in which Krsna eternally sports and which is identical

with Goloka, the Vaisnava paradise, and with the Svetadvipa

mentioned in the Epic and Puranas, the significane of which names,

as well as their essential features as the abode of Krsna’s own Go,

Gopa and GopT, is also discussed. The description is produced by
the romantic fancy of a theologian ; and we are told (p. 21) that

the eternal sports at Vrndavana are witnessed even today by
devout minds. The second Purana introduces the subject ; and,

after describing a whole day-and-night, sports at Vrndavana, it brings

in two Suta boys, who are twins, named Madhukantha and Snigdha-

kantha, trained by Narada and sent by him to Nanda’s court.

The scheme is conceived by the author of putting the entire

narrative in the form of recital (Kathakata) by these two young
professional rhapsodists ; and we are told in the Uttarardha (p. 17)

that they are deliberately modelled on the example of Lava and
Kusa appearing at the court of Rama. The recital begins in the

third Purana with a highly metaphysical description, fortified by
plenty of quotations^ from the Bhagavata and other texts, of the

mystery of Krsna s birth as the son, not of Vasudeva-and DevakT,

but of Nanda and Ya.soda, followed by a depiction of the beauty

of the new-born divine baby. After this we have the ceremonies

and festivities attending upon the birth (/u),t Put,ana-vadha

{v), Sakata-bhanjana and other infant exploits. Nama-karaijia with
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a theological discussion of the adequacy and significance of the

namCj and astrological interpretation of the stellar conjunction

presiding over the birth of Krsna (vi) , Trnavarta-nivartana,

Mrd-bhaksajia {vii), Dama-bandhana, Yamalarjuna-mocana {viii),

the’ boyish sports of tending cows (Go-palana) («a?), Vatsasura-

\'adha (ar), Brahma-mohana, Aghasura-vadha {xi)

,

and Go-caraua

{xii). All this, we are told, occurs up to the fifth year of age,

and Kaumara-dasa (infancy) then ends with the commencement of

Pauganda (boyhood). The chief exploits in Pauganda period are

the humbling of the Kaliya serpent (Kaliya-damana) , the quenching

of the forest-fire {xiii) and the slaying of the donkey-demon

(Gardabhasura) {xiv). The author rhetorically asks (p. 694)—if

the truthful Sukadeva and other sages had not described all these,

who would have believed them to be true With regard to the

foiest-fire, Jiva says that Krsna put it out with his divine breath,

but adds that the sages fancy that he drank it up ! This ends the

Balya-lila.

Now bt'gjns the Kaisora-llla, which opens with Purvanuraga or

first love of Kr§;na and GopTs. We arc told that Krsna has just passed

the sixth year of his age and that the GopTs were only a year younger

—which, according to our author, is the period of their Nava Kaisora

or first adolescence ! But the descriptions show that it is certainly

more than calf-love. The love really began with the heroic adventure

with the Kaliya serpent ; but it has its fruition now through the

contrivance of PaurnaniiisT and Vrnda, and Krsna goes to meet

Badha in her bower. We arc assured that Radha is already

established as the consort of Krsna in the Brhad-gawUirmya Tantra

and their union is the highest consummation of divine love. The

arguments of the Kr^m-samdarbha^ arc repeated here (pp. 750-61)

to repudiate the view that Krsna was the paramour, and not the

husband, of the GopTs,** and to show (in accordance with ^nifYuid-

blidgavata x. 33. 37) that the Gopas were deluded by Yogamayfi

into thinking that the GopTs w^ere their married partners, although

in reality they were Krsna*s wives.** This anxiety to maintain

conjugal decorum is expressed in the course of a lengthy theological

discussion between the learned PaurnamasT and the inquisitive Vrnda,

^ With reference to the unbelievers, Jiva says elsewhere (xxxii, p. 1168) :

aho kctli-^revesa-desasya deia-^iijxm idam!

» See above, pp. 257-«58.

* aupapatycifn asya nopa/pattyarhamf him tu parama-vyoinadkipa'-lakpnt-

mirH/yana-vad ddmpatyam eva, p. 761.

^ The questilfn is discussed again in connexion with Rasa-lila, p. 12«S f,

1310 f and in the XJttarardha, pp. 1681 f and 1986 f.
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in which they cite, like expert scholastics, not only the Vaisnava

scriptures, but also the G^ta-govinday Yamund-stotra ascribed to

Saipkara. Lalita-mddhava and Ujjvala-mlamani of Rupa^ and

BMvdrtha-dijnkd of Sridhara ! There is also an elaborate deserip-

tion of the beauty, erotic feelings and gestures of Radha and Krsna,

but the passages give the impression of a subtle scholastic mind

indulging in systematic flights of laboured prose and verse. We have

then Pralamba-vadha by Balarama and Davanala*pana by Krsna

(xv2)

;

Krspa’s propitiation of the Gopis with the device of teaching

them to play on his flute, which gives the opportunity of a rather

lengthy description of the spell of Krsna’s flute and its far-reaching

effect, not only on the people of Vrndavana, but on the whole uni-

verse, animate and inanimate (xvii)

.

Then come the heroic feats

of breaking up the sacrifice to Indra (Indra-makha-bhanga) and the

lifting of the Govardhana hill (Govardhana-mana-vardhana) for

seven days and nights to protect Vrndavana from the fierce rain and

storm sent by the enraged Tndra. All this leads to a long theological

discussion, again, between Nanda and Krsna on the value of Vedic

sacrifice, as well as description of the festival of Govardhana Puja,

(described already by Gopala Bhatta in his Hari-bhakti-vUdsa^)

enlivened by the songs of the Gopis^ {xviii) . The topic is continued

in the next chapter (xix) ^ with Brhaspati’s rebuke to Indra, who
goes, extremely penitent, to Krsna at Vrndavana with the offer of the

divine cow Surabhi, makes Dandavat obeisance in the right Vaisnava

style and weeps at his feet. All the gods, headed by Indra, now
perform the Abhiseka of Krsna as Govinda or Protector of Cows.

^ But then the celestial Najada, later on, refers (prophetically) to the two

dramas and the two Rasa-Sastra treatises of Rupa, as well as to an incident of

Caitanya's life

!

“ See above, p. 382.

® viii, p. j935. There are numerous songs afte.’ Jayadeva’s model, as well

as rhythmic prose-and-verse Biruda pieces (see below, under Stotra), inserted

throughout the work, mostly to diversify descriptions of festive occasions ; e.g., ‘n

Purvardha * song on the birth of Krsna, iv, p. 271 ; on the infant Krsna vi, p. 387

;

on Kr^a and Balarama tending the cows, vii, p. 434-435, also xvii. p. 873;

musical dialogue between YaMa and the GopTs on the mischief-making boy,

vii, pp. 440-442 ; on infant Krsna at Yasoda’s Dodhi-mathana, vi^, p. 450 ; song

describing how K^pa appeared to the YajhapatnTs, xxiii, p. 1174-1176; on Yasodi’s

lending the young Kpg^ia, xiv, p. 722; at Vastrarharapa, xxi, pp. 1077-1083,

1146-1147; on Rasa, xxiv. pp. 1270, 1381-89, xxix, pp. 1488, 1492, 1494; on

.\ris^Yadlia, xxxl, pp. 1677 and 1681. Also in the Uttarardha: on Kamsa>vadha,

V. pp. 247-252 ; on Naraka-vadha, xviii, pp. 909-912 ; on the praise of Vraja

icxviii, pp. 1347 ; Mahgala-song at Adhivasa, xxxii, pp. 1644-1648 ; several

concluding panegyrics, xxxvii, pp, 1990-2002, 2003-2016, 2046-2672 (mostly Biruda

pitet's), etc.
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The next chapter {pcx) describes an unexpected and involuntary visit

of Nanda to the abode of Varuna and Goloka. He commits a breach
of propriety by an untimely bath in the river Yamuna after the

Ekadasi fasting and gets drowned. He is carried by the spies of

Va!tuna to Varuna-loka, but he is rescued by Krsna, to whom
Varu^ia also makes Dan^avat obeisance. As Nanda is admiring the

magnihcence of the abode of Varuna, Krsna shows him the Goloka,

the highest paradise of the Vai^nava, the object being to convince

him not only of its superiority but also of the fact that it is an
exact replica of Vrndavana

; for, we are informed, the Gopas exist

in Goloka and the Goloka exists in them.^ In the next chapter (xxi)

,

we have the episode of the Katyayani-vrata of the Gopis and the

playful stealing of their discarded garment by Krsna while they bathe

in the state of nature in the river Yamuna. In this connexion the

Gandharva form of marriage between Krsna and the Gopis is

suggested, and union is promised to occur soon. There is a song

here describing how the bridegroom Krsna will arrive and marry
them ; and in it we have a reference to the abusive song of women
{gdli-prayam gdnam) which is sung in front of the bridegroom !

After an account (xxii) of the episode of Krsna’s begging food from

the wives of Brahmans who were engaged in a sacrifice (Yajna-

patnl)
,
described, we are told, in accordance with the Bhdgavafa, we

have the episode of the Rasa-llla which occupies practically the rest

of the Pilrvardha till Krsna’s departure for Mathura.

The Rasii-llla, which occurs in fulfilment of the Katyayani-vrata

and Krsna’s promise at the time of Vastra-haraiia, begins (xxiii) with

a description of the autumnal full-moon night and the erotic feelings,

acts and gestures of Krsna and the Gopis. At first Krsna pretends

to dissuade them, but they declare their love for him. Jiva Gosvamin

utters the warning, in accordance with Bhdgavata i. 6. 27 and

X, 33. 39, that what he is describing is a great secret (ati^rahasyu)

and, being esoteric, should be revealed only to suitable persons. At

every step the theologian in him appears to feel uneasy and obliged

to find scriptural and theological justification for the apparently

dubious acts of his deity. He launches again into a discussion tending

to prove that the Gopis were Krsna’s wives and not mistresses ; and

a large part of the chapter consists of a string of quotations of

Bhdgavata verses on the Rfisa-lHa and systematic commentary and

expansion of them. After a while, in the next chapter (xxiv)

,

Krsna

disappears with Radha, who is, therefore, described as the greatest

and luckiest favourite, and the other GopTs are left to lament and

search after him until he reappears. In our author’s opinion, the
#

^ adki-gdoke gapak svayam adhi-gope^ golokah.

61
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ordinary lovers can never envisage the complexities and endless

aspects of the amatory feeling which one finds analysed in the Rasa-

sastra
;
in its entirety they appear in Krsna and the Gopis. We have

in these chapters much fine erotic description, but unfortunately it

is often marred by the ubiquitous intrusion of the theological

apology. The theme of the next chapter {xxv) is the brief separa-

tion from Krsna, which increases the longings of the Gopis and

becomes the means of attainment (vipralambhat kr^rui-prdptih)

.

The nineteen stanzas of the Gop!-glta (Bhdgavata x. 31, 1-19)

are elaborately imitated and expanded by the author into twenty-six,

with the frequent employment of lines and phrases of the original.^

This is followed by a digressive discussion of some enigmatical

questions on Bhakti-rasa asked by the Gopis and Krsna’s casuistic

replies to them. In the next chapter (xxvi) Krsna reappears, and

the Gopis burst into a song of joy (p. 1381-86) :

jaya jaya sad-guna-sdra/

jagati visistam kalayitum isfam gokula-lasad-avatdra//

,

and celebrate the occasion with dance and sports. After the Rasa,

each of the Gopis disap'pear simultaneously with Krsna in the

groves. In the following chapter {xxvii), we have the end of the

Rasa with sports in the water and wandering in the forest.

The next chapter (xxvui) describes how Krsna with Nanda
and Yasoda visits Ambika-vana, in his ninth year, on the Siva-ratri

day and releases the Vidyfidhara, named Sudarsana, from a curse

which transformed him into an Ajagara (boa constrictor) serpent.

This is followed by a chapter {xxix) , entitled Rahah-kutuhala-vaha-

vahala-krida, which is devoted to Krsna’s secret sports with the Gopis

at night by practising various kinds of disguise and deception on

the old women of Vrndavana ; and we have conventional metrical

pictures of the amorous condition of the Gopis as Nayikas of the

Prosita-bhartrka, Utkanthita, Abhisarika, Vasakasajja and Vipra-

labdha type. We have then the slaying of feaiikhacuda demon and

the festivity of Horika with unrestrained fun and pleasantries (xxx) ;

the killing of the bull-demon, called Arista
;
the appearance of the

two lakes, Syama-kunda and Radha-kunda (the former made by a

stroke of Krsna's Gada !) ; boat-excursion and other sports, in which

Radha takes a prominent place {xxxi) ; and the slaying of the

^ Jiva gives a hst of the names of the chief Gopis, who are unnamed in the

Bhdgavata, in accordance with the Vais^va-tosani on Bh. x. 82. 7, where they

are said to be taken (as Jiva also professes to take them) from the Mall-dvadasI

episode of the Bhavi^ottara and the Brahlada-sainhita of the Skanda. The chief

Gopis. as identified by Jiva, are Bhadra, Candravali, PadinaJ iSaivya, Syamala,

Lalita, Vi^ha and Eadha.
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horse-demon Kesin {xxxii)

.

All this happens when Krsna is only

ten years old The last long chapter (xxxiii) of the Purvardha,

which concludes the Vfndavana-llla, gives an anticipatory survey of

his Lilas ^t Mathura and Dvaraha. The sage Narada comes to

lAsna ; and after a long prose description, studded with a profusion

of paronomasia and other poetic figures, of Krsna’s appearance, he

conveys the news of Akrura*s coming to Vrndavana in order to fetch

Krsna to Mathura. On perceiving Krsna*s doubt and sorrow, Narada

states that Krsna ’s career is already marked out and should be ful-

filled even at the cost of personal feeling and inconvenience. He
then gives a prophetic resume of his future career up to the end of

Dvaraka-lll'a, including his future marriages with RukminT and

others, and his return to Vrndavana at the end, according to a

promise made by himself (Bh, x. 45. 23), an act of return which is

obscure in the Bhdgavaia but explicit in the Padma-pv!rdna?

The Uttarardha is, therefore, an expansion of the narrative of

Narada into a separate Campu of a somewhat bigger dimension, con-

sisting of 37 chapters or Puranas. The narrators and listeners arc

the same, but we have also the subsidiary device of introducing

messengers from Indraprastha and other places, who describe the

doings of the absent Krsna. The theme of Vipralambha or love in

separation is kept up throughout as the dominant motif, until Krsna’s

return to Vrndavana and entry into Goloka.

The first three chapters of the Uttara-carapu describe the great

love which the people of Vrndavana bore to Krsna, the advent of

Akrura who is really extremely Kriira, and the sorrow of separation

of the parents, relatives, friends and the beloved GopTs, to whom
Krsna makes a promise to return as soon as his work abroad is

finished. The fourth and fifth chapters arc devoted to the description

of Krsna’s entry into Mathura, during which the women of the

city throng to see him in the approved Kavya manner of Pura-

pravesa, his heroic exploits at Mathura, including the slaying of

Kamsa and sundry other demons, and the erotic episode of his meet-

ing with Kubja, for which, of course, wc are supplied with the

^ According to the Bengal Vai«»iava tlieology, Krana’s Kainnara extended up

to the fifth year, Paiiganda up to the tenth and Kaisoni up to the sixteenth.

According to the Bhagavata verse; ekiidasa-mmds tatra gudfmrcik fta~balo*'i)Ctsat^

he stayed at Vraja up to his eleventh year of age. His erotic sports, we are told,

were possible at this tender age through tlie power of the divine Yogamaya

!

® The Purvardha is dated at Vrndavana in Samvat 1645 and §aka 1510

(:=il588 A.D.). —There is a reference (p. 1833) to Caitauya’s relishing the

verse gak kaurtma-harafi, which incident is also mentioned in some detail by

Krspad^a Kaviraja in his Bengali biography of Caitanya.
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inevitable theological justification and evaluation of Kubja’s love,

in reply to the ironical question posed by Lalita : yat him api

ndkdryam drya-caritdndm kubjdydrri sucaritmri tu katham nyubjt-

krtain ! Krsna places Ugrasena on the throne of Mathura, himself

preferring to be a cowherd (Gopatva) rather than a king (Riajatva)

.

The sixth and seventh chapters revert to the motif of separation

from Vrndavana by describing Nanda’s return and the great sorrow

of all concerned at Krsna’s departure. The next two <;hapters {viil

and ix) describe the Upanayana ceremony by which Krsna and

Balarama become Ksatriyas. which, we are assured they really were,

but which fact was concealed for the sake of the Lila at Vrndavana !

They proceed to the sage Samdipani at Avanti and acquire in

no time all the Vidyas and the sixty-four arts.^ As fee (Daksina)

to his teacher, Krsna brings back his Guru’s dead son from the abode

of Yaiiia, for Yama turns out to be a great devotee of the Bhagavat

(Mahabhagavata) . The next three chapters (x-odi) , which conclude

the Mathura-lila, deal with the familiar theme of Uddhava-samdesa,

which Rupa Gosvamin has also dealt with in one of his small Duta-

kavyas. On returning to Mathura, Krsna sends his friend Uddhava,

whom he himself describes as a great devotee well read in the

Snmad-bhdgavata and the Vaisnava-sastra (!), with a message to

Vrndavana (x)
;
this is a fine chapter but for the usual affectations of

its author. Then we have Radha’s Bhava-vaikalya, in an extremely

artificial chapter (xi) composed in strict conformity to the dictates

of the Rasa-sastra and illustrating the various feelings and gestures

industriously analysed by it ; but there are also some poetical

passages depicting the mingled emotions of Radha. The next

chapter (xii) concludes the topic by describing the return of Uddhava
and Krsna’s satisfaction, as well as sorrow, on hearing the welfare

and woe of the people of Vraja.

The next six chapters (xiU-xviU) describe the defeat or death of

several inconvenient people and the celebration of several convenient

marriages. We have the binding of Jarasamdha (w^ho married^ the

two daughters of Kamsa and was proving troublesome) eighteen

times (xiti) ; I he alluring of Kalayavana, with his host of three crores

of Yavanas, to the cave of Mucukunda and getting him killed by
the fire of the untimely awakened eyes of Mucukunda (xiv)

; Bala-

leva’s marriage with Revati, daughter of Revata (xv) and Krsna’s

marriage wdth RukminI, daughter of Bhismaka, who was meant for

^isupfila, but whom, at her own request, Krsna abducts (xvi)
; a

long story of seven more marriages of Krsna with Satyabhama,
daughter of Satrajit, Jambavatl, daughter of Jambavat, Yamuna,

See Vawnava-toaani on Bh, x. 45. %7 for a list of the sixty-four arts.
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daughter of Surya (sun-god), Mitravinda (Bh. x. 58. 30-31),

NagnajitT, daughter of Nagnajit of Kosala, Bhadra {Bh, x, 58. 56)

or Laksana, daughter of the king of Kekaya, and MadrT,

^lighter of Brhatsena of Madra. Jiva Gosvlimin in this connex-

ion refers to Rupa’s Lalita-nmdhava,^ where these maidens are

eqi<ated respectively with Radha, Lalita, Visakha, Saivya, Padma,
BhadravalT and Syama (xvii)

.

Then we have the slaying of the

Naraka-demon, seizure of the heavenly Parijata tree, and the

abduction of sixteen thousand maidens carried away by Naraka to

his capital city in Pragjyotisa (xviii) . After this we have the

adventure of Krsna's son, Pradyumna, born of RukminI, who abducts

Usa, daughter of Bana, and of Krsna humbling the pride of Siva in

the battle-field (xix) . The next three chapters (xx-xxii) arc concerned

with some of Balarama's erotic and heroic feats. Balarama returns

to Vrndavana to visit his old friends and relatives, stays for two

months (Bhdgat)ata, x. 65. 17) and marries some of the Gopis he

left behind in the Gandharva form (xx) . But he has to hurry back

to Dvaraka on getting news of fights with Paundraka and others,

Paundraka having been a pretender who wanted to pose as

Vasudeva. Balarilma carries some milk from Vraja which Krspa

drinks fondly (xxi) . Balarama’s slaying of the monkey-demon

Dvividha, his visit to Hastinapura, and curbing the pride of

Duryodhana by an atiack upon the city and the river Yamuna with

his mighty ploughshare, conclude the incidental story of Balarama

(rxii) . Next come two interesting chapters (xxiii-xxiv)
,
which are

more or less doctrinarian inventions of Bengal Vaisnavism. The

story of the Kuruksetra war and the port played by Krsna in it

are deliberately avoided, but a sentimental episode is brought in of

a reunion at Kuruksetra of Krsna with the people of Vrndavana

who, on a message from him, come there as pilgrims during a solar

eclipse. Krsna meets his beloved Gopis, assures them of his love,

in spite of his marriages of convenience, and ends by giving a

theological lecture to them as a piece of consolation. He sports with

them at night, but we arc told that it was not like what they had in

the old days at Vrndavana. This is the motif underlying the episode,^

and the explanation furnished (hrdi yad inrahau gatdgaminau) is

the existence of previous pangs of separation (Gata-viraha) and

impending sorrow of disunion (Bhavi-viraha) . This is followed by

the recounting in three cha])ters (xxv-xxvii) of the well known story

* See abo\e, p. 445.

^ This is also the view of Rup-a Gos\'ji!nin in a verse wliieh is composed as

a variation of the well known old verse of Sila-bhattarika, yaJ^ kaumdra-harak

(Sdmgadhara-padSkati, no^ 3768 ; Padydvedu no. 382) . Rupa’s verse is given in

his Pady&vali (no. 383) ; and Krsnadasa tells us (Madhya i, 76) that Rupa
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(in which the influence of Magha is perceptible) of Yudhisthira's

Raiasuya sacrifice at Indraprastha, the slaying of Jarasaip.dha by

BhTma by a trick suggested by Krsna, and Krsna’s cutting of the

head of Sisupala by the Sudarsana disc. The connected episodes of

the slaying of Salva, who wanted to avenge Sisupala’s death, and'Sf

Dantavakra, who was Salva’s ally, occupy the next three chapters

(xxviii-xxx)

.

Both are favoured by Siva’s boon, but Krsna proved

invincible for them. A whole chapter of theological digression (xxix)

is introduced regarding the inconsistencies found in the accounts

respectively of the Bhdgavata and the Padma-purdna about Kysna’s

movements after the death of Dantavakra. The Uttara-khanda^of

the Padma-ptirdna speaks of Kfsna’s return to Vrndavana after the

Dantavakra episode, but the trouble arises from the fact that the

Bhdgavata is not explicit about it. We have, therefore, a theological

chapter of proofs in the form of a learned discussion between Paurna-

masT and Vrnda, in the course of which they freely quote and

comment, with considerable scholastic acumen, not only texts from

the Bhdgavata and other Purana and Tantra scriptures, but even

from Vacaspatimisra’s commentary on tfie Sdrpktiya-Jcdrikd (p.

1417)

The remaining chapters {xxxi-xxxvii) of the Campu are devoted

to the story of Krsna’s return to Vrndavana and his entry into Goloka

from there. Krsna comes back, leaving behind his weapons and his

heroism, and putting on his Gopa-dress with his flute, his staff and
his peacock-features. From Krsna’s Aisvarya we revert to his

Miidhurya
;
from his acts of valour to his acts of love

;
and the ulti-

mate superiority of his Vrndavana-lila is vindicated by making him
return to it. The object of describing his Aisvarya is not to eclipse

ooiTiposed it at Puri and reeeived the approval of Cal Ianya on the delineation of

the sentiment of Radha’s longing at Kurukselra described therein :

priyak so'yam krsnah sakacari kuruksetra-militas

taihdham m rddha tad idam uhhayoh samgama-siikhavi/

tathd'pyantah’-khdan-madhura-murali-pancama^yuse

mano me kalindl-pidma-vipimya sprhayatift.

It is noteworthy that Jiva, endorsing the description of Krsnadasa Kaviraja, refers

(Purva, xxiii, p. 1832) to Caitanya’s relishing of the verse yah kaumdra-harah,

and puts it in the mouth of Radhfi elsewhere (Utiara, xxvi. p. 1900).

^ Among other things, they discuss various questions relating to the sports

of the Gopis, Prakatv and Aprakata-Iila, Nitya-lila aW so forth. The question

of Krsna’s age at the time of his return is also interesting. When Yudhisthira

regained his kingdom, we are told that Krsna’s age was thirty-seven, but when he

came back to Vrndavana it is said to be forty-four. As he left when he was eleven,

the people of Vrndavana, by this computation, received him baeJj after thirty-three

years.
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his Madhurya—^for his essential and permanent Madhurya can never

he ecjipsed—but to make his Madhurya more piquant and attractive.'

Krsna is drawn by his old love for the Gopis, but he doubts whether

i^would be right for him to marry them, As they are known to be the

^larried wives of other people. PaurnamasI intervenes and shows

by elaborately quoting the scriptures that the GopTs are his own, the

Nitya-siddha beloved, or Nitya-preyasi, of Krsna, their being other

people’s wives is an illusion created by his own Yogamaya.^ The
Yaisnava apologist appears to think that conjugal love can hardly

serve as an effective symbol of the passionate, unfettered and romantic

love of devotion, but the desperate method of scriptural and alle-

gorical interpretation is employed perhaps to maintain social and moral

decorum by demonstrating that they are really wives of Krsna and

by effecting a regular marriage in the end, the semblance of irregular

union being meant for furthering the intense eroticism involved in

the Lila {x^xi) . Krsna, now convinced, generously resolves to

destroy even the semblance of the infamy that the GopTs have a

husband and PaurnamasI, making a formal proposal of the marriage

to Nanda and Yasoda, declares that Radli'a and the Gopis had,

through Maya created by herself,*' only a semblance of marriage

(vivdha-bhma) with the Gopas, but that they were in fact un-

married ; an unreal image of them stayed in their own houses, while

they went out to meet Krsna. In order to test the truth of her

statement, PaurnamasI summons Durvasas by her power of medita-

tion, and stages a kind of symbolical fire-ordeal or Agni-parlksa (after

that of Sita) ,
there being no actual fire here but the fire of the Tapas

of Durvasas ! The next two chapters {xxxiii-xxxiv) describe the

preliminary preparation (Adhivasa) of the impending marriage

ceremony, bathing, dressing and decoration of the bride and bride-

groom, and the festivities and pleasantries suitable to the occasion.

^ Accordiiip to Visvanallin Cakravarlin's interpretation (Raga-vartma-candrikii,

Prakasa ii), llic Madhurya of the deity is an attribute in which tlic semblance

of human acts (Manusya-lila) is not obscured by the manifestation or non-

manifestation of Aisvarya. 'J’hus, Aisvarya is manifested in Putana-vadha, but

Krsna’s sucking the breast of Pulana like a human child is an act of Madhurya

which evokes the semblance *of the sentiment of Vatsalya. The case of non-

manifestation of Aisvarya is illuslralcd by his human sports with the Gopis as

the best example of Madhurya.

* It is emphali'cally declm-ed that the GopTs bore no children; for even d

the scripture states pdyayantyah mun payah, it does not say pdyayaniyah sutan

Stamm

;

they were presumably children of relatives

!

® sva-pHydimm patir iti bahir akhydti-duhkhdni hatvd, p. 1986^

* mayd prfritasya sarvaira vyupnuvatah svapnasya sampddana-i^yavasdyayd

mdyayd tdsdm anyatra vivdha-bhdnam nirvdhitam>, p. 1581.
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The forty Arya verses (pp. 1688-1702) which describe the ornaments

of EadhS, as well as the ornate prose passages, are extremely stilted

examples of the use made of the traditional resources of rhetorical

ingenuity, but they are matched by forty-five verses and a long prose

passage (pp. 1706-1726) of a similar character on Krsna’s decoratic^. .

The marriage ceremony, with the Strl-kulac'ara (p. 1769) , follows

in the next chapter {xxxv) , and consummation in the <;hapter next

to thQ.t^(Txxvi)

,

Radha generously requesting Krsna to satisfy also

her companions Lalita, Visakha and others simultaneously ! But
even in the midst of the bliss of married love, Radha is described

as possessed of an indefinite nostalgia for the sweetness of the other

love, and reciting with infinite longing the old verse ^ah kaunmra-

harah ascribed to Slla-bhattarika The last chapter (xxxvii)

entitled Goloka-pravesa describes entry into Goloka which, unseen

by men, exists constantly in Yrndavana,^ and the work is concluded

with a theological-poetical account of Goloka-cum-Vrndavana.®

The brief resume given above is perhaps enough to show that

the Gopdla-campu of Jiva is an ambitiously enormous effort, and

that it is an enormity in every sense. After his theological labours

in his abstruse Snkr^na-sarridaTbha, he wanted to relax and put his

dogmas into an attractive poetical form ; but the work he composed

with this laudable object is not less abstruse, nor attractive and

poetical, because even in his avowed literary composition Jiva could

never relax nor forget that he was the theological apologist of the

Caitanya sect. By inclination, training and acquirement, he was

undoubtedly qualified for this exacting task, and he must have

earnestly considered this to be the mission of his life. His work,

therefore, could not be (and its declared object shows that it was

never meant to be) a plain and poetical narrative without constantly

wearisome excursions into didactic and doctrinal exposition.^ He
was temperamentally a scholastic, and not a poet, but a scholastic

with little critical sense or idea of proportion ; and his mind was too

devout to be really artistic. There is, no doubt, a great deal of

^ See above, p. 485 footnote 2.

^ sa khalvayam lokah prakrta'^rstlndm prakafe vmddvana evdprqkafam

variate, p. 1926. We are wanied that since through the power of Yogamaya all

these exploits of K;;sspa are rendered possible, one should not disbelieve (tac ca

sarmm asya p&fva-pQwa^Jibdha-yoymndyd^bdatvdn nSp&rva^ mantavyam, p. 1921)

.

* The tJUarSrdha is dated in Vpidavana, Saipvat 1649 and 1514

=1592 AJD.

/:* A large number of Pur|ipa, Tantra and sectarian devotional texts is

cited; but none which is not quoted also in his Samdarhhas. An index, thecefoie,

need not be given here. '
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conventional art or artifice,^ but it is laboriously acquired. His
excessive consciousness of it, as well as his subtle and multifarious

learning, makes his industrious production not so much a delectable

^jetic creation as a marvel of erudite correctness and massive

\Yorkmanship.

In fairness it must be said that in individual stanzas, scattered

over this vast work, fine and elegant touches are not wanting ; as,

for instance, in the description of Radha’s confusion and conflict of

feelings at the sudden approach of Krsna (Uttara, xv, p. 729) :

akasmad dydntairi harim anubhavavtl kila hriyd

damm aJesnor ndnd drutam apt dadhe m nata-mukhi/

mudd mi era hhugrid vikasitavatl kuncitavaU

sa-bd^j>d stabdhdbhdbhavad iti samam yd na ghatate//.

Or, in Ihc picture of Dadhi-mathana by Yasoda (Purva, viii, p. 449) :

syd'ind loJa-dukula-ratna-vilasat-kdnci-cayendncitd

ta'j’-jhamkdra-karambita-dhvani-dhara-hikankandlamkrtd/

pahjantl tanaydnanam laghudaghun luUannibhdlzsi-dvayaTrv

silwad-gopa-malicsvarl ceda-bhujamathnad abhlk^arp, dadhi//.

But, normally, the descriptive or sentimental verses are more con-

ventional in words, ideas and imageries ; as for instance, the following

verse (Purva, xv, p. 737) on Radha’s beauty :
-

navendur mfirtir vd, kanaka-kamalam vaktram atha vd,

cakorau netre vd, visarad amrtam drstir atha vd/

aplttham rddhdydm yadi pta-tuldydm na valate

vikalpah kim tarhi prasajatitardm tat-tad-uparnd//

.

Jiva possesses considerable literary and metrical facility, and even

skill, but not much literary and poetical excellence. The play of wit

and fancy, with its elaborate conceits and verbal trickeries, which is

a characteristic feature of later decadent Sanskrit, is unweariedly and

wearisomely in evidence ; but we have also not infrequent display of

pure pedantry
; such as in the following verse uttered by Paurnamasi

(Purva, xv, p. 766) :

avacam avocam uvdea ca vacmi hi vaktdsmi vaJe^ydmi/

ucydsam idarp, vacyarp vacant no ced avaksyenp na/

/

!

^ See above our remarks on the literary merit of Jiva’s Mddhava-mahotmva,

which, however, from the literary point of view, is a mueli better composition.

® For an elaborately rhetorical description of Radha’s embellished beauty,

see TTttara, xxxiv, pp. 1088-1702.

03
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Or, in the following comment, serious and not ironical, on the longing

love of the Gopls (Pfirva, xvii, p. 872) :

anumdna-gatd tdsCim arthdpattlh pratlyate/

yatah krpiasya dayitds td et'a nyaya-panditah//

^

presuming that the Gopis were as well versed in Nyaya as the learned

author himself

!

Jiva’s prose is even more deliberately difficult and stilted, being

more loaded with luxuriant rhetorical embellishments. When it is

not argumentative, it is often a dreary imitation (like that of Karna-

pura, if not to the same extent) of the paronomistic, ornamented

and tortuous style, set in fasion by Subandhu and Baim. It abounds

in involved complexities of construction, long compounds, sesquipedal-

ian sentences and every kind of subtle verbal devices and mental

conceits. It is not that Jiva’s theme is small, inadequate or unsub-

stantial, or lacks situations of poetic possibilities, but it is made a

convenient outlet for technical skill and learning. His style is

naturally and always ponderous, even in dealing with light topics,

and there is always a pedantic mass of descriptive details laboriously

worked out. It is not necessary, nor can we afford space, to select

any lengthy specimen here, for they occur from page to page ; but

consider, for instance, the taste of Krsna’s brief punning witticism to

the denuded Gopls during the Vastra-harana-lTla (Purva, xxi,

p. 1091) :

bhavatimm amhardvarariatd vidyata eva, tad amharam
Jcatham ajmkdrena sambalanaiTi avalambatdm \

If Jlva’s poetry, though written in verse, is too often prosaic in spirit

and style, his prose, attempting to be poetical, too often attains only

the subtle and fatiguing ornamentation of an overworked diction.

In bulk of production, in unfailing workmanship and general literary

competence, it is impossible to ignore this triumph of literary and

theological dexterity, but it is equally impossible to enjoy it heartily.

As a whole, this extraordinarily elaborate Campu gives one the

impression that no labour is too arduous, no ingenuity too refined for

the essentially scholastic mind behind it, which delights to indulge in

methodical flights of strenuous prose and verse.

It is perhaps a relief to turn from these extensive and learned

productions to the two small Duta-kavyas^ of Rupa Gosvamin,

which were composed probably before the author met Caitanya, but

which undoubtedly bear witness to a trend of independently deve-

loped Vai§nava inclination. Although they are not burdened with

* See above, p. 118 .
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didactic and doctrinal matter, it cannot be said, however, that they
are more original or less artificial compositions than the professed

devotional Kavyas of the Caitanya sect, which we have reviewed

above. Their very form, as well as the fact that they are obvious

if&itations, encourages artificiality. They are, like innumerable oth<)r

poems of the same type,^ plainly literary exercises ; and their interest

lies not much in their absolute poetical worth as in the utilisation, in

an unoriginal epoch, of the original form and motif of sending a love-

message, in a different way and for a different purpose. They
illustrate the literary variation that can be worked by clever and
industrious talent, which could not imbibe nor reproduce the in-

imitable poetic spirit of Kalidasa’s little masterpiece. Both the

Duta-kiivyas of Rupa deal with aspects of the Krsna-Radha legend,

and depict the sending of messages respectively from Eadha at

Vrndavana and from Krsna at Mathura.

The Hamsa-duta (142 stanzas) discards the original Manda-
krfinta metre for SikharinT. The messenger selected is a white-

feathered swan, but the imaginary journey is only for a short distance

from Vpdilvana to Mathura, and the sender of the message is

neither the hero nor the heroine but a companion of the latter

(Lalita), who is filled with pity for Radha’s lovelorn condition.

There is the usual indication of the route, describing various places

of interest in Vrndavana connected with Krs^ia’s exploits, such as

the Kadamba tree on which Krsna sat at the lime of the Vastra-

harana, the place of Rasa-sports, the Govardhana hill, the Kadamba-

bower, the BhandTra-grove, the spot where Brahma’s pride was

humbled and the Kaliya lake, until Mathuni is reached. We have

then a description of Mathura, of the spectacle of Krsna’s entry into

the city witnessed with emotion by a throng of women, of the

magnificence of Krsna’s residence and his appearance, of the beauty

of his various limbs (starting from the toe-nails to his face, 53-62),

and finally, a recital of the message (65-140) , sent on Radha’s behalf

hy Lalita, imploring Krsna, in view of Radha’s desperate condition,

to hurry back to Vrndavana. The message, however, includes not

only a detailed description of Radha’s sorrow of separation, but also

Lalita’s appeal addressed to Kfsna himself, as well as systematically

to his garland (Vanamala), ear-ornament (Kundala), Kaustubha

jewel, and his conch-shell (Kambu), together with ingeniously

applied references in ten stanzas (128-137) to his ten incarnations.

Of this last topic, the reference to the Buddha may be cited as a

specimen of witty application of the motif of ten incarnations to the

' See S. K •De, History oj Sanskrit Literature, ch, vl, under Erotic poetry,

pp. 37«-75.
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particulark context of Radha’s condition and the kind-hearted Krsna's

apparent indifference :

na Tdgmfi mrvajna kvacid api vidhatte, ratirpatirri

muhur dvesti, droharri kalayati haidd i^ta-vi^aye/

cirayi dhydndsaktd nivasati aaddsau gata-ratis

tathd*pyasyd7ji haifiko sadaya-hfdaya tvarji na dayase//,^

The explanation of Radha’s inability of sending a direet message

herself is given in a verse of Radha’s wailing, which is a brief but

fine imitation of a well known passage in Bana’s Kddamhan :
^

ganydn me yremd tvayi param iti sneha-laghutd

na jlviaydmtti pranaya-garimdkhydpana-vidhih/

leathain ndydslti smarana^paripdU-prakatanani

harau samdesdya priya-sakhi na me vdg-avasarah//.

The Uddhava-aamdesa, in 131 Mandakranta stanzas, keeps mors*

to the scheme and metre of the original, and has the advantage of

expanding the Bhdgavata incident (x. 47) of Krsna’s despatching

Uddhava as a messenger from Mathura to Vrndavana. After an

indication of the route, along with the old loving associations con-

nected with the various places of Vrndavana, Ki’sna describes the

lament of the Gopls when Akrura fetched him, and the eagerness

with which they will receive Uddhava. He entrusts a message to

each of the chief Gopis, namely to CandravalT, Vi^lkha, Dhanya,

Syilmala, Padma, Lalitfi, Bhadra, Saivya, and lastly, to Radha, to

whom he sends his garland as a token. It is perhaps a more appeal-

ing poem in the tender quality of its description of reminiscent love,

although the vividness and reality of the emotion are still obscured

by the conventional banalities of rhetoric'^ and sentiment. While

graceful passages^ like the following, for instance, from the lament of

the Gopis are not infrequent

;

* Tlic poem opens and ends with an obeisance to Krsna ; there is no reforence

to Caitanya, but homage is paid to Sanatana in one of llie concluding verses.

The leading vidltah mkaratayd known as Sriltara’)» found in some MSS, is

probably an ingenious substitution for viditak satkavitayd.
*' At the end of the Purva-bhaga, ed. Nirnay Sagar Press (Cth ed.), Bombay

19?1, pp. 414-415.

® Tlie diction is easier, but its general artificiality cannot lx; doubted. Kupa,

like Jiva and other learned writers of the time, is given to much display of

giammatical and :hetorical niceties. One curious* instance iis his fondness for

intensive verbal forms which he uses quite frequently in this small poem, e.g.

rdrafisi in 36, babhramiti in 42, dandahisi in 78, dandahiti in 79, varlvarti in 85

(cf. nannarti in Hamsaduta 81) and mvuledmti in 122!
* Most of these, as well as fine passages from the Hamsa-Huta, will be foun<l

quoted by himself in the two Rasa-sastra works of Rupa,
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yatra sphitadhara-madhu-hhare sitalotsamja-sange

sau7idaryenollikhita- voptisi sjdidra-saurabhya-pure/
nar7ndra7nbha-sthaputita-vaca1),-kandale nanda-sunau
modifyante mama sakhi kadd hanta pancendriydni//

,

wc' have also stanzas elaborately working out metaphorical conceits

like the following :

akrurdkhye hrtavati hathaj jivanam mdiri niddghe

lAndantlndm muhur aviraldkdram antar-viddram/

sadyah su^yan-mukha-vanaruhdiji vallavl-dlrghiJcdndm

ydbdm Wid-mrdam anusridh prdya-kurinCi vasanii// !

5. Stotkas, Gitas and ISirudas

Like the regular Vai.y^ava Kavya. the Vaisnava Stotra marks a

departure from the staid and elevated tradition^ of the reflective

Stotra. of which the Vcdantic hymns ascribed to 6amkara may be

taken as the type, by their erotic-mystic sensibility and by their more
passionate and sensuous content and expression. If the traditional

Stotra as poems of praise and panegyric derived its impetus from
speculative thought, the quasi-amorous attitude of the Vaisiiiava

Bhakti movement shifted the basis of inspiration by transforming

the mighty sex-impulse into an ecstatic religious emotion-, and by
relating the devotional literature very closely to the erotic

;
the reli-

gious longings being expressed in the intimate langauge and imagery

of earthly passion. The apotheosis of the Radha-Krsna legend, wilh

all its paraphernalia of impassioned beatific sports, was, no doubt, a

literary gain of immense importance and lifted the devotional litera-

ture from the dead level of speculative thought to the romantic

richness of an intensely passionate experience. But very soon

subtle scholasticism laid its cold dry fingers upcni the s])ontancou.s

blooming, not only of the regular Vaivsnava Kavya but also of the

devotional Vaisnava Stotra ; and the incubus of a long-established

literary tradition retarded the growth of independent form and

expression. As a result, rhetorical nicety and psychological refine-

jnent came to dominate. The technical analysis and authority of

the older Poetics and Erotics had already evolved a system of

meticulous classification of the ways, means and effects of the

cfolic sentiment, and established a scries of rigid conventionalities to

‘ Sec S. K. De, Uisiory of Sanskrit Litcraime, ch. vi, UTidcr Devotional

Poetry, pp. S75-96.

* See above, p.
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be expressed in stock poetic and emotional phrases^ analogies and
conceits. To add to this, the neo-vaispava theology and theory of

sentiment brought in a . further mass of well defined subtleties and
elegancies. Neither the regular Vai?^iava Kavya i^or the Stotra

could, therefore, escape refined artificiality of sentiment ands

expression, as well as inevitable monotony arising from similar themes

and motifs, similar series of words and ideas and similar method
and treatment.

The Bengal Vaisnava Stotra, therefore, exhibits practically the

same set of characteristics as the regular Vaispava Kavya which we
have reviewed above, and they are also composed by the same set

of writers with similar prepossessions. If the Stotra springs from

a more personal religious consciousness and is not weighted entirely

by the dry dogmatism of mere scholastic thought, the expression is

too conventionally artistic and too subtly saturated with studied

erotic niceties. In spite of the emotional infiatus, they are deliberate

works with all the distinctive features of deliberate art. Neverthe-

less, the Stotras are comparatively short pieces and are generally

not so dull and dreary as the laboured and extensive Kavya. We
often find in them a rare and pleasing charm, a luscious exuberance

of pictorial fancy and a mood of sensuous sentimentality, which we
often miss in the more ambitious and leisurely composed Kavyas

of massively erudite fancy. It is true that the reality of the personal

emotion is too often lost in the repetition of conventional ideas and

imageries but the spring and resonance of the verses and the swing

and smoothness of the comparatively facile diction, as well as the

inherent passion and picturesqueness of the romantic content,

frequently make these devotional efforts transcend the mere

formalism of literary and emotional trivialities. According as the

sentiment gains in ardour and the expression in concreteness,

theology and rhetoric recede to background ;
but, as the same time,

it must be admitted that it is not very often that these poems of

adoration and eulogy rise above the level of modest mediocrity.

It is not denied that some of the Bengal Vainsava Stotras

maintain their popularity, being daily uttered and relished by

innumerable devout minds, but popularity or devotional employment

is no index to literary quality. They are popular, not because they

are great religious poems, but because they give expression to

cherished religious ideas. They have, therefore, different values for

the devotee and the literary critic. They come within the purview

of literary appreciation only when they are not merely liturgical

verses, or strings of laudatory names and epithets^, , or metrical

litanies of glory and greatness, or didactic dissertation of doctrinal
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matter. These effusions of the devout heart arc, in a sense, beyond

the scope of formal criticism; and it is perhaps difficult for the

uninterested critic, who is apt to dismiss them as expressions of

ibnormal sentimentality, to realise the entire mentality of these

devotee-poets, the earnestness of their creed and credulity, the

exaltation of their refined emotionalism. But when these devout

utterances represent a professional effort, and not a born gift, a

systematic exposition of religious emotions and ideas, and not their

automatic fusion in an instinctively poetical and devotional perso-

nality, they seldom reach the true accent of a great religious

poem.

Although ignored by orthodox opinion for some of its unorthodox

views, the Caitanya-candrdmrta} of the emotional ascetic Prabodha-

nanda Sarasvatl is a refinedly passionate adoration of Caitanya,

which should not be ignored as a remarkable contribution to the

Stotra literature of the sect, inspired by sincere personal devotion.

We have already given above a brief account of the content of

poem, but more than the content, the expression, in spite of con-

ventional ideas and imageries, often rises, in its intensity of

emotional ardour, much above the level of what one finds in

ordinary poems of panegyric. In self-disparagement the poet

exclaims

:

vancito*smi vancito'smi vancito*smi na saifjisaya(jb/

vUvarji gaura-^rase magnarii sparso*pi mama ndbhavat//,

and laments

:

kair vd sarua-pumartha-maulir akftdydsair ihasadito

namd gaurck-paddrvinda-rajasd sprite mahA-mandole/

hd hd, dhin mama pvanaip dhig api me vidyd dhig

apydsramwnfi

yad daurhhdgya-pardvarair mama na tat-sanphandhor

gando*pyahhut//

.

The pictures he gives of Caitanya’s ecstatic emotions, his frenzied

dancing and singing, have a richness and reality which one often

misses in the more laboured accounts. We can select here, at

random, only one specimen, but it will be enough to indicate the

tone

:

ahhud gehe gehe tumvladiarireaipldr^^

hahhau dehe dehe

api snehe anehe paramormedhufotkar^^

damy^gydmndydd api jagati game^vaUmU//.

See aibove pn. 97-^/
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The personal note, however, which makes this short poem so

enjoyable, is much less in evidence in the interminably elaborate

Satakas. called collectively Vrnddvam-mahmdmfta,'^ vshich are

ascribed to Prabodhananda. The work is nothing more than,

scries of lavish description and reflection on the romantic associa-

tions of Vrndavana as the abode of Krsna and the scene of his

varied sports. It would have been a marvellous literary feat indeed

if the author had fulfilled his alleged ambitious project of writing

ten thousand verses in one hundred Satakas, all on the same topic

;

but, as it is, the seventeen Satakas, so far published, give us a total

of 1871 stanzas composed in a large variety of metres. One need

not, however, be surprised at this inexhaustible fertility, for the

indomitable Sanskrit poet is inexhaustible in his resources
;
and to

the devout mind, the charms of Vrndavana are inexhaustible. But

literary fertility is seldom synonymous with poetical excellence ; and

however exuberant and amazing the devotional fancy might be, it

can never dwell upon the same theme on such a minute and

extended scale without producing a sense of monotony and futility,

riowever vividly and variedly they might have been conceived by

a devout mind of great afiluence, a more or less abstract contempla-

tion of the divine sports could hardly inspire the poet with the same

emotional directness as his real experience and adoration of Caitanya's

vital devotion. If one can leisurely wade through this long and

laborious production, one will certainly come across verses, lines

and phrases, richly yet elegantly expressed, some real flash and

felicity of workmanship, as well as a pleasing and picturesque

sensuousness of details ; but the prevailing note of literary artifi-

ciality in matter and manner is unmistakable, and the modest

poetic merit of the composition need not be piously exaggerated.

The wistfulness and ecstasy of the erotic-mystic devotional

attitude; inspired by the frankly sensuous Vrndavana sports of

Radha and Krsija, as well as its intensely passionate appeal, are

best exemplified by a series of fervent poems of praise and prayer

composed by Raghunatha-dasa. The twenty-nine Stotras contained

in his Stavdvali^ are of varying lengths, diverse metres and unequal

merit ; but with the exception of the first two small pieces (Caitanyd-

^taka and Gauranga-stava-kalpataru) ? which give expression to the

' See above, p. S)8. The authenlkrity of the asciiption is neither proved nor

disproved^

* See ebove pp. 90-91, where the names of the individual Stotras, number
of stanzas in each, arid their respective metres are also given, i,

® Although Kr^nadasa Kaviraja thinks highly of these two Stotras and

quotes them extensively, they are not impressive compositions. In verse 4 of the
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author’s reminiscence and loving obeisance to Caitanya, all the

poems are concerned with the author’s vivid and impassioned

realisation of the beatific sports. We can, however, at once exclude

the Rddhikmtottafa-iaUi-ndma and the Premdmhhoja-i7vakaranda»

which consist of nothing more than strings of descriptive epithets, in

• the Sloka metre, in praise of Radha, meant for devout recitation. The
fojur short poems (two* on the Govardhana hill,' one on the Radha-

kun^a and one on the Dana-lila-kurida) are concerned with worship

and adoration of the holy places connected with Radha’s sports and

the author’s ardent desire to live in them ; while the much longer

Vraja-vilma-stava (107 stanzas in various metres) is practically a

systematic devotional and descriptive catalogue of everything

connected with Vi^ndavana which, as the divine domicile, is said

to be superior to Mathura and Dvaraka, because of the divine

sports occurring eternally therein.- It onumoratos and describes

elaborately, in the form of obeisance in consecutive stanzas, the

parents, grand-parents, relatives, friends, associates, servants, assist-

ants (even Ihe nurse and the priest) of Radha and Krsna, the

Gopas and Gopis, the cows, bulls and calves, the flute, the pet

peacock, the hills, groves, rivers, birds, bees, forests, trees, creepers,

various places of sports, and even the humble grass and dust of

Vrndavana, as well as those people, devout or otherwise, who have

the blessed fortune of residing therein today !

But the remaining Stotras are of greater interest. They
illustrate aspects of the realisation of the Raganuga form of Bhakti,^

in which the poet imagines himself to be, not a Sakhi or companion,'*

but a Dasi or humble handmaid of Radha, and passionately prays

for a vision and vicarious enjoyment of the frankly erotic sports.

In the first verse of his 8va-niyama-dasaha, Raghunatha clearly

enunciates his creed by enumerating the objects of his adoration :

second poem the Gambliira episode and the miracle of extended limba aro

referred to.

^ Haghunatha’s blindness in old age is also nicnlioned in the last verse <if

the Govardhandsraya-damka (see above, p. 90).

® Verse 5. Also verse 7 :

vatdagdhyoitara^nanna-karmafha-mkhhvmdaik parltam rasaih

jyratyekani taru-kunja-vaHari~gmdronim rdtrimdwamf

^’^keli-bhareT^ yatra ramate tan-navya^ilnor yugam
iUt-pSlddmbuja-gandha-bandhurafaram vrnddvanam iad bha}e//.

® See above, pp. 130-18S.

*
Pos.sibly the imaginary Saklu of Radha, named ROpamanjarl, whom Ragh^-

oatha addre»9e8 it^some of his Stotras, may have been Rupa Gosvamin ; and tradition

may not be wrong in associating ROpa with the form of Sakhf-bhava realisation.
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gurau mantre ndmni frabhuvara-sachigatbhaja-pade

svarupe hi-rupe garia-yuji tadiya-prathamaje/

ginndre gdndharvdrsarasi madhu-puryamfi vrajorvane

vraje bhakte go^fkdlayi^u param dsta/rp mama matih/

namely, the Guru, the Mantra, the biassed Name, Caitanya, Svarupa

Damodara. Bupa,^ Sanatana, the Govardhana hill, the Radha-kunda,

Mathura, Vrndavana, the Gostha, the devotee of Krsna and the

people of Vraja. But he also declares emphatically that the solo

object of his prayer and praise is Vrndavana and its presiding deity,

Radha. The ecstatic worship and adoration of Radha (Radha-

bhajana), therefore, becomes the predominating motive of almost

all his Stotras ; for he states {Visdhhdnanda-stotra, 131) :

bhajdmi rddhdm amvinda-netram

smardmi rddhdrri madhura-smitdsydm/

vaddmi rddhdiffi karund-bhardrdrdin

tato mamdnydsti gatir na kdpi//.

The mode of worship that he prefers, however, is not Sakhya but

Dasya :

pdddbjayos tava vind vara-ddsyani eva

ndnyat kaddpi samaye kila devi ydee/

sakhydya te mama namo*8tu namo'stu nityapfi

dasydya te mama raso*stu raso'stu satyam//.

Hence, in his much praised Vildpa-kusumdnjali, from which the

verse quoted above is taken, his sorrow of separation from Radha
and his intense longing for service and worship are expressed with

great warmth and earnestness, the author conceiving himself as a

handmaid of Radha,^ and describing in detail how he would like to

wait upon her, help her to dress and decorate her limbs and minister

unto her love-affair. Radha and her divine lover are presented in

these Stotras in a background of highly sensuous appeal ; and the

extreme asceticism of the author’s personal life affords a strange

^ Stanzas 10 and 11 of the PrarthandSraya-caturda^aka appear to indicate

lhat Rupa was dead by the lime when these stanzas were written. Also in the

Sva-niyama-’dasaka, verse 8. The Stotras must have been composed at different

periods of time; for Ra^unatha’s Muktd^caritra makes a wholesale insertion of

the Preiirmmbho'ja-makm^€inda» while his Kumma-kdi is apparently a variation of

the theme of the Muktd-caritra.

^ atyutkafena nitardni viraMrudena

dandahyafndm-hfdayd kila k&pi dost/

hd svamini k^amm iha pranayena g&dkam

akrandanena vidhura vHapdmi padyai^//.
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contrast to the extreme eroticism of his devotional effusions. But the

attitude is essentially one of pathetic supplication and surrender for

being included in the divine entourage, for ecstatic vision of the

erotic sport's. The fervent prayers are addressed to Radha, more than

^to Krsna, because without an adoration of Radha it is impossible, in

the poet’s view, to attain Krsna (Sva-sanihalpa-pmkdsa, verse 1) :

amradhya rddhd-paddmhhoja-renum

o.ndhitya vrnddtavlm fM-paddnIcam/

asaiiibhdsya tad-bhd m-gambhim-cittdn

kutaliL hjdmxi-sindho rasasydvagdhah//

.

Hence, snapayati nija-dasyc radhikd marri kadd nu ; rddhdm kaddham
bhaje ; k^anam api niama radhe netram diiandaya tvam

;
bhaja inano

Tddhdm agddhdm ramih

;

such words and sentiment fonn the refrain

of each stanza, as well as the theme, respectively of his Rddhikdstaka,

Utkanfhd-dasakay Prema-pura and Navdstaka Stotras
;

while his

Ablnsta prdrthana and Abhista-sucana give expression to his eager-

ness to serve and worship Radha, and his Nava-yuva-dvandva-

didrksdstaka as well as Prdrthandmrta lo a longing to witness the

divine sports. It is true that some of the Stotras arc composed in

direct honour of Kr§^a (e.g. Mukundd^faka, Gopdla-rdja-stava,

Madana-gop^la-stotra) but Radha figures in them very prominent-

ly. The more ambitiously elaborate VUdkkdnanda-stotra is a pane-

gyric of Radha (in 134 Sloka verses) , in which she is describc'd, in a

highly rhctoiJcal passage (77-86), as personified Victory in Love-

sports (Kandarpa-yuddha-sri) , with all her paraphernalia of

charming, yet deadly, weapons and battle-resources, and in which

Krsna throws out a single-handed challenge for love-fight, not only

to Radha but also to all her companions ! The extensive Rddhd-

krmojjvala-kusuma-keli describes (in 44 SikharinI stanzas with

occasional intrusion of connecting prose) such a mild combat, but it

is only a wordy (warfare, a battle of erotic wit and raillery,2 arising

from a playful dispute over the ownership of the groves of Vrndavana,

and ending in Krsna’s prescribing suitable, but audacious, punishment

to Radha and the Gopis for having, without title, plucked flowers

from the groves which belong to him

!

In spite of an excess of sensuous sentimentality, which, however,

is an essence of the faith, the devout, yet passionate, personal note in

' All these Stolras have the last Pada of each stanza as a repeated refrain.

In Oopdla-rdja (verses 13 and 14), Vitt-halesvara, son of Vallabhacarya, is meiitione l

as a worshipper of the image of GopaJa at Vrndavana.
® In theme* and treatment, this Stotra is only a variation of .the poePs

Ddm-kdi-cinidmani and Muktd-caritra.
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these Stotms of Raghunatha-dasa is certainly appropriate to this

subjective type of devotional literature. It is a touching picture that

he himself gives, in one of his smaller Stotras,^ of his own simple,

ascetic life of humble devotion at Radha-kunda. near the alleged

Govardhana hill, bereft of the companionship of his dear friends in

old age, awaiting desirable death in the holy place and filled with

nothing but an intense longing to serve and worship his deity :

parityaktah preyo-jana-samudayair badham asudhir

durandho mrandhram kadana-bhavakahdhau nipaiiiali/

tmarn daniair dasf'^'M catubhir abhiyace\lya krpayd

SDayarri ht-gdndhxirva sva-pada-nalinaniam nayaiu mum/

/

vrajotpanna-lcs'irdmna-vasana-pdtrddihhir aham
paddrthair niriuhya vyavahrtim adambham sa-niyamuh/

vamiim-kunde giri-kula-vare caiva samaye

mark'ye tu presthe sarasi khalu jlvddi-pumfuh//

.

It is not mere abstract contemplation, dogmatic exposition or

artistic expression of the Radhil-Krsna legend which interests him
;

he desires a rich and intimate realisation of all its romantic associa-

tions. And he has been able to communicate to his Stotras the rich

and intimate picturesqueness of hw devotional fancy and exuberant

sentiment. The purely poetic merit of these passionate lyrical

effusions is perhaps not very high, but they arc comparatively free

from mere dogma and rhetoric in their emotional exaltation and
warmth of earnest belief.

The Stotras, Birudas and Gitas of Rupa Gosvamin are of a

somewhat different type. They have more rhetoric than reality, more
wealth of words than fervour of faith, more artistic than human
appeal. They are collected together by his nephew Jiva, in a volume
entitled Stava-mdld.^ With the exception of three opening Astakas

on Caitanya (the first two composed in the Sikharini and the

third in the Prthvl metre, but showing no remarkable features),

the entire body of some sixty separate Stotras, Birudas and Gitas are,

of course, concerned with the various details, chiefly erotic, of the

VrndfxvanH-llIa of Krsna and Radha. Most of the Stotras are small,

and the Astaka form, in the smaller pieces, appears to have found
much favour with our poet ; he uses in them mostly short lyrical

syllabic metres, each stanza often possessing refrain in the last foot.

The jingle of rhyme is frequently melodious and the repetition of

* Sva-niyama-dasaka, 8-9.

See above, p. 114. The work is also edited (and prinlwl in DevanagarU
by Bhavadalta Sastri and K. P. Parab, with the comtncntwy of (Baladeva)
Vidyabhusana (and not Jiva), Niruay Sagnr Press, Bomliay 1908,
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refrain pleasing, unless both are overdone : thus, in Svagata metre

(KunjorviharyastaJca) :

indranila-mani-manjiila-varnah

phulla-ntpa-kusumancita-karnah/

kr^aldhhir alcrsorasi hdn
mndaro jayati kunja-vihdn//

• rddhihd-vadana-candra-cakorah

ftart}a-vallavor-vadhu-dhrti-corah/

carcan-cafuratdhcifa~ciifi-

camto jayati kunja-vihdn//.

Or, in MnliiiT (Mukunda-muktavali^)
:

natm-jaladhara-varnarji campakodhhnsi-karnarri

VIkasita-nalindsyain visphuran-manda-hasyam/

kanaka-ruci-dukulam cam-barhduaculam
ham api nikhila-sdram naumi gojn-kumdram//.

The Astakas concerning Krsna are those on Kesava (Prthvi, with

refrain), on Kufija-viharin (two Stotras in Svagata with refrain and

rhyme and in Malini with refrain), on Miikunda (MalinT, with re-

frain), on Vraja-nava-yuv,araja (Malini, with refrain) and on Krsna-

nanmn (in varied metres) ; the Astakas concerning Rladha arc thos(5

on Radha (Malini, with refrain) and Gandharva-samprarthana

(Vasantatilaka) ; there is only one Astaka concerning both, namely,

on Vraja-naviria-dvandva (Prthvi) . But there are several on places

or persons conneeted with their sports, namely, those on Yamuna
(Totaka), on Mathura (Sragdhara and Siirdulavikridita, but it is

not an Astaka, because there are only four stanzas available!), on

the Govardhana hill (two Astakas, in Mattamayura and Manda-

kranta respectively, both having refrains), on Vrndavana (Prthvi,

with refrain) and on Lalita (Vasantatilaka, with refrain). There is

nothing very remarkable in these small supplicatory panegyrics of

eight stanzas for mercy and beatific vision, except their verbal and

metrical melody and gorgeous erotic fancy. The Hari-kusuma-

stavaka and the Tribhanga-pancaka are not technically Astakas, but

are of the same character ; the former consisting of 11 Totaka stanzas,

and the latter comprising five rhymed moric stanzas of four feet of

32 syllabic instants (Matrils)- in each foot. The two Astottara-sata-

nlama Stotras respectively on Krsna (called Premendu-sdgara) and

^ This is, however, not an Ai^laka. Kavikarnapura, as we have seen, also

uses middle- and eiid-rhyme throughout his Kr^ri&hmka-kaumudU hut Raghuiiatha-

dasa does not affect these devices either in his Kavyas or his Stotras^

® The following will serve as a specimen of the Tribhahga stanza

:

yamald^una-bharijanam dmta-<ranjanam ahi-ganjana-ghana4Ssya-bharam

pasupdla-puramdaram abkisrta-kmdarani ati-sundaram aravinda-karamf
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on Radha (named symmetrically Premendu-sndha)
y both in the

Sloka metre of 45 and 42 verses, are merely litanies, consisting of

strings of descriptive epithets of the usual sensuous character. Of a

similar type are the Cdtu-puspanjcdiy Pmnidmorpranaya and
Kdrpavya-panjikd which plead, in 24, 14 and 45 Sloka verses respect-

ively, for favour of inclusion in the entourage of the divine sports.

Of greater interest, not only for their picturesque devotional-

erotic fancy, but also for their extraordinary metrical harmony and
prodigality of verbal dexterity, are the more extensive Mukunda-
muktdvall, XJtkalikd-vallan and Svayam-utpreksita4ild composed in

varied metres ; the two Biruda- and Chandas-kavyas, namely,

Govinda-biruddvali and Astddam-cchandas ; and the fine collection

of songs in the moric metre’s, entitled the Gltdvali, Apart from their

devotional merit, they are literary exercises of great ingenuity
;
but

since they attempt to evolve new rhythmic and lyrical forms in verse,

prose and song, they deserve a more detailed treatment. The
Mukunda-muktdvali^ consists of thirty rhymed or alliterative stanzas,

eight being composed in the moric Pajjhatika of sixteen Matras, four

in Malim, and two in each of the following short lyrical measures,

nranoly, Citrn, Jaladharamala, Rangini, Tunaka, Bhujangaprayata,

Sragvini, Jaloddhatagati, Salim and Tvaritagati. Some of these

metres are of rare occurrence in general literature, but they are em-

ployed with great skill and fine adjustment of sound-effect, so much
so that the work may be as well called, not inappropriately, Vftta-

muktdvall. Take, for instance, the Vrttyanuprasa in the following

stanza in liangim metre :

parva-vartula-sarvarlpati-garva-rlti-hardnanam

nanda-nandanam indird-krta-vandaiiavi dhrta-cmidanam/

syvdorl-raiimandirikrta^kandaram dhrta-mandaram
kundala-dyutl-niandala-pluti-Juindharavi bhaja sundaram//.

Or, the middle rhyme in Tvaritagati

:

Tucira-nakhe racaya sakhc valita-ratim bhajana-tatim/

fvam aviratis tvarita^gatir nata-mrane harl-cararxe//

,

Or, the end-rhyme in Sragvini

:

uUasad-vallam-vdsasdTti taslcaras

tejesd nirjita-prasphurad-bhdskarah/

vara-gopa'-vadhujana-viraetta-pujamm urukujana-nava-venu-dharam

smura-narma-vicaksaipim aJchUa-vilakpa^-tanudak^anam aii-daksataram//t elc.

* Also printed in Devauagari, without the name of the authof, in Kavyam^S,
Guc<‘haka, ii, p. 157 f.
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jnna-doh-stambhor uUasac-candana^

pdtu vah sarvato devaki-nandanah//

.

and continuous rhyming in Jaloddhatagati

:

vihdra-sadanam manopm-radanam
prarnta-madanam sasdnka-vadanam/

, uTOstha-kamalam yasohhir amalam

kardtta-kamalam hhajasva tarn alam//.

Or, continuous alliteration and end-rhyme in Tunaka :

tuiu^a-kdnfA-d£inditorti~j)d7idummhi-man4cdam

ganda-pdli-tdnddvdli-sdli’ratna-kundalam/

phulla-pundanka-sapd^ddpta-mdlya-rmndanam

mnda-bahu-dandam atra naumi kamsa-kharulcnam//

.

The same fondness for alliteration and rhyming is in evidence

throughout in the Svayam-utprek-sHa-IUd, (also called Vildsa-

Tnanjan), which, however, is not formally a Stotra but a little sketch,

describing the familiar episode of Radha's plucking flowers in the

groves of Vrndavana, with the full knowledge of Krsna’s presence

nearby, Krsna’s playful obstruction and threat of punishment,

and the inevitable erotic witticism and raillery. It is composed

also in thirty rhymed and alliterative stanzas, the metres used being

Dodhaka, Matta, Sragvinl, Bhramaravilasita, Jaloddhatagati, Bhuja-

ngaprayata, Totaka, Arya (which is a rarely used metre in Bengal

Vaisnava Stotras), Pajjhatika, Svagata, Rathoddhata, Lola, and

Malini. It is not necessary to multiply examples ; one in the rare

Matta and another in the common Bhujangaprayata metre will

perhaps serve to illustrate the style :

hhrhglveyam tarn apanmeyam
muijdhd gandham hrdi krta-bandham/

vyagm-prayu jndakita-kdyd

prevLodbhdtd drutam abhi ydtd//.

and

parijndtam adya prasundlim etdm

lumse tvam evmn pravdlaih sameidm/

dhrtdsau rrmyd kdneana-heni^gauri

pravistdsi geharji kaiham pu^pa-cauri//.

The Utkalikd-vallan is a much more extensive production of seventy

verses, which are simultaneously addressed to Radh'a and Krsna, and

express the poet’s longing to serve and vicariously enjoy their sports.

The poem dqps not employ rhyme and chiming, but the rhetorical

and metrical display is equally prominent. The metres used
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are Upajati, Malini, Sikharini, Sundarl, Rathoddhata, Pu^pitagra,

Svagata, Vasantatilaka, Drutavilambita, HarinT, Siardulavikridita,

Riicira; Prthvi, Mandakranta and Mattamayura. The following

stanzas in Sundarl and Rathoddhaia arc normal specimens of its

ornate expression :

dadhatam vapvr amsu-kandalxm

dalml-indwara-vmda-handhttrdm/
krtadmncana-hanU-vancanath

sphuritarri mru-manci-sapfimyaxh/

/

tvdin ca vcdlava-puramdaratiriaja

tvdm ca gokula-varenya-nandini/

esa murdha-racitanjalir naman
bhiksate kim api durhhago janah//,

but we have also elaborate working out of rhetorical conceits and

imageries, as in the following :

gopendra-mitra-tanaya-dhruva-dhairya-sindhu-

pdrm'kriyddcalasammbhaim’-venu-nddam !

The Binida-kavya, called the Govinda-biruddvalh illustrates the

extreme limits to which can be carried tho inexhaustible talent for

ingenious verbal devices of alliteration, rhyming and similar tricks

of rhythmical repetition of syllables. But it also makes a clciver

attempt to evolve an extremely original series of rhythmic and

alliterative prose forms (the interspersed verse in orthodox form

and metre being negligible)
, which certainly demand a more exhaust-

ive study than what is possible here. Visvaniltha, no doubt, defines

the Biruda-kavya as a poem of praise in honour of kings, com-

posed in prose and verse,^ but he does not consider its characteristics,

nor are earlier discussion of the subject and illustrative specimens

available for our enlightenment. The Bengal Vaisnava Biruda

Kavya, also composed in a somewhat unique kind of prose and

nominal verse (or sometimes in nominal prose and unique verse)
,
but

dedicated to prayer and praise of deities, perhaps represent an original

trend of literary composition. The credit of elaborating it should go

to Rupa Gosvamin, although Kavikarnapura has one Stotra in the

Biruda-form in his Ananda-vrnddvana Campu (xv. 220-256) . Rupa
also composed a work, called Sdmdnya-bhiuMvaM’hk^ana^^ in which

^ gadya-padyavmyi rdja-stutir hirudam ucyafe, ^ahitya-dafpana, vi. S36, but

nothing is known of the work, Bimda-mani-mdla, which it cites in illustration.

The description of the Biruddvdl of Raghudeva of Mithila, given by Aufrecht in

his Oxford Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS, no. 224, is too indefinite for any
conclusion. *

* See aljove, p. 116.
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he defines and illustrates nearly fifty varieties of the form, and
from which Baladeva Vidyabhii^ana quotes profusely in his

commentary^ on the Govinda-hiruddvall, Jiva wrote, in imitation,

the Gopdla-hiriiddvciM^ and inserted some Biruda-stotras in the last

chapter of his Gopala-camp'u

;

while Visvanatha Cakravartin and
Raghunandana Gosvamin, in the 18th century, composed respectively

tjie Nikunja-keli-hiruddvalv^ and Gaurdnga-biruddvalt, which arc

highly ingenious imitations. In spite of these sectarian attempts,

the form does not appear to have succeeded in obtaining popularity

or currency, its elaborate artificiality probably standing in the way
of its general acceptance.

The unit of the Biruda form consists generally of a measure of

rhythmic and alliterative prose, called Kalika, corresponding to the

metrical foot or Pada, but a number of each unit is often prefaced

and concluded by some verses in the orthodox metre ; or it may
sometimes consist of units of verse Kalikas, with similar prefatory

or concluding brief lines of prose. The measure of each Kalika

should generally be not more than sixty-four or not less than

twelve Kalas, corresponding to Mtofis or syllabic instants of the

moric metre, but the disposition of syllables generally follows the

Gana-scheme. In each piece or Vrt^a the niiuiber of Kalikas may
extend from five to thirty. It should possess pomp of words

(Sabda-diambam) and describe the valour, glory or beauty of the

deity concerned. In effect, the long stretches .of Kalikas arc

nothing more than strings of descriptive epithets, the chief object

being to show verbal skill and subtlely in the manipulation of

alliterative and rhyming ingenuities. Five varieties are distinguished,

namely, Canda-vrtta, Dvigadi-gana-vrtta, Tribhahgl-vrtta (all three

having prose, often with preliminary and concluding verses)

,

Misra-vrtta (having verse with lines of prose at the beginning and

at the end) and Kevala-vrtta (pure prose) ; but the sub-divisions

are more minute and complicated.^

^ See Bombay ed., pp^ 114-115 ; Berhampur e<l., pp. ^65-^66.

® Sec above, p. 117. It exemplifies only the varieties of the first Canda-
vrtta type, and therefore need not be seiMirately considered here.

" Ed. Haridas Das, Navadvipa 1940.

* The details of charwiteristics must be sought in llupa’s Sdmdnya-biruddvall-

laksatui and illustrations in these Biruda Kavyas. But we may just indicate that

the Canda-vrtta is said to have two varieties, Nakha and Visikha, the former of

which may have nine kinds (Vardhita, Virabhadra, Samagra, Cyuta, Utpala,

Turahga, Gupa-rati, Matahga-klielita, Tilaka) and the latter eleven kinds (namely,

Padma, Kundat^ Campaka, Vafijula, Vakula, the Padma again being of six types,

namely, Pankerulia, Sitakafija, Pandutpala, IndTvara, Arupambhoja, Kahlara). The

64
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The Govmda-hnuddvally which purports to be a series of Stotras

addressed to Krsna, is an ambitious literary feat deliberately composed

to illustrate practically all the forty-nine varieties of the new form.

It is impossible to indicate here the diversity of effects attained,

but a few specimens of the prose Kalikas may be given here to

illustrate the style and type of composition. Thus, Utpala of

seventeen moras and minimum of five Kalikas of the Canda-vrt^

variety

:

kdruindrabdha’kdkalisabda-

pdtavdkrsta-gopikd-drsta

cdtu7jju^ta-rddkikd~tu^ta

kdmimdaksa-mohane dak^a

bhdminhpaksa rmm amum raksa.

Or, the Guiia-raii variety of Canda-vrtta consisting of twelve

Kalikas :

prakatlkrta-gu'na sakati-inghatana

nUcaiikrta-'navalakuti-’Vara vana-

]xitaU-tata-cara nafn-Ula madhura

surabMIcrta-vana surabht-hita-kara

mwrali-vila^ita khuraU'hrta-jagad-

arunddhara nava-tarundyata-bhuja

vamrvdlaya-sama-kamnd-parirmla

kalabhdtiya-bala-Mabhdyita’-khcda

dhavald-dhrti-hxira-gavaldsrita-kara

samslhrta-nara sarasiruha’dhara

kalasl-dadhi-hara kala-sUita-mukha

lalitd-rati-kara lalitdvali-para.

The illustrations of the much longer varieties of other types cannot

be given here in full for want of space. But here is a string of

succeeding Yanmkas :

tvam jaya kemva kesa-bala-stuta

^nrya-vxhksana hksana-bodhita

keli^u Tidgara Tiaga-rcMioddhata

gokuln-nandana nanda-nati-vrata

and so forth. Or, an extraordinary jingle of sounds

:

maja-prthU’paJM-parisara-valli-

vana-bhuvi talli^garia-bhTti malli-

Dvijradl-gantts are of five kinds : Koraka, Gucchaka, Samphulla, Kusuma and Gandha.
The TribhaAgi-vrtta has six kinds. The Mcwa may be Gadya-sampfkta ani

. Sfiplavibhaktika. The Kevala may be Ak^amayl or Sarvalaghv!.
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manasija-bkali^-jtta-swamalli--

kiimvda~iTmtoll%-yuR% gata jhilU-

pari^adi hclUsaJca-sukha-jhaUi-

rata pariphulUkrta-cala-ciUl- i

jita-rati-malU-inada-hhara, etc.

Or, a succession of light syllables

:

kusuma-nikara-nicita-cikura

Tiakh^ra-vijita-manija-mukura

subhata-patima-ramita-mathura

viJcata-mmara-nafana-catura

samada-bhujaga-damana-carana

nikhUa-jmsupa-nicaya-sarana, etc.

Or, a row of phrases arranged according to the order of letters of

the alphabet ("Aksaramayi variety) :

acyuta jaya jaya drta-krpa-maya

indra-makhdrdana li i-vimtaim

ujjvala-vibhrQma urjita-vikrama. etc.

Or, all the seven case-endings illustrated serially (Saptavibhaktika)

mnkha-vidhur istah mdrg-abhimrstah

smam-rnada’dhrstah sa bhaxmtu dr^taji/

snvalita-hastau kari-lmra-sastau

raii-kala-tastau yuvatibhir astmi/

hita-bahu-ddsd jagad-abhildm

madhurima-vdrSdh syur iha xnldsdh//.

and so on. There is no limit to these feats of clever verbal

verbosity.

The Ahadam-cchandas, as its name implies, makes similar

attempts at eighteen Chanda s or rhythmic prose and verse forms,

but it is more diversified in content inasmuch as it proposes, in the

succeeding pieces, to deal with some of the episodes of Vrndiavana-

iTla, ranging from birth (Nandotsava) to the slaying of Kamsa

(Rahgasthala-krida) . The charming names of the eighteen Chandas

are Gucchaka, Koraka, Anukula, Praphulla-kusumavail, Kala-glta,

Asoka-puspa-manjarT, Anangasekhara, Dvipadika, Hariharina, Indira,

Matta-matahga-llla-kara, Mugdlia-saurabha, Samphulla, Lalita-

bhrhga, Kanti-dambara, Mukhadeva. Gucchaka (different from the

first-named) and Bhrhgara, applied successively to the familiar

^ The spe^lKinen is taken from Vi^vanatha Cakravartin’s Nikuvja-kefi~biTud'd-

vail, which is much simpler than Rupa’s example.
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eighteen topics of Ntindotsavadi, Sakata-hhahgadi, Yamalarjuna-

mocuna, Go-vatsa-caranadi, Vatsa-haranadi, Talavana-carita, Kaliya-

damana, Bhandira-krldadi, Varsa-sarad-vihara, Vastra-haraim, Yajna*

patnl-prasada, Govardhanoddharana, Nandapaharana, Rasa-krida,

Sudarsana-mocana, Gopikii-gita, Aristavadhadi, and Rariga-sthala-

krTda (=Kamsa-vadha) . Although some of the metres, like Asoka-

'

puspa-manjarl, Ananga-sekhara and Matta-matariga*llla-kara are

included in the Dandaka class of metres in such orthodox works on

Prosody as the Vftta-mtndkara, most of them, not so reckoned, are

of the Gana-cchandas or Matifi-cchandas type. But since the Gana
and Matra schemes are also the basis of the Biruda Vrttas, this

group of metrical and rhymed Chandas bears a close resemblance

to the Birudas. The stretches of the stanzas, with their non-stop

lines ranging from eight to sixty, arc too lengthy for full quotations

here, but we cite a few lines only from some of them to illustrate

the variety of verbal melody which they attain :

Gucchaka (11 lines') :

Vija-makima-mandall-vraja- vasati-rocaiuim
tmdana-indhu’-iruidhurhram ita-pifr-locanam

srutmipuva-bhusura-vraja-vihita-jdtakam

tami-jaladadarpita-svajana-gava-cMakam , etf

Anukula (12 lines) :

dhrta-dadhi-m<mthana-da7ida junam-cumbit^-ganda

pita-savitri-dugdha kala-bkdsita-kula-mugdha, etc.

Dvipadika (15 lines) :

megha-samaya-purti-racita i 'rstisu iaru-imndara-cita

mpadcahubha-puspa-t)alHa saridra-viphia-labdadaliia

bhakta-parisad-ista-varada hdri-vibhat)a-dhdri-sarada-

lamkrta-bahu’2)akfihbharita-kdnana-krta-divya-carita, etc.

Samphullii (58 lines !) :

Mrada-vidhu-vlksana-madhu-Dardhita-mada-pura

i^ta-bhajana-vcdlabha-jana-cittadcamalorsura

gopa-yuvati-mandcLlcL-rnathmoharm-kala-gita

rnukta-sakala-kriya-vikala-yauvafa-parivita, etc

The amazing versatility of Rupa in weaving endless patterns of

rhythmic richnes;, is also exemplified by his GttdvaU. It consists of

^ There are also some three poems (Lllantara-varnana) which describe again

in orthodox metres the Govardhana-dharana (1 Prthvl, 27 ^ Bhujangaprayata,

] Sragdhara), Vastra-haraiia (Biruda) and Ri^a (17 Pajjha^ika).
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forty-one songs, set to musical tunes, and composed in moric metres

after the PadavalTs of Jayadeva. The sotogs deal iwith four

picturesque topics connected with the Vrndavana-llla, namely, the

festivities and sports concerning birth of Krsna, Vasanta-pahcamt,

Dola and Rasa, as well as give incidental musical word-pictures of

Radha as the following eight types of heroine, namely, Abhisanka,

Vlasaka-sajja, Utkanthita, Vipralabdha, Kha^i^ita, Kalahantarita,

Prosita-patika and Svadhlna-bhartrka. Rupa always keeps in view

the particular object of illustnating ,his Rasa-^stra, but the

rhetorician does not here overshadow the poet. The pieces are

finely wrought as songs, but they are also enjoyable as little musical

poems. One is tempted to quote extensively, but one specimen (on

th(‘ Rasa) will perhaps be sufficient to give an idea of the type of

song affected :

(Raga Dhanasri)

koyuala-sasikara-ramya-varmntara-mrmita-gtta-vildsa/

inrna-sarndgata-vallava-yauvata-mksana-krta-jmrihdsa//

jaya jaya bhanmutd-iata-ranga-maharmta sundaramvda-kunidra/

sarad-anglkrta-divya-ramvrta mangala-rdsa-vihdra/

/

(Dhruva

)

go'pi’CU7nhita raga-karambita mdrM-vilokanadtna/

guna-garvonnata-rddha-samgata-sauhTda-savipad-adhtna//

tad-vacandmrta-jmna-mcuidhrta valaytkrt<i-parii)dra/

snra~tamm-ganu-7iiati--vik^obhari4i khelana-valgita-hdra/

/

ambu-vigahana-nandita-nija-jana yamund-Ura/

sakha-samvid-ghaTKi purna sandtana nirmala mla-mnra// .^

There can be no doubt that this is a fine imitation of the spirit and

style of Jayadeva’s exquisite songs. In compositions like these

Rupa’s art and humanism seldom yield place to mere academicism.

For facility of phrase and marvellous modulation of sounds and

syllables he had an undoubted talent ; and, in spite of the fact that

the songs of the Gttdmli are imitative, their pleasing quality should

not be depreciated. At the same time, neither sectarian estimation

nor general literary appreciation would place them on the same level

or consider them as having superseded the Padavalis of the Gita-

gtovinda.

It will be seen that the Stotras, Birudas and Gitas of Rupa
Gosvamin, however elaborate they may be, lare hot of the mejrely

^ Allliough the name of Sanatana is cleverly inserted in every song, it does

not occur aa the* technical Bhanita, and there is no justification for the view that

‘he Oltavali is Sanatana's work.
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descriptive and reflective character, but that the fimdamentai charac-

teristics of their picturesque devotionalism are saturated with erotic

emotionalism, of which it is a transfigured expression. This is un-

doubtedly made prominent by the highly sensuous pictorial fancy and

the inexhaustible lyrical and musical gift of the author ; but profuse

and overwrought rhetoric often obscured the reality of the emotion

and gives it an appearance of spectaculai sensibility. It is not the

rhetorical habit by itself which annoys so much as its incessant and

disproportionate employment ; and the real grace of graceful poetry

is too often smothered by overfertile prodigality and deliberate

straining after purely verbal- and metrical effect. No doubt, Rupa’s

Stotras and Gitas bear witness alike to his devotion, learning and

literary skill, but we miss in them the touching quality of self-

expression, the flavour of a simple, loveable personality, which is so

conspicuous in the less artistic efforts of his friend Raghunatha-dasa.

Rupa is certainly a poet, but he is also a trained verbal specialist.

His volume of vocabulary and richness of decorative devices become

excessive and wasteful ; the whole battalion of descriptive epithets,

of alliterative and rhyming jingles is often too compactly and

indiscriminately arrayed to give us convincing visual pictures. The
exuberant verbal and metrical dexterity ceases to be a means of

beautiful expression
; it obstructs our sense of visualisation, although

it pleases by its astonishing lavishness and endless ingenuity, not so

much of sense as of mere sound. Rfipa possesses an irrepressible talent

for such pleasing tricks, which he can accumulate untiringly in inter-

minable series of fresh surprises. It makes his praiseworthy attempt

to evolve new rhythmical prose and verse forms look plausible. To a

certain extent, he is successful, but the effort fails by its outrageous

tendency to prolonged elaborateness and meaningless pomp of brilliant,

hut hardly illuminating, gorgeousness. Rupa, in his Stotras and

Gitas, is not difficult and abstruse ; nor is he didactic, nor prone to

inane and recondite subtleties; but these tendencies of a scholastic

training find expression in his inability to distinguish between art and
artifice, between poetry and its make-believe.

A brief reference in this connexion may be made to Rupa
Gosvamin’s Padydvall} which gives an anthological survey of

Vaisnava devotional verses, new and old, and is meant to illustrate the

many nuances of the Bhakti-devoutness of Caitanyaism. Its content

and arrangement are somewhat different from those ordinarily found

in Sanskrit anthologies. All the verses are devoted to Krsna-lila

;

^ Ed. S. K. De. Dacca 1934, of which see introd. for further details about

the work. See above, p. 114.
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and they are arranged in sections in accordance with the different

doctrinarian aspects of Krsna-Bhakti and different episodes in the

erotic career of the deity. The whole arrangement conforms generally

to the rhetorical classification of the Bengal Vaisnava Rasa-sastra, to

which the compilation may be regarded as an illustrative compendium.
’ It gives us a selection of 386 verses from over authors, including

vgrses taken from the works of the compiler himself and his associates

and contemporaries, as well as freely drawing the Vaisnava verses

from the earlier Bengal anthology, the Sadukti-karndm^ta, of

Sndhara-dasa, Rupa, however, does not confine himself to Bengal

nor to Vaisnava authors alone. He selects older verses from Amaru,
Bhavabhilti and others and places them in a Radha-Krsna context,

sometimes even making changes in the text in order to make non-

sectarian verses applicable to a sectarian purpose ! The PadydvaU,
therefore, is a unique anthology in bringing together in one context

a large variety of Krsnaite verses to explain the many aspects of the

devotional emotionalism connected with Krsna-Bhakti
;
but it is also

important as bearing witness to a phase of literary activity in

mediaeval Bengal which produced in Sanskrit a remarkable lyric

literature peculiar to itself. The merit of this repository of single

stanzas lies not so much in the selection of really great poems, but in

its special object of preserving against oblivion a large number of

fieeting, but fine, pieces of obscure and well-nigh dateless poets.

Most of the verses reflect a charming quality of emotional directness,

which one rarely finds in the more elaborate masterpieces ; and they
can be appreciated as much from the point of view of religious ex-

pression as from the standpoint of literary effort of a fervent lyrical

character, which the emotional religious movement inspired. The
purely poetic merit of the detached stanzas is unequal, and perhaps
may not be high

; but we often come across lines, phrases and even
whole stanzas of undoubted charm, which fact indicates a general

diffusion of the poetic spirit, capable of making even inferior songsters

beautifully and passionately articulate.





ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

P. 25, footnote 1, Advaita is mentioned in the first Caitanyd-

?taka (verse 3) of Rupa Gosvamin. See above, p. 321.

P* 41, footnote, last line. The Gaudiya Madhva Matha edition

calculates the total number of couplets to be 11,515.

P. i4 footnote 1, P. 50 footnote, and P. 118 footnote 2.

Editions (with notes and indices) of Locana's Caitanya-

mangala, Vrndavana-dasa’s Caitanya-hhdgavata, Nara-

hari’s Bhakti-ratndkara, and Jiva’s Bhakti-samdarbha (in

several fascicules, in Bengali characters) have been

published by the Gaudiya Madhva Matha, Calcutta.

P. 64, footnote 4, last line. The name of the work is con-

jectured to be Anumdna-mani-panksd,

P. 67, footnote 1, line 5. Add “ his commentary on ” before

the word Advaita-makaranda**

P. 114* The MS of the Mathurd-mdhdtmya, ascribed to Rupa

Gosvamin, in the Vanglya Sahitya Parisad, Calcutta

{Descriptive Catalogue, no. 1152, p. 230), describes, in

Sloka metre, Vyndavana in relation to Krsna ; but the MS,

which we examined, is fragmentary.

P. 115, and p. 4^5, footnote 3. The eleven verses (in Sragdhara,

except verse 4 in Sardulavikridita) of Rupa Gosvamin’s

Sinarania-Tnangala, reconstructed from the somewhat

corrupt MS belonging to the Vanglya Sahitya Parisad

{Descriptive Catalogue, no. 1116, p. 234) ,
is given below.

The MS consists of seven folios ; and the colophon names

Rupa Gosvamin as the author, and the work as Smarana-

mangalaikddasa. But there is also a running gloss (not

recorded in the Catalogue !) by one Radhavallabha-dasa,

which says at the end :
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«n sHTBqrslJi^ i

?TT iW I^ IHt qqr ?rtTO^I3*»^ »TR#lW?l

«nsjrt w^

fsinstsi fsRiR^ ^^Kn^JTOrt

ara: J3i?i ^ “ai^ni; i

jTBqii -aw JRB ^raaignros

qi% a^ a: « «fwi^sa?rw: ir

«gp>nafa ft^rfJi^raiJriqras?^ sfflwnfJi ii^

Tiat Eraaai^' a»t

^ftrnwfawwasTt fiajiratWRunj^i

®iroi 3«[aaias^i^ ftsasnt^si

gRra faa^if ^sn*! a -aw^ ii»

c *
*» *v fN -jVfsf* rv — > V

„i-?V - *

fwf a^RaRff;^ aiaa^fj^*I^i

?crat faof f*^R?Rflri4aTOHai^

fwia^i al|?rf5nra#af4J|at r?:i1It u1(

- - *x ^
II r^ f*^ ^ *"*•

JlsqiK SWIF^^ECIPI^^I^^

wtcroft <3^®^ aftwraeai ^saara^ Rwftr it^

^a9m=iiS(ada<^i

• waaisafewT, aw®^aj$s:wKa»§ i
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§«F*n?rt fq'tig^<t.ffgi<^«i>quw4^^ [n^i

fisjf !i3nif

f«rispift1^‘ jn!j?N iivj>

’0ri«f^ ^RjsOToi# a

?Rlai?R5F^a|[^ ?rt 'a ?f «[ sm*^ i

g^sTRf aia»ft5<f

gwfRPiif lie;

Swf nta: g«rat ftjiremiai

«?nft?ra«r araf^* 115.

a"wif 5t%3aaTsft
1

awT f^a§aife5i#y

qjsnf^ aiai^Tlt

5fii «tas;^5ariiRr

One wonders if these pedestrian verses were really composed

by an accomplished writer like Rupa Gosvamin !

P. 1^0, 11, 26-SO. There is, however, another tradition that

Raghunatha>dasa did not leave Puri for Vpidavana till

after Caitanya’s passing away in 1533 A.D, If that

were so, then he could not have been living at RadhakuQ^a
in Saka 1451=15^9 A.D., which would be the date

proposed by Bimanbihari Majumdar*s emendation candra-

iara® (for candra-svara^)

,

If any emendation is at all

l^rmissibk, one would be tempted to suggest cafidra-

raaa^, which would give us Saka 1461=15$9 A.D,



INDEX
(Rerefences are to pages ; footnotes are marked

with asterisk*)

Abhicara (Tanlric) 346

Abki^fa-prdrthana 499

Abhlsfa-mcana 90*, 499

Acinlya-bhedabheda-vada *08*, *10, *11,

«*S, *30, *36, 238, *67, 286, 334

Acyutapreksa 12

Adhimdha Mahabhava 163

Adhivasa 389-90 (of image-inbiallalion)

,

406-7 (before marriage).

Adhok^ja *18

Advaila Acarya (Kamalaksa Bhattacarya)

18, 24-25, 31, 35*, 38*, 42*, 51*, 62,

63, 70*, 71, 7**, 79, 80, 81, 115*,

175, 3*1, 3*8*, 337, 338, 339, 4*3,

427, 429, 430, 434, 435, 160*, 513

Advaita-prakam 24*, 54*, 7**, 75*, 99^

Advaita^makaranda 64, 65, 67*

Advaita-mangola 111*

Advaiia-biddhi 112*

Advaila-\ada or Maya-vada 2, 3, 12, 24,

66, 175, 201, 202, 2*6, 234, 4*6, 430

Advaila-vadin or Maya-vadiii 11, IS, 14,

15, 131, 202, 203, 207, 208-9, 211,

237, 252, 434

Advaito^faka 65*

Advaya-jfiana-tattva 208, 204-7

Agasfya-samhitd 343

A-gati 190

Agni-purdna 117

Ahanikara 187, 229, 233

Ahaip-gralia-upasana 134, 278

Aisvarya, in relation to Madhurya 153*,

189, 190, 246, 247, 263, 803, 827,

418, 486-87

Ai&varyananda 298

Akaitava (Bhakti) 279, *80

Akbar 88

Akimcana or Ahailuki (Bhakti) 270, 273,

279, 280, 298

Aksaya-navami 383

Aksaya-trliya 377

Alamhdra-kaustubha 32*, 35*, 123*, 167*.

486*, 458*, 461*

Alaipkaros as Anubhava 159

Amaru 511

Am^ or Amki-Avaiara 7, 175, 183, 187,

221, 239-41, 243, 244, 331

Amrtikarana 856, 357

Anga or Parivaxa-devatas 390

Aniruddha 109

Aniruddha Bhalta 103*, 403

Aniruddha as a manifestation 109, 181,

187, 189, 251

Anna-praiana 406, 411

Antaryamin 218, 2*6

Antholog}% Valsnava 510-11

Anubhava of Krsim-rati 140, 159, 303,

809

.4nuloma-Dlk^ 343

Anumdna-dtdhiti 64*

Anurndna-mani-pank^ 64*, 513

Anupama. See Vallabha

Anu-rasa 150

Anuraga 162, 300, 30*

Anurdga-valli 1**, 50*, 95

Anuvrajana 281

Apa-rasa 150

Aprakata-llla 181, 189, 254, 258, *60-61,

266, 311, 464, 465, 477

Aprakrta, Gunas. See Gupas

Apratihata (Bhakti) 270

Arcana 281, 282, 353, 370

Arghya 353, 354, 357, 368, 890

Asamprajhata-Samadhi 272, 281

Asat-sahga 366

Aiattca-samksepa 1 1 1
*

As^akas of Rupa 500-1

Asta-kalika-llla 35*, 41*, 454, 455, 459f

AstakaLika-slokdvali 115

Astddaia^chandas 113, 114, 502, 507-8

As^a4ak^a-Mantra 252, S44, 353

Astak^a-Mantra 344

Astra-Maiitra 351, 354, 383

Atri 871

Avagupthana 356

Avatara (Incarnation) 7, 180, 217, 210,

220, 246, 260, 292, SOf, 807, 312, 352,

855, 375; theory of 44*, 182*, 183-
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101 » 236, 230-44, 418 ; Caitanya as

174, 312, 320, 321, 322, 323, 824, 327-

28, 329, 331, 336*, 337 ; double incai--

nation 41, 49, 70*, 97, 174, 323, 324-

25, 328-32, 334, 337 ; abodes of 186,

253
* Avabhrta-snana 391

^vidya 203*, 215, 232-33, 237, 276, 200

Avyakla or Avyalirta 234

Abliarana 357, 368

Acamana or Acamaniya 350, 351, 352,

354, 357, 361, 368, 384

Aefua, Vaisnava 340, 411

At^arya 380, 300, 391, 411

Agama 249, 267, 275, 281, 353, 403, 404

Akasa-dipa 381

Alambana-Vibliava of Krsiia-rati 136-137,

154-58, 304, 306

AloJca on Paksadliara's Taitva-cinld-mani

64*, 67*, 110*

Amalakl 352, 363

Amantrana 353

AmardakI Dvadaii 376

Ananda 213, 210, 222, 236, 246, 260

See Saccidaiianda and Hladinl isakti

Ananda-vrnMvana-campu 35*, 175, 433*,

474-77, 504

Anundin, comm. {Rasikdsmdint) on Cat-

tanya-candrdmrta 10*, 85, 95*, 97*,

322*, 328, 334*

Aratrika 350, 378

Aropa-siddha (Bhakli) 279

Aryd-aataka 32*, 36*

Asana 353, 357, 368

Akaya, theory of 206

Asraya-Bhakti 147, 310

Atman as Prakrta Aliamkara 233

Atma-nivedana 282, 370

Atraa-suddhi 356

Avarana-devata 350, 377

Avaraiias of Prakrti 253

Avahana 356, 357, 391

Avesa 182-83, 838

AveSa-Avalara 175, 183, 185, 186, 221,

240, 250, 338, 429, 430, 434

Avirbhava 190, 217, 219 ;
Purna or

Samyak 208, 223, 307, 336*; A&am-

purna or Asamyak 208, 223, 272

Baladeva Vijdykbhusana 11, 12, 17-18,

115, 118*, 122, 167*, 176, 183, 194,

219, 269*, 5CK)*, 505

Balarama 239, 241, 250-51, 485

Baudhdyana Dhanna-sutra 252

Bdla-ramdyana 438

Balya-lild-sutra 24*

Banabhaita 474, 490, 492

Beatific \ision. See Sak^tkara

Bkagavad-bhakti-rasdyana 124*

Bhagavad-bliakta-sahga 365-66

Bhagavad-dharma 366, 403, 104, 406

Bhagavad-glta 2, 4, 55*, 151, 167, 203,

235, 247, 249, 259, 272, 286, 29>.,

357, 406

Bhagavat, concept of 205-9, in relatioi

to Brahman (q. v.) 207-9, 222-25,

290 ; in relation to Paramatman

(q. v.) 225-26; in relation to Jiva

(q. V.) 225-26, 236-37, 238, 289-91 :

in relation to the world 234-35
;

iii

relation to Avataras (q. v.) 236 ; i i

relation to Maya-sakti (q. v.) 231-32

,

his Giinas (q. v.) and ^aktis (q. v.;

209-15, his Vi'graha or Murti (q. v.)

216-17, his attributes and appearances

218-19, his Parikaras (q. v.) and his

Dhaman (q. v.) 221-22, 252, his

Name and Colour 219-20, his Dur^ana

or SuL^lkara (q. v.) 223-24 ; beyond

Kfila 233; beyond Gunas (q. v.) 210,

identified with Krsiia (q. v.) 186,

238-53 ; realisable by Bhakti 269-76,

365, and Priti (q. v.) 288f

Bhagavat-savidarbha 16*, 118, 193, 194*,

198, 207-225 (survey), 231, 262, 266

Bhagiratha 41*

Blmjana 269 ; Bhajanananda 222, 224

Bhajanlesa-bhava 134

Bhakta or Vaisnava DcvoU'e 124, 191-92,

225, 267, 276, 277, 304, 30G, 307, 303,

323, 328* (types of), 338, 341, 364-

66. See Parikara and Saints

Bhakta-Avatara 327, 328*, 329, 333, 434

Bhakti, earlier connotation 2, 167-68
; as

Rasa 123-25, 124*, 134-150, 304-6;

its Vibhavas 136-40, Anubhavas and

Sattvikas 140, Vyabhicari-bhavas 141-

42, Sthayi-bhava 143 ;
Mukhya and

Ganna Bhakti-Rasas 144-50; as a

function of Svarupa-Hladinl ^iakii 214,

220, 223, 227, 230, 238, 276, 290;

Vaidhi (q. v.) 128-30, 280-83

;

Raganuga (q. v.) 130-33, 283-86

;

Bhava-bhakti and Prema-bhakti (q.

V.) 133-34 ; as the highest good 259,

269 ; superiority as a mode of worship
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2«4, 270-76, S62, 365, 369-70, 417 ;

superiority to Mukti (q. v.) 271

;

Suddha 260-72, 274, 275; its charac-

teristics 276; as Upasana and Sevi

278-70; as Dharma 284-85. See

Prlti

Bhukii^andrika 104*, 330*

Bhakti-raindkara 11*, 12*, 19, 20, 35*,

48, 60*, 72*, 73*, 74*, 75*, 86*. 94,

99*, 109, 110, in, 113, 114, 115*.

116, 117*, 118, 121, 455*

Bhakti-rosa-saslra. See Ra&a-sa«tra

Bhakti-rasdmrfa-se^a 116*, 117, 166*

Bhakfi-‘rasdmrta-i>indhu 60*. 66, 87*,

102*, 104, 114, 120, 1231“, 120-51

(sur\ey), 151-53 (index), 280. 326,

328, 370, 442*

Bhttkfi-rasamrfa-smdhti-bindu 113*, 119,

126* 128*

Bkakthsain^arhha 16*, 118, 123*, 127,

129*, 181*, 193, 104*, 105, 225, 22'?.

268-88 (survey), 326

Bhakti-j ogin 208

Bha^adeva Bhatta 103*, 403

Bhavruianda-Baya 60, 430

Bhavkya-Purd'^a 395

Bhavinyottara-Purdna 267, 377, 380, 395,

482*

Blmrata 154, 310, 361

Bhartffaari 151

Bhavabhuti 435*, 511

Blialtaniari 96*

Bliagavalab 407

Dkdgavata or l^rhnad-bhdgavata 5-6, 7, 8,

0, 10, 13, 14, 10, 17, 18, 20, 23, 37,

44*, 54*, 55*, 66, 72*, 76*, 84, 91, 93,

105. 108, 113, 118, 125, 128, 129, 132,

151, 166, 171, 172, 177, 188, 184, 180,

188, 189, 100, 192, 104, 105, 109-200,

207, 212, 224, 225, 231, 233. 238, 280?,

(till 298), 256, 257, 262, 263, 264,

265, 268, 275, 276, 280, 281. 289, 292,

204, 296, 208, 804, 806, 309, 311, 321.

326, 334, 335, 349, 360, 363, 866, 368,

387*, 395, 404, 430, 436*. 477, 478,

470, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 486, 492

Bkdgavata-bkakthratndvali 14, 200

Bkdgavata-sarndarhha, See $at-samdarbha

Bharavi 431

Bhanudalta 101*

Bh&na, Bhapika 434*, 441

Bhava. See Mahabliava

Bhava-bhakti 127, 128, 133-34, 208

Bhdodrtha-dlpikd 200, 480

Bhdva-prahdmm 442*

Bhratr-dvitiya 882

Bija (Tiinlric) 360, 377, 370, 384

Biix amahgala. See Liiasuka

Biographical Works 26-50, 423, 424-38

Biruda-Kavya 502, 501-7, 508, 510

Biruda-mani-mdld 504*

Biruda-laksana, See Sdmdnya-biruddvall-

laksana

Bhlina Bhatta 103*, 403

BhInm-EkadasI 370

Bhisma-AslamI 370

Bhlsma-pancaka 383

Bhoja 135, 306

Bhojanadi-dhrlihuiiia 107, 409

Bhuxauas 253

Bhugarblui Acurya 42*

Bhuta-daya 275

BIiuta-su<Idhi 348, 354, 300

Bodliayana 379, 391

Brhad-Agnipnrdna 257

Brhad-Bhdgavaidmrta 86*, 105*, 112, 176,

177-181 (surve>), 191, 192, 265*, 322*,

325, 327-28, 329*

Brhad- (RddM-Krsm-) ganoddem-diptkd

36*. 121

Brhan-ndradiya (Parana) 395

Brkaf-kCintadhcnu 200

Brhad-vimupurdna 405

Brahmacarya 377

Bruhina-kaivalya 294

Brahman, concept of 205, 207-9, 222-26,

237-38, 253, 270, 271, 272, 274, 277,

278, 290, 291, 301

Brahma-purana 395

Brahma-mmhitu 70*, 84, 117, 247

Brahma-outra. See Vedanta-sutra

Brahmatirtha 16, 202

Brahmavaivaria-purdijM 5, 6, 8-10, 871,

395

Brahmanubhava, Brahniasvada, Brahtna-

jnana or Brahmananda 204, 222, 223,

225, 299

Brahmdnda-purdm 247, 254

Brahmopanmd 55

Brahmans, feeding of 848, 377, 378, 383,

385, 392

Buddhism, Buddha 20, 198*, 844, 387*,

389, 434, 491

Cailanya or Kr^na-Ct itanya, Saipnyaaa-

name of Viivaqibhara, also called
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Nimai, Gaura or Gauranga, materials

for his life 25od0
; his life and person-

ality 51-77, 426-38, 495 ; as a Sam-

karite Saipnyasin Ilf, 60-2
;

his

asceticism 53, 419 ; how far anti-

«^ipkara 112* ; his pe«ligree 51*

;

actual years covered by his life 83*
;

manner of his death 45, 76-77 ; his

education 53-54
; his pilgrimages 68-

75 ; his relation to the seci and the

cult 62-3, 77-82 ; as a thinker and

author 83-87 ;
in relation to the

VrndaVana Gosvamins 85-86, 173-71,

320-38 ; in relation to the Navadvlpa

followers 174-76, 338-39 ; his direc t

teaching or spiritual realisation not

set forth 173, 321 ; his attitude to-

wards question of caste and social

order 81-2, 343*, 355*, 394, 421 :

his practice of Baganuga 323*, 324

;

his Badha-bhava (cp v.) or Badhu-

incarnatioii 49, 70*, 174, 324-2.5, 328-

32, 337 ;
his divinity or deification

47, 52*, 87*, 97, 103, 104*, 1';3-75,

338-39; tus lui Avatiira 174, 312, 321,

323, 324, 327-28, 329, 331, 336*, 337;

identity with Kr^iia 321, 324, 329, 333,

337; prophecy of his advent 334-37,

his pursuit of Bhakti in its ethical

aspect 420-21. See Caitanya-worship

Caitanya-bhdgavata of Vrndavana-dasa

(q. v.) 18, 24, 35-39

Caitanya-candrdmrta of Prabodhanand.i

(q. v.) 10*, 70*, 85, 97-8, 322*. 328,

331-32, 334*, 495

Caitanya-candrodaya of Kavikarnapura

(q. V.) 11, 22, 31, 32, 34, 58*,

65*, 70*. 84, 90, 322*, 433-38, 458*,

467, 476

Caitanya-carita and Caitanya-ftahafira^

ndma of Sarvubhauma 45*, 65*

Caitanya-caritdmrta of Kavikarnapfira

(q. V.) 11, 31*, 82-4, 35*, 36*, 65*,

68*, 121*, 429-33

Caitanya-caritamxta of Krsnadasa Kaviraia

(q. v.) 18, 24, 31*, 39-43, 60, 61,

66, 74, 85, 94, 124*, 129, 270, 321*,

825, 329*

Caitanya-^caritdmrta of Murari-gupta (cj.

V.) 27-30, 426*29

Caitanya-dasa 42*

Caitanya^dvddasa-r^ma Stotra 65*

Cattanya-mangala song of Gopalavasii 46*

Caitanya-mangala of Jayananda (q. v.)

44-46

Caitanya-mnngala of Locana-dasa (q. v.)

44

Caifanya-mangala as a name of Vfndavana-

dasa's work 38

Caitanyaism, its historical antecedents

1-25, biographical works 25-50. Odiya

and Assamese sources 50*, Basa-

i^tra 123-170, theology and philo-

sophy 171-320, Bitualism and devi-

tlonal practices 340-412, Elliics 412-

22, Literary works 423-511

Caitanyu sect, its relation to the Madliva

sect 10-18, 35*
; split up into suh-

sccts 88*, 03*, 70*, 82, 97

Caitanya-worship 87*. 97, 103, 104*, 320-

39, 342

Caitanymfaha of Baghuniitha-dasa 30,

89*, 91, 496; of Bupa 116*, 321-22,

500; of Sarvabhauma 45*, 65*, 322*.

427*. 430*

CaitanydHtoitara-mta-nama 65*

Camaikura-candrikd 35*, 458*-59*

Campu-kuvya 35*, 92, 117, 418, 472-90

Candana, offer of 368

Candaua-yatra 377

Candldasa, Padavnli or Krma-klrHann

7, 84, 92, 125, .326

Candramukht 80*

Candrasekhara Acarya 48* (Padakartr)

51*, 57*. 61, 435

Candra^ali, Pratipaksa Nuyika to Biklh.'i

311, 443f, 445f, 460, 470

Candrayana 379

Carnnamrla 282

Caru 301

Caste, recognition of 81-2, 343, 345, 303,

371, 394, 406, 412, 421

CatubslokT 225

Calurthi-homa 407, 409

Caturvarga 871

Caturveda-isikha 312, 314, 320

Caturmasya 379, 382-83

Cdfu-puspdnjall 502

Causation, efficient and material, 232-35

Chandomanjarl 461*

Citta-suddhi 356

Citra-jalpa 163

Citra-kavya 167*, 431-32, 463

Colour of the deity 250, 323, 325, ,331,

332, 334, 335, 336, 337

Coloured figuration of Basas 145
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Cosmology 25S

Creation, theory of 2S4-S5

Cu'^a-karaTia 406, 411

Dabir Khas 73, 110

Dadhyodanotsava 376

Daily Devotional Acts 341, 349f

Daiva S33

Dali^ina 348, 385, 391, 392, 407, 400. 410

Dai^^armahotsava 89*

Dandaval Pranama 348, 361, 366

Danujamardana-deva 110*

Dasama-carita 113

Damma-tippanL See Vaimava-tosam

Dasa~rupaka 151, 154*, 443*

Dasaksara-Manlra 57, 344

Daksinatya Bhat^a 106, 194

Damaka-ropaiia 377

Daniana-parvan 346

Damodara Pandita 27, 29, 62, 428

Damodara Svarupa. See Svarupa Damo-

dara

Damodarasteka 382

Dana. See Gifts

D^na-keli-cinidmaiii 90, 92 (Danacarita)

.

114, 323*, 326, 435, 467, 468-09, 499*

Ddm-keli-kaumndt 93, 107, 110, 120*,

323*, 435, 441-43, 467

Daua-khanda 92

D^ya 01 Dasa-bhava 146, 156*, 272,

282, 287, 296, 300, 802, 303, 328*,

361, 370, 498. See Seva

Dasya-bhakti 147, 310

Dasl-bhava 497-99

Decorations of the deity 139-40, 221

Devl-jmrdna 405

Devotional Sentiments. See Rasa-Lustra

Dharma. Bhakti as 284-85

Dharma-sastra 371*, 373, 403, 404

Dharmaraj^hvariu 96*

Dhaman, abode or residence, of the

Avataras 180, 186, 190; of the

Bhagavat 221-22, 249, 253, 298; of

Krsna 253-54, 478 ; its three Prakasas

255-56
;

progression in 189-90, 260f,

263, 264, 4B6

Dharana 252, 281

Dhatrl-vrata 388

(Dhdtu) sutra-mdlikd 110

Dhruvanusmrti 281

Dhiipa or Dhupana. See Incense

Dhyana 252, 281, 354, 365

Digdanam Comm, on Brhad-Bh&gavatd-

mrta 113, 177 ;
on Hari^bhakti-vildita

104, 118, 342

DTksa 129, 281, 341, 342-48 (Tantrio),

348-49 (Pauranikl) 370

Dlk^a-guru 278, 342-45, 347-49

Dipa, offer of 857, 360, 368, 381, 391

Dipali 382, 473

Disciple. See 6isya

Divya-drfti 248

Divyonmuda 76, 163, 323, 415, 420, 446

Dola-yatra 377, 437, 509

Dravida 403

Dravya 233

Dravya-suddhi 350

Dre.ssing of the image 857-58

Drinks 361

Dual Incarnation 41, 49, 70*, 97, 17 k

322, 323, 328-34, 337-38. See Incar-

nation

Durgama-samgamanl Comm. 117, 126*

Durgdrcd-kala-niskarsa 1 1 1
*

Duta-kavyas of Rupa 107, 110. 119, 323*.

484, 490-93

Duti 157, 158

Dvadasak^ara-Mantra 344

Dvadasl 348, 372-73, 375, 376, 378, 379,

381

Dvaraka-siJ& 355

Dramatic Writings 34, 69, 114, ,
418

438-50

Eka-jlva-vada 203

Ekadasi 348, 366, 371-75, 378; types of

373, 375, 381

Ekadhvara 391

Ekaiitikata 365

Ekantin 393, 403

Emancipation or Release. See Mukti

Erotic Mysticism 6, 122, 167-69, 191,

214, 418-20, 422, 477, 499, 510. See

Sex-impulse

Error, four kinds of 196

Eschatology. See under Mukti, Dhaman
and Paradise

Ethics of Caitanyaism 412-22

Evening Service 341, 366-68

Fasts 341. See EkSdasI and Upavasa

Festivals 841, 375-383

Form of the deity 349. See MOrti and

Rupa
Flowers, offering of 3^1, 352, 357, 358-59,

868
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Food-offering. See Mahaprasada and

Naivedya

Fortnightly observances 341. See Ekadasl

Gadadhara 25*, 38*, 42*, 45, 54*, 03*,

70*, 175, 334*, 339*

Gajapati Prataparudra 34, 63, 64*, 65,

67, 69, 322, 333*. 340, 428, 431, 4.35*,

*436, 439, 441, 460*

Gandha, perfume, offer of 357, 368

Gangadasa 27*, 54*, 72*, 76*, 82, 429

Gaiigadasa, author of Chandomanjari 461*

Gangadcvl 115*

Gavgaxtaka 115*

Ganas (of Krsna and Caitanya) .35*, 97,

131*, 333

Garblnidhana 406, 409, 410

Garuda-image 386, 387

Garuda-jmrana 395

Gaura, Gaurahga or Gaura-hari 52, 332.

333*

Ganra-ganoddesa-dtpika 11 , 14*, 18, 25*,

28, 30*, 31, 32, 33*, 34*, 36*, 44*,

76*, 97, 131*, 175, 328*, 334*, 433*

Guura-nagara Dwtrinc 38*, 44, 49, 53*

63*, 82, 98, 174, 175, 170, 831*.

332, 339

Gaum-pada-farangirn 32, 37*, 46*, 48,

49*, 50*, 63*

Gaura-par.'iinya-vada 97, 174, 176, 338,

339

Gttura-iaih'a-nirupana 93*

Gaurdnga-birudavall 505

Gaumnga-vijaya Gita 46*

Gaurdnga-stava-kaJpaiaru 30*, 89*, 90,

91, 323

Gautama 344

Gautamlya-Tanira 250, 311, 367, 380,

395, 479 (Brhat),

Gandharviku 311

Gayatri 851, 352, 364

Gdyatn-vidMtmya, Jiva’s comm, on 117

Ghanarama 82*

Gifts, Dana 367-68, 375, 376, 377, 378,

381, 383, 385, 391, 406, 407, 409

Gitas 496, 500, 508-10

Gxia-govmdq,. See Jayadeva

Gltd. Sec Bhagavad-gitd

Gltdvdi 502, 508-9

Goloka, Gokula, Vaikuntha, Maha-

vaikuntha or Vrndavana as the

paradise of* Caitanyaism 221, 222,

238, 249, 253, 254, 264, 370, 478, 481.

See Dhaman

Gopas as Parikara 256

GopaJa Bhatta 72*, 81*, 87.88, 93-103

(life and works), 113*, 122, 131*,

194, 329, 330, 332, 336*, 340-94

(flari-bhakii-vildna, q. v.), 402-3, 42S,

431, 477, 480

Gopala-hirudavall 116*, 117, 505

Gopala-campH 43*, 117, 119*, 122, 167*,

198*. 265*, 336*, 477-490, 505

Gopdla-cariia 92*

Gopala-deva, worship of 353f, 383

Gopala-gayatri 351

GopaJa Guru 12*

Gopala-image 386

Gopala-tapani 6, 99, 117, 157, 188, 247,

248, 249, 251, 252, 260. 311. 344

Gopala-vasu 46*

Gopastami 382

GopiUa-rdja-sfava 499

Gopis as Nayildis 154-57, 482; In relation

to Krsna 155, 257-58, 264-08. 287-88.

302. 310-12, 481-82 ; incarnated as

Ganas of Caitanya 131*
; eniirncraleil

267, 445, 482*, 485, 492

Gopl-candana 352

Gopinatha Acarya 19*, 62*

Go-puja 382

Gorocana 380

Govardhana of Saptagruma 89

Govardhana-pujn 382, 480

Govardhaiia-sila 90

Govardhanasraya-dasaka 497*

Govinda 42*, 89*, 323

Govinda-bhdsya 11, 12, 17, 219

Govhida-bimdavaiJ 113, 116. 119, .502,

504-7

Govinda-dasa and his Kaclaca 46-7, 5!,

52. 53*, 61*, 68, 71

Govinda-dvfidasl 376

Govinda-gho.% 48*, 49

Oovindadilamrta 35*, 41*, 42*. 70, 93*.

115, 455, 459-64

Govindananda 103*, 403

Govindastaka 201

Gosvamin 82*

Gosvamins, Six, of Vrndavana S3-122.

See Vrndavana Gosvamins

Grhya Homa 409

Gfhya-parimta 374

Grhya rites and ceremonies 364, 403,

406-12

Grace, Divine. See Prasada ^
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Graiithi-bandhana 408

Gunas, Three, of Prakrti 189, 210, 216,

220, 221 ; as an effect of Maya-

saktl 232-35 ; in relation to Bhakti

276 ; in relation to Mukti 294, 29.>,

299, 305

Gunas of the Bhagavat 209 ; of Krana

enumerated 137, 306-8

Guna-Avataras 176, 184, 221, 246, 275,

307

Guna-maya or Upadana-maya 232, 233-3 i

Gunopasana 303

Guru 278, 280, 288, 341, 342-49, 353.

354, 380, 385, 394, 404. 408, 410

Guru-seva 129, 280

Hagiology. See Gaiias, Parikara, and

Oaura-ganoddesa-dipikd

Hamsa-duta 113, 491-92

Ilanumad-hkd^a 200

Hari-bhakti-vildsa 72*. 81*. 96, 101, 102-6

(its authorship), 129, 275, 329 (on

Caitanya)
,

340-94 (survey of the

work), index 395-402, 403, 404, 405,

'409*, 413*, 480

Haridasa 28*, 42*, 53*, 81*, 434

Harihara 109

llan-kusuma’Stavaka 501

Harimmdmrta-vydkaram 116, 336*

HandM 200

Hari-vamsa 5, 151, 245, 477

Harivamsa Bhatta 101, 107

Hari-vasara 375

Haraa 435*, 438

Havksya 274, 375, 377, 381

HayaMrsa-pancardfra 200, 344, 388*, 390,

391, 392, 393, 395

Iladai Pandita 58

HMta 352, 358

Himsa, when permissible 275

Hitaharivamsa 99*

Hladini Sakti 157, 168, 212-15, 219, 222,

227, 238, 246, 254, 266, 267, 269, 276,

285, 288

Homa 343, 340, 347, 348, 361, 367, 369,

375, 383, 385, 391, 392, 393, 407, 408,

409, 410, 411

Hrdaya-Mantra 351

Image, worship of 103, 216-17, 333,

(Caitanya’s) 333*, 342, S54f, 856,

j* 428; construction of 103, 341, 342,

354-55, 385-88 ; installation of 388-92

,

of Visnu, Krena and Gopala 386; of

other forms of the deity 386-87 ;
types

of 387, 391. See Murli or Vigraha

Incarnation. See Avatara and Double

Incarnation

Incense, use of 341, 357, 359-60, 368

Indices, to Bhakti-rasdmrta 151-53 ; to
*

Ujjvala-nllamani 166-67; to SamJ^^pty^

Bhdgavatdmrta 193 ; to Sat-samdarbha

313-20 ; to lIari-hhakii~vHdm 895-402

Ha 215

I^na 215

I,4ana Nagara 24*

Isvara 230, 331

Isvara-pranidhana. See Samadhi

Isvara Puri 11, 13, 15, 18, 19-20, 55*,

57, 69, 89*, 323, 426. 429, 434

Itihasa. See Puriina

Jagadananda 62

Jagannatha 1 24*

Jagannatha Misra 23, 51, 52*, 429

Jaganndtha-vallabha 69, 84, 330, 439-41

Jaimi-ni 284. 344, 372, 434

Jainas 434

Jaladhara Pandita 59*

Jalesvara VahinTpali 67*

JanmastmT. See Krsna-janmastamT

Japa 129, 347, 350, 801, 362, 375, 384

(method of), 385, 389, 390, 391

Japa-mahi. See Rosary

Jayadeva, author of Glfa-govindn, 1, 7-10,

70. 84, 91, 98, 102*, 125, 151, 166,

174, 326, 330, 436*, 439, 441, 451,

466, 467, 469, 480, 509

Jayadlmjii 14*

Jayantl EkadasI 373

Jaya 215, 383

Jaya Ekadasl 373

Jayananda 18*, 28, 36*, 43*, 44-46, 49,

51, 52*, 53*. 54*, 55, 56*, 57*, 58*.

59, 63*, 65, 68*, 75, 76*, 80*, S8,

175, 331*. See Cdfxinya-mangala

Jagara, night-vigil 374, 877, 378, 380,

382, 390

Jahnavl 80*

Jamatr-muni 227

Jara-buddhi 257, 264-66

Jata-karman 406, 410

Jiva or Jivatman 203, 205, 206, 207,

210, 271, 277, 278, 279; in relation

to Paramatman anff Bhagavat (q. v.)

211-13, 214, 221, 222, 225-26, 236-37,
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238, 289-91, 294-95; in relalion lo

Brahman (q. v.) 237-38; in relation

to Llla 260f, 263 ; in relation lo

Maya-^kti and Jiva-kkli (q. v.)

227-31, 235 ; its essential character

227-31, 232; two categories of 230,

238, 268-69

Jiva Gosvamin 12*, 14*, 16, 17, 21, 42*,

*43*. 58*, 73*, 74*, 78*, 79, 86, 87,

88*, 92, 93*, 105, 106, 108, 111-12

(his life), 113, 114, 115*, 116-121

(his works), 122, 123*, 124*, 126*.

127, 128*, 129*, 131*, 1,35*, 147*.

149, 1.50*, 153*, 155*, 156*, 157,

158*. 161, 165*, 167*, 176, 177, 182*.

188, 190, 191, 192, 193-320 (S«f-

samdarbha, q. v.), 325, 326, 329, 333,

335, 336 (on Cailanya), 337, 395*,

420*, 439*, 459*, 460, 464-66, 469-71,

477-90, 492*

Jiva-ma>a or Nimitta-maya 232-33

Jiva-8akti 210-13, 215, 221, 225-27, 230,

236-37, 238

Jhaiia, ill relation lo Bhakti 127, 15!.

168, 204, 221, 224, 259, 270-72, 273.

274-75, 276, 277, 290, 291, 415

Jnaiia-kaiida 224

Jilana-niisra Bliakli 270-72, 275, 276,

287, 301

Jfianin, Jiiana-siddha or Jnana-yogiu 208,

270-71, 275, 277, 278, 301

Jnati-kaimaii in Vivalia 407

Kubir 76*

Kadaca 30, 46, 70*, 93

Kaiwra 137, 138, 2.50, 264, 479, 483*

Kaivalya 272*, 274, 295

Kala 346 (of fire) , 347 (of sun and

moon)

Kalu-Avataras 240f. Sec Amsa Avatara

Kalatnia (Dik,^) 346

Kulpa-Avatiira 185

Kanialakara 44

Kamal^vsa Bhattaciirya 24. See Achaita

Kanarese llymnology 09

Kanada 434

Kapila 344, 434

Kapila-pancardtra 6

Kapilendra-deva or Raja Bhramara 51*

Karman, in relation to Bhakti 127, 16S,

221, 257, 270, 290, 295; in relation

to Maya-Uti 233 ; Karma-marga

272-75, 276, 278; Karmarpana 274,

370 ; Karma-misra Bhakti 274, 27.5,

276; doctrine of 412-13, 415

Karmanv^thana-paddhati 103*, 403

Kanidnanda 50*, 265*

Kavicandra 123*

Kavikahkana 82*

Kavikariiapura, Paramananda-dasa 11,

13, 14*, 15*, 18, 22, 23, 25*, 28, 29,

31, 32-34 (life and works), 37*, 39,

43*, 44*, 47*, 49, 52*, 53*, .56*,

57*. 58*, 59*, 61*, 62*, 63*, 65, 66*,

67*. 68*, 69*, 70*, 71, 74*, 75, 77*,

84, 86*, 88, 90, 93*. 95, 97, 121*,

123*, 158*, 167*, 175, 320, 322, 330,

338, 423, 424, 429-38, 455-58, 459.

460, 463, 467, 474-77, 504

Kddamhari 492

Kala 233

Kalidasa 491

Kama 251, 287, 302, 308, 377

Kainadeva Niigara 24*

Kama-gayalrl 351, 377

Kanta-blmva 302, 303

Kanai-dasa 104

Kapulikas 22, 434

Kdrpanya-panj'ikd 116*, 502

Karunya 263 ; reverse of SOS

Karya-Avatam 174

Kasisvara Misra 42*. 7.3, 89*. 102, 323,

342

Kdtydyana-mrti 374

Katyayaiu Vrala 375, 481

Kavyas of Caitanyaisrn 27, 33, .35*, 41*

90-92, 97-9, 113-15, 117, 418. 450-493

Kdvya-candriled 123*

Kaya-v.vidia 218

Ke^va Bhalla Kasinlrin 15*, 54*, 55*

Kesava Bhurati 11, 13, 15, 61, 427, 435

Kesava-Wala 377

Ke.savadi-ii> asa 354 •

Kesavdifiaka 1 1
6*

Kevala Bliakli 270

Kevala-Upasaka 271

Kilakificita 442, 443

Klrtana or Sumklrtaua 23*, 59-60, 71,

81*, 129, 175, 27.3, 281, 282, 322, 323,

328, 335*, 3.37, 370, 409, 421, 431.

432

Krama-dipika 345, 353, 383, 395

Krama-mukti 274, 290

Krama-samdarbha 118, 192, 194*. 225,

312

Kriyavali (Diksa) 346 )
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Krfira-bali 387

Krsna as Nayaka 154-55 ; as Paravasllia

Avalara 186 ;
‘ identified with the

Bhagavat 18(if, 206, 238-53; in rela

tion to A^'alaras and Saktis 246, 260f

;

his man-like form 217, 247-50, his

Lila (q. V.) 189, 260-68 ; his Dliamans

(q. V.) 190, 253-56
; his Parikaras

(q. V.) 256-58, 359 ; his Prakasas

(q. V.) 262-63; his Gunas 137, 306-8-

distinguished from Vasudeva (q. v

247. 258-59 and other deities 240-47

;

in relation to the Gopis 155, 257-58,

264-68, 287-88, 302, 310-12, 481-82

Kmm-bJiajandvi rta 1 75

Krsna-bhakH-mdhiirriava 104*

Kr.yia-bhdvandmrfa 35*, 455

Krsna-oaiLanya. See Caitanya

Krsna-caliirdasl 382

Krsnadasa Adhikarin 114*

Krsnadasa Kav-iraja 28, 36*, 37* 38*,

39-43 (life and works), 44, 45*, 46,

47*, 48, 49, 51*, 52*, 53*, 55*, 58*.

59*. 60*, 61*, 63*, 65, 66*, 68*, 69*,

70. 71*, 73*, 75, 76*, 77*, 70, 80,

81*. 83, 84*. 86*, 87*, 88, 89, 90, 92,

93. 94, 95, 96*, 98, 105, 107, 108,

109, 112, 113, 115, no, 118, 122*.

124* 120, 173*, 265*, 270, 322*, 321

325, 329*, 330, 331, 332-34 (on

Caitanya), 376, 413, 420*. 424, 439,

455, 459-64, 406, 468*, 470*, 483*,

485*, 490*

Krsnada.sa, Kiila 68*

Krsnadasa, Laudiya 24*

Krsnadasa, Premin 42*

Krsnadevu Sarvabhauma 461*

Krsna-Gopi legend, 4-5, 8-9, 1G9, 417-19,

464, 471, 478, 493, 500

Krsna-image 103-4, 386

Krma-jarma-Llthi-vidhi 115, 395*

Krsna-janmas^ami 380-81

Krma-karmmrta 35*, 41*, 91, 99, 102*,

107, 151. 166, 439

Krsna’lclrtana 7. See Candidasa

Krsna-Mantra 344

Krsnamisra 438

Krsna-rati 124, 135f, 153f, 304-6

Krsna-raya of Karnata 67*

Kfsna-samdarbha 17*, 118, 155*, 173,

176, 182*, 187*, 188, 189, 103, 194*,

p
214, 222, 238-68 (survey), 299, 311,

* 325, 333, 336*, 477, 479, 488

Krsna-trayodasI 382

Krm-'^ollabha 100, 101*, 102*, 104*,

107

Krsmhnika-kaumudl 35*, 455-58, 459,

462*, 466*

Krsnananda Againavaglsa 21, 23, 65*

Krsmrcd-dtpika 117, 395*

Krsrmrcana-candrikd 104*

Krsnastaral 382

K?etra 230, 233 (=Prakrli) ; in relatio-\

to Ksetrajna 235

Ksiia-vrksa 383

Kubja or Sairamdhri 132, 155*, 161, 287,

302, 311. 483-84

Kulasekhara 151

Kumara 109

Kumbha Kalasa, or Ghata, eonsecrated

pitcher 347, 354, 389, 390

Kunja-vikdryasfaka 458*, 501

Kurma-cakra 383-84

Kurma-purdna 395

Kusandika 407, 108, 410

Kmumdfijali 64

Kiivera 58*

Kmcra Tarkapancauana 21*

Layhu-Bhdgavafdmrta. See Smnk,y,pti-

Bhdfjavatdmrta

Laksmi, Caitanyas w'ife 54, 56, 426, 429,

434

Laksmi, Mahalaksmi or Sri 188, 215, 22^,

266, 267, 303, 362, 381, 386-87

(image of), 388

Laksmldharu 63, 65

Lalita-viadhava 114, 120, 265, 312, 323*,

326-27, 444-48, 449, 473*. 477, 480,

485

Lila 168-169, 173, 189, 213, 219, 258,

260-68, 283, 287-88, 295, 298, 326, 36G.

370, 416, 417-19, 435, 439f, 441 f, 443f,

445f, 454, 459f, 464f, 4C6f, 469f, 472f,

475f, 477f, 500, 507, 509

Lila-Avataras 184, 246

LUd-nlava 113

Lilasuka (Bilvamaiigala) 35*, 41*, 84,

91, 99, 125, 151, 166, 311

Livelihood, means of 363

Loc*ana-daaa 25*, 28, 20, 36*, 43*, 44,

49, 52*, 53*. 55, 56*, 58*, 62*, 63*,

68*, 69*, 70*, 73*, 75*, 86*, 83, 98,

174, 175, 331*, 332, 338. See

Caitanya-Tmngala t

l,oc(m(i-rocam 117, 153
*
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Lokas 2r)3..)G

Lokaimtliu Acar.\a 72, HO, 102, 3i2

Lokaiianda Acvir.va lOl"*, 330*

Ma(hina-(jop(ila-si otra 400

Madaiuirpana 377

Madhumall on Miigdha-hndha 111*

Mmlhuparka 354, 357, 368

Madhusudana Sarasvali 112*, 124*

Madliusudana Vacaspali 111

Madhva and his Sampradaya 2, 4. 10^,

ICf, 71, 104, 105, 201, 312, 313

Madhva-hhasya 16, 17*, 312

Mahiid-aimbhava 220, 221, 240, 252, 25 i

Mahribhagavalas, five 407

Mtthdbharafa 2, 4, 151, 167, 177, 202,

245, 247, 404

Maliadipa 360

Maliadvadasi 366

I^Iahakrila 2 1-5

Muhaprasuda 341, 31H, 3621’, 364, 370.

405, 407, 411. See Naivedya

Malia-Vaikuntlia. Sec Goloka

Mahii-vakrt-srolr 246

Mahiivakya 244-46, 247

Malia-Vasudeva 250

MahavTra 344

Mahu-Samkar.sana 250

Mahesa or Maliesvara of Miihila 64

Mahisi 266, 283, 302, 311, 350, 445,

484-5

Maitrya. See Sakli>a

Malama.sa 345, 383

Mamata 301 , 303

Maininata 166*

Manah-Mksa 01

Mahgala-gliala 354. See Kumbha
Mandala (Tanlric) 345, 348, 340, 350,

351, 377

Mandupa 346 (for l)ik.^), 358 (as gift),

380-00 (for image-installation), 301,

303 (in temple)

Manohara 02*

Manoharu-dasu 12*, 50*, 05, 06, 99, 100.

101, 105

Monomayj (Murti) 355

Mantra and its efficacy of 252, 341, 342,

348, 349, 350, 353, 357, 360, 362, 363,

373, 377, 379, 380, 383, 384, 385,

386, 389, 390, 391, 406, 407, 400,

412 ; typKJS of 345, 351

Mantra-diksa. ISce Diksa

Mantra-guru 278, 281, 342-40

Mantra-muktdvall 343

Mantra-samhara 343

Mantra-siddhi 339*, 383

Mantra-suddhi 342, 345, 356

Maiitroddliara 330*, 343

Mantropfisaimniay 1 (Lila) 281 -82

Manjarl 131*, 328*

Manu 370

Manvantara-AvaUiras 185, 230

Maryadfi-murga 129. See Vuidln

(Bhakti)

Mathurd-mdhafmya 114, 413

Mathurdf,taka 1 1

0

MaUya-yurdna 104*, 198, 386, 392, 305,

395

Matter or material causation 233-35

Madhava-gho.sa 48*, 40

Mddhava-viahofftava 117, 121. 469-71,

489*

Madhavendra Puri 10, 11, 12, 13, 10,

18-9, 23, 24, 25, 52*
, 58*, 69, 339*,

431

Madhuryu or Miulhura (lijjvala) Kasa

126*, 145, 148-49, 153r, 272, 286,

287, 299, 300, 302, 31 Of, 324, 327,

328*; its Alambana-Vihliava 154-58,

its llddipana-Vibhava 159, its Anu-

bhava 150-60, its Satlvikas ICO, its

Vyabhicari-bhavas 160, its Stliayin

160-65; stages of manifcsUition 161-

63; its superiority 153*, 188, 190,

214, 222, 246, 260, 263-64, 303. 41S,

486-87; as an aspect of lllridlril Sakti

(q. V.) 263. See Aisvarya

Mudliva. See Madhva

Magha 151, 486

Magha-shfiiia 3*/

6

Maua 162, 164, 300

Mauasananda 298

Mfimusi A leana 367

Matrkas 389, 407

Matrka-nyasa 354

Maya. Ste, Atlvaila-viida

Mfiya-Sakli 188, 203, 204, 210-13, 215,

222, 225-27, 228, 229, 230, 231-3'7,

238, 260, 205, 269, 272, 275, 287, 289,

290, 295, 298, 414

Mcfjha-duta, comm, on 116

Midday rites 341, 363-64

Miniamsa 241 -42

Mlnanatha (Kiima-w«stra) 30*

Monthly Observances 341, 375-83
, ,

Morality and Religion. See Ethic.s of
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Cttitaiiyuism.

Morning worship 341,

Mrla 8C3

Mudra (Taiitric) 347, 350. 351, 354, 357,

358, SCO, 361, 377

Muktd-caritra 31, 41'', 92, 118*, 110*,

265*. 323. 327, 461*, 469, 472-74, 498*.

499^
Muktd-'phala 200, 370

Mukti, Moksa, or Apavarga 175, 190, 203,

204, 222, 224, 238 ;
means of 270, 271 ;

in Vaisnava view 289-92, 296, 370*

tyixis of 294-95

Mukunda 109, 435

Mukunda Cakravartiii 42*

Mukuiida-datta 61, 62

Mukunda-mfdd 151

Muhunda-wuktdvali 116*, 155*, 158*.

501, 502-3

Muhinddiitaka 499

Murari-gupla 25*, 27-30 (life and work.s),

33, 3t, 37*, 38, ,39. 42*, 43*, 44, 46*,

47*. 49, 51*, 52*, 53*, 55, 56*, 57*,

59*, 60*, 62*, 65, 68*, 71*, 73*, 74*

75*. 83, 88, 89, 90*, 94, 174-75 (on

Cailanya). 320, 322*, 333*, 337, 423,

424, 426-29, 430, 434

Mfirdluibliighraiia 406, 411

Mula-Mantra 348, 350, 351. 352, 35\

356, 361, 363, 364, 380

Alurli, Rfipa or Vigraha 187*, 189, 216-18,

220, 221, 222, 218-50, 351-55. See

Image

Mfiiil-dhara 389

Murli-suddhi ,356

Nakla-vrala 375

Nama.skai‘a 368*, 385

Naiuik 76*

Nandana Acarya 426

Nandofmvudi-carifa 111*, 507-8

Naiskarmya 273, 274

Naivedya 357, 360-61, .368, 375. See

Mahuprasada

Nuraliari Cakravarlin 29, 35*, 50*, 94,

95, 96, 99, 101, 104, 105, 118

Nurahari Sarakara 25*, 44, 48, 49, 50.

53*, 63*, 70*, 98, 17^, 175, 176, 332.

333* 339*

Naratfimka-pnrdna 395

Narakrti 217, 247-50

Nj«ottama-dasa 03*, 72*, 80, 88, 112

NttroUama-vUdsa 50*, 72*

Na\advii)a circle of devotees, or tradition

38, 43, 48, 77*, 79, 87, 88, 97, 121 ,

their theology 174-76, 322*, 331, 332,

338-39

Nava-Vrndavaiia 265, 447

Navdstaka 499

Navya N^aya 23, 54*, 64, 150

Nava-yuva-dvaiidi7a-didrlcm.sfakn 499

Nagara-bhfiva. Sec Gaura*iiugara doctHiie

Naman or Nama-mfiliatinya 130, 189,

219-20, 341, 359 (eight .sacred), 365.

366, 369-70, 414, 430*

Nama-karana 406, 411

Namaparadha 130, 370, 403, 405, 407

Ndmda-paiicanlira 0, 21, 151, 343, 344

Ndrada-sdudilya-suiru 2, 167-68

Ndradlyu (Purana) 358, 380, 395

Narayaua 186, 244-1-5, 246, 247, 249, 250,

307, 436

Narayana Bhalpi 103*, 403

Nardyam-Vpanisad 247, 404

Ndmyanddhydtma 313

Nurayani 37*

Narayaniya (Mahdbhuratu) 2, 184, 187

Natha cult or Nruhism 21, 22

Ndfaka-candrilcd 111 119, 120, 1,54*, 441*

Ndtya-msfra 144*, 448, 463. See Bharat a

Nayaka, classification of 137

Nelra-Mantia 351

Netronmilana 390, 391

Nllambani Cakra\artin 51*, 52, 66

Nikufija-kclMntddvall 505, 507*

Nimai, See Cailanya

Nimbarka and his Sampradaya 2, 4, 0,

10, 55*

Nimitta-maya 232-33

Nirguna 189, 221, 276 (Bhakli)

Nirjala Ekadasi 378

Nirajana 349, 378

Nirmalya 129, 282, 349, 302

Nirvi^y«i 207, 225-26, 271, 272, 277, 278,

299. See Visesa

Ni.skama (Karman) 273, 274

Niskramana 406, 409

Nilyananda 18, 24*, 25*. 31, 35*, .30, 37*,

38*, 39, 41*, 44, 58-59, 61, 62, 03, 70*,

71, 79, 80, 81*, 89, 111, 115*, 175.

328*, 333*, 337, 338, 339*, 420, 430,

434,435

Nilyaiiarida-dasa 50*, 95, 96, 99, 101,

104*

Nivrtti 269-70

Nrsimha 101, 107
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Nrsijplia as Paravastlia-Avalara 18G, 380

Nrsimha-caturdasi 378

Nrsimha-'paricarya 375

Nrsimha-idpant Upanisad 180

Nyasa (Tantric) 347, 318, 351, 352, 351,

350, 377, 384, 390

Paihi-canJrlkd comm, ol* Ruyainiikuta on

Aviam-hom 113*

Pada-composers on C’ailiuiya 43*, 47-50,

03*, 70*, 97, 174, 322, 325, 331, 3,32.

423

Vada-kalpafaru ol‘ VaLsnava-djisu 32, 48.

50*, 70*, 93, 108*, 431

Pada-se\^a 281, 370

Paddhatis 403

l*adrnaiiabha 100, 110*

Padmaiiablia Cakravarlin 72

Padmapada 13

Padma-jmnlna 0, 117, US, 1.32-33, 151,

157, 180, 192, 200, 201*, 215, 247, 248,

254, 203, 207, 288, 311, 312, 343, 350,

352, 358, 381, 382, 305, 455, 483. 480

J’admavatT 58

Padydvali 1*, 15*, 18, 31*, 03, 09*, 74,

84*, 92, 107, 108*, 114, 119, 120, 100*,

205*, 323*, 424, 431, 439, 510-11

Paksadhara Misra 04

Paksa-vardhaiil EkadasT 373, 375

Pa^M•a^?a^.va 346, 352, 380, 390, 392

Pafica Maluiyajna 304

Pancaralra 21, 151, 181, 187, 281, ,349, 410

Pafica-latUa 25, 31, 50, 70*, 80*, 93, 175

Pancamrla 357

I’ancopasana 407, 401

Paradise, See Goloka

ParakTya doctrine 154, 155, 204-00, 310-12.

479-80

ParamahajNsa-'jyriyd 200

Paramaiianda-da&a. Sec Kavikaniapfiru

Paramanaiida-giipla 40*, 48*

Paramalman, concept of, 205-0, 207, 225.

301 ;
in relation to Jlva and Prakrti

(q.v.) 203, 211-12, 22.5-27. 228, 230,

231, 233, 235; a.s Kselrajna 2,35-36;

as the source of Avataras (q.v.) 236,

239-42 (See Purusa) ; his abode 2.53 ;

attained by Yoffa 272, 274

Paramdtma-savidarhha 16*, 110*. 118,

193, 194*, 200, 206, 207. 211. 214,

225-238 (survey) , 289, 308

ParamTkarana *656

Para-vyoman 253

Paravastha-Avutara 185, 186

Paribhasa 243-44

Pariccheda-vada 203, 237

Parikranui 281

Parinama- (or Vivarta-) vada 234

Paroksa-\'ada 273

Pavitrarepana 379-80

Padodaka 362, 364, 370, 405

Padya 354, 361, 368

Puni-j'ralmna in Vivaha 407, 408

Pupa. See Sin

Prq)a-nasanl EkadusI 373, 375, 376

Parana 374-75

Parsudu or Parikara 189, 221. 222, 23*,

2.38, 248, 249, 250, 252, 255, 256-58,

259, 261, 203, 207, 277, 283, ‘.85-80,

287, 293, 295, 296, 298. 299, 30.3. 30(),

308, ,3.33 ;
worship of 353, 3.55

Parsva-parivartana-Ekadasi and Utsa\'a

372, .381 (Katidana-Ulsava), 382

Pairdas 253

Patitya 307

Paste (Anulepana) 358

Pasupatas 434

Perfect person, the deity as 203,.21i». 221.

225, 276, 280

Palanjali 434

Pauslika-karman 400, 411

Pitre, ancestors, worship ol 40,3-5, 407

Pilgrim 's Progress 1 79

Pitlia-puja 350, construction of Pilha

,388, .391 (Pindika)

PluraliU of Jivas 203, 230-31

Poetics, Sanskrit, in relation to Vaisinna

Rasa-^slra (q.v.) 1231', 1.35f, 151.

153f. 304-6

Popular Cults (Manasa. Vasuli and

Dharma) 22

Prabhava-Avatara 185, 180

Prabodha-candrodaya 438

Prabodhananda, in relation to Gopala

Bhalta 94, 95, 96-99, 101, 102, 107,

108, 342

Prabodhananda Sanisvati 10*, 70*, 85,

97f, 322*, 331-32 (on Caitanya),

466-07, 495-96

Practices, Devotional. See Ritualism

Pradaksina 301, 368*, 369

Pradyurana, as a manifestation 184, 187,

189, 251 ; his abode 253

PrahvI 215

Prakata-llla 155, 181, 189-90, 254,; 255,

258, 260-64. 266, 292, 310-11, ’464,
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465, 477

Pmkiisa 18S, 217, 218. 228, 255. 256. 262

Prakti»4ananda 13, 73, 99*

Prakrli 183, 189, 207, 211, 222, 225-2G,

229, 230, 232. 233, 233, 270, 277

Pramana, theory of 172, 182, 190-201,

210, 221

Prameya-ratndvall 11, 12, 17

Pramrta 303

Praiiaya 162, 300

Pramrna-pmnaya 302

Prapatti 414, 416

Prasada, divine grace 188, 191, 238.

276-77. 371, 414, 415, 416

PraSraya-Bliakti 147, 310

Prataparudra. See Gajapati Prataparudra

Pralibimba-vada 203, 237

Pratiloma-Dlksa 343

Pratimarcana, image-worship (q.v.) 180

PratyaJcsa-wani-inaheMmrJ 04

Pravasa 165

Pravrtti 269

Prayer, necessity of 290

Prayukidkhydta-candrika 1 1

3

Pradarbhava 217

Prakrta Guiias. See Gunas of Prakrti

Prana 233, 360, 364 (Pahea)

Prana-Pratistha 390

Prfinayama 330, 351, 352, 334, 301, 384

Pratah-Pranama and Pratar-Dhyiina 349

Prhtar-Arcil. Sec Morning worship

Prarlhanasraya-caturdasaka 498*

Prdrthandmrta 499

Pre-Caitanya Vaisnavism 7-20

Preceptor. See Guru

Preman 161, 277, 285, 287, 300, 305. Sec

Priti

Prema-bhakli 127, 128, 133, 134, 204,

223, 289, 298, 304, 328, 3,33, 340, 371,

393, 413. See Priti

Prema-pura 499

Prema-vaicitlya 164*, 165, 444

Prcma-vilasa 15*, 19*, 24, 37*, 38*, 41*,

50*, 56*, .39, 72*, 79, 95, 109, 110*,

111 *, 121

Premananda 209, 215

Premmhkoja-makarandxi 474, 497, 498*

PremendM’Sdgara 113, 110*, 501

Premendu’sudka 302

Preyas (Rasa) 145, 147, 306, 310

Prita (Rasa) , Samrambha and Gaurava

f 143, 146-47, 310

Priti, the highest good 145, 204, 288-91 ;

its characteristics 296-300
; in relatio*i

to Bhakti and Mukti 295-90 : dis

tinguished from Suklia 290-97, 298

;

involves Mfwlhurya 299 ; its stages

300-4. See Bhakti

Prlti-samdarhka 116*, 118, 123*, 124*

135*, 138*, 150*, 154*, 155*, 150%

157, 193, 194*, 195, 225, 267, 288-312

(survey), 326

Priyadamka 438

Priyata 148, 296-97

Pumsavana 400, 409-1

0

Punar-Acamaniya 357, 308

Pumhirika Vidyanidhi 18

Puiiyaranya 200

Purascarena 341, 343, 350, 383-85

Puraiia, and Itihasa, as sources of theo-

logy and practice 172, 182, 195-202,

230, 244-45, 240, 254. 312, 313, 320.

326, 341, 342. 345, 348-40. 357, 358,

360, 362, 361, 371, 374, 381, 380.

388, 389, 395, 403, 401. 400, 412,

428, 478, 488*

Purldasu 32*

Purusa or Purusa-Avatara 184, 188, 240;

in relation to Paramatman 236, 239,

240-43, 307

Purusa, actionless 230

Purusartha, Bhakli as 2691’; Priti as 289f

Purusottama 14*

Purusotlama Acarya 30, 31*

Purusottaraa-tirtha 1

2

Puspa, offer of (Paiispika or Pu.spa-

karman) . See Powers

Pusti-marga (=Ragamiga, q. v.) 133

Pfija 354 (Manasa), 3.53 (of Pursadus),

359 (of Aiiga-UpTihga) . 365

Purva-ruga 164, 311, 439, 443, 446, 476,

479

Raghunandana 21, 22, 23, 41*, 05*, ,341

Raghunanclana Gosvamin 505

Riighunalha Bhatta 41*, 42*, 88, 93, 122,

131*, 428, 459*

Raghunatha-dasa 30*, 81, 42*, 58*, 81*,

83, 87*, 89-93 (life and works), 97*,

102, 108, 115*, 116*, 120*, 122, 131*,

158*, 265*, 322-23 (on Caitanya),

327, 330, 342, 343*, 420*, 423, 435,

459*, 461*, 467-69, 472-74, 477,

496-500, 510, 515

Raghunatha ftiromani 64t 65*

Raghupati ITpadhyaya 74
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RaiiRa Puri .'52*

Ravgasthah-krldd 114*, 507, 508

Rasa, categories of ] 45-50, 286, 303-4,

309-10; as devotional sentiment 261,

204, 206, 285, 295 (see Bliakti) ;

Bluigavat as 213-14 ; conflict )f

149-50, 309 ; locus of 300.

Rasib-gimgddhara 124*

Ram-manjarl 1 01 *

Rasa-^stra 123-70, 204, 266, 267. 280,

326-27, 448, 459, 464, 471, 509, 511

Rasa-tarangim on Rudra’s ^rugdra-tilaha

101 *

Ra.sal)liasa 150, 206, 309

Rasam rla-sesa . See RhaJdi-rasdmrta-sesa

Ras'iniaru-sudhakara 144*, 151, 1.54*,

100*. 101*, 162*, 164*, 165\. 443*.

Rasika-radjaJ}! on Bhanudatta’s Rasa-

rnmljarJ 101*

Rasika-raugadd I??*

Rati 300, 303, 360. See Krsna-rali

Ratlia-yatra 377, 431, 433. 430, 437

Ratyabhasa 1 34

Rfidhu and (lopis as Nuyikiis 154-57, 302,

482, 500 ; tlieir Gunas 159 ; as consorts

and HladinT Sakti of the deity 192.

214, 207-08, 311-12, 405. See Gopis

Radha-bhnjana 498-99

Radha-bhrna 40, 49. 70*. 131, 171. 175,

324-25, 328-32, 337

Radhabliipcka 469

Radhridamodara 12*

Rrulhri-iinaf’c 103, 386

Radha-legcnd 5, 6, 8-10, 157

RddM-krsna-gayoddem-dipiku 35*, 115,

121, 157*

Rddkd-krsn()jjt;ala~hvsunui~keli 90*, 91.

461*, 474, 498*, 499

Radhamoliana Gosvriinin 112*, 265*

Rudhamoliana Si^arniaii 104*

Rddhd.-'premdmria 92*

Rddlm-rasa-sudhdnklhi 99*. 466*

RadliavallabliT Sect 6, 99*

RddhiJedstaka 499

RddhihdsioUara-mta-ndtnc 497

Raga 162, 283, 300, 301

Rdga-varVma-candrikii 131 *y 487*

Raganuga (Bhakti) 126, 130-33, 13 b

158*, 174, 175, 280, 283-86, 296, 323*,

324, 326, 459, 497

Ragatniika (Bhakti) 132, 283, 285, 296,

326 •

Raghavendra Puri 69

529

Rajasika Puruna 198

Rajasekhara 435*, 438

Rama as Paravastha-Avatara 186

Ramabhadra S^vabhauma 64*

Rama-navami 377

Ramaprasada-deva tsarman 103*

Ramananda-Raya 49. 53*, 69-71, 84, 321-

25, 330-31, 343*, 423, 428. 431,

435-36, 438-41

Ramaiianda-vasu 48*

Ramanuja 2, 4, 9. 10, 11*, 17*, 170, 191,

195, 202, 227, 230

Rdnuisfaka of Murari 27*. 420, 430*

Rdmayana 151*

Rttsa-bla or Rilsa-yatra 8, 103, 342, 48!,

509

llasu-paucadhyaya 16

Ra^yamukuta 113*

Reality, IJllimate 204-6, 207-9, 289 ; rela-

tive, of tlic world 231-35. and cf

Jiva 228f

Rites and Duties, Daily 341. See Daily

Devotional Acts

Ritualism and De^otional Practices 340-

412, 414 ^ .

Ritualistic Works 103*, 395*

RodanI 45*

Rosary 384

lltamrta 363

Ruci 134, 278

Rudha Alahabhava 162

Rttdra-ydviala 405

RudraUi 148, 154*

Rudra or Rudrabliatta 101*, 154*, 310

RukmiiiT 161, 266, 445f, 484, 485. See

MaliisT

Rukm inl-svayamvara 1

9

Riipa, form 189, 218. See Murli or

Vigraha

Rupa Gosvamin 8, 19, 21, 35*, 41*. 42.

58*. 00*, 72*, 73-75. 73* (conversion

to Islam), 79, 80, 81*, 84*, 85-88

(in relation to Caitanya), 00, 92, 93,

94, 95, 96, 97*, 100*, 102, 104, 105*,

106, 107, 108, 109-11 (life), 113-15

(works), 119-21 (dale), 122, 123-70

(two works on Rasa-;^stra) , 176, 181-92

(Samksepa-Bhdgavatdmrta) , 194, 239,

264, 266, 280, 286, 300, 304, 310,

311, 321-27 (on Caitanya), 329, 333,

335, 336*, 337, 342, 343*, 895*, 420*,

423, 424, 428, 431, 435, 436, 438, 489,

441-50 (dramatic works), 456*, 458*,

67
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459, 460, 467, 468, 473*, 474, 477,

480*, 484, 485, 490-93, 497*, 498.

500-10 (Siotros and Gitas), 513

Rupcsvara 109

Rk-parisixia 157

^bda as Prama^na 172, 182, 196-98

^aljdalolcoddyoia 67*

Saccidananda 210, 212, 216, 222, 227,

236, 258

§acl 51, 52*, 62. 322, 323, 326, 426, 428,

434

Sadacara, Vaisnava 349f. 364f, 371, 393-91-

Sadanandl 44

Sadukfi-karnamrta 1*, 511

Sadyomukti 274, 290

Sahajiya 21, 22, 70*, 330, 436*

Saints and Devotees 277-78. See Bhakta

and Parsada

Saiva Agama 21

Sakaitavu (Bhukli) 279

Sakalikarana 356

Saker Malik 73, 110

Sakhi 147, 310

SakbV 157, 158*, 418, 420*

SakhT-bhava 131, 158*. ,328*, 467, 497

Sakliya or Mailrya 143, 145, 272, 282,

286, 287, 296, 300, 301, 802, 303, 310.

328*, 370, 465

Aakti in relation to Bhagavat 190, 191.

207-8, 209 *, doc*trine of 21, 171, 210-15.

246. 260, 266-68, 278. 279, 283, 287;

enumerated 187, 215. See al.so Hladiiil,

Jiva-, Maya-, SarndhinT, Samvit-. arnl

Svarupa-Aakli

Aama 286. See Aanta

Sama-drs^i 275

Sarnaya- or Kula-kaumudt 101*. 107

Samadhi or Isvara-pranidhana 202-3, 281.

See Sak.^tkara

Samavartana 406, 411-12

Samdsa-vdda 64*

Sambandhokti 200

Sambhoga 165, 443, 44.5, 454

Sarndhinl Aakti 212-13, 215

Saipdhya (Tantrikl) 848, 351 (also

Vedic), 367, 377

Bamgita-mddhava 98, ^^6-67

SamgTla-nataka 70, 84, 439

Samgita-sastra 463

Aamkara or Aainkaraearya 2, 3, 12, 13f,

17*, 62, 66, 71, 112*, 200-1, 207, 231,

234, SOI, 480, 493

Aamkara-deva 24, 76*

Aamkararanya. See Visvarupa

Samkalpa-kalpadruma 117, 122, 336*

464-66

Sainkalpa-mantra 273, 274

Samkar^na 184, 187, 236, 245, 251, 25,3,

See Maha-Samkari^na

Samklrtana. See Kirtana

Sampradaya or Sampradayika Acara 352,

362, 367

Samsara 229, 233, 289, 295

Samsk^as (Smarta) 341, 348, 403, 404,

406-12

Samskara, of the image 356 ; of rosary

384

Samskdra-dtpikd 103*

Samksepa-Bhdgavatdmrta 16, 114, 119*,

122, 176, 177*, 181-92 (survey),

1.03 (index). 239. .325, 3.35

Samksipta-Dlksa 349

Samnidhapana 356, 391

Samnirodhana 356

Samnyusa 103*, 406

Sarapurna Ekadas! 872-7.3

Sampradnna in Vivaha 407, 408

Samvit-Aakti 212-13, 215. 269*

Sanfitana Gosvamin 8, 16, 42, 58, 66*.

72*. 73-75, 73* (conversion to Islam).

7,0. 80, 81*, 85-88 (in relation to

Caitanya), 90, 92, 93, 94, 9.5, 96. 97*,

102. 104-6 (authorship of Ilari-hhakti-

vdasa), 108. 109-11 (life). 112-13

(works). 119 (date), 121, 122, 1.3r,

176, 177-81 (BhdgavaUimrta)

,

190,

191, 194. 265*, 322*, .325, .326-28

(on Caitanya), 329. 333. .3.3.5. 336

337, 340, 342, 34.3, 428, 431. 459*, 477,

492*, 498, 509*

Sanatana Misrn 56

Saiiga-siddha (Bhakti) 279

Sanskrit Poetics. See Poetics

Sapta-sataka of Hala 6, 157

Aaranapatti 280, 281, .371

Sarasvati-vildaa 68*, 340

Sarvajha Jagadguru 109

Sarva-sainmdim 10*, 118, 192, 194, 196,

198*, 202, 203*, 205, 285*, 313,

319, 336*

Sarvalobhadra Mandala 349, 377, 880, 891

tiata-shka of Sarvabhauma 65*

Sat 406

SaUkriya-sara-dlpikd itfs*, 394, 402-12

Sai-mmdarbha or BhSyavata-samdarbha
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106, 118, 176, 192, 193-313 (siincy),

313-20 (index), 325

Salyanrta 363

^ayana-EkadasI 372; §a>ana-Utsava 379

Sadhaiia-bliakli, VaidhI and Raj?aiiuj;a

(q. V.), 126, 128f, 130, 131. 133, 201,

225, 286, 298, 340

Sddhana-paddkati 116*^

tfSSdharMm rta 1 1 5 *

Sadhu-saiiga 129, 278

Sahitya-darpana 116*, 118, 151, 162*,

166*, 442*, 443*, 504*

Sdhitya-kaumudl 1 67*

Saksalkara or BhaKax’ad-darsana, ijeaiifi<!.

vision. 221, 223-24, 217, 218, 219, 252,

270, 290-92; Bahis and A)ilar 232;

its Aldiiisa 292-94, 295

Salokya (Mukti) 294, 401

SaJagrama 56, 355, 356, 407

Samanya-bliakli 126, 127, 130

Sdmdnya-hiruddvall-Iaksana 116, 117*

504, 505*

Samlpya (Mukti) 291, 296. 404

Sammukhya 269, 274

Samkhya 220, 226, 232, 235, 298

Sdinkhya-kdrikd 486

^anddya-sutra 2, 67*, 167-08

^anta-blnikli 115-46, 272, 275, 286, 287.

296, 301, 310

Saplapadina 409

Suradd-fihka 345, 346, 395

Fidranga-rangadd C'oinin. (of Krsnudrusa)

41*. 100*, 107; (of I5aladc\a Vidya-

bhusana) 177*

Sdra-samgraha 1 1 8*

Sara-samgraha-dlpik 7 1 03*

SdrdUmra-lattva-samgraha 93*

Sdmvdi 64*

Sarstya (Mukti) 278, 294, 296

Sarupya (Mukti) 278, 294, 401

Sarvabhauma (Vasudeva) Bhattacuryu

45*. 61*, 62*, 63-67, 70, 73*, 110,

322, 427, 430, 435, 436*, 438, 460*

Sdrvabhauma-nirukii 04*

Sdtvata Tantra 184, 187

Sattvika-bhavas of Krsna-rati 140-41, 160,

309

Sattvikabhasa 141

Sattvika Purana 198f, 245

Sattvika-vrddlii-sraddha 410, 411

Sect. See Caitanya sect

Sectarian mark. Vaisnava-cihna

Seva 279

Sevaparadha 130, 403, 405

Sevya-sevaka-blmva 203, 238 *

^sa 250

Sex impulse 5, 169, 288, 418, 464, 493.

See Erotic Mysticism

Siddha-Ioka 253

Siddhdnfa-ratna 269*

Siddhartha-samhiid 355

^ikhara-dlpa 381

Sikm-dvadasa 115*

Siksa-ffuru 278

Fiilmistaka 84, 119

^Ilabhattarika 265*. 485*, 488

Simantonnayana 406, 410

.^ingabbupala 151, 154*. See Ra.sdrnava-

sudhakara

Sin 361 (Ihirly-lwo kinds), 411, 416

Sisya, Disciple, 341, 312-49

Situ, mother of Lokaniitlia 72*

Aiva-ratri 103, 341, 376

Sixaiianda Cakrav'artin 42*

6ivananda-das{i-sona 32, 34, 48*. 70*, 433,

436, 437, 457*

Skanda-purdna 151, 199, 267, 312, 35S,

381, 395, 406, 482*

Smarana 281, 305, 370, 455

iimarana-mamjtdaikddasa 115, 155, 459,

513-15

Smarta rules, their applieal)ilily to a

Vai.siiava 403-5

Smrli 172, 352, 363, 394, 403, 401

Smrti Works 103*-101*, 340-41, 379,

394. 395*, 403

Siiana 349 (Manasa-), 350-51, 352

(Grha-), 355-58, 389 (of the deity)

Snana-.\ utru 377, 437

Snamya 368

Snataka 371 *

Sneha 161, 300

Song and Dance in worship 357, 37 [. 371,

,375, 376, 377, 381, 382, 390, 391

^osyanli-homa 406, 410

Sodasopacara 367. See Upacara

Spring Festival 376-77

israddha 129, 278

Srauta Vidhi 353

Sravaiia 129, 273, 280, 370

.Sravana-dvadosi-vrata 381

^ravamhlddim Comm. 102*

Sraddiia 103*, 341, 364, 372, 389, 391, 404,

405, 407

&rdddha-kdla-nirupana 111*

Sri, See Lak^ml
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Siidhara-dasa I*, 511

Srldhara Svamin IS-l, 10, 18, ao, ^5,

112*, 180, 480

§rlkrf!na-Iildmrta IJ), 20

firlmad’blmgavaia. Sec lihdyarata

Arinatha 33*

Arlnivasa Acarya 48, 03*, 80, 88. lOS,

112, 205*

Arivaisnava 71, 91. 95, 100*. 343, 344

Arlviasa 23, 2,)*. 27*, 35*, 37*. .38, 50.

51*, 58*. 59, 70*. 78. 175, 321. 328*

428. 429, 430, 132, 131, 435

Anigaua Rasa 125, 135, 153r. See

Madliurya

Sni<jdra-iilaka 1 01 *

Aruli 172, 195, 197 T, 210, 238. 212, 243.

244, 249, 281, 288. 298, 312, 313,

323, 341, 303, 405

i^tava-mdld 114, 110*, 118*, 119, 107*,

321-22, 500-10

Stavuvall 90-91, 110*, 322-23. 401*. 468\

474*, 496-500

Stlulna-suddhi 350

Stliiipana 356, 390, 391

Stlfay^hhuva of Krsna-rali 143-15, 304-0

Stotra-kavya 90-91, 97, 99*, 493-501. 510

Subaiidhu 474, 490

fiubadham Comm. 100*

Subuddhi Misra 45*

Sudar.suna 53, 429

Auddlia Jiva 229, 232. See Jhu
Aiiddha Bliakti 271-72, 271. 275

Auddlii, six forms of 356

Suka-hrdaya 200

Suklia 290-97

Suiiaiidii 41*

Audra, his lille to ^^or^hip 81*, 313, 345,

355, 389, 394, 100, 421

Sutra-mdlikd. See Dhaiu-sulra-mdlikd

Sur.’^ada.sa Sarkhe) 80*

Svabhava 233, 300

Svakiya-vada. See Parakiya-vada

Sva-niyama-damka 90*, 497, 498*. 500*

Svapnesvara 07*

Svarga 273. See Paradise

Svarfipa of feiia 181-83, 201, 314; of

Bhagaval 211 f, 216, 217, 221, 229,

235, 298, 299,

Svarupa Darnodara 24*, 27, 28*, 30-1,

39, 46*, 68*, 71*. 70, 83, 89*, 90, 93,

175, 322. 323, 339*, 498

Scarupa-Aakli 128*. 155*, 210-15, 220,

• 221, 222, 223, 226, 227, 230, 232-33,

230-37, 238, 240, 261, 205*, 260, 209,

276, 289, 290, 292, 295, 298, 308, 311

Svarupa-siddha (Bhakti) 279

Svarupanaiida 222, 254

Sva-samkalpa-prakdm 499

Svaslika 351

f^vayam-vipreksUa-Wd 458*, 502, 503

S\ayam-rupa 182-83, 219, 252

Svagata 308

Svaha (=M a> a ) 34

1

Svamsa 182-8.3

Svarasikl (Lila) 201

A\ elad\ Ipa 478

Ayama.sundara Aearva 19. 112

Ayamananda-dasa 08*, 205*

Tadekatma-rupa 182-83

Tamil Afvars 09

Taiilra 20-22. 157, 182, 192. 190*, 280,

341, 373, 379, 395. tOO. 1'88*

7'ati (ra-hhdgai'afd 200

Tavi'ra-,s.lm 21

Tantrk* riles and forinuUis 3M. 313, .‘Ul,

347 , 348, 31.9. 350, 353, 300, 37

.383, .381, 385, 380. -!()7, .112, 1.3 !

Taiilu-par\ an 340

T.ipanu Misra 51*, 93. 428

Tapas 259, 400

Tarka or Reasoning 171, 182, 107

Tarpunu .351, 383, 385

Tafira-ciutamani 04

Taiiva-dlpika 200

Tallva-jnana 215

TalUm-mmdnrbha 12*. \\\ 10 17, 112*,

118, 127*, 193, 195, 190-200 (.sur\ey).

237, 335. 330*

Tall\a-\a(la or Tatlva-\adin 13. 17*. 1.30

Tamasikvi Puriina 198f, 215

Tdtparya-dlpiku on Meyhadfiia 1 1

0

Temple, eon.slruclion of 311, 392-93

Temple Ritual 349f, 351-52, 302

Theology and Philoso})}iy 39, 10, 18, 171-

320 (sur\e.>); of Na\ad\ipa dis

eiples (q. v), 171-70, 338-39

Tila 352

Tilaka. See Valsnava-eihna

Tithi .346, 372-73

Traikfiliki Puja 383

Tirtim 350

Tirtha-vasa 129, 281

Tree^, sacred 359

Tukaram 69

Trimalla Bhalla 94, 95, 101, 107, 108,
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4^8, 431

Trihhnriga-jmncalca .501

Trinity, graded 205-7

Tri-spursa (Ekadasi) 373, 375

Tri-sanidliya 377, 383

'rnvikraina. worship of 378

TulasI 350, 352, 354, 357, 35!) (Mrihal-

inya). 302-03, 301-, 305, 308, 370, 375,

381, 384, 393

lldbhasvaras 141, 159-00, 309

l}(l(lhavn-sam,(Jem 113, 492-9!i

Uddipaiia-VibhaN a of Krsna-rali 138-40,

159, 300, 308-9

Udicya-karman 407, 409

IIjj\ala Rasa 125, ,327. See Mridhur;\a

V']\vaJu~)uhimum 19, 22, 41“, 104'*^, 114,

119, 120, 123f. 120, 1.32, 137, I4S,

15,3-00 ('survey), 160-107 (index),

311’^ .312, .320, 439, 442*, 413, 444*,

445, 47 4\ 480

Vjjvah-nVumani-kirana 113*, 126* 153*

rjiniilani EkadasT 373, 375

rpaeara in worshij) ,357, 307, 308, 374

VpadcMimria 115*

Upanayaiui 400, 411, 484

rpanisa<l 00, 232, 312, 321, 322, 400

I' pa-rasa 150

Ujjavasa, fasling 372, 374

I'pavlta or Pun ilra, offer of 3.77

ITpadhi 20,3, 2,37, 289

Upasana 201, 202, 209, 278, 2.S8

llpasaiia-klianda 224

Upendra as Avalfmi 180

Ilttliaiia-Ekadasl or Pral)odhanT 372, 382

lUkaJika-vallfU'l 113, 110*, 121. ,502.

503-4

IJikaiiih d-cl«,syi ha 499

Pttara-^i\^d)a 407, 409

I'lnlh a -pund ra 352

ValiirTnukha 293

'Vaibha\a- or Vil)lu1lli-A^'alara 185. 180,

240

VaidhT (Bhakti) 102, 120. 128-30 (its

sixty-four Aiiga.s), 1.31, 132, 1.34, 175,

280-83 (eleven stages), 2S5, 280, 340,

,370, 393, .394, 415

Vaikuriiha or ^laha-Vaikunlha. See

Goloka

Vaiinukhya 269-70, 274

Vairagya in iflalion to Bhakli 127, 271,

272, 275, 270

I 'airdyya-mtaka 1 5

1

Vaisnava 343, .305, 373, 409, 413-14

Vaisnava-eihna, seelarian marks 129, 282,

34S, 351, 352, 304, 370, 379

Vaisnava-dasa 48, 93, 108*. Set* Par/a-

kaJpataru

Vai.snava devotee 304-60. See BhakUi

Vai.snav a Sampradaya 2-4

Vai.snava Sinrti 340-41. See Sinrli

Va’mmva-iomm or Dasama-iippmu 10,

18, 25*, .58*, 72*, 73*, 80*, 87 \ 10.5,

108, 109*, 110, 113, 118, 121, 312,

328*, 335, 482*, 484*

Vai.snava weapons, ciglit 352 .3.57, 359,

379, 386

Vaisnav is, fiv e 407

\kiisna\ I Gayalri 408

Vallabbu, alias Anui)aniu 74. SO*, lO.*),

in, 336*, 431, 4.30, 477

Vallabha Aearya, father of LaLsmi, 54

Vallabha Bhatia 10, 74, 70*, 112*

Vallabl5a(ar.>u atid his Sampradaya 2, 4,

6, 10, 54*, .55*, 74, 70*. 499*

Vainsida.sa and Vainsl-sikyl 333*

Vamsiv adana 48

Vanamfila 380

\'andana 282

Vange.svara, ronnn on iiifavdvull 91*

Vanjuli-Ekatlasi 373, 375

VarCiha-purdna 114, 130, 348, 300

Varna-Avalara 220

Varnamav'! (Dlksil) 340

Vama-prakusa 30*

Variiasranm-Dharma 81*, 273, 343, 303,

371, 394

Vasaula-Ulsava 37(»-77, 509

^’astra or Vasana, offer of 357-58, 308

Vastra-harana-lTla 311

Vasudha 80*

Viimana inearnalioii 381

Vdmana-purdna 358

Va.mric‘arin 20

Varahi Dvadasl 370

Vdsaim-hhdsya 200

Vustii-mandala 392 ; Vastu-puja 393

Vasudeva 108; as Vyulia-,\v aliira 18/,

188, 189; in relation to Krsna 2 45,

246, 247, 250, 251, 259, 307

Vasudev a-datta 37 *

Vasudeva-gho.sa 48*, 49, 63*, 70*, 73*

Vasudeva Misra Nyayasiddbanla 64*

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma. See Sarvabhauma

VUmdeva-lJpanisad 247
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Vasudevadhyaima 313

Valsalya 143, 148, 259, 272, 285, 280,

287, 300, 301, 302, 303, 306, 465. 487*

Veda 107-98, 224, 225, 322. 364. 373.

377, 403, 404, 412

Vedha 372

Vadhamayi (DiLsii) 346

Vedic' Sukta 390, 391

Vedanta 65, 66, 226, 234, 235, 314,

426, 427, 430, 438

Veddnta'paribk'lm 96*

Vedanta-parijafa and its Comm. 55*

Veddnla-hiddhanta-mukldvali 75*

Veddnia-sutra or Bmhma-suira 3, 17,

55*, 66. 172, 182, 197, 199, 200. 230,

237, 245, 287, 303, 3J3

Veddnia-itynmaviaha 1
2*

Venkata Jilialta 94, 95. 101, 107, 108

\^enkatauath{i 96*

Venn, Vamsi or Mural! 140, 250. 386

Vibliava of Krsiiu-rali 136-40, 154-59,

303. 305

Vibliilha 252

Vkarious enjoyment 157*. 168-69, 419.

,420^.^17, 503

Vidagdha-mddhava 114, 120, 158, 326-27,

143-44, 448, 450

Viddlui I'.kudasl 372

Vidvevsin 293

Vidya 203*, 215, 232-33. Sec Axidya

Vidyapali 1, 8, 84, 125, 436*

Vid> a\ acaspati (Ratnukara) 73*, 110

Vipfraha. See Murti

Vijayadbvaja 16, 202. 312

Vijaya Ekadasl 373

Vijayotsava 381

Vikara 218 (six i'orin.s), 223, 234

Vifdpa-kusumdujali 91, 116*, 469, 498

Vilasa (of Svarfipa) 182-83, 222

Vildsa-ma nja 1 1 503

Vipralamblia 164-65, 445, 454, 482, 4S3

Visarga 368*

VimkhdvandaSioira 90*, 91, 498, 499

Visarada (Narahari or Mahesvara 63,

64*, 66

Vise^sa, theory of 207-8, 223

Visva-karya 183

VisMirnbhara. Sec CaiU.iya

Visvaiiallia 148, 151, 442. Sec Sdliilya-

datpana

Visvanalha Cakravarlin 35*, 113*, 122,

126*. 128, ISO*, 131*, 133, 134, 153*,

155*, 176, 443, 455, 458*, 466*, 487

505, 507*

Visvarupa or Sainkararanya 52. 59, 426,

429, 434

Visva-rupa, theophank* form, 217-48, 249,

270

Visnu, worship of 343-44, 348

Vipm-dhartna 185, 373, 388*, 395

Vismidkarmotiara 186, 358, 301, 395

Visnu-Diksa 313

VLsiiugui)ta 310

Visnu-image 386. 388

V'isnu-Mantra 344, 370. 373

Visnupada 222

\lsnu Pandita 53, 129

Visinipa<Ja 344

Vipm-purdna 5, 11, 171, 186, 211. 212.

245, 312, 367, 395

Vi.siiii Pun 14-5

Vi.siiiipriya 56, 333*, 426, 428, 129, 431

Ymm-rahapfa 358*, 395

Visnn-sturii 343, 371

Visnu-srnkhala-yogu 381

Visnusvamin 2, 14*. 76*

Vlmu-ydmala 348, 353

Vivarta-\ada (erealion) 231

Vivaha, ceremony of marriage, 406-10

Vweka-mtaka 99

Vriidruana, reclamation of 62, 72, 78. 88,

428 ; as the Vaisnava Paradise 222,

478. Sec Goloka

Vrndavanu Cakravarlin 461*

Vrndavanacandra 177*

Vriidrivauu circle or tradition 43. 48, 77’“,

79, 87, 88, 121. Sec Navadvipa circle

and Vrudavana Gosvainin.s

Vniduvunu-dasa 22, 25*, 35-39, 40. 43,

44, 45. 46, 49. 51*, 52*, .73*. 54*,

55*, 56*, 57*, 58, 59, 60*, 61*, 63*,

65*. 66*, 68*, 75*, 80, 83, 88, 175,

338. 339. St'e CaHanya-bhdtjavaia

Vrndm'ana-<jo-\)atm-cdra uddi-ltld 1

1

9

Vrnda\aiia Gosvamins 37, 39, 40, 41, 42*,

43, 48, 63*, 70*, 71*, 77*, 79, 80*,

82, 83-121, 122, 131*, 173, 176, 265*

321 f, 336, 337, 339, 459*, 460*, 466

Vriidavana-llla. See Lila

Vmddvana-mahimdvtria 98, 496

Vniddvana-safaka 98*

Vrita-ratndkara 508

Vraja-raja-stava 110*,

Vraja-vildsa-itlavn 90*, 91, 469, 497

Vrala, Nakta 375 ; Kityayiiil 377

;

Vasanli Pancam i Bhima-Ekadasi
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Bhlsma-Astaml Varahl Dvyjisl 376;

Slva-rairi 376; Govlnfla-dvadahl 376;

Ranm-navaim 377 ; Aksaya-trllya 377 :

Kekva-vrata 377 ; Nrsimha-calurdasI

378; Nirjala Ekadtusl 378; i^ayana-

EkadasI 379 ; Knsna-janniristaml 380-

81 ; Parsva-parh'arlana Ekadawi 381 ;

Aravana-dvadajsi-vrata 381; KrsnaHlami

etc. 382 ; Vratas in connexion with

Caturniasya 382-83
; Dllat^-^Tala 383 ;

Aksaya-na^'aI^^ 383

Vrata-lcdla-niskarm 1 1 1

*

Vyabhicari-bhava of Krsna-rati 111-4.1,

160, 303, 309

Vyfihrti-homa 391 , 40{)

VyLsatlrtha 16, 202, 312

Vyiiha-doctrinc 184, 187-88. 100, 230.

251, 253

AYoman, adniilled to \\nrslii|) 81*, 3b),

355, 421

Wor.ship. Sw Ritualism, Hliakti, and

Puja

Yadunandana Acarya 90

Yadunandaiui-dilsa 41 \ 50*, 100* 26.)*

YajamanabhL^ka 391

Yajna 406

Yaksa-dhupa 360

Yarna-dvitiya or Bhalr-dvitiya 382

Yaviund-stotra 480

Yamundslaka 116*

Yati-vesa (of Caitaiiya) 77*, 322*, 330

Yantra, amulet 385

Yadavas as Krsna's Parikaras 256-57

Yadavacarya 42*

Yjidavendra Purl 15*

Yamala 403

Yofta or Yo^dn 220. 260, 270, 416; Yo^a-

marKa. called .^anta Bhakli 272, 274,

275

Yoj^a-miiya or Yoj’a 215. 258, 202, 435.

470. 483*. 487, 488*.

Yoga-inika Bhakli 275

Yoya’SatakiM'i/ffkhjjdna 1 1 3
*

Yoya-ffCmi-stavas Ji\a's comm on 117

Yoyihmltm 202

Yoya-vamtha 434*

Yoi*m(lras, nine 407, 409

YnsfuaUira 174, 185, 239

Yn^ala-niurli-upasanu 268, 39.V^r^6(?^
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ERRATA

Page Line Incorrect Correct

42 footiKUr last but one lin* purnafd ni purmtdw

r>i last bne

55 1 purile puerile

80 footnote 2, lino 4 Gosvamiiui Gosvamins

80 footnote. li!>o 23 ‘prlyatam- prJyaidm

87 20 wepc was

00 4

]01 footnote 2, line 0

no footnote 2, line 7 passage passages

112 last line tadajuaya iaddyiiayd

170 o wishfulness wistfulness

n4 34 receive receives

’\zir 18 ilisquisition disquisitions

187 footnote 2, line 1 hhdgavatfindm hhfigavafdnu

208 fooliioto 2, lino 12 praiytiifOi/a 'praiydyayan

221-22 in all ]»laecs Dlmma Dliamaii

221 last line aprdj)yam aprdpyani

277 footnote 2 sammukhyc sdmmukhyc

280 9 Rdgdnngd Kaganuga

324 footnote, line 1 vajjvahluvi ufjvalildm

377 12 Dolfi- Dola-

381 13 OTiikala- sriikliala-

393 4 are is

413 footnote 1, line 4

430 18








